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The transliteration system used in this dissertation is
that recommended in British Standard 2979:1958, with diacritics
omitted. The only exception to the transliteration system
is where a name ending in a soft sign is followed immediately
by an English apostrophe, e.g. Gogol', but Gogol's.
Short quotations (up to five words in length) have been
transliterated. Longer quotations are given in Cyrillic.
(However, where several short quotations are used together
they are regarded as a single quotation and cited in Cyrillic.)
The great majority of the references to Kataev's works
are to the second collected edition, Sobranie sochinenii v
devyati tomakh (M., 1968-72). Such references are marked in
the text in the form (2,112). Where the place of publication
is Moscow or Leningrad this is given in the abbreviated form
M. and L. respectively. A few dates are given in both Old
Style and New Style in the form 16/28 January 1897.
In addition to published sources, this study makes use
of two conversations which I have had with Kataev, in May 1971
at Peredelkino and in 1976 at the University of Keele,
Staffordshire.
Two of my published articles make use of material
presented in this dissertation. 'An Early Soviet Play at
the Moscow Arts Theatre' concerns the production of Rastratchiki
at MKhAT (see section 3.7.1 of the dissertation); and 'The
(vii)
Problem of Self Expression in the Later Works of Valentin
Kataev' is about mauvisme (see section 7.2.2 of the
dissertation). The articles are listed in the Bibliography
(p. 483).
I am grateful to Dr. M. Greene of the University of
Edinburgh for permission to incorporate as an appendix a
photocopy of the manuscript of a poem by Kataev which was




The career of Valentin Kataev (1897 -) spans the
entire Soviet period, during which he has continued to write
and publish topical works despite the many changes of
political and literary climate. The aim of this thesis
is to trace the evolution of Kataev's career from the
beginning until 1969. The diversity of Kataev's work is
most striking, but from an early date it contains two elements
which are almost always present and which frequently pull
in opposite directions. These are aestheticism and support
for the Communist regime. In Trava zabven'ya (1967) Kataev
implicitly links these elements with the two great influences
on his work - the aesthete, Bunin, and the ideologically
committed Mayakovskii. Kataev's uneasy position in Trava
zabven'ya midway between Bunin and Mayakovskii reflects the
most notable feature of his entire work.
His earliest work was lyric poetry written under
Bunin's influence and characterised by clarity, concreteness
and sensuousness. These qualities carried over into his
prose, and Kataev's gifts are largely those of the poet
rather than the novelist. In the 1920s he was a typical
Fellow Traveller, writing both lyrical and satirical works.
At the beginning of the 1930s he heeded warnings to change
his style, and for thirty years wrote works which were
politically acceptable but which reveal his 'Bunin' side
intermittently. In the 1960s he surprised critics by writing
modernistic works apparently quite unlike his earlier books.
(ix)
But Svyatoi kolodets, Trava zabven'ya and Kubik are not
entirely new; they recall features of the works of the
1920s. Whereas in the previous era the 'Mayakovskii' side
had dominated, now, in the more relaxed atmosphere of the
1960s, the 'Bunin' side came once more to the fore, eclipsing





Valentin Kataev was born in 1897 and began publishing
stories and poems while still a young boy. He himself
considers that his career as a professional writer began
with the October Revolution of 1917.^" At the time of writing
there is every reason to believe that he is still actively
engaged in literary work. (His latest tale - Almaznyi moi
venets - appeared in Novyi mir in June 1978.) Kataev's
career, therefore, embraces the entire period of Soviet
literature together with a few years before the beginning
of the Soviet period. During more than sixty active years
Kataev has worked in many genres; he has produced novels,
novellas, short stories, poetry, plays, film scenarios,
journalism, fairy stories, even a pamphlet explaining the
o
government's housing policy in the early 1920s. Moreover,
as the first editor of Yunost', he did much to encourage
young authors and poets in the 1950s and early 1960s. In
terms of quantity, therefore, his contribution to Soviet
literature has been a considerable one. The second collected
edition of his works runs to nine volumes, and many minor
works are omitted.
As with almost all of his contemporaries, there is
much in Kataev's work that is artistically inferior. Some
1. V. Kataev, 1Avtobiografiya' in B. Brainina and E. Nikitina
(eds.), Sovetskie pisateli. Avtobiografii, 2 vols (M., 1959).
vol. 1, pu 5^8. " #
2. V. Kataev, Novaya zhilishchnaya politika (M., 1922).
2.
stories and novels of the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s will
undoubtedly stand the test of time, but many can already
be seen to be uninspired pieces, written to order. With
the exception of Vremya, vperedi and Beleet parus odinokii,
Max Hayward's suspicion that Kataev's middle period was his
worst turns out to be well founded."'"
Most of Kataev's articles and many of his artistic
works reflect closely the precise historical moment when
they were written. One of the most striking characteristics
of his work is its topicality in Soviet literature; time
and again he has adapted his themes and manner of writing
2
to suit the prevailing literary and political climate, so
that when the atmosphere has been most repressive Kataev
has managed to publish by suppressing unacceptable aspects
of his talent. The result has been some inferior books.
But in this respect Kataev shares the fate of those of his
contemporaries who survived and continued to publish through¬
out the Stalin era. In the complete corpus of Fedin, Leonov,
Erenburg, and many others are pages which the authors no doubt
regretted. As with all those contemporaries mentioned,
however, Kataev's creative output contains many works of a
high artistic standard, and his contribution to Soviet
literature has been significant in terms of quality as well
as quantity. Rastratchiki, Vremya, vpered', , Beleet parus
odinokii, Svyatoi kolodets, and Trava zabven'ya must be
1. M. Hayward, 'The Decline of Socialist Realism', Survey, 1972,
No. 1, p. 87.
2. This aspect of Kataev's work has been criticised by B. Sarnov.
See 'Ugl' pylayushchii i kimval bryatsayushchii', Voprosy
literatury, 1968, No. 1, pp. 21-49.
3.
considered important representatives of major trends in
Soviet literature and satisfying works in their own right.
Both as a barometer of the changing literary climate in the
Soviet Union and as the author of some fine works, Kataev
deserves to be studied.
0.2.Previous Major Work on Kataev
In the course of his long career Kataev's work has
been the subject of many reviews and articles, and these
will be referred to where appropriate. Of the longer
published works by Soviet scholars, three deserve special
mention. They are by Sidel'nikova (1957), Brainina (1960)
and Skorino (1965).All three authors exaggerate the
extent of Kataev's allegiance to the Soviet regime in the
early part of his career. (None of them, for instance,
quotes from the autobiographical note of 1928 which reveals
2Kataev's ambivalence in the Civil War.) As a result, they
all see Kataev's development towards ideological conformity
as parallel to his artistic development; the picture
presented is, by and large, one of constant artistic improve¬
ment matched by increasing political awareness.
Nevertheless, despite this fault, all three books
contain valuable information and interesting insight into
1. T. Sidel'nikova, Valentin Kataev. Ocherk zhizni i tvorchestva
(M., 1957); B. Brainina, Valentin Kataev. Ocherk tvorchestva
(M., 1960); L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya (M., 1965).
2. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya* in V. Lidin (ed.), Pisateli:
avtobiografii sovremennikov (M., 1928), pp. 175-7.
4.
Kataev's work. Particularly notable in Sidel'nikova's
book is the emphasis on Kataev's early poetry and its role
in the composition of Khutorok v stepi. Of the three books
Brainina's is the shortest and least informative, although
her comments on style are sometimes incisive. Like
Sidel'nikova, she gives insufficient weight to the works
of the 1920s in comparison with those of the 1930s, although
she does praise Otets and Rodion Zhukov. Skorino's is by
far the most detailed published study on Kataev to date.
By making use of little-known published material, such as
articles in newspapers and journals, and by interviewing
Kataev and several of his fellow writers, Skorino suceeeds
in evoking the atmosphere of Odessa in the first twenty years
of the present century, of Kataev's Moscow circle in the
1920s, and of Magnitogorsk in the early 1930s. The chapters
devoted to the later works are, by contrast, weak. As with
the other books, Skorino's study was written before the
publication of Svyatoi kolodets, Trava zabven'ya, and Kubik,
and therefore it lacks the perspective on Kataev's career
as a whole which those later works provide. Nevertheless,
Skorino's work remains a valuable source, and the authors
of all subsequent studies of Kataev have made extensive use
of her book.
To date, no full length study on Kataev has been
published in the West, although he is mentioned in the
standard Western histories of Soviet literature, such as
those by Struve, Slonim, and Brown.^ The most detailed
1. G. Struve, Russian Literature under Lenin and Stalin (Norman,
Oklahoma, 1971); M. Slonim, Soviet Russian Literature; Writers
and Problems, 1917-1977 (New York, 1977); E.J. Brown, Russian
Literature since the Revolution (New York, 1963).
5.
Western studies are unpublished doctoral dissertations by
J.F.M. Patron (Oxford) and W.G. Fiedorow (Indiana).^"
Fiedorow aims to show the way in which Kataev has adapted
to the changing climate of Soviet literature, particularly
to the demands of socialist Realism. Patron's dissertation
presents a balanced and informative general picture of
Kataev's career and is particularly helpful in shed-ding
light on the enigmatic work Kubik.
Of the many shorter studies, one will be mentioned
here because of its pertinence to the method of the present
dissertation, and also because its subject matter falls
outside the scope of this dissertation and therefore it is
not treated in the body of the work. In July 1976, when
work on the present dissertation was already at an advanced
stage, an article appeared in the emigre journal Kontinent
which approached Kataev's tales of the 1970s from a broadly
2
similar point of view. Violetta Iverni's analysis of
Fialka (1973) and Kladbishche v Skulyanakh (1975) leads her
to conclude that Kataev's work contains two essentially
opposite strands, and that by writing orthodox and politically
acceptable stories such as Fialka Kataev is able to publish
the purely personal, introspective work which really interests
him, such as Kladbishche v Skulyanakh. Iverni allows for the
possibility that Kataev's ambivalence might spring less from
1. J.F.M. Patron, 'Valentin Kataev: A Biographical and Critical
Study' (unpublished D.Phil, dissertation, University of Oxford,
1973); W.G. Fiedorow, 'Valentin Kataev vs. Socialist Realism'
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Indiana, 1973).
2. V. Iverni, 'Sotsrealizm s chelovecheskim litsom', Kontinent,
1976, No. 7, pp. 393-417.
6.
cynicism than from a naive wish to reconcile the irreconcilable.
She writes:
Ro caribiM r/iaBHUM b npoh3b8flehhhx HaTasBa - ...
0TH8T /1MB08 HSnOHMMaHMB SBTOpOM TOTO $aKTa, MTO
3Ta ero nposa npn bcsx peBepaHcax b cTopoHy
pSBO/naUHM H C0B8TCK0M B/iaCTM KaH pa3 3TOM B/iaCTM
sywfla, BpawfledHa m onacHa! -1-
And again
ASMCTBHTQ/lbHO JIM OH H8 BUflMT M H8 nOHMMaBT...
HTO H8/I b 3 H OflHOBpSMSHHO C^yWMTb H 6ory, M
MannoHe? 2
In her polemical and openly anti-Soviet article Iverni touches
on an aspect of Kataev's work which the author himself alludes
to in Trava zabven'ya and which is discussed extensively in
the present dissertation, namely the attempt by Kataev simul¬
taneously to follow the examples of Bunin in artistry and
Mayakovskii in ideology.
0.3.Aims of the Dissertation
The aims of this dissertation are twofold. Firstly,
to provide a general picture of Kataev's literary career by
analysing his significant works (and by discussing, where
appropriate, the major changes in the Soviet literary climate
which both affect and are reflected in Katev's writing);
and secondly, to demonstrate that the theme of Trava zabven'ya,
namely that Kataev was influenced by two antithetical poets -
1. V. Iverni, 'Sotsrealizm...', p. 395.
2. V. Iverni, 'Sotsrealizm...', p. 417.
Bunin and Mayakovskii - and that he attempted to reconcile
the lessons learned from both, can be traced through his
career (although it is not, of course, present in every
work).
The first of these aims dictates that the approach
should be primarily chronological, so that the development
of Kataev's career and its interaction with the changing
social and literary conditions might be easily studied.
There are three significant departures from this approach.
The first of these comes in the section devoted to the 1920s,
one of the most productive periods in Kataev's career. At
this time his writing developed in parallel along two separate
lines, the one satirical and the other non-satirical; conse¬
quently, these strands have been dealt with in separate
chapters. Secondly, the chronological approach is abandoned
in order to emphasise the links between two plays of the
early 1930s - Million terzanii and Doroga tsvetov - and the
satirical works of the previous decade. Finally, in the
section devoted to the 1960s, the common features of Svyatoi
kolodets, Trava zabven'ya, and Kubik which Kataev calls
mauvisme are dealt with together rather than separately
with regard to each of the three works.
Turning now to the second aim, the clearest statement
of the opposing influences on Kataev comes in Trava zabven'ya:
'y hmx y oSonx ysH/icfi h sHfleTb MHp - y ByHHHa m y MasHOSCKoro
...Ho Mnp-To 6bi/i pa3HbiM(9,t33) The lesson learned from
Bunin was purely aesthetic, whereas that learned from Mayakovski
8.
was largely (though not entirely) ideological. For most
of his career Kataev has striven to reconcile thase two
forces; at various times one has appeared to dominate at
the expense of the other, but the struggle between the two
has been a remarkably consistent feature of Kataev's work
since the publication of Vremya, vperedt and even before.
Of course, it must be admitted that to some extent all former
Fellow Travellers who have published continuously since the
1930s have had to try to reconcile aesthetic and ideological
demands. From all a degree of compromise has been necessary,
and in this sense Kataev's case illustrates a larger problem."1"
But in the work of few other Soviet authors is the reader so
conscious of the desire to integrate aestheticism and utili¬
tarianism. Kataev is by temperament an aesthete, yet he is
also temperamentally incapable of accepting the consequences
of aestheticism in the Soviet Union of the 1930s and 19H0s -
not only the terrifying prospect of imprisonment and death,
but even that of non-publication. Several contemporaries
attest to Kataev's desire for recognition. Nadezhda
Mandel'shtam, for instance, recalls that Kataev once said to
Osip: '"Bot yMpeT8, a r,qe codpaHHB commhbhmm? CHO/ibHO b hbm
6y,A8T /ihctob? Hawe nepen^ecTH Heserol Hbt, y nncaT8/iH flo/imHo
2
dblTb flBBHaflUaTb TOMOB - C 30^0TblMM odpB3aMH I . . ." ' Yet to
dismiss Kataev's claim to be a Soviet writer ('R cuh Pbbo^hdlimm .
Mowbt DbiTb, h n/ioxow cuh. Ho bcb paBHo cuH. ' ) (9 , 331) as cynical
1. For an interesting view of another case of compromise see
A. Belinkov, Yurii Olesha: Sdacha i gibel' sovetskogo
intelligenta (Madrid, 1976).
2. N. Mandel'shtam, Vospominaniya (New York, 1970), p. 298.
9.
careerism is to exert too harsh a judgement. Over the
years Kataev's protestations of loyalty to the Soviet regime
have become more convincing, and a study of his work of the
1960s leads to the conclusion that he genuinely wishes to
find a way of incorporating his aestheticism within the
framework of Socialist Realism.
0.4.Scope of the Dissertation
In this study mention will be made of several aspects
of Kataev's work, but attention will focus primarily on his
prose, because it is here that his most important contribution
to Soviet literature has been made. As a dramatist Kataev
has had a checkered career, but he can certainly not be
2
lightly dismissed. However, it is the contention of the
present author that only those plays which Kataev wrote in
the second half of the 1920s and early 1930s can stand
comparison with his better prose works. In this period
the plays and satirical prose works complement each other;
such comedies as Kvadratura kruga (1927), Million terzanii
(1931), and Doroga tsvetov (1933) develop the themes and
some of the devices of the satirical stories and form a
central part of Kataev's work of these years. Because of
the links between these plays and Kataev's satirical prose,
1. See R. Russell, 'The Problem of Self Expression in the
Later Works of Valentin Kataev', Forum for Modern Language
Studies, 1975, No. 4, pp. 366-79. See also Chapter seven
of the present dissertation.
2. For a positive assessment of Kataev's dramatic work see
M. Glenny, 'The Soviet Theatre' in R. Auty and D. Obolensky
(eds.), An Introduction to Russian Language and Literature
(Cambridge, 1977),' pp. 271-85. Glenny suggests that Kataev
is 'one of the few Soviet playwrights capable of writing
sustained, unforced comedy', (p. 281).
10.
and also because of their high quality, the plays in question
are discussed in the present dissertation. Of the other
plays, only those which were of importance in the development
of Kataev's career are examined. (Rastratchiki, for example,
brought him into contact with the Moscow Arts Theatre;
Avangard illustrated his attempts to carry out the injunction
to write on industrial or agricultural themes.)
Kataev's poetry forms a relatively small proportion
of his published work. The bulk of the poems in the final
volume of the collected works date from his early years, but
some were written in the 1940s and 1950s, indicating that
Kataev never entirely abandoned poetry. It is the contention
of the present writer that Kataev's poetry is of greater
importance in the corpus of his work than previous critics
have believed, and, consequently, the poetry is discussed
in the first chapter. Kataev's poetry reveals clearly the
influence of Bunin which was to play a significant part in
his development; moreover, some of the qualities of Kataev's
prose are more readily associated with poets than with
novelists. His great strength lies in descriptive writing
rather than narrative (although he can tell an exciting tale),
in imagery rather than characterisation, and like a lyric poet,
the hero of his best works is frequently a lyrical hero - a
stylised version of himself. Kataev's interests lie less
with the individuals and society around him than with himself
and the physical world in which he lives. In this respect
his prose resembles lyric poetry, and it must not be forgotten
11.
that he began his literary career as a poet and a pupil of
Bunin.
The scope of the present work, therefore, embraces
Kataev's poetry, a few significant plays, and most of his
prose works up to and including Kubik (1969). In a study
of a living author who is still working some end point has
to be chosen, preferably one which can be viewed in some
perspective. In the case of Kataev Kubik appears to be
the most suitable end point for a study at present, since
it is now possible to reach fairly firm conclusions about
his work of the 1960s. Thus far in the 1970s Kataev's work
has shown considerable variety, but earlier trends have been
continued, and it may be tentatively suggested that the
conclusions reached about the 1960s could be extended to




Valentin Kataev was born in Odessa on January 16/28
1897. Petr Vasil'evich Kataev, the author's father, came
from a clerical family in Vyatka and moved to Odessa in
order to attend the Novorossiisk University. He was a
good student, taking the silver medal in the History Depart¬
ment of the History and Philology Faculty, and was offered
an opportunity to stay on at the University, but he preferred
to begin work as a schoolmaster.1 He was a cultured, widely
read man who tried as best he could to instil in his sons a
love of literature, especially of the nineteenth century
Russian classics.
Kataev's mother, Evgeniya Ivanovna, came from the
Ukraine. Her maiden name was Bachei (or, more correctly,
Bachii) and she belonged to a family with strong military
traditions. (Her father had served as a major-general.)
Little is known of her beyond the fact that she had
considerable musical ability. Unlike Petr Vasil'evich,
who is represented in fictionalised form in many of Kataev's
works, the author's mother figures rarely in his writings,
for she died when he was six. In one of his published
autobiographies Kataev writes: 'B 1902 r. poflH/icfi mom bpaT
Ear8HHM, a sepea 4 necmia noc/ie aToro MaTb npocTyfln/iacb h
yMep/ia ot oT8Ha /ierHnx. 2 Petr Vasil'evich never remarried,
1. Petr Vasil'evich taught in the Odessa Military Cadet Infantry
College and in a diocesan college for young ladies. See A.
Bachinskii, L. Voskoboinikova, L. Latosheva, 'Yunost' pisatelya'.
Literatura i zhizn', 5 August 1962. (An article about the
early years of Kataev's brother, the author Evgenii Petrov.)
2. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1928).
14.
but was helped to bring up his two sons by his wife's sister,
Elizaveta Ivanovna Bachei.
At eight years of age Valentin Kataev entered the
preparatory class of the Fifth Odessa High School (gimnaziya),
and within a year he had begun writing verses. The summer
of 1907 was spent in a cottage by the sea in Bessarabia, and
Kataev completed ten poems during the family's stay there.
During that same summer he first started writing prose, with
a description of the village post office and of the moon
rising over the sea.^
In 1910 Petr Vasil'evich and his two sons took an
extended holiday, visiting several European countries. This
experience was to provide material for Kataev's novel
Khutorok v stepi, written over forty years later.
The same year of 1910 proved important in Kataev's
literary development, for in that summer he first met A.M.
Fedorov (the father of a school friend) who was the central
2
figure in an Odessan literary and artistic circle. Fedorov
read Kataev's poems, recognised in them a faint glimmer of
talent, and introduced the young boy to the work of Bunin.
Four years later Fedorov arranged for Kataev to meet Bunin in
person when the famous writer was spending the summer near
1. No conclusions can be drawn from such juvenilia, of course,
but it is interesting to note that, even as a very young boy,
Kataev attempted descriptive prose rather than narrative.
2. This meeting, and the subsequent meeting with Bunin, are
described in Trava zabven'ya.
15.
Odessa."'" It was a meeting which was to have a profound
effect on Kataev, for in Bunin he found a literary master
on whom to model himself.
Kataev's patriotic feelings, evident from some of
his early verses, were enflamed by the outbreak of the First
World War, and he could not wait to finish school before
volunteering for the army. A letter of 13 August 1914 from
Kataev to Bunin reads:
B BMfly Toro, hto Ha sthx ahrx r Bye3wato H3
Ofleccy c caHMTapHbiM noe3,AOM Ha TeaTp soeHHbix
flBMCTBMM, OHeHb npOliiy Ha3HaHMTb mhb odeinaHHbiH
"ocbhhhh" fleHb m sac, fladbi a mot c Barm
npOCTHTbCB H ySHaTb S aill 8 MHBHHe o momx
noc/ie^HMX 5-6 seujMuax, b HOTopwx hbt hh oflHoro
C/IOBa /1MM . H 3 pSHOHSHflOBaHHblX B9MH HHHT, HH
oflHOH He npose/i no nphhmhb /ibhm . Xotr Haflerocb ^
HaeepcTaTb noTepRHHos noc/ie oHOHHaHMH Harina hhh.
From 1915 until August 1917 Kataev served in the army and
was concussed, gassed and twice wounded. During his years
of military service he continued to write poems and short
stories, and also wrote brief, impressionistic war despatches
which were published in Petrograd journals as well as the
Odessa newspapers in which he had published poems before the
war. (His first published poem appeared as early as 1910.)
1. One of Bunin's rare diary entries for 1914 records that on 28
July he was at the Kovalevskii dacha near Odessa. M. Greene (ed.i
Ustami Buninykh, vol. 1 (Dnevniki) (Frankfurt/Main, 1977), pp.
138-9 .
It appears to have been a common practice for young writers to
seek Fedorov's approbation. Vera Inber's experience almost
exactly parallels Kataev's. She writes: 'Bchopb noc/ie OHOHsaHMR
THMHaaMM, /IBTOri, MBHR nOB83/IH H A/lBKCaHflpy MHTpO(J)aHOBMHy (teflOpOBy,
H aiiJBM OflBCCHOH 3 H 3M 8 H M T O CT H . (feflOpOB MM/1 Ha CBOBH flaHB, y MOpR.
OseBHflHO no/ioflbie nosTbi eriy Hafloe/in £0 Hpanhqctm; oh BcasecHH
OTTfirMBa/i ST8HHB mohx cthxob. HaKOHep, r bcb mb npos/ia npo
riope. Oh cHaaa/i: - fl xosy no3HaHOMMTb Bac c ByHHHwri.' V. Inber,
'Avtobiografiya' in V. Lidin (ed.), Pisateli..., p. 150.
2. Literaturnoe nasledstvo, vol. 84, Ivan Bunin (Book 2)
(M., 1973) , p. 461.
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By a stroke of good fortune, Kataev was slightly
wounded in the early stages of the offensive on the Rumanian
front in June 1917, and, therefore, was spared the risk of
death or serious injury in the later stages of that campaign.
As a wounded officer (he held the rank of ensign),he was
returned to Odessa for hospital treatment, and it was while
he was in the Odessa Military Hospital that the October
Revolution took place.
1.2 Poetry
1.2.1 Early Poetry, 1910-18
Kataev had begun writing verse at a very early age,
but until his acquaintance with Bunin he imagined that poetry
was something divorced from everyday life, that it consisted
of set phrases and rhymes which could be learned. Bunin's
description of a seagull, which was full of concrete, realistic
details opened Kataev's eyes to new possibilities in poetry
and set him off on a road, which he was to follow throughout
his career, in search of absolute precision of description."1"
A study of Kataev's juvenile stories and poems reveals
the process of maturation under Bunin's influence, and, in
particular, the way in which the young poet increasingly turned
to concrete, realistic detail capable of defining the specific
nature of the object being described. However, Bunin's
1. Many years later Kataev was still able to recall his
amazement on first hearing Bunin's poem. See Trava zabven'ya,
9, 263.
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influence on his young pupil was not immediate and complete.
Many of Kataev's juvenile poems lack specificity and the
mark of genuine feeling. This is especially true of the
verses written to order on conventional patriotic and
religious themes rather than as a response to an observed
scene or situation. 'Privet Soyuzu Russkogo Naroda v
den' shestiletiya ego'; ' 12-i god'; 'V khrame'; 'K Tebe,
Khristos' have no literary merit and are worthy of reproduc¬
tion only as a contrast with those poems where Bunin's
influence is discernible.1 To this end one of the poems
mentioned is quoted in full here:
K Tsoe, XphcToc
B MMHyTbi ropbKne, b sacs HeBOJibHOH rpycTM,
hbbbflomoh TOCHH H THWIjtHX cbpfluy flyM
Mhs ot3pa3 Tboh , Xphctoc, bb/ihbtcb npeKpacHbiH,
M nyTb CTpacTBH, comhbhhh ewenacHbix
Yhocmtch b TyMaH, m mom cbbt/iseT yM.
M 3 TepHHH bbhoh b T/iaBy TbOIO BIlMBa/ICFI,
Ho hcbh bee we bu/i mhb b3rjinfl Tbohx oneM.
A cseT/ibiM /iMK d/iaweHHO y/ibida/icn,
M MMp b flyUJB mobm boj1hok3 pa 3 Jl m b a/l 0 R ,
cmm p m b nOTOH yMO/IHHyBUJMX CTpaCTeH.
K MeMy CTpeMMMCH Mbl CMymeHHOtO flyiilOK!?
Hto mtllbm Mbl b wmt8mckom CyBTB?
Yms/lb flOCTHI" H BM B lilyMB Mbl flOHOfl?
Hbt, decnoHOMHbiH £yx Tor^a /inujb ycnoKOHM,
Ho/ib npnna/ieM h Teds, XpncToc, h Tada.
These stanzas are clearly derivative; it would appear that
the major influence here is neither Fet nor Maikov (whom
1. 'Privet Soyuzu Russkogo Naroda v den' shestiletiya ego',
Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 5. p- 5.
'12-i god', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 1. p. 2.
'V khrame', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 9,p. 2. /p. 2.
'V khrame' (a different poem), Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 14,
'K Telje, Khristos' , Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 12, p. 2.
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Fedorov detected in Kataev's verse),"1" but Bryusov and,
perhaps, Lermontov. (The first line expressing bitter
melancholy recalls Lermontov's 'I skuchno i grustno'.)
There is not a single concrete detail in the poem, which
is entirely based on generalised emotion (e.g. lines 11
and 12) and which illustrates the point made by Kataev in
Trava zabven'ya that he once believed poetry could only
be written on certain themes and in a certain 'poetic'
language. Of course, it must not be forgotten that 'K
Tebe, Khristos' was written by a youth of fifteen with very
little personal experience to draw on. It is not surprising
that his early attempts at verse should be derivative.
Several of Kataev's earliest poems are about nature,
but they are devoid of the kind of detail which would convey
a particular scene to the reader. Like the patriotic or
religious verse, the stanzas about nature are inspired not
by genuine experience but by literary models. Pushkin is
clearly the model for the following poem entitled 'Osen":
nesa/ibHas nopa npnpo,qbi ysBflaHbsl
Tfle HpacoTa necTpeiouiHX nojien?
Tfls HpacHM 3e.nehm TBoeA?
nena/ibHafi nopa TpeBorn h cTpaflaHbB
Ybhbo BCS : M /iHCTbH,«n UBeTbi;
/ltodoBb yBH/ia h mbhtu.
The season, which is the ostensible subject, is merely equated
with the conventional emotion of sadness.
1. Kataev himself recalls Fedorov's assessment of his early
verse. See L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 16.
2. 'Osen'1, Qdesskil vestnTk, 1912, No. 17« p. 2.
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A few poems from the very early adolescent period show
the direction which Kataev's work was to take, namely the
rejection of generalised emotion expressed in 'poetic'
language in favour of an increasing awareness of the specific
quality of material objects. Whereas the weaker verses
published in 1912 are on patriotic or religious themes which
are alien to Kataev, the more successful poems are concerned
with nature and, in one notable instance, with domesticity.
'V starom dome' was written before Kataev met Bunin, and it
anticipates the direction his work was to take under the
tutelage of the great writer. As the poem has not been
republished since its appearance in 1912 it is here quoted
in full:
B cTapoM ^one
Ha bphmx oSohx JiybHM b 30/ioHenbix ParsTax,
HpuBbie 3epHa/ia c c/ieflaciM SecHHC/ieHHbix Myx;
C/iom nbi/iH hb cTepTOH ha CTapux, Han nePe/ib, nopTpeiax.
Ha HatJ)e/ibHOH nenHe - M3 rwnca, 3e/ieHbiH neTyx.
Bea^e 3aHaBecKn, nexo/i Ha 06.ne3.n0M ponne;
c repaHbic 6b/ioh Ba30Hu Ha hhshom okhb;
ctapate^bho bbimutbim no/i, b stom hpoxothom 3a/ie;
Ha cTo/iHKax JiaHoaux, Ba3bi ctoht b cTopoHe.
3flecb HM3Hb He HHn M T, 3flecb Bee HHHHO H CO H HO,
H H3pe^Ha rope, n/ib pa^ocTb cto^a pa3r/iHHeT.
/lmxib ry/moe thhahbe cTapbtx nacoB mohotohho, ^
H8CH0CH0 TBepflHT, h TO deCCTpaCTHOe BpeMH TeHBT.
'V starom dome' is still clearly the work of a very inexperienced
youth yet there are indications of the direction Kataev's poetry
is to take. With the possible exception of the adjective
'oblezlyi' (shabby) there is no direct expression of the poet's
1. 'V starom dome', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 59, p. 2.
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attitude in the first two stanzas. The third stanza intro¬
duces the poet's emotional reaction to the interior scene
which he finds empty and passionless. The word 'nesnosno'
in the last line is superfluous and its inclusion is an
indication of Kataev's lack of maturity at the time of
composition, for the words 'gulkoe' (tikan'e) and 'monotonno'
would have sufficed to convey more subtly the poet's attitude
towards the old house.
L. Skorino quotes a different version of the first
stanza of this poem:
Ha d/i8flHbix oSonx nydHH b 30/ioseHbix SareTax,
HepoBHoe 3epHa.n0 c TeMHbiMM tohHamh wyx.
HecTepTaa nujib Ha ctapnhhux, HaH neQenb, nopTpeTax,
Ha Ha$enbHOH nssHe M3 r/mHbi aensHUH neTyx.
Because Skorino gives no source it is impossible to say
whether the version which she quotes is earlier or later than
2
the version published in Qdesskii vestnik. In the mam the
differences between the versions are of little significance
('krivye zerkala' - 'nerovnoe zerkalo'; 'iz gipsa' - iz gliny';
'sloi pyli-ne stertoi' - 'nestertaya pyl"). Only one detail
is strikingly different; the wallpaper is described as bright
Cyarkie') and pale ('blednye'). One might conclude that
this detail, at least, was not so much observed as imagined.
'V starom dome' is, in itself, a modest little poem which has
1. L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 20.
2. It seems a reasonable assumption that Skorino's version is
later, because it is clearly superior. Pale wallpaper is more
likely in an old house than bright paper; 'dark dots of flies'
is much better than the vague 'remains of innumerable flies'.
It is possible that Kataev may have rewritten the poem for
inclusion in his collected works, and then decided to omit it.
(See below for several examples of this type of reworking.)
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not been reprinted in the collected works, yet because it
provides evidence of the possible early influence of Bunin's
work on Kataev it must be considered a significant step in
his early development.
The poems written after 1914 were frequently submitted
for Bunin's approval before publication. In Trava zabven'ya
there is an account of how Bunin rewrote part of an early
poem by Kataev called 'Tsvety na okne' - a description of
Fedorov's studio. The version published in 1915 has not
been reprinted and is reproduced here:
LjBBTbl Ha OHHS
be3C0/lH8HHblM, XO/IOflHUM, CepbIM flBHb.
C yTpa b cafly TyMa h ho h tock/imbo.
5/ibctmt poca Ha MpaMope ctynbhb,
M ocbinaiaTCfl n/iaTaHbi cmpot/imbo.
TviHwy b ohho, m no/iocon cbmnqa
MhB Mope HaWBTCR bo MTJIB , 3a MblCOM fla/lbHHM,
ripMpO^a WflBT SeaponOTHO HOHqa
M oflBBaeTCR darpRHUBM norpada/ibHbiM.
A Ha OHHS - nOC/lSflHMB qBBTbl...
Mx cnac noaT b cany ot paHHBM cmbptm.
STfDflHMHH. . . flOMR TUB XO/ICTbl...,
Aa HbR-To ujjisna Ha MO/ibSspTs.
The last stanza was written by Bunin as a replacement for
Kataev's original version which read:
A B hyBLUMHB LJBBTbl,
Mx cnac noaT ot paHHero HBHacTbR,
H BOT OHM - OCTaTHM KpaCOTbl.
WmByT b mbhTax yTpasBHHoro csacTbR.(9 ,266)
Kataev's poem (as opposed to Bunin's stanza) is weak and
vague, with several pathetic fallacies and few concrete
details. Bunin's stanza is a model of concise, telling
1. 'Tsvety na okne', Probuzhdenie (Petrograd), 1915, No. 22,
p. 717.
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detail conveying in a few strokes the interior of Fedorov's
studio. Many years later Kataev is still able to recall
the effect on him of Bunin's swiftly composed verse.(9,266-7)
It was precisely this kind of lesson which gradually improved
Kataev's verse until a few of his poems earned the (not
uncritical) praise of Bunin.
Some of the most successful of Kataev's early poems are
from the cycle Stikhi s khutorka written at the cottage which
the Kataev family rented for the summer months and which was
to provide the setting for such works as Rodicn Zhukov, Beleet
parus odinokii, and Khutorok v stepi. In the best poems from
the cycle, such as 'Sukhovei' and 'Znoi' Kataev reveals a
direct, genuine feeling for nature which contrasts strongly
with the conventional sentiments expressed in earlier poems
such as 'Osen'' ('Pechal'naya pora prirody uvyadan'ya').
'Sukhovei' bears a dedication to Bunin, and in this as well
as in its imitation of the great poet's manner it is an open
avowal that Kataev considers himself a pupil.^ Kataev's own
emotions are present in 'Sukhovei' in words like 'grustno',
'unyloi' (cheredoi), 'radostno', 'zhelannoi' (burei), but they
do not dominate the poem to the exclusion of realistic detail.
'Sukhovei' is a record of a particular scene which is well
observed and imbued with genuine feeling.
The mood of 'Sukhovei' is recaptured in the poem 'Znoi':
B rycTow ca^y, c^erHa ot 3H0h ribHH,
Fl LU8/1 flopowhohj, nopocmsro naBH/imhoh.
Otbu no/io/i nofl bhwhhmm SypbflH,
kl C HOpHeM BbipblBa/l nyHHM pOMaLUHH flHHOH.
1. 9Sukhovei', Ves' mir (Petrograd), 1915, No. 26, p. 10.
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/!,btuia.na MSflon HpKan cnpeHb,
Ot 3Hor ziocHMJiacb Tpaaa nepefl noHOCon.
CBMCTe/i CKBopai4. M ot .qepeBbeB TSHb
ZlowM/iacb nuTHarm Ha HaflKy c Hynopocon.
B/iecTHinMH tune/ib b TpaBe Hpyrn hbptm/i,
M B03,Ayx ns/i HaTHHyTOM CTpyHoia,
m cBST/ibiH 3hoh npoapanHbin nap CTpyn/i
Hafl pacHa^eHHoto ssm^bio.
In this short poem, as in 'Sukhovei', the accuracy and economy
with which Kataev is able to convey sense impressions represents
a major step forward in his development. Perhaps the most
striking feature of 'Znoi' is the way in which Kataev is
conscious of all of his senses. Vision dominates, but hearing
and touch (in the sensation of heat) are present. It could
be argued that the sense of taste is missing, but there is an
oblique reference to it in the words 'dyshala medom', which
appeal simultaneously to smell and taste.
A simultaneous appeal to several or all of the reader's
senses is one of the major features of Kataev's prose style
at all stages of his career. One example, chosen at random,
is the scene in Beleet parus odinokii where Gavrik opens the
bottle of Fialka lemonade:
EyTbiJiHa BbicTpe/iH/ia, ho hs rpydo, ksh CTpe/iR/i
HBac, a TOHSHbHO, ynpyro, flenHHaTHo. M TOTsac
npo3paHHafi Bo^a aannnana, a na rop/ibiuma nouue/i
ZierHMH flblMOH, flSHCTBMTB/lbHO p aCfipO C T pa H H BLUM H
H8WH8MLUMM apOMaT CaMOM H3CT0 RU48H <t)Ha/lHH.
tabpmh octopowho aaHJi oSbhmm pyhamh, KaH
flparoqeHHocTb, xo/ioahnh, hmnyhhm cTaKaH m,
3awMypMBUJMCb npoTMB co/iHqa, CTa/i nnTbf MyBCTByn,
HaH naxysHH raa GbeT sspea ropno b hoc. (5,103)
Most of Kataev's prose works contain similar passages where
the material nature of an object or substance is conveyed by
appealing simultaneously to several senses. Even as early as
1. 'Znoi', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 32, p. 16.
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1915 in the poem 'Znoi' Kataev uses a device, or, rather, a
method of description which is one of the constant features
of his work.
Unlike the majority of Kataev's poems of 1914 and
earlier years,'Znoi' is devoid of philosophical reflections
and self-conscious emotion. The first person pronoun is
used once, but the poet concentrates on the physical sensation
caused by the heat Cslegka ot znoya p'yan'). Moreover, the
major figure in the poem is not the poet himself but his
father at work in the garden."1" In several respects, there¬
fore, 'Znoi' serves as an example of the process of external-
isation, the concentration on the surrounding world which was
gradually replacing the conventional adolescent emotionalism
of the very early verses.
It is one of the contentions of the present study that,
largely under the influence of Bunin, the emphasis of Kataev's
early verse shifted from his own emotions to the physical
details of the surrounding world. However, the lyrical hero
does not disappear completely. He is still present in poems
like 'Sukhovei' and 'Znoi', and his moods and outlook on life
continue to inform the verse, albeit indirectly, through the
choice of detail. The melancholy mood of 'Iz dnevnika' (1917)
derives partly from the direct expression of sadness ('grustno',
mechtatel'no') and partly from the method of presentation of
1. A similar point could be made about many of the poems written
after Kataev made Bunin's acquaintance. The first stanza of
'Vecher' is typical in this respect.
B MOHacTbipe sbohht h BesepHe,
no lOT patioTHMUbi b cany.
M flSfl C BBflpOM, HflH H UMCTSpHB
nepeHpecTM/icfl Ha xony.
Ves' mir, 1915, No. 28, p. 17.
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the scene which emphasises the poet's loneliness.
Cero^hs y mbhr Ha no^ohohhhke
ByKeT CMpSHM HpHMM m npocTOH.
Ha y^Mi48 HrpawT Ha rapMOHMHe
H CilblUJSH M8H-T0 TO/IOC MO/lOflOM .
Mhb rpycTHO, n oamh. CriepKaeTCH.
B npox/iaflHbix HOMHaTax cnpeHeBafl TMiub,
Becb flbop b T8HH. Ho cojiHtje OTpawaeTCR
Eme Ha H8penHi48 a/ibix Hpuai.
XpHflMT rapMOHMHa XpMn/lHBO M CTapaT8/lbHO,
CaoSoflHO necHH /ib8TCH no flBOpy.
H OTHBrO MHB rpycTHO M MBHTaTB/lbHO -
Ot nechm Jim, ot ayn - hb pa3dBpy.^
If 'Iz dnevnika' is compared with 'K Tebe, Khristos' it will be
seen that, while the mood of melancholy is common to both, the
later poem is more restrained, with the emphasis as much on
the senses as directly on the emotions. As in 'Znoi' there
is a conscious attempt to involve several senses simultaneously
which is particularly noticeable in the synaesthetic phrase
'sirenevaya tish''.
'Iz dnevnika' is exceptional among the poems of 1917 and
later years in its melancholy. The rather self-indulgent
sadness of earlier years gives way gradually in Kataev's verse
to a buoyant optimism and belief in the goodness of life which
is paralleled in the short stories of the Civil War period.
'Zvezdnaya sonata' contains a stanza which sums up the cheerful
mood of most of Kataev's poems from 1915 onwards:
1. 'Iz dnevnika', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 33, p. 31.
2. 'Zvezdnaya sonata',(
Ves' mir, 1915, No. 9, p. 15.
Hs flhbbhmhb
/Imuo, hbh wap, ropHT ot xonofla,
flpOCTOpHO, pa^OCTHO B TpyflH,
Hro ace BOKpyr cbstjio m nonoflo,
Hto cTo/ibho csacTbR BnapeflMfi^
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Or again, from another poem:
AuiuaTb zierHO. M cepflpe wmbhh pa,qo.
kl bob paBHO Kyfla m «aH math,
MhB B 3 TO T BBHBp HMMBTO He HaflO,.
MHe B 3 TO T BBHBp BOB paBHbl nyTH.
During Kataev's early adolescence the melancholy mood
of his verse was almost invariably accompanied by a certain
religiosity (see, for instance, 'K Tebe, Khristos'). The
religious overtones do not disappear from Kataev's verse until
several years after the Revolution but they do become more
muted and more closely associated with the poet's sense of
the wonder of nature, as in the following lines:
M H MOJltOCb. 381*1/18. BOflS. HaMBHbBM,
Tpaae, nbHHsmeki co/ihshhum uBBTBHbSM•
MspijaHbKJ 3BB3fl...2
1.2.2 The First World War and Kataev's Poetry
His period of service in the First World War inevitably
affected both the tone and the subject matter of Kataev's
poetry (and his prose, which will be dealt with later in
this chapter). During the early months of the war Kataev
contributed patriotic verses to the Odessa newspapers which
are very similar to their prewar counterparts such as
'12-i god'. After a few months at the front Kataev's
changing view of war is reflected in the more sober poems
published in 1916 in the journals Ves' mir and Probuzhdenie.
'Poslednee pis'mo' is a dramatic little poem in which
a soldier's last letter to his parents reaches their home
1. 'Vecher' ('Sineet nebo laskovo v zenite'), Ves' mir, 1917,
No. 32, p. 19.
2. 'Sonet', Ves' mir, 1918, No. 15, p. 15.
3. '1915 god', Odesskii listok, 5 Jan. 1915. 'Rus' (stansy
o voine)', Ves7" mir, 1915, No. 1, p. 21.
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after they have received news of his death."1" In 'Nochnoi
boi' the horror of a battle fought at night is conveyed by
2
means of a few details of sound and light. The mutilation
of Kataev's beloved Russian landscape brings a sombre tone
to 'Tuman vesennii steletsya':
MesTaKj. Aynaic. bpowy cps,qM pasBanwH
PasDHToro cHapsflaMH cena, <.
nosTopeHbi aepKanariM npoTa/iMH
OCT 3TKH XHWHH, BblHOHSHHblX flOT/ia.
Ctbo/iu fiepea c otChtumm bbtbrmh,
M8w hhx npBMue octobu nessM,
3ona m nycop cspuriM Syrpann,-
Ha rpyflbi obropenbix HnpriMHsfi •
Yet although Kataev is affected by the destruction of
man and the mutilation of nature, his essential optimism
frequently prevails over the darkness of war. In 'Pis'mo'
he juxtaposes love and war, with the result that war seems
distant and unreal when compared with the letter from his
sweetheart:
Mhs 5bi.no cTpaHHO, hto bomhs,
HtO HaWflbIM fl8Hb - 8 03 MOWHOC T b CMBpTH,
Hor,qa Ha cbstq tu o^Ha, 4
Ha finnan nosepn Ha HOHBBpTe.
'Pis'mo' contains a good example of Kataev's use of detail to
paint an entire scene. All that has to be said about the war
is captured in the way that light strikes the bayonets of the
marching men.
B necy, cpa^H npocrux hpsctob,
riexoTa MepHo ujna psflaMM,
Ha OCTpbiX KOHHMHaX UJTblHOB
Mwrano conHqe oronbHariM.
1. 'Poslednee pis'mo', Probuzhdenie, 1916, No. 3, p. 84.
2. 'Nochnoi boi', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 13, p. 16.
3. 'Tuman vesennii steletsya', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 11, p.14. See
also 'V puti', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 11, p. 14.
4. 'Pis'mo', Ves^mir, 1916, No. 9, p. 16.
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Kataev emerged from the experience of war a mature man
and an accomplished writer, especially in prose. His youth
and his cheerful philosophy of life acted as a counterbalance
to the horrors he had witnessed, as evidenced by a stanza from
the poem ' U orudiya' in which, despite the trenches and the
guns, the poet experiences peace and even joy as he stares at
the sky and recalls the girl he loves:
fl CHaCT/IHB OTTOrO, M TO nyTb HflBT nOJlHMM,
M H JitodHM, h b Hede M/ibmhuh riyTb,
H hbmho naxHyT eaiuMMM flyxann.
Mob py«a, m bo/iocm, m rpyflb.
1.2.3 The Poems in the Collected Works
All of the quotations from Kataev's poetry used thus
far have been taken from the versions of the poems printed
in Odessa and Petrograd newspapers and journals during the
years 1912-1918. Several of the poems referred to were
republished in the collected Works but this edition, while
it is undoubtedly more convenient, was not used as a source
for the present study because Kataev, who made the selection
himself, edited his youthful poems, changing individual words,
lines, and even entire stanzas. It is instructive to examine
the changes made in order to see where the experienced writer
judges his juvenile work to be unsatisfactory.
Whenever a word is so obvious as to form a near cliche
it is omitted in the revised version. Thus the line: 'Skvoz'
2
uzor zelenykh sosen' becomes: 'Skvoz' igolki temnykh sosen'.
1. 'U orudiya', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 12, p. 18.
2. 'Tishina', Ves1 mir, 1915, No. 37, p. 10 and Collected
Works , 9, 551.
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Nothing is lost in the change since the word 'sosna' suggests
to the reader the notion of green. In the new version the
particular shade of green is specified. A similar change
occurs in the lines:
Ho C0^IHI4e HM3H0e, CHBOSb HpHyiO JlMCTBy
Ywe cTpyHT ziyneft BsnepHMX hhtm.
which become:
Ho CO/lHqe HM3K0B, CKB03b ribl/lbHyiG /IMCTBy
ywe CTpyHT nyHBH BSHepHHX HHTH.l
The substitution of 'pyl'nuyu' for 'yarkuyu' adds a new,
appropriate detail to the evening scene and thereby helps
define the quality of the light, which 'yarkuyu' obscured.
In a few cases the meaning remains essentially unchanged
but a detail which is not strictly accurate is removed:
TynaH bbcshhhh cTeneTcn. Hafl /ibcom
non/ibi/i, Hypncb, npoapaHHbiH cmhmm aum.
becomes:
TyMaH B8C6HHMH CTSiieTCFI • Hafl ^BCOM 2
llon^bi/i, Hypncb, npoapasHbiM ch3uh flbiM.
Or again: 'Elovyi les sinel v tumane' becomes: 'Elovyi les
3
stoyal v tumane'. In both of these examples the original
choice of colour is somewhat recherche, and accuracy is
sacrificed for effect.
A further example of this type of change occurs in
'Znoi': 'Dyshala medom yarkaya siren'' becomes: 'Hindal'no
pakhla zharkaya siren''. The somewhat precious use of
'dyshala' in the meaning of 'to smell' is rejected in favour
1. 'Vecher' ('Sineet nebo laskovo v zenite'), Ves' mir, 1917,
No.32,p.19 &Collected Works, 9, 55§.
2. 'Tuman vesennii steletsya', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 11, p. 14 &
Collected Works, 9, 555.
3. 'Pis'mo", Ves*' mir, 1916, No.9,p.16 & Collected Works, 9 , 553—
4. 'Znoi', Ves' mir, 1917, No.32,p. 16 &Collected Works, 9. 548.
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of the more accurate 'pakhla'. The change from 'medom'
to 'mindal'no' is partly explained by the fact that *pakhla'
requires a trisyllabic modifying word (although another
reason is probably that the later version is less hackneyed).
Similarly the change from 'yarkaya' to 'zharkaya' removes a
hackneyed adjective and at the same time underlines the
main theme of the poem, namely heat.
In one final example of this type of change an
inaccurate adjective serebryanyi', and a cliche ,'tonkoi
lentoi',are both omitted:
riyTb h8 flo/ior. Tohhoh /ishtoh cbbtht
llofl bo£Oh cepeopsHuft necoH.
becomes:
riyTb we flo/ior. CapeOpMCTo cbstht
riofl bo^oh y 5epera nacoH.l
A different category of changes is those occasioned
not by a false detail or a cliche but by an emotional note
which now seems out of accord with the poem as a whole. The
third stanza of the sonnet 'Nad morem oblaka polzut' reads:
A noc/ie qejibiH ,qeHb flo Besepa MBMTaTb
dy^y, Ha sacw r/ifl,qBTb h Me^neHHo TOMMTbcn. _
Horfla we b nepBbin pa3 bo Tbne 0/iecHeT 3apHwua.
The edited version bears the title 'Iyul" and shows a major
change in the stanza quoted:
A flDMa - KperiHMH saw, pacHpbiTaH TBTpaflb,
TflB BH/io HanaTa hs 0 pewHa r CTpaHHqa.
Hor^a we nepeap b okhe MB/ibHHBT aapHHqa.(9,539)
The change which Kataev has made in this stanza is very
similar to the one proposed by Bunin for Kataev's early
poem 'Tsvety na okne' in that lines expressing an abstract
1. 'Moloaost'', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 30, p. 17 & Collected Works
9, 544.
2. 'Nad morem oblaka polzut, kak glyby mela', Sovremennyi mir
(Petrograd), 1918, No. 1, p. 18.
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thought or an emotion have been replaced by a few well chosen
physical details which paint a picture of the poet's room.
The mood of langour and melancholy in the first version was
not appropriate in the poem as a whole; it did not, for
instance, accord with the second stanza:
• ~ «r
Xo^o^Han CTpya oxaaTUBasT Te/io,
Hbhohbt rpyflb h x/jblubt no cnMHB,
A CO/1hl4b C BblCOTbl nBHBT. Ho /lHjdo mh8,
Hto Howa Ha pyHax, hsh dponaa, 3arope/ia.
Even 'Sukhovei',which was dedicated to Bunin and is
clearly written in imitation of his style, contains a stanza
in which the young poet has succumbed to the temptation to
include a direct reference to his emotions:
flOflCO/ihbhhhh CJlOMa/IO nOfl OKHOM,
M rpycTHo mhb becb flshb rjiflflbtb M3 hmwm,
Hsh no BBTpy /iBTaeT Hafl ryMHOM ^
fly H8H COJlOMbl, BbipeaHHOH M 3 HpblUJH •
In the later version changes are introduced which make the
stanza more like the rest of the poem:
noflcojiheshmk c/iona/io 3a ohhom.
jOjbiMHtcr nbi/ibto cepaa flopora,
H ue/iuH flBHb HpywMTCH Hafl ryMHOM
HflOHOH CO /I OMbl» BblpB3HH0H M3 cTora. (9 ,545)
1.2.4 Thematic Links between Poetry and Prose
The most obvious link between Kataev's poetry and his
prose consists in the fact that several of the principal
features of Kataev's prose, such as precise description of
physical objects and natural phenomena or the simultaneous
appeal to several senses, are already present, at least to a
limited extent, in the early poetry. However, the link
1. 'Sukhovei', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 26, p. 10.
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between poetry and prose is not restricted to such features.
Many of the themes and incidents from the prose works have
their counterparts in the poetry.
In some cases a minor detail from one of the poems
is taken up and expanded in a novel or story. In other cases,
such as the novel Khutorok v stepi, more extensive use is made
of the early poetry which is worked into the text of the novel.
The present brief discussion of the thematic links between
verse and prose will follow the order of composition of the
poems concerned.
Khutorok v stepi draws heavily on the cycle of poems
entitled Stikhi s khutorka as well as the earlier verses
inspired by the journey to Western Europe undertaken by the
Kataev brothers and their father in 1910. In some cases
the poems are translated into prose and incorporated into
the novel in their entirety. As an example the poem *Znoi'
should be compared with the following extract from the novel:
TlepBbiM, koto oh ybm^e/i, (5bi/i OT814. Bacn/inw PleTpoBmh no/10/1
nofl bmwhhmm GypbHH h Bbipbisa/i c KopHeci Hando/iee ynopHue
kYctmhm ws/itoh poriaiiiHM.' (5,477) The way in which Kataev's
early verses are incorporated into Khutorok v stepi will be
discussed more fully in a later chapter.
'Kapli' (1917), expresses the idea that a tiny raindrop
both reflects and contains the whole world:
B Haw^oH nan/ie, sto ceepHaeT a pacnycTMBWMXCR nycTax
D/ietUeT CQ/1HL18, CB8TMT MOpB - h8d0 B fiBJlblX Oti/iaKaX.
B Haw,A0H Han/ie cTo/ibHO Mopsil McHpu co/iHesHOM nrpbi.
Xopoiiio CblTb CBBTilOH Han/IBM H TSHTb B C8Qe MMpbl.^
1. 'Kapli' (first and last couplets), Ves* mir, 1917, No. 34,p.8.
A slightly different version appears In Collected Works, 9, 561.
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Fifteen years later Kataev returned to this theme in the
novel Vremya, vperedl, in which the raindrop is used almost
as a crystal ball. The world reflected in the raindrop is
changing so rapidly that it appears to be chaotic; yet the
person looking into the raindrop ought to be able to see
past the immediate chaos of Magnitostroi to the future when
the construction is complete.
Of all the poems reproduced in the collected works
the one which seems to mean most to Kataev is entitled
'Kassiopeya' (1918). (9 ,562) This tentative suggestion is
based on the fact that it has been incorporated in its
original form into three different works spanning a period
of thirty-three years. It is quoted in its entirety in the
lyrical short story More (19 28),(1,356-61) which is imbued
with poetry and makes use of several early poems, both
directly as with 'Kassiopeya', and indirectly, as with the
sonnet ' Pri svete zvezd besplotny nashi litsa'."'" 'Kassiopeya'
recurs in Katakomby where it is attributed to Petr Vasil'evich
Bachei:
neTp BacH/ibeBMH acnoMHHJi, hto Horfla-ro, DseHb flasHO,
b ero wh3hm ywe bbi/ia TaHan we tbhhafl abryctobchafi,
a MoweT duTb, h csHTHopbCHaa HOMb. M Tor.ua oh
/hgQM/I . . .
B BOfle, wan 30/ioTue anen
5/iecTHT orhh KaccnoneH... (6 ,500)
Finally, in Zimnii veter the scene alluded to in Katakomby
is described more fully and the poem is quoted in full.
The image of blind fish which exerts a powerful fascina¬
tion for Kataev in such works as Rodion Zhukov and Za vlast'
1. 'Pri svete zvezd besplotny nashi litsa', Ves' mir, 1918,
No. 15, p. 15.
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Sovetov occurs for the first time in his work in the poem
'Slepye ryby1 (1920).(9,575) Fresh water fish are driven
by a storm from the Danube to the sea where they are blinded
by the salt water and then stranded behind sandbanks as the
tide recedes. The plight of the eponymous hero of Rodion
Zhukov, driven by events on board the battleship "Potemkin"
to leave his native land, is similar to that of the blind
fish which he sees at the mouth of the Danube and which are
used as a symbol of his own despair. Notable among the other
poems which anticipate themes and incidents from prose works
are 'Kiev' and 'Rasskaz' (both 1923) (9,603 and 606), inspired
by the brief, passionate love affair described in one of the
best of Kataev's short stories, Zimoi; and 'Ballada' and
"Pyatyi' (both 1925) (9,607-9 and 610-12) which deal with the
revolutionary events of 1905.
Kataev's poetry forms a minor part of his work, both
in terms of quantity and quality. As a poet he never
achieved the accuracy of epithet and the limpidity of his
best lyrical prose, nor the vigour and humour of his stories
and novels. Yet although the poems are comparatively weak
in execution they do contain the seeds of much that is essen¬
tially Kataevan and in the context of his work as a whole they
repay study. In the gradually increasing accuracy of physical
description and the attempt to stop the flow of time by
capturing in words the essence of a particular experience
Kataev's poems reflect one very important aspect of his prose
which has been present in his work in varying degrees throughout
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his career, and which is one of the principal lessons learned
from Bunin. Moreover, by providing a microcosm of the
themes and preoccupations of the author's work the poems
help to demonstrate the underlying unity of a long and
apparently diverse literary career.
1•3 Early Short Stories
The best of Kataev's early short stories date from the
1920s, but a few of the stories written in the previous decade
are of interest in four main ways: a basically optimistic
outlook and love of life which triumphs over momentary despair;
an insight into the psychology of children; an ear for
convincing dialogue; and, finally, that precision of
description which was learned from Bunin and which is the
major feature of Kataev's poetry.
Kataev's first published story, written when he was
fifteen years old, is entitled Probuzhdenie.^ Not unnaturally,
considering the author's age, the story is immature and almost
entirely derivative; nevertheless it illustrates the presence
at the very beginning of Kataev's career of the optimistic
belief in the innate goodness of life which later underlies
his stories of the 1920s and indeed, in one form or another,
much of his life's work. The hero, Raskolin, returns to
Moscow and then Odessa after a period of imprisonment and
exile in Siberia imposed for his part in the 1905 revolution.
It appears that the experience of exile has broken his spirit
1. V. Kataev, Probuzhdenie (Odessa, 1912). This story was
published as a separate volume by N.F. Skarlato.
1
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vlast' Sovetov were both attacked for their insignificance,
for concentrating on minor points instead of the major issues
of industrialisation and the defence of Odessa respectively.
From the very beginning of his career Kataev has been
attracted more by the details of day to day activities than
by such things as military and industrial campaigns. Even
Vremya, vperedl, which might appear at first sight to contra¬
dict this assertion, depicts the construction of Magnitogorsk
through the everyday details which preoccupy the novel's heroes.
Beating the record becomes a kind of game, almost a part of
the gambling theme which runs through the novel. Thus the
First World War sketches laid the foundation of an important
aspect of Kataev's work. Kataev himself emerges from the
sketches as a highly intelligent, observant reporter capable
of writing in spare, muscular prose about the actual experience
of warfare. It is clear that at this stage of the war, at
least, Kataev is not appalled by what he sees; indeed so
diverse are the experiences and so colourful are the people
with whom he is living that he obviously enjoys the life he
is leading and, in particular, the opportunity to express as
accurately as possible the many new impressions which crowd
in on him.
The soldiers whom Kataev depicts have a zest for life,
an ability to adapt to any conditions, and above all a quiet
dignity which both impresses and moves the reader (nowhere more
so than in ' Soldaty uchatsya gramote'"'" in which illiterate
soldiers painstakingly write messages to their wives by copying
1. Pochti dnevnik, pp. 22-5.
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letter by letter, or 'Tak umiraet russkii soldat'"*" which
tells simply and without sentimentality of the death of a
soldier and the confusion and misery of his friend). Yet
the soldiers themselves did not like to be the subjects of
sketches by a young war correspondent, especially since
Kataev did not disguise the identity of the men he was
2
writing about.
Besides the brief sketches from the Front, Kataev
also wrote short stories while in the army. Zemlyaki
(1916) (1,72-75) is a highly dramatic, anecdotal story set
in a peasant's hut which is being used as a temporary field
hospital. Three of the patients are forced to listen to a
fourth boasting of his successes with women. Later it
transpires that the men come from the same district and
that one of them is the husband of a woman seduced by the
storyteller. Zemlyaki is a slight story dependent upon a
melodramatic situation, yet it successfully combines several
of Kataev's strengths as a writer. The atmosphere of boredom
and sickness is conveyed in a few brief strokes. Despite
its brevity the tale is carefully constructed, with the entry
of the 'fel'dsher' serving to delay the climax and to focus
attention on the very sick man who turns out to be the husband.
The major virtue of Zemlyaki is undoubtedly the author's
mastery of colloquial direct speech which, in this case, is
similar to Zoshchenko's without ever going over into
stylisation as Zoshchenko does. The central character
1. Pochti dnevnik, pp. 38-43.
2. See V. Kataev, '0 granitse, razdelyayushchei zhanry',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 28 October 1934.
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condemns himself through his own speech, his shallow ignorance
and egoism being revealed without direct intervention on the
part of the author. The final paragraph of the story could
be considered superfluous, since it reveals the feelings of
the deceived husband, but without it the story would have
been altogether too melodramatic. (It may be argued that
it is so, even as it stands.) With the final paragraph it
becomes clear that there will be no drama, no attempted
murder, just sickness and despair.
Noch'yu (1,76-91) written in 1917 but not published
until 1934 for reasons which will be discussed, confirms
Kataev's growing mastery and maturity. His earlier chauvinism
and enjoyment of the adventure of war is here replaced by
fear and disgust. The main protagonists are not heroic
defenders of Russia, or even the quiet, dignified men of a
sketch like 'Tak umiraet russkii soldat'; they are lost,
confused and frightened soldiers wandering blindly in search
of their unit and terrified lest they meet an enemy patrol.
The narrator who, like his companion, is unwashed, smelly
and uncivilised, is tormented by memories of his peaceful,
happy life before the war when he ate icecream, went fishing,
played tennis and listened to Chaikovskii's 1812 Overture
at a symphony concert. In his recollection the strong,
beautiful notes seem to take on colours and textures which
fill him with delight and make him long for the pre-war world.
But suddenly he becomes aware of the falseness of his romantic
notion of war; Chaikovskii's music seems despicable in that
it glorifies something which, in reality, consists of dead
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bodies, lice and dirt. The narrator of Noch'yu does not
suddenly renounce his former way of life to become a
revolutionary. He still longs for the world of icecream
and tennis which he knew before the war; yet he is not
unchanged by his experiences, for he now realizes that
romantic illusions about war as well as anything which serves
to promote them are both foolish and dangerous. Noch'yu
was written in 1917 while Kataev was recovering in hospital
from the wound received in the summer offensive of that year.
The author sent it to the journal Ves' mir but it was suppressed
by the Provisional Government censorship, presumably because
of its gloomy, realistic view of war, and appeared in print
only in 1934. The story synthesises the lessons which Kataev
had learned in his articles and poems. It is specific,
written from personal experience, realistic. Yet, important
as it is, Soviet critics have overemphasised its place in
Kataev's early work by ignoring contemporary stories such as
Baraban and A + B v kvadrate which are lightweight compared
with Noch'yu, but which are as accomplished technically and
are perhaps more characteristic in tone and theme.
Baraban (1917) (1,92-103) which is autobiographical,
dating from Kataev's short period in the Odessa Infantry
Academy in the spring of 1917, is a lightly ironical, amusing
tale about a young officer who pretends that he can play the
drum in the military academy band so that he can get an extra
free hour per week and also for the glory of carrying the drum
on parade. Baraban is remarkable for a combination of elements
which were to recur in later works. The hero, Petrov, is one
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of the excessively vain, romantic dreamers of whom Petya
Bachei is the best-known example. His pride and vanity are
almost childish, and at the prospect of leading the band, and
thereby the regiment, his sense of reality is completely over¬
whelmed by his ego. Yet one smiles indulgently and even
affectionately at Petrov as at his successors, for in the
characterisation of this largely autobiographical figure
there is a warmth and gentle self-irony which is disarming.
While Petrov is conducting a love affair and struggling to
learn the art of playing the big drum, political events are
moving swiftly. The February Revolution comes as a total
surprise to the apolitical Petrov, who is cocooned from
reality by the military academy and by his all-absorbing
love affair. The pattern of the tale with its merging of
an absorbing private experience and a wider background of
social events foreshadows similar features in Beleet parus
odinokii and, especially, Zimnii veter.
Petrov is the hero of another short story, dating from
the same period, entitled A + B v kvadrate. (1,112-23) On
the eve of his departure for the Front he goes for a walk
with his current sweetheart and the story consists largely
of the dialogue between them. Petrov alternately reveals
his feelings and disguises them behind an exasperating mask
of flippancy and irony. He teases Vera with a question
about A + B squared at moments when she expects a declaration
of love. In the ambivalent relation between the lovers, in
the young man's defensive screen of irony, in his struggle to
retain the upper hand in the duel of love, and finally in the
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excellent dialogue there is much in common with works as far
apart in time as Vesennii zvon (1916) and Zimnii veter (1961).
The thought which preoccupies both Petrov and Vera, namely
that he might be killed, is suppressed for most of the story
behind the facetious conversation, but in the end the young
hero expresses it, thereby resolving the tension in the story
and at the same time winning conclusively the duel with Vera.
Two early stories which may be taken as complementary
to each other and which are of considerable literary and
biographical interest are Vesennii zvon and Svyatki u
pokoinikov (which dates from 1918), of which only the former
appears in the collected works. The hero of Vesennii zvon
(1,51-64) is a twelve year old, romantically-inclined boy, a
bookish dreamer living in a state of highly charged emotion.
He wallows in the bitter-sweet love of adolescence (a love
which is based on his reading rather than on genuine knowledge
of and feeling for the girl concerned). Tanya is the vague
focus round which he weaves his dreams; she is an instrument
whereby he manufactures the sweet, self-indulgent melancholy
that he so enjoys. Yet the author's ironical attitude to
his hero does not diminish the force of the emotion which the
boy experiences. It merely calls into question its source.
The boy's jealousy and the guilt he feels after informing on
a friend are sensitively observed. While Kataev explores the
nature of adolescent love (a theme to which he was to return
several times), the fundamental tone of the story is by no
means sombre or melancholy. Indeed, in the mixture of lightly
ironical authorial attitude, acute sensitivity to the nuances
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and the absurdities of the speech of young people and the
undertow of lyricism the story strikes a note which is to
be taken up and developed in Beleet parus odinokii and in
other works. It is interesting to note that the experiments
in the use of multi-sense impressions in order to define an
experience through its various aspects, which are seen in
Kataev's verse of this period, here finds a counterpart in
prose:
B ropofle wyMHO m B036yw.neHH0-B8ce.no. CTysaT
3HMnawn. XpwriHT m Hauj/inwT astomoShjim, 3epHa.nbH0M
3bl5bl0 HaSHCTO d/ieCTHT BblMblTbie H npOTepTbie BHTpMHW
MarasHHos. KpnHaT rassTHHHM. A Hoe-r,qe Ha yr/iax
ywe npoflaxjT no rphbehhHHy Ma/ieHbKMB CyHBTHHH newHwx
napHMHOBbtx (Jina/ioH. flaxHeT .qyxafin m mopckmm TyMaHori.
BaCb fl8Hb ry/lHBT T RWB/lblH , OnbRHnraiUMH BBTepOH M
/laCHOBO 3aHpblB38T AKIflflM pscHMqu. (1,53)
In Svyatki u pokoinikov^the hero is the same boy, only
a little older. The rather strange title refers not to the
deceased, but to the inhabitants of a district of Odessa to
which Kataev gives the fictitious name "Pokoi" (the name of
the district was actually "Otrada", which is used in Vesennii
zvon). There is no special significance in the pun except
that the titles of Kataev's stories or chapters in his longer
works are not infrequently puns or literary references. (As
an example one might quote the chapter from Khutorok v stepi
in which a horse is given the name Chinovnik solely, one
imagines, in order to engineer the chapter title 'Smert'
Chinovnika'.) The story is simply an account of a Christmas
holiday during which Valya, the autobiographical figure, and
his friends stage a play. The interest, as with the earlier
1. V. Kataev, 'Svyatki u pokoinikov', Ves' mir, 1918, No. 7^
pp. 2 - 9.
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story is partly biographical in that the details of Valya's
home and family correspond to what is known about Kataev's
early life and to many portraits in later works. Valya
himself is as bookish and fanciful as in the earlier story.
When plans are being made for the entertainment, he proposes
to recite Chatskii's monologue from Gore ot uma. After
difficulties in obtaining a curtain are resolved the show is
a success and is followed by traditional New Year celebrations
including the old superstition of writing down a wish and then
burning the paper before the clock strikes midnight. As in
the earlier case of Probuzhdenie, Kataev is comfortable when
handling such private domestic scenes and, largely for this
reason, both Vesennii zvon and Svyatki u pokoinikov are
successful stories. Both indicate some of Kataev's strengths
as a writer (his ear for dialogue, his carefully modulated
self-irony, his limpid, lyrical descriptive passages) and,
implicitly, some of his weaknesses (his relative lack of
inventiveness, his hasty characterisation of adult figures).
Perhaps the most interesting feature of both stories is the
shifting point of view, which was to become one of Kataev's
distinguishing marks. While being ostensibly first-person
narratives, both stories are in fact narrated by the author
refracted through a more youthful version of himself. This
mode of narration is achieved by alternating between a
vocabulary and intonation characteristic of a young boy and
a more adult style. The effect is that the author is able
to identify with his young alter ego (and enlist some sympathy
for him) and simultaneously point to his pretensions, thus
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achieving the mixture of warmth, humour and irony which
informs many works.
Two stories of 1918, Chelovek s uzlom (1,124-28) and
Muzyka (1,129-134), reveal Bunin's influence at this time."*"
The hero of the former story is a young soldier on guard duty
who spends his time thinking of the girl he loves and the
beauty of the night sky. He is a dreamer and a poet (one
paragraph of the story describing the stars closely resembles
Kataev's poems 'Zvezdnaya sonata' and ' Kassiopeya'). While
he is dreaming a thief breaks into the storehouse and, after
failing to stop when challenged, is almost killed by the young
soldier. Only the fact that he forgot to load his rifle
prevents him from shooting the thief. At the end he is
badly shaken by the thought of how near he was to being a
killer. As in the poem 'Pis'mo', war is pushed into the
background by the author's more pressing preoccupation with
love and nature, only to break suddenly and violently through
the web of poetic daydreams spun by the young hero. Bunin's
influence tells in descriptive passages such as the following
clipped nature description from the end of the story: ' Co/iHpe
ywe ycne/io noflHHTbcfl, m nope no,q hum rope/io pososbiM cepeQpoM.
Capan, caflbi, flaHH, Obi/in Ten/ioro Te/iecHoro pBeTa, a Ha aenne
ziema/ih fliiMHHue b-namHue xo/ioflHbis tbhh.' (1,128) One important
detail appears to be borrowed directly from Bunin's Legkoe
dykhanie (1916). As in Bunin's story a girl expresses her
love by taking off a scarf and covering the man's face with it.
The scarf smells sweetly of her hair and through its thin
1. When it first appeared in the Odessa journal Ogon'ki,
1918, No. 28, Chelovek s uzlom bore a dedication to Bunin.
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silk the whole world appears lilac. Kataev's hero is
particularly sensitive to smells and colours because of the
heightened awareness which love lends him.
Bunin himself appears as a character at the end of
Muzyka. The story is once again a very simple account of
a domestic scene. (The significance of this at a time of
Revolution and Civil War is considerable; Kataev, like his
mentor, stands aside from the conflict and is concerned with
purely aesthetic problems.) On a hot summer afternoon the
narrator is left to look after a little girl whose mother has
gone swimming. His attempts to amuse and teach her, the
dialogue between them and his tender, half-exasperated attitude
towards her are very similar to features of Dorogoi, milyi
dedushka, a story written forty seven years later.(1,547-58)
The 'music' of the title has a double significance. Firstly,
it refers to the child's confident assertion that she can draw
music by scribbling a few strokes on a paper; secondly, a
parallel is provided by Bunin, who comes visiting at the end
of the story, for he also confidently conveys music and sound
through his acute awareness of the precise nature of every
individual sound and his unerring ability to choose the right
word or an apt comparison. Kataev's description of Bunin is
both an expression of his admiration for the older man's talent
and an attempt to equal him in acuteness of observation and
precision of description. Yet, despite the affectionate tone
in the description of Bunin, there is a note of irony in the
passage which indicates an ambivalence towards the great writer.
The passage concerned is of great importance in Kataev's work
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as a whole, especially with regard to the works of the
1960s, and is quoted here:
3to klaaH A/ieKceeBHH. HacTbie h/ihhcu /ihctbghhoh
TBHM hoco H dblCTpO SBTyT ho BTO nO/lOTHSHOH, ZiaflHO
Bbir/iaWBHHOM to/ictobchoh diiyse CBepXy BHH3. Ha
sro nocHpHnuBatomMX h noxpycTbiaatomMX cto^hmhux
LUTHd/ieTax wg/ituh nopoujoH uBBTymero dypbHHa.
B pyHax - To^cTas na/iHa. BopoflKa npnnoflHRTa.
riBHCHe aa^OWBHO b dohobom HarpyflHUH HapMaHHHH.
TopflbiM ropdaTun hoc m bhhmatsjibho npnmypBHHbie r/ia3a.
F1 SHato, Hbah A/ibhcbbbms flo/iro dpoflM/i no cTenw,
no odpuBaM, /noboBa/icR nopsM, Kyna-fibLMHqaMH,
napoxoflHbin flycion. Oh, hbcoihhbhho, 3ambtm/i, hto
noBspxHocTb mops noxowa Ha cmhioio uuarpeHb, a
nOflBOAHbie k3mhm npOCBBSHBaiOT C KB O 3b BOfly, HaK
sepenaxoBbiH rpadeHb. Bcb sto npsHpacno, ho
Bflpyr dbicTpbm, sbbhhiuhh, nouinHH, Horamnn,
rpOXOHyiUHH, ctsk/lRHHbIM, CHpBWytUMH UjyM npOHOCSU4B-
rocfl 3a orpafloA Tpansas h ano /ih h e t cafl. Mbsh
A/IBHCeBBMM OCTaHaB/lhbabtcfl . 3epHa/lbHblH CyXOH
d/lBCK TpaMBaMHUX CTBKOJ1 B CnblX H838T 3a nbl/lbHOM
Maropoflbto Tyn, hsh narHMH, m /ibtht no ctbo .naM
hepe3 ca,q, nspecsHTbiBafl becb ero Hy^pobum HHBBHTapb.
M aocflBfl eny floiiro host npoBo/ioHa.
hbah A/ibkcbbbmh ctomt h c/iyuiaeT. /Ihuo sro
KpaHHB OSadOHBHO. fl 3HatO, O HBM OH flymsbt . Oh
flynasT, Ha hto noxow stot a/imhhum, ny3biHa/ibHbiH,
T 3K0M THnHHHblH, HO hh Ha HTO HB nOXOWHM 3 B yH
nOTpBBOWSHHOH TpaMBaHHOH npOBOJIOHM. Ha XpOMaTHHBCHyHO
ranny? Mowbt dbiTb. Ha BMo/ioHHB/ib? Bosmowho. (1,133-34)
At a time of national upheaval Bunin and his pupil are
concerned to find the precise comparison for a sound, in other
words theirs is a purely aesthetic concern. Several years
later in the story Zolotoe pero Kataev once again makes Bunin
a central character in one of his stories but his changing




The poems and stories which Kataev wrote before 1920
are, with the possible exception of Noch'yu, lightweight, but
their importance in the corpus of his work has consistently
been underestimated by critics. The first, and most important
point about the early poems and stories is the evidence which
they provide of the influence of Bunin and of Kataev's natural
affinity with him. Enough has been said on this matter in
the present chapter to indicate how crucial it is as a formative
influence on Kataev's career. The three principal areas of
influence are: precision of description; multiplicity of
sense impressions; and a predominantly aesthetic preoccupation
even at a time of great social change. Although the First
World War did much to mature Kataev it did not fundamentally
alter his attitude. Noch'yu is exceptional among the works
of the period in the seriousness of its subject matter and the
predominance of a social theme over commonplace themes and
aesthetic effect, both of which are more characteristic of
Kataev.
Stories such as Baraban, A + B v kvadrate and Svyatki
u pokoinikov are of considerable biographical interest and
their major contribution to Kataev's work lies in the portrait
of the proud;childish, sensitive hero, drawn from the personality
of the author himself. The ability to maintain an ironical
attitude towards his autobiographical figures remained one of
Kataev's major assets. Moreover the works named introduce
'nfsobstvenno-pryamaya rech'', the particular narrative mode
to which Kataev resorts throughout his career.
CHAPTER TWO
Non-Satirical Works of the 1920s
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2.1 Biography 1918-30
2.1.1 The Civil War Years
Odessa in 1918 was no doubt a better place to live
than cities such as Moscow and Petrograd, which were in the
grip of a Civil War that was inexorably moving south. Never¬
theless, even Odessa was beset by rampant inflation and
extreme political uncertainty, which gave rise to many
rumours. In these circumstances it is perhaps surprising
to learn that the many young poets and writers who lived in
the city spent much time in organised reading and discussion
of literature. Strange as it may appear, in 1918 the
enormous difficulties facing the inhabitants of Odessa
seem to have been less important to the young poets of the
city than purely aesthetic matters. As one participant
in the literary meetings recalls:
B CUecce m Boobme Ha tors b 1910 ro,qy dbi/ia becbna
JlhjConblTHafl M CilOWHafl OfiCTaHOBHa. BCR WHSHBHHaR
hakmnb - de/iorbapflewchhe hytemw, cneky/ihumm h
XMU4HMH8CTBO - BCe 3TO 6blRO ham r/iydOKO HyWflO.
HauJH HHTepecbi by/ih mhumh. My 3aHHMa/iMCb noMCHann
ho bbx ctmxob - 0 PbUlBBBe, BapaTyHCHOM, b3yk0b8 m
mhothx flpyrwx, ysHaBa/in flpyr ot .qpyra, r/iaBHyM
obpa3on h npew,a8 bcbto ot 3,qyap,qa BarpupHoro.
3HaM8HHTyH A/18HCaHflpOBCHMM napH b 0fl8CCe, 3apOCUJMM,
flhhmm, - ny TaM CMflB/lH m HHTa/lM CTklXH, hj1h bpoflm/lH
no oy/ibaapaM, yxoflM/iw h Mopto, MeHTa/in o dy^ymeM, o
TBOpseCTBB.^
The society formed by the young poets of Odessa to
give themselves a public forum for their work was, perhaps
not surprisingly, called Zelenaya lampa - a reference to the
1. For a picture of Odessa in the Civil War years see the
diaries of Vera Nikolaevna Bunina which brilliantly convey
the atmosphere in the city. M. Greene (ed.), Ustami
Buninykh, pp. 177-348.
2. B. Bobovich in conversation with L. Skorino, quoted in
Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, pp. 108-9.
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famous group of the same name in which Pushkin had taken
part. The first meeting of the Odessa literary circle
took place in September 1917 and the society flourished until
the spring of 1919. Prominent among its members were
2
Olesha, Kataev, Shishova, Adalis and, possibly, Bagritskii.
Meetings took place either in a private flat or, when the
society grew larger, in the Conservatory or University.
Bobovich has written of the society:
,Aaa c/iOBa □ "3e.riBHOH zianne", flyuiOM KOTopoH
obi/in BarpwuHMH, O^eiua, KaTaeB, LUwuoBa, A^a/inc.
Codhpa^MCb Mbl 0ObiH HO B HBapTMpQ " 6pa3M/lbCHOro
HOHcy^a" MyHua, cuh HOToporo tsh we 6u/i h^bhom
"3ejieHOH jiarinbi" m nwcaii aacTeHHMBbie HOBB/i/ibi.
A noseriy ero nana Ha3biBa/i cetuH M6pa3M/ibCHHM
KOHcy-noM", Oy,nyHH hopbhhum o,abccmtom, ocTaBa/iocfa
fl/lH Hac H a B BKM H Bpa 3p 8LUHM0M saraflHOH. HaiLM
BblCTyn/lBHMB npOHCXOflM/IM B 3a/ie KOHCepBaTOpMH
HflH, sailie, B BOCbMOM ayflHTOpHH tapMflHHeCKOrO
$aKy/ibTBTa.
At one meeting Kataev, wearing his officer's uniform
and still suffering from the effects of gas, read his 'Tri
soneta o lyubvi'. Dolinov, who was present on that occasion,
recalls that Kataev was greeted with respect as someone who
ij.
had already published poems in the Odessa newspapers.
G. Dolinov, 'Vospominaniya ob odesskom literaturno-
khudozhestvennom kruzhke "Zelenaya lampa"' (unpublished
manuscript quoted by L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 103).
Bagritskii certainly attended Green Lamp meetings, but there
is some doubt whether he was actually a member. Bobovich lists
him among the members (see note 3), whereas Kataev recalls
that he attended meetings occasionally but never belonged to
the group. (Kataev in conversation with Skorino, Pisatel' i
ego vremya, p. 104.)
Untitled contribution by B. Bobovich to 0. Suok-Olesha and
E. Pel'son (eds.), Vospominaniya o Yurii Oleshe (M., 1975),
p. 25.
G. Dolinov, 'Vospominaniya...', quoted in Skorino, Pisatel'
i ego vremya, pp. 103-4.
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After the demise of the Zelenaya lampa circle, the
same group of poets formed the core of a new society called
the Kollektiv poetov which served a similar purpose. At
its meetings poets like Kataev and Olesha read their works
and subjected each other to criticism.
At the beginning of June 1918 Bunin and his wife
arrived in Odessa to escape from Soviet Russia. They
remained in the city until January 1920. Almost as soon
as they arrived, Kataev called on them, renewing the friend¬
ship which had begun in 1914.1 During the year and a half
which Bunin spent in Odessa, Kataev was a frequent visitor
at his home. He often asked the older writer to comment on
a poem or story which he had written, and Bunin would do so -
sometimes criticising harshly, but generally praising his
young pupil. Vera Nikolaevna has left a picture of Kataev
as he appeared to her in the summer of 1918:
fl MCHOca nocMaTpHBaio Ha HaTaeaa, Ha ero TeMHoe,
HeMHoro yrpionoe /imuo, Ha ero sepHbie, rycrue
bo/iocoi Ha^ KpsnHHM HSBbicoHHM /ioom, c/iywaK) ero
OTpblBHCTytU p 8 h b C HSfiO/lbLLIHM ICWHblM aHL|9ht0m.
Oh /iio5ht Go/ibuje acero To/icToro, o Hen oh tobopht
c eocToproM, saTSM HexoBa, MonaccaHa, 0.nouepa,
,40,43, ho To/ictom m llyujKMH Bbiwe bcsx, Heflocnraenu. . .
Oh oHBHb Her/iynbiM n xopowo syBCTBysT no33Hit).
riOHa OH OHBHb MCKp8H8H .
But although much of Kataev's time in 1918 and 1919 was
spent writing and thinking about literature and visiting his
mentor, it was almost impossible not to be involved in the
Civil War. Kataev's brief autobiography of 1959 makes no
1. Vera Nikolaevna Bunina's diary records that Kataev called
to see them on 30 June/13 July. The content of the diary
entry makes it clear that this was not the first time he had
called. M. Greene (ed.), Ustami Buninykh, p. 179.
2. M. Greene (ed.), Ustami Buninykh, pp. 180 and 188.
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mention of his activities in 1918. Of the Civil War Kataev
here says only: 'B 1919 r. h 6bi/i Mo6M/in30saH b HpacHyw ApMMto
m HeHQTopoe epeMH McnojiHflji odnsaHHocTM HOMaHflMpa daTapew bo
apaMH doeB Ha jihhmm JloaaBaR - rio/iTaBa,' ^ In his 1928 auto¬
biography, however, he paints a more complex picture of his
activities during the Civil War: 'TpawflaHCHaH bohhs 1918 -
1920 rr. Ha YKpauHe 3anoTa/ia mbhr b flocHy, aiBbipsn ot de/ibix
H HpaCHbIM, OT H0HTp-pa3BeflHH B Hp83BblHaMHy . B OdtUBH
CJIOWHOCTH 3a 3 TO BpSMH B TtOpbMB R npOCHflS/1 HB MBHSe 8
, 2
M8CRI4eB . '
Vera Nikolaevna Bunina's diary adds some detail to
the picture of Kataev's Civil War activities. Her account
leaves no doubt that Kataev served as an officer in the
Volunteer (White) Army. She recalls that when she complained
to Fedorov about the way Kataev had behaved at a meeting of
writers and artists - he had shouted that he stood for Soviet
power - Fedorov laughed and replied: 'Wa/ib, hto He 6bi/io mbhr
Ha 3aceflaHMH, - r Cibi eMy ripn Bcex CHa3a/i: CKMflbiBan aiTaHbi,
Beflb 3To r tbob flan, K'onqa HywHo Qu/io CKpbiBaTb, hto Tbi 6bi/i
3
o<}>Mi4epoM.. .' . A few days later Vera Nikolaevna wrote:
'Bot npnflBT HaTaeB, r ero OTpyrara Taw, hto GyflBT noMHMTb•
4
B8,Ab flasHo /in oh pa3ry/iHBa/i b ,qo6poBo/ibHBCHHx noroHaxi'
1. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1959), p. 539.
2. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya1 (1928), p. 176.
3. M. Greene (ed.), Ustami Buninykh, p. 238.
4. M. Greene (ed.), Ustami Buninykh, p. 241. The meeting at
which Kataev, Olesha, and Bagritskii shouted down Bunin and
proclaimed themselves 'for Soviet power' took place on 29
March/11 April 1919. It has been referred to twice by
Kataev (in 'Zapiski o grazhdanskoi voine', 8,20-21; and
in Trava zabven'ya, 9,327 - in the latter case the reference
is to Olesha's description of the incident) and once by
Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v devyati tomakh (M., 1965-67),
vol. 9 (1967), p. 429.
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After his brief spell in the Red Army in 1919, Kataev
worked as a journalist for Yug R03TA in Odessa.
3aTSM M8 H R OTOSBa/IM M 3 apMHM M R 6kin HaSHaHBH
3aeeflytou4MM OHHariM caTMpbi b OfleccKOM POCTA. B
odiyeM, a ofleccKOM POCTA r flanan to, hto nan an
MaflHOBCHMH B MOCHB 8 B POCTA. flnca/1 TBHCTbl fl/lfl
arnTn/iaHaTOB, HacTyuiHM, /loayHrn, iihctobhm,
BbicTynafl b ycTHbix raasTax M.T.fl.
One of his duties while working for the Odessa branch of
ROSTA was to visit outlying villages in order to recruit some
of the local inhabitants. It was while engaged in this work
in 1920 that he had the narrow escape from death at the hands
of a band of terrorists, which he describes vividly in Trava
zabven'ya.2
The following year Kataev moved to Khar'kov, where he
continued to work for ROSTA (this branch was known as Ukr
ROSTA), producing slogans and captions for propaganda cartoons.
He also wrote a 'heroic drama' entitled Osada, which received
3
just one performance. It was a period which he was to look
back on with nostalgia as 'a uniquely wonderful time', despite
A
the fact that he often had to go hungry. The editor of
Kommunist - one of the newspapers for which Kataev worked -
was Sergei Ingulov, a committed Communist who constantly
exhorted his young colleagues to write from a Bolshevik stand¬
point. It was under Ingulov's stern editorship that Kataev
published his satirical portrait of Bunin in the story Zolotoe
pero. His stay in Khar'kov was brief, however, for at the
1. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1959), p. 139.
2. In the 1959 autobiography he writes: 'HeoflHonpaTHO mbhh
nocbi/ia/iw b .qepeBHit) a/ih opraHMsapMM ce/ibHopoBCKOM cbth, o^hh
pas mbhh flaws saxBaTH/ia OaHfla 3abo/ioTHoro, m r syflOM cnaccs
OT CMBpTM.' (p. 139)
3. L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 165.
4. See the autobiographical story Chernyi khleb, 1, 428-35.
See also Krasivye shtany, 2, 24-31.
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beginning of 1922, after the death of his father which took
place the previous year, Kataev moved to Moscow. Nadezhda
Mandel'shtam recalls that Kataev was determined to take the
capital by storm. '3a6aBHbiH m WMBonHCHbiH o6opBaH8M, Bails
HaTaeB, npefl/iowM/i mhb napn: kto CHopee - s hjim oh - 3aBOKieM
MocHBy.'
2.1.2 Moscow in the 1920s
When the turmoil of the Civil War years began to settle
and the way of life under NEP got under way, scores of
provincial journalists, poets and authors made their way to
Moscow, drawn by the prospect of national fame after the
years of literary starvation. Sholokhov came from the Don
region; Bulgakov from Kiev. From Odessa came a number of
authors who were to make an important contribution to Russian
literature in the 1920s - Olesha, Bagritskii, II'f, Petrov,
2
Inber and Kataev as well as many of lesser stature.
For many of the young aspiring authors, journalism
provided the means of staying alive while they awaited the
publication of their literary work. Soon after his arrival
in Moscow, Kataev began writing satirical sketches for the
newspaper Trud. At about the same time he met Nadezhda
Krupskaya, who invited him to write some pamphlets for the
Political Education Department which she headed and, as a
result, he wrote '0 novoi zhilishchnoi politike', an explanation
1. N. Mandel'shtam, Vtoraya kniga (Paris, 1972), p. 85.
2. Of course, Babel' also came from Odessa, but he did not
come straight to Moscow in the early 1920s as an unknown
provincial writer in the way that the others did.
and justification of the government's housing policy. A
journalist and author who knew Kataev well in the 1920s has
written of this particular piece of work: 'BacnssHoe oTHOwsHMe
h cBOBMy Ta/iaHTy npnBOflH.no HaTaeBa h nra6uri ero pacTpaTaM.
Oh 6un oseHb flQBonsH, Horfla b canoM Hanane Hana nanncan h
onydnHHOBan bpotuiopy "HoBan wnnniflHaH noJiHTHKa" .'1
Krupskaya introduced Kataev to the novelist Serafimovich
who was preparing to launch a new journal entitled Novyi mir
and who was looking for an editorial secretary. Kataev got
the job and published in the journal two of the stories which
he had brought with him from Odessa. But it was a short¬
lived job, for the journal ceased publication after only two
issues and Kataev moved to the newspaper of the railway and
water transport workers - Gudok.
Despite its origins as a specialist newspaper catering
for a particular type of worker, Gudok enjoyed an enviable
national reputation and circulation in the 1920s. In 1927,
for example, it sold 400,000 copies daily and provided employ-
2
ment for 500 correspondents. It was here, at Gudok, that
the young writers who had migrated to Moscow from Odessa
and Kiev found work. Olesha wrote a daily satirical verse
under the pseudonym "Zubilo" (and achieved enormous popularity)
Bulgakov contributed short, satirical sketches; Olesha and
II'f worked in the so-called chetvertaya polosa section,
answering readers' letters in their witty verse. Kataev
1. I. Kremlev, V literaturnom stroyu (M., 1968), p. 203.
2. See L. Kroichik, '0 nekotorykh zakonomernostyakh razvitiya
sovetskogo fel'etona' in Revolyutsiya, zhizn', pisatel'
(Voronezh, 1969), pp. 73-88.
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contributed many verse and prose sketches under a number of
pseudonyms, including "Starik Sabbakin", "Mitrofan Gorchitsa",
"Oliver Tvist" and "Tovarishch Rashpil'" . Every afternoon,
after handing in their copy, the contributors had to remain
in the building in case they were required for corrections.
The young Odessans would gather in one of the offices and try
to outdo one another in wit. A participant in these duals
recalls that it was fun, but it could be wounding, for they
did not spare one another. Examples of mistakes or
infelicities of style were copied out and pinned on a notice-
2
board for public amusement and censure.
During these years (1922-8) the shortage of living
accommodation in Moscow was particularly acute. Many of
the young writers at Gudok had to live in crowded dormitories
or, at best, share one of the corridor-like cells into which
the large rooms of old houses were divided by means of thin
plywood partitions. In these circumstances Kataev was
indeed fortunate to have a two-roomed apartment on Myl'nikov
Lane, where those who lived in less private and spacious
accommodation gathered in the evenings to read and criticise
each other's work.
Thus, in the 1920s Kataev established himself as a
satirical journalist and as one of the many talented Fellow
Travellers living and working in Moscow.
1. See I. Masanov, Slovar' psevdonimov russkikh pisatelei
(M., 1960), vol. 4, p. 223 for a list of Kataev's pseudonyms.
2. A. Erlikh, 'Oni rabotali v gazete', Znamya, 1958, No. 8,
p. 170.
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2*2.1 Works of the Civil War Period
As he had done during the First World War, Kataev
made notes of his impressions during the Civil War, most of
which he spent in Odessa, and in 1920 he used these as the
basis for an account of the period entitled 'Zapiski o
grazhdanskoi voine'.^ The work is a fairly brief sketch,
the purpose of which is to convey the atmosphere of confusion
in Odessa in 1919. In places, Kataev attempts to describe
the major events of the year much as a historian would do,
and some of the principal historical figures in the campaign -
Denikin, Ataman Grigor'ev, General Franchet d'Esperet, General
d'Anselme, and the governor of Odessa, Grishin-Almazov - are
mentioned. But the historian's view of the events of 1919
is secondary to the details, minor characters and incidents
which attracted Kataev*s attention. Thus 'Zapiski o
grazhdanskoi voine' leaves the reader with only a vague idea
of the principal events of 1919 in Odessa but with a very
clear sense of the atmosphere in the city.
Kataev's account is written from a point of view
sympathetic to the Reds and occasionally his description of
the city under White rule takes on a note of obtrusive
rhetoric, as in the following sentence: '3to dbi/i caMbin
deasaCTeHMMBbiH, CailblH paSSpaTHblM, TpyC/lHBblH M /lOmHOBOHHCTBBHHblM
Tbi/i.1 (8.9) Nevertheless, such unambiguous rejection of
the Whites is somewhat belied by the author's obvious
appreciation of the colourful foreign elements introduced
1. Published only after Kataev moved to Moscow. Zhizn',
1924, No. 1. Republished in the collected works (8,7-39).
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by the Civil War into an already colourful city: 'no y^nuar-i
MapniMpoBa/iM wMBoriHCHbie naTpy/iM bpMTaHCHoft MopcHOH nexoTbi,
BoaOymflaH BocTopr memahok cbommm kmpnhhhumm /lHpanH w chhhmh
bepeTaMM. ' (8,7)
Two details in particular attract Kataev's attention,
namely the presence in the streets of flower sellers and money
changers, both of which recur in several later works, notably
in the description of Odessa under Rumanian and German
occupation in Za vlast' Sovetov. Here, as elsewhere in
Kataev's works, it is the unusual and incongruous detail which
catches the author's eye.
The style of 'Zapiski o grazhdanskoi voine' is, for
the most part, straightforward and vigorous, with short,
unambiguous sentences and restrained use of imagery. It
provides a highly effective vehicle for the fast moving
reportage, as in the following typical example:
Ha c/ie,qyK)L4MM fleHb coBepuieHHO HeowMflaHHO b
flbshaaiiatfa nacoB CTa/io ussectho; hto ropo# b
TessHMB flByx cyroH OyfleT cflaH hpachum•
Eme Pea seTBepTH flBBHafluaTb becneHHan TO/ina
(Jj/iaHMpoaa/ia mmmo 14 b s t o h h up h sa/iraTHbix /iothob, a
b flBeHaflpaTb no ropofly noHaTM/iwcb na/ibSMUJKH-
raasTHHKH, pa3MaxnBafl Hpu/ibfiMH ahctpehhux
Te/ierpaMM. Bee bbi.no OHBHb tohho h onpefle/ieHHO:
ropofl oTflaeTCH be3 6or. OpaHpyacHoe npaBMTB/ibCTBo
0T3blBaeT cboh BOHCKa BO CppaHpHiO. 5ea HHOCTpaHHOH
noflflepwHH .qobpoBORbpy hb CMoryT yflepmaTb ropo#.
(8,15)
A few somewhat unusual images stand out in the generally
plain style of the work and these probably pleased Kataev,
since he used them again in other stories written at about
the same time. For example, the metaphor 'serye utyugi
frantauzskikh bronenostsev' recurs in V osazhdennom gorode
(1920) and in Rab, which, although written as late as 1927,
recalls the mood of the Civil War stories. It must be
emphasised, however, that images such as the one quoted,
while they may be extremely common in Kataev's short stories
of the 1920s, are exceptional in the factual 'Zapiski o
grazhdanskoi voine*, the simple, somewhat bald style of which
is characteristic of Kataev's later journalistic work, such
as the pamphlet '0 novoi zhilishchnoi politike'.
The importance of 'Zapiski o grazhdanskoi voine' lies
in its relationship to Kataev's short stories of the Civil
War such as Opyt Krantsa and V osazhdennom gorode. The
factual sketch reveals the atmosphere of the besieged city
with its political uncertainty and moral torpor, awaiting
the invasion as a day of judgement, and it is this confused
city which acts as the setting and the unifying factor in
Kataev's important series of Civil War stories.
Kataev's first major story to be published was Qpyt
Krantsa, written in Odessa in 1919 and published in Moscow
in 1922. It illustrates most of the principal thematic and
stylistic features of Kataev's work of this time.
The hero of the story, a mathematician named Kranta,
wishes to prove that he is capable of rejecting or overcoming
the emotional, irrational side of his nature and of acting in
accordance with rational principles. To this end he proposes
to win a vast sum at the gambling tables and then to continue
his life as before, unaffected by wealth. The other major
character, a poor actor called Zosin, is present in the gambling
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hall when Krants wins the first part of his fortune and
learns that Krants does not propose to make use of the money.
Infuriated by the contrast between the student's unwanted
wealth and his own poverty, and goaded by desire for the
actress Klement'eva who can be bought only with a large sum
of money, Zosin decides to kill Krants and steal his gold,
but finds that he is incapable of murder. After two success¬
ful evenings Krants returns for a third attempt at the tables
and this time loses everything. If his view of his own
character had been correct he would have been unmoved by his
loss, but the brief possession of wealth has released unconscious
forces in Krants and he stumbles from the table in a state
approaching delirium.
In Trava zabven'ya Kataev recalls an occasion on which
he read Qpyt Krantsa to Bunin in the autumn of 1919. He
claimed that in the story he was attempting to apply Bunin's
principle of symphonic prose. Bunin, however, was not impressed
by this point, and replied: 'fl yme aflecb he bnwy cbOh. Bbi
yxoflMTe ot pishh h /leoHHfly AHflpeeay. ' (9 ,330) It is indeed
difficult to see the influence of Bunin on Opyt Krantsa, which,
when compared with earlier stories and poems, appears to be a
departure from the model of Bunin's work. Besides Leonid
Andreev, the obvious influences on Opyt Krantsa are Pushkin's
Pikovaya Dama and Dostoevskii's Prestuplenie i nakazanie.
However, in view of the fact that Kataev claimed to have been
influenced in Opyt Krantsa by 3unin's symphonic style it is
important to examine what he meant by this term. Fortunately,
Kataev himself has commented on the word 'symphonic' as applied
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to Bunin's style. In an interview with Skorino he said:
1 BawHbiM y byhmha r chmtaio m chmQohmsm ct m r r• ByHMH ysn/i
mbhr BMflBTb, c/lbWiaTb, hkjx3 T b , OCR3aTb, yHH/1 pMTMy np03bl.'^
Kataev's view that the rhythm of the prose is the main
factor in the symphonic style is supported by the following
passage from Trava zabven'ya in which he quotes from a
conversation with Bunin who said:
r^aBHoe we, hto h 3flecb, b TocnoflMHe M3
CaH-ttpahqucho", pa3BM/i, - sto b bbicujem cTeneHM
CBOHCTBeHHUH BCRHOH MMpOBOH flyUIB CMMl})OHM3M,
to SCTb H 8 CTOJIbHO /lOrMHSCHOe, CHOilbHO
MyauHa/ibHoe nocTpoeHHe xyflowscTBSHHOH npo3bi
c nepeMBHaMH puma, BapMauMHMH, nepexo^ariM
ot oflHoro My3UHa/ibHoro HflKDHa b flpyrow - c/iobom,
B TOM HOHTpanyHHTS, HOTOpbIM C^e/iaR HBKOTOpyKJ
nonbiTHy npHMBHMTb, HanpMMep, /leB To/ittoh b
"Bohhb m Mupe": criepTb Bo/moHCHoro h nposee.
(9, 312)
Bunin's words, as quoted by Kataev, are extremely
important for Kataev's own work of the late 1960s, particularly
for Kubik, but it would seem that if they apply to Opyt Krantsa
then it is only marginally. The only sign of a contrapuntal
principle is the tension between the two major characters, the
one cold and rational, the other fevered and irrational, which
is then resolved at the end of the story by the revelation of
Krants's own irrationality. To a certain extent the rhythm
of the prose varies in accordance with whichever principal
character is dominant. For example, in the opening passages
describing Krants the rhythm is smooth, the sentences fairly
long by Kataev's normal standards, and use is made of the
1. L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 19.
device of grouping adjectives in threes, thus adding to the
rhythmic effect.
HBHMH MOJlOflOM Se/IOBSH no (fcaMH/IHH HpaHLU
cryfleHT-naTeMaTHH, de.noKypuM# HopenacTbiH
na/ibifl c HopoTHMn, Teepflbin hsmbphhm hocom,
KOCTMCTUM ynpHMblM fldOM M lilHpOKO paCTaB/lSHHUMM
r/ia3aMM, Sorbins Bcero Ha CBeTe ^«j6h/i hHCTyio
MaTBMaTHKy H OT WM3HM HHHBTO HB Wfla^S HH
xopowero, hh flypHoro. /Iia6n.n oh MaTBMaTMHy
noTony, mto se npocTaa, cJiowHan m toh Ha h
$H^ocot|)HFt osBHb xopoujo noflxoAM/ia k ero
npHBbiHHaM, B3r^HflaM Ha finp, h c Hew eriy
dbl/10 OHBHb y^OdHO WHTb Ha CBBTe. (1,135)
This passage may be compared with the following description
of Zosin in which the occasional use of very short phrases
breaks up the rhythm, adding a staccato effect which is
appropriate for the character's state of mind:
3ocMHa /lHxopaflUJio. Ha cpeHe 6u.no xo/ioaho,
m ot noflHHMaeMux m nepecTaB/iSBMux fleHopauHH,
ot 3aHaB3ca h H3 3pHTe/ibHoro sa/ia fly.no bbtpom.
A aa HynncaMH, b ydopHux, duno Hpermo HaTonneHo.
Hanopucfiepbi noTpecHHBaJiw ot wapy, naxno nac/iRHOH
HpaCKOH, M K HHM HB/lb3H 6unO npHTpO HyTbC R . OT
3toto Kpywnnacb ronoBa. (1,138)
While several such passages do appear to substantiate the
view that the rhythm of the story has been carefully
considered, there can be no comparison with Gospodin iz San-
Frantsisko, because Kataev does not consistently maintain the
contrapuntal tension between the rhythms associated with
Krants and Zosin and because, as a young writer, he does not
have Bunin's skill in handling subtle changes of rhythm.
Nevertheless, although there can be no case for claiming a
close link between Opyt Krantsa and Bunin's work it is
significant that while Kataev is experimenting with prose
style in an attempt to find his own natural mode he should
have Bunin's prose in mind as a model. The importance
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of other features of Bunin's work on Kataev's development
have already been mentioned in the previous chapter and to
them must now be added a concern, albeit as yet superficial
and unsubtle, with rhythmic variation.
It would be a mistake to neglect Kataev's limited
attempt to apply the principle of symphonic prose in Opyt
Krantsa, but to give too much weight to it (at this stage of
his career) would be no less a mistake. The two more obvious
models are Germann from Pushkin's Pikovaya Dama and Raskol'nikov
from Dostoevskii's Prestuplenie i nakazanie. Like Germann,
Krants has a German name, although he is presumably Russian,
and he embodies some of the characteristics which Russians
traditionally regard as Germanic, namely great self control
amounting to repression, and a love of precision and reason.
Krants's three visits to the gambling hall, his self control
after the first two wins, the calm way in which he drinks a
lemonade, and, finally, his loss of control on the third night
and the revelation of his passion for money - all of this is
borrowed from Pikovaya Dama. Characteristically, Kataev
reveals Krants's true nature by an external detail which is
highly significant. As he leaves the table having lost his
fortune, he lights a cigarette and hears someone say that he
is holding it by the wrong end. Moreover, his senses, which
had been so clear and distinct, become confused, and as he
hears the phrase he can also see the words in red letters.
The choice of a dramatic detail such as holding the wrong end
of a cigarette is typical of Kataev's approach to characteri¬
sation, which basically consists of the accumulation of
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significant external detail. This is a feature of his work
which remains constant throughout his career.
The process by which Zosin justifies the idea of
murdering Krants recalls some of Raskol'nikov's ideas:
Ec-nw h He cnocoSeH hm Ha hto .qpyroe, n flo/iweH
yfiHTb. A ec/iM h He cnocoSen flaws Ha ydMMCTBO,
3h3hmt, R HMHTOWBCTBO M flO^wsh BCeTfla whtb, h3h
HHHTomecTBO. HenpaB^a, hto ecTb cosecTb h
HaHHe-To 3aH0Hbi, He paspeiuai-amMe ydnTb. Henpasflia,
hto 3T0 npecTyn/iBHHB• HenpaBfla, HenpaBflal (1,14-5-6)
Like Dostoevskii's hero, Zosin considers murder to be a test
of whether he is a man or a nonentity while simultaneously
justifying the idea of murder on the grounds that he needs
money whereas Krants does not.
While leaning heavily on Dostoevskii and, in particular,
Pushkin, Opyt Krantsa is nevertheless an important step forward
for Kataev. The characters are scarcely original, but, unlike
tohe heroes of Kataev's earlier stories, Zosin and Krants are
not based on the author himself. In Opyt Krantsa Kataev has
gone beyond his earlier work and has attempted to create two
completely imagined characters.
Kataev places Zosin and Krants in a situation which
produces severe mental upset and he is thereby enabled to
introduce into the story elements of delirium and fantasy,
which combine with the story's realistic elements to form a
blend which was to become characteristic of Kataev's short
stories of the 1920s. Krants appears to be cool and rational
about his experiment but subconsciously the force of greed
takes control of him and, like another mathematician, D-503
from Zamyatin's novel My, he begins to think in images far
removed from the precise logical world of mathematics:
' Co/ihue 5m/io, m qkhb m HOMHaTa rope/in rhta phum cbbtom.
B homhat8 bcb d/iecTB/io, /iyHM/iocb, m HpaHpy Kasa/iocb, hto
Bee nojiaHMpoBaHo HS^TUM ^aHOM, * (1,147)
In Zosin, physical illness, the effect of cocaine, and
lust combine to produce a state of extreme agitation in which
the boundaries between the senses are swept away:
OmymaR Ha mehax wap, 3ocmh cMOTpe/i m3 TeriHOTbi
spMTe/ibHoro 3a/ia Ha cpeHy. MyauHa 3Byna.na
CTpaCTHO h othpobbhho, m heb mflmmo - pa 3 H0UB BT Hue
3ByHM TO S8CnpepUBH0 JiyHMCTO C t py m /I m C b C h H3 y m 3
ocBeunsHHoro opHBCTpa, to paccuna/iMCb npoapasHO
CTBHJ1BHHUMM, fljimhhbnh, t OM HUM m B o/l h aM M . . . f~lo
CPBHB, b CMHBM C88TB paMnU H tpen8u4yi4mx M
UJMnHli(mx $MOJ18TQBUX HFITHaX pB (J) J1BH TO pa , HOCH/iaCb
H^SMSHTbSBa CO CBOMM /ItOdOBHMHOM . BC8 MX
flBHWBHMH Su/im TOHHD m MHTHO OBa/lbHU, pa3HOt4BBTHU
m haaa^hcb coctabhom nactbu MysuHM. (1,139)
Such passages are fairly numerous in Opyt Krantsa.
The interest in synaesthesia finds a parallel in Kataev's
verse, but the imagery is more unusual, less precise than in
the poems which were written under the direct influence of
Bunin. It is possible that here and in several other stories
of the 1920s Kataev was influenced by such authors as Remizov
or Pil'nyak, although there is no direct evidence in the form
of statements by Kataev or unmistakable similarities. It
seems more likely that the increasing use of recherche
metaphors and similes may be explained by Kataev's desire
to experiment, and to introduce into his work elements of the
fantastic. This he does strictly within a realistic framework
by ascribing most of the unusual imagery to one of his characters
who is in an abnormal state of mind.
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In Trava zabven'ya Kataev suggests that the major
significance of Opyt Krantsa lies in its atmosphere of a
doomed bourgeois city besieged by the Red army. (9,330)
In the first short chapter of the story an attempt is made
to place the action in time and space by using some of the
details from 'Zapiski o grazhdanskoi voine', but once the
story of Krauts's experiment begins the social setting is
forgotten. Indeed Serafimovich, who edited the journal
Novyi mir in which the story was published in January 1922,
criticised Kataev for a one-sided, romantic approach which
did not stress sufficiently the role of the Red Army waiting
on the outskirts of the doomed city. It had been Kataev's
original intention to finish the story with the words: ' Bbi
flepwHTe nannpocy He ten kohljom,, ' Serafimovich himself wrote
the short final paragraph about the fall of the city (which
was included in the first published version, and has been kept
in all subsequent editions).''" Thus the view expressed by
Kataev in Trava zabven'ya that the social contrasts in Opyt
Krantsa are its most important feature cannot be substantiated
from the story itself. Even with Serafimovich's extra
paragraph the 'doomed city' motif is secondary to the charac¬
ters and the opportunity which they provide for verbal experi¬
mentation. Opyt Krantsa could take place at any time and in
any setting; the social contrasts, such as they are, do no
more than add a little poignancy to the story.
The number of Novyi mir in which Opyt Krantsa was
published also contained another story by Kataev about Odessa
1. See the note on 1,597.
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in the Civil War entitled V osazhdennom gorode. Unlike Opyt
Krantsa, V osazhdennom gorode is very precisely located in
the Odessa of 1918-1919. It shares with the sketch 'Zapiski
o grazhdanskoi voine' the atmosphere of a decadent cosmopolitan
city doomed to fall to the Red Army. A drunken sailor stumbles
into a tavern in pursuit of a young student whom he takes for
a counter-revolutionary spy. The young man has been sniffing
cocaine and is in a state of near ecstasy in which all of his
senses are particularly acute. In a conversation with the
sailor he recalls his wonderful life before the Revolution in
a world which has now changed. The sailor then jumps to his
feet, denounces the student as a counter-revolutionary spy
responsible for the death of the sailor's comrade, shoots him
dead and runs out into the street.
The most remarkable feature of V osazhdennom gorode is
the degree to which Kataev sympathises with the young student
(a fact which is ignored in the misleading discussion of the
story by Soviet critics)."*" It is not clear whether the student
is indeed the White Guard agent Gess or whether he is merely
unfortunate enough to be the casual victim of a man crazed by
grief and drink. What is certain, however, is Kataev's
sympathy for him and identification with his tastes. Like
the heroes of the earlier stories Baraban and Noch' yu.,the young
student regrets the passing of his comfortable way of life
which the Revolution has brought to an end. His concern is
not with the new society but with the effect on his own life
1. See, for example, L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, pp.
172-3; T. Sidel'nikova, Valentin Kataev..., pp. 32-3;
B. Brainina, '0 nekotorykh osobennostyakh stilya V. Kataeva'
in Sovetskaya khudozhestvennaya proza: sbornik statei (M.,
1955) , p. 367.
of the great upheaval of Revolution and Civil War. He says:
Bbi To/ibHO npeflCTaBbTe, Bbi To/ibHO noflyMafiTe, -
rOBOpn/1 OH, - H HMHSrO HB 3HaH3, fl H M M BTO HB
nOHMMata. Ho TO/lbKO TO, H TO bblTIO, TOT npBHpaCHbIM,
HSyMHTB/lbHbIM MHp, HOTOpblM bblTl paHbLUB, HaBCBTfla
M d83B03BpaTHO yMBp. To, MTO B TOpOflB TOflOfl, "
hb aawHO. BawHO, hto hbt hhmt h hbt hobbx
WypHa/lOB, HBT COTHH TbICHH M8/IOH BH, M3 HOTOpblX
CH^aflbiBa/iacb npoiii/iaH wnaHb. (1,156)
Taken out of context, this passage could be interpreted as
being ironical, but the closeness elsewhere in the story of
Kataev and his character suggests that the passage may be
taken at its face value. The most convincing evidence linking
Kataev's sympathies with the student rather than the sailor
is the fact that the student is a poet who is aware of the
beauty of the physical world surrounding him and the treasure
of his senses. He says:
Ot Tyro c/iomeHHbix, 3abaHflepo/iBHHbix raaeT naxHBT
CbipOCTbKJ M M0p030M, a OT RMCBM XO/lOflHblM, H b 710 H HbIM
K71B8M. . .(JlOHapH TOpFIT B aa^S, KaH 8 7104 HbIB 3BB3flbl.
B03/ib npopybw ctobt nrpyujBHHbiB HycTapHbie babbi c
BBflpann, a BaroH motsbt, m xohstch cnaTb, m (JioHapb,
aaflspHyTbiH HpacHow 3aHaB8CHOH, ctpbhohbt HysHBHHKon.
Ax, bcbto aToro HB/tb3h paccHaaaTb. Ob stom mowho
T O/l b HO HanMCaTb CTHXM. (1,156)
Kataev's own language in this story (i.e. the author's
narrative) is highly poetical; alliteration and even rhyme
have been carefully considered, as in the following example :
B BB/lMHO/ienHOM CTpBHOTaHMM HMHO, yripHMO HOBTOpRBUjeM
HaWflbIM BBHBp CUB KDL48 B OTpaWBHHB HSKOTfla WMBOJHX, B
LLJ8 71 HO BOM xpyCTB HapTOHHblX BBSpOB Hafl 71 OMb Bp H O H
3 8 71 e H b HJ HTiybOB, B KOCTHHOM LUB71HB HOHHblX BblCTpB/lOB,
nOXOMHX Ha IMB/IH bn/lbBp^HblX U/apOB, H B 14B71HB
b M 71 b H pflHblX UJapOB, nOXOWHX Ha BblCTpB/lbl, OCaWflaBMblM
C Tpex OTOpOH HpaCHbtMH TOpOfl U1871 H TMbB/lH. (1,153)
That the young student should be so acutely aware of
poetry and of his senses is enough to bring together his point
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of view and that of the author, for both are lyrical and
elegaic. In contrast, the sailor remains outside the author's
point of view; he is strange, incomprehensible and frightening.
He is described as 'drunk' with 'mad eyes'. Skorino's
interpretation of the story, which is coloured by the require¬
ment that the Bolshevik should be the hero and the White Guard
should be despicable, takes no account of the beauty and
lyricism of the student's language, so like Kataev's own, nor
of the unpleasantness of the sailor. To imply that at this
stage of his career Kataev had already begun to see the
Revolution and Civil War consistently from the point of view
of the Bolsheviks is to misinterpret his work.
The young hero of V osazhdennom gorode has much in
common with other Kataevan characters of this period and could
well be considered as the typical hero. His detachment from
the great events of the epoch; his longing for the return of
the comfortable pre-war world; his love of poetry and his
conviction that it alone is capable of expressing the beauty
of the world; lastly, his realisation of the proximity and
irreversibility of death ('chto-to uzhasnoe, nepopravimoe') -
all of these features are shared with the heroes of other
stories (although not all are present in all stories).
The hero of Praporshchik (1921) is apparently more
closely involved in the events of the Civil War than the
detached student heroes of Opyt Krantsa and V osazhdennom
gorode. Yet he too feels that the events of the war have
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nothing to do with him personally. He is caught up in
action which he neither supports nor understands. Although
he is a good soldier, Ensign Chaban is essentially no
different from previous heroes. (Indeed, his lineage is
underlined by the description 'a typical student'.) During
the First World War he had fought bravely in the Tsar's army
because it had been his duty and he had been sure of his
enemy. His military career bears a fairly close resemblance
to that of Kataev himself, even to the award of two medals
and his sabre inscribed with the words 'For valour'.^ In
1919 Chaban is mobilised into the Volunteer Army to fight
against the Reds, and just before his departure for the front
he meets a former schoolfriend who admits to being a Communist.
Faced with a situation in which a former friend has become
the enemy, Chaban is thrown into a state of utter confusion
which soon leads to panic. For the first time in his life
he is so terrified that he is unable to remain in the battle
area and in order to escape he shoots himself in the hand.
The ending, in which Chaban realises that truth is on the
side of the Communists, strikes a false note, as does the
entry of the Bolshevik detachment in the story Zolotoe pero,
2
written the previous year.
Praporshchik is a weaker story than V osazhdennom
gorode because the naive hero is less interesting, and because
of the unconvincing ending, which, even more than the ending
of Opyt Krantsa, remains unintegrated. It is not, however,
1. See Trava zabven'ya 9,302.
2. This story is discussed in Chapter three.
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without interest. Chaban's terror places him in a state
not unlike Zosin's delirium. Once again Kataev has the
opportunity to introduce some striking imagery ('m To/ibKo
pe3Hafl we;itar no/ioca sakata, hsk GpMTBa, pe3a/ia r/ia3a' 1,215)
although the unusual metaphors and similes are not restricted
to Chaban. The hero's disorientation is conveyed by means
of an ostranenie effect, especially in the scene in which the
general addresses his troops before the armoured train leaves
for the front. His words and the actions of the priest
conducting prayers seem senseless, and Chaban reacts mechani¬
cally and uncomprehendingly like all around him.
Kataev incorporated Praporshchik with very few changes
into a novel entitled Priklyucheniya parovoza published in
1925. The novel is a weak, whimsical piece in which the
story of revolutionary events in Russia from 1905 until 1919
is told from the point of view of a locomotive. The device
of ostranenie is here taken to absurd lengths:
CHaweM, naposo3bi. Hy, kohbhho, SbiBaicT
xopoujne napoB03bi h h/ioxmb, hobub m CTapbie.
Cw/ibHbie h c/iabus, HaHOHeu, pyccHne m
aarpaHHHHbie. Ho Bce-TaHM, ohm bob -
naposo3bi, m Apyr nepe^ flpyron hoc hb ^
3aflMpaK3T m hb 3HcnfloaTMpyicT flpyr Apyra.
Only when, three-quarters of the way through the tale, the
story of Ensign Chaban is told does a spark of life flicker
in the novel. Priklyucheniya parovoza illustrates what
Kremlev has called 'Kataev's careless attitude to his talent'
at this time.^
1. V. Kataev, Priklyucheniya parovoza (M.-L., 1925), p. 16.
2. See note 1, p. 59.
Zheleznoe kol'tso (1920) is one of the best of Kataev's
stories of the 1920s in which his ebullient love of life,
his romantic taste in literature, and his developing skill
as a short story writer are all evident. The theme of the
story is common to most of Kataev's work of the first half of
the 1920s, namely that human happiness and misery and the
beauty of life are constants, discovered anew by each genera¬
tion, and are not dependent upon particular social conditions.
In order to emphasise his theme Kataev uses the figure of Dr
Faustus to link the time of Pushkin and the present day.
Three young romantic poets sit in a bar in Odessa during the
Civil War drinking wine and telling tales. One of them tells
a story about a meeting in Odessa between Dr Faustus and
Pushkin in the course of which the travelling doctor gives
Pushkin a simple iron ring with a cheap turquoise stone which,
when worn by a truly happy man, has the power to make every¬
thing around it beautiful. Many years have passed and the
exact location of the ring is not known, although it must
still be in Odessa because the sun still shines out of the
blue sky on the city and the plums which are sold in the
market place are still covered by a captivating turquoise dust.
Just as the narrator of the story reaches his conclusion the
three young men are joined in the bar by Dr Faustus himself
who throws an iron ring onto their table as a sign that he
recognises in them three truly happy men. They run out
into the street after him, but he has disappeared and when
they return to the inn the ring, too, has gone. But they
are not downhearted, for they are young, they have a bottle
of wine and enough oil to light a lamp by which to read a
Stevenson story.
Zheleznoe kol'tso embraces several time planes and
several intertwining stories but Kataev never loses his way.
His touch is sure, and his handling of the Pushkin/Amalia
Riznich story is particularly adroit. Despite the great
unhappiness of exile and the loss of Mme Riznich, Pushkin
remains an essentially happy man, whose reaction to the
departure of his beloved Amalia is to say to Tumanskii:
noMABM, .qpywmne. Ohs ywe Aa/ieKo. B Hotf)smhe
ycaToro wannTaHa ywe, BepoHTHo, codpa/incb
waxnaTHbie nrpoHH, m ToriHaa MtfiMreHHR pa3H0CMT
Ha wbctrhom noflHoce Haiuenhm dodoBoro ho$8 m
paxaT-/iyHym. noHflem we, r Tede paccKawy
sadaBHyto MCTopwo od oflHon CTpaHCTBytomeM sy,qaKe
c HapywHocTbw cfcaycTa, noflapneujeM mhb sto we/ie3Hoe
HOJlbLlO c dnptOSOH. yTpH C/IBSbl, Hac WflyT HydyHH,
noMflBM we. (1,168)
At the end of the tale the narrator of the story about Dr
Faustus addresses his companions in very similar terms:
Hy, flpy3bfl, fle/iaTb Hssero. M^eMTe b mow dep/iory.
y MBHH B CBBTH/lbHHHB eCTb 8LU6 Haca Ha TpM dBHSHHa.
A CTHBeHcoH - npeKpacHbiM nwcaTe^b fl/iR HTeHMR b
ceodoflHoe BpeMR. (1,172)
For both Pushkin and the narrator, true happiness
transcends the varying fortunes of life. The key passage
in the story, which acts almost as a leitmotif in Kataev's
short stories of the first half of the 1920s, consists of
the following words on the nature of happiness spoken by
Pushkin, but equally applicable to the narrator and his
friends:
Hto 3HaeT, hto TaHoe csacTbe? HHbie flyMatoT,
hto csacTbe - sto 3ojioto, MHbie no/iarawT ero b
MO/lOflOCTM M /lH3d B H i BCTb deayMLlbl, CHHTatOU|HB
csacTbeM deccMepTne h c/iaByl Ho, MM/iocTH8bm
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rocyflapb, cnacT/ins /im a? Eme/in 3T0T bstbp,
M npMfiOM, H CBBT, M TBHb, H TOBOp BOflH -
cnacTbs, swb/ih napyca, yxoflfuune na ior - csacTbe,
o, Tor,qa n cnacT/ihb m d/iaroflapio hb5o sa sto
HBCOBBpilJBHHOB, TOpbHOB, HpBKpaCHOB, O SblHH O B 8 H HO B ,
H8/10SBHBCH0B CHaCTbB. (1,166)
The last few words of this passage are to be found with very
slight changes in Ryzhie krestiki and Otets, and their
repetition in this way adds greatly to their significance.
Kataev's acceptance of life as it is, his view that human
happiness is independent of time or social system forms the
philosophical basis of his work of the 1920s, and it was this
fact above all which was to bring him into conflict with
literary critics (especially RAPP critics) at the end of the
decade.
Kataev does not identify the three young poets of
Zheleznoe kol'tso, but it can be reasonably assumed that the
poets are stylisations of Kataev himself, Olesha, and
Bagritskii. Kataev writes in Trava zabven'ya: 'A mu,
no/ioflbie, tb caMbiB, Ha woTopbix oh cTyHa.n Torfla na/ihoh*. dbi/iM
5arpHi4HMM, O/isiua, B...llpo Hac Tor^a roBopw/iM b ropofle c
HBHOTOpbIM CTpaXOM, CMBLLia H HbIM C yflMBJlSHMBM! "3tm Tpoef' (9,327)
Just as one of the poets in Zheleznoe kol'tso offers to read
Stevenson to his two companions, so did Bagritskii act as a
literary guide, introducing his friends to the work of
Stevenson, Villon, Rimbaud and others. Many authors who
were subsequently to become famous have spoken of Bagritskii's
wide reading and of his passionate desire to acquaint his
friends with those authors whom he discovered for himself."*"
1. See several articles by Bagritskii's contemporaries in V.
Narbut (ed.), Eduard Bagritskii, al'bom (M., 1936). See also
'Stikhi Bagritskogo polny ritmom bol'shevizma', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 18 February 1934 signed by Babel' , Katae\T, II'f,
Petrov, and Olesha.
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Kataev's friendship with Bagritskii was a deep, enduring one
which began at their first meeting as schoolboys and lasted
until Bagritskii's death in 1934.^"
The hero of Kataev's story Bezdel'nik Eduard is
obviously based in part on Bagritskii. Among the features
which Kataev's character Eduard Tochkin shares with Bagritskii
are his first name, his asthma, his love of romantic literature
(especially Rimbaud) and his interest in ornithology. Although
Tochkin is the butt of Kataev's humour, there is no malice in
the portrayal; indeed the warmth which the author feels for
his character suggests the closeness to Bagritskii and, in
certain respects, to himself.
Bezdel'nik Eduard was Kataev's longest story to date,
consisting of fifteen short chapters. Written in 1920, it
was originally planned as part of a longer work - a novella
to be called Pokhozhdeniya trekh bezdel'nikov, of which the
only other surviving part is-the story Zimoi written three
years later. Pokhozhdeniya trekh bezdel'nikov was conceived
as a loosely constructed work about the lives of three dreamers
who combine a romantic enthusiasm for the Revolution with a
desire for comfort and a love of romantic literature, and who
manage somehow to survive during the difficult years of the
Civil War. In the second paragraph Kataev warns the reader
not to take his tale too literally: 'Ho yw ec/m paccHa3UBaTb,
TaH paccHasbisaTb, He Qoscb npeyBe/iHHeHMH h M8Ta(})op - b flyxe
Toro sy^ecHoro, poMaHTMHecKoro bpbmehh.' (1,133)
Eduard Tochkin is an impecunious poet whose character
is jokingly summed up by Kataev in the sentence: 'CTpatuHbiH
j1bhtbh, n/iyT H a B a h THj p H C T , oh Dbl/l floctohh bin y s e hmkom ceoero
1. See Kataev's story Vstrecha (1,419-27) for an account of
his first meeting with Bagritskii.
jisreH,qapHoro yhhtbjih, cjiashoro risTpa ApTtopa PsmSo.' (1,183)
He welcomes the October Revolution with great fervour, for
it seems to him to be a latter day version of Anatole France's
Les Dieux ont soif; in his imagination Marat and Robespierre
are reborn. However the Revolution brings in its wake
difficult days of 'suffering, struggle and hunger'. Eduard
becomes expert in the art of selling goods in order to remain
alive and his mother is forced to lock everything away to save
it from her son. He meets and marries the widow of an army
doctor who has a flat full of things which can be sold. For
the first time in months Eduard can enjoy the luxury of warmth,
food and the leisure to read his beloved Stevenson. After a
short period working in YugRosta he settles down to a life
with no earnings and at the same time he begins to collect
birds. Soon the flat is full of birds in cages and more and
more goods have to be sold to pay for birdseed and more birds.
Eduard is oblivious to everything except his birds and he
fails to see the impending disaster. His wife manages to
keep them both alive only by secretly freeing or killing the
birds. At the end of the story Eduard is as unworldly as
ever, still harbouring an ambition to keep singing cage birds.
For all his romantic involvement with the Revolution
(he writes beautiful iambic pentameters on revolutionary themes),
Eduard remains essentially detached from the great events of
the epoch. His attempt to further the cause of the Revolution
by working in YugRosta ends in failure. His obsession with
birds appears selfish but, in fact, his unworldly lack of
interest in goods for their own sake is an endearing quality
and explains in large measure the warmth of Kataev's portrayal
compared with that of Shurka from the story Veshchi, whose
selfishness takes the form of a blind love of things. Eduard
requires only the minimum amount of food and warmth to enable
him to read and write. The most interesting feature of
Bezdel'nik Eduard for Kataev's development is the warmly
ironical attitude towards the hero, which acts as a bridge
between stories such as Baraban and A + 3 v kvadrate on the
one hand and the hero of the tetralogy Volny Ghernogo morya
on the other. For all the character's faults Kataev loves
Eduard Tochkin and his love is communicated in the tone of
warm humour and gentle irony.
Of all the stories written in the early 1920s, perhaps
the most significant for the later development of Kataev's
work is Ser Genri i chert (1920), not because of any new element
which it introduces but because in it Kataev makes full use of
the fantasy which is present to a lesser degree in Opyt Krantsa
and V osazhdennom gorode. The entire story consists of the
delirious dreams of a typhus victim (its subtitle is Sypnoi tif)
At first he is vaguely aware of what is being done to him - of
travelling in a train, of having his head shaved, of being
bathed and put to bed. Then, as his delirium grows more acute,
the pain in his ear becomes personified as Sir Henry, who is
first of all a supercilious English student and then the captain
of a pirate ship. The sick man travels with Sir Henry to an
island where there is no soil, only gold, and where the inhabi¬
tants crave for the dust which he has brought on his boots from
the Besieged City. Finally, Sir Henry is replaced by the devil
who enters the hospital ward just as the typhus victim is
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pronounced dead.
The principal significance of Ser Genri i chert lies
in the scope afforded by the subject matter for sheer fantasy.
Unconstrained by reason or the demands of a conventional plot,
Kataev indulges in extremely striking imagery, reminiscent in
places of the work of the Futurist poets, and in nightmarishly
sudden changes of scene. The story thus exhibits to a great
extent that fluidity and feverish quality which characterises
many of Kataev's works of the 1920s. Kataev attempts to
convey the nature of the delirium caused by typhus by involving
all of the senses (in this respect the story continues a
feature of the author's poetry).
OrhbhHbie nariMpocbi no/isa/in no neppoHy paHBTarm,
paccbinaR mchpn m B3pbtBancb. . .We/ib30 6n.no b
we^B30...Ha ronoBe newa/i taws/ium KarieHb, to
XO/lOflHblH, to ropHHMM. iiotom m8hh Hasa/lo b
aBTonodM/ie, h pe3KHM cbinHOTH$o3HUH 3anax
flb3mh(fieKUMM CMBlilM b a /1C H C 6bh3mhhwm flblMOM. (1,173)
These extracts, taken from the first paragraph, illustrate
the involvement of all of the senses (although the full effect
is only gained by reading the entire paragraph). Because of
the delirium,the many sense impressions are dissociated from
their causes, thus achieving an effect of alienation or
ostranenie. In other words, because the sick man has lost
the ability to reason, his sense impressions are not constrained
by a knowledge of cause and effect.
Before the intensification of the fever the hero is
capable of recalling his three months of service on an armoured
train and his desire to return to the sweet decadence of the
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Besieged City (which is not named, but is obviously Odessa).
We learn enough about the hero before the onset of total
delirium to be able to classify him as one of the typical
Kataevan heroes of this period, for whom the war and its
causes are less important than his former way of life and
the pleasures of the city. Like Krants and the unnamed
student hero of V osazhdennom gorode, and even Eduard Tochkin,
he is more concerned with himself and his own survival and
physical wellbeing than with the political and military events
of the age.
The influence of Stevenson probably accounts for the
idea of the island covered with gold dust but the theme of
the obsessive desire for wealth is pure Kataev.1 In the
dying man's delirium^life and wealth become synonymous, and
he therefore fears the loss of his gold above all other dangers.
Yet Kataev casts an ironic light on his own desire for wealth
and his characters' obsession with personal possessions by the
device of reversing the values of dust and gold. The inhabi¬
tants of the island also crave for wealth, only for them it
takes the form of ordinary dust from the Besieged City. In
the simultaneous desire for wealth and the ironical censure
of those who live for money can be seen Kataev's life-long
attitude to one of the major themes of his work.
One other theme which links Ser Genri i chert with
other stories of the 1920s is the fear of the irreparable
nature of death. Time after time in Kataev's works death,
1. In general, English and French popular fiction has exerted
an important influence throughout Kataev's career, providing
him with a rich source of themes and plots.
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especially violent death, is described as irreparable
('nepopravimyi'). Due no doubt to the chance nature of
life and death in wartime and to Kataev's own narrow escape
from death during the Civil War, the theme of the uniqueness
of each individual's life and the finality of death is
particularly prevalent in the first half of the 1920s. Ser
Genri i chert closes with the words:
M Metf-TO 3HQHQMblM M H 83H a KOMblfi, CTpaUJHO
fla^SHMM M Ma/ieHbKMM (h3h 3a CTBHQM) TO/IOC
CHaaa.fi to ywacHoe, HopoTKoe h eflHHCTBBHHoe
C/10b0, CMbiC/1 KOTOpOrO fl/lr mb h h du/l T8M8H,
ho coBeptiiBHHO m HaBceraa HenonpaBHM. (1,182)
The student in V osazhdennom gorode feels that: 'C hum
npOMCXo^mt sto-to ywacHoe, RBnonpaBMMos m bcs ;ibtmt h nepTy.'
(1,157) The theme receives its most extensive treatment in
Qtets, where it forms part of the wider theme of the beauty
of life and the nature of human happiness.
Kataev has recently expressed the view that the so-
called innovation of Svyatoi kolodets and Kubik should be
viewed rather as a development of the style and techniques
used in Ser Genri i chertBut one need not look so far
into the future for signs of the importance of Ser Genri i
chert in Kataev's work, for it contains much that is signifi¬
cant for the whole Civil War and post Civil War period.
Firstly, it provides the most extreme example of a
character in an unusually intense state of mental agitation.
Here the reason is illness; in Rastratchiki it is drunkenness;
1. Conversation between Kataev and the present author
18 May 1971. See also V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenie prozy',
Voprosy literatury, 1971, No. 2, p. 131.
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in V osazhdennom gorode it is the effect of drugs; in Otets
it is fear; in Ogon' it is grief; and in Zimoi it is love.
Whatever the cause, the result is delirium, and the inclusion
of a delirious character allows the author to introduce
striking images and an element of fantasy which gives his
work its characteristic tone. Only in Svyatoi kolodets
does Kataev return to the pure delirium of Ser Genri i chert;
in all of the other works mentioned a balance is maintained
between the central character's delirium and some other factor,
usually the author's own voice, which adds a more soberly
realistic note to the narrative. Closely related to this
point is Kataev's liking at this time for extravagant imagery
(perhaps most evident in Opyt Krantsa). Finally, Ser Genri
i chert restates Kataev's love of life, irrespective of social
system - life as such - and his fear of death, themes which
are present in most of the stories of this period.
2.2.2 Otets and Zimoi: Two Transitional Stories
Of the stories written in the first half of the 1920s
two stand out by virtue of their serious philosophical nature.
Both Otets and Zimoi are highly personal stories based in
large measure on Kataev's own experiences, and, taken together,
they mark a transition in Kataev's work to full independence
and maturity.
Otets, which Kataev once described as his favourite
story, and on which he worked for three years, was submitted
for publication to the editors of Krasnaya nov' in 1925 but
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remained unpublished until 19 2 8."'" In length, seriousness
of purpose, and style it is one of the most significant of
Kataev's works of the 1920s.
At the beginning of the tale the hero, Petr Ivanovich
Sinaiskii, is a prisoner in the jail in his home town. His
widowed father, racked by a pathetic anxiety for his son,
makes frequent visits to the prison in the hope of catching
a glimpse of Petr at one of the cell windows. Eventually,
after several months of prison life, his case is reviewed by
the investigator and he is released. During his first
evening at home he recalls a vow made in childhood to be
considerate and loving towards his father - a vow which he
had not kept. Now, overcome by feelings of tenderness and
love for the frail, anxious old man, he renews the vow and
determines never again to be a source of worry to his father.
As previously, however, he breaks his vow and, finding life
with his father tedious, obtains a warm comfortable room in
the town centre. The old man, who is now incapable of living
alone, goes to live with his niece while the son continues to
live comfortably (and selfishly) alone.
In spring Petr Ivanovich is sent to the nearby villages
to spread propaganda among the peasants. His father, who is
afraid that Petr will be killed by one of the marauding bands
which still terrorise the countryside, pleads in vain with him
1. A comment in an article by Kataev seems to suggest that the
long delay before publication may have been due to the censor.
He describes Otets as: '"no he3aencnmhm ot .qnpshuimm
odcTOHTejibCTBaM" npo/iewaBUJMM b cTo/ie 3 rofls. 1 V. Kataev,
'Pisateli o sebe', Na literaturnom postu, 1928, No. 6, p. 91.
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not to go. A week later Petr dreams about his father and
wakes in tears. A telegram from his cousin Darya awaits
him at the post office, but by the time he reaches Darya's
home his father has died and been buried. After hearing
from Darya the details of his father's last few days Petr
Ivanovich sells all the old man's possessions and travels
north to begin a new life.
Petr Ivanovich's behaviour towards his father is
presented as being extremely selfish, especially in the
painful scene where the old man, made desperate by cold and
loneliness, visits his son's new apartment in the hope of
being asked to stay. Petr Ivanovich either fails or refuses
to recognise the real reason for his father's visit, and,
after giving him a cup of coffee, he allows him to go:
M OTeu, COrpSTblH M OWMBUJHM, BblCHOHM/1 b /ibjdihhoh,
sepHbiM no,q-be3fl# tsh m hs CK33aB cbiHy, 3ahbm oh
npMLue/i. A npnwe/1 oh 3aTen, hto6u nonpocMTbca
MHTb bm8ct8 C CblHOM B Ten/lon H hh3koh HOMHaTB,
nonpocMTb nepnaTHM m hbmhoi-o x/ie6a.
rieTp Hbshobmh c HBTepneHMen bosbpatm/ich b
HOMHaTy m nocneujHO aafly/i CB8THJibHMH. (1,243)
In his anxiety to return to the girl who is with him
Petr Ivanovich appears heartless. Yet although the reader is
made aware of Petr Ivanovich's selfishness through Kataev's
presentation, the main point of the story lies elsewhere. It
is that Petr Ivanovich's behaviour is perfectly natural. Writing
several years after the publication of Otets the critic V.
Rossolovskaya suggests that:
Flpupofla wscTOHa, ho OHa npBHpacHa b cbobh
wecTOKOCTH. CTapocTb wa/ma m 0TBpaTHT8/ibHa,
h npnpofla Be oTpHuaeT. Cwh npaB, noTOMy hto
oh no/ioH pa,qocTbw wm3hh.
1. V. Rossolovskaya, 'Tvorchestvo Valentina Kataeva', Molodaya
gvardiya, 1933, No. 6, pp. 125-32.
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While Rossolovskaya undoubtedly overstates her case
(for instance she takes no account of Kataev's natural tendency
towards self-criticism, and his ironical attitude towards
autobiographical characters) her view is substantially correct.
One of the major themes linking Otets to Kataev's other short
stories of the 1920s is that of the innate goodness of life,
highlighted by the proximity and irrevocability of death.
Even moments of pain and bitterness form a part of a wonderful
life:
Ticpbma Sbi/ia BMflHa c H/iaflbnma. H/iafl5niMe Obi/io
BHflHO M3 TtopbMbl. TaH B WM3HH CXOflM/lMCb KOHlJbl
C KOHUaMM, B 3TOH yflMBHTBflbHOM, TOpbHOM M
npsHpacHOki, oduHHOB8HHofi se/ioBesecKOM wmshmI
(1,222)
On the journey from the prison to the investigator's
office where his fate will be decided Sinaiskii is struck by
the beauty around him; the huge expanse of earth, damp and
wonderfully fertile after a shower, the green branches touched
by the yellow of autumn, the air, bluish and misty like a
soap bubble. After experiencing several months of imprison¬
ment and faced now by the possibility of death, he drinks in
the beauty of the world. Similarly, the death of his father,
much as it saddens him, serves to emphasise the uniqueness of
his own life and the splendour of the world in which he lives.
After his father's death Sinaiskii sees in the world an
emptiness and a freshness ('pustota i svezhest'') which he
had not observed before. In this phrase Kataev sums up the
duality involved in his hero's reaction to his father's death;
it is simultaneously painful and liberating. Similarly, when
Petr Ivanovich calls in the second-hand dealers in order to
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sell all of his father's possessions, including the prized
books, he experiences the terrible ambiguity of his reactions
to his father's death:
rporiaflHbie ruiacTy npouuioro oTKa/iusa/iHCb m
rpoxoTaiiM, cnoji3aR bhms no cTyneHHM m 3apflwan
/lecTHHuy rpoMon seTupexaTawHoro axa. Hilihhh
nycTe/iM, ksh wn3Hb. Tofloca, yme hhhsm hs cnnpa8Mbie,
nerann no HOMHaTa, boh m or/iyuiaH. lilarw rpeMe^H,
HaH £3 pQLUB H Hbie UiTaHTM, nMCTO/ieTHblMM BNCTpB/iaMM .
K/iosbH nwcefi m HapTOHBH ycTH/ia/iM nycTOH ao/i. Ha
no^y /iswa/iM hkohu. Bee du/io hohhsho. rieTp MBaHOBHM
cnpHTa/i flBHbrd b KapriaH, noBscw^ Ha flBepb aariOH,
OTfla/l H/1K3M B flOMKOM M H8p83 H8^8/IHD yexa/1 Ha C8Bep.
(1,254)
This paragraph divides into two unequal sections at
the word 'ikony'. In the first section metaphors and similes
proliferate until the entire sentence structure seems about
to collapse under their weight. The ponderous style is
matched by the meaning - the pain of recollection, the power
of the past, conjured up by the room full of possessions.
The second section of the paragraph is completely different.
Where there was a heavy, image-laden style there is now
abrupt simplicity; where there was introspection and pain
there is now only brusque activity. The change of mood is
achieved by switching from description to action, from
imperfective verbs ('otkalyvalis', 'grokhotali', 'letali')
to perfective verbs following each other swiftly and decisively
('spryatal', 'povesil', 'otdal', 'uekhal'). The construction
of this paragraph corresponds to the ambiguity in Petr
Ivanovich's reaction to his father's death. He is both
confused and grief stricken and, at the same time, free to
build a new life. This is as it should be, for Petr Ivanovich's
reaction is as natural as was his failure to keep the vows.
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Just as any form of life is beautiful - '["lsTp HBaHOBMH onnTb
(b HOTOpbIM pa3l) flyMa/1 O CB08M yflMBMTB.nbHOM , ropbKOM M
npeKpaCHOM, OdblHHOBBHHOM HB/IOB0HBCKOH WH3HH ' (1,220) - SO
is Petr Ivanovich's behaviour not reprehensible, for it is
dictated by nature: 'Ho c/iyHM/iocb see no-HHOMy, c/iyHM/iocb
Taw, H3H flO/lWHO Gbl/IO C/iyMMTbCfl .1 (1,237)
The final chapter, consisting of one fairly short
sentence, recapitulates and crystallises the major point of
the story: ' M hboo, hsh hsaadubasmos otljobchob jim140,
Od/lMBa/lOCb Hafl CUHOM ropaSMMM, TBn/lUMH H paflOCTHblMH 3BB3flaMM''
(1,255) Nature, in the form of the stars, seems to approve,
or at least condone, Petr Ivanovich's behaviour. Moreover,
in using the word 'unforgettable' ('nezabyvaemoe') of the
father's face, Kataev is suggesting that Petr Ivanovich's new
life in the north does not represent a complete rejection of
the past. The south, with its weight of memories, will
remain a part of his life but the north will provide an
opportunity for further development: 'Honb /lBTe/ia ms
pacnaxHyBtiierocfl hepH03SMa, m lleTp Hbbhobmh BCTpena/i bb, hsh
Hoeyra WH3Hb, odHaweHHOM rpyflbio m noxonoflBBUJMM ^Mpon.' (1,254-5)
^us Otets can be seen as a serious work in which the hero
seeks to reassess his life at a critical point. The importance
of the theme for Kataev himself may be inferred from the
similarities between Otets and his own life and by the length
of time which he devoted to his 'favourite' work.
As might be expected in view of the important position
of Otets in Kataev's work of the 1920s the style of the story
is complex, with many unusually striking images (most of which
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are fresh and apt). For example: 'A HOMb ywe 3aBOfln/ia
cboh 3BeaflHbie hacy rpaHBHbiM h/ik)hmkom MacToro cehtsdpbchoro
CBepHHa -1 (1,220) In the penultimate paragraph, at the
point where Petr Ivanovich is on his way to the north, we
find the following simile: 'HepHae HOHb, Kan /lonoTb pmaHoro
x/ie5a# b3htoto b flopory. Ha cobbctb nocunaHHaR HpynHOM co;ibho,
dbi/ia TBMHa m noReaHa.' (1,255) This strange, apparently
nonsensical image can be justified psychologically in that
Petr Ivanovich feels that nature, far from being remote and
indifferent, has now become understanding and intimate. The
same point is reinforced by the final chapter in which the
night is once more likened to something familiar and intimate,
namely the father's face.
Some of the most striking metaphors and similes relate
to Sinaiskii's childhood, and, in particular, the death of
his mother. 'A noTOM nepes 3Ty wnsHb nepenjiy/i de/ibiH rpoS
MaTepn - nbiwHbiH TopT c 3y6naTOH dyMaroH.1 (1,220) Or again:
'Ha y/iupe rpod BflBMHy/iH b ho /i b c hmpy, haw n/iacTMHHy b KacceTy
(J)OTorpa(})MHecKoro annapaTa (1,221) As with the previous
examples, the principle of these images is to liken something
unknown and frightening to something familiar and reassuring.
Besides this, though, the images illustrate the development
of Kataev's attempt to follow Bunin in seeking the comparison
which will convey exactly to the reader the nature of the
object involved. The author of Otets is, himself, like the
figure of Bunin in Kataev's story Myzyka, listening carefully
to a particular noise and casting around in his mind for the
one comparison which will convey it precisely and unmistakably.
In spite of some excesses of naturalism, such as the yellow
flesh of melons being like diarrhoea or the decomposing
matter oozing out of the dead mother's mouth in a creamy foam,
the style of Qtets must rank as one of the successes of
Kataev's work of the 1920s. For the most part the imagery
is fresh and inventive, if occasionally over-elaborate.
Considerable thought has been given to the visual and auditory
effect of the work, for example the assonance and alliteration
in the sentence: 'OTeq, MBaH rieTpoBHH, desysacTHo Hana/icn s
Hasa/me (1,221)
Like other works of the period Otets portrays a
character during moments of great mental strain, both in the
face of his own possible death at the hands of his captors
and on the death of his father. The more bland style which
Kataev was to adopt during the 1930s lacks the complexity
to convey such intensity of emotion. Not until the publi¬
cation of Svyatoi kolodets does Kataev revert to the density
and capriciousness of style evident in Otets.
Critics of Kataev's work have sometimes asserted that
his psychological portraits are weak.^" In a spirited article
V.F. Sizykh has put forward the opposite view, maintaining
that there is more than one way to achieve psychological
veracity, and comparing Kataev's method to that of Turgenev,
in that both authors reveal the psychological state of their
2
characters through well-chosen, telling external details.
By no means all of Kataev's characters (especially adults) are
1. See, for example, B. Brainina, '0 nekotorykh osobennostyakh...
pp. 383-6.
2. V.F. Sizykh, 'Nekotorye osobennosti masterstva V. Kataeva',
Uchenye zapiski U.ssuriiskogo gosudarstvennogo pedagogicheskogo
instituta, 1958, 2, pp. 217-39.
convincingly drawn, but Sizykh's view serves as a useful
corrective to the prevailing opinion, and deserves sympathetic
examination. Certainly, several stories of the 1920s such
as Ogon', Rebenok and Otets contain convincing characters.
Without probing deeply into the psychology of his characters
by means of analysis, Kataev endows both of the principal
figures of Otets with some depth.
Petr Ivanovich's father appears as an abject figure
because the point of view is that of his son for whom old age
as such is unnatural and even repulsive. Petr Ivanovich's
attitude colours the portrait of the old man and accounts for
such naturalistic details as the characteristic smell of the
aged which he emits, the dandruff in his hair, the whining,
pitiful tone of his voice and his almost inarticulate mumblings.
Yet a different view of Ivan Petrovich does penetrate the
surface picture, creating a denser, more complex character.
When his wife dies, he remains ostensibly calm, but his grief
is expressed by means of a typical detail:
Otbij, UsaH rieTpoBMH, desysacTHo Hasa/ics a
Hasa/1H8. riBTH B/ie3 H HBMy Ha HO/1BHM H QH6Hb
d/im3ho yBH.AB/1 ero 3an/iaHaHHue, na/iHHOBbiB,
y^HBHTB/lbHblB, 5bs nSHCHB, codaHbM r.na3a;
(1,221)
The picture of Ivan Petrovich rocking to and fro in his chair
illustrates Sizykh's thesis that external detail can be a
pointer to character in Kataev's work. In passing it is
worth noting that the description 'dog's eyes' ('sobach'i
glaza'), which may appear heartless, is an instance where
Kataev has chosen what seems to be the correct adjective for
his purpose of accurate description irrespective of whether
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or not it appears callous.
Two further viewpoints add complexity to the picture
of Ivan Petrovich, helping to balance the son's picture of
him as a helpless and pathetic old man. In Petr Ivanovich's
recollection of his childhood illness his father emerges as
an earnest, conscientious, rather lonely man of considerable
dignity. Similarly, Darya paints a picture of a fine
dignified man who has simply grown old, helpless and forget¬
ful but who remains worthy of respect rather than disgust.
'B rpody, npsflctabb cade, flh/ifi Ha flecfltb /ibt no/iowe,
HpacHBbiH TaHOM, noHMMaeujb, flame 3/ieraHTHbiH - TaHOH car-ibiH, hsh,
noMHHUJb, Hor.ua codHpa/icfl Basepori Ha /tBHpMto.' (1,249)
The multiplicity of viewpoint establishes the overall
picture of Ivan Petrovich, and it corresponds to Petr
Ivanovich's ambiguous feelings towards his father. Ivan
Petrovich is presented both as a fine man worthy of great
respect and as a pathetic, incoherent old man for whom Petr
Ivanovich simultaneously feels tender love and exasperated
revulsion.
The other important figure in the story, Petr Ivanovich
Sinaiskii, is also drawn with a degree of complexity which
belies the predominant view of Kataev as a poor psychologist.
Enough has already been said of his attitude toward his father.
There remains, however, the important scene in the investigator's
office during which Kataev explores one of his favourite
subjects - the mind of a person under extreme pressure. Here
the pressure is fear of death, under which Sinaiskii temporarily
1. Compare this with the description of Vera Nikolaevna
Bunina in Trava zabven'ya (9,436).
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loses his sanity. It appears to him that the key to his
life or death lies in not moving his feet and simultaneously
picking up scraps of paper from the floor. In the obsessive
concentration on tiny, apparently irrelevant details which
take on ominous significance, there is a preview of a technique
used with great effect in Svyatoi kolodets where the fact that
the narrator's shoes are dirty seems to be a matter of life
or death. When the possibility of death lies so close the
desire for life becomes overwhelming, destroying all other
feeling and intensifying the awareness of the surrounding
physical world to an abnormal degree.
The importance of Otets lies in the fact that in it
several aspects of Kataev's developing talent come together
to produce a work of considerable seriousness. Stylistically,
the story reflects Kataev's attainment of maturity. Despite
a few unintegrated or artificial images, its blend of striking
metaphors and similes and impressive accuracy of description
testifies to Kataev's growing skill and confidence.
In the figures of Petr Ivanovich Sinaiskii and his
father Kataev has created two complex and interesting characters
without recourse to intricate psychological analysis. It must
be said, though, that, as is always the case with Kataev,
little purely imaginative power is involved in the characterisa¬
tion. The relationship between Petr Ivanovich and his father
is not necessarily the same as that between Kataev and his own
father but both figures are creations of recollection and
exaggeration rather than of imaginative inventiveness.
Finally, Otets is important as the work of a young
author who now knows his own way in life. Like Zimoi it
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recounts a crisis which, upon its resolution, leaves the
hero confident of his way forward. The influence of Bunin
can still be seen (as it can throughout Kataev's career)
but there can be no question with Otets of slavish imitation
or of lack of self-confidence.
Two minor short stories, Vosem'desyat pyat' and
Ryzhie krestiki (both 1922), can best be regarded as pendants
"to . The first of these is a very slight story of
little interest, except for the theme of the interrogation
of a White agent, his fear, and his sudden realisation that
he has irrevocably cut himself off from life: 'rpoMaflHan
HenonpaBMMaR be^a paafle/imia WMSHb nono/ian, 3ax/iebHyaujHCb
TO/1CTOH flBepbtu. no OflHH tiOH 68, 3T0M flBepm, HpyWM/iaCb
desBbixoflHbiM bo/ihhom m ry.qe.na TSMHOTa m THUJMHa, a no ^pyron
6oh bhin mmp m co/iHpe.' (1,278)
Ryzhie krestiki is a Buninesque story which restates
one of the themes of Otets, namely that happiness and grief
are equal manifestations of life, which is inherently good
irrespective of individual experiences. The heroine, Natal'ya
Ivanovna, contemplates suicide when her formerly happy life
is soured by the loss of her dear ones. As she is on the
point of taking poison she sees a letter which she had written
many years before but had not sent. It is a love letter to
a student and it contains some pressed lilac flowers which
have now become little rust-coloured crosses. The sight of
them causes Natal'ya Ivanovna to recall those far off days,
and with sudden clarity she realises that her present unhappiness
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is no less a part of life than her former happiness. The
paragraph in which this idea is expressed contains the essence
of Kataev's view of life at this time:
Bch ee csacT/inaafi, TpyflHan, MsyMHTe/ibHas,
HBBblHOCHMaH H 0(5 bIHH O B 8 H Ha H se/iOBesecHafl
WM3Hb npeflCTasH/iacb ePi msflpbin, 3epHa/ibHbiM
otpawehh8M flHHoro SHHorpafla b cTeH/iax m
napHBTe, mynoM jimbhh, sanaxon cupeHH, m
sacTbie c^esbi saHana/iw Ha nopbiwe/ibie ctpqhkh
3Toro HeoToc/iaHHoro nncbcia. M OHa noHfljia,
H TO B WM3HM paBHbl H CHaCTbS, H TOpe, H /llOSOBb
H CMepTb, H TO H8T B WM3HH HH B3/ieT0B, HM
nafleHHH. (1,259)
Kataev appears to have had some difficulty in settling
on a title for the story which is now called Zimoi. Written
in Moscow early in 1923, the story first appeared under the
title Pechatnyi list o sebe (glava iz povesti "Pokhozhdeniya
trekh bezdel'nikov"). In the same year it appeared as Med',
kotoraya torzhestvovala. Finally it was reprinted with its
present title in the collection Otets (1928) and it has retained
that title through all further reprintings.1
The original title reveals much about Kataev's intention
in the story, which is undisguisedly autobiographical. The
brief, intense love affair with the girl from Kiev which forms
the basis of the story is also the subject of a lyric poem of
2
1923. However, although Zimoi can be read as at least
partly autobiographical,its original subtitle indicates that
the autobiographical hero is similar in conception to Eduard
Tochkin, the hero of Bezdel'nik Eduard, who is a stylised
1. See the notes to the story on 1,599.
2. The poem is entitled 'Kiev' (9,603). In a conversation
with the present author in 1976 Kataev recalled that the
girl with whom he fell in love at this time was the sister
of Bulgakov.
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character based on a real person. Similarly, the hero of
Zimoi is most probably an exaggerated reflection of Kataev
rather than a faithful portrait.
Zimoi is the story of an intense five day long love
affair between a young poet and the sister of a fellow writer
who has come to Moscow from her native Kiev for a short winter
holiday. While it lasts, the feverishly passionate love
dominates the poet's life, preventing him from eating, sleeping
or working. After the girl has returned to Kiev the poet
informs her brother that he intends to marry her and, stung
by the brother's incredulous scorn at his poverty, he works
frantically, sells a number of stories and poems and makes
a considerable sum of money. When he visits the girl in
Kiev he discovers that she has returned to her former way of
life; the demands of study and the fact that she has a fiance
in Kiev have killed her love for the Moscow poet. However,
although the love is short-lived it brings about an important
change in the hero's attitude towards himself and his work;
after recalling with melancholy nostalgia the heady days of
the Revolution and Civil War he finally reaches a state of
self-confident hope for the future. He continues to feel
nostalgia for the past which has gone forever, but equally
he can face the future with the sure knowledge of his own
ability and independence.
Perhaps the most striking feature of Zimoi is its
feverish quality which has its roots in the hero's state of






/j,Ba,AuaTb. ..F1 du nonpocn/i.
y Hero noc/isflHHfl Haflewfla.
,fl,ecFiTb. y M6HA HpynHbie.
PasMBHHMTe. AeafluaTb. (1,285)
It is worth noting that the style of Zimoi, intended
to convey the feverish intensity of the hero's emotions, bears
a striking resemblance to the style of Vremya, vpered'., in
which the predominant mood is once more one of feverish
intensity, although on a much larger scale. The following
typical passage from Zimoi with its staccato rhythm and its
enumeration of objects is particularly close to the style of
the later work:
Bee M/iM HHHero. fl efly.
B m8mo,QaH J18TBT wb/lTUe GaUJMaHM, oflbho/loh,
de/ibe, 6/iohhot, TytJ/in h noc/ieflHM8 mypHa/ibi.
Sn/ieT npocTpe/ieH naBbi/ieT. MeTa/ib h btopom
3BOHOH. Cy THH , M UjeCTb HaCOB 683fleHCTBMFI .
(1,294)
The title of the novel Vremya, vperedI was 'donated'
to Kataev by Mayakovskii,^ and Zimoi, too, recalls the work
of Mayakovskii, in particular the poem Pro eto which is also
about the intensity of a partly unrequited love. Pro eto
was published in the first issue of the journal Lef (March
1923), which appeared one month before the publication of
Zimoi. There is no evidence that Kataev was directly
influenced by Pro eto, but there can be no doubt about the
general influence of Mayakovskii on the style of Zimoi.
One phrase is borrowed directly from Mayakovskii's poem
1. Kataev quoted by L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya,
pp. 218-9.
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Oblako v shtanakh Cm nepsHpeinsHHue, npownTbie ahh npbiratoT
H3 HJiQTOH Ha/iaHflepn, HaH hs ohoh ropnmero flowa' ).
(1,293) The comparison between love and illness; the
re-establishment of bourgeois values in the NEP period; the
melancholy nostalgia for the idealism of the Revolution and
Civil War period - all of these features are common to Pro eto
and to Kataev's story. The works differ fundamentally,
however, in the upturn of hope with which both end. Mayakovskii's
is an idealistic hope for the future of mankind which is touching
in its naivety and ironical in view of the poet's ultimate fate.
Kataev's is not at all idealistic, but rather a realistic and
confident knowledge of his own place in life.
The feverishness of the style in Zimoi, with its large
number of short chapters and elliptical sentences, can be
ascribed to the hero's illness, which in turn is due to two
factors - smoking in the open air in winter and the intensity
of his love for the girl from Kiev. Kataev relates the physical
and emotional causes of his hero's illness to each other by
investing the action of smoking in the open air with symbolic
significance:
CnMHHH 3a,qyBaeT BeTep. Hro/ibnaTbiM B03,Ayx
tahpyet h noHa/ibieaeT pechmpbi. myhfltutyk
nanHpocu, Ha m h h y Ty BbiHy tum h30 pTa, TaepfleeT
h jiefleheet. CHO/ibHO ahsm mu c hbh 3HaK0Mbi?
KamsTcn, nflTb. PluTb 33Ta weH nannpocbi. H
MBWfly HaWflOH 3 a T HWHQH naMHTb Q HBH TBBP£B6T,
/iefleHeeT, h cTpaujHo noflyciaTb, hto B,qpyr 3aBTpa
es ywe He/ib3H 6yflBT oTorpeTb rybann. (1,282)
Just as the cardboard mouthpiece of the cigarette freezes as
soon as it is removed from the mouth after each of the five
puffs, so does the girl freeze into the hero's memory between
each of their five meetings and only his lips kissing hers can
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transport her from the frozen world of memory to the warm,
living world of actuality. Soon she will go away to Kiev
and he will be left with no more than a cold, hard memory of
her which can no longer be melted and changed by further
meetings and further kisses.
One of the story's earlier titles - Med', kotoraya
torzhestvovala - refers to one of its major images, the brass
section of the orchestra. In the second chapter the hero
finds himself in the park at the Patriarshie ponds. Penniless,
hungry and lovesick, he is drawn to the one place in Moscow
which he associates with the girl from Kiev, namely the tree
which is their meeting place. He feels depressed by his lack
of food and tobacco and by the prospect of having to wait four
hours until she comes, and when he sees an acquaintance (the
editor of a journal) he suggests that the brass section of
an orchestra which they can hear is weeping over youth and
happiness which have irrevocably disappeared. The editor,
who with his comfortable home and income, has no reason to
accept such an image, counters that the brass never weeps;
it is always exultant. It is a contrast which is to be used
several times in the story, almost like a graph to chart the
mood of the editor and, more importantly, the hero. By the
end of the second chapter the hero has succeeded in wresting
twenty roubles from the editor, whose mood of confidence and
well-being is thereby dissipated and who sadly admits that the
brass does indeed weep over lost youth and happiness. At the
end of the story the hero, made mature by the failure of the
love affair and by his realisation that it was a turning point
in his life, reaches the conclusion that the brass section is,
by turns, triumphant and tearful. In other words, he realises
that the past will continue to exert a power over him, that
he will continue to weep for lost youth and for the heady days
of the Civil War, but that, equally, there will be times when
he will look forward and, like the brass section, will be
exultant.
Brainina's conclusion that Zimoi is a pessimistic work
appears to overlook the final paragraph.1 It is true that a
note of pessimism pervades sections"of the story, in particular
the hero's journey from Kiev to Moscow during which he recalls
the unforgettable days of War Communism, as irrevocable as love.
But he immediately rejects the notion that love is irrevocable.
Moscow awaits him and with it hope, work and the future in which
the brass will weep and triumph by turns.
The past, his youth, the weeping of the brass - all of
these are associated in the story with the south-west, whereas
the future, his career as a writer, and the exultant notes of
the orchestra are associated with Moscow. Throughout the story
Moscow, cold and wintry though it may be, remains the hero's
home, and it appears to give Kataev pleasure merely to list
some of the Moscow street names. Moscow has become for the
hero (and for Kataev) 'dear Moscow' ('milaya Moskva'). In
contrast, Kiev, with its monasteries and catacombs, seems alien.
The compass on tne girl's desk in Kiev marks the complete dis¬
tinction between north and south: 'sever i yug vechnyj. (1 ,296)
Its thirty degree deviation points straight at Moscow and marks
1. B. Brainina, Valentin Kataev, p. 24.
the unbridgeable distance between the girl and the hero,
between his past and his future. When he takes his final
leave of the girl he again emphasises the geographical, as
well as the emotional, distance between them:
lipoma*. f1 tqor He Riod/iio.
lipoma*.
Teds Ha icro-sanafl, mhb Ha ceBapo-BocTOH. (1,299)
In rejecting Kiev the hero is rejecting the religion of that
city, which he had once adhered to: 'Mbhr wfleT NocHBa. H hb
/lHjS/ltg M He xosy 3HaTb tbobm BM3aHTMM: mhb HyWHO SopOTbCR 3
He MO/lHTbCS •1 (1,299)
Thus the underlying theme of Zimoi is similar to that
of Otets, namely the process of maturing and the growing self-
confidence of the hero; and as in Otets the hero looks forward
to a new stage of his life while still trying to find a true
perspective for his past. Both Petr Ivanovich Sinaiskii and
the unnamed hero of Zimoi stand at an important juncture in
their lives. For both,the most pressing problem is to strike
a balance between the past and the future, to find a context
for past experiences which will allow for growth and freshness
in the years to come. In both cases a geographical distinction
between south and north serves as a correlate to past and future,
in that while the south will always remain a part of life for
both heroes (and will be associated with youth) the north is
full of potential for the future, and the move from one centre
to the other acts as a purging and invigorating force.
In several minor respects Zimoi anticipates later works,
especially the works of the 19 60s. As in the later works, Kataev
is fascinated by the workings of memory. Scenes become imprinted
on memory as though illuminated by a flash of magnesium, and
once imprinted they cannot be erased."*" The associative
powers of memory, so evocatively used by Kataev in Svyatoi
kolodets, Trava zabven'ya and Kubik is also present in Zimoi,
for as soon as the hero remembers the golden gates of the Kiev
monastery he is transported back to a hot day during his child¬
hood when he and his father had visited Kiev and he had suffered
a nosebleed. The entire scene with all of its sensuous aware¬
ness is linked for ever in his memory with the golden gates of
the monastery.
Another feature of Zimoi which recurs in the 1960s is
the idea of the indestructibility of matter and the concomitant
notion that time is irrelevant: 1 npouj/ioro hbt. Hbt
HacTonmero, m hst dyflymsro. EcTb bbhhos, oho Bcer,qa. Ho
oho mehhbtcr■' (1,296) Or again: 'Hhmto He bxoflht m hb bu
BbixoflHT h3 Mnpa. Bee 6u/io, ecTb m dy^sT.' (1,296)
Many of the major features of Kataev's work such as his
concern for precision of description, his use of significant
external detail for characterisation and certain predominant
themes, such as the love of possessions, link the works of
the 1960s with the earlier corpus of his work, but the essential
unity of much of Kataev's work can also be seen in the recurring
details which form a massive web in which works from all periods
are linked. In this respect Zimoi is especially significant.
The hero recalls several earlier characters and anticipates
some features of later figures such as Petya Bachei. He is
a romantic dreamer who will settle for nothing less than a
1. See, for example, the following passage: ' 3anyTaBUJnecB na/ib-UM
PopWTCFI C BblH/lK3HaT8J18M. /lanriOHHa flBBT OCBHHM . CepeHbHMM CBKTep,
yae/i bo^oc, o^mh noBopoT ro.noca, .qpyroH noBopoT, 68ctslumm h
OHSHb 0/1H3HMH mas, noflHBTafl pyHa, HoroTb, rop/io, der/ibiH noue/iyn
flecRTOH ziioOHTe/ibCKHx $otorpa$mm Ha naMBTb npn BcnuLUHax MarHHfl.
NoMBHTa^bHo H HaBcsrfla.1 (1,295)
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perfect and everlasting love and in this respect he could be
called a maximalist. The girl begs him to make her decision
for her by refusing to allow her to go to Kiev but he will not
do so, and, in examining his own motives, he realises that this
is because he views the separation as a test of their love.
His ideals have been forged by the fire of the Civil War which
for him was a great romantic adventure in which he knew hard¬
ship, but which remained a golden era:
MHe Hp H h a /1M CTOH, mbhr paCCTpe/lHBa/lM, pa3flSBa/lM,
Qhjim pyhqhthom peaojibBspa . . . B .qBaflpaTOM rofly h
ynHpa/i ot ro/io^y b XapbKOBe b ropoflcnoM cafly. Ha
mhb du/iM napycMHOBbie wTaHbi h 6fl38Baa pydaxa. Bo/ibiue
y MeHfl HMsero hb 5bi/io...FI hb yHbiBa/i. H xikiOmji STy
ro/ioflHyHj n repoMHBCHyto nopy boshhoto H0MMyHM3Ma,
/iiofih/i ycTHbie ra3eTbi m mhthhtm. H Bepmi b Qyflymee.
(1,285,92)
The hero's attitude to the Civil War is identical to that of
Kataev himself in the openly autobiographical story Chernyi
khleb (1935), and is far more committed to the Revolution than
the attitude of the detached heroes of Opyt Kr^ntsa and V
osazhdennom gorode.
It is significant that in a work where Kataev's personal
commitment to the romantic aspect of the Revolution and Civil
War is made clear the influence of Mayakovskii should predominate
over that of Bunin. Kataev's first great mentor continued to
influence him and much of Kataev's later work is inconceivable
without Bunin, but the excitement of the revolutionary commit¬
ment (in a romanticised form) which Kataev associates with the
name of Mayakovskii becomes increasingly important in his work
from the middle of the 1920s.
The hero of Zimoi may be a romantic dreamer, but he is
also a practical man who, when he needs money, knows how to
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get it by his own efforts. Challenged by the girl's brother
to make a certain sum of money in gold, he writes furiously
and then uses the money obtained from publishers to win still
more money at the gambling tables (in common with other heroes,
notably Petya Bachei, he is blessed with good fortune). The
theme of love of wealth and possessions plays an important
part in the story, but Kataev's ambiguous attitude towards
the love of money is diverted from the hero to the girl's
brother. There is nothing shameful in the hero's need for
gold. He requires it in order to obtain love which is no
less essential than food or tobacco. Ivan Ivanovich, the
girl's brother, on the other hand, dreams of wealth for its
own sake. He admires the material wealth of the Americans
and all of the technical advances which are associated with
wealth. In Kataev's attitude to Ivan Ivanovich can be
detected the ambiguity which is his usual response to the
theme of wealth.
Zimoi and Otets have been discussed at length because,
taken together, they represent an important stage in Kataev's
development as a writer, and while Otets has received
considerable attention from Soviet critics, Zimoi has gone
virtually unnoticed. Yet such is the sincerity and personal
nature of the story that it stands out as a landmark in
Kataev's career, pointing forward to major works such as
Rastratchiki and, much further ahead, the works of the 1960s
and introducing into Kataev's works the influence of
Mayakovskii both in style and, more importantly, in the
committed, romantic attitude to the Revolution.
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2.2.3 Ogon' and Rodlcn Zhukov: Early Examples of Positive
Heroes?
Qgon', written in 1922, was not published until 1927,
when it was included in the collection entitled Rastratchiki.^
The hero, Erokhin, is the earliest example in Kataev's work
of a committed Communist, yet the story has received very
little attention from Soviet critics who have preferred to
see the later Rodicn Zhukov (1925) as the beginning of a new
tendency in Kataev's work towards 'positive' heroes. The
significance o.f Erokhin does not lie so much in the fact that
he is a Communist, as that he is an imagined character not
based on Kataev's own experience. He represents a partial
departure from the type of hero who had predominated in
Kataev's fiction. Unlike Eduard Tochkin, Petr Sinaiskii,
and the young hero of V osazhdennom gorode, Erokhin is a
hard-headed practical man, sure of himself and his role in
life until a tragic accident robs him of his young wife.
The typically terse opening sentence serves both to
introduce the plot as succinctly as possible and to intrigue
the reader: 'y HoiiMyHkCTa EpoxMHa crope/ia weHa Ham.' (1,260)
Until the death of his wife, Erokhin carries out his work of
writing anti-religious pamphlets with great energy and total
conviction. Katya's death and his unbearable grief deprive
him, at least temporarily, of the certainty that the priests
are wrong and that he is right. While wandering around the
town in a delirium he finds himself drawn to the church, which
1. V. Kataev, Rastratchiki (L., 1927).
he enters just in time to hear the priest denounce him and
thank God for killing his wife. So powerful an emotion does
this evoke in him that he feels compelled to go to the
priest's home in order to discuss his wife's death. There
he desperately asserts that her death was not a divine
punishment but simply an accident, of a type which will be
eradicated in the future when electricity replaces oil as
the basic fuel. Finally, he leaves the priest's home and
returns to his hut to write another anti-religious pamphlet.
Overcome by exhaustion, he stumbles into bed, but in his sleep
continues to think about the pamphlet, arid dreams of floating
higher and higher through the atmosphere to colder and colder
regions in search of a God and angels who are not there. There
is no God, and no angels; there is only death.
Although Erokhin cannot be compared with the heroes of
the preceding short stories,there is a sense in which he is
not completely dissimilar. Like most of Kataev's heroes
Erokhin is a man whose life is disrupted so severely that his
normal thought processes and way of looking at the world are
upset. The death of his wife places him under a great mental
strain, in the process of which the rational, materialistic
basis of his whole life is called into question. The dream
which he has at the end of the story is as skilfully handled
as anything which came from Kataev's pen in the creative period
of the 1920s. Erokhin passes imperceptibly from consciousness
to sleep in a way which recalls Chartkov's dreams in Gogol's
Portret. (The influence of Gogol' may be discerned in several
of Kataev's works of the period, notably Rodion Zhukov and
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Rastratchiki.) Realism, stemming from the continuation of
Erokhin's anti-religious thought, and fantasy, springing
from the hallucinatory effect of floating ever upwards from
the earth into the realms of icy darkness towards the blazing
disc of the sun, combine in Kataev's characteristically fluid
prose in which shapes and colours constantly change. The
motifs of ice and fire which occur throughout the story are
here intertwined, culminating in the short final chapter:
Tfle ws aHre/iu? Tab we 6or? Mx hbt m aflscb. Bee - tbmHah*
nonoBCKan nowb. Xo/iofl. /lefl. Mo/manne. OroHb. CnepTb.'
(1,2714)
Apart from the blend of realism and fantasy, Ogon' is
notable for the excellent characterisation of Erokhin in whom
the war between conscious and subconscious, between the
rational and the irrational is skilfully and economically
conveyed. Particularly interesting is Erokhin's desperate
assertion of the indestructibility of matter. 'Oh aaflbixa/ics.
OroHb... riepexofl MaTepnn • • , M3 oflHoro coctorhmr b .apyroe...
B3pblB . . . TBXHHHBCHaa OTCTaJlOCTb . . . nepBHHTOH . ' (1,272) A
similar preoccupation with the law of conservation of matter
and its import for human life and death can be found elsewhere
in Kataev's works, especially in Svyatoi kolodets and Trava
zabven'ya.
Until Rodion Zhukov (1925) the heroes of all of Kataev's
mature stories belonged to the same generation as the author
himself. With Rodion Zhukov Kataev turned for the first time
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to an earlier generation, and a subject which was already
history. (Although, significantly, Kataev's own childhood
recollections and experiences provided many of the details,
so that not all is imagined.) A possible source for Rodion
Zhukov is an article entitled 'Matyushenko' by A. L'vov which
appeared in the Odessa newspaper Moryak in 1922.^ Kataev
was for a while associated with the newspaper and may well
2
have been acquainted with L'vov or have read the article.
L'vov's description of Matyushenko bears a certain resemblance
to that of Zhukov. Matyushenko's regret that the "Potemkin"
surrendered is echoed by Kataev's hero. Finally Matyushenko's
fate was similar to that of Zhukov. Unable to bear living
abroad he returned to Odessa, was captured and executed at
3
Sevastopol*. Whether or not L'vov's article provided Kataev
with material for Rodion Zhukov there seems little doubt that
the historical personage of Matyushenko was in the author's
mind during the writing of the story.
Rodion Zhukov is a member of the crew of the battleship
"Potemkin" who, finding life unbearable in Rumania where the
mutinous crew surrendered, returns to his homeland and is
arrested as he steps ashore at Odessa. The major part of the
story concerns Zhukov's journey on foot and by ferry boat from
Constanza to Odessa, and, as in the case of Rastratchiki and
1. A. L'vov, 'Matyushenko', Moryak, 22 June 1922.
2. On Moryak and Kataev's involvement in it see M. Polyanovskii,
'Most cherez desyatiletiya', Literaturnaya Rossiya, 2 2 October
1965. See also Polyanovskii's 'Pyatitysyachnyi moryak',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 15 September 1964.
3. L'vov's description of Matyushenko is as follows: 'UJmpohob -
C OTHBT/1MBO HaMBMBHHblMM CHy/iaMM - CBBT/lOBO/lOCOB M .AbHUaiUBB
cpaay ocflaasnoH TBepflocTbio - sto /imuo sbctaB/ih bt Ha cefie
OCTaHOBMTbCfl • OcodSHHO nOpa3MTB/lbHO r/ia3a: HSfiO/lbUJMB , HO
OCTpue, KaH TOBBflCHMB H/1MHKM M MT H OB B H HO 8 CriblX M B aKJlHH 8 H
noracaHji4HB, c/iobho nofl pscHMuaMH y hmx yKpuT noTOHHbiM $0Hapb.'
A. L'vov, 'Matyushenko'.
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several other works, the form of Rodion Zhukov illustrates
Kataev's liking for a travelling hero. A work in which the
hero is on a journey gives Kataev the opportunity to describe
the landscape in its dynamic aspect both with regard to the
time of day and the different places visited by the hero.
As in Rastratchiki, the influence of Gogol' can be
clearly discerned in Rodion Zhukov. However, whereas a
Gogolian style is wholly appropriate for Rastratchiki,, adding
greatly to its meaning, the use of Gogolian syntax in Rodion
Zhukov is not justified by the story, and the descriptions of
the hero, which lean heavily on the nineteenth century author,
remain stylistically unintegrated.
Although Zhukov regrets the surrender of the "Potemkin",
and although he intends to work as an underground revolutionary
upon his return to Russia, he is by no means the self-confident
Communist hero of the same name who appears in the later
tetralogy Volny Chernogo morya. His desire to return to his
homeland is prompted less by the wish to continue the revolutionary
struggle than by an instinctive longing for home. Significantly,
the predominant leitmotif in the story (one with which the hero
is closely associated) is blindness. Even before the onset of
his fever Rodion's journey has taken on the features of a blind
man's walk: 'M eme MSHbiue, sen a Pymuhmm, 3Ha/i Poamoh o tom,
hto .qe/iaeTca b Pocchh, - m we/i Hayrafl, oamhoho m TpeBOWHO, hsk
c/ienoM, 0 8 3 ycTa/iM, numb 5bi nocHopee .qohtm flo J,H8CTpoBCHoro
/iHMaHa.' (1, 314)
On reaching the Danube, he comes across a group of boys
on the seashore wading in a shallow pool and catching fresh
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water fish which have been swept out to sea and blinded by
the salt water. Zhukov also plunges into the water to catch
some fish and, as a result, he falls ill with a fever. The
fish, swept along and blinded, are symbolic of Zhukov who
acts purely by instinct and who, like the blind fish, is swept
into a trap from which he cannot escape. It is particularly
appropriate that the blind fish which are symbolic of Zhukov's
plight should also be responsible for his fever which intensifies
the impression that he is helplessly blind. Finally, on board
the steamer from Akkerman to Odessa, Zhukov encounters four
sinister blind Jews in bowler hats and dark glasses."1" Once
again their blindness is symbolic of Zhukov's own condition,
both spiritual and physical. In the last few paragraphs of
the story Zhukov subsides into complete oblivion: 'Ho HMsero
3Toro h8 BHfle/i PoflMOh. . .Howyfia no6ewa^ c nspsHOuisHHUM /imuom
no sa6biTOMy Tpany...M Poahoh nepecTa/i BM^eTb-1 (1,327)
In his fever Zhukov follows in the tradition already
set by Kataev and commented on several times in this chapter.
The normal passage of time and movement in space which had
been carefully established earlier in the tale give way in
the second half of the story to a condition in which individual
incidents stand in complete isolation from one another. Zhukov's
recollections of the mutiny on board the "Potemkin" become
interspersed with the people and the places he is actually
seeing on his journey back to Odessa. Once again, as in so
many earlier tales, Kataev blends realism and fantasy to create
1. These incidental characters reappear in Beleet parus
odinokii.
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an effect on the reader similar to the ending of Ogon1 or
to Ser Genri i chert, namely that of floating in a half-
real world.
Despite the idiosyncratic use of Gogolian syntax, the
characterisation of the hero in Rodion Zhukov is excellent,
Kataev succeeding in combining certain features of his earlier
heroes with a peasant stubbornness and simplicity. Even
although he alone returns to his native land, he remains
essentially a passive being, confused by the sudden changes
in his way of life which the mutiny and its aftermath have
wrought. The impression of passivity is greatly heightened
by the disorientating effect of Zhukov's illness. As he
stumbles almost blindly towards Akkerman his life seems to
be entirely in the hands of the people he meets, such as the
cook who refuses to buy his fish. Zhukov's helplessness and
passivity is used incidentally by Kataev to sharpen the
contrast between the "Potemkin" mutineer and the two comfortable
middle-class gentlemen whom he comes across after the onset
of his fever and whose purely theoretical discussion of the
plight of the masses is juxtaposed to Zhukov's own pitiful
condition. Finally, the pathos of Zhukov's arrest is increased
by his complete helplessness and the strangely incongruous
tenderness of the moustachioed policeman: 'rioweji, - CHasa/i
ycaTUM hb/iobbh, cTOfl Ha noflHowHe M3B03HMKa mswho noflflepwMBaH
BR/100, T rwb/iOe OT OdMOpCKa M B TO WB BpSMR h3h OnyCTOUJBHHOS
tb/io PoflHOHa-' (1, 327)
Kataev sympathises with Zhukov but his attitude and
approach to characterisation are very different from the later
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Beleet parus odinokii in which Zhukov is not captured but
outwits the police and becomes a very active and successful
revolutionary. To some extent the difference in characterisa¬
tion may be explained by the fact that Beleet parus odinokii
was intended as a work for children, but more significant is
the difference both in the general literary climate in 1925
and 1936, and in Kataev's own attitude towards committed
writing (two factors which are closely related). In 1925
it was perfectly acceptable to portray a character such as
Zhukov as the passive victim of circumstances, whereas in
1936 such a view, which did not conform to the current practice,
i.e. Socialist Realism, was unacceptable. This point is
stressed here because the significance of Rodion Zhukov in
Kataev's development as a Soviet writer (in the sense of an
active supporter of the Soviet regime) has been consistently
overstressed by Soviet critics. Although Brainina and Skorino
discuss the differences between Rodion Zhukov and Beleet parus
odinokii, the picture of the short story which emerges from
their work is greatly affected by the hindsight provided by
the novel of 19 36."*" Rodion Zhukov may be seen as a signifi¬
cant step for Kataev because of his use of a historical setting
and an unfamiliar type of hero, characteristics which were to
become important for the works written in the 1930s, but to
see Rodion Zhukov as a direct precursor of Beleet parus odinokii
and Ya, syn trudovogo naroda is to ignore very important
differences in characterisation and in the author's attitude
to his hero.
1. B. Brainina, Valentin Kataev, p. 29; L. Skorino, Pisatel'
i ego vremya, p~ 26 7.
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2.2.1+ Rebenok
A further advance in the range of Kataev's ability as
a short story writer was made in the story Rebenok (1929), the
most successful feature of which is the realistic and charming
characterisation. The story is potentially sentimental, but
by the warmth of his humour Kataev manages to avoid that pitfall
and evokes sympathy for his characters. Polechka works as a
domestic help for a music teacher and conductor called Lyudvig
Yakovlevich Knigge and, after quarrelling with her landlady,
she moves, unbidden, into his room, sleeping behind the curtain
which divides it into two sections. Despite the differences
in their ages and interests Polechka and Lyudvig Yakovlevich
fall in love, but neither dares admit it to the other. One
evening Polechka visits the theatre, and the sight of Lyudvig
Yakovlevich in his black suit conducting the orchestra
intensifies her feeling for him so much that when both are
in bed that evening she groans with passion. Her employer,
however, mistaking her groans for the symptoms of a real fever,
rushes through to her part of the room and calls to a neighbour
to bring in some medicine. After this incident Polechka's
work deteriorates and she becomes pregnant by the local barber
Max, who plans to use the fact that she lives in the same room
as Lyudvig Yakovlevich to obtain a paternity order against the
conductor. To Max's astonishment and Polechka's incredulous
delight, Lyudvig Yakovlevich admits responsibility for the
child in court and expresses his willingness to marry Polechka.
That the publication of a story on such a theme at the
height of RAPP's assault on Fellow Travellers would be likely
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to call forth a vigorous protest may be inferred from the
curiously defensive editorial note accompanying the story
on its appearance in the journal 30 dnei;
Tbmoh HOBe^^bi Ba/ieHTHHa HaTaeaa hb^hstch Ha
nepBbIM HB3HaHMTB/lbHblM GblTQBOH $aHT.
Ho 3 TO TparHH0MHH8CK0 8 npOHCLUQCTBHS paccnasaHO
C TaHOH TOHKOH MpOHMBM M Ha 6 JltOflaT 8 Jib HOCTbtO,
H TO THnbl HOBB/l/lbl Bbl3blBaiQT HB TO/lbKO WHBOB
B HHMaHMS M MHTBpBC HMTaTBJIR, HO H 3aCTaB/IHI0T
aaflyMaTbCH Hafl HBHOTOPUMH HB^shhrmh HaujBM
n0BC8,qHBBH0CTH.
There can be little doubt that in the climate of near hysterical
debate, of sotszakaz, and of extremely strongly worded attacks
on writers of lyric poetry, a story like Rebenok would be
seen by RAPP critics as dangerously individual, even anti¬
social. So it proved to be. Rebenok was the last major
story to be written by Kataev before Mashbits-Verov in his
extremely critical article 'Na grani' reviewed the whole of
the author's work of the 1920s and came to the conclusion
that Kataev was on the very brink of becoming an enemy of
Soviet society by virtue of the irrelevance of his work to
2
the current problems faced by that society.
It is fitting that Kataev's last major story (as opposed
to satirical feuilletons) of the 1920s should be Rebenok, for
although it may not be the best work of the 1920s it does
illustrate most of the principal features which distinguish
Kataev's work of the period.
The characters of Polechka and Lyudvig Yakovlevich
are skilfully if superficially drawn by means of two devices
1. See the note on the story on 1,600.
2. See the next chapter for a discussion of Mashbits-Verov's
article.
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which had by this time become standard features of Kataev's
method: the revelation of personality by means of external
detail, and a warmly humorous attitude to the characters.
The first of these may be seen in Lyudvig Yakovlevich's liking
for sweets, or more subtly, in the description of the daily
routine of changing for the evening performance^where the
excitement which both characters feel at the highly charged
situation is conveyed by the detail of Lyudvig Yakovlevich's
boots falling to the floor because, in his anxiety not to touch
Polechka's hand he lets them go just before she manages to
catch hold of them. This section also serves as an example
of the author's humorous attitude towards his characters, as
does the fact that although Lyudvig Yakovlevich pretends, out
of a sense of modesty, not to have noticed that Polechka has
moved into his room, he begins to call at the barber's shop
on his way home. Above all, the central scene in which
Lyudvig Yakovlevich mistakes the signs of Polechka's passion
for symptoms of a real illness is handled with a delicate good
humour which reveals Kataev's fondness for his naive characters.
The other side of Kataev's humour - his satirical bent -
is also present in Rebenok, in a scene in which a capricious
prima donna singer comes to the flat to rehearse with Lyudvig
Yakovlevich. Polechka's open-mouthed naivety contrasts with
the singer's brash self-confidence and petulent outbursts.
Kataev's own experience of theatrical life at this time was
particularly stormy and his story Avtor, written in the same
year as Rebenok, is a humorous and mildly satirical picture of
the relations between a young author and the major figures in
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a famous theatre (clearly intended to be the Moscow Arts
Theatre)."'" Obviously, the caprices of the theatrical
profession were uppermost in Kataev's mind in 1929, with
the result that the prima donna scene, which is not strictly
necessary for the development of Rebenok, was included as a
satirical cameo which, incidentally, reveals a new side of
Lyudvig Yakovlevich's character.
In Rebenok Kataev evokes, no less than in the satirical
stories Nozhi and Veshchi, the atmosphere of Moscow in the
second half of the 1920s. Despite certain hardships, such
as the pressing shortage of housing, it is a happy, stable
society as presented by Kataev. Indeed, the housing shortage
leads to a happy conclusion in Rebenok as it does in the play
Kvadratura kruga. It is a world in which there is time for
visits to the theatre or the amusement park, and if the desire
for wealth and possessions leaves behind its victims such as
Georgii (Veshchi), for such as Pashka and Lyudmila (Nozhi)
and Polechka and Lyudvig Yakovlevich (Rebenok) there is love
and relative prosperity. But it is also a world of contra¬
dictions, a world which provides ample scope for the talented
if still somewhat amiable satirist which Kataev reveals himself
to be in Rastratchiki and the many satirical feuilletons of
the period.
Yet the stability of Moscow of the late 1920s as
depicted by Kataev was more apparent than real. Significantly,
1. V. Kataev, Avtor, 2, 197-209.
in Olesha's Zavist' (1927) the kind of settings favoured by
Kataev (pubs, a football stadium, the leafy back streets of
Moscow in summer) coexist with vast building sites. The
face of Moscow, of the USSR and of Russian literature was
changing, and Olesha's novel stands poised sensitively
between two epochs. The new period of socialist construction
does not find an echo in Kataev's prose of the late 1920s,
although it does form the subject matter of his work of the
early 19 30s, including the novel Vremya, vperedl But before
going on to discuss Kataev's change of direction in the 1930s,
it is necessary to look at another aspect of his work of the
1920s - his satire.
CHAPTER THREE
Satirical Works of the 1920s
121.
3.1 Introduction
Soviet satire flourished during the NEP era, when
authors such as Mayakovskii, Zoshchenko, Kol'tsov, and II'f
and Petrov produced sharply satirical stories, verses and
sketches (fel'etony) aimed at the evident contradictions in
Soviet society. The best Soviet satire of this period was
that written by men who were passionately concerned to improve
their fellow creatures, either politically or morally. For
Mayakovskii and Kol'tsov the passionate concern which inspires
satire is political; for Zoshchenko it is moral; in the case
of II'f and Petrov it is, perhaps, misleading to speak of
passion, but behind the humour and the sympathy for the
clever rogue, Bender, can be felt a spirit of rectitude - a
political orthodoxy.
Some writers, however, do not have either Mayakovskii's
political conviction or Zoshchenko's moral concern. Of them
it has been said: 'The lack of a consistent moral or ideo¬
logical base is what vitiates the work of many contemporary
satirists With few exceptions Kataev's satirical works
of the 1920s lack the firm moral or ideological base which
Henry sees as being essential to the best Soviet satire.
As comedy his work of this period is excellent, but its
effectiveness as satire is weakened somewhat by the absence
of a sense of outrage.
In the 1930s (and, to a lesser extent, towards the end
of the 1920s) Kataev began to adopt a political attitude which
1. P. Henry, Classics of Soviet Satire (London, 1972), p. vii.
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might have provided the incisiveness which his satire lacked,
but by then he had stopped writing satirical stories, for
reasons which will be examined in this chapter.
3 . 2 Zolotoe pero
Despite the reservations expressed above, it must be
admitted that the place of satire in Kataev's works is not
inconsiderable. In the West he has sometimes been considered
primarily as a satirist.'1' The first indication of an
interest in satire comes in the very early story Temnaya
2
lichnost', which is sub-titled 'a satirical story'. But
the first significant satirical story is Zolotoe pero,
written while he was working for UkrROSTA and published in
3
the Khar'kov newspaper Kommunist. Its importance lies in
the fact that the object of satire is none other than Kataev's
mentor, Bunin, whom he professed to love and admire. The
dilemma which is examined in Trava zabven'ya can be seen in
embryo in the two portraits of Bunin in Muzyka and Zolotoe
pero. The former portrait is lyrical, finely observed, and
infused with warm feeling for the great writer and with just
a hint of irony; the latter is sharply critical of Bunin's
attitude to the Revolution.
The central figure in Zolotoe pero is Academician
Shevelev - a thin disguise for Bunin - who, at a time when
1. B.G. Guerney calls Kataev 'primarily a satirist and humorist',
Russian Literature in the Soviet Period from Gorki to Pasternak
(New York, 1960), p. 355. E.J. Brown has written: •Valentin
Katayev (1897-) might very well be treated as a satirist.',
Russian Literature since the Revolution, p. 133.
2. T~. Kataev, Temnaya lichnost' (Odessa7 1912) (issued as a
separate booklet by K. De-Morei).
3. Kommunist, 2 October 1921. See p. 429 of the present study
for further comment on the significance of the circumstances
in which Zolotoe pero was first published.
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the city in which he lives is about to fall to the Reds,
locks himself in his study to write a story about a dying
prince. No one is allowed to interrupt him, and he leaves
his study just twice a day, once for his customary walk and
once for dinner. When the position has already become
hopeless, he agrees to help the White Commander by writing
an article for the local newspaper calling on the people to
resist the Reds. But the city falls to the besieging army,
and Shevelev's life is spared only because of his importance
to Russian literature.1
The portrait of Academician Shevelev is of an aristocrat
with long, parchment-coloured fingers and a bony, aquiline
skull. During his daily walks he mingles with the common
people, of whom he is reputed to have an intimate understanding,
but, in fact, he is so preoccupied with polishing the language
of his story that he fails to observe their true feelings
towards him. His status as a writer, and, particularly, as
a stylist, is never in doubt; he is known and respected
throughout Russia. But his purely aesthetic concerns
separate him from the world around him, and there exists
an unbridgeable gap between the economically written, highly
polished lines about the dying prince on the one hand, and
the fate of the town and its inhabitants on the other.
Shevelev spends so much time thinking about the former that
1. Several of the details in Zolotoe pero are repeated in Trava
zabven'ya, for example, the story of Bunin's narrow escape
from the Cheka. Vera Nikolaevna Bunina's diary makes it clear
that Bunin did, indeed, write a dangerous article on the eve
of the Bolshevik entry into Odessa in April 1919 (M. Greene
(ed.), Ustami Buninykh, p. 221).
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he is blind to the true position in the town and, more
importantly, to the true wishes of the inhabitants.
When he writes the article supporting the Whites,
Shevelev changes from a cold, detached artist pursuing purely
aesthetic ends into a fanatical and dangerous enemy of the
common people. This change is signalled by a move from
words denoting coldness, stiffness and aristocratic detach¬
ment (with which Kataev describes his character in the early
part of the tale) to words denoting passionate anger. At
first Shevelev has a 'tverdoe, dervyannoe litso'; his habits
are completely regular ('eti privychki byli neodolimy').
(1,159-60) Later, when confronted by the Communists, he
reveals a surprising passion: 'Oh cwa/i Hy/iaHM h c no^hrtom
rojioBOH m CBepKatcmnMM r/iasanw, roTOBUH nBpsrpbi3Tb rop/io
Hawflony, hto nepecrynHT nopor aro HOMHaTbi, w^an HOHLja.' (1,164)
The writer's detachment from current events in the
pursuit of artistic perfection and his assumption of a counter¬
revolutionary stand are not unconnected, for it is his devotion
to art which blinds him to reality:
Oh 3aflaaa/i sonpocbi m 3aBMHHMBa/i napoflHue
c^oaesHM. MHoro dy/io a stmx der/iyx Bonpocax
3HaHHT8/ibHoro m yrpowawmero, mhoto b otbstax
(5bl.no 3/lOCTM h XHTpOTO H^y» HO HHSeTO h8 3aMBHa/l
aHaflBMHH, 3aHHTblH yMHpaiQU4MM H h fl 3 8M H W/lM&yfl
cTM/ib CH/iaflbiBawi4MXCH b yme 4>pa3. (1,159)^-
1. Kataev is here satirising a feature of Bunin's art which the
older writer himself freely admits. In a passage from Zhizn'
Arsen' eva Bunin describes what he once observed in a cafe": Tla
MOCKOBCHOH H 3aX0.HH/l B M 3 b Q 3 H h H b kj hahhyk), cmfls/l B Be TOBOpB,
TBCH0T8 h napHOM T8nne, cnoTpe/i Ha MFicMCTye, a/iye /lML/a, Ha
pymn8 dopofly, Ha pwaBbin ujb /lyuiammhch noflHOC, Ha HOTopon ctoh/ih
rmpeflo mhom flba de/iyx hahhhHa c mohpymm BepeBOHHariM,
npMBR3aHHyriM h mx hpyujbhhan h pynKan. Had/iKy/shme HapoflHoro
dyTa? OujMdaeTecb - To/ibHO bot stoi-o noflHoca, btoh mohpoh
BepeBOHKM.' I.A. Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v devyati tomakh,
vol. 6, p. 234.
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Zolotoe pero is unusual in the corpus of Kataev's
satire of the 1920s in being based on character rather than
situation. The figure of Shevelev is well drawn, partly by
means of the Gogolian devise of identifying the character
with an object. Thus, the academician and the gold nib of
his pen become synonymous. There seems little doubt that
Kataev's closeness to Bunin enables him to portray Shevelev
convincingly, albeit in a negative light.
In contrast to Shevelev, whom Kataev understands, the
band of Red soldiers and sailors remain pure stereotypes, and
the attempt to give them positive features harms the artistic
quality of the work.
AHaflSMMH noflowe/i k OKHy. Oh hcho qmabh sthx
Bece/ibix obopBaHHux co^,qaT c HpacHbiMM 6aHTann
m KowaHue HypTHM MaTpocoe. 3ByHH rpydbix
ijauinaHOB no saMepsLueny ac$a/ibTy ry/mo m TBepflo
OTflaBa/lHCb B TOHHHX t oily (50 b a TUX CTBH/Iax ocosh hh3 •
OTpufl npHQ/iMma/iCB. MaTpocbi #b/iobmto HMTa/iM Honspa
flOMOB , npMflBpWHBafl HOmaHblB LUHypbl pSBO/lbBBpOB .
(1,164)
These lines contain an unfortunate confusion in the point
of view. Kataev appears to be using Shevelev's viewpoint
('on yasno videl') yet the soldiers and sailors are 'jolly' -
an adjective which is hardly appropriate for the threatened
Shevelev. This confusion, and the hackneyed picture of the
Bolsheviks, suggests Kataev's lack of knowledge of these people.
His attitude of sympathy towards them fails to convince.
Zolotoe pero was written at a time when Kataev was
involved in the heady, romantic work which he describes in
Chernyi khleb and when he came under the influence of Sergei
Ingulov. The fact that, in these circumstances, he was
prepared to satirise a man whom he loved and respected and to
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express sympathy for people whom he clearly did not understand,
does not mean that he had irrevocably chosen the path of
support for the regime at this early date. His contemporary
non-satirical work shows that Kataev, while certainly less
detached than Bunin, could not be described as a committed
supporter of the regime at this time.
3.3 Short Satirical Sketches of the First Half of the 1920s
The satirical sketches which Kataev published in Gudok
and other newspapers in the 1920s were frequently written in
response to a news item or a reader's letter. At their base
may lie a real incident and they often bear an extract from
a news item as an epigraph. For example, one of the best
of the sketches - Beremennyi muzhchina - begins with the
incident on which it is based recounted in the language of
the news item:
Ha .qopowHofi KOHtJiepeHqMM CesepHow fle/ieraTHa
KynaeBa, BbicTyriHB b npe h m h x no flOHqafly
Aop3flpaBOT.q8.na, ywaaa/ia Ha cnysan b BoqoroflCHOM
npusMHOM noHos, rfl8 BC/ieflCTBue neperpymehhooth
padOTOH spas B dO/lbHHHHOM /1MCT8 nOCTaBMJl
paboHsny flwarHos - "depeMeHHa". Ha /imhmh
Bpasari npuxoflMTCH odc/iywuBaTb b cyTKM flo 150
mb/10b8h. (Hs OflHOH CT 8HOr paMMbl ) (2 ,329)
Taking this incident as his subject, Kataev writes a dialogue
between a male patient and a harassed doctor who persistently
diagnoses pregnancy. The sketch ends with a switch of voice
and a plea to ease the doctor's load:
lilythh rnyTHaM, tobapniflM, ho npn tskoh Harpyawe
BpaH 8H HBTpyflHO H flO TOTO flOHaTHTbCH, HTO B8Cb
nywcHOM nepcoHan Ha TpaHcnopTe Hanhbt powaTb...
yw qysujB dbi HaHOH-HMdyflb cooTBeTCTBytoiflUM bywsMHa
pa3 Hascsrfla poflnn neponpHHTne no pa3rpy3He
/lMHBMHblX B paH 8H OT HBnOCM/lbHOH padOTbl. (2,331)
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In several respects Beremennyi muzhchina is typical
of the majority of Kataev's satirical sketches of this
period. Firstly, there is little or no description of
scene or character. Only the situation (normally arising
from the epigraph) is developed, and that purely by means
of dialogue. Secondly, the situation is basically ridiculous-
and lends itself to a comic treatment. Thirdly, the satire
is mild and good-humoured.
The first of these points may be illustrated from
almost any of Kataev's sketches, so general is it. The use
of dialogue is excellent, but the dependence upon the situation
frequently means that the sketches fail to go beyond the
particular incident to the more general problem. This, in
itself, helps to explain the second point - Kataev's preference
for a funny situation such as those in Borodatyi malyutka,
in which a reporter photographs a bearded baby in order to
attract readers to his newspaper and then shaves the child
to prevent other newspapers from printing the story, or
Kozel v ogorode, in which a speaker at an abstinence rally
is himself drunk, and only interests his listeners when he
gives them a recipe for home-made alcoholic drinks.
On the surface Kataev's sketches bear a resemblance
to those of Zoshchenko, but, in fact, the work of the two
authors has very different sources. The ludicrous stories
recounted by Zoshchenko are the work of a frustrated idealist -
a man with a tragic view of his fellow men. Kataev, on the
other hand, is struck only by the ridiculous side of the
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gulf between aspirations and reality. A few more examples
will serve to illustrate the point.
In Vyderzhal the practice of examining employees on
political matters is held up to ridicule. Diabetov, a clerk
in a Soviet commercial organisation, desperately tries to
learn a mass of political information parrot fashion so that
he can survive a purge of 'politically illiterate' employees.
In the event, he becomes so confused that his answers do not
correspond with the questions posed, with amusing results:
- Haw Bawa tJiaMM/iMfl, TOBapum? - cnpocn/i npeflceflaTB/ib
HOMHCCMH.
- MapHC, - TBepflO OTBBTH/1 KaCCHp.
- CkO /lbHQ BaM /18T ?
- Cto.
- Pofl 33HHTHH?
- C/iymeHM8 dypwyasMH b mschb couna/iM3Ma. (2,99-100)
The humour here, and in most stories, is mild and good-
natured. In Chudo kooperatsii the only satirical point comes
in the juxtaposition of the title (a commonly used Soviet
slogan extolling the virtues of collective labour) and the
subject matter - the inability of a court to decide between
four 'suspects' in a paternity suit.
Samoubiitsa ponevole is an old tale given a new
satirical twist by being set in Soviet Russia at a time when
the quality of consumer products was lamentable. Having
become disillusioned with the Soviet way of life, a citizen
decides to commit suicide. However, the rope with which he
intends to hang himself breaks, as does the nail to which he
ties it. A knife proves insufficiently stout to injure him,
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and a box of matches contains so few that he is unable to poison
himself. Even the simplest method of all - running at a brick
wall with his head - fails, because the wall collapses. When
the mood of despair leaves him and he no longer wishes to
commit suicide, he eats some contaminated sausage and dies of
food poisoning.
In all of these tales, which are representative of
Kataev's work in the genre, bitterness and a hard edge to the
satire are entirely absent. The two subjects which do bring
a harsher tone to Kataev's writing are foreigners who denigrate
the Soviet Union, and komchvanstvo, the abuse of Party member¬
ship or working class status. In Upryamyi amerikanets an
American tries to prove that ninety nine per cent of Russians
do not have shirts to wear under their jackets. The hero of
Zagadochnyi Sasha imagines that his proletarian origins will
suffice to ensure him entry to an institute of higher education.
His friends are amazed when they see him do no preparatory work,
but he remains convinced that he already has the only qualifi¬
cation necessary.
- Tarc, Ha 3h3ambhb, pa3SepyT, hto 3hast, h hto He
3HaeT. Horo npMHSTb, a Horo He npMHHTb.
ByflbTe ysepoHKM1
- fi,a Beflb Tbi dyflewb MO/inaTb Haw neHb.
- HMsero-cl ABOCb hob-hto CHamy-c...MoweT, m
HaMfleTCH c/iOBesHO. A mhb, Mewfly npoHMM, na
3K3aMSHbl Han/IBBaTb. ripOW/IM TB BpeMBHa, KOrfla
HSflMaHCKMB CblH0H km . . . 3x , fla HTO 3pfl TpenaTbCfll
CaMH yBM^MTe. (2,102)
The hero of Tovarishch Probkin designates his own house
a commune ('obraztsovaya kommuna imeni Oktyabr'skoi revolyutsii')
and furnishes it on official money. He even takes excursion
parties round the 'model commune'.
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llpodKMH CaMOflOBOJlbHO CHR/1 nBHCHe H nose/i
Hac fla/ibiiie.
- flowa/iyMTe. K/iyd mmbhm OKTndpbCHOM peBO/irauMH.
riporny ydeflMTbcn. riMaHMHO. Bmamtb HaflnMCb:
"My3biHa/ibHan c bhliwfi " • 3aTBM HeCo/ibiuaa napKCMCTCHafi
6n6/lMOT8HHa. CTaHHJHOBMH, MBTBp/lHHK, Man MH - CMd M p R H ,
Ha,qcoH h ace TaHoe. HcH/iioHMTejibHO H3flaHHR MapKca.
nonyraH b h/ibthb. AHBapMyM c 3o/iotnmm pudKaMM -
300/lOrHHBCHaR CBHUMR. Ha CTO/18 Wy pHa/lbl. .. xe-xs I
Bob waw riojiaraeTCR. 3,Aecb h/ibhw hommyhbi MoryT
npOBOflHTb CBOB bdbmfl b ripMHTHOM m n0/lB3H0M
oT^btxe. .. (2 ,85)1
The members of the commune who enjoy such splendid facilities
are Probkin and his family.
The early prose satirical sketches illustrate the
thesis that Kataev was a fine humourist with a keen eye for
ridiculous situations and a good ear for dialogue, but that
his inherent good humour, his lack of a firm ideological
viewpoint and his sympathy for the opportunists whom he
portrays all reduced the satirical impact of his work.
3.4 Two Parody Adventure Novels
The satirical novels Ostrov Erendorf and Povelitel'
zheleza demonstrate clearly Kataev's love of parody, and the
influence on him of Western popular novelists such as Jules
Verne, H.G. Wells and Conan Doyle. Both of Kataev's works
are adventure novels with satirical and parody elements in
them, and were written to attract readers to a provincial
newspaper: 'B oT^e/ie nasaTM 3aflyMa/incb - npoBmhl/mr n/ioxo
HMTaeT ra3BTu. Pbujm/ih nesaTaTb ocTpociowsTHbie poriaHbi c
npoflo/iweHHRMH. HcKa/iM 3BTopos . Cepretf MHry/iOB Bbi3Ba/i
1. The name Marx here refers to a well-known firm of
publishers.
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M8Hh m flpyrnx rarpoctobqeb. Fl Hannca/i "Octpob 3peHflop(J)",
noHpaBM/iocb . PonaH caT wphh bh • ' (2,618)
Ostrov Erendorf and Povelitel' zheleza can be read
as adventure novels with an anti-capitalist slant in the
style of the popular works by Yakov Okunev and others."^"
But, while utilising the conventions of the genre, Kataev
parodies it; in the opening chapters of Ostrov Erendorf,
for example, he lists the conventions which the reader has
now come to expect of this type of novel and assures him
that he will not be disappointed.
3flecb SyflQT Bno/iHG y m e c t h o CHaaaTb HHTaTSBKi
HecHOJibKO c/iob no noBOfly aBaHTiopHoro ponaHa
BOOfiUje h 3 tOr O b HaCTHOCTM.
riposhtaBiiiM c nepBbix ctpoh o npecTape/iom
npotjjeccope, HOTOpbIM np0M3B0flMT HaHMe-TO OMGHb
c/lOWHbie bblmhcjtbhmb , SaTeM B 3 b O J1 H O b a H H o TpBT
cefleraiitHe bmchm do/ibiuMM npojfieccopcKHM njiathom,
H HTaTe jib, kohghho, mmbet nO/lHOe npaBO OTHeCTMCb
h MOBMy pOMaHy CHBnTHHBCHH h dpOCMTb eto HHTaTb
c nepBOH we cTpaHnpu. Bo3pawaTb npoThb 3Toro
TpyflHo. Pa3yrieeTCH, MHTaTe/ib ywe Hanepefl 3HaeT,
hto npotfieccop fle/iaeT reHna/ibHoe otkputhb, HOTopoe
flojiwho OdjiarOflBTBJlbCTBOBaTb HBJIOBBHBCTBO. hohbmho,
HeroflHH noxwnaict (fcopMy/ibi h nepTewn, aar otob .neHHbie
npocTOflyujHbiM yneHbiM b OAHOM SKasnn^Bps. . . (2,1+89-90)
All of the elements mentioned are, indeed, in the novel,
the plot of which concerns the discovery by an eminent geologist
that tidal waves will soon destroy the entire world, with the
exception of a tiny island in the Atlantic Ocean. In his
1. In Okunev's novel Gryadushchii mir (Petrograd, 1923) a
scientist discovers the secret of anabiosis and uses it to
preserve the life of his daughter and a young man. When
they awaken from their state of suspended animation in two
hundred years it is to a world in which socialist ideals
have been put into practice. In the same author's Zavtrashnii
den' (M., 1924) the great capitalists who control the world
are overthrown in a worldwide revolution. The two elements
of revolution and scientific advance occur frequently in
Soviet literature of this period.
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concern to aave mankind he takes his discovery to Matapal',
the world's most powerful capitalist, who is engaged in a
desperate struggle with trade unionists under their leader
Paich. Matapal' realises that capitalism is doomed in the
face of the rising tide of socialism, and he sees in the
professor's discovery an opportunity to create a perfect
capitalist society on the island. However, at the end of
the novel only the island is destroyed; the rest of the world
remains untouched by the sea. The mistake arose because the
firm which produced the professor's adding machine inadvertently
transposed the plus and minus signs!
The history of the Soviet satirical novel began in
1922 with the publication of Erenburg's Neobychainye
pokhozhdeniya Khulio Khurenito i ego uchenikov, and chief
among the models for Kataev's novel is Erenburg (both Khulio
Khurenito and TrestD.E.: Istoriya gibeli Evropy)."1" In the
latter work a group of powerful American capitalists, very
similar in conception to Matapal', set up a society for the
destruction of Europe. One of them, a Mister Jebbs, closely
resembles Matapal' , in that both organise their lives to a
very strict timetable. They both set aside one hour per day
for the purpose of interviewing inventors whose ideas might
prove useful to their capitalist empires; both are surrounded
by secretaries and lackeys; in their world a man's wealth
is the most important thing about him: 'PocHoujHyH .nanaf}
or/iflfle/i npo(J)eccopa h sro .qosb B3r/isflOM onuTHoro oqsHutHHa h
Hauie/i, hto oQa i-iocbthts/ifi hb ctoht bmbctb m 500 000 flo/i/iapoB.'
(2,515)
1. The title of Kataev's novel - Ostrov Erendorf - appears to
be a playful reference to Erenburg, and an indication of parody.
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As a skit on an adventure story and as a light satire
on large scale capitalism, Ostrov Erendorf succeeds very well.
The failure of the novel lies in the treatment of Paich and
the other striking workers. While the strike of New York
trade unionists remains an element of the adventure plot on
the same level as Professor Grant's discovery, it forms an
integral part of the work, but when Kataev tries to make a
political point out of the strike it leads him to use a
rhetorical style which is incompatible with the dominant
playful, parodying tone of the work: ' Bu flaeTe hbcthos c/iobo,
HTO npMMST8 8C8 MBpbl, MM8K3L14HBC R B BaUJSM paC110 pflWBH MM , .Q/IR
CnaCBHMH Hace/IBHMR BCBfO 38M HOT 0 wapa, d B 3 pa3/lMH MB H/iaCCOB ? '
(2,522)
Povelitel' zheleza, published in 1925, closely resembles
Ostrov Erendorf. Like the earlier novel, its primary
distinction lies in its parody of a number of popular literary
genres, and its satirical point remains secondary. The plot
is more complex, although the basic elements are retained,
namely a clash between capitalists and workers (in Calcutta
this time) and a scientific discovery which will affect the
future of mankind. The 'sovereign of iron' of the title is
a Moscow scientist who has acquired a machine which will
magnetise all metal objects, and so render ineffective all
machinery, including armaments. Sickened by his experiences
in the First world War, he retreats to Tibet, from where he
issues a warning to all governments to stop fighting. Unfor¬
tunately, his machine seems likely to thwart a revolution in
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India until he is discovered and defeated. The two major
sub-plots involve Stanley Holmes, the nephew of Sherlock
Holmes, who is engaged to track down the Indian revolutionary
leader Ramashandra, and Korolev, a Moscow journalist who
attempts to find the mysterious 'sovereign of iron' in order
to interview him.
Apart from the obvious debt to Jules Verne's Master
of the World, Kataev's novel parodies Erenburg, Conan Doyle
and the writers of popular novels about death rays and secret
passages under the Kremlin. Erenburg's Trest D.E.: gibel'
Evropy achieved great popularity in the early 1920s - a
popularity enhanced by its adaptation for the stage and its
production by Meierkhol'd in 1924. In his memoirs Erenburg
recalls: 'CneKTaK/ib, OflHaHO, mmb;i ycnex, m TaOasHan (JiaQpMHa
"RBa" BbinycTM/ia narmpocbi £.E.'^ Kataev mocks this kind of
popularity in Povelitel' zheleza:
COBBpUJBHHO BCTBCTBBHHO, MTO HBMBfl/lBHHO WB dbl/IM
BbinymeHbi nariMpocbi m SpioHOflepwaTsjim napHH
tiobbjimtb/lb W8/lB3a". Hb m8hb8 flbyx TbICBH
ApaMaTyproB crbujho nepeAeibiBa/iM cboh kombamm
Ha npBAMST bbbashhh B HHC^o ASM c T B yiolamx J1M14
"rioBB/iHTBAB w8^B3a"... Bcb 3apa6oTa/iH H|
TIobb/ihtb/ih we/ie3a". Bee 6bi/in Aoso/ifc>Hbi.
According to A. Vulis, one of the leading specialists
in the field of Soviet satire, parody and comedy, the episode
in which the journalist Korolev finds a secret tunnel leading
from St. Basil's Cathedral under the Kremlin to the underground
library of Ivan the Terrible parodies a series of popular
1. I. Erenburg, Lyudi, gody, zhizn' (M., 1961), p. 538.
2. V. Kataev, Povelitel' zheleza (V-Ustyug, 1925), p. 8.
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novels about secret passages under Moscow. Vulis further
asserts that Kataev's novel contains parodic references to
a number of works about death rays which were in vogue in
1924-5.1
A further level of parody in the novel comes with
the figure of Stanley Holmes. Kataev's imitation of the
style and devices of Conan Doyle is amusing, and the inept
detective work of 'Holmes's nephew' provides the novel with
2
a streak of broad humour.
Like Ostrov Erendorf, Povelitel' zheleza succeeds on
3
the level of parody novel. However, when Kataev tries to
portray positively the Indian revolutionaries struggling for
power against British colonialists and capitalists he intro¬
duces a discordant note: 'M flo Besepa PanawaHflpa paccHasbiBa/i
cbqbh B/uob/teHHOH syflscHbie /lereHflw o Sbjiom h e jiobshb, kotopuh
OT,qa;i cboio wM3Hb 3a cnacTbS yrHeTeHHbix. Hmb Toro se/iOBBHa
u
bbi/io - /leHMH.' Ramashandra and the imperialist Colonel
Hayes are unidimensional figures, the one positive and the
other negative; but whereas with Stanley Holmes and the other
characters lack of depth is no disadvantage, with the serious
characters it emerges as a weakness. Povelitel' zheleza and
Ostrov Erendorf demonstrate that Kataev's style of humour lends
1. The novels about underground passages include G. Alekseev,
Podzemnaya Moskva (M.,-L., 1925) and V. Goncharov, Dolina
smerti (L., 1925). Among novels on the theme of death rays
are: N. Karpov, Luchi smerti (M.,-L., 1925) and I. Keller and
V. Girshgom, Universal'nye luchi (L., 1924). Details from
A. Vulis, Sovetskxx satxrxcheskxi roman (Tashkent, 1965),
p. 152.
2. By introducing Holmes into his work Kataev is undoubtedly
parodying the so-called 'Red Pinkerton' vogue of the early
1920s - the creation of Soviet detective novels, notably by
Marietta Shaginyan. See A. Britikov, 'Detektivnaya povest' v
kontekste priklyuchencheskikh zhanrov* in V. Kovalev (ed.),
Russkaya sovetskaya povest' 20-30-kh godov (L., 1976),
pp. 408-53.
3. Vulis writes: ' .. . no^/iMHHafl MCTopufi coBBTCHoro napo^HHHoro
§onaHa H^sMHaeTcn c "QpTpoBa 3peHflopPa" m "Hobb/imts/ir wejieaa"'vetskxx satxrxcheskxx r m n, p. 149.
4. V. Kataev, Povelitel' zheleza, p. 31.
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itself well to parody, but that, when he seeks to impart a
political message, his lack of conviction gives a hollow ring
to his words and vitiates the work as a whole.
3.5 Sketches and Satirical Stories of the Second
Half of the 1920s
In most respects the sketches written by Kataev in the
second half of the 1920s closely resemble those written earlier.
As before, those sketches which deal with everyday social
problems such as drunkenness are good-humoured rather than
bitter, but sketches devoted to international affairs feature
more prominently than they did earlier, and these have a
harsher tone. In sketches such as Antisovetskii blok,
Belogvardeiskii tsirk and Lakeiskie shtreikbrekhery (all
dating from 1925-6) Kataev's patriotism provides the passionate
indignation which sharpens the satirical barb. In a manner
reminiscent of the work of Soviet cartoonists such as Moor,
Kataev portrays the British politicians Churchill, Chamberlain,
Baldwin, Henderson and MacDonald as abject lackeys of powerful
capitalists and the aristocratic establishment. For example,
Parad pobeditelei (1926) depicts Henderson, Baldwin and
MacDonald as wrestlers and King George V as the referee who
establishes the rules and allows foul holds as he wishes.
This type of verbal political cartoon continued to be written
by Kataev, with very little change in style, throughout the
1930s and 1940s.1
1. All of the sketches mentioned are published in the second
volume of the collected works.
The longer satirical stories (including Rastratchiki)
written by Kataev in the second half of the 1920s all have
money or goods as an important element. Kataev's typical
attitude to the love of wealth and possessions - a curious
mixture of identification with the heroes who are attracted
by wealth and censure of them - has already been commented on;
it remains almost constant throughout his career. In the
second half of the 1920s, when Kataev's satirical output was
greatest, his satirical censure of the love of wealth and
possessions increased, but it never entirely subdued his
sympathy for characters in the grip of an obsessive desire to
be rich. Least attractive of such characters is the fair¬
ground booth owner in Nozhi (1926). In this story a young
man - Pasha - visits a fairground on a fine summer evening and
sees a young girl at a hoop-la stall with whom he falls instantly
in love. Her father has made a fortune from his stall and is
not prepared to see his daughter marry an ordinary worker like
Pasha. Seeing no other way to secure his happiness, Pasha
resolves to practise hoop-la all winter so as to be able to
bankrupt the owner when the fairground opens again in the
spring. This he does, and the girl's father is forced to
choose between her and his wealth; he chooses the latter and
gives up his daughter to her beloved Pasha.
Nozhi depicts Moscow in the NEP period, and despite
Kataev's satirical treatment of the booth owner, it is clear
from the tone of the story that the author likes the colourful
way of life and the relaxed atmosphere of well-being which NEP
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brings. Therefore, although Kataev does not sympathise with
the nepman, the story as a whole confirms the ambiguous response
to material wealth which had already emerged in such stories
as Ruzh'e and Ser Genri i chert.
Although Veshchi (1929) was written after the NEP
period had formally ended, it belongs in spirit to that period,
and its theme - the obsessive desire for wealth - was a common
one during NEP."'" The central characters are a young couple
called Zhorzhik and Shurka who get married on a fine May day.
Straight after the wedding they rush to the market to buy
'things' such as blankets of various colours, goloshes, an
alarm clock, chairs, a rug with a tiger on it and much else
besides. During the next few months Shurka often wakes in
the night and thinks of the things she could have bought.
Whenever they receive their pay they rush to the market to
supplement their stock of goods. Meanwhile, Zhorzhik's health
begins to deteriorate. Neighbours warn Shurka to take him to
a sanatorium, but she insists that she knows how to look after
him. Finally, he dies, and she is genuinely grief-stricken.
But within a few months she has married another young man and
once more begun collecting things from the market.
The major satirical device in this story is the replace¬
ment of the normal passion of a young wife for her husband by
Shurka's passion for things. After the wedding, Zhorzhik,
wishing to be alone with his wife, asks her:
1. It is possible that Veshchi may have been inspired in
part by Mayakovskii's Klop, the first act of which bears
certain resemblances to Kataev's story.
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- Tenspb Hyfla we? - cnpocn/i flO/iroBR3biM,
y3HorpyflbiH h cmmphum WopwuK, MCHOca B3r/iHHyB
Ha LUypHy.
OHa npnwa/iacb h hBMy, SoflbiuaH, KpacHBas,
ropaHan, ksh nesb, tueHOTHy/ia ero yxo BeTOHHOM
HBpenyXH, BCTaB/lBHHOH B WMflHMe BOflOCbl, H,
cTpacTHo paaflye hoc, tusnny^a:
- Ha CyxapsBHy. BeiflM noHynaTb. Hyfla ml (1,362)
Or again, a little later:
CpeflM hohm LUypwa npocHy/iacb h, MyHMnan
TanHbiMM we/iahHAMh, pa3dyflM/ia Mywa .
- C /tblLUHLUb r WopWMH...Hy, Wo pWHH-Wa I . . -
aaiuenTaJia OHa, wapHO flbiwa emy a H/iioHMLiy. -
flpocHHCbl 3pn, SHasujb, HaHapsesHoe ofleH.no hb
b3r/1h • HaHapseHHOB hyfla mhtbpbchbb duno.
OnpBfle/iBHHbiH (JiaHT• HaHapesHHOB Haflo duno
dpaTb. H KafloujM tows hb Ha toh noflHnaflHB
B3H/1M. Hb yraflann...Ha cepow noflHnaflHe Haflo
duno SpaTb. Hyfla hhtbpbchbb Haw Ha HpacHOM.
M KpoBaTb c ujapaMM du...He paccHMTann... (l^SU)
Kataev adds depth to his story by making Shurka, in
whom sexual passion has given way to a passion for things, a
sympathetic character. She is not indifferent to her husband's
worsening health, despite her words to the neighbour:
- POBHO HMH0PO c HHM HB np0M30HflBT1 -
HapoHHTo rpydo HpMHHyna UJypKa, TbiHaR b cropoHu
dynnoodpa3humh JioHTRMM. - fl eriy Tyt ycTpoto nysuie
bcrhoh caHaTopMM. Hawapto HanneT - nycKan wpsT,
CHOflbHO XOMBTi
Ho b flyujB y hee onnTb noxonofleno. (1,365 My italics - RR)
The story of Zhorzhik and Shurka is a satirical comedy,
but, unlike most of Kataev's satirical sketches and stories,
it has its tragic side.1 Unusually for him, Kataev here goes
papt the situation to the implication of that situation for
the characters. Only in Zolotoe pero and Rastratchiki among
the satirical works does he do likewise.
1. Kataev recalls that Gor'kii commented on the tragedy in




The subject of Rastratchiki, Kataev's most important
satirical work, is the embezzlement of a large sum by two
petty officials - an accountant and his cashier. Following
a spate of thefts from offices, it is expected that Filipp
Stepanovich Prokhorov, the accountant, and Vanechka, the
cashier, will abscond with their firm's money.^ Quite by
accident (and partly through the suggestions of a fellow
worker) they get drunk and find themselves on a train to
Leningrad with a huge sum of money. There follows a round
of drunken encounters with various swindlers, intent on
parting the embezzlers from their money. From Leningrad
they travel to a provincial town and a village, and then on
to the south of the country, and everywhere they go there is
vodka to sustain the dream. Finally, with all the money thrown
away, they awaken to what they have done and return to face
retribution.
Kataev first tackled the theme of embezzlement in a
brief sketch entitled Mrachnyi sluchai (2,123-6), written a
few months before Rastratchiki. As in the later work, the
sketch deals with a situation in which it is more normal to
embezzle than not to embezzle. When his is the only firm in
1. A former colleague of Kataev's recalls that there was a
cashier in the Gudok office whom everyone called simply
Vanechka. In his case, apparently, life imitated art, for
after the publication of Rastratchiki he did, indeed, embezzle
some of the newspaper's money. See I. Kremlev, V literaturnom
stroyu, pp. 199-200.
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the street not to have been robbed by members of staff, a
director decides to change all the cash into copper coins
to make theft a physical impossibility. But the accountant
and cashier cannot be thwarted so easily. They spend all
night carrying the sacks away, and by morning have taken the
entire supply of ready cash. The accountant goes to the
casino and the cashier to the railway station. Mrachnyi
sluchai resembles Rastratchiki sufficiently to be seen as a
direct predecessor of the longer work.
Embezzlement was a popular crime in the mid 1920s.
There appears to have been an epidemic of thefts by personnel,
and Kataev's work proved topical. The inspiration for
Rastratchiki came when Kataev was sent to Tver', where there
had been several cases of embezzlement. He was struck, above
all, by the way in which the NEP period had re-awakened the
old instincts for enrichment, leaving the Revolution, Civil
War and period of War Communism as a temporary episode:
'PaOOMMH ropoflOH - m aflpyr sflecb - pacTpaTHHHM. rioc/ie "mhp
X HWHH3M M B OH Ha flBOpuaPl" BHOSb JltOflM, O 6 6 3yMBB lilH 8 OT WaWflU
HTo-HMdyflb cede ypBaTb no CTapMHHe.'^
The magnificent opening passage of Rastratchiki
establishes this basic theme. The Russia of the NEP period
may aspire to being a new society, but, in fact, it has not
changed since the days of Gogol'.
CodCTBSHHQ roaopR, yW8 fJO b O /lb ho flsbho B nOMDOflB
HHKaKOM Mrchmljkoh y/iHMbi hb cymecTByeT. Hmbbtcr
y/inqa (IspBoro Man. Ho y hoto wb noBepHeTCH R3btH
b cepsflMHe HORdpH, b tot yTpBHHMH TycH/ibiH sac, HOTfla
MB/1HMM MOCKOBCHMH flOWflb HyflHO H fl8HT8/!bH0 nQ/IMBaST
1. Kataev quoted in L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya,
p. 187.
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npoxownx, kor^a hbbbportho a/imhhub npyTbfl
HBMSBBCTHOrO HaSHaHBHHH, rpbmrlumb Ha jiomobmhb,
HOpOBHT Ha nOBOpOTS BbBXaTb 831*1 B CaMyK) MOpfly
cbohmh octpbiMh KOHuaMM, worfla BaLU nyTb Bflpyr
nperpawflasT b bib a /im buih hc r mb tbxhmhbckoh kohtopu
nonspBH TpOTyapa tJ>pB3BpHblM ct aHOH M/IM flhhamo,
Horfla HOBaHaH or/io6;ir 6nTwra Sbsr Bac b h/ibmo
h HpyTar BO/iHa rpsan M3-no,q aBTOMofin/ibHoro
wo/isca oKaTUBaBT m 6b3 Toro 3a6pu3raHHbtB no/iu
na/ibTo, Hor,qa ctbkjirhhub aockm tpbctob or/iywaraT
3 JIO b BmHM 30 /lOTOM dyHB, KOrfla MB/IbH HH HbIB WSpHOBa,
CO/10l*IOp83HM, riMflbl M UJSCTBpHH TOTOBbl Kawflyio 1*1 HHyTy
TpOHyTbCB C MBCTa M, HpO/lOMMB CyMpaHHOB CTBHilO
BMTpHHbl, BbldpOCHTbCH Ha bsc m npBB paTMTb B KaiiJy,
Horfla Ha HawflOM yr/iy bohhbt H3 JionHyBUJBH Tpydu
CBBTM/ibHun raaoM, Hor^a as/iBHbis /iai*iribi ubjiuh flBHb
ropfit Ha# cTO/iariM hohtopimhhob, - y Horo we Torfla
nOBBpHBTCR H 3blH HSBBaTb 3Ty y/lHI4y HaHHI*|-HHdy,qb
flpyrni*! MMBHBM?
Hst, Mhchmuhom 3Ta y/imja 6u/ia, Mhchmljkoh m
OCTaHBTCR. BklflHO, BH Ha pO#y HanHCaHO dblTb
Mrchmlikom, h flpyros, xotr du m cai*ios aaMBHaTe/ibho
/lyneaapHoe, Ha3BaHM8 h hbm bpr# s\h npMCTaHBT.
(3,7-8)
A change of name has not altered the fundamental
character of this street; it may bear the trappings of modern
technology, but it remains the same old, drab Myasnitskaya,
and in this sense it symbolises Moscow and the whole of Russia
in the NEP period. It is, therefore, entirely appropriate
that Kataev should have found a model for the syntax and
intonation of this passage in the work of Gogol', for of all
Russian writers Gogol' best captured the drabness and pettiness
of man's existence. Kataev paints a Gogolian picture in
Rastratchiki, and in doing so, his love of parody and
stylisation leack him to employ a Gogolian style; he refers
time and time again to the great nineteenth century writer's
work, particularly Nevskii prospekt, Mertvye dushi and Shinel'.^
1. The influence of Gogol' can be discerned at various times in
the course of Kataev's career. A few months before writing
Rastratchiki he had used Gogolian syntax in Rodion Zhukov. In
193 7 the style of Gogol' was imitated in Ya, syn trudovogo
naroda.
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3.6.2 The Influence of Gogol'
The work of Gogol' is particularly rich in comic detail,
often apparently irrelevant, which accounts for its charac¬
teristic whimsicality. Kataev, too, surrounds his central
characters with a wealth of comic detail in the Gogolian
tradition. Like Akakii Akakievich, the hero of Shinel' (on
whom he is modelled), Kataev's mild cashier, Vanechka, delights
in his completely undemanding work; he reads the sign on his
window from the inside, so that it spells ASSAK instead of
KASSA; he even gives names to objects, such as his pencil:
BaHBHKa h8wh0 m 3adOT/lmbo /IWdM/1 CB08 HBdO/lbUjOe
KaccoBoe xo3hmctbq. Oh /iiodM.n cboh do/ibiuoH,
HpacMBbiw, Bcerfla xopowo ohmhbhhuh KapaHflaui -
Hano/iOBMHy Hpachuh, Hano/ioBMHy cmhhm - h flaws
npo cedn Ha3UBa.n ero yBawMTB/ibHo A/iBHcaHflpoM
CMflOpOBMHBMS A/lBKCaHflp - HpaCH3H f"IO/10bmhha,
C HflOpO BHH - CMHRfl. (3,14)
In the town of Kalinav Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka
buy from a peasant a cow with markings on its side like a map
of Australia. The peasant is so amazed by the speed of the
transaction that, like one of his counterparts in Mertvye
dushi, he stands in the street for a long time, staring after
the visitors from the capital. Or again, the main square in
Kalinov is called Former Dedushkin Square ('ploshchad'byvsh.
Dedushkina'). This strange name arose .because, having named
the square after the police chief, the inhabitants of Kalinov
found him to be a thief. But after paying for the street
nameplate they were reluctant to buy another, and solved the
problem by adding the word 'former' before Dedushkin's name.
One comic detail is taken straight from Mertvye dushi,
and Kataev acknowledges its source. While they are in Kalinov,
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Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka make enquiries about the
village of Berezovka, and the old man whom they ask gets
confused about Berezovka and Upper Berezovka, just as, in
Mertvye dushi, there is confusion about Manilovka and
Zamanilovka:
Horfla we ctapMKy pasbRCHM/iH, hto exaTb Haflo
hb s BepesoBHy, a b BepxHfora Bepe30BHy, CTapwH c
HeyflOBO^bCTBMSM noBopoTM/icn ho bceri 6ohom, p,a
T 3H- T3 HM npflMO M 33HaT M/l nOHTH HTO MS l~Or0.nRS
- H flyria/i, npocTo b Bepe30BHy, a Ha,qo b BspxHiora
BepeaoBHy. TaK 6u h cHaaa/iM. Bbpxhhh EepeaoBHa
oflHo, a npocTo BspeaoBKa flpyroe. (3,97)
The principal function of such Gogolian details is
undoubtedly comic. The imitation of Gogol's use of detail
gives the book its whimsical atmosphere.
If Mertvye dushi is recalled in the provincial scenes
of Rastratchiki, then Nevskii prospekt provides the model for
the Leningrad scenes, which present a mysterious, unreal city
like Gogol's Petersburg:
7l8HHHrpa,q 6bin HaHMCTO nor/iouieH rycTSHWMM,
yflyili/IMBblM M BM8CT 8 C T8M XO/lOflHbIM TyMBHOM.
By^To HMHaHoro ropo^a Ha caMOM fle/ie HHHorfla
He cytM8CTBOBa.no. ByflTo oh noMepeiMMRCR c ribRHbix
rjiaa co bcsmm cbohmh flbRBonbCKMMM npniHaHHaMM m
HpaCOTaMM M H3B 8HM HCH83. OTfla/ieHHO OTpaWBHHbIS
iJiOHapn Hadyxa/iM cjiadon paflyron TyMaHa h rMd/iw.
rioTepHBUJMB onepTaHMH nsuj8xoflb! heonpeflenehho HaMSKa/iM
O CB08M CyiMBCTBOBaHMM CHpHOOM M n/18CH0M • Bee dblflO
TynaHHo m Heonpe,A8/iBHHO 3a cnnHOM H3B03HHKa...
(3,86)
The hero of Nevskii prospekt - the romantic dreamer
and artist Piskarev - is destroyed by his inability to accept
the gulf between his ideals and reality. In part, Rastratchiki
parodies this situation. Instead of the idealistic artist who
is Gogol's hero, Kataev has an accountant whose romantic dreams
about a fictitious Count Gvido are an aspect of his social
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snobbery. For a while he becomes, in his imagination, the
Count Gvido of whom he has long dreamed: 'flpoujy Bac, rocnojqal
Cyape hhthm. UlsppM-dpeHflu. ..MecbB h na^an. . .yromaia bcbx...
Wert dor noc/ia^...' (3,59) Whereas Piskarev's error is due
to his fine, idealistic nature, Prokhorov's is due to stupidity,
vanity and drunkenness, and the result is comic rather than
tragic. Prokhorov is a poshlyak, and is deceived by Leningrad
not because 'the devil has lit the lamps', but because of his
own gullibility heightened by a constant alcoholic stupour.
The many references to Gogol' in Rastratchiki, both
stylistic and thematic, are of the greatest importance for
the work, firstly because the Gogolian style is responsible
for much of the comic effect, and secondly because the style
serves as a constant reminder that, despite the satire aimed
at features of contemporary Russian life, Kataev's basic
intention is to show the features of an older Russia, known
to Gogol', forcing their way through the surface veneer of
Soviet reality.
3.6.3 Satire in Rastratchiki: Targets and Devices
The role of Rastratchiki in the development of the
Soviet satirical novel is now well established.^" But it
was not always accepted as a satirical work; Ermilov denied
that there was any satire in it, and a critic of a very
different type - Shklovskii - emphasised its adventure plot
1. See, for instance, A Vulis, Sovetskii satiricheskii roman,
p. 185 and L. Ershov, Sovetskaya satiricheskaya proza
(M.,-L., 1966), p. 66.
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rather than the satirical elements.^ However, the genres of
satirical novels and picaresque adventure novel may well be
combined within the one work, as in the case of II'f and
Petrov's Dvenadtsat' stul'ev (a novel which owes much to
2
Kataev). The picaresque form allows an author to subject
a wide section of society to his satirical observation.
Satire in Rastratchiki is aimed at two main targets:
firstly, at the survival into the Soviet era of customs and
attitudes which should now belong to the past (and their
adaptation to meet Soviet conditions); and secondly, at
various aspects of Soviet society of the NEP period ranging
from bureaucracy to alcoholism. It must be emphasised,
however, that the contention that Rastratchiki is a satirical
novel is not intended to imply a strong degree of moral
condemnation by Kataev of the people and customs that he
satirises.
The most obvious example of the adaptation of old
customs to Soviet reality comes in the chapters in which
1. V. Ermilov, 'Traditsiya i novatorstvo', Krasnaya nov1,
1940, No. 2, p. 192. V. Shklovskii, 'Yugo-zapad',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 6 January 1933. Shklovskii's
important article about the so-called 'Southern school' of
writers sparked off a fierce controversy. See, for example,
G. Korabel'nikov, 'Lunu delayut v Gamburge', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 17 February 1933.
2. Kataev's role in the composition of Dvenadtsat' stul'ev is
well known. He suggested the idea of the novel to II'f and
Petrov and jokingly asked them to write it and submit it to
him for inspection. When he returned from holiday a draft of
the novel had been written. See E. Petrov, 'Iz vospominanii
ob Il'fe' in I. Il'f, Zapisnye knizhki 1925-37 (M., 1957), p.
The style of Rastratchiki influenced Il'f and Petrov, and
one chapter of Dvenadtsat' stul'ev, omitted from the final
version of the novel, was apparently a friendly parody on
Kataev's work. See A. Vulis, Sovetskii satiricheskii roman,
p. 183.
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Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka allow themselves to be
cheated by a number of former princes and princesses who
have gathered together for a film and remain together in
order to squeeze money out of tourists. These aristocratic
parasites survive because of their adaptation to a different
way of life and, more importantly, because of the snobbery
and ingrained social attitudes of people like Filipp
Stepanovich. At his first appearance Filipp Stepanovich
is presented as a man harbouring social ambitions: 'b Bbiciuefi
ctenehm npn/iMSHbiM heno/ioflom rpamflaHHH b Ha/iouuax, b flpanobom
na/ibTo c HapaHy/ieBbiM bopothmhom m KapaHy/ieBOH ws lu/inne nwpowKOM,
c HapaKy/ieBOki jiehton h no/iflnn yTon hoh .' (3,7) As with Gogol',
the author's protestation that his character is extremely
respectable somehow suggests that, at bottom, he is not;
moreover, the abundance of astrakhan suggests that Filipp
Stepanovich considers himself to be a person of some importance,
like the bourgeois lady in astrakhan in Blok's Dvenadtsat'.
His view of his own importance is soon confirmed.
Sometimes, when he was at work: ' eriy npeflCTaB/ifl/iocb, hto oh
HB HTO HHOH, HaH OnUTHbIM TBHepa/l, MyweCTBBHHQ M TOHHO
pyHOBOflHIMHH C BOSBbmJBHHOCTH HBHMMH BOBHHblMH OnepapHFIMH
Hp83BbiHaHHofi c/lowHocth. ' (3,11-12) In his imagination his
own modest exploits during the Russo-Japanese War become
exaggerated, as in the wording of an advertisement which he
places in the Moscow Marriage Gazette, where he describes
himself as: 'Bohh, repon flopT-ApTypa m HaBa/iep opabhob...
CbiH Mapca.' (3 ,12)
In a comic detail which is truly Gogolian in its
absurdity, Kataev suggests that Filipp Stepanovich's feeling
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of superiority over others may have arisen from a line in a
novel which he once read:
OseHb b03mqwh0, sto 0h3 pOflM/iaCb fla b HblM"fla b h O ,
mmbhho b Ty mhhyty, Kor,qa cpm/innn CTenaHOBhh ,
newa Ha whbotb cpeflh raojinna b nnhbtb no,q
HeMy/ibno, npoHB/i b noxoflHOM bb/imhocbbtchom
ponaHB c/ieflyioinyra SHapieHaTB^bHyfo CTpoHHy: Tpaij)
Tbhao bchohh/i Ha kohh..." (3,13)
He soon forgets the novel, but that single phrase becomes
imprinted on his memory and he sometimes imagines himself
to be Count Gvido. The pettiness and absurdity of his
aspiration is emphasised by the papier-mache horse (mentioned
several times), which acts as a commentary on Filipp
Stepanovich's dreams of greatness. His only steed is
made of papier-mache.
Filipp Stepanovich has one other hero - his former
employer, old Sabbakin, the head of the firm Sabbakin and
Son. Whenever he is faced with a novel situation, especially
one involving social behaviour, Filipp Stepanovich tries to
resolve it as old Sabbakin would have done. For example,
when he has to order a meal in a restaurant he remembers how
old Sabbakin had done this:
$H/innn CtenanoBhh npunoMHH/i, hsh ctapmk CaddawnH
b tahmx c/iynanx /imxo pacnpaB.nH.ncF) y /IbBOBa,
MCHOca nor/iHfle/i Ha HnHMTy h BaHesHy, buctabmji
Hory b Hanotue m dbicTpo saHa3a/i rpa$HHHHH
ohhuhbhhom, censflOHKy c rapHHpon, noppmo
nopoceHHa nofl xpenoM h napy safi. (3,22)
Having carefully depicted Filipp Stepanovich as a man
with almost boundless respect for his social superiors under
the old regime, Kataev then introduces him to the aristocrats
whom he so much admires. The 'Tsar' who so impresses Filipp
Stepanovich is actually a baker from the 'Peterburgskaya
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storona' who resembles Nicholas II, but who is so ordinary
that even his name is Sereda.
In the presentation of the 'Tsar' and aristocrats
Kataev uses a device which he was to return to in Vremya,
vpered'. - namely, the development of a situation which the
reader knows to be absurd or which is incomprehensible followed
later by an explanation. The initial scene is viewed through
the eyes of the drunken Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka,
whereas the explanation comes from the author himself. Thus,
Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka accept the presence of the
Tsar and the aristocracy because this is what they want to
see; and because their viewpoint predominates at this stage
of the novel, no explanation is offered to the reader for the
existence of a Tsar whom everyone knows to be dead. As a
result, although the description is perfectly realistic, it
is imbued with a feeling of grotesque unreality, the more so
since the author allows his own viewpoint to diverge from
that of his drunken heroes in one small detail - the emperor
is referred to through the passage as 'pokoinyi imperator
Nikolai Vt.' .
The use of the alcohol-affected viewpoint of the
embezzlers introduces into the style of the work an element
of fantasy similar to that produced by delirium in Ser Genri
i chert and several other stories of the 1920s. The satirical
blow is dealt by switching from the alcohol-induced fantasy
(a superb example of ostranenie) to the prosaic and sordid
reality. As an example, compare the following two passages:
Cwra we MHHyTy noKaHHyBWMMCH t^H/innn CTenaHOBHH
dw/i noflxBaseH nofl pyHH c oahoh cTopoHbi hophbtom,
a c flpyrow noHOHHUM HMnepaTopori m depewHo
floctab/ieh b cocb.ahk1io 3a/iy, r^e HaxoflH^CB dy$et.
HaBepxy, Ha xopax, 3aMrpa/i cTpyHHbm opHBCTp.
rip8CTape/ibih aflMnpa/i bbitainm/i H3 HapnaHa cropTyHa
ho/io,qy HapT. Bb^hhocbbtchms flaMbi h Mywshhu
rycbHOM notbhyrimcb h 5y$BTy, r^e ywe c/iulua^hcb
ocTpbie naqe/iyn bmhhux npo5oH. (3,59)
.Aawe qapa HHHo/iaH fl/ia sToro fle/ia BUHona/iM
HacTO/ibHO noflxoflfliuero, hto MHorne dbiBLune b
odriopoH nonaflajiH, Haw To/ibHo yen^e/iH, - ,ao Toro,
roBopnT, noxow. H, npsflCTaab cede, hto wb? Oahh
npOCTOM, OdblKHOBBHHblM dy/lohhmh c (iBTBpdy prCKOH
cTopoHy. ribflHMua h wy/ihh. flo (JiaMH/iHH Cepefla.
y Hero dopofla TaHaa, m yew Tahmb we Tosb-B-TOHb
- c/iobom, Bbl/lMTblH qapCHHM flo/ITHHHHH. (3,62)
One further example will serve to illustrate Kataev's method
of satirising the former aristocracy and those who still envy
and respect them.
CKOHfJiyWBHHO Kpy T R rOBOBOH M nBOTHO CWHMafl nofl
mbilukoh nopT(})e^b, BaHBHHa oco,/iobb/ibiMH raaaaMH
odee/i 3a/iy h Bflpyr yBM,qe.n fleeywHy, HOTopan
CHfle/ia bob 3aHyTaHHaH b nepcuflCHyio uia/ib, nonowHB
Hory Ha Hory, Hypn/ia nannpocHy h CMOTpe/ia Ha Hero
c/isrKa npMiuypeHHbiMM hbpkbcchhmh rslasana, naH 6u
roBopB: "Bu, HaweTCB, xotban, mo/io,aoh hbjiobbk,
n03HaH0MHTbCH C rpatJJHHBH? TaH bot, .qonyCTMM, H
rpapHHH. A Hy-Ha, pMCKHMTe'' > (3,59)
flofl cj)OHapeM BaHesHa HBTepne/ihbo, flpowamMMM pyHam-i
oTCMHTa/i m Bbifla/i OHBHb do/ibiuyto cyMMy. Torfla
.ABByuma 3an/iaHa/ia, npuwa/iacb, ropBHo no14e.noBa.na
b meHy, oTTo/iHHy/ia, CHa3a/ia: "^y, Mbsh, hshoh Tbi
hedphtbih" - n noBe/ia cnaTb b HanopHy, rj\e rope/i
HBpOCMHOBblH HOHHHH H no C t b h3m n0J!3a/lM HBpHblB
TapaKaHbi, a yro/i dbi/i 3aflepHyT chtl^bbum nonoroM,
aa KOTopwri noc/iuiua/iBB xpan. (3,73)
Sidel'nikova has observed that only in a drunken stupour
can the old world be raised again."1" This observation is
certainly true, but it does not go quite far enough. Filipp
Stepanovich's romantic dreams about Count Gvido and high
society obscure the reality of that society as much as does
1. T. Sidel'nikova, Valentin Kataev, p. 63.
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his drunkenness; the former age is resurrected because
people like the two embezzlers wish it to be; the Revolution
has brought no fundamental change in their outlook.
For the first of the targets for Kataev's satire -
the existence in the Soviet era of pre-revolutionary social
attitudes - the main satirical methods of the contrast
between drunken and sober viewpoints and frequent references
to Gogol's work are very effective, for they both serve to
emphasise the artificiality of the world of the embezzlers'
dreams. Kataev's use of an alcoholic haze, like a silk
screen through which everything appears different, and his
conscious stylistic references to Gogol' make Rastratchiki
a highly stylised work.
Yet, although the embezzlers' dreams are shown to be
artificial, the real world in which they find themselves is,
for most of the novel, one from which it is best to escape
into dreams. The encounters with the prostitute Isabella
in the grotesquely (and, no doubt, misleadingly) named
'Hygienic Hotel', and with the roguish book salesman illus¬
trate an important aspect of life in NEP period Russia,
namely, the opportunism of grasping people - the power of
money. The city to which the innocent embezzlers come is
as grotesque a place as ever Gogol' created; it is a city
inhabited, apparently exclusively, by rogues, prostitutes
and confidence tricksters ready to prey on such naive
newcomers as Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka.
The book salesman quickly realises that he is dealing
with embezzlers from whom he can extract a great deal of money
by veiled threats of disclosure, and he allows them to think
he is a detective:
- y neHH ecTb K BSM qaho coBceM Hedo^baioe
o0Mi4Ha/ibHoe fle.nbi4e. Bnposeri, He dy^y Bac aaflepwMBaTb.
- BwHOBaT, TOBapHiM, - Bflpyr nporoBopw/i ct>n/innn
CTenaHOBMH BblCOKOMBpHO B HOC, - BH-HO-BaT-C, H, HSK
npsflCTaBHTe^b peHTpa/ibHoro yspswfleHHH . .. To ecTb Mbi,
HaH odejiefloaaTB/iM yc/toBMH . . . 5yflynn b hbhotopom poflB
...CoSCTBBHHO, C H8M HMBIO HBCTb?
" Cekinac BU 3 TO yBMflMTe, - C HflOBHTOH yHTHBOCTblQ
CHa3a/i noceTHTe/ib a^bTOM m paa/iowH/i Ha cto/ib nopT(J)e/ib.
Bn3wa bhhtaMH npoTe3a, oh, He Toponscb, ero 0T0MHHy/i,
noiuapH/i m BbiHy/i Synary.
- HoTpyflMTecb nponecTb, tyT yHa3aH0 bob. (3,81)
Such is the relief of the embezzlers when they discover that
this latter day Porfirii Petrovich is nothing more sinister
than a book salesman, that they agree instantly to buy his
overpriced wares.
Kataev here satirises an aspect of NEP Russia, but his
liking for the scoundrel permeates his entire treatment of the
scene. Just as Ostap Bender, II'f and Petrov's roguish hero,
evokes the reader's sympathy because he has that of the authors,
so does Kataev's swindler. Like Bender (who may well have
been based in part on him) the book salesman has adapted to
NEP conditions and uses them to his advantage.
If everyone in Leningrad appears to be looking for an
easy way to make money, then everyone in Russia appears to have
a desperate craving for vodka as Kataev turns his sardonic
gaze on the problem of alcoholism. The embezzlers themselves
are drunk most of the time, which, as has been shown, affects
the style of the work by allowing Kataev to introduce the
elements of fantasy which he so loved. Other characters,
too, spend much time drinking. The prostitute Isabella says:
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' - A roBopnT, CKopo copoKarpaflycHyp BbinycTRT. . ./3,acT 6or,
flowHBeM, Torfla anecTe BbinbeM,' (3,43)
Yet, although satirising alcoholism, Kataev once again
shows some sympathy towards those who drink heavily, for
only vodka can dispel the gloom, boredom and terrible drabness
of Russia. The opening passage of the book revealed how drab
Moscow is; the provincial town of Kalinov is much worse. Its
grey streets and broken-down buildings are completely cheerless
and can be enlivened only when the inhabitants are drunk. The
cabby who takes Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka to Kalinov
repeats almost exactly Isabella's words about the need for
vodka in order to make life bearable: 3to, rpamflaHMH, BepHo,
hto Hapofl CKysHbiH,. .. Baaia HCTHHHas npaBfla. rioTony m cHysHbiM,
HTO b oflhh flOWHflaeTCH. a.act 6or, flO 3aBTpa flowmb8m -
copoHarpaflycHOH nonpofiyem.' (3,93) When the embezzlers return
to Kalinov from their short visit to the village of Upper
Berezovka the vodka is on sale and the town is completely
altered:
Topofl Ka/iMHOB Sbui HeyaHaBasM. Hyfla To/ibHO
fleba/iacb bob sro flabewhhh chyhal okha TpaHTmpob
H BHHHblX /IBBOH ribl/ia/lM. B03/ie H MX CTOHJIM TO/inbl...
Co Bcex ctopoh rperie/iH rapi*iohmhh m 6peHbHa/iM
oa/ia/iaMHM • B y^MLiax m nepey/max KOMnaHHHMM m
nOOflMHOMH© lliaTa/lMCb Ha/ihhobchmb odbib a T B J1H , nbBHUB
b flbiw. BoHpyr ctoh/1 HspaafiopHMBbiM ryji m SopMOTaHbe
ry/ibQbi. (3,109-10)
The result of drinking in Kalinov is that fights break
out and the policeman, who alone, it seems, remain sober, are
powerless to stop them. Yet the town at least shakes off the
stultifying boredom and lethargy which otherwise grip it.
Similarly, Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka resort to vodka
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to escape the crushing boredom and futility of their lives.
Their embezzlement and the (albeit illusory) freedom which
it allows them, correspond to the liberating effect of
alcohol. Thus, it is entirely appropriate that their wild
orgy of wish fulfilment should be accompanied by constant
drinking. One of the most interesting features of Rastratchiki
is that drunkenness is both a target for Kataev's satire and
one of the principal satirical devices.
3.6.4 The Characters
In discussing the influence of Gogol' and the elements
of satire in Rastratchiki, it has been necessary to consider
the major characteristics of Filipp Stepanovich Prokhorov and
Vanechka, but some further comments must be made.
Despite the interest in high society which both heroes
show, their position in life is a humble one. The professions
of accountant and cashier have connotations of humdrum routine
matched by few others. The heroes may not consciously embezzle
the money (they are pressured into it by circumstances) but the
act of wild abandon is consistent with their secret wishes and
the unrelenting tedium of their work. (Although it must be
stressed that Vanya, in particular, is not conscious of any
boredom.)
Like Khlestakov in Revizor, the heroes of Rastratchiki
remain passive throughout their adventures. The act of
embezzlement comes about largely because their colleague
Nikita is so afraid that they will abscond with the money
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before he receives his wages that he accompanies them to the
bank, and then to a restaurant, where they get drunk. The
simple Nikita takes on an almost demonic aspect through the
drunken eyes of the heroes as he accompanies them to the
station and sees them on to the train. His will appears to
dominate them in the entire opening episode, which sets the
pattern for future encounters. Almost all the characters
whom they meet in their travels manipulate the passive and
essentially innocent embezzlers.
Throughout their travels Filipp Stepanovich and
Vanechka retain the relationship of accountant and cashier.
Filipp Stepanovich authorises Vanechka to pay for various
services, using the official jargon to which they have become
accustomed. For instance, when they arrive in Leningrad,
Filipp Stepanovich hands over the railway tickets to Vanechka
with the words:
- BaHesna, npnodmn sth onpaBflaTe/ibHue
hymehTbi h fle/iy, - CHasa/i oh c toh HecnewHOH
M co/ihflhom flBJIOBHTOCTbta, c h3ko h OSblKHOBeHHO
othochjich Ha c/iymue h noflnhhehhum,
kt b ero BoofipawsHMM bob 3ta noB3flKa Bflpyr
npeACTaBM/iacb hsh BBCbMa OTSBTCTSBHHafl c/iyme6HaH
HOMaHflHpoBHa, HMeramaR aawHoe rocyflapcTBBHHoe
3HaseHne. (3,44)
3.6.5 The 'Realistic' Context
For most of its length Rastratchiki remains a comic
stylisation of NEP period Russia; its characters are grotesque,
but because the world in which they find themselves is equally
grotesque there is no sense of jarring incongruity. As Viktor
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Shklovskii puts it: ' "PacTpaTHMHn" - sto pwSa Ha sepKa/ie.
B 3Ty S/iecTHuiyto noBepxHOCTb Hs/ibss HbipHyTb. ' Shklovskii's
enlightening comment refers primarily to the characterisation
in Rastratchiki, which is not intended to show great psycho¬
logical insight. Kataev's concern is with surfaces, not
with the depths of feelings and motivation (although, as has
been shown, his characters are not entirely superficial).
Rastratchiki is a brilliant picture of one side of Russian
life as it appears to an amused observer, but, in order to
reveal it for what it is, Kataev has to contrast his picture
with another, healthier way of life. The distortion of
reality in the novel can only be appreciated by a change of
focus. If people like Isabella and the book salesman and
the two embezzlers are to be the targets of satire, the reader
must see them in the context of ordinary, hard-working people.
In the chapter in which Vanechka meets his mother the tone
becomes serious and pathetic.
XossHHa noui/ia a/ibiMH nnTHaMH. Eh B^pyr cfle/ia/iocb
fcho, sansM npnexa/i BaHeHHa M3 ropofla, h noneny y
H8ro fleHbTM, m hto T a ho h $M.nHnn CTena hob hh : Bee nan
Ha ziaflOHH. A OHa-To odpaflOBa/iacb I ["lowHBeT, flyMa/ia,
cwhoh flona, Ha TpyLUMHOH CBaflbtfe Cy^eT ryjiHTb, a to h
BOBce QCTaneTCR b ^epeBHe, 3a xo3hhctbo B03bMeTCFi.
Bce-TaKH c riywshhoh coBcen He to, hto oe3 MymHHHbi.
A Ty t t a ho h , OHaabiBaeTCH, rpex! Tan cobsctho, hto b
r/iaaa 6bi He r r\f\f[ss\a. (3,105)
The intention behind such passages may be clear enough,
but the fact remains that the pathetic tone jars with the overall
atmosphere of the work. The attempt to humanise the
Bachmachkin - like Vanechka by giving him a solid home
background strikes a discordant note. Similarly, in the
final chapter, both embezzlers wake from their dream-like state
1. V. Shklovskii, 'Syuzhet i obraz', Literaturnaya gazeta, 17
August 1932. (The quoted remark is an aside in an article
devoted to Vremya, vperedl)
and re-enter the normal realistic world. As they do so,
Kataev attempts to portray them as pathetic, but the attempt
seems misplaced in view of their earlier portraits.
#M.nMnn CTenaHOBMH 3acMefi/iCFi cyxMM, flepeasHHUM
cmbxom m can a,qpyr Mcnyra/icn sToro crcexa. Oh
OHHy/icn, nocnoTpsii aowpyr ocmuc/ibhhumm r/iasariM
h becb ocyHyjicn. Ero /lupo CTa/io ch3um. Oh c/iado
noTpora/i na^bitariH fl/iMHHyto cbokj meio. - Aha, -
CHaaa/i oh rycTbiM, bucohmm, hbmhum h cnepTuM ro/iocon,
- FIhh, mhs xy,qo. (3,126)
Or again:
rirtb JieTl H oh cTa/i ^yriatb o tom Hy,qecHOM,
samenate^bHOM m H8M36bwhom ahb hsp83 nnTb /ibt,
KOrfla OH BblHflST H 3 TfOpbMU Ha CBOdOfly. (3,128)
Just as the opening chapter had contained a long street
description which set the tone for the whole book, so does the
final chapter contain a long description of a Moscow street
scene. But this time, the scene is quite different. Instead
of the drab November day on which everything appeared depressing,
the final street scene takes place on a fine, frosty March
day, with a corresponding change in the mood of the city.
Co/ihqs onycHa/iocb 3a cmhhb kpuwh. Posobob,
CO B BpUiB H HO HHCTOB Hedo XOpOUJO M HSWHO CTOR/IO 3a
Kyno/iaMM CTpacTHoro MOHacTypa, Hhbh nafla/i c de/ibix
bbtbbh dy/ibBapa. Tbbpaum chst SMawa/i m Tpema/i nofl
nOflOUJBaMM - C8/1MTpOH. /],BOpHHHM CdpaCUBa/lM C HpbllllH
nRTHaTaiHHoro Ha$e/ibHoro flona chbt. n/ioTHue njiacTu
BU/18T a/lM Ha OtDMOpOHHOH B UCO T 8 M3"3a H3 pH M 33 B rOJiydOM
flUMy H, yBBRHHHBaflCb, HeCRHCb BHM3 HOMnaHTHblMH
uiTyHaMH de^oro naTepna-na, pa3BopaHHBaRCb Ha ziBTy
bo/ihmctumh cTo/idann daTHCTa, h XRonaRHCb, pa3/ieTaHCb
b nbi/ib y nofloiiJBu flOMa. CaHHue horbh m tpambahhbie
pe/ibcu d/iMCTaRM Ha noBopoTax cads/ibHbiM 3 s p Ha ji qm ■
Hepe3 .qopory nofl dapadaH BawHo nepexofln/i OTpafl nnoHepos.
PadttiaHOBLiu b na/ibTMiimax Ha pud ben Mexy nepecHaHHBa/iH
c Horn Ha Hory mrh zienn/iH npyr ^pyry s cnnny CHentHaMH
...Topofl fluma/i mo/io^um fluxaHHBM B3flu m xoflbdu. (3,127)
The change of focus by which Kataev allows the reader
to see past the artificial, stylised world of the embezzlers
to a different reality where honest people work soberly
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corresponds on a larger scale to the device which he uses
elsewhere in the book of contrasting a distorted view of
something with an undistorted view. However, important
though the street scene is for contrast, the final pathetic
view of the embezzlers beginning their sentences remains an
excrescence on the grotesque, emotionless, Gogolian canvas
of Rastratchiki.
3.6.6 Concluding Remarks
Rastratchiki is undoubtedly Kataev's most significant
work of the 1920s and one of the best works he has ever produced.
In it he stands back and observes with evident sardonic satis¬
faction the contradictions of NEP society. The picture he
paints is a very funny, yet very depressing one. But Kataev's
interest appears to be that of the amused observer rather than
that of the passionately involved participant who would like
to change that society. His work is satirical, but it lacks
bitterness. In Rastratchiki several features of Kataev's
work of the 1920s come together to form a mature and satisfying
novel. The sharp sense of humour, the portrayal of unusual
states of mind, the love of parody and stylisation, the ambiguous
attitude towards those who have adapted to Soviet society - all
of these are common aspects of Kataev's work in this decade,
and all feature in Rastratchiki. Above all, perhaps, the
mixture of realism and fantasy, of sober, accurate descriptions
and unusual distortions and associations marks Rastratchiki as
the work of the mature Kataev. Not until the 1960s was such a




Towards the end of the 1920s there was a strong upsurge
of interest in the theatre and, in particular, a desire to see
new Soviet plays in production. The Moscow Arts Theatre
played a leading role in the development of Soviet drama, and
both Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko were eager to
attract to the theatre those young prose writers like Leonov,
Ivanov, Kataev and Olesha whose stories and novels were then
being published. At Stanislavskii*s suggestion, meetings
between actors, directors and potential playwrights were held
both in the theatre and in Stanislavskii's flat."1" The authors
who were invited included Vs. Ivanov, Leonov, Kataev, Lidin,
Bulgakov and (a little later) Olesha and Afinogenov. Since
the authors mentioned were mainly prose writers it is not
surprising that early productions of Soviet works at MKhAT
were sometimes dramatisations of stories and novels, as was
the case with Ivanov's Bronepoezd 14-69 and with the theatre's
most successful Soviet play - Bulgakov's Dni Turbinykh.
Kataev, too, was approached by MKhAT and asked to write a
play based on Rastratchiki. An acquaintance has described
what this honour meant to a young, as yet relatively unknown
author:
1. N. Gorchakov, 'Rabota K.S. Stanislavskogo nad sovetskoi p'esoi'
in Voprosy rezhissury (M., 1954), pp. 84-143.
2. One of Kataev's stories - Avtor (2,197-209) - recounts the
feelings of a young writer in such famous company. For a
satirical picture of Moscow Arts Theatre personnel at this
time see Bulgakov's Teatral'nyi roman. M. B ulgakov, Romany
(M., 1973), pp. 273-420.
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riMCaTb ribecy Ann do/ibujon cqeHbi HocHOBCHoro
XyflowscTBBHHoro TeaTpa - Mor/ia 6u duTb
dd'/ibLuan MBCTb fl/in ^MtspaTopal HaTasB c
ro/)QBOM ytuB/i b paooTy, mu, ero TOBapMmn no ^
nepy, npeBpaTM/iMCb b rpocthux 60jis/ibiuMKOB.
2
Rastratchiki received its premier on 20 April 1928.
Much can be learned about the nature of Kataev's satirical
talent from the story of the production and the quarrels between
Stanislavskii and the author. Speaking twenty years after the
production Kataev stated his intentions in writing the play in
the following manner:
y mbhh 6bi/i cboh saribice/i: rpoTBCH, caTMpuHecKaR
(JiaHTacTHHa - owmb a st npoLunoe, qapb ysacTByBT, -
BCB 3T0 CMeiUHO, ypOfl/lMBO, (JjeepHHBCKM HBBBpOHTHO ■ .
c/iobom auflyMHa, $aHTacriaropHH. ^
Stanislavskii was well aware, in theory at least, that
it is impossible for a director to make of a play something
completely different from the author's intention. In discussing
his mistake over the production of Rastratchiki he said: 'B
aBTope, s tqm, HaKOM oh, cHpbiT noHTH BCBf-fla ceHpBT ycnexa
4
HauiBH pewMccepcHOH padoTbi.' However, in practice he frequently
departed from this principle and, carried away by his own idea
of a play, forced the author to make changes which were ultimately
5
harmful. Such was the case with Rastratchiki. Stanislavskii
was later to admit that his production was too heavy, laden as
it was with the weight of almost Dostoevskian psychology which
1. I. Kremlev, V literaturnom stroyu, p. 200.
2. N. Gorchakov^ 'Rabota K.S. Stanislavskogo...', p. 95.
3. Quoted in L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 200.
4. N. Gorchakov, 'Rabota K.S. Stanislavskogo...', p. 103.
5. P. Markov asserts that this was a general characteristic of
the great director and not merely confined to his handling of
Rastratchiki. See P. Markov, '0 Stanislavskom', Pravda teatra
(M., 1965) , p. 27.
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it could not bear. The character of Filipp Stepanovich as
played by Tarkhanov was particularly distant from Kataev's
original creation. He was much more of a deliberate criminal
than the character in the novel and in his behaviour there was
none of that passivity which leads the character almost acciden¬
tally into crime."'" Such an interpretation was clearly more
than the light structure of the play could take and, as Markov
has said: 'jier-Han THaHb nbecbi nocTeneHHo pa3pyujH/iacb m nbeca
2
noTepn/ia cbohctbbhhog en obafiHMS.'
Stanislavskii's attempts to raise the play's significance
to a cosmic level (the phrase is his) and to see behind the
Gogolian trappings a moral concern for man of truly Gogolian
depth ran counter to Kataev's intentions, and was undoubtedly
3
the major factor in the failure of the production. Kataev's
play, like the novel on which it was based, contains much that
is reminiscent of Gogol', but the adoption of a Gogolian style
did not mean that Kataev was a new Gogol'. The play is
satirical but it is full of very good-humoured satire; the
author's imitation of Gogol' amounts to gently ironic parody.
It was the failure to accept the play for what it was that
misled Stanislavskii.
Stanislavskii himself came to see that he had misread
Kataev's play and to appreciate the validity of the author's
1. A description of the production and Tarkhanov's interpretation
of the role of Filipp Stepanovich may be found in E. Polyakova,
'Iz opyta MKiATa nad p'esami sovetskikh dramaturgov 1917-41' in
Teatr i dramaturg (M., 1959), p. 136.
2. PT Markov, '0 Stanislavskom', p. 28.
3. The play ran for only eighteen performances. See F.
Mikhal'skii and M. Rogachevskii, Moskovskii Khudozhestvennyi
teatr v sovetskuyu epokhu (M., 1974), p. 545.
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talent, even although it was not of the sort that he had
originally taken it to be:
R He noHH/i nosepK HaTaeBa, ero BHfleHMe jinjabh,
CObblTHH; HaCTHOB, HO HpHOe HB/ieHHe H B03NM6J1
we/iaHne bosbsctm b chmbo/i. kl norops/i...
KaTaeB asjimhojienHbiH HaS/iraflaTe/ib, ocTpun,
tohhmh, ho a to He Toro/ib! Oh He CTpenmtch
BSflbldMTb M H p ! OT 3 TOT 0 sro TBOpseCTBO He
MBHee noHBTHo. Oho HsceT /ncflRM pa#ocTb,
HOTOPOM He TaH yw MHOrO B 1HH3HH, OHO He
3acTabjihbt hx npHCTa/ibHO bt.nnflbiBaTbCFi b TBHeBbie
CTOpOHbl HX OblTHFI, 6opOTbCR C HHMH.^-
In this assessment Stanislavskii has come very close to
the true nature of Kataev's satirical work in the second half
of the 1920s, the essential features of which include amused
observation and great good humour.
3*7.2 Kvadratura kruga
Kataev's most successful play was Kvadratura kruga
2
which he wrote in 1927. Following productions at the Teatr
Satiry and the Moscow Arts Theatre (the latter directed by
Gorchakov), the play was staged by many amateur and professional
companies throughout the Soviet Union and has since been
3
performed in many countries.
The play is a light-hearted comedy in which two young
couples, forced by the housing shortage to share a room,
discover that they have made the wrong choice of partner, and
eventually change partners. Three of the young people are
Komsomol members, and some of the humour derives from their use
1. Stanislavskii quoted in N. Gorchakov 'Rabota K.S.
Stanislavskogo...', p. 103. My italics.
2. For Kataev's comments on the writing of Kvadratura kruga
see Sovremennyi teatr, 1928 , No. 39, p. 614-.
3. For an idea of the play's popularity see Yu.O. (Yurii
Olesha), 'Chto na afishe?', 30 dnei, 1928, No. 10, pp. 80-2.
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of current Communist jargon, but essentially the play is too
good-humoured to be satirical at the expense either of the
Komsomol or the acute housing problem. It owes more to the
traditional French farce than to its contemporary setting among
Komsomol students. According to one reviewer the first
production at the Teatr Satiry failed because the director did
not understand this. Sobolev writes: ' CneKTaK/ib "CaTupw"
HMCHO/ibHo hb norior HaTaeBy. HanpoTMB - oh oHa3a/i eciy .qypHyra
yc/iyry, noflsepHHyB b nbecs to, hto RB/iReTCR b hbm npnTRHyTbiM
2
3a yiilH - BSCb 3TOT RHOdbl HOMCOMOJlbCHMM M ByaOBCHMH SbIT • '
In the Moscow Arts Theatre production Gorchakov, who
had learned much from the failure of his colleague Sudakov
(under the influence of Stanislavskii) to present Rastratchiki
with sufficient light-heartedness, set out to emphasise the
purely comic aspect of Kvadratura kruga. In his notes
intended to help the actors he stresses that the play is above
all a joke and must be played accordingly: 'HuHaHwx "BonpocoB"
nbBca He cTabmt, hmhshmx "npod/ieri" He pa3peuiaeT. Ha,qo Teepflo
riOMHHTb , HTO 3T0 TOJlbHO BBCe/iaR UJyTHa - BOfleBM/lb. BblBOfl fl/IR
nocTaHOBU4HKa: hb MCHaTb b nbece pa3peuieHMR BonpocoB "ceMBMHoro
3
SuTa", "hoboh Mopa/in" H.T.n.'
1. See the review signed with the initial V. in Nasha gazeta,
30 September 1928 : ' B3hb cxeny sanaflHO-BBponeMCHOw aflio/ibTepHon
HoneflHH (nyTaHnqa Mywew meHaiHM, o£jmeh cynpyrariH), "fl/iR
coBpeMBHHocTki" nepeHBCR fleficTBHe b HOMCOMO/ibCKyra cpe^y h npwflaa
HHTpure "coBeTCHyio" 3ab r3Hy (TecHOTa wH/inROiyaflM) B. HaTaeB
flOBHO nocTpOH/i MHTpury nbecbi, Hano/iHHB ee aSu/ineM CMeujHbix
no/ioweHHH, noBTopRtomnxcR b pa3Hbix BapHRpuRX, HacbiTHB flHaJiorn
fleHCTByhjlUMX J1HL4 (Jje/lbeTOHHblMH C JlOBBHHaMH . '
2. Yu. Sobolev, 'Kvadratura kruga', Vechernyaya Moskva,
21 September 1928.
3. N. Gorchakov, 'Rezhisserskie kommentarii k p'ese V. Kataeva
Kvadratura kruga', introduction to V. Kataev, Kvadratura kruga
(M. ,-L. , 1929 ), p. 5 2.
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Kvadratura kruga shares several of the features of
Kataev's humorous sketches and short stories to the extent
that it can be considered an integral rather than a peripheral
part of his work of the 1920s. The situation which serves
as a plot is anecdotal, recalling the many everyday situations
round which Kataev's sketches are constructed. As in the
majority of the sketches the amusing incongruity of the
situation is exploited largely for its own sake, and the
author's innate good humour predominates over any harsher
tones suggested by the situation and vitiates any satirical
point. Within the greater framework of a three act play
Kataev develops character more than he does in a short sketch,
but his four young people are still types rather than indivi¬
duals and the play resembles the sketches in being a comedy
of situation rather than of character. The figure of
Emil'yan Chernozemnyi, who is a parody of the inferior
imitators of Esenin, is drawn entirely from Kataev's sketch
Emil'yan Chernozemnyi. (2 ,167-73)
So closely does Kvadratura kruga resemble the sketches
published in Gudok and other newspapers that it can be
considered a development in a different genre of these
sketches. But some details also echo or anticipate Kataev's
longer stories of the 1920s. The extreme shortage of living
accommodation which leads to people having to share a room is
dealt with in both Bezdel'nik Eduard and Rebenok; Lyudmila,
with her concern for material possessions, especially a blanket,
anticipates the figure of Shurka in Veshchi (although Lyudmila
needs to feed her husband, whereas Shurka starves hers). In
»
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Scene 13 of Act 1 Vanya and Tonya recall their brief love
affair of a year ago in terms which bring to mind Kataev's
story Zimoi:
TaKne-to aena, ToHesHa. A to .qepeBo Ha
riaTpMapwHx npyflax nomhmiub? ^bcatob c Hpato,
0c/1h CHMTaTb OT rpe/lHH ? . . . Fl Beflb nOTOM bch3
HOHb Hanpo/ieT.. . Tw 3HaeuJb...A Ha flpyrow ^eHb
Han oiiia/ie/ibiH no bcbm Mockbe...CHer bine, noriHto,
aa/imi. . . Bcio rpyflb 3a_nenn.no... M pecHHqbt, sHaewb,
urojiOHHaMH TaHMMH . . .3xna 1 (7,24)
Just as Filipp Stepanovich and Vanechka in Rastratchiki never
cease to use the official language of bureaucrats, even in
their personal relationship, so do Tonya and Abram use current
Komsomol jargon to define their relationship to each other (an
incongruity which results in some humour).
All of these examples serve to illustrate the close
links between Kvadratura kruga and Kataev's prose works of
the period. But it is also necessary to take a wider view,
for in the 1920s Kataev frequently parodied popular works or
genres (examples include Ostrov Erendorf, Povelitel' zheleza
and Rastratchiki). Similarly, in Kvadratura kruga Kataev
takes the popular theme of the sexual morality of young people,
especially Komsomol members, and treats it in his own joking
manner. Most important in a whole series of works devoted to
the theme of love among members of the Komsomol are Bez cheremukhi
and Luna s pravoi storony by P. Romanov and S. Malashkin
respectively.1 Kataev's approach to the 'problem' of sex,
marriage, and morality is indicated by an incident in Act 2
1. Other works on this theme include N. Nikitin, Prestuplenie
Kirika Rudenko (M., 1934) (written in 1927); N. Nikandrov,
Put' k zhenshchine (M., 1927). For a discussion of this theme
in literature of the period see V. Buznik, 'Povest' 20-kh
godov', in V. Kovalev (ed.), Russkaya sovetskaya povest'...,
pp. 204-6.
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Scene 3 in which Abram and Tonya use two pages of Luna s
pravoi storony to wrap sausage. VJhen Abram looks to see if
any sausage is left Tonya says:
Hy hto, ocTa/iocb?
Acipan: OcTajiocb. Abb cTpaHMpu us "/lyHbi c
npaBOM CTopoHbi". (rioHa3biBaeT /ihctoh)
Mowen co/iM,qHO saHycHTb. (riBHa/ibHO
ycMBxaBTCfi) Xal (7,30)
Abram constantly asks himself whether his actions are 'ethical' ;
moreover he does not restrict this question to matters of sexual
morality, but applies it to petty acts such as taking a slice
of his room-mate's sausage. In this way Kataev constantly
makes fun of the ethical dilemmas posed in works like Bez
cheremukhi and Luna s pravoi storony. The Party's campaign
for solid family relations which was beginning at the time of
the play's publication, adds to Abram's ethical dilemma:
'CeroflHFi 3anHca/ics .. . 3aBTpa pacnHca/icH . . . flocjieaaBTpa ontiTb
3annca.ncH. Hto noflynatot pebnta ms panHona? Hto cHaweT
TOBapwm cp/ia bum?' (7,50) But here, as elsewhere, Kataev does
not allow the tone to become heavy. Abram's 'problem' may be
dealt with seriously in ether works of literature, but in
Kvadratura kruga it is part of a joke.
The most remarkable feature of the play is its simplicity.
Apart from the four central characters only two others play a
significant part; namely, the Party secretary Flavii and the
'poet' Emel'yan Chernozemnyi, neither of whom can be considered
a success. Flavii acts purely as a raisonneur, and the intro¬
duction into the play of Emel'yan adds little. Thus the play
revolves almost entirely around the four central characters -
Abram, Vasya, Tonya and Lyudmila. Kataev's basic method is one
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of repetition and near-repetition. Almost every scene
involving two of the characters corresponds to a scene
involving the other two, and often the dialogue is repeated
with only minor variations. Yet the effect achieved is
never one of tedious repetitiveness, for much of the humour
derives precisely from the way in which each of the characters
confronts the same situation, and, for this, repetition is
required.
In the end the four young people admit their mistake
and change partners. No one has suffered permanently as a
result of his or her mistake. Kataev treats all four
characters with equal warmth and gentle irony - Lyudmila,
the rather vulgar practical girl; Tonya, the idealistic,
impractical Komsomol member; Vasya, the lively,, stylish
extrovert; and Abram, the quiet, thoughtful Komsomol - all
are viewed with equal affection by the author.
Kataev's warm humour and affection for his characters
is disarming and incompatible with true satire. In Kvadratura
kruga the essential features of Kataev's humorous works of
the 1920s can be seen at their clearest, and the play exemplifies
the reasons why most of his humorous writing in this decade
has the appearance of being satirical, but actually lacks the
bite required for effective satire.
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3.7.3 Into the 1930s. Million terzanii and Doroga Tsvetov
As will be shown in the next chapter, the 1930s proved
to be an important transitional period for Kataev. In the
early years of the decade he strove to transform himself from
a Fellow Traveller into an active supporter of the regime.
This process can be seen by comparing Kvadratura kruga with
two plays of the early 1930s - Million terzanii (193f) and
Doroga tsvetov (1933).
In the later plays a harsher edge transforms comedy
into satire. Allowing for the genre differences, both plays
recall Zolotoe pero, for, as in that story, Kataev's satire
is aimed at the Russian intelligentsia. But, whereas
Academician Shevelev was portrayed realistically and with
a certain degree of respect, both Ekipazhev and Zav'yalov
(the heroes of the plays) are represented as mere parasites,
pretending to be intellectuals.
Ekipazhev, the hero of Million terzanii, is a former
land-owner who now has no one to whom he can 'pass on the
banner' of the family tradition, since his son has joined the
police force and his younger daughter has married a common
worker. His hopes rest on the husband of his newly-married
elder daughter, a certain Ananasov, a scion of an old Russian
liberal intellectual family. The major device upon which the
plot hinges is the common one of mistaken identity as Ekipazhev,
who has not met either of his sons-in-law, mistakes the drunken
boorish aristocrat Ananasov for the worker Parasyuk, and vice
versa. In the course of the confrontation between Ekipazhev
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and the positive characters (Parasyuk and his family) it becomes
clear that 'the representative of Russian culture' knows nothing
about art or literature or any of the other subjects which he
claims are so important to him. For years he has been under
the impression that a portrait of Dostoevskii which hangs on
his wall is of Belinskii. The Parasyuks are far more knowledge¬
able and cultured than he is. As one of his neighbours remarks
of him: 'Bbiaydpn/im ^ecHTb c/iob: mhtb/i-nnrehl^mh, Mflea/ibi,
npnHi4nribi, npon3Bo/i, 3 h am s - m HpHHMTe Ha Bcto, BCto HBapTwpy,
Kan nonyran.' (7,74)
Ekipazhev's intellectual dishonesty is matched by his
moral dishonesty. He sells the diamond earrings which his wife
had left as dowries for her daughters and then loses the money
at the race track. He attempts to assert what might almost be
termed the droit de seigneur with his lodger Shura (reflecting,
no doubt, his pre-revolutionary habits), and, despite his fine
words, he is heavily in debt. Kataev's satirical weapon in
debunking Ekipazhev is the juxtaposition of the latter's crude
and immoral behaviour and his nobly expressed sentiments:
Han Tbi CMeeuJb rpydnTb OTuy! Mto TedH Haysn.n?
3Knna>KBBbi HHKorfla He rpydMiiH cbomm OTLiaM. C/ibiwHUJb
HM-Hor-fla! SHMnaweBbi BbicoHO flepma/iH SHans pyccKOH
mhte/i/)nreHi4HH m cbhto nepe^a/in ero h3 pyK b pyhh,
h3 noHo/ieHMH b fioKo/iBHHS. Tboh npaflefl BbicoHO flepwa/i
3Hanfl. Tbom flefl BbicoHQ .gspwa/i 3HaMR. Tboh ote 14
BbicoHO .qepwa/i 3HaMH. H flo chx nop eme flepwht
.qOBOilbHO BblCOHO, HBCMOTpH HM Ha HTO . Hy fla . CBHTOe
3H3MR CBOdOflbl M dopbdbl. (7,70)
The play is a vehicle for the satirical exposure of
Ekipazhev, and in the main it succeeds in unmasking him, despite
one or two excesses which threaten the characterisation (for
instance the incident in which Ekipazhev spits into a neighbour's
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soup pot or the entire episode of the lavatory key). Where
the play is weak is in the portrayal of the positive characters,
especially the model working family - the Parasyuks. In one
production of the play the scene in which Ekipazhev meets the
Parasyuks was omitted.^" The reviewers of the play were eager
to stress the need for positive characters in a Soviet play
but they criticised Kataev's attempts. One of them wrote:
HoBbm 6biT, HOTopuM nuTaBTCfi HadpocaTb KaTaeB,
pHCyeTCH HM 3HaMMTB jlbHO 6/ieflHee, C HSpRflHOM
flOJiefi CXBMaTHHHOCTM • llpM BCBH TenJlOTB, C
ho to p o h bbieeflehbt a b to poM (})nrypbi ceribH
flapacKjHOB eriy He yflaeTcs HsdasnTbCR ot
HeHOTOpOH C^amaBOCTH.
The reviewers were correct to draw attention to the
weakness of the play's positive characters in comparison to
Ekipazhev. (None of them pointed out, however, that there is
nothing more difficult than the portrayal of positive characters
in a satirical comedy.) The problem for the dramatist was
that if he ignored positive characters he was accused of a
one-sided picture of Soviet reality, whereas if he portrayed
positive characters they were inevitably pale alongside his
central negative character.
Kataev made one more major attempt in 1933 to overcome
the problem in his play Doroga tsvetov, the central character
of which is a writer and broadcaster called Zav'yalov. Unlike
Ekipazhev, who hated everything new, Zav'yalov makes a pretence
of being a new man, unfettered by such relics of the past as
marital fidelity. His pamphlets and radio talks are about the
1. V. Ermans, 'Million terzanii', Sovetskoe iskusstvo,
15 December 1932.
2. A. Dorokhov, 'Dva milliona terzanii', Vechernyaya Krasnaya
gazeta, 4 June 1933.
society of the future which will be free of 'the grave of love',
as he calls marriage. His speech is peppered with phrases
like 'Nietzsche's superman' which he does not understand but
which he has heard and jotted down. In the course of the
play he puts into practice his stated views on marriage by
deserting his wife and moving from one woman to another. (One
of the comic devices is that a messenger trying to give him a
parcel is unable to keep up with his changes of address.)
At the end of the play when, as is inevitable, he is left
alone, he shows that his view of the freedom of love applies
to himself only, for he tries to assert his rights over the
wife whom he had earlier deserted, thus denying her the freedom
he had sought for himself. The play is an interesting attack
on the idea of the free man which was prevalent in the 1920s,
leading to an increase in the incidence of broken marriages
and free love, but which was officially condemned in the more
conservative atmosphere of the 1930s, when the social and
political value of stable marriage was fully appreciated.
Doroga tsvetov was written at a time when Kataev was
moving towards a much greater degree of ideological commitment
(evident in Vremya, vperedi). In the report on his work which
he presented to the Seventeenth Party Congress he wrote:
3noxa wHpoHoro copHa/iHCTMHecKoro HacTyn/ieHHH,
npeflnpwHfiToro napTnew Ha bcbx $poHTax, OTHpbi/ia
fl/is mehh WMpoHaHWMe ropn30HTbi - yHa3a/ia mhb mob
nHcare/ibCKoe MecTo, mohd kohkpethynj 3aflany.
And again:
YcTaHaB/iHBatoTca Mewfly /iiG£bMM HOBbie othoiiiehmr,
3aflaHM nHcaTe/iFi rpaHflH03H0 BbipacTaiooT. flepsfl
1. V. Kataev, 'Raport semnadtsatomu' in P. Yudin (ed.), Pisateli
XVII parts'ezdu (M. , 1934), pp. 104-7. (Quoted extract pp.
104-5.)
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rmcaTe/ieM bo Becb pocT BCTaeT pe/iutf pnfl Tern,
TpeOyicmHx caMoro uinpoKoro oxeaTa - /itodoBb,
CeMbFI, TBDpseCTBO, COdCTBBHHOCTb, CHaCTbB,
rope, paflocTb, no/ioflocTb, cTapocTb, powfleHne,
CMepTb. Bee 3 TO Haflo nO-HOBOMy OCBBTMTb,
nO-HOBOMy MCTOJIHOBaTb H yTBepflHTb.
Doroga tsvetov is an attempt to deal with an old theme
- that of hypocrisy - in the new way demanded by the author in
his near contemporary article, by juxtaposing the hypocrite
Zav'yalov, the self-proclaimed new man, and the really new
people who look on property as communal, and who regard the
bonds that bind people not in a possessive light but as the
result of deep mutual love and respect. While Zav'yalov
merely talks about the future, Tanya's mother, Zhenya, and
Tanya herself, are actively building it. Tanya's mother
tries to explain this to Zav'yalov:
MaTb: Fl roBopto o ton, hto nbi He To/ibHO neHTaen 0
by,nymeM, ho #e/iaeM dyflymes. Cbohmh cobctbbhhumh
pyHan m . Bee no-CBoeriy fle/iaen ero. M fi fle/iaio, m
TaHbKa fle/iaeT, m WeHbhta flenaer, w bu flo/tmHbi fle/iaTb -
3aBbfl^oB: noaao/ibTe! A fi pa3Be He .Ae/iaiol HaH bu
cTpaHHo paccyw^aeTeI Moe fle/10, bto mob c/iobo.
MaTb: BepHo. Th m flo/iweh cbohm Tajibht/imbum c/iobom
COflBHCTBOBaTb, oSbflCHBTb , M O 0 M JIM 3 0 B a Tb Maccbi Ha
flOCTMWBHMe aToro npeHpacHoro dy^ymero. rioHa3aTb
CBH3b Hactofuoero c dyflymnM. HoHKpeTHO, pea/ibHol
3aBbR/ioB: Ha, ho mor aa^asa - Boodme...
MaTb: To-to h 6e,qa, hto Boodine! (7,165)
Kataev's increasingly evident stance of ideological
commitment has dispelled the good humour which was an ingredient
of his satire in the 1920s. The hypocritical Zav'yalov is
attacked more viciously than any preceding character. But
that stance of ideological commitment, together, no doubt, with
1. 'Raport semnadtsatomu', p. 107.
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the external pressure by literary critics and reviewers with
which it was connected, leads Kataev to introduce positive
characters who destroy the effectiveness of the play. A scene
such as that quoted above is too obviously manufactured by the
author; the positive characters remain unconvincing. Even
so, Kataev was criticized by one reviewer for presenting too
negative a view of Soviet life: 'Ho bcjih cyflMTb no flopore
UB8T0B , TO Hawa M Hor 00 6 pa 3 Ha H flBMCTBMTe/lbHOCTb 0Ha3blBaeTCB
bhb no.riH apsHMH KaTaeBa. J\nn Hsro oHa b stom nbscs TO/ibHO
(J) 0 H H MCTOHHMH OTblCHaHHR B HBM eujB HBMCT /leBLUMX HaCTMU CTapOTO . ' ^
The tone of this review is an indication of the official
attitude towards satire in the 1930s. It was becoming
increasingly difficult to write effective satire. (Although
it must be pointed out that some fine works were written by
writers like II'f and Petrov.) After Doroga tsvetov Kataev
ceased to write satire as such, confining himself to individual
portraits in non-satirical works such as that of Madame
Storozhenko in Beleet parus odinokii.
3.8 Critical Responses to Kataev's Work of the 1920s
The earliest reviews of Kataev's work date from 1925 and
consist of brief comments on the parody novels Ostrov Erendorf
and Povelitel' zheleza as well as the collection of stories
entitled Bezdel'nik Eduard. The most interesting remarks are
those of V. Krasil'nikov about Bezdel'nik Eduard. The reviewer
notes Kataev's relatively skilful handling of plot and remarks
1. V. Golubov, ' Kuda vedet doroga tsvetoV?', Sovetskoe iskusstvo,
17 May 1934.
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on the division of his works into many very short chapters, a
feature which he links with the techniques of the cinema.^
The one-sided, stylised characters are also reminiscent of
the types established by the cinema. In general the reviewer
is more impressed by Kataev's technical skill than by the
content of his works; the heroes of the Civil War stories
are seen by him as anti-Soviet (but fortunately impotent)
members of the intelligentsia. There is no suggestion in the
review, however, that such characters ought not to form part
of Soviet literature. On the contrary, Krasil'nikov appears
to welcome (albeit in guarded terms) a new author.
On its appearance in 1927 the collection entitled
Rastratchiki was greeted with considerable interest and several
2
reviews were devoted to it. Almost all of the reviewers
praised the title story, but criticised the other stories in
the collection as weak and uninteresting experiments. Some
reviewers of Rastratchiki correctly identified the mixture of
fantastic and realistic styles as the key to the novel's success.
One reviewer, for example, wrote:
B a to h nosBCTH ecTb HaHafl -to ocTpan "cyMacujeflUJMHKa" .
Pea+iHCTMHecKoe onncaHMe HeaaMSTHo nepexoflHT a
rpoTecHOBoe m wmbub /lnqa noflMBHMBaraTcn MacHaMH.
nepeH/iHisaHHeM noBboth na i-i/iockoctm pea/ibHOH b
n/iocHOCTb nppea+ibyyi-a flocTMraeTCfi oco6eHHan
ocTpoTa paccHaaa.
This view was echoed by other reviewers, including A. Lezhnev
1. Krasil'nikov's untitled review appeared in Pechat' i
revolyutsiya, 1925, No. 5-6, pp. 521-2.
2. See, for example, the following reviews:
N. Smirnov, Novyi mir, 1927, No. 9, pp. 218-9.
M. Maizel', Zvezda, 1927, No. 6, pp. 156-7.
A. Lezhnev, Pechat' i revolyutsiya, 1927, No. 4, pp.
V. Ermilov, Pravda ^ 29 April 19 27.
A. Shafir, Krasnaya nov', 1927, No. 6, pp. 262-3.
3. M. Maizel~ 'Rastratchiki' , p. 156.
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in Pechat' i revolyutsiya: '3Ta mctopmr mmsqt - npw bcsm
oSuflBHHOCTM CBOBrQ CHJWBT a H HSCOMHBHHOH pea/lbHOCTM SUTa ~
hbhto $ahTacthsschob . ' The Novyi mir reviewer, N. Smirnov,
wrote: 'B stom noBboth KaTaeB oneHb yflasHO CMHTsaMpoBan
2
rpOTBCHHOCTb H pea/lMBM.'
These reviewers accept the notion that the Russia
portrayed by Kataev is not a photographic reproduction of the
real Russia, but a land where, for satirical and artistic
purposes, certain negative features have been exaggerated.
On this point Lezhnev says: Tlepefl repoaMM KaTaeBa pa3BepTbiBaeTca
3
HaHaa-To npHspanHaa Pocchr, onycTotueHHaa, HBWMBaR. ..' He
goes on to distinguish between Kataev's point of view and that
of his heroes, emphasising that reality in the book is
apprehended through the eyes of the embezzlers, and this is
why it appears so distorted.
For the critics of a slightly later period - the early
1930s - such a distinction between the points of view of an
author and his characters was no longer possible, and Kataev
came under attack for a one-sided representation of Russia in
Rastratchiki. V. Rossolovskaya, for example, writes: 'B
"PaCTpaTHMKax" Ba/IBHTMH HaTa8B nOBTOpRBT BCB MHpOB033peHHBCHHB
* - i4H nO/lHTHMBCHHB OLUMSkM, HOTOpUB CBOHCTBBHHbl BrO CaTHpe B pe/ldM.'
I. Mashbits-Verov's criticism of Rastratchiki (and of the rest
of Kataev's work of the 1920s) will be considered in due course.
The collection of stories entitled Otets, which appeared
the following year, was also praised, notably by A. Derman who
1. A. Lezhnev, 'Rastratchiki', p. 193.
2. N. Smirnov, 'Rastratchiki', p. 219.
3. A. Lezhnev, 'Rastratchiki', p. 193.
4. V. Rossolovskaya, 'Tvorchestvo Valentina Kataeva*,
Molodaya gvardiya, 1933, No. 6, p. 126.
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was particularly impressed by Kataev's portrait of the old man
in the title story."'" Significantly, though, Derman closes
his very positive review with a warning that: 'MaHepa m CTM/ib
nncaT8/lR - Bbipa3HTB/1bHbl M OCTpbl, HO C B 0 SO 6 pa 3 HO C Tb M CJlOWHOCTb
mx fle/iaeT paccHa3bi HaTasBa ^ocTynHu noHHMaHHui /lMiub noflroTOBzieHHoro
HMTaTSjiH. 1 Derman's reservations were understandable, consider¬
ing the nature of the journal in which his review appeared, but
similar criticisms were to be levelled at Kataev in 1930 which
were far more serious for the author and undoubtedly affected
considerably his development as a writer.
In September and November 1930 a two-part article
criticising Kataev in the most severe terms appeared in the
RAPP journal Na literaturnom postu. Its author, I. Mashbits-
Verov, reviewed the entire corpus of Kataev's work of the 1920s
and, while admitting that it had some merit (notably the sharp
observation, the wit and the sophistication of style), he found
that generally speaking Kataev had been a negative influence in
Soviet literature. The essential point of his argument is
contained in a brief paragraph near the beginning of the article:
'Oh HB BOCnMTblBaBT M3 HHTaTB/IBM CoppOB , HO 3ST0 (nyCTb HB0C03H3HH0)
BocnMTbiBaeT "cymecTBOBatb/ibm", TaK CHaaaTb, 6e3flyMHbix,
3
"Hac/iamflBHueB " WHSHH. '
An analysis of the underlying philosophy of Ryzhie
krestiki, Zheleznoe kol'tso and, especially, Otets, leads the
critic to the conclusion that Kataev fails to condemn his
characters (notably Petr Sinaiskii) because their behaviour
1. A. Derman, 'Otets', Kniga i profsoyuzy, 1929, No. 1, p. 41.
2. I. Mashbits-Verov, 'Na grani', Na literaturnom postu, 1930,
No. 9, pp. 35-46; and No. 11, pp^ 47-56.
3. 'Na grani', Part 1, p. 35.
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is the result of some general law of life and it can no more
be condemned than can the fact that a man eats, drinks or
breathes. Kataev's error, according to Mashbits-Verov, is
that in his philosophy all of life is beautiful. Speaking
of the line about the nature of life and happiness which recurs
in several stories of the 1920s he says: 'TawoB nepBun,
opraHMsyKJinMM nosecTb, ^ Otbuj /impmhbchmh motmb, ytbepwflasiiumfi
WMSHb, HaH OHa "eCTb", CO BCBM BB TpflBbK], HOTOpaH TOWS B
, '1
hohbhhom chbtb npbhpacha .
Mashbits-Verov continues by asserting that Kataev's
philosophy is basically hedonistic, his aspiration is to enjoy
life to the full. Judging from his stories, the basic require¬
ments for a full enjoyment of life are, firstly, love, and
secondly, art. In Zimoi, Nozhi, Chelovek s uzlom and above all
Ogon', life is portrayed as meaningless and empty without a
woman's love. Erokhin's dream at the end of Ogon' serves
as a particularly good (because subtle) example of this, in
that while it appears to demonstrate that the priest is wrong,
it actually reveals that Erokhin would like there to be a God,
angels, and a heaven where his Katya could now be alive. Thus
even a Communist finds life worthless and senseless when
deprived of a woman's love. Having thus identified an important
theme in Kataev's work and demonstrated his fine understanding
of Ogon', Mashbits-Verov turns more directly to condemnation
of Kataev, asserting that for the latter love is simply a toy,
a home comfort, an aspect of byt. Similarly, Kataev's implicit
view, especially noticable in Zheleznoe kol'tso and Bezdel'nik
1. 'Na grani', Part 1, p. 37.
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Eduard, that art is the highest manifestation of man's
existence, is no more than decadent meshchanstvo♦^
In part two of his article Mashbits-Verov examines in
detail Kataev's portrayal of revolutionaries, his humour and
his style. Speaking of Rod ion Zhukov he asserts: ' riofl/iHHHbiM
CMblCJl paccha3a b TOM, HTO He IIOIH8T p s b o /l k3 lj m o H H m 3 m p y hdihm m c h
KpecTbftHHH-MaTpoc oct38mtb "henocpeflctBeHHyto" , "pOflHyra" , XOTR
"TpyflHyio h ropbHyto"' ho bcb we "HesaMeHMMyio n npeHpacHyio5
0
odbihhobbhhyhd h e jio b en e chyia wH3Hb".' Thus , according to the
critic, Kataev imposes his own ideas on a revolutionary and
distorts his personality. At this point Mashbits-Verov
introduces the idea with which his article is to be concluded
and which forms the main plank in his attack on Kataev; the
author is making no effort to overcome his class prejudices,
and is indeed advocating them to others. As a result his
work is narrow and dangerous.
As far as Kataev's humour is concerned, his great gifts
as a humourist are vitiated by his superficial philosophy,
evident above all in Rastratchiki, where a serious social
problem is turned into a joke because the problem itself lies
outside Kataev's artistic interests. Thus, the example of
his humour is but one more piece of evidence demonstrating
Kataev's superficiality, the purely anecdotal nature of his
talent.
Kataev's style, his choice of imagery, once again
illustrates his true position in Soviet literature. Almost
all of his images are either from the world of everyday domesticity
1. 'Na grani', Part 1, p. 46.
2. 'Na grani', Part 2, p. 48.
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or are purely literary and designed solely for aesthetic effect.
The predominance of short stories in his work is another indi¬
cation of his superficiality.
At this point Mashbits-Verov's analysis of Kataev's
work ends, but in a very important conclusion he poses some
threatening questions about Kataev's future: 'Ochobhom sonpoc
takob: hsk cjieflyet oTHocHTbCH k TBopsecTBy KaTaeBa? Hto oh -
Bpar m/im xyflowhmk, HOToporo mowho "nepeflejiaTb", HsneHMTb,
"nepeTRHyTb" Ha CTopoHy peBO/nopHH? ' ^ He suggests that Kataev
is not yet an enemy of the Soviet regime like Zamyatin and
Bulgakov but he is on an edge and a very dangerous edge at
that.
The substance of Mashbits-Verov's article has been given
in some detail because of its importance for Kataev's subsequent
development. In his analysis of Kataev's work Mashbits-Verov
reveals himself to be a perceptive and intelligent reader, for
there is much truth in his view of Kataev's work of the 1920s.
However, the significance of his article lies not in the analysis
of Kataev's work, but in the use made of that analysis and in
the grim threat with which the article ends. The attack on
Kataev is a particularly severe example of the kind of criticism
of fellow-travelling authors being made by the RAPP and LEF
critics at the end of the 1920s. Two years earlier Olesha's
work had been the subject of a highly critical article in Novyi
Lef by Osip Brik and even Mayakovskii (who could not be called
a Fellow Traveller) came under severe attack by the RAPP critics.
1. 'Na grani', Part 2, p. 55.
2. For an interesting view of the RAPP criticism of Fellow TraveHei
see V. Pertsov, Mayakovskii:zhizn' i tvorchestvo, 3 vols. (M.,
1976), vol. 3, pp. 363-4.
3. 0. Brik, 'Simulyatsiya nevmenyaemosti', Novyi Lef, 1928,
No. 7, pp. 1-3.
4. See V. Pertsov, Mayakovskii..., vol. 3, pp. 337-8.
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As Mashbits-Verov suggests at the end of his article,
one of the most pressing problems facing Soviet literature at
that time was the future path of the Fellow Travellers. The
Party decree of 1925 '0 politike partii v oblasti khudozhestvennoi
literatury' had determined that the official attitude towards
them would be lenient, but towards the end of the decade the
outbursts of certain critics, mainly connected with the RAPP
group, against Fellow Travellers became increasingly strident
and hostile. One of the key terms used by such critics was
re-forging (perekovka) or, alternatively, re-education (peredelka
or perestroika) to describe the process by which Fellow
Travellers were expected to change their outlook and manner
of writing by becoming politically committed to active support
of the Soviet regime. In conjunction with the increasing
pressure on authors to depict the nascent mass industrialisation
of the country (sotszakaz) the call for a new ideological
approach to literature led to much deep anxiety among Soviet
authors, especially those who, as Fellow Travellers, had
enjoyed relative freedom of subject matter and approach for
much of the 1920s.
The attacks of the RAPP critics and their constant
exhortations to Fellow Travellers to alter their whole outlook
were taken seriously, for although RAPP was not an official
Party organisation (and was to be dissolved by the Party within
a few years), its Party connections gave it considerable
authority. Many authors have subsequently revealed that the
1. For an excellent discussion of this point see A. Gladkov,
'Slova, slova, slova...' , Rossiya, Studi e ricerche a cura di
Vittorio Strada (Turin), 197i*, No. 1, pp. 189-92.
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period when RAPP critics were calling for peredelka was
one of great tension.1 Consequently, there can be little
doubt that the change in Kataev's work after Mashbits-Verov's
article was in large measure a reaction to external pressures.
It would, however, be an oversimplification to impute Kataev's
change of direction solely to the effect of hostile criticism.
The case of Olesha serves as an example of an author's genuine
wish to respond to the literary climate of the era, and there
are many other cases in Soviet literature of writers altering
their method and outlook due to a conviction that in this way
they were contributing no less than others to the development
of Soviet society. In the case of Kataev by far the more
important factor seems to be external pressure, but a certain
internal development away from detachment and towards a more
active support for the regime (which must not be exaggerated
as Soviet critics have tended to do) cannot be entirely
denied.
1. See, for example, Vera Inber's diary entry for an
unspecified date in April, 1933. V. Inber, Sobranie
sochinenii (M., 1965-6), vol. 4 (1966), p. 426.
Hto we r nosyBCTBOBa/ia 3a stot rofl Hosoro?
McHB3.no nyacTBO naflHepwqy b /lHTepaType, HOTopoe 6u.no
y MSHfl paHbiue. R TaHafl we flOHb HaujeH JiMTepaTypu, hbh h
dubluwe pannoBpu. R He naflHepuqa m He npnenHoe ahth.
R He noflHHfluw...
CHAPTER FOUR




In October 1928 the first Five Year Plan of national
development went into effect and five months later the Sixteenth
Party Conference took the decision to implement it in four years.1
At the same time Soviet trade unions called on writers to
visit factories in order to observe and describe the labour
and way of life of ordinary workers. The organisation of
trips to factories and construction sites was undertaken by
newspapers and journals such as Pravda, Izvestiya and 30 dnei.
Thus, the term 'social demand' (sotszakaz) came to mean the
imposition on writers of set tasks and particular themes
connected with the industrialisation of the country and
collectivisation of agriculture. The idea of sotszakaz had
2
occurred earlier, notably in the work of Mayakovskii, but
3
from 1929 it dominated Soviet literature.
1. See V. Ozerov, Polveka sovetskoi literatury (M., 1967),
p. 163.
2. See especially the end of Mayakovskii's poem of 1925, 'Domoi'.
Sobranie sochinenii (M., 1956-61), vol. 7, pp. 92-5.
Mayakovskii's contribution to the notion of sotszakaz has been
emphasised by Harriet Borland, Soviet Literary Theory and
Practice during the First Five Year Plan 1928-32 (reprint
New York, 1969), pp. 26-30.
3. There has been some disagreement about the attitude of
RAPP to sotszakaz and its role in the implementation of
the policy. Harriet Borland considers sotszakaz to be 'a
theory of RAPP', Soviet Literary Theory and Practice...,
p. 30. E.J. Brown, on the other hand, is at some pains to
stress that the term derived from LEF theories and was not
associated narrowly with RAPP. (The Proletarian Episode in
Russian Literature 1928-32 (reprint New York, 1971), pp.
64-66.) Brown's case is convincingly argued. Nevertheless,
at the time when sotszakaz was being advocated - when non-
proletarian authors were being urged to turn to industrial
and agricultural themes - RAPP was at its most vocal, due,
no doubt, to the Party resolution of December 1928 which
effectively reversed the tolerant attitude established in
1925. In these conditions, it is natural that RAPP came
to be associated with sotszakaz.
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Writing in 1957 Kataev recalled his early involvement
in the literary Five Year Plan:
TaK mhb BMflHTCH Tsnepb ywe fla/ienine, ho bob we
HeofibinaHHO 6jimahme 30-e roflu. mshr hx
Hanaro - 3T0 ynacTMe bo "Bcbcoh33hom flHe y^apHMHa",
noflnMcaHne floroBopa o uiepcTBB, hotopob Hafl Hanw,
r pyrin oh mochobckhx nncaTe/ieM, bshrh paCom He ,
CTaHHocTpoMTB/ibHoro 3aBOfla "KpacHbiH npo/ieTapMH".
The "All Union Shock Workers' Day" mentioned by Kataev took
place in October 1930 and consisted of visits to several
Moscow factories by about eighty writers and composers.
However, it did not in fact mark the beginning of Kataev's
visits to factories, for the previous year he had written an
account of his visit to the Moscow Brake Factory and to the
model commune Gerol'd as well as his play Avangard. Taken
together these works mark a most inauspicious start to the
literature of sotszakaz for Kataev.
In the summer of 1929 Kataev visited the State Moscow
Brake Factory and reported on his visit in an article in
3
Literaturnaya gazeta entitled 'To, chto ya videl'. The aim
of Kataev's visit was to report on what he saw at the factory
and in particular on the implementation of socialist competition,
for in accordance with the policy introduced early in 1929 the
factory had entered into socialist competition with another
factory. It was normal for writers to produce short reports
on their visits to factories and communes, and frequently these
14
sketches were highly impressionistic. To, chto ya videl,
1. 'Nepovtorimye geroicheskie dni', Literaturnaya gazeta,
5 September 1957. Later in 8, 298.
2. See L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, pp. 214-5.
3. 'To, chto ya videl', Literaturnaya gazeta, 1 July 1929.
4. See Harriet Borland, Soviet Literary Theory and Practice...,
p. 6 2.
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however, sparked off an argument of considerable vehemence,
for certain workers at the brake factory felt that the author
trivialised their work.
Kataev's first impression of the factory hardly accorded
with his notion of what socialist competition would involve:
Ha 3aboflCHon flBope nocepeflMHe ot/ihhho ycTpoeHHoro
rasoHa, SbBT b Tpw cTpyH Hedo/ibuuoM iJioHTaH.
BoHpyr TpaBbi, Ha CBeweByHpaujeHHbix CHaribRx
oTflbixaKn padoHne...CyflR no wx oflewfle h odyBM,
no hx naHepe xoflHTb, cuflBTb m 3aHypMBaTb
nannpocy - ohh bob xoporno ycTpoeHy MaTepwa/ibHO
m HyscTByicT cboh xo3RBBaMM CBoero npoh3Boflctba . • •
Boodine we, bcr 3ta wmbormchar haptmHa oSsfleHHoro
nepepbiBa rb/irbt codoio bha r/lydonaHUjero ohtoboro ^
d/iarono/iysHR, flOBO/ibCTaa h flame, r 6y cHa3a/i, hhbppmh,
The entire scene in the factory was very far removed from the
author's romantic conception of socialist competition:
...cana npnpofla HOToporo coflepwHT b cede noRHoe
oTpupaHHB d/iaronoRyHHH, floso^bCTBa m MHepquw.
CopBBHOBaHHB W 3T0 H eyflO B R eT b 0 p e h HO C Tb , flBMWBHMB,
pe/ieycTpeM/isHHOCTb, dopbda, noByweHHaR TennepaTypa,
yHaifleHHbiki nyflbc, mn.na Ha /idy.2
Kataev frankly admits that he has no interest in output
figures or in the wording of the agreements and protocols.
In a paragraph which was to engender a particularly violent
reaction from the workers he recalls that Lenin always wanted
to know what had been done, not what would be done. With one
or two exceptions the workers lack the feeling of solidarity -
one for all and all for one - which Kataev sees as a necessary
3
pre-requisite of socialist competition. Instead, most
content themselves with a lower output than they are capable
of because they lack the true communal spirit of socialist
1. 'To, chto ya videl'.
2. 'To, chto ya videl'.
3. It is noteworthy that Kataev attaches so much importance
to what might be called 'the three musketeers' aspect of
socialist competition. His attitude to the Five Year Plan
is frankly romantic and literary. In a similar way the
attitude of many of his heroes to the Civil War had been
coloured by Romantic literature.
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competition. Thus the task facing those in positions of
responsibility is to make the workers realise: 'hto peBO/iffiUHR
ripoflO/iwaeTCR, xoth m n p m hr /ia mhue, Taw CHa3aTb, npoHSBOflCTBeHHbie
ttiopMbi.'1 Many writers, including Kataev himself in the novel
Vremya, vpered!,were to describe the period of socialist
construction in terms reminiscent of the Revolution and Civil
War, so that in the sketch 'To, chto ya videl' Kataev is
anticipating one of the principal features of the literature
of the first Five Year Plan period. Kataev's sketch closes
with a plea for an end to inertia and concern for personal
comfort and for an attitude to competition which would, indeed,
involve 'struggle, a raised temperature, a quickened pulse,
a vein standing out on the forehead'.
Kataev's sketches drew immediate rejoinders in the shape
of articles in Molodaya gvardiya and Komsomol'skaya pravda.
Writing in the former journal, G. Aleksandrov accused Kataev
of consciously slandering the proletariat and of interpreting
socialist competition in an unhealthy way (an accusation which
anticipates attacks made on Vremya, vpered!). Aleksandrov's
article was followed by a selection of comments made by workers
at the brake factory, all of them hostile to Kataev who had,
it was felt, written a hurried sketch based on the most super¬
ficial impression. Almost all of the published comments touch
on Kataev's middle class origins and his lack of understanding
of the proletariat (the words barchuk, barskii and ofitser
2
figure prominently). N. Yakovlev's reply to Kataev's article,
1. 'To, chto ya videl'.
2. G. Aleksandrov, 'V. Kataev i P. Pavlenko o sovetskikh
rabochikh', Molodaya gvardiya, 1929, No. 16, pp. 75-7.
The article is followed by a selection of workers' comments
under the heading 'Zhivye svideteli', pp. 77-8.
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published in Komsomol'skaya pravda, which was even more
hostile, once again emphasised the superficiality of the
author's acquaintance with the factory and his alienation
from the type of people who work in factories.^"
The dispute over 'To, chto ya videl' continued with
an editorial in Literaturnaya gazeta partially defending
2
Kataev from Yakovlev's attack. While admitting the many
faults in 'To, chto ya videl' the editorial writer deplores
the tone of Yakovlev's reply which was purely destructive
rather than constructive. In an interesting paragraph which
reveals the contemporary concern to win over Fellow Travellers
to active support for the regime the editor writes:
' CnocodcTByeT /ih TanaH KpnTMHa aocnuTaHM'-o, nepe^e/me h caMoro
Ba/ieHTMHa HaTaeBa n flpyrwx bm y nofiOf'Hbix nHcaTe/ieH? Mbi
flyMaen, hto HBT.'
In August 1929 Kataev's second sketch on economic themes
appeared in the journal 30 dnei. Earlier that summer the
journal had arranged for several writers, including Kataev,
to visit the model commune Gerol'd which had been set up by
people who had returned to Russia from America after the
Revolution. The author's impressions of the commune were
contained in the sketch 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego',
3
which is a highly romantic, idealised view of commune life.
The narrow selfish attitudes which Kataev detected at the
brake factory are alien to the inhabitants of the commune,
who share equally in labour and profits and who maintain the
1. N. Yakovlev, 'Poshlyaki na literaturnykh gastrolyakh',
Komsomol'skaya pravda, 13 July 1929.
2. 'Ne pomoshch' a pomekha', Literaturnaya gazeta, 22 July
1929.
3. V. Kataev, 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', 30 dnei,
1929, No. 8, pp. 24-37.
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very young and the very old at communal expense.
The buoyant tone of Kataev's sketch matches his positive
view of the model commune. His manner is often cheerfully
mock-heroic as in the description of the crowded chicken coop
in which: 'He o^hh hs hhx, bbportho, nornd cnepTbio xpadpbix
no# cBnorow sHCHypcaHTa.'^ Or again, speaking of the flock
of cockerels: 'flpaBO we, bto He neTyxn, a JiereH,qapHbie de/ibie
naB/iHHbi Ca/ioneM.' The human inhabitants of the commune are
also subjected to Kataev's mock-heroic descriptions. Thus a
tractor driver becomes a new type of centaur: 'B cefl/ie chamt
ro/ibiH no none, G/ibcthiuhh TpaKTopncT. H oh m ero nauuHHa
npsflCTab /ihhot h3 ceGfl HaH Gbi Hemo Hefle/iMMO-ue/ibHoe . 3Tahhh
KeHTaap: HenoBeHoiJiopflsoH. HeHTaBp, coTpacaR B03,Ayx, flenaeT
» 3
no flBopy HecHo/ibHo HeyH/iiowe-npoBopHbix bocbMepoH•
The style of 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego' is
fast-moving with considerable use made of the brief, extremely
pictorial, verbless phrases which were to play a prominent part
in Vremya, vpered!. The sketch opens with a series of terse
snapshots appropriate to the genre, the aim of which was to
convey first impressions: ' OCbiHHOBeHHaR pyccHaa c Ta h 14 m r.
14
HyflHoe yTpo. Eonbiuoe HyflpRBoe flepeBO. flofl flspeBOM - TeHb. '
Having thus set the scene, Kataev introduces a more complex,
self-consciously literary manner of description reminiscent
of stories of the 1920s such as Otets or Rodion Zhukov:
'Posoaafl BOflQHaHHa QHpyr.no, HaH npH^aToHHoe npefl/ioweHne,
5
3aBepniaeT we/ie3HOflopowHbiH newaaw. '
1. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 29.
2. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 30.
3. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 31.
4. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 24.
5. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 24.
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The major theme of the sketch is the innovatory quality
of the new commune which, like a microcosm of the whole country
in this period of construction and collectivisation has turned
its back on the old way of life in favour of something new and
exciting. Nature,too, seems to be at a crossroads, or at
least the author who chooses to describe nature finds himself
at one. Mature itself may not have changed since Turgenev's
day, but so important is the change in man and society that
the old descriptions no longer suffice. Having described a
cloud as 'Turgenevan' Kataev goes on to say: 'npomawTe,
TOBapwn TypreHBB. Baci HanpaBO, a hbm Ha/ieBO.'"'' After
centuries of stagnation society must now develop rapidly.
Increased tempos are required in all aspects of life, and
nature has consequently been invaded by men desperate to build
and change and progress. 'To/ibKo hto 6bi.no none, a Tenepb
2
bmbcto nonn - flepesbfl h cnywdbi. ' Once again 'Puteshestvie
v stranu budushchego' anticipates Vremya, vpered! and demon¬
strates that many of the preoccupations revealed in that novel
arose before Kataev's visit to Magnitostroi.
Although the themes of communal farming and industriali¬
sation were new to Kataev, the style of his sketches resembles
that of his earlier stories in several important respects.
Like Olesha,Kataev is frequently struck by a purely external
similarity between objects which are essentially very different,
and his comparisons have a purely visual impact, for no further
reverberation at another level is possible. 'BosBpamaeMcn
oGpaTHo mhmo naceHH. Y/ibn ctoht nofl r'^ohrmh. Ohm noxomn
Ha Honn/iKM. YsHne cHBawHHbt od/ien^eHbi h8phbmm rtHe/iariH. nneribi
1. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 25.
2. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 26.
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HaHHnaioT Ha a^ux rydax ziodacTbix flepeBbhhhx MCTyHaHOB.'
In Kataev's search for original comparisons between
things which have no real similarity save a visual resemblance,
perspective and angle of vision become important factors.
Objects which are dissimilar because of a difference of scale
may appear similar when viewed from different distances or
unusual angles, as in the following example:
Bfla/ieKe Ha oropofle - padOTainmne 3to
- flBB yLUHH - HOMM y H3 pH M . MX TO/lOBb! OfiBfl3aHbl
HeWHeMUiMMH p030BaTblMM n/13THaMM . OHH HaH/10HBH3TCB
Hafl rpHflHaMH. l"l/iaBHo noflbiMaiuTcn n onycHaraTCH
cyxoBaTbie hx pyKH• W3fla/iH fleByumn noxown Ha
nocneBuiyra 3BM/irhMHy•
As with the Civil War stories, so here Kataev invests
an important national event with a romantic aura which replaces
the reality with an idealised, essentially literary world in
which the farm becomes a cowboy ranch from a work by 0'Henry
and, as noted earlier, the tractor driver is a centaur and
the cocks are the legendary white peacocks of Salome.
The qualities of Kataev's sketch are that it has humour
and that it is pleasingly literary, but being merely a sketch
it is necessarily hurried and superficial. Moreover, the fact
that the theme is an imposed one results in a failure to
understand, or even attempt to understand, the realities of
a communal farm. Kataev has approached his set theme as he
might approach any phenomenon which had to be described,
attempting to convey the external appearance of the farm and
to capture in a few details the spirit of optimism which he
perceives there, or which, at any rate; he wishes to perceive.
Within the limits of an impressionistic sketch such an approach
1. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 32.
2. 'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', p. 26.
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is acceptable, and indeed inevitable unless the writer spends
several weeks on the site. But a full scale work of literature
requires to be set more specifically in a milieu which the
author understands, and so when Kataev translated his very
limited experience of communal farms into the material for a
play, Avangard, it was only to be expected that the artificiality
of the imposed theme would vitiate any artistic merit which the
work might have.
4.2 Avangard
Avangard has been justifiably criticised as one of the
weakest of Kataev's works and it is one which the author chose
to omit from his collected works. It was written in response
to a trend in the Soviet theatre towards portrayal of village
and communal farm life, which was itself part of the social
command. One theatre critic lists five such plays (including
Avangard) which were running concurrently in Moscow in the
winter of 1929-30, the titles of which included Uragan,
Diktatura and Yarost'.^ All of these plays were similar,
so that, as the critic remarks, a person who had seen,say,
Yarost', had no need to see Uragan. The principal defect of
all the plays lay in their hasty superficiality and their
failure to translate political processes into the genuine
language of the theatre. The drama critic of Izvestiya
pinpoints the failure of Avangard when he writes:
Ha3a/iocb 6bi bcb Ha iiecTs: m So/ibiuas flepeBBHCHafi
inewa, m flBa Bsr/iRfla Ha aaflasw HO/ixo3Horo flBuweHHH,
1. N. Skuba, '0 derevenskoi tematike voobshche i ob Avangarde
v chastnosti*, Sovetskii teatr, 1930, No. 3-4, pp. 18-20.
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O/IHLieTBOpBHHbie B flByX Tkinax HOMMyHMCTOB , m
jihhHar flparia, Bn/iBTBHHas b flpawy couwa/ibHyia.
m BC8"TaKM nbeca b. KaTasBa c/ihlukom paccyflOHHa,
HanncaHa xo/ioahum nepom. M ottoto flbmctbyraiumb
/lnqa, HBCMOTpn Ha mx cyrydyto 3/iofioflHBBHOCTb,
Bbir/iBflBT maxriaTHUMM ({iMrypaMM, nspsflBHrasMUMM
no CUBHMHeCHOH flOCHB.1
The fundamental conflict of Avangard is, like that of
Vremya, vpered!, between caution and daring. Chorba, the
chairman of the Avangard commune, advocates a steady increase
in its size, whereas his deputy, Maiorov, is in favour of
immediate expansion and proposes to invite many more peasants
into the commune. In a key speech typical of the literature
of the first Five Year Plan in its advocacy of increased
tempos, Maiorov says:
flHBM M HOHbK) 60H . Fl/lOTMHa paCTBT. HaWflUM
sac BOfla Ha MeTp noflUMasTCfl. Cmotpm, flByx
/ieT He npoHflBT - mu Ha tbom HepocHHOBue
TpaKTOpbl H CMOTpBTb He CTaHeM. 3^eHTpklHBCTB0M
naxaTb 6y,neM. . .Tyr, sepea nsTb /ieT rpoMaflHenuiHM
KOMuHHaT fiyflBT. MscTa He yaHaeuJbl ripoMuui/ieHHUM
14bhtp. Xmmhhbchmb 3aBOflu. CBoe yflodpeHHB.
OpocMTB/ibHue KaHa/iu. ^Ba ypowas a ro,q. /1.H8M
H HOHbK3. ripM 3/lBKTpMHSCTBB . R fla/lbUJB TBOBT0
BMwy, Hopda. C/iuwnujb, no BceMy Coto3y aeM/in
nofl HoraMH xoamtI Cmotpm12 R Bee Bnwy. HaH
dyflTo b pyHax cbohx flepwy.
The ideological conflict between Chorba and Maiorov
is complicated by a personal rivalry for the love of Polina,
Chorba's wife, who takes Maiorov's side in the argument over
expansion and who eventually falls in love with the deputy
chairman. In the end Maiorov perishes at the hands of dis¬
satisfied peasants who fail to see that temporary setbacks
will be overcome; Chorba goes mad because Maiorov has taken
1. N. Volkov, 'Avangard', Izvestiya, 24 April 1930.
2. V. Kataev, Avangard, P'esy (M., 1955), p. 29.
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from him everything which he holds dear, and Polina is left
weeping, but the commune flourishes.
Avangard was produced in Moscow by the Vakhtangov
theatre and in Leningrad by the Bol'shoi Dramaticheskii Teatr,
which chose the play for its main production of the 1930
season."'" All the reviews were mixed, praising the general
idea of the play and its construction but criticising its
superficiality and political naivety. V. Mlechin, writing
in Vechernyaya Moskva, makes an extremely telling diagnosis
of the play's principal fault: ' a b t o p can eme HejqocTaTOHHo
HperiHO npoHMHcn T8mh MflBSMH, sa HOTopue s ero nbece tuShst
2
MaHopoB.' Mlechin's criticism could be levelled against
most of the social command literature of the first Five Year
Plan period; in very few works does the ring of conviction
and understanding dispel the impression that the theme is
essentially alien to the author, and consequently few works
of merit have survived from this period. Avangard is one of
the many artistic failures of the period because the author's
heart was not in it and his knowledge of the issues involved
was insufficient. Yet it cannot be ignored in a study of
Kataev's work, for only by comparing Vremya, vpered! with the
earlier play can one see the extent to which Kataev's attitudes
evolved in the first two years of the new decade. The funda¬
mental issue in the novel is the same as that in the play, but
1. The Leningrad theatre issued a booklet entitled Avan^ard
(L., 1930), about its work on Kataev's play. It contains
comments by the theatre's Artistic and Political Committee
on the importance of improving the political message of the
play.
2. V. Mlechin, 'Avangard teatra im. Vakhtangova', Vechernyaya
Moskva, 27 March 1930.
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the author's technical knowledge and personal involvement
lift the novel to heights rarely, if ever, equalled in this
bleak period of Soviet literature.
4.3 Porogi
Through his friendship with Dem'yan Bednyi, which began
in the early 1920s, Kataev was able to travel in the comfort
of the famous poet's private railway carriage from one
construction site to another, and in the course of 1930 he
travelled with Bednyi to Dneprostroi, Rostsel'mash and,
finally, Magnitogorsk. The first of these visits was to an
area which Kataev had known eleven years earlier during the
Civil War and he conceived the idea for a sketch based on the
enormous change which had taken place on the Dnepr, as in the
entire country, in the course of those years. The resulting
sketch, entitled 'Porogi' was published in July 1930 and is
by far the most interesting of Kataev's social command sketches."1"
In it the author returns to a period of his life which was dear
to him and attempts to recapture the poetic mood of a particular
summer evening when, as a young soldier, he had hired a boat
for the night and sailed down the Dnepr. By using all of his
senses Kataev recreates the experiences of a night when he was
especially impressionable:
BcHope ,qopora now/ia hpyto bhm3. r omyTM/i peHy
npewfle, seri ee ysnfle/i. npecHas cBewecTb aoflbi
oxBaTM/ia mehs c hot flo tojiobh. R nosyacTBOBa ji
ocTpbiH aanax ocokm. lloHBa nofl Horanw CTa/ia
jier-How h ynpyrow. H y3Ha/i ee cpaay. 3to dbi/i
To/icTbiH n/iacT Bbicoxiuero n/ia, CMetuaHHoro c tmhom
m o5/ioMHaMn KaMbiuua. CoBcen 6/1M3HO pa3fla/icn
HpMH /I Br yUJHM, CXOflHNH CO CHpeOyiUHM 3B yKOM HOWa,
OTKpbiBauiuero paHOBMHy. (8,218)
1. 'Porogi', 30 dnei, 1930, No. 7, pp. 12-21. Later in the
collected works 8,217-31. References to this edition.
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In order to add authenticity to his recreation of the
mood of that evening,he quotes two of his poems written in
1919 and inspired by the night spent on the river. The
verses are typical of Kataev's work in that genre, being
brief, sensuous pictures of a definite scene with concrete
details and precise observation; moreover, the scenes they
portray are peaceful and unchanging and the atmosphere is
almost one of indolence. The distant sound of guns as Ataman
Chaikovskii's forces fire on a passing steamer merely seems
to add to the peacefulness of the author's immediate surroundings,
and he is more concerned to recall the subtly changing light
than to emphasise the presence of hostile soldiers: 'lloc.nuiiia.ncH
uiyM noporoB. npHd/iMwaiiocb yTpo. Bo^a m Hsdo oomehhjimcb
TOHaMH. PaHbW8 BOfla 6u/ia cbbt/ibm Heda. Tenepb Hedo CTa/io
cseTflBH BOflbi. ' (8,219)
Having successfully resurrected the atmosphere of
Aleksandrovsk and the Dnepr in 1919, Kataev turns in the second
half of his sketch to the same region eleven years later when
everything has altered. Aleksandrovsk is now called
Zaporozh'e and the peaceful countryside has been transformed
into the scene of a gigantic industrial complex in which
preparations are being made for war, as in the later Vremya,
vperedI.
ll/iotnaflKM h BaroHbi dbi.rin rpymeHbi jiscom, Ty<J)OM,
W8/1B30M, q 8M 8 H TOM , riBCHOM, fl pOflOB O /lb CTB M eM .
(lOflOOHOB flB MWBHHB 6blBa8T B dflHWaHlUBM TblJiy OSeHb
BawHoro ynacTHa BoeHHoro tJipoHTa nepefl psmnTe/ibhumh
onspapMBMH.
flecTHocTb bcb donee noxoflH^a Ha npHtJipoHTOByto
no/iocy. Topa BbipuTOH noHBbi - cBeT/10-ws^Tah Hacbirib
t[)opTH(l)HHai4MH - nep8C8H/ia /iaHflLua(|)T . ( 8 ,224 )
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So complete is the change which has overtaken the
country that Kataev asserts that his old style, which had
so accurately conveyed the atmosphere and the sensual reality
of the Dnepr eleven years before, can no longer express the
mood of the era and must give way to a new style:
3noxa pa30tunacb co ctm/ibm. CTapus (JjopMu
He oTBenatoT 6o/iee oSbBMy m HanecTBy HOBoro
co^epwahmh. tah we, hsh stot mneraiumh ann
MBHB oflHHHafluaTM/ieTHioic flaBHocTb nenaam He
B COCTOHHHM dbl/1 BMBCTHTb B CBdfl npMSHaKOB
HOBoro caoero HaaHaneHMR h necTa b MHpe.
(8,223)
These words are of the greatest importance for the development
of Kataev's work in the 1930s, for they demonstrate that to
a certain extent the author deliberately turned his back on
the style which had dominated his work in the previous decade
and which had been considerably influenced by Bunin's. The
leisurely observation and accurate re-creation of physical
details and sense impressions which had formed the basis of
Kataev's poetry and had been a major element in his prose
would now have to give way to a style more in keeping with
an era of increased tempos. Of course, such a style was not
alien to Kataev. If it had been then Vremya, vpered! could
hardly have been the artistic success it was. In Ostrov
Erendorf, Povelitel' zheleza and, above all, Zimoi, Kataev
had made use of very brief sentences and paragraphs and had
abandoned the normal rules of sentence structure in order to
create an impression of feverish haste or to sustain the pace
of a melodramatic adventure story. There can be no question
of Kataev suddenly and irrevocably changing from a style
which could be called Buninesque to a more feverishly
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expressionistic one. Rather does he make a conscious effort
to use an already existing strain in his work, believing it
to be more appropriate to the era of the Five Year Plan.
That this strain (and the changed political attitude which
could not but be associated with it in the period of
peredelka) came to be connected in Kataev's mind with the
name of Mayakovskii was probably due to the circumstances
surrounding the choice of the name Vremya, vperedl for
Kataev's major work of the period which will be discussed
below.
The second half of 'Porogi' provides an example of
the vigorous style later used in Vremya, vpered!
fl/iomaflHH 6u/im HarpyweHbi r/iuda^H rpaHMTa.
Or^yiiiMTe/ibHbiM ry/i coTpnca/i m3Hytph cTeHbi.
3eri.nn xofln/ia no,q Horann.
HaMBHHafl ribi/ib, fie/mas Haw MyKa, tohhmm
TyMaHOM cTOH/ia BOHpyr 3,naHmr, HanaMMHa8iuero
napoByra ne/ibHHpy.
3to, Bnposen, n 6bi/ia ne/ibHHua, TO/ibHO
Me/ibHupa npeBpamaBman r/ibiou rpaHMTa b medeHb
- HaMHe^poQM/iHa.
MmMO HaCOBOTO Mbl BOW/IM a h y T pb • BM3r H
rpoxoT ctohji aflCHMH. He c/ibiwHO 6bi/io
coScTBeHHoro ro/ioca. (8,228)
In the great stylistic contrast between its two halves
'Porogi' looks backwards and forwards. The title of the
sketch refers to the river rapids which are symbolic of the
power and turbulence of the new era, and also, possibly, to
the other meaning of the word, namely, 'threshold'. Kataev




4.4.1 Vremya, vperedI as a Transitional Work
Sketches such as 'To, chto ya videl' and 'Puteshestvie
v stranu budushchego' partially satisfied the demand for a
literary response to the Five Year Plan, but at the same
time longer (and presumably less ephemeral) works were also
required. Among the many novels about the first Five Year
Plan the most notable are Gladkov's Energiya, Erenburg's
Den' vtoroi, Leonov's Sot' and Shaginyan's Gidrotsentral'.
To these must be added Kataev's novel Vremya, vpered!, one
of the few works of the period which can be described as
entertaining.
In order to understand the significance of Vremya,
vpered.' in the corpus of Kataev's work one must take account
of the phenomenon of peredelka, which was taking place in
Soviet literature in the years 1929-1931 and which has already
been mentioned in this dissertation.'1' Enough has been said
concerning the attack on Kataev by Mashbits-Verov to suggest
the great pressure on Fellow Travellers to change their outlook
and style. In June 1929 Kataev and several other Fellow
Travellers, including Olesha, answered a questionnaire entitled
'Pisateli o meshchanstve' for Na literaturnom postu. In his
reply Kataev briefly discusses the various types of meshchanstvo
to which writers are prone and picks out in particular the habit
1. See pp. 180-1.
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of disguising old, bourgeois morality as Communist ideology.
It is a reply which illustrates the contortions of hypocrisy
which writers such as Kataev felt obliged to perform in the
face of RAPP hostility."*" The following year another question¬
naire, this time for Literaturnaya gazeta, drew a sycophantic
reply from Kataev to the question: 'Hero Mbi w^eM ot
npo/ieTapcHoro JiMTepaTypHoro abmwshmr? ' His five wishes
were:
Hffly, BO-nepBbix, peBOjifoquH b od/iacTH cfcopMbi.
Bo-BTopbix, flpymecHoro pyHOBOACTBa n nonomM
B nOMCHaX TBMbl H B BbipadOTHe LUHpOHOro
no/iHTHHecHoro m 0H/ioco(J)CKoro cosepqaHMH.
B-TpeTbHX, OdCTOflTB/lbHOH, CBpbeSHOH,
BHHfiaTe/IbHOH H npHHL(HnHa^bHOH HpHTHHH .
B-neTBepTbix, cosflaHHH Boupyr coseTCHoro
nHcaTBjiFi aTMOC^eptJ HCHpenHero no/moro AOBepHB
m ybawehhh h ero TpyflHow h otbbtctbbhhom
pafioTe* B-nHTux, BOB/ieneHHS tsk Ha3biBaenux
nonyTHhkob (Mewfly nposuM TepneTb He Mory btom
cor^auiaTe^bCHOH h^hhhh), h mbhh b tom Hnc/ie,
h nocTOHHHofi padoTe accouMHL4HH npoJieTnMcaTeiieii
xoth Ob! b flMCKyccHOHHOM nopHflHe, h 0e3 npaBa
pewaramero ro/ioca.2
Taken together these five wishes demonstrate the
difficulties faced by the Fellow Travellers. Numbers two
and three seem particularly important, with the references
to a political and philosophical outlook and to the nature of
proletarian criticism of literature (the first part of
Mashbits-Verov's article appeared in the same month as
Kataev's reply to the questionnaire).
Kataev's visits to several major industrial sites in
the company of Dem'yan Bednyi provided him with the material
1. 'Pisateli o meshchanstve', Na literaturnom postu, 1929,
No. 6, p. 29. Olesha's reply to the same questionnaire was
more daring, and is worth quoting to illustrate the hostility
between RAPP critics and some Fellow Travellers at this time:
He 3a,qaBaHTe mhs tshmx BonpocoB. no/iysaeTCH deccMwc/iHua.
Beflb H» HaH nHcaTe^b-nonyTHHK, CMHTa^icb oTpawsHHBM
Me/iHoQypmyasHbix HacTposHHM. R - me/iHHM MemaHMH c BaiueM
TOHHH 3 p e H M H . BCflHMH HMCaTB/lb, He COCTOHIAHM B BAfirie H /IH
"HysHeqe" ecTb c stoh tohkm 3peHHn Mejihmh memahhh ■
2. TChego my zhdem ot proletarskogo literaturnogo dvizheniya?',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 24 September 1930.
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upon which to base the change in outlook and style demanded
by those who took up the cry of peredelka. Writing in 1933,
after the publication of Vremya, vpered!, Kataev attributed
his change of attitude largely to the effect of his travels.
'BufleTb co'octbshhbiMh r/ia3ariM, Haw Hauja cTpaHa npeBpamaeTCR M3
arpapHOki b HH,nycTpMa/ibHyfo, sto shshmt nepecTpanBaTb CBoe
nHcaTe^bCHoe MHpoBoaapeHHe...MeHR noe3flKH no Hauiew cTpaHe
HanO/lHF/IH HyBCTBOM MSB epORTHOH ropflOCTH,
Faced with the necessity of having to change the
philosophy underlying his works, Kataev was enabled by his
visits to Magnitogorsk, Dneprostroi, and the Stalingrad tractor
factory to find an aspect of the new society which touched a
natural chord in himself - namely, that romantic aspect of
socialist construction which he had advocated in 'To, chto
ya videl'. Thus, for Kataev peredelka was less traumatic
than for some other authors. A less charitable view of the
change in Kataev (and Olesha) is given by Nadezhda Mandel'shtam
when she says:
CpeflM uhhhhob Qbi/ia h do/iee npuRTHaR nopofla,
b bin o jiHfiB ma a 3aKa3bi, HToCbi ncmynaTb 3a fleiueByK)
UeHy fleBoneK, a 3a floporyfo - e^y m o/iewfly.
OflHH, npoflaBascb, pohrjim c/iesy, hsk Oiieuja,
flpyrwe od/iM3biBa/iMCb, ksh KaTaeB. ["loHeny-To
Bee we/ia/iH HgTH c bskom HapasHB. HnKor,qa
Tena ceroflHRLUHero flHR, cobpbmbhhocth, He
3Byna^a TaH HaaoMHBO. Bee mejia/iM SbiTb
coBpeneHHHHariH, jikiflbMM cerojHHUJHero ahr h
CMepTe/lbHO dOR/IMCb OTCTaTb .
Whether one inclines towards Kataev's own view of the
reasons behind the change in his outlook or to that of
Nadezhda Mandel'shtam,there can be no doubt that the adoption
1. 'Pisateli i sotsialisticheskoe stroitel'stvo', Rost, 1933 ,
No. 11-12, p. 10.
2. N. Mandel'shtam, Vtoraya kniga, p. 588.
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of a position of active support for the government (which
began with Vremya, vpered!) had the most profound effect
on Kataev's work. While many similarities remain between
the work of the 1930s and that of the previous decade, the
novels and plays of the 1930s are unified by an underlying
expression of support for the Soviet government which was to
remain a constant feature of Kataev's works (albeit changing
greatly in form and in subtlety). To this extent it is true
to say, as Kataev did, that Vremya, vperedI was a critical
transitional work."*"
It is no accident that the work which Kataev came to
regard as crucial in his development as a Soviet writer
should be closely associated with the name of Mayakovskii,
for it was he above all others whom Kataev regarded as a
Soviet poet. There had been hints of Mayakovskii's influence
earlier in Kataev's work, but only with the writing of
Vremya, vpered.' and open adoption of a pro-government stance
did Mayakovskii begin to vie with Bunin as a figure to be
emulated by Kataev.
Many times in interviews, articles and artistic works
Kataev has returned to the story of his choice of title for
Vremya, vpered!; it is clearly a story which he considers
important (and possibly flattering) for it links him strongly
with Mayakovskii. The title is taken from 'Marsh vremeni'
which Mayakovskii wrote at the beginning of 1930 for inclusion
in his play Banya. In one version of the story Kataev says:
1. V. Kataev, 'Raport semnadtsatomu', p. 104.
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R BCTpsTM/i ero wa y/inqe TopbHoro, oh
OCTaHOB h/i mb h h m ch33a^! "A r eme flan fljir
Bbhh - Mapuj bpbmehh, " Oh hbc ero h CleHepxo Jibfly
h npoHB/i mhb, TyT we, ha xo,qy, b phtm cbomx
CTpSMHTB/IbHblX LiiarOB . . .
R CHaaa^i "HyascHoe HaseaHMB fljia poMaHa -
Bpenn, Bnepe^l Mbi onepewaeri bpbmr hawmmm
CTpOHKaMH, JHMSHbtO, pa 3BHT H8M . JTO BH
npaBM/ibHo HaLu/ih , "
MaRHOBCHHH OTBBTM/I! "0OT Bbl H HanHUIHTe .
R poManoB hb riHiiiy."
Oh yriep. R nona/i b MarHHToropcH. M ybmfle/i
dpuraflbi, Tennu. PoMaHa ems He dbi/io, ho r 3ha/i,
hto Hannoiy BpeMR, enepe^l.
4.!+.2 The Genesis of Vremya, vpered!
After several flying visits in the company of Dem'yan
Bednyi to major construction sites Kataev arrived at
Magnitogorsk in the spring of 1931. Realising that in
order to gather material for a full length work he would
have to stay for several months, he returned to Moscow to
complete some unfinished business, then, acting as a special
correspondent for several newspapers and journals, he arrived
in Magnitogorsk in May 1931 and was thus on the site at the
height of the period of feverish socialist competition.
In the first quarter of 1931 the massive work force at
Magnitogorsk (almost 62,000 strong) was reorganised on a
brigade basis because the previous artel' organisation had
not resulted in sufficient productivity. Indeed at the very
beginning of the year the low productivity at Magnitostroi
had been the subject of a Central Committee resolution. In
1. L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, pp. 218-9. The essence
of this conversation was repeated by Kataev in an interview
with the present author 18 May 1971.
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order to meet deadlines for the opening of the new blast
furnaces extremely high productivity was required in the
spring and summer of 1931. The method by which it was
hoped to obtain these results was that of socialist competition
by brigades of shock-workers who undertook to compete with
each other on one site as well as with brigades from other
sites. On 29 May a brigade under brigadier Sagadeev laid
429 mixes of concrete in the one shift, breaking the world
record and succeeding in their socialist competition against
the workers of Kuznetskstroi. Two days later the triumph
was reported in the local newspaper Magnitogorskii rabochii
in an article written by Kataev and two journalists, A. Smolyan
(to whom Vremya, vpered! is dedicated) and A. Kazakov.1 The
engineer responsible for Sagadeev's record, M.A. Tamarkin,
also contributed an article on the subject to Magnitogorskii
rabochii in which he emphasised the benefits to be derived
from the conveyor-like efficiency of the brigade system.
Tamarkin served as the prototype of Kataev's hero Margulies,
while the fictional brigadier Ishchenko was based on Sagadeev.
Vremya, vpered! was published in serial form in Krasnaya
nov' from January to September 1932 provoking an immediate
critical response which will be examined later. It was by
far Kataev's longest work to date and it is one of the few
novels of the first Five Year Plan period which can still be
read with pleasure. Thus, Kataev's hopes for his novel
expressed in his report to the Seventeenth Party Congress,
1. 'Entuziazm - planovost' - pobeda', Magnitogorskii rabochii,
31 May 1931.
2. This account of the real events described in fictionalised
form in Vremya, vpered.' is based on the account given by
L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, pp. 225-39.
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have largely been fulfilled: 'fl xoTe/i, htouu moa xpoHHHa,
nodn/ih3yr coapeneHHoro mmtat8/ih, coxpaHM/ia cbom peHHOcTb m
.A/ir mmtatejir y^ymero, r b ji h h cb a/ir Hero xpohhkoh hoh 6u
"HCTOpHHeCKOM".'^
4.U.3 Construction of the Novel
The story of the attempt by a brigade of construction
workers to beat the world record for the number of concrete
mixes laid in a shift is very simple, and apparently too
slight to support a fairly long novel. Yet Kataev manages
to limit the time span of the novel to the one day of the
record attempt with no substantial flashbacks to provide
background details. He does so by widening his canvas to
include a surprising number of characters (more than seventy
in all) and taking them all through the crucial day, switching
frequently from one set of characters to another. Thus, there
are two main elements in the construction of the work; a
straightforward temporal element (the single day of the
record attempt) which gives the work an overall unity; and
a multitude of characters differing in nationality, social
class and attitudes, who account for the novel's broad scope.
Kataev originally intended to cover the work of all
three shifts during the day in question but finally concen¬
trated on the middle shift worked by Ishchenko's brigade.
However, the three part structure dictated by the original
1. 'Raport semnadtsatomu', p. 105.
2. 'Pisateli na Magnitostroe. Beseda s A. Malyshkinym i
V. Kataevym', Literaturnaya gazeta, 11 March 1932.
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conception corresponded to setting, main action and
denouement, and while the shifts of Ermakov and Khanumov
(the other two brigade leaders) diminished in importance,
the tripartite structure remains. In Chapters two to
forty one Kataev sets the scene, introducing all of the
characters and situations (Chapter one is postponed until
near the end of the novel for reasons which will be discussed
below). In comparison with the feverish activity of the
record breaking shift these early chapters appear almost
leisurely. Kataev introduces so many story lines that it
seems that he must lose control, but such a long introduction
proves essential because once the description of Ishchenko's
shift begins there is no time for character or situation
development. These chapters (forty two to sixty one) are
devoted almost entirely to action, to the many difficulties
met and overcome in the record attempt, and in order to be
free to concentrate on the action Kataev had to ensure that
his characters and their situations were already familiar to
the reader. Finally, the later chapters, sixty two to
sixty nine (and also the transposed Chapter one) serve as a
denouement: those situations which had been interrupted by
the feverish activity of Ishchenko's shift, such as Fenya's
confinement and Klava's journey away from Korneev and
Magnitogorsk, are concluded as the day draws to its close.
The major theme of the novel is that of time. Its
very title epitomises the idea of the race against the natural
pace of time, of what is called in the novel 'the struggle
for increased pace' ('bor'ba za tempy'). In this respect
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Vremya, vperedI reflects the major concern of the period
when it was written. 1931 was the third year of the Five
Year Plan when workers were constantly being exhorted to
complete the Plan in four years. The construction of the
novel, therefore, based as it is on time, was highly appropriate
to the period and the theme. It is worth noting that although
the ticking of the clock seems ever present in the background
of the novel (there are many references to the time of day),
time seems to be a function of work rather than an immutable
concept. Thus,the first third of the day,while Ermakov's
shift is working,passes relatively slowly and occupies forty
chapters. Then, when the decisive shift begins, time seems
to speed up in accordance with the smooth rhythm of the work.
Finally, as the shift nears its end and the record is in
sight,time once more comes into sharp focus as each minute
and each new mix of concrete are measured against each other.
Once the record has been surpassed the remaining minutes of
the shift once more pass smoothly and rhythmically to the
clank of the mixer.^
While the most obvious element in the construction of
the work is the factor of time, including the three shifts,
it is not the only one. Another important constructional
principle is that of contrast operating at several levels.
For example, among the characters there is a stark, almost
schematic contrast between Margulies and Nalbandov, between
Semechkin and Vinkich, between Fenya and Klava. The fundamental
1. Interest in the nature of time was very high in the Soviet
Union during the 1920s and early 1930s. The works of
Bergson and Einstein were frequently discussed in the press.
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conflict of the novel is neatly summed up in the contrast
between two slogans, each associated with one of the engineers.
Margulies believes in the slogan: 'Tennbi b nnoxy psKOHCTpyHUMM
pBLuatoT Bee', whereas Nalbandov's phrase is: ' HOHCTpynuMH He
ctipaHi4y3CHah Sopfefia. * Other contrasts used effectively by
Kataev include that between Europe and Asia; between the new,
artificial city of Magnitogorsk and traditional cities which
bear the imprint of time and civilisation in the shape of
churches and public buildings. The reliance on stark contrasts
as a compositional device is indicative of the single dimension
plakatnost' of much of Vremya, vpered!, including almost all
of the characters. An obvious aspect of the device of
contrast is the use of parallel scenes at the beginning and
the end of the novel. One woman (Fenya) passes from Europe
to Asia to join her husband at Magnitogorsk; another woman
(Klava) leaves Magnitogorsk for the material comfort of the
European part of the Soviet Union. In both cases the train
journey is accompanied by extracts from a speech by Stalin
about the need for speedy industrialisation, acting as a
framework for the novel."1"
Finally, in this examination of the construction of
Vremya, vperedI mention must be made of what several critics
2
have called Kataev's cinematic technique. Even before
Vremya, vpered! the cinema had exerted a considerable influence
on Kataev, and several of his works had been written or adapted
for the cinema. The most obvious cinematic feature of Kataev's
1. Compare Chapter three of Vremya, vpered! with Chapter sixty
eight. The Stalin speech which plays an Important role in
Vremya, vpered! was delivered on 4- February 1931 to the first
All-Union Conference of leading personnel of socialist industry
and printed in Pravda, 5 February 1931.
2. See, for example, E.J. Brown, Russian Literature since the
Revolution, p. 133.
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novels and stories - their division into a great many short
chapters - was noted as early as 1925 by V. Krasil'nikov,
the reviewer of Bezdel'nik Eduard.^ In his memoirs II'ya
Kremlev recalls the author's fascination with the cinema and
recounts an anecdote about their cooperation on an adaptation
of Povelitel' zheleza for the screen.
Kataev himself was aware of the influence of the cinema
on his work and in 1935 he wrote a brief article entitled
'Rovesniki kino' in which he touches on the ways in which the
techniques of the cinema find an echo in his writing.
'~\nerieHTbi HHHeMaTorpatj)HMecKoro noHTawa, canoe
noHDTHe MDHTaw CTa/io fl/in mhotmx nncaTe/iBH noero
noKO/iSHMH opraHHHBCKHM noHRTneM a HauieH padoTS.
R flo chx nop robopki - "riohthpobatb paccHa3".
HeHOTopbie now paHHMe npoMsaeflBHHH - OcTpoB
3peHjqop(l) m pRfl paccHaaos - HanncaHbi no,q bbhum
b/ihbhmen HHHSMaTorpadia. 3aneTHo bjimrhmb hmho
M b nobecth PaCTpaTHHHH, Tfle mhoto HMCTO
hmhenatorpattimhechmx pemmhhcqehqmh. R ujmpoho
npHMBHkt/i TaM npneri HpynHoro n/iaHa, hmcto
HMHeMaTorpa$HH8CHoe odbir pMsaHMe Bemew a mx
HHHenaTorpaiJJHHecHOH cyiUHOCTH. (8,314)
Later in the same article Kataev turns to the influence of the
cinema on Vremya, vpered!, and concludes that his handling of
time in the novel is derived from the cinema: 'Hmho hayhm /i o
mehh hsk nncatbjir 5o/tee CBOdoflHony oOpaiueHMio co BpeneHen.
Opens, Bnepe^l npoM3BefleHMe, nocTpoeHHoe SyHBa/ibHO no npMHpuny
hmho.' (8,314)
Kataev was by no means the only author of this period
to employ cinematic techniques in the construction of novels.
One author who stood out by virtue of his cinematic technique
1. See note 1, p. 174.
2. I. Kremlev, V literaturnom stroyu, pp. 202-3.
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and who undoubtedly influenced Kataev's novel was the
American John Dos Passos about whom a great deal was
written in the Soviet press at the end of the 1920s following
his visit to the USSR. The novels of Dos Passos made
striking use of documentary material and newspaper reports
in presenting a broad picture of society. Kataev learned
much from the American and incorporated similar features in
his own novels.
The influence of the cinema on Vremya, vperedl can
be seen in two major areas - the handling of time (as pointed
out by Kataev himself) and the visual use of details. Despite
its considerable length, the action of Vremya, vperedl is
confined, with very few exceptions, to the one day on which
the attempt to surpass the concrete-laying record was made.
The novel opens as Margulies's day begins and it closes as
he and Shura wait for the canteen to open early the following
morning. The only events which lie outside the period of
twenty four hours are the tests on the quality of concrete,
which take place seven days later and which, for that reason,
are described in the transposed chapter^ which is removed from
the action of the story, so as not to disturb the unity of
time; and, possible, Fenya's journey to Magnitogorsk, which
is made to appear part of the day's events, however unlikely
that may be. Kataev is able to write a long novel about
the events of a single day by involving a large number of
different characters and story-lines and switching constantly
from one to another. Thus, all of the characters move in
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parallel through the day. The use of many characters and
many short chapters is not in itself cinematic. Tolstoi,
for instance, employs such a method in Anna Karenina. But
in Kataev's case the conscious restriction in time to twenty
four hours and the deliberate introduction of delaying scenes,
such as those involving Bixby, the American engineer, recall
2
the techniques of the cinema.
The influence of the cinema on the construction of
Vremya, vpered! has been noted many times by critics, and
Kataev himself has commented on it in 'Rovesniki kino'.
But another important point about the cinema in relation to
Vremya, vpered! appears to have been ignored by critics of
1. It is interesting to note that Anna Karenina was
undoubtedly in Kataev's mind just before he wrote Vremya,
vperedI. The evidence for this assertion is contained
in the story Na polyakh romana (1,385-402) published in
September 1931, m which an important Communist official
reads and re-reads Anna Karenina and argues in his own
mind with Tolstoi. When read' in conjunction with the
almost contemporary Vremya, vpered! the story provides
a useful insight into Kataev's views on the novel in
general at this time. For example, the following para¬
graph from the story illustrates his belief that the
leisurely pace of the nineteenth century novel can no
longer be taken as a model in an era of rapid industrial¬
isation. 'PoMaH, HanncaHHbiH aBTopoM b Terine nhtmascrth
bepcT b Mac HHKO/iaeBCHoPi we/iesHOH floporn, hs nor BbiflepwaTb
CKOpOCTH CTa BOCbMMflBCFITH HH/lOMeTpOB B H a C n a CCaWM PC HOT O
caMo/ieTa cob8tckom hohctpyhumm "H-5", pacno3HaBaTe/ibHbm
3Hah "250" - /ihhmm yhpBo3flyxnytm. ' (1,392)
2. A parallel may be drawn between Vremya, vpered'. and
the work of the popular American novelist Arthur Hailey
whose novels Airport and Hotel are constructed in a
similar fashion to Kataev's novel and were obviously
written with the cinema in mind.
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the novel, namely, Kataev's use of visual detail without
authorial comment in order to convey his point. For example,
in the following short paragraph Kataev contrasts the luxury
in which foreigners travelled in Russian trains with the
difficult conditions in an ordinary 'hard' carriage by
dwelling, as a camera might, purely on the objects which
exemplify the luxury.
yflMB^eHHblM M3 /lb H HH HOtUeJI fla/lblUB, HHflan KaMSLUKM
b Ho/ieca aaroHOB. Ha okhb Ha Hero cmotpb/ih
hhoctpahi/bi b ui/iFmax. Ha cro/iHHax nepefl QHHaMH
b cTaKaHax dbi/in de/io-se/ieHbie nysHH ziaHflbiLua.
CTaHaHbi - b cepedpHHux noflCTaHaHHHKax. CyxapHHH
b nepraneHTHOH dyMare. H TRwe/ibis MeflHue
nene/ibHMUN. . . (3,140)
Or again:
CmbtaHa nosTM demHT.
TeCOBblH M TO/lBBblH MMp ysaCTHa PB3H0 nOBOpaSMBaBTCB
BOHpyr CMeTaHbi. Oh Becb a abhwbhhh, becb b yr/iax m
npo/iBTax.
CMeTaHa BHAMTS
Yro/l - npO/lBT - T y p H HH - pyHOMOHHHH - MyCOpHblH
HU/HH - M Hafl HHM WryHMM CTO/ld Myx.
H b odpaTHOM nopnflHB:
Myxn - HU/HH - pyHOMOHHHH - TypHHH ~ npO/lBT -
yro/i. (3,188)
In this example Kataev's description achieves the effect of
a camera, sweeping in a circular motion first one way and
then the other.
Occasionally a similar device is used to give a sense
of the vast proportions of Magnitogorsk, as in the following
example in which Georgii Vasil*evich is looking at the site
through binoculars:
EapaHM, na/iaTKM, floporn, cTo/idbi, HSO/iHTopw,
Ten/iflKM, KpaHbi, 3HCHaBaTopu, OHonu, Hacunw,
BaroHu, ona/iydKM, ropbi> xo/imw, tpabbi, flbiMbi,
Mycop, ziouiaflH.
Ma/ieHbHHB HB/lOBBHeCHMe (|)HrypHH, - HBM fla/lbUJB,
TBM HpOlilBH HBH, - OHBHb peflHO pa 3 6 po C a H H bie CpBflH
orpoMHoro /laH/juiaitiTa, Ha3a/incb bmbctb co cbohmm
Ma/lH3CeHbHHMH TBH RMH COBBpUJBHHO H BP OflB HW HbIM H ,
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H3K Ha MOMBHTa^bHOH $OT OT pa (J) H H . (3,214)
4.4.4 Widening Devices
One method by which Kataev attempts to universalise
the socialist competition at Magnitogorsk is through the
inclusion of a large number of contrasting characters who
will be examined later in this chapter; another method is
by widening the action beyond Magnitogorsk to Moscow. For
the scenes of Moscow during the early years of the first
Five Year Plan Kataev drew extensively on an article
entitled 'Moskva etim letom' which he had published in 1930
and which gives a vivid picture of the programme of moderni¬
sation which is changing the face of Moscow literally from
day to day. It opens with a paragraph which anticipates
the theme and the style of Vremya, vpered! : 'PecnyS/iMKa
mbhhbt /1M140. ArpapHas cTpaHa ripeBpamaeTcn b hHfly CTpua Jib Hyic.
Bcrafly HflST zioMHa, mhcth3, BbiHopHBBbiBaHHe, riflaHHpoBKa, 3aHiiaflHa,
CTpoHKa •' Horses are being replaced by motor cars, stables
by garages. Moscow is being transported from Asia to
Europe. The roads have been dug up and resemble trenches
in which men fight against time and nature. And this
unrelenting battle is witnessed by a constant stream of
foreign tourists drawn here by curiosity and also by the
irresistible pull which a doomed man feels towards the source
of his destruction.
1. 'Moskva etim letom', 30 dnei, 1930, No. 9, pp. 56-65.
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Even from this brief description of the contents of
'Moskva etim letom' it is clear that it contains much material
which was later used in Vremya, vpered!. The foreign
tourists who visit Moscow are transformed in the later work
into Mr. Ray Roope who feels drawn to Magnitogorsk because
in his heart he recognises that his own doom is here being
created. The image of rapid construction as a battle is
taken up and extended in the novel; when Ishchenko calls
po tachkam to begin the decisive shift he reminds us of a
Civil War commander calling his troops to horse. Above all,
the rapid transformation of Moscow into a modern city is
borrowed from 'Moskva etim letom'. Compare the following
two passages:
06i4hm perioHT yjiup bpbmbhho npeBpaTM/i MocKBy
b afl. TpamBaHHue h aBTotfycHbts mapiupyTbi
MBHRtoTCR BWBflHBBHo, BwesacHO. (Moskva etim letom')
Pbmoht npeBpaTM/i MocHBy b afl. TpaMBanHbie
napiupyTbi mbhH/incb ewsflHSBho . (Vremya, vperedl)
(3,221)
The changes which make Magnitogorsk unrecognisable
day to day are also taking place in Moscow and, indeed, all
over the Soviet Union. Perhaps the clearest example of man's
victory over the vast space of the country can be seen in
the chapter in which Margulies first telephones Moscow.
Before his connection is made he hears the voices of tele¬
phonists from other cities. In steppinginto the telephone
booth he shuts out time (in that the silence of the booth
isolates him from the events around him) but allows distance
to speak through the ingenuity of the human invention which
has defeated it - the telephone:
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Ho eflba npn/iowMJi h yinan cneqMaRbHyio TpySHy,
BM8CT0 ocTaHOBMBUjerocH Bper-ieHM aaroBopMRO
npOCTpaHCTBO.
Oho aaroBopnno 6rm3hmmm h ,qarbhmmm rowcaMM
Te/ie<{)ohmctoh, CRadblM TpeCKOM amocttiBpMHecHHx
pa3pHflOB, ry/ion Hecymnxch KMnoMeTpoB, HonapHHbiM
nshmsn cmr ha ro b , nepehrmmhom ropo,qaB. (3,195)
The theme of man's victory over natural forces is
hinted at, symbolically, in the image of the diver with which
Chapter sixteen of Vremya, vpered! closes and which is taken
in its entirety from 'Moskva etim letom'. The scene consists
of a very detailed description of a man diving into the new
swimming pool at the Dynamo sports stadium in Moscow. Kataev's
eye dwells like a slow motion camera (reminding us yet again
of the influence of the cinema on the author at this stage
of his career) on the surroundings and then on each stage of
the dive;turning a swift movement into a slow, complex and
exceedingly graceful one.
Oh npocTo m r/iydoHO aaflbixaeT. Oh noflhmmast
pyHM M, b bIT H Hy B MX, C o bflmh H bt HSfl rOROBOM.
Tenepb oh hb hbrobbh - CTpe/ia.
Oh syTb nohahhyjicfi. Oh mb^jighho, hS3ari8tho
£RR r/ia3, BblXOflMT M3 COCTOHHMR paBHOBBCMB •
He Toponscb m nrabho pa3B0flR pyHM, oh naflaeT.
Hbt oh hb najqaBT.
Tenspb oh rbtmt. Oh yws He cTpe/ia a /iactohHa.
Oh noflpoSHo ocbbiubh moroflbim coRHqen. y Hero
HanpRweHbi RonaTwa m pbshsr BbiflammaRCH sspTa
nocpBflMHB CnMHbi: OT TOROBbl B nyRGBMflHOM UJR8MB
flO nORCHHUbl.
Oh b boa/iyxb. (3,196)"'"
Man's grace, beauty and technique here allow him to overcome
nature, to turn a fall into a flight.
The diver accomplishes his technical feat in Moscow
while Margulies and Ishchenko's victory takes place in Magnitogorsk
1. See also 'Moskva etim letom', p. 64.
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but both events represent a struggle which embraces the whole
nation. As Kataev himself puts it: ' B wan/ie .qowflH Bbi
HaysH/iM mbhr BHfleTb cafl.1 (3,425) What we see before our
eyes may be the equivalent of a raindrop - a tiny, almost
imperceptible object - but in that raindrop is reflected a
whole garden.
Time and again in Vremya, vpered! Kataev emphasises
the broad significance for the entire nation of what is
taking place at Magnitogorsk. He frequently reminds us
that there are many other sites where similar activity is
taking place, and indeed Ishchenko's record lasts for less
than a day, being broken by workers at the Chelyabinsk
Tractor Factory. Moreover the entire nation is represented
at Magnitogorsk itself, as the demand for postal services
demonstrates:
HOCTpOMCHMS, CT8n8HHbie, c TOHHO paSflyTbIMM
HOSflpBMH, UIJ1M Ha 38 HCHM8 TaTapbl, UJJ1M HasHasubi:
rpysnHbi, seh8ht4bi; ui/jh SauiKupbi, uj/ih hsmmw, mochbhhm,
nMTepMbi b nn^maHax m HOCoaopoTax, uj/im yKpahhiiu,
eBpen, Se/iopycy.. .
fleCHTHM TbICflH KpMBbfX JlM/lOBblX aflpeCOB pROM/lM B
r^asax hoprbumh cbommm nponncnMH, oujH6HaMM, nyTaHMqaH
pawoHoa, o6/iacT8M, ce/ibcaBeTOB, hobxo30b, ropoflOB,
nOHTOBUX OTfl8/ieHMH, nO/iyCTaHHOB , HMBH, npOSBMUJ,
iJ)aMH/)HH. (3,192)
The many thousands of workers from all parts of the
Soviet Union who form the background to the novel are repre¬
sented by individual characters in the foreground of the action,
and they, too, are of differing nationalities. Margulies is
a Jew; Zagirov a Tartar; Ishchenko a Ukrainian; Khanumov's
tyubeteika marks him out as an Uzbek.
Similarly, although the major event in the novel is
the attempt to beat the Khar'kov record, construction work
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is by no means the only activity in Magnitogorsk. Forming
the background to the work of the cement layers is a wide
picture of life in the town. People prepare and sell meals
in the canteen, or else sell books and newspapers from stalls
in the hotel or the canteen; nurses help pregnant women in
labour; long queues form outside the town's single barber's
shop; after work some of the young builders have enough
energy to rehearse a play; there is even a menagerie with
an elephant. Kataev succeeds in painting a picture of a
growing town, still lacking the amenities which a real town
demands, but managing to provide the essentials of life,
and even something extra, for its inhabitants.
Kataev claimed that the menagerie elephant was the
only purely invented detail. (3,425-6) For the rest, he
adhered to the truth as much as possible. Yet, although
the elephant is a pure invention, it fits into the novel
very successfully. Such a strange, powerful creature does
not seem at all out of place in Magnitogorsk. When it
breaks loose during a storm the elephant serves to increase
the impression of the powerful forces of nature ranged
against man's attempt to transform his society.
4.4.5 Characters
It has already been noted that one of the principles
of construction of Vremya, vpered! is the use of contrast,
and almost all of the figures in the novel can be divided
into groups of contrasting characters, the more important of
which will now be examined.
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The Engineers
Appropriately enough in a novel about the construction
of a major industrial plant the conflict on which the action
rests takes place between two engineers - the audacious and
inspiring Margulies on the one hand and the cautious, and
ultimately reactionary Nalbandov on the other. As stated
above, the struggle between Margulies and Nalbandov is
encapsulated in two contradictory slogans which circulate
among the populace of Magnitogorsk.
"CTpOMTB/lbCTBO He tp p a Hpy 3CKa n dopbda".
Eme BHepa senepon Ha/idaHflOB nycTMji 3Ty Mbic/ib
no cTpoHTe/ibCTBy. Ee noflxsaTHjim. Ha HSKOTopoe
apBMfi oHa od-nafle/ia ynaMH.
Ha/idaHflOB cflepwaHHO TopwecTBOBaji.
Ho ceroflHH HBH/iacb h no^BTe^a no cTpoMTe/ibCTBy
flpyran Mbic/ib: "TeMnbi b snoxy peHOHCTpyHUMM peiuacT
bob" .
Hbb HfleH: "cTpoMTB/tbCTBO He tfipaHuyscHas dopbda"
h "Tennu b anoxy peHOHCTpyHUHM pemaraT Bee" -
BCTynw/iH newfly codora b dopbdy, m npnsHaKH stoh
HanaBUjeHCH dopbdbi npec^e,qo8a^H Ha/idaHflOBa aciofly.
(3,263)
Superficially, the quarrel between Margulies and
Nalbandov is a purely technical one of engineering policy, but
in fact the attitudes expressed by the two slogans are shown
to have far wider implications for the future path of Soviet
society. Behind the question of whether expensive imported
machinery should be abused (with the risk that it will wear
out prematurely) in order to lay concrete at a previously
unheard of pace, lies the much more important question of the
reasons behind the rapid industrialisation of the first Five
Year Plan period. Kataev's support for Margulies against
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Nalbandov is obvious throughout the novel, nowhere more so
than in his direct quotation from a speech by Stalin on the
need for rapid industrialisation in order to avert a military
disaster such as had plagued Russia for centuries.
"3aflepwaTb Tennu - sto shshmt oTCTaTb. A
OTCTa/ibix 6bK3T. Ho Mbi He xothm OKaaaTbCH dHTbiMM.
HeT, He xothm! HcTopMH CTapon Poccmh cocTon/ia,
MBWfly npoHMM, b tom, hto ee nenpepuBHo dM/iw 3a
OTCTa/lOCTb. En/in MOHrO/lbCHHe xaHbl. Em/im
TypepHHe denn. Bm/im ujBeflCHne $eo,Aa^bi. Bh/im
no/ibcho-nwTOBCKHe naHu. bh/im aHr/io-$paHuiy3CHHe
HariHTa/incTbi. Bm/ih nnohchhe dapoHbi. Gm/ih bcs -
aa OTCTa/lOCTb. 3a OTCTa/iocTb bobhhyio, sa
otcta^octb Hy/ibTypHyia, 3a OTCTa/iocTb rocyflapcTBBHHyc,
aa OTCTa/iocTb npoMyui/ieHHyio, 3a oTCTa/iocTb
Ce/lbCH0X03HHCTBeHHyra. Bh/im nOTOMy, h to 3 to du/io
floxoflHO h cxoflHflo 6s3HaHaaaHHO.. . "
"Bot noHBMy HaM He/ib3R fio^bixie oTCTaBaTb."
(3,139 and 423)1
This speech, from which Kataev quotes at the beginning
and at the end of the novel, throws all the weight of official
approval behind Margulies's actions. Only industrialisation
at break-neck speed can give Russia the strength to repulse
a foreign invasion if it should come. Therefore Nalbandov's
caution, which at first sight appears justified, places him
in the same category as the more blatant saboteurs who play
an important part in other Soviet novels of the period.
Margulies is Jewish, but Kataev makes little of his
nationality. Like Fadeev's Levinson, on whom he may be partly
modelled, Margulies is small in stature, yet commands the respect
of his subordinates. Like Levinson his name is the only clue
to his nationality until late in the novel when, after the
pressing events are over, he has time to reflect on his private
life in a conversation with Shura and to recall the death of
1. See note 1, p. 207 for details of Stalin's speech, quoted
without a source by Kataev.
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of his father in a pogrom. (3,111 J1 (A similar point is
made in Fadeev's Razgrom where Levinson's family concerns
are pushed to the back of his mind by pressing military tasks.)
On the first page of the novel Margulies gives part of his
private time, notionally allocated to sleep, to the public
matter of the attempt to beat Khar'kov's record.
Hacbi nunm BepHo. Ho Mapry/inec He cna/i. Oh
BCTa/i b LuecTb h onepe,qM/i sperm. Eme hb CSh/io
c/iysan, htoSu dyflH/ibHMH .qencTB MTe/ibHO noflHH/i
ero.
Mapry/n-tec He nor flOBepaTb TaHoriy, b cymHoctm,
npocTOMy M8xaHM3My, KaH nacbi, Tanyio flparopsHHyio
bemb, Han bpbmh. (3,131)
In addition to denying himself sleep in order to work
harder on the construction of the new site Margulies also
denies himself food. Time after time during the day he is
on the point of eating a meal at the canteen when he is called
away urgently, a device which seems to emphasise the passing
of time as well as helping in the characterisation of the
engineer. The leitmotif by which Kataev makes Margulies
instantly recognisable is the bag of boiled sweets with which
he allays the pangs of hunger while still working. While
others such as the American engineer Bixby have time to eat
a meal in peace Margulies dashes from one part of the site
to another with only some boiled sweets for food. He has
no time even to wash his face in the morning. Thus the first
features which Kataev stresses in Margulies's character are
1. Several of the details in Margulies's account of his
childhood anticipate similar scenes in Beleet parus odinokii.
On Margulies as a Jew see M. Friedberg, 'Jewish Themes in
Soviet Russian Literature' in L. Kochan (ed.), The Jews in
Soviet Russia since 1917 (London, 1972), pp. 197 and 206.
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his immense energy and indefatigability as well as the
conviction and enthusiasm which enable him to ignore the
normal bodily needs of food and sleep in the pursuit of
faster and faster work rates. These same qualities account
for the way in which Margulies survives the difficult physical
conditions at Magnitogorsk; the wind, heat and dust of summer
and, even more terrible, the biting cold of winter during
which Margulies had daringly continued with the construction
of a dam.
Yet although Margulies supports wholeheartedly the
notion of socialist competition and constantly increasing
work rates, although he initiates the phrase 'tsmny b snoxy
peHOHCTpyHMHH pemaiQT bcs', his quest for greater and greater
speed of construction is by no means reckless. Kataev is
at pains to stress that Margulies bases his record attempt
on the latest expert technical analysis of concrete, according
to which the quality of the concrete will not suffer unduly
when it is laid at high speed. Indeed the whole of Chapter
twenty nine consists of a report which demonstrates that there
is no technical reason why the quality of the concrete should
suffer even if the established number of mixes per hour were
to be dramatically increased. Margulies waits until he has
the evidence of successful experiments carried out in Moscow
before launching the assault on the world record. He is not
prepared to sacrifice quality to speed by an unsubstantiated
guess that the quality will not suffer if speed is increased.
That his enthusiasm is held in check by common sense and
caution testifies to his genuine idealism; he is no careerist
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or opportunist prepared to risk anything for the sake of
personal fame. (In this respect he contrasts with the
foreman Mosya whose immense efforts, while they undoubtedly
contribute to the success of the venture, derive from his
thirst for glory.) But while displaying a certain degree
of caution Margulies refuses to allow events to take their
normal course. If the site is to be completed satisfactorily
then time must be outstripped and Margulies's whole life is
an example of outstripping time. His habit of rising before
the alarm rings has already been mentioned. This is a minor
example of an important feature of Margulies's nature which
is best seen in his use of the telephone to overcome time.
Not content to wait several days for the results of the
latest technical analysis to arrive from the Institute in
Moscow he telephones his sister in Moscow and asks her to
obtain the results and dictate them over the line to Magnito¬
gorsk. The notion of Margulies using human ingenuity and
technology to outstrip time is important to Kataev's general
thesis in the novel and he takes some care to convey it in a
striking manner.
Mapry/inec Boiue/i b o5ntyia boh/iokom Syflny m
KpenKo 3anep 3a codon flBepb.
ToTnac ero oxbatmJia TaKan no/man thluhha,
syflto, 3anepeB flsepb, oh aanep canoe b pemr,
Bpenn ocTaHOBn/iocb BOKpyr Hero ruioTHHOH,
HenoflBHmHOH cpejqoH.
Ho eflBa oh npM/iown/i k yiiian cnepna/ibHyto
TpydHy, bmbcto ocTaHOBMBiuerocn b psmehh
3aroBopM/io npocTpaHCTBO. (3,195)
As if to underline the importance of this idea_, Kataev returns
to it several chapters later when describing the second
conversation between Margulies and Katya.
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TaH b 3to npeHpacHoe /isTHee yTpo, b flecrtb
no-nocHOBCHH m b flBBHaflpaTb no TaMotuHeny, Ha
pa CCTOBHHH H 8CH0 /lbH MX TbtCHH HHJIDMBTpOB flPyr OT
flpyra paaroBapHBa^M dpaT h cecTpa, m ro/ioca hx
zieterih h3 EBponu b asmk: m h3 a 3 mm b EBpony,
noHpbiBafi ynpHMbifi ry/i cjihwkom oTCTaiotusro BperieHM
m cjimluhom HenoflBHWHoro npocTpaHCTBa. (3,251)
But as a character Margulies lacks real interest because he
lacks complexity. There is no room in the novel for the
leisurely development of character, so the hints of an unhappy
past life (the murder of his father and his own first marriage)
are left unexplored and they leave no visible mark on the
hero's psyche. Kataev replaces complexity by an inoffensive,
and indeed endearing, eccentricity, summed up in Margulies's
liking for sweets.
When considered in conjunction with Kataev's characters
of the 1920s Margulies represents a definite shift away from
the type of heroes so forcefully criticised by Mashbits-Verov.
Unlike Eduard Tochkin, Petr Sinaiskii, Filipp Stepanovich
Prokhorov and Rodion Zhukov, Margulies does not have a passive
attitude towards life. None of Kataev's earlier heroes with
their optimistic passivity would have been capable of acting
as decisively as Margulies, nor of believing in man's ability
to shape his own future by overcoming the normal pace of time
and changing the face of nature itself instead of wondering
at its beauty. These aspects of Margulies's character are
new in a Kataevan hero and appear somewhat alien to the author
himself, as though he were not accustomed to them. Fortunately,
however, Kataev does clearly identify with certain other
aspects of Margulies's nature, notably his childlike wonder
at the dimensions of the x^orld (a wonder which in no way
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prevents him from challenging nature by daring to build
first a dam then a huge factory complex). Kataev is
nowhere closer to his main hero than at the end of the
novel when Margulies says: 'fl, col ctbshho, cedR Bee Bperm
HyBCTByhQ MaJIbHMlilKDM . CeMM/ieTHMM pedeHHOM. 3,qecb HO M h e
8 O 3 B pa IH3 STCfl fl8TCTB0. BOT R CBMHaC klfly, kl CMOTpM, KaHMS
I
rpona^HUB BOKpyr Hac 0emu9 tuyMbi, flbinw, othh. . .
(3,411) In creating Margulies Kataev has clearly attempted
to move away from his previous heroes while preserving some
of the features,such as childishness, which he finds attractive.
The other senior engineer, Nalbandov, is in almost all
respects the opposite of Margulies, (a contrast which is in
keeping with the schematic nature of the novel's construction).
Whereas Margulies is infected by genuine enthusiasm for
socialist competition, Nalbandov seems to fear it, as if it
might endanger his dry, controlled, bureaucratic way of life
symbolised by the enormous inkwell on his desk which seems to
grow ever larger. ' HepHH-nbHupa BbipacTaeT flo HeBepoRTHbix
MacLUTadoB. OHa yxe aaHHnasT no/iMHpa. B ee ctbk^rhhoh
ujaxTe MoryT zieTaTb aopon/iaHbi, xoflMTb noea/ia, pacTM /ieca,
bossbiuiatbcR ropbi. ' (3 ,406)
Like another, though far greater, bureaucrat in Russian
literature - Aleksei Karenin - Nalbandov proves to be a more
complex character than at first sight appears to be the case.
In the early part of the novel his objection to the record
attempt seems to be based on a rigid adherence to hitherto
accepted norms and a fear that to go beyond those norms would
shorten the life of expensive imported machinery. These
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arguments are superficially sound, but are undermined by
Kataev's device of quoting Stalin's demand for increased
tempos. As Margulies says in the important conversation
between the two engineers, the country's prime need is to
be in a position to build its own machinery as quickly as
possible and this can be ensured only by rapid industrialisa¬
tion. (3,337)
Another reason for Nalbandov's opposition to the record
attempt emerges from his relations with the American tourists
Ray Roope and Leonard Darlow. While the members of Ishchenko'
brigade work at hitherto unimaginable speed and Margulies goes
without food or rest, Nalbandov spends the day in a large
comfortable car in the company of the two Americans. To
Roope and Darlow Nalbandov presents an image of a dedicated
Bolshevik engineer determined to overcome the laws of nature
by means of technology. At one point he says: '3aHOHbi
npnpoflbi - hbhsmbhhy, - oTpesa/i Ha/idaHfloa, - ohm hochu h
HOHcspeaTMaHbi. Ohm 3anepTbi caMM s ce e m He moryT shmtm
ms CB08I-0 SaHJl hbhmb. He/lob bh eCK mm r 8 h m h 6e3rpaHMH8H . '
(3,267) But, just as he is secretly glad to be accompanying
the cultured Americans in a comfortable car instead of working
amidst the heat and dust of Magnitogorsk, so does he secretly
agree with Roope that man is not strong enough to overcome
nature.
Ecjim bbi^epwHT aaiue deflHoe 36mhob He/ioBQHecHoe
cep/me, - c pa/iMrHosHbiM esAoxori cHasa.i Mmctsp
Pan Pyn, cH/iafluaaa pyHM Ha wmbotb m xMTpo
nor/iHflbiBan Ha Ha/idaHfloaa.
"Oh npaa", - no^ynaji Ha/i anflob m cnasa^:
- Oho BbiflepwHT. EyflbTe yeepeHU. (3,268)
In his heart Nalbandov believes, along with Roope, that a
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town cannot grow in a desert in a matter of a few years,
for it will lack tradition, history and culture, and despite
his brave words Nalbandov sets great store by these things.
At this point Nalbandov's motivation is reasonably
complex (when compared to a unidimensional figure like
Margulies), but Kataev chooses to add one more motive for
his hatred of the record attempt, namely, personal dislike
and jealousy of Margulies. Nalbandov may be officious and
bureaucratic but he is also intelligent, cultured, and
articulate and his plight of having to express views with
which he is no longer in sympathy, of having to conceal from
himself and others his innermost thoughts, makes him an
interesting and not totally unsympathetic character. In
order to undermine a possible sympathy which endangers the
novel's support for socialist competition Kataev deprives
Nalbandov of principles and turns him into a moral bankrupt
obsessed with hatred for Margulies, and harbouring a secret
desire for personal glory. At the end of the novel Nalbandov
composes two official complaints against Margulies - one,
that he endangered the quality of the concrete and damaged
the machinery by indulging in reckless competition with
Khar'kov, and the other, that he would not allow a rate in
excess of 400 mixes per shift contrary to the wishes of the
Party and the spirit of enthusiasm of the workers. Nalbandov's
problem lies in deciding which of the two complaints to forx^ard
to his superior. He has no preference; either charge is
acceptable so long as Margulies can be reprimanded or removed
from office.
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Nalbandov holds more interest as a character than
his opponent Margulies. As with the American, Ray Roope,
Kataev cannot quite conceal his admiration for some of the
values which Nalbandov holds dear.
The Women
The two leading women characters in Vremya, vpered!
never meet, yet they stand opposed to each other no less
markedly than the engineers Margulies and Nalbandov. Indeed,
the contrast between them is even more schematic and, as was
said above, is used as a constructional device.
Fenya is an unsophisticated girl from a collective
farm who, finding herself pregnant, comes to Magnitogorsk to
be reunited with the child's father, Ishchenko. After initial
misgivings that Ishchenko will reject her she settles
immediately into the routine of work at Magnitogorsk and her
child is born at the same time as Ishchenko's brigade beat
the world record.
Whereas most of Kataev's sympathy lies unintentionally
with Nalbandov rather than Margulies, he redresses the balance
with the women. All of his warmth goes to Fenya rather than
the sophisticated Klava. Several times in the previous
decade Kataev had portrayed simple women with considerable
affection and understanding."'" Outstanding among these charac¬
ters is Polechka from Rebenok whom Fenya resembles in several
1. See, for example, his story Dun'kina zhizn'a Kommunarka
Ukrainy, 1922, No. 9, pp. 16-23. See also Rebenok,
discussed in an earlier chapter.
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respects. Both women are shy and unassuming, and both have
a touching sense of wonder. The warm, affectionate humour
with which Kataev treats Polechka is also evident in the
characterisation of the naive Fenya, for instance in her
first reactions to the outlandishness of Magnitogorsk.
<t>eHs nocTaBM/ia mbujoh Ha pe/ibCbi, oTflbiwa/iacb.
UJe/i ci48nmnH. OHa k HBciy: - ToBapnin, a t,ab TyT
TOpOfl, dyflbTB /U0C583HblB?
- TyT m ropofl, rfls me eme? (3,170)
Yet Kataev does not mock Fenya; he evokes genuine sympathy
for the plight of the pregnant girl lost in a mass of new
buildings, piles of dirt, gravel foundation pits and barbed
wire. At the same time he uses Fenya's plight to convey the
immense size of Magnitogorsk and the ceaseless activity which
makes it so incomprehensible to the newcomer. Fenya had
imagined that everyone at Magnitogorsk would know Ishchenko,
but she is told that there are several thousand brigade
leaders on the site as well as forty five or fifty thousand
workers. Eventually, having walked round the site for hours3
she finds Ishchenko. Immediately her fatigue disappears and
she becomes infected with the desire to work.
A OHa HaH HH B HBM HB OblBa/lO. Ee OXBaTMJIO
C T pa CT H08 , HBTepne/lMBOB WB/iaHMB HaH MOWHO
CHopee nepefla/iaTb Bee fle/ias nocTMpaTb rpHSHoe,
yCjpaTbCB, CXOflMTb b HOOnspaTMB, oQMSHRTb TaJlOHb,
BWMblTb no/1, CBapHTb Ofiefl, npOTBpBTb OHHOy
oSbspHyTb ziannoHHy aGawypnMHOM, noncHaTb, rfle
TyT BO/lbHblH ptJHOH, pas/iowMTb b eii;M, npudHTb
no/iOHHy. (3,173)
The principal device used by Kataev in the characterisa¬
tion of Fenya is semi-direct speech ('nesobstvenno-pryamaya
rech'1), which he has used to great effect throughout his career
in portraying unsophisticated adults and, especially, children.
The following extract is typical of those chapters involving
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Fenya. In addition to semi-direct speech, it is worth
noting that the sentences are veiy brief, and that relative
clauses are avoided.
(l/ieno o6MHpa.no, HeMB/io. Hpermo do/ie/ia criMHa.
LLIaio TaH cxBaTbiBa/io, hto ro/ioBy He noBepHyTb,
m TRwecTb nyflOBaH b noRCHnpe.
Qx, CHopee 6bi HTo-HMdy,qb oflHo. M/im 3acHyTb.
M-nn h3hth. M/ih Haaafl b noe3,A. Hnn HannTbCR
XO/lOflHBHbKOH BOflHHHM. (3,171)
The birth of Fenya's child takes on an obviously
symbolic significance in view of the fact that it happens
on the very day when Ishchenko's brigade sets a new world
record. The child was conceived in Europe to be born in
Asia in a new city which was itself in the process of being
built. In Chapter three Kataev, in the guise of a poet and
correspondent of Ekonomicheskaya gazeta, reflects on the
relationship between Europe and Asia in the new post-
revolutionary era.
Mbi nepeceHasM Ypa/i.
Me/tbHafl b oHHax c/ieBa Hanpaso, npo/ieTaeT,
HpyTRCb, o6e/iHCH "EBpona - Asmr". Oh Bbide.neH
m od/iyn/ieH. Oh cn/iowb noKpbiT nponncRMH, HaH
npoBMHpMa/ibHbiH aflpec. BeccMNCReHHbiH cto/i6.
Oh ocTa/icR noaaflM. OHasMT, Mbi b Asmh? Cmsujho.
BeiUBHHbIM TBMnOM Mbi flB HWBMC H Ha BOCTOH M HBCBM
C COdOH p8B 0 /IH3I4HH3 . HMHOrfla dO/IbUJB H8 dyflBM
Mbi A3M8H. (3,139)
Fenya and her unborn child are also travelling on
that same train from west to east, and whereas Ishchenko,
Margulies, Korneev and the others build a new city in order
to bring the Revolution to Asia, Fenya gives birth to a son
who will be brought up in the new city. Her work is as
much part of the building of a new society as is that of
the engineers, the brigade leaders or the foremen, and she
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labours to give birth at the same time as they labour to
build the city and the industrial plant.
To travel from Europe to Asia in order to give birth
requires courage, and there are times during the long journey
when Fenya's heart quails at the thought of what she has done
('Bor shaet, Ky^a oha 3aexa/ia. Ha Hpafi cbetal M hto ee
Tan tHfleT?' ) (3,166) but, having arrived at Magnitogorsk^ she
realises that she is among people of her own kind and all of
her fears for the future disappear. Among the women at
Magnitogorsk many are pregnant, and despite the heat, wind
and dust the new city is a good place to bring up children.
For an unsophisticated woman like Fenya the spirit of
optimism and vitality which throbs in Magnitogorsk far out¬
weighs the potential disadvantages of an unpleasant climate
and distance from the large cities of European Russia. But
for Klava the attractions of European comfort and culture
together with her fears for her daughter's health in Magnito¬
gorsk prove too strong to resist, and she leaves Korneev,
whom she loves, to return to her husband in Moscow. Chapter
sixty eight, describing Klava's train journey from Magnitogorsk
across the Urals towards Moscow,parallels Chapter three in
which Fenya's journey was described. Taken together, these
chapters form an important framework for the novel, and it is
significant that they contain the lengthy quotation from
Stalin's speech of 4 February 1931, the style of which Kataev
claimed to have imitated. Moreover, the tone of the two
1. See ' Raport semnadtsatomu' , p. 105. 'Mawfly npoHMM, cTM/ib
CTa/lHHa, TOHHbfH, bchum, pHTMMHeCHH HBO dblH 9mh0 fioraTUM, fla/1
mhb ocHOBHyra cHHTaHCHMSCHyra ycTaHOBHy.'
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chapters is elevated, with lyrical reflections from the author
himself who here uses the first person. Thus the chapters
play an important part in the realisation of Kataev's artistic
intentions, and the contrast between the two women contributes
to this.
In some respects Klava is the female counterpart of
Nalbandov, for like him she has no faith in man's ability to
overcome nature and create a city and industrial plant in the
middle of an inhospitable landscape. For Klava, as for
Nalbandov and the Americans Roope and Darlow, a city must
have the trappings bestowed by time and culture. She cannot
share in the enthusiasm which Margulies, Ishchenko and others
like them bring to the task of building, and so cannot see
past the present discomfort. She leaves Korneev reluctantly,
but Kataev makes it clear that she has no choice, for she has
failed to accept the concept of time which life in Magnitogorsk
requires. Whereas Korneev can find no time to whiten his
shoes (the motif by which he is recognised) or spare a moment
during the shift to see Klava, she has nothing to do in Magnito¬
gorsk and time hangs heavily on her hands. Accustomed to the
old pace of life, she cannot adjust to the new 'struggle for
increased tempos' and so she must lose Korneev. Her role in
the novel is a minor one, in terms of space devoted to her,
yet it is a vital one, for her failure to adapt to Magnitogorsk
underlines the theme inherent in Kataev's title - Vremya,
vpered! - Time, Forward!. The author's thesis is that in the
new era of socialist construction only those able to quicken
their pulse rate and immerse themselves enthusiastically in
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work will be able to achieve the type of fulfilment in all
areas of life, both private and public, experienced in the
novel by Margulies, Shura Soldatova, Ishchenko and Fenya.
The Americans
Throughout the 1920s, and particularly towards the end
of the decade, when the Soviet Union launched the first Five
Year Plan, America exerted a powerful force on the imagination
of Russian artists. They were attracted by the unparallelled
technological achievements of the United States, and at the
same time struck by the great contrast which existed between
the personal lives of their fellow countrymen and Americans.
Mayakovskii's poetry contains examples of both attitudes
towards America: 'Bruklinskii most' and 'Vyzov'."*" Gor'kii,
Pil'nyak,and II'f and Petrov are but a few of the more famous
o
authors who wrote about America at this time.
Kataev shared his fellow authors' interest in the
United States, particularly in its technological and financial
success. In Zimoi, his story of 1923, he describes the
aspiration for wealth as a desire to become an American.
Later, Kataev's acquaintance with the vast industrial sites
of Dneprostroi and Magnitogorsk drew from him the exclamation:
1. V. Mayakovskii, 'Bruklinskii most', Sobranie sochinenii,
vol. 7, pp. 83-7; 'Vyzov', pp. 73-5.
2. See Gork'ii's Gorod zheltogo d'yavola; Pil'nyak's 0'kei;
II'f ana Petrov's Odnoetazhnaya Amerika.
3. Ivan Ivanovich, the brother of the girl with whom the hero
is in love, dreams of wealth such as Americans have: 'To-to.
,fl,o/i.nap - 3To, SaTeHbHa, Bee. H npeH/ioHfuocb nepefl flo/i/iapoM.
fl b/lfOd/lbh b flO/i/iap. riHTb flOJl/iapOB - oflhh (JjyHT CTBp/IHHrOB .
Bot. 3to bflmhmua H3M8pBHHH h e/ioB e h b chor o npaaa Ha c ymec T B OB a h m 8
Bu 3haete, hsh wmbyt /no^h b amspuhe? OTB/ib. Mm/i/imoh stawew.
HoMBpa. B HaWflOM HOMBpS - Tpn HpaHa. B OflHOM - HHnflTOB, b
flpyroM - BOfla .rieflHHan, b TpeTbeM - KOMHaTHafl. ' (1,290) Kataev
here satirises Ivan Ivanovich, but to a considerable extent
he shares his character's admiration for the Americans. The
autobiographical hero resolves to become rich like an American.
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'C/iobo 6bi/io HaHflBHo. AeTpoftTl hhflyctpma^bhbim newsam.
TaH bot «aH cma dy^BT Bbir/ir.qBTb, Hawa "MadRHaa, kohaobah»
TO^cToaaflaa" Hor^a sepss HecHO/ibKO nRTMJi8T0H noHposTCH
CBTbKI T3HHX ",qeTpOHTOB " ! ' ^
Of the three Americans in Vremya, vpered! one, Leonard
Darlow, is a very minor character, but the other two, the
rich tourist Ray Roope and the engineer Thomas Bixby, play
important parts in the novel, representing different aspects
of Kataev's view of America. Roope is ostensibly a negative
character, and Kataev attempts to portray him satirically by
emphasising the utterly complacent self-satisfaction which
lies behind the cultured facade of mildness and reasonableness.
Opposed as he is to the Soviet Union, Roope is sufficiently
motivated by greed to invest money in its development, for
he cannot fail to recognise its potential. While he professes
to despise modern technological society, which, he claims,
has not increased man's happiness one iota, he wallows in the
comfort of a modern automobile and invests money in a country
which is on the threshold of unprecedented industrial growth.
His own hypocrisy gives the lie to his sentimental view of
the happiness of man in a pre-industrial heaven. Yet, for
all the absurdity of his position,Roope clearly interests
Kataev, and embodies several features which had earlier formed
part of the author's own outlook. In reply to Nalbandov's
speech about the magnificent achievement of building the dam
1. 'Porogi' (8,225).
Roope says:
Ho a/ih sero ace sto HB/iOBBKy? Bofla fl/ifl
npoMbiuj/iBhhocth• ripeHpecHo. Ho fl/in nero
npOMblUJ/18H HOCTb ? npOM3BOflCTBa B 81118M •
ripeHpacHo. Ho .q/iR sero bemu? PaaBe ohm
HyfHHbl fl/IR CHaCTbB? Mo/lOflOCTb M SflOpOBbB -
eflHHCTBeHHoe, hto HywHo finn csacTbR.
(3,289)
A decade earlier several of Kataev's heroes had expressed
similar views, most notably in Zheleznoe kol'tso. The final
scene in which Roope appears brings to mind the atmosphere
of such stories as Opyt Krantsa and V osazhdennom gorode.
Working on his book late at night Roope allows his imagination
to create a city which recalls the Odessa of Kataev's youth:
3to <5u/i BoofipawaeMbiM nopTCBbiM ropofl. 3to 6unm
- dapu, flaHCHHrn, Ha$e, Tpydu napoxoflos, CKpeweT
norpysHH, nepecTyH SyQepoB Ha bucohmx scTaHaflax,
CB BT RL4M8C H SaUJHM paTyUJM.
Pa3H0L(B8THbl8 OTHH TOpe/lM B CTaHaHaX, BOCn/iaMBHflfl
wawfly.
Cbeto$opu bmcb/im Hafl nepbhpecthsmm . Ohm bmcejim,
HaH RU4HKH 0OHyCHMKOB , H3H Ma/IBHbKM8 TpBXbRpycHUB
HMTaMCHMB naroflu.
Pa3HOl4BBTHUe LUa pMH M npUra^M MS 0Tfl8/IBHHfl B
OTfle/ieHHe, bo/iujbOho mbhrh pBSTa. Wb/itum npsB paina/iCR
B ae/ieHUM, 3B/IBHUM B HpaCHblM.
LilyMs/ia pocKOUJHO oaapeHHan To^na, Hec/iacb c/iadaR
ny3UHa. OT^a/ieHHo 3ByHa/i Becb stot moujihum
CMM(J)OHMH8CKHM OpHBCTp OTHBH, 3anaX0B, flBMWBHMR,
CTpacTeM■ (3 ,413)
The synaesthetic description of the vibrant, decadent
city might well have been written by Kataev ten years earlier.
But within Vremya, vpered.' such a description must be attributed
to a negative character. Like Bunin's gentleman from San
Francisco,the rich business man Roope finds that in the face
of inevitable death his life has been meaningless because it
has lacked any lasting purpose. 'Eny CTa/io cTpaiuno. Oh
Bcsr,qa tenepb McnuTuaa/i no Hosan CTpax. 3to du/io co3H3Hmb
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H8M3 6BWH0M, a T/iaBHOS - 6/1M3HOM CMBpTM • Hy - flBCBTb,
nnTHaflqaTb JieT...Hy cenHafluaTb! A noTonl...' (3,413)
In the figure of Ray Roope Kataev introduces into
the novel a distorted version of the typical hero of his
early short stories. He shares with them love of wealth,
an interest in culture, and above all an attitude of detach¬
ment from the great events of the age. But whereas they
were portrayed sympathetically by Kataev, Roope is intended
to be unsympathetic. Even more than Margulies, Roope
demonstrates the change of direction undertaken in Vremya,
vpered!.
The other American, Bixby, is an engineer who has
come to the Soviet Union to earn enough money to secure his
future. In contrast to Roope he is an honest, hard-working
man, whose life is blighted by the materialism of American
society. When the bank in which he has placed his money
crashes he has no other pillar on which to lean and his life
ceases to have any meaning.
Although he is a minor character whose story serves
to delay the novel rather than contribute to its central
action, Bixby is more fully realised than most of the charac¬
ters because Kataev sympathises with him and understands his
craving for wealth. As in the case of Roope, a feature
which recurs several times in Kataev's stories of the 1920s
is here embodied in an American. Kataev's satirical view of
Bixby is tempered by a liking for him and, indeed, his attitude
recalls the gentle self-mockery with which he approached such
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autobiographical characters as Petr Sinaiskii.
Bixby shares with Roope a solipsism which contrasts
with the neglect of self shown by Margulies. Unlike the
Jewish engineer, Bixby always has time to eat well and at
the end of the working day to settle down comfortably with
some magazines. Above all, his self-satisfaction shows in
the pleasure which he derives from reading the $.ossy American
magazines full of advertisements for things which he dreams
of owning.
<t>OMa EroposMH otoujg^ b cTopoHHy, cen Ha aockh
m BbiTaunH/i M3 wapMaHa wypHa/i. Oh nefl/ieHHO pa3BepHy/t
TO/icTyra, THwe/iyro, CBepHyTyra b TpytSny TeTpaflb
r/isHueBOH mb/iqboh dyMarw h pa3/iowH/i ee Ha HoneHsx...
Co c/iaflocTHOH Mefl^HTe/ibHocTbHj, ctpahHLja aa
ctpahupsh, oh norpywa/icH b pocHoiuHbiw nwp Mflsa/ibHbix
BemeM, MaTepHH h npoflyHTOB...
cpona EropoBHM c Hacnaw,qeHMBM BCMaTpHBa/icn b
npeflMeTbl, /ICldOBa^CB HMH, CHHCXOflMTe/lbHO HpMTHHOBa/l.
(3,375)
As in the short story Veshchi, Kataev here simultaneously
condemns the love of material wealth and reveals his own
fascination for the things which money can buy. In the
figure of Bixby Kataev continues his habit of looking into
his own personality and ruefully criticising certain aspects
of it. The death of Bixby in the hotel fire is a moment of
genuine pathos achieved through the author's .identification
with the character, and it ranks with the humiliation of the
unfortunate gambler Zagirov (with whom Kataev also identifies)
as one of the most memorable scenes in the novel.
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The Gamblers
The Americans Roope and Bixby serve to delay the central
action of the novel. A similar role is played by the two
members of Ishchenko's brigade who spend almost all of their
time gambling; Saenko, the ruthless winner and Zagirov, the
abject loser. The theme of gambling, like that of money and
possessions in general, has exerted a powerful influence on
Kataev's work at all stages of his career. Among his early
works Qpyt Krantsa, Zimoi and Rastratchiki all touch on the
theme of gambling, but the exploration of the terrifying
gambling compulsion which can leave one person the slave of
another really begins with Vremya, vperedl, is continued in
the story Ushki (1930) and in Beleet parus odinokii and recurs
sporadically later in Kataev's work.
Zagirov loses all his money to Saenko and is seized by
a feverish desire to win it back which merely leads him to
further losses, until all of his possessions also belong to
the pitiless Ukrainian. Then his despair and misery turn
to indifference and he ceases to feel anything.
Bee Cbi.no hohhbho.
3arwpoB ywe He n/ianaji, hb npocn/i, HMMero He
roBopn/i. Oh nojina xoflH/i nepefl cbomm rocnoflHHOM,
rono,riHbiH, cwwraeMbiH CTpaiuHOM maw^ofi, onycToujeHHbiH. , .
(3,318)
The regeneration of Zagirov through the vestiges of his feeling
for the brigade and his return to the site in time to help in
the final stages of the record-breaking shift are described
effectively enough by Kataev, but compared with the gripping
gambling fever and the chilling indifference which succeeds
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Zagirov's total loss they appear sentimental and forced
because they are not felt by the author in the way that the
earlier gambling scenes are felt.
Zagirov's tormentor Saenko also ranks as one of the
more interesting characters in the novel. His sadistic
treatment of the wretched Tartar at first appears to be
without motivation but towards the end of the novel it emerges
that his father has been arrested as a kulak and a bitter
resentment against the new order has been gnawing at Saenko's
heart. His extreme malevolence combined with the effects
of the vodka make his behaviour irrational, and he thus
continues the line of characters whose perception of the
world is altered by an unusual mental condition (a line which
stretches back to the beginning of the 1920s).
The Brigade Leaders
The three brigade leaders - Ermakov, Khanumov and
Ishchenko - are scarcely distinguishable one from the other,
although by virtue of his brigade's central place in the
novel Ishchenko's portrait is somewhat fuller than that of
the others. The main characteristic of all three (and, to
an even greater extent of the foreman Mosya) is an extreme
form of competitiveness stemming from a self-esteem which is
almost morbid. Kataev's sketch "To, chto ya videl' had been
criticised by some of the workers at the factory concerned
for its portrayal of socialist competition in sporting terms,
and a similar criticism could be made of the author's treatment
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of the brigade leaders in Vremya, vpered!. Indeed both
Gladkov and Shaginyan drew attention to the unhealthy aspect
of socialist competition as seen by Kataev in their highly
critical appraisals of his novel."*" There is something
childish about the self-esteem of the brigade leaders and
of Mosya, and whereas this characteristic is appropriate in
Petya Bachei and Gavrik Chernoivanenko, the young heroes of
Beleet parus odinokii, it is embarrassingly inappropriate
for men such as Ishchenko and Khanumov (as, incidentally, for
the adult Bachei and Chernoivanenko in Za vlast' Sovetov).
Their pride takes the form of a childish sulkiness, as in
the scene where Ishchenko is talking to the newspaper
correspondent Slobodkin:
- Bot hto Tefie CKawy, flpyr mow klmeHKO.
To/ibHO Tbi hb BOJiHyMCH, He BO/iHyHcn. Ha He/isde
HaTO/lHHy/lHCb Mbl Ha T3HOH (iaHT ■ flpHXOflMT K H3M
b saroH Tome takoh bot, HaH tu, dpwraflMp.
tie T O HIUHK TOWB. M SaFIB/IBBT . . .
klineHHO, He c/iyiuafl, ynpHMO cnoTpe/i b rio/i.
- A a TeOe, C/iodoflKHH, roBopcj oflHo. He dyfleT
Toro, htoS Bam XaHynoa bchi mn3hb hafl harm CMea/ica.
He Sy.neT Toro. (3,271)
The mutual jealousy between the brigade leaders can be explained
to some extent by the activities of Shura Soldatova and her
two helpers who produce posters depicting Ishchenko, Khanumov
and Ermakov on various modes of transport, supposedly
reflecting the level of the brigade's output. Thus, after
a particularly unproductive shift Khanumov is portrayed
astride a tortoise.
Kataev's view that the underlying motivation which
ensures the success of socialist competition is the desire
1. p. Gladkov, 'Moya rabota nad Energiei1 in Energiya (M., 1934)
pp. 21-22. M. Shaginyan, 'Kak ya rabotala nad Gidrotsentral'yu'
in Gidrotsentral' (M., 1933), pp. 15-16.
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for personal glory can be seen nowhere more clearly than in
the figure of the foreman Mosya, whose quest for personal
fame reaches morbid levels. After his first day at
Magnitogorsk he realises that at last he has found a place
where his need for fame can be satisfied.
Oh ctohji, OHapoBaHHbiw, Haw 6poflnra nepefl
BMTpHHOM HDBB/lHpHOrO MaraSHHa B H83H3HOMQM
ropofleij) HOHbic. Othh flbnua/in, ncnapkt/iHCbj
CBepHa^H m T8KJ1M, HaH c,naBa.. CnaBa newa/ia
Ha aeri/is, HywHO 6bi.no TonbHO npoTHHyTb pyHy.
Moch npoTBHy/i py«y. (3,161)
In several respects Mosya anticipates Chernoivanenko
from the first version of Za vlast' Sovetov. Both characters
act more like children than adults, speak in a tearful, high-
pitched voice and have a morbid self-esteem.
Apart from Mosya, the brigade leaders are of little
interest as characters. Ishchenko recalls Rodion Zhukov
but adds nothing new to Kataev's portrait gallery. Ermakov
and Khanumov are minor figures drawn with a few hasty lines.
A little more substantial is Korneev, the works manager, who
can find no time during the day to return home for a few
minutes in order to try to dissuade Klava from leaving him.
Like Margulies,he subordinates his private life to his work.
Aware, no doubt, that he must give the reader some
detail by which such characters may be fixed in the mind, the
author assigns to each of them a motif by which they can be
instantly recognised, for all their lack of depth. Thus
Korneev's white shoes are constantly being soiled by the mud
on the site; Ishchenko never wears shoes; Khanumov wears
an Uzbek tyubeteika. The author's own method where these
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characters are concerned resembles that of Shura Soldatova
and her helpers who portray the brigade leaders on their
posters by means of instantly identifiable details.
Bpnraflnpbi du/iw HacTO/ibKo Henoxown Ha cedn,
HacHOJibo nopTp8T mqwbt SbiTb Hs noxom Ha
opurnHa/i. OflHaHo y XaHynoea dw/ia necTpas
TiodeTeHHa, y Epi-iaHOBa-flpKHH ra/icTyK, a y
Himbhho - sbho docbie hoth. M sto fle/ia/io
cxoflCTBO HeonpoBepmHMbin, hbh xopoujHM anmtst■
(3,152)
The Writers
Among the many people from different backgrounds and
of different nationalities whom Kataev met in Magnitogorsk
and on whom he drew for his fund of characters, those with
whom he most closely identified were undoubtedly the authors
and journalists reporting on the progress at the site for
scores of newspapers up and down the land. The novel bears
a dedication to one such journalist, Aleksandr Smolyan of
ROSTA, and when Kataev himself enters the novel in the trans¬
posed first chapter it is to write to Smolyan from Paris a
letter in which he acknowledges his debt to the journalist.
TlepBaR r/iaBa, no npaBy, npHHafl/iewnT BaM, mom floporoM flpyr h
pyKOBOflMTe Jib . B Han/ie By Ha ynh/in m e h a BMfleTb cafl. 1
(3,425) Kataev took every opportunity to praise the work
of Smolyan and others like him, and in an interview published
in Literaturnaya gazeta in 1932 he said:
^O^HteH CH33aTb, H TO R T6M yBMflBJI flSMCTB HTS/lbHO
HOBbie Tuny wypHa/incTOB: HoppecnoHfleHTa POCTA tic
CMO/inHa m KoppecnoHfleHTa "HoMcoMo^bCKOM npaBfly"
t. HapHHbRHH, KOTopue nposoflHT oneHb do/ibwyso
padoTy, ynacTByn bo Bcex o'ijiacTnx WH3HH MarHHTOcTpoR.
1. 'Pisateli na Magnitostrce, Beseda s A. Malyshkinym i
V. Kataevym', Literaturnaya gazeta, 11 March 1932.
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Smolyan is probably represented in the novel by the journalists
Vinkich and Triger, while Kataev draws partly on his own
experience for the important figure of Georgii Vasil'evich,
whose initial reaction to Magnitogorsk (one of almost total
confusion) and attempts to find a key which would explain the
bewildering mass of objects and people, the constant but
apparently purposeless movement all around him, parallel
Kataev's own feelings about the new city and help to explain
the construction of the novel and some of its stylistic
peculiarities.
Georgii Vasil'evich closely resembles the hero of
Chtenie p'esy, a short story written by Kataev at the same
time as Vremya, vpered! and, for that reason, subtitled
rasskaz na polyax romana.^ Babadzhan, a young playwright,
reads his latest play to the editorial committee of a theatre
and finds it a depressing and humiliating experience (in this
respect he recalls the unnamed hero of Avtor, written two
years earlier). (2,197-209) On leaving the theatre he finds
himself in the unrecognisable world of a Moscow undergoing
massive reconstruction.
Mhowbctbo npeflmetob oHpywa/io BadaflmaHa. Msw^y
hmmm He dbi.no CBR3M, waH b pedyce. Ohho, Aom#
/l,MpMH<a6/ib. flanopoTHMH • Mo/iqtok. rioe3fl. /JeByuma.
Mq/ihmb. 3epHano. l~Jia3a. HoHepra...rio y/inuaM
CTa.no HBB03M0WH0 XOflMTb. H3B03HHKM. riBlllBXOflbl.
/lOMOBHKH. ABTOMOdM/lM. ABTOdyCbl. TpaMBan. y
bcbx pa3Han CKopocTb: mowho comtm c yMa. Mbi
WMBBM b 3nOXy paSHblX CHOpOCTBM. CKOpoCTM flO/IWHbl
OblTb ypaB HBHbl • B paSHblX p m Tm a X h890 3m0hch 0 HiMTb •
PMTM flO/lWeH 6blTb OflMH.2
1. Chtenie p'esy, Ogonek, 1931, No. 24, pp. 4-5.
2. Chtenie p'esy, p. 5. Compare Georgii Vasil'evich's reflections
in Chapter nineteen of Vremya, vpered!, particularly pp. 206-7.
Chapter nineteen of Vremya, vpered.' consists largely
of random notes by Georgii Vasilfevich recording the many and
varied impressions he has gained during his first few hours
on the construction site.
Mnp b MoeM ohhb OTHpusaBTCfl, KaK psdyc. fl bMwy
MHOWBCTB O (J)Mryp. ZllOflM, .HOliJaflM, n/lSTBHHM, npOBOfla,
MauJMHbi, nap, dyHBbi, ofi/iawa, ropbi, BaroHbi, BOfla...
Ho H H 8 nOHMMaK) MX B 33 MMHOH CBH3M. A 3Ta
B 33 MMH3 fl CBH3b BCTb . ECTb H3H3 R _ TO MOTyUHSCTB BHH3H
B3aMMOflSMCTByiCU4aH . 3to COBeptUBHHO hbcomhbhho.
fl 3TO 3HaK}, H B 3TO B BpfD, HO H 3TOTO HB B MWy .
M 3 TO MySMTB/lbHO ■ BspMTb H HB B HflBTb ! fl ^OMafO
cb6b ro^oBy, ho hb Mory nponecTb pedyca... (3,206)
Georgii Vasil'evich's problem is how to connect the many objects
and activities by which he is surrounded. When viewed from
afar, the general panorama of the construction site yields
nothing but a meaningless inventory of objects and people.'*"
Georgii Vasil'evich tries to overcome this difficulty by
scanning the site through binoculars. His field of vision
narrows and objects grow fabulously in front of his eyes.
The general gives way to the particular, but Georgii Vasil'evich
still has not found the key to his rebus. In order to trans¬
form the series of visual impressions into words (i.e. solve
the rebus) he has to find the overall meaning of the activity
which he sees around him. Looking through his binoculars he
is able to pick out people whom the reader recognises as
Ishchenko, Fenya, Saenko, Zagirov, and Seroshevskii, but who
they are and what relation they bear to the building of
Magnitogorsk remains a mystery to Georgii Vasil'evich. The
1. It is worth noting in passing that the view from Georgii
Vasil'evich's hotel bedroom is described in a cinematic manner:
' Ma/ieHbHHB HBJIOBBHBCHHB $ MT y pH M - HBM fla/lbLUB, TeM H pOLLieH H e M , -
OHBHb peflHO paadpocaHHbiB cpeflM orpoMHoro -naHfltuaiJjTa, Ka3a/iMCb
BMBCTB CO C B O MM M Ma /HOC e H b H MM M TBHHMM C0B8pUJBHH0 HBflOflB MW HbIM M ,
HaH Ha MOMeHTaJibHon $oTorpa(J)HM. ' (3,21>4)
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binoculars break up the vast undifferentiated panorama into
particular scenes (hence the appropriateness of the term
'rebus') but they alone cannot provide the key.
Significantly, Georgii Vasil'evich turns away from
the incomprehensible scene with the phrase creeping empiricism
(polzuchii empirizm) on his lips. (3,219) Without a moral
or ideological point of view the description of Magnitogorsk
would be mere empiricism, but when viewed through an ideo¬
logical prism it begins to make sense. Many years later,
in Trava zabven'ya, Kataev was to describe in some detail
his own feelings about Magnitogorsk and to ascribe to
Mayakovskii a role in forming his (Kataev's) viewpoint.
Bunin, on the other hand, is described in the same section
of Trava zabven'ya as being unable to cope with the 'thousand
t
headed hydra of empiricism:
Oh nHca/i bee, hto xotb/i, he cflepwhbaembim
HHKaHMMM MOpa/lbHblMH 0 6 H 3a T 8 Jib c T B aMH , flaW8
MHOTfla npOCTbtMM npM/lmhhfimm . HaH M305pa3HT8/lb ,
OH pOC H k KOHUiy CB08H WH3HM floctht BblCUlBH
CTeneHH n/iacTMsecHoro coBepujeHCTBa. Ho
OTcyTCTBue nopa/ibHoro flaB/ieHMH M3BH8 npMB8/io
h Tony, hto ByHHH-xyfloWHHH nepecTa/i BbifinpaTb
TOHHH npn J10W8HHH cbomx CnoCOfiHOCTBH, cbohx
AyiueBHbix cmji. Oh he nor cnpaBWTbCB c
"tbichherziaboh ruflpoM 3mnhph3na", o hotopoh rpBopmi
TeTe, h oHa nor^oTH^a ero. (9,433)
To judge from Trava zabven'ya, the weapon which enables a
writer to cope with 'empiricism' is 'external moral pressure',
which, Kataev implies, he, unlike Bunin, felt. In Vremya,
vpered! Georgii Vasil'evich is also tortured by 'empiricism'.
Without a moral or ideological view of events at Magnitogorsk
there is simply too much to describe and the result is
meaningless pictures. Fortunately for Georgii Vasil'evich,
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help is forthcoming from the journalists Vinkich and Triger.
Vinkich familiarises the author with many of the aspects of
life in Magnitogorsk, helping him to distinguish one object
and one type of worker from another.
Ywe cTpoHTe/ibCTBo hs Cbi/io fl/in Hero Boofiune
CTpOMTB/lbCTBOM C dOJlbUJOM dyKBbl. Ywe JllCflM he
obi/in fl/in Hero eoodme /iraflbMM, cTenb Boodme -
CTenbio, ropbi Boodme ropaMM, molumhu Boodme
maiDHHaMH.
Beinn m /iroflM npnodpeTa/iM oinyTMMynj b3ammHyio
cb H3b. Qhh nepecTa/iM dbiTb deabiMeHHbiMM h
hembimm. Bmhhhh meflpo haflejiflji MX hmbhamh M
xapaKTepMCTMHaMH.
M, no /iy h H B MM H, BeiUb M/IM HB/10b8h Bflpyr
HaHMHa/lM TOBOpHTb, OCMblC/ieHHO fleHCTBOBaTb,
CO3H0TBJlbHO CymeCTBOBaTb b m m p e , nOTepRBlijeM
b r/iaaax TeoprMH BacM/ibeBMHa paaflpawaiomyo
npe/iecTb pedyca. (3 ,257)
The lesson learned from Triger is that which Kataev
himself learned from Smolyan - the ability to see a garden
in a raindrop. This important phrase expresses Kataev's
view that owing to the indissoluble connections between one
sphere of activity and another in the a^a of socialist
competition it is possible to understand and convey the
spirit of the entire country by concentrating on one fairly
small aspect. The entire picture is beyond any one man's
power to encompass, but there is no need even to attempt such
a view, for a more limited one will have the same result.
Triger develops his own theory of socialist competition,
namely, that it is possible to raise the work rate of the
entire nation by raising the rate in any one part of the system.
A TaH KaH Bee mexahh3Mbi CoBeTCHoro Coiosa b
tom mjim mhom cTeneHM cbb3ahbi flpyr c flpyroM
m npeflCTaB/iHtoT coSom c/iowHyK! b aaMMOfleMCTByicinytc
cmctemy, to noBbiuieHMe Tenna b kahom-hmdyflb
OflHOM TO 4 He 3t0h CMCTBMbl HBM35GWHO b/ie4et 3a
coSom xoTb m Ma/ieHbHoe, ho deayc/ioBHoe nobbimehme
Tenna Been cmcteMbi b libjiom, to ecTb b MaeecTHOH
Mepe npMd/iMmaeT bpbmh couMa/iMSMa. (3 ,274)
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Georgii Vasil'evich's confusion is gradually dispelled,
and towards the end of the novel he and Vinkich are actually
able to help Ishchenko's brigade in a practical way, but
before he learns from Vinkich and Triger his lack of knowledge
and his uncertainty are gently mocked by Kataev in the typical
fashion for his semi-autobiographical characters. In the
chapter in which Vinkich tries to enlist Georgii Vasil'evich's
help in support of the attempt on the record the famous author
swings from one extreme view to another as first one side of
the argument then the other is put to him. But Kataev never
allows his mockery of Georgii Vasil'evich to become anything
other than affectionate and good-natured, with the result
that the latter's confusion and his lack of knowledge of
Magnitogorsk endear him to the reader.
4.4.6 Style
Syntax
In his report to the Seventeenth Congress of the CPSU
Kataev claimed that the style of Vremya, vpered! owed much
to Stalin's style. He then goes on to quote the extract
from a Stalin speech which is twice included in the novel.
The speech does, indeed, provide a model for some of the
stylistic features of Vremya, vperedI. It may, however, be
nearer the truth to say that Kataev responded to Stalin's
style because it resembled his own rather than to claim any
1. See note 1, p. 229.
great influence. Stalin's short vigorous phrases with
their frequent repetition of key words and the total avoidance
of linking devices such as conjunctions and relative pronouns
is certainly imitated by Kataev in Vremya, vperedl, but
earlier works such as Zimoi, written several years before
Stalin's speech, also exhibit this feature. Nevertheless,
it is undeniable that the rhythm of the Stalin speech is
similar to that of the author's own narrative at many points
in the novel. An example is the description of the many
different nationalities who come to the post-office (quoted
above, p. 215). Another example which shows the avoidance
of relative clauses is the following: 'Bper-is cmaTo. Oho
/isTHT■ Oho ctechhbt. Ha Hero haflo BbipBaTbcs, BunpbirHyTb.
Ero Ha^o onepe/iHTb.' (3,188) A more complex instance of the
same stylistic feature is found in the following description
of the sun:
Eenoe cn/ibHoe C0/1H148 rops/io b ohhb co CKopocTbto
JiBHTOHHoro marhmfl, Ho, npoHHHHya b hopnflop, oho
cpaay /iMiua/iacb r/iaBHbix cokjshmkob - nbi/iM m BeTpa.
Oho TepH/io cbohd flMKyie CTenHyio npocTb. 0de3BpemeHHoe
CTSH/IOM j OHO CTJia/lOCb BO BCK3 flJIHHy HCM/lO/lHTOBOro
nojia, BbiHpaujBHHoro oxpon. Oho npHHHflbiBa/ioCb
pyHHbIM h flOCpbIM, HaH HOllJHa . (3,134)
Rhythmic prose, relying heavily on repetition and the
avoidance of relative and participial clauses gives way
frequently to long lists of objects with no syntactic link
whatsoever. 'Ha boctoh mflyt os/iaKa, 3/ieBaTopbi, 3adopu,
MopqoBCHHe capacJjaHbi, BOflOHaHHH, HaTspnH/iJiepbi, saie/ioHbi, 14epHbh,
MHHapeTbi. ' (3 J137)1 The frequency of the listing device
1. An American critic has drawn attention to the fact that near
the beginning of the novel such lists involve nouns in the
singular, i.e. specific objects, whereas later the lists consist
predominantly of plural nouns. He sees this as evidence of the
shunning of particulars in favour of abstraction which was taking
place in Soviet literature at this time. See R.A. Haguire,
'Literary Conflicts in the 1920s', Survey, 1972, No. 1, pp.
124-7. Maguire's thesis is an interesting one, but is not
entirely substantiated by the text of Vremya, vperedl.
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suggests its importance in Kataev's eyes. It is a device
used to achieve several effects in the novel. Firstly, the
listing of very different objects suggests the scale and
variety of achievement at Magnitogorsk. Secondly, the
listing device forms a part of the cinematic technique which
has already been discussed; it is the equivalent in a different
medium of the roving camera, picking out various objects,
apparently at random, but in fact composing a picture and
creating an atmosphere. Thirdly, the reduction of normal
syntax to lists is suggestive of the mass of impressions
crowding in on the writer and forcing him to adjust the normal
pace of his writing. The contents of the writer's notebook
become a part of the finished work in an age of increased
tempos.
A very similar impression is created by the many
descriptions of a landscape in constant motion.
Bee Tpony.riocb c mecTa, Bee now/io.
Ill/im flepeBbFi. Poma nepexoflM/ia eOpofl paa/iMBUjyracR peKy...
Te/ierpatbHbiH cto/iu n/ibiBbt TOHBHbHOH 8 e tom ho h ziaHflbiwa.
(3,137-8)!
Or again:
BypaH waraeT no oSbBHTam, nan bsjiMHah b
ceMHMH/ibHbix cbohx canorax.
BypaH pyuiMTCR Ha lijbctoh ysacTOK.
UJaTaioTCR, TpRcyTCR ona/iydHH h cTa/ibHwe
HOHCTpyHqklH . IllaTaHJTCH, TpRCyTCR pBUJBTHaTbie
M a H T bl ClBTOHO/lMTHblX daillBH, HpaHU, MOCTbl,
nepeKpbiTHH. (3 ,356)
The immense scale of this constantly fluid landscape deceives
the eye by rendering huge objects tiny.
1. The two extracts quoted are quite widely separated,
but essentially form part of the same description and
are combined here.
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y nOflOUiBbl CpBflHBM B CTeriH M to ~ to ctoht. Bpofle
HBdo/ibiuoro HySnHa. riofltexa/iM 6/imwb - yws bto
He Hyd UK, a pHHHOBblH HIUMH, riOCTaB/18H HblH TOpMKOM.
B t3khx BlliMHax Ha (JjpOHTB naTpOHbl B03H/IM.
OflHaKo CTenb CH/ibHo odMaHbiBaeT r/ia3a. Cpa3y
he nohfitb - So/ibiuaR Bemb ctoht b CTenn h^h
Ma^BHbHan.
nofltexa/iH blub fi/iMwe - btot pnhhobwm fhhmh Bflpyr
sbtbepTb cTenn saHpbi^ h no/iHeda. B aaroHe tbmho
CTa/IO. r pOfiaflH B HILIH H 3/ieBaTOp 3T aWSH B BOCBMb.
/ItOflM nofl hhm XDflflT COBCBM HpOLUBHHbIB • (3,168)
There are many other examples in the novel (especially
in Chapter five) of Kataev's interest in the relativity of size.
He is, of course, by no means the only Soviet author to deal
with the subject at this time. The names of Olesha and
Kaverin spring immediately to mind as examples of authors
fascinated by geometrical relationships and the relativity
of dimensions. Indeed, the image, used by Kataev in Chapter
five, of looking through the wrong end of binoculars is an
obvious reference to Olesha.
The concern with changing impressions of size may be
part of the general interest being shown in the USSR at this
time in the theories of Einstein which were extensively and
passionately discussed in the non-scientific press and which,
of course, are more clearly reflected in Kataev's observations
on the nature of time in Vremya, vperedl.
Another stylistic device much used in the novel, no
less appropriately in the light of the theme of man outstripping
time, is that of describing the outcome of an action or situa¬
tion before mentioning the situation itself, with the result
that the reader is left puzzled for a while, and the situation,
deprived of context, is 'made strange'. For example, Chapter
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six begins with a bewildering, surrealistic description of
a tortoise, an old jaded horse, and a bicycle and only later
in the chapter do we become aware that these are painted on
posters and intended to represent the current achievements
of the three brigade leaders and to encourage them to greater
efforts. Similarly, Chapter sixty seven begins with Foma
Egorovich's illness and delirium (yet again one is reminded
of Kataev's liking for the portrayal of delirium) and only
later in the chapter does it emerge that he has taken an
overdose of morphine.
Kataev frequently uses this device, introducing it on
the first page of the novel:
Tpmct0 wecTb pa3flejiHTb Ha BocBMb. 3aTen
wecTbflecFiT pasfle/iMTb Ha TpHflqaTb Bocenb h
flBe flecflTux.
3to Plapry/iMec cocsMTa^ a yne mthobbhho.
rio/iyHaeTCH - OflHH M npkl6/lH3HTe/lbHO riHTb
flSCFITblX .
Hwc/ta MMe/iM cjie^yramee 3HaseHHe: TpncTa
lUBCTb - h0/IHH8CTB0 3aM8C0B . BoCBMb -
h0/1MH8CTB0 patJOHHX HaCOB . UJeCTbflSCHT -
HO J1MHBCTBO MHHyT b H3C8. (3,131)
It is undoubtedly tempting to relate the inversion of event
and result to the general theme of Vremya, vpered!, but it
must also be remembered that in several stories of the 1920s
Kataev used a very similar device to convey illness, drunken¬
ness or great stress, so that his use of the device in his
novel of socialist competition is an example of his adapting




The term intonation is used here to refer to the
emotional content of the narrative, conveyed largely by choice
of vocabulary and syntax. In his works of the 1920s Kataev
had made use of a variety of intonations including tender
lyricism (Otets, Zimoi), gentle, warm humour (Rebenok), mild
satire (scores of short sketches, Rastratchiki), rhetoric
(Priklyucheniya parovoza). However, largely because of his
preference for the shorter genres of sketch and short story,
the range of intonations within any one work remained limited
throughout the decade. Even in Rastratchiki he employs a
limited range of intonation (the use of rhetoric at the end
seems to be an intrusion into the stylised world of the novel).
Vremya, vpered! marks Kataev's first successful attempt to
integrate several intonations, which in turn must be seen as
a result of his attempt to integrate aspects of his previous
work with a new attitude of active commitment.
The lyricism which had spread from Kataev's early
Buninesque poetry to much of his prose of the 1920s echoes
throughout his construction novel.
.Hopora .riaHflbiuueH m CDJioabeB. Co/iOBbM He 6ortcr
no83fla. Ohm 3synaT bcio HOHb. Teprmoe,
ct8h/1RHH0B LUB/lHaHbe dyjlbHaBT B r j1hhr HOM
rop/ibiume hohm. Honb flo KpaeB Hano/iHBHa
/IBflFIHDH pOCOH. (3,138)
Or again:
Tynn chhbh BopoHeHow cTa/ih jiewa/iM b ropax,
Haw orHecTpe/ibHoe opywne.
f!oe3fl dewa/i b CBspHaexueM orHeHHOM b
apHHx nanopoTHHHax, b paflyre, b cbbwscth, b
o30He. (3,423)
At several points in the novel Kataev adopts a conversa¬
tional intonation, both for semi-direct speech and, occasionally,
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in his own narrative, as in the description of Mosya. 'liocn
H 3 CBdfl T3H0H i /IMI4O - CHy/iaCTblH r JIHHHHblH HyB HIM H j U48rO/lbCHaH
daiyncKaFi Henna; roHnapHbie yiuw; npeHpacHbiH, npMn/itocHyTUH hoc
HHfleHCHoro npopn/iH, r^a3a ducTpue, HeHCToeue, bopqbchhs. 1
(3,147. My italics)
In his portrayal of Ray Roope Kataev uses a more
mordant form of the sarcastic intonation met in Zolotoe pero
and Veshchi. The American's smugness and love of comfort
oozes through his patronising veneer of interest in Magnitogorsk:
MMCTep Pan Pyn 5^aro^yujHo h m b a e t to/ioboh,
WMyphtcb ■ CpenuB Ha WHBOTe Hedo/ibiiiMe nyx/iue
pyhhh, oh nocnaTpHBasT to Ha nepBBOflHHKa, to
Ha CepoiueBcKoro.
flOTOM OH /lerHHM flBHWBHHen TO/IOBW OCTaHaBJlMBaeT
MHCTepa JleoHap.ua Aap/iefi Ha no/iyc/ioBe h npocwT
HesTo nepesecTM. ripn stom oh /lynaBO nocMBHBaeTCH.
(3,202)
Nalbandov, too, brings a sarcastic intonation from Kataev, as
the senior engineer's veils of hypocritical motivation fall
away to reveal a vulgar careerist:
Oh rrnxopaflOHHO, HanpfWSHHo flyMaeT.
HeT, nepBoe odBHHeHne bcb we HaweTca eny
HaflewHee. HayHa ecTb HayHa. Ha Hee Bcerfla
mowho no/iowMTbCH. ,0,0 3 pa h, CTapae, aHafleMMHecnafl
naywa.
HaHOHep, otJJMpna/ibHbiH nacnopT pMpMbi.
klHocTpaHpu He ouiMdafOTCH. He noryT ouiMdHTbCH.
(3,407)
Finally, Kataev introduces into his novel an elevated intonation
like that used by Stalin in the quoted speech; it is used to
convey patriotism and the spirit of socialist competition.
riycTb hm oflHa Me/iOHb, hm OflHa .qawe cariaR
H pOLUB H H a H nOflpOdHOCTb H3UJHX HenOBTOpHMblX,
rspoHHGCHkix flHeft nepeoM rtHTH/ieTHH He dyflST
sadbiTa.
H pa3Be deTOHoneuja^Ha CHCTenbi Erepa, Ha
hotopoh yflapHue fjpnraflu npo/ieTapcHOH MO/ioflewH
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CTaBH/]H MMpOBbie pSHOpflbl, M8Hee flOCTOHHa COXpaHMTbCR
b nanflTM i-iotomkob, hbm pwaBbm n/iyr rn/ibOTMHbi,
ho to pun b b OflHOM M3 cympasHbix K3 3BMa TOB
HoHCbepwepn? (3,U28)
Thus, in the intonational variety of the novel,
represented here by a few examples only, is reflected what is
perhaps the outstanding feature of Vremya,,vpered! , namely,
Kataev's attempt to adapt his talent to new demands by
combining his known strengths with a new ideological stance.
Imagery
In the use of imagery as in certain aspects of
characterisation, Vremya, vpered! continues the pattern
established by Kataev in the previous decade. In its rich
exotic flavour the imagery of Vremya, vperedI equals, if it
does not surpass, most of the author's earlier output (and,
indeed, this aspect of the work troubled a majority of the
reviewers).
Many of the novel's similes and metaphors could be the
creation of a futurist poet, and here the influence of Mayakovskii
may possibly be felt as deeply as in the original impulse for
the novel. For example:
rioB3fl BbixoflHT H3 .nyria TyHHeRR, H3H luomnoR. (3,139)
ByflMRbHMH 3aTapaxTe/i^ hsh wecTRHna c noHnacbB. (3,131)
nOfl 0nTMM8CHHMH CT8KJiaMH OH HOB fiRM30pyHM6 T/la3a
Mapry/ineca (5/iecTe.nM m uiBBBRH/iHCb, hsh abb fl/iMHHbie
noxHaTbie ryceHMLibi. (3,156)
Bo3flyx Roma/iCH mrtho, hsh rpHtfiBRbHaR floCHa. (3,132)
If there is one recurring feature of the imagery then it must be
the comparison of the building site to a battle front, grotesquely
scarred by the trenches of foundation-pits, with the workers as
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front line soldiers and time and nature as the enemies.
MexaHHSn SeTOHOMeiua/mn bHewne nanonHHaBT
ocaflHoe opywne. TaydHuy. MopTHpy. Oh ctoht
Ha oneHb Ma/ieHbKHX /imtux Ko/iecax.
riobopahmbatomhhcb SapaCaH - op yqh m huh
HOpOTHMH CTB O/I.
HoBlii - JIOTOH C dOMdaMH.
HanpaB/iFmujHe pe/ibcu, no HOTopun noflunaoTCH
KOBLU - npaBM/lo!
Ben rtaujHHa BUHpatueHa b aatuHTHbin 38/ieHUH,
bobhhuh 14b eT. (3,294)
Ishchenko's cry po tachkam! signals the start of a battle no
less than did the stirring po konyam! of a brigade commander
during the Civil War. When the record comes within the reach
of Ishchenko's brigade the battle reaches its peak, - and the
storm adds its force to that of time:
BeTep b upuB a eT H3 TaneH CTOJidu peMeHTa m
necHa. U|e6eHHa zieTHT na TaneH ocHO/iHaMH
pa30pBaBLU8MCH COMOU.
3TO ppOHT, 3 TO B3pUBbl. 3to rpoxoT UJTypMa
h flbiM ra30B0H atahh. ( 3 ,358 )
One of the characteristics of the imagery of Vremya,
vpered! is that the original image is frequently extended, in
an almost Gogolian way, to the point where the comparison is
forgotten and the object introduced by the comparison achieves
2
a density of detail which draws attention to it in its own right.
1. The comparison between the Civil War and the rapid
industrialisation of the first Five Year Plan period is a
common one in literature of these years. In this connection
it is worth
, that Margulies, at the front, seeks aid
from the rear (noscow) before attempting to break the record.
He does not act purely on his own initiative. A similar
situation was to arise some years later in the second version
of Za vlast' Sovetov, where Chernoivanenko relies on Party
directives reaching him from the rear.
2. Shklovskii approved of certain images such as the wind
and the train which served the author's main purpose, but
he objected to certain other images which, he felt,
dispersed the reader's attention. 'Syuzhet i obraz',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 17 August 1932.
^epeBbH dpe/in, Haw HOBoSpaHqu, otctaBuine ot
apMHM.
noTQM ^BpeBbfi cTa/iH ktflTH paccbinaHHofi penbra
B3B0fl0B, pOT.
riOTOM C nBCHHMH M CBHCTOM COJIOSbeB nOKa33^HCb
nO/lHM H AMBM3HH.
HygnaTbie apMmh no6e.qMTe.neM nepexoflM/iM ropbi.
Ohm B03Bpama/incb flonofi, noHpuTbie cbmmubbthom
cjiaBOH paflyrM. (3,422-3)
Shklovskii's objection that such images draw attention to
themselves rather than serving the novel's overall purpose may
be countered by the argument that the many extended comparisons,
full of concrete details, provide a variegated background of
differing textures and hues against which the sharply mono¬
chromatic foreground is thrown into relief. Without the rich
imagery Vremya, vpered! would lack the colour and fluidity
which distinguish it from most novels of the period. As with
much of his earlier work,, Kataev here complements his somewhat
superficial, if ingenious, plot and characterisation by a rich
poetic vein which adds density to the novel. Lack of depth
in Vremya, vpered1 is compensated for by the poetic language
and the evocation of the buoyant atmosphere of the period.
The abundance of concrete details in comparisons and
descriptive passages reminds us that Kataev was a pupil of
Bunin, recalls his own early work in both verse and prose, and
anticipates one of the most important features of his work of
the 1960s and 1970s. When Saenko gambles with a rouble note
it is not a rouble note in general, but one particular, unmis¬
takable note ( 1 OflHH COBCSM BSTXHH, flO HBBBCOMOCTM nOTepTbIM
(3 ,180)
6axpoMHaTbiM pydflb.'/ One thinks of the equally specific and
tangible banknote in Elektricheskava mashina. Or again, the
clay that lies under the rich black soil of Magnitogorsk is as
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red as ochre and minium; not ochre and minium in general, but
rather the kind used by icon painters in Tsarist days to
depict devils and the 'Patagonian tongues of fiery Gehenna'.
Similar examples could be quoted from almost every page of
the novel. In Chapter thirty Georgii Vasil'evich gradually
becomes familiar with the work at Magnitogorsk, and things
which had been general become specific as he learns their
technical names and particular functions (see p.244 above).
Georgii Vasil'evich here shares Kataev's relationship to the
physical world of things. The astonishingly realistic
descriptions of physical objects in Kataev's later works
merely represent a refinement of the precision of description
and naming present from the earliest works and particularly
noteworthy in Vremya, vpered!. The materialism which forms
a philosophical undercurrent to the works of the 1960s and
1970s is already present in embryonic form in Georgii
Vasil'evich's experience of a physical link between man and
object.
4.4.7 Critical Responses to Vremya, vpered!
Not surprisingly, Vremya, vperedI - a major novel on a
contemporary theme by an author with an existing reputation -
provoked considerable critical response. Apart from many
brief reviews, most of which are remarkably similar, the novel
was discussed at greater length in several more important
articles which do much to clarify the prevailing literary
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attitudes.^" Broadly speaking the reviews may be divided
into those (few) which treat the novel as a work of literature
and those in which it is regarded purely as a reflection of
an aspect of Soviet life during the period of the first Five
Year Plan.
As an example of the latter approach to the novel one
may cite Gladkov's criticism, which amounts to the view
that Vremya, vpered! is a superficial and potentially
dangerous novel which reduces the complex question of
socialist competition to a headlong race. Worst of all,
in Gladkov's opinion, is Kataev's lack of technological
knowledge. 'Ecjim asTop nmueT o fieTOHe oh floameH 3HaTb, hto
hmcjio sariecoB b onpefle/ieHHyfo sflMHuuy speneHM He ao/iwho
2
npeBbiwaTb TBepflo ycTaHOB/ieHHoPi Hopnu. 1 According to
Gladkov, the phenomenon of record-breaking did take place
1. In addition to Shklovskii's the principal reviews and
contemporary criticism of Vremya, vperedI are:
I. Anisimov, 'Kniga o pafose novogo stroitel'stva',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 5 February 1933.
T". Bachelis, 'Magnitostroi vkhodit v literaturu' , 30 dnei,
1932, No. 4, pp. 61-3.
B. Brainina, 'Vremya, vpered!', Literaturnaya gazeta,
5 December 1932.
M. Rozental', '0 vremeni i ego geroyakh', Literaturnyi
kritik , 1933, No. 2, pp. 135-46.
M. Serebryanskii, 'Odin den' na pole srazheniya', Krasnaya
nov' , 1933 , No. 3, pp. 204-12.
B. Grossman, 'V nogu s vremenem', Kniga i proletarskaya
revolyutsiya,(1933, No. 8, pp.73-6.
F. Gladkov, Moya rabota nad Energiei'
M. Shaginyan, 'Kak ya rabotala nad Gidrotsentral'yu
A. Garri, 'Zhertvy khaosa', Literaturnaya gazeta, 18 May 1934.
L. Levin, 'V etom proizveaenii net pafosa', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 24 December 1934.
G. Lenobl', *Spor o syuzhete', Molodaya gvardiya, 1935,
No. 10, pp. 172-82.
2. F. Gladkov, 'Moya rabota nad Energiei', p. 21.
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on a few sites, including Khar'kov and Magnitogorsk, for a
short time in 1931, but it soon became necessary to put a
stop to it by an official decree setting the maximum number
of mixes per shift at 250. Kataev's fault lies principally
in his lack of any real knowledge of the wider questions
involved in socialist competition.
Taking his cue from Gladkov, A. Garri lays much of the
blame for the harmful idea of Vremya, vpered! at the door
of the ROSTA correspondent (represented in the novel by Vinkich)
who constantly bombarded the Soviet press with pleas for
increased tempos in the field of concrete laying. According
to Garri, Kataev chose to convey the spirit of enthusiasm of
the first Five Year Plan by concentrating on the worst aspect
of that enthusiasm.
To, hto HanHcaji B. HaTaeB o MarHHToropcHe - sto
He ZlOWb, HOHBHHO, HO 3T0 HaHBHOB 33 6 JiymflB HMB.
TepoHHa HaiiJHx tbmi"iob aaK/itoHa/iacb He b stom, h
noflHHMaTb Ha mnT c/ieflOBa/io coBepujeHHo flpyrne
annaoflu hb whshm hoboctpomhm. A bot.stm-to,
r/iaBHbte, anMsoflu nncaTe/ib npor^nfle/i.
The criticisms of Gladkov and Garri form one extreme
view, in that neither says anything significant about the
novel as a work of literature. Both critics are concerned
solely to point out the harm which could result from Kataev's
false view of the place of increased tempos in the field of
concrete laying. Many other critics echoed this view, but
tempered it with comments about the characterisation,
construction or language of the novel. Anisimov's review
exemplifies this large area of middle ground in that he
takes Kataev to task for a superficial attitude to the record
1. A. Garri, 'Zhertvy khaosa'.
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attempt which would be more in place in a sports commentary
than in a novel on such a serious topic. Yet he perceptively
points to the fan-like structure of the work (Kataev enjoys
opening out the fan as wide as possible before closing it
neatly) and makes one or two other interesting observations
of a purely literary nature.
Marietta Shaginyan also occupies the middle ground, in
that her negative review focuses primarily on non-literary
questions, but unlikeGladkov she goes on to discuss the
implications of Kataev's lack of technical knowledge, and
thereby makes an acute observation about Kataev's approach to
his work.
TaHHM o6pa30M rnraHTCHafl a e /i mm h Ha b 3 r t or o
o6teHTa B CBA3H c HBflOCTaTOHHOCTbtO
npeabaphte/ibhoro M syh e h h R /luiuM/ia HaTaBBa
BawHswuisro nyTbR fl/iR xyflowHHHa, syTbR npaBflbi,
m noaToriy oh fla/i cboh anHsofl, cboio Kan/ita b
pa3pB3B 3CTBTHHBCHOro a HB psa/lbHOrO nOflXOfla
h CTpOHTB/lbCTBy, fla/1 c T M 71H 3a 14MKD , a HB CTMJlb
CTpOHHM.1
L. Levin's highly unsympathetic discussion of Vremya, vpered!
takes as its starting point Shaginyan's assertion that the
author's approach is primarily an aesthetic one, but instead
of concentrating on Kataev's poor knowledge of concrete Levin
leaves the reader to infer how dangerous the novel could be
and himself discusses the inappropriateness of the literary
devices. His principal objection appears to be that the
devices used to sustain narrative pace and tension do not
differ from those traditionally used in literature and, in
particular, used in earlier works by Kataev himself.
1. M. Shaginyan, 'Kak ya rabotala nad Gidrotsentral'yu', p. 16.
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pomah kataeba becbma hhtbpbcbh noTony, hto oh
C npBflB/lbHOM OTMBT/lHBOCTbHD flBMO h C T pMpy8T
H0H({)/1MHT MBWfly TpaflHUMOHHbIMM c kjm8 T HblM W npH8MaMM
H MaT8pna/IOM HOBOH flBHCTBHTB/lbHOCTH . 3aHHMaTe^b-
HocTb poMaHa Bpenn, Bnepe,ql m ero cioweTHaH
aaBspLUBHHOcTb - nnppoBa nod8,qa. PonaH hb yfla/icn
mmbhho noTOMy, hto HaTaBB aaxoTe^ hobya flsncTBHTe/ib-
HOCTb npBBpaTMTb^B CTapbie, TpaflHUMOHHNS flO HOHpa
CCWBTHbie npHBMbl.
Levin asserts that many of the situations and characters of the
novel belong to the world of vaudeville rather than to a
serious novel of contemporary life. Superficially his
criticism would appear to belong among those based on literary
criteria, but the view of literature underlying his analysis
aligns it rather with Gladkov and Garri.
B. Brainina, one of the Soviet Union's leading Kataev
critics, reviewed Vremya, vperedl at the end of 1932, and
while she makes some of the points which so occupied Gladkov
and Garri the fundamental thrust of her review is quite
different. With her interest in the development of Kataev's
career she emphasises that Vremya, vpered! represents a step
away from the 'edge' which Mashbits-Verov saw as threatening
Kataev's future: ' 3HaHMTB/ibH0H CTaHOBHTcn He >HM3Hb "cana no
cede", a cTponTe/ibCTBO hoboh >hm3hh, Tennbi m cmuc^ HOToporo
2
HaTaeB nyBCTByeT m noHHMaeT,' It is difficult to argue with
Brainina's basic thesis, although in her anxiety to present
Kataev's novel in a positive light (bearing in mind the criticisms
levelled at his previous work) she undoubtedly overstates her
case. But hers is an example of a sympathetic review
predominantly concerned to point out the literary merits of
1. L. Levin, 'V etom proizvedenii net pafosa'.
2. B. Brainina, 'Vremya, vpered.''.
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the novel, while at the same time underlining the efforts
made by the Fellow Traveller to transform his world view in
accordance with current demands.
By far the most interesting and perceptive discussion
of Vremya, vpered.' by a reviewer is the hostile review by
Shklovskii. He maintains that the motive force for Vremya,
vpered! remains Kataev's old strength - metaphor - but whereas
in the self-consciously artificial, stylised world of Rastratchiki
this method was exactly right, it is inappropriate for a novel
purporting to be about real life. Some of the images in
Vremya, vpered, such as that of the wind, succeed without
drawing undue attention to themselves, but many others such
as the elephant and the tug boat stand out from the novel in
a way which detracts from its overall unity. Shklovskii sums
up his objections to Vremya, vpered! in the final paragraph
of his review:
Hawew odmeft cyflbdow RB/iseTcn to, hto HaTaeBy
TaH TpyflHo Hcno/ib30BaTb CBoe CTapoe yrieHHB
CpaBHMBaTb BeiUM M OCBemaTb hx COnOCTaB/lBHHHMH
b poMaHe, HanHcaHHOM o /ik3#hx, c odpasariM HOTopyx
h8 yHH/ia Hac odpamaTbCH /lMTspaTypHan TpaflHUMn.
Shklovskii's brief review brilliantly highlights one of
the problems of Vremya, vpered! and touches on the fundamental
difficulty facing Fellow Travellers at the beginning of the
1930s. Very suddenly, it seemed, the criterion of what
constituted 'good literature' changed, and powerful forces
were exerted on authors to change accordingly. Yet for most
this was a supremely difficult if not impossible task, for it
meant suppressing those aspects of their craft which they most
1. V. Shklovskii, 'Syuzfcgt i obraz'.
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prized and acquiring a new approach, new themes, and new
characters whom they did not understand.
Yet by no means all reviewers agreed that Vremya,
vperedI represented a step backwards for Kataev. In his
review, which takes issue with Shklovskii's, Serebryanskii
states: ' Xyaowbctbbhhoh aac/iyroHi B. HaTaeBa hbjinetch to, hto
npn bcbx HBflocTaTHax poMaHa...oh aohocmt flo hmtate/io na$oc
repohhechon 6opb<3u 3a T smith b snoxy nepBow couna/ihcthhechoi-1
riHTM/ieTHM. ' It is difficult to agree with Serebryanskii' s
view that Kataev achieved his greatest success in the novel
with the characters of Margulies, Ishchenko and Khanumov, but
in talking of the pathos of the novel he does underline the
great strength of Vremya, vpered! - its atmosphere - which
makes objections such as those raised by Gladkov seem trifling
if not totally irrelevant. There is much truth in ShklovskiiTs
view that Kataev understands the characters of his chronicle
less fully than he does those of Rastratchiki, but Shklovskii
underestimates the force of atmosphere which Kataev captures
and which raises Vremya, vpered! well above the level of the
ordinary novel of the period.
Kataev himself was well aware of the value of atmosphere
to his novel and it was one of the features which he emphasised
in his statements about Vremya, vpered!
"4.4.8 Conclusion
In his 'Raport semnadtsatomu' Kataev gave a brief statement
(albeit with the help of hindsight) of his artistic intentions
1. M. Serebryanskii, 'Odin den' na pole srazheniya', p. 207.
2. See, for example, 'Raport semnadtsatomu'.
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in Vremya, vpered!.
f1 xoTe/i coaflaTb Bemb, KOTopan 5u hb TO/ibHO
OTpawa/ia o,ahh ms ynacTKOB CTpoMTe^bCTBa, b
flaHHOM cjiysae MarHHToropcKa - ho han 5bi
norpywa/ia HHTaTB/in c to/ioboh b ero phtm, b
ero roppsHH B03flyx, bo Bee ero HenoBTopMMbie,
3HaHHTe/ibHbie, npocTbis m BMecTe c Ten repoHHecHHe
noflpodHocTH, npoHnaaHHbie HacKB03b oflHOH Hfleefi
tenna , peiuaKim8ro bob.
fl xotb/i, HTodbi BpenR, Bnepefll Hec/io Ha cede
h/ienMo enoxM. F1 xoTeji, htdsn mor xpoHHKa,
MOO M J1 H 3y R COBpSMBHHQrO HHTaTB/IR, COXpaHH/ia
C B OIO L(BHHOCTb h fl/lR h HTaTB/lR SyflyLUBrO, RB/lRRCb
flJIR Hero XpOHHHOH HaH Sbl " HCTOpHHeCHOM " .
The passage of over forty years since the appearance of
Vremya, vpered1 allows us to assert that, whether or not the
novel 'mobilised contemporary readersV at least the second of
the author's intentions has been fulfilled. Vremya, vpered1
is still read and its principal value for today's reader
probably lies in the evocation of a particular historical
moment. Kataev captures the spirit of an age of transition.
Vremya, vpered! occupies an extremely important place
in Kataev's work. As the first novel written by him during
the period when Fellow Travellers were being subjected to
pressure to change their stance it reveals Kataev's response
to that pressure, which was both external and internal. To
dismiss Vremya, vpered! as a purely cynical response to hostile
criticism,such as that by Mashbits-Verov, would be to misinterpret
the work and, by implication, to simplify the complexity of
Kataev's attitude to art and to the society in which he lives.
In 'Raport semnadtsatomu' he writes of the change in attitude
which he has undergone:
1. 'Raport semnadtsatomu', p. 105.
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lloHTM no/iTopa rofla c pe^HMM ys/ishshhsm patfoTa/i
r Hafl xpoHMHOM BpeMR, Bnepejq 1 . ~Ta paSoTa
rsh/taCb .a.t1r mbhh bo mhotom nepe/lomhoh. jq.0 cmx
nop r nncar» TaH CHaaaTb, ec/ienyto, t5o/iee
no/iaraRCb Ha hyBctbo seri Ha paayn. HyBCTBO
fl/iH nncaTe/iR, paayfieeTCR, Beiub a'rico/iwTHo
heosxo/ihmar, ho, ec/in oho he ocbeujeho pa3ym0m,
H 8 nOflH HH0HO HflSe - B nO/lHOM CMblC/ie C/lOBa, -
xyflowecTBeHHoro npon3BBflBHHR He no/iyshtcr.
riOfl/lMHHafl HpaCOTa b MCKyCCTB 8 eCTb CHHT83
nyacTBa h pa3yna.
These words can (and, indeed, must) be interpreted in the
light of the tension in Kataev between two opposite artistic
tendencies, symbolised much later in Trava zabven'ya by the
figures of Bunin and Mayakovskii. The phrase about the need
to synthesise feeling and reason is an expression of Kataev's
awareness of the two warring principles within himself.1 The
one, dominant in the 1920s, manifests itself in lyricism and
precise descriptions of the physical world, and it is most
certainly an important component of Vremya, vpered! as of
all Kataev's earlier works. The other, which Kataev calls
reason, is the need to make his art serve some purpose, the
need to avoid Goethe's 'hydra of empiricism'. Vremya, vpered!
stands out among works of the period because, despite consid¬
erable pressure, not all feeling is sacrificed to reason.
1. Of course, Kataev was by no means the only author to speak
of 'reason' and 'feeling' in the early 1930s.
CHAPTER FIVE
The Second Half of the 1930s:
Historical Novels
5.1 Creative Difficulties
In the years following the publication of Vremya,
vpered! Kataev experienced severe creative difficulties as
far as prose works were concerned. 1931 saw the publication
of his play Million terzanii and two years later he wrote
Doroga tsvetov/ but his plans for a long novel made at
o
this time, never materialised. Seeking perhaps to repeat
the success of Vremya, vpered1 by turning again to a contem¬
porary theme (this time agricultural), the author spent two
months during the summer of 1933 in the political section of
an MTS collecting material for 'a large novel' which was
never written.3
In Moscow literary circles Kataev's difficulties in
these years were well known, and formed part of the material
for an article about Kataev entitled 'Izgnanie metafory' in
which V. Sobolev quotes Kataev as saying: 'Y mbhr cannac
nepexoflHbiH nepnofl, nepwofl npeofloneHHFi cTapon (})opr-ibi, CTapbix
TBOpneCKHX HaBblKOB. M 3TOT nepHOfl, eCTBCTBBHHO, nopOflMR
h
nponsboflctbbhhbib t pyflh o ct m . ' Kataev himself, then, ascribes
his inability to complete the novel to his search for a new
style of writing, which, elsewhere in Sobolev's article, he
defines as 'absolute simplicity'. He wishes to make his work
accessible to a much wider readership, not only to those
accustomed to reading works of literature.
1. Neither play achieved as much success on the stage as
it merited. See V. Frolov, 'Pochemu plokho na khoroshem
meste', flktyabr', 1958, No. 3, pp. 196-209.
2. See Kataev"'s answer to the questionnaire ' Itogi goda' ,
Vechernyaya Moskva, 22 April 1933.
3. V. Kataev, 'Raport semnadtsatomu', p. 106.
*+. V. Sobolev, 'Izgnanie metafory', Literaturnaya gazeta,
17 May 1933.
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CTpsnncb Hano/iHHTb cboh npon3beflshhfl hfleen,
MblC/lbK3, H BCRHBCHH OrpaHHHHBaC CJlOBapb. fl
floduBaHicb b to we rpeMR npsfle/ibHOM HarpysHH
c/ioBa. Fl xony, htoCb c/iobo c MaKcnna/ibHOH
TOHHOCTbKj COOTBeTCT BOB a/10 MblCRH, HOTOpaH b
hem aajioweHa. Fl xosy narhatb hb ponaHa
MeTatJiopy, a tot KanycTHbin HoraH, 3Ty c/iOBecHym
^yKaBHpy, B HOTOpOH " t pM C T a OfleiKBH h Bee 6bb
aacTsweH" h b HOTopofi BnecTO cepfluesMHu -
nycTOTa.
Sobolev's article may not be totally reliable, in that he
quotes words purportedly spoken by Kataev in the editorial
office of Literaturnaya gazeta and not written. Moreover,
Sobolev himself appears to have a malicious attitude towards
Kataev. (For example he points out after the section just
quoted that even when speaking of excising metaphor from
his work Kataev is unable to refrain from using metaphor!)
Nevertheless, the article presents a picture of Kataev at
this time which rings true, and it helps to explain the
author's difficulties during the early 1930s. In the
attempt to break the world record for the number of mixes
of concrete laid in a single shift Kataev found a theme which
he could treat in a racy, colourful manner; the immediate
urgency with which he imbued Vremya, vpered! allowed him to
replace the development of characters whom he neither fully
understood nor fully sympathised with, by atmosphere. But
it scarcely seems surprising that he should experience grave
difficulties in attempting a second novel on an industrial
or agricultural theme, one, moreover, in which he would eschew
the very features of his style which account for the atmosphere
of Vremya, vperedI.
1. V. Sobolev, 'Izgnanie metafory'.
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5.2 The Development of Children's Literature
The year 1934 saw the historic first Congress of the
Soviet Writers' Union at which the key speeches, laying down
the formula for Socialist Realism, were delivered by Gor'kii
and Zhdanov. Both emphasised the importance of the theme
of construction in modern Soviet literature, and also drew
attention to the educative role of literature. The concept
of literature as a means of socialist education (in particular
the education of young people) was to become a vitally
important one in the 1930s. Many works written in this
period had as their main theme the formative childhood years
of a positive hero or heroine. Ostrovskii's Kak zakalyalas'
stal' is perhaps the best known example of such a work, but
it is one of many, some of which, like Gaidar's Shkola, were
written specifically for children, while others, such as
Kaverin's Dva kapitana and Makarenko's Pedagogicheskaya poema
appealed to child and adult alike. The growing interest in
literature for and about children was reflected in a great
many newspaper articles calling for a larger and better
literature for children. In an article published in
Literaturnaya gazeta in 1932 Shklovskii asserted that young
people still read the pre-revolutionary author Charskaya
despite her shortcomings as a writer because there were so
few alternatives."'" He closed his article by appealing
indirectly to publishers to promote books about modern youth.
1. V. Shklovskii, '0 pishche bogov i o Charskoi', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 5 April 1932. Charskaya had been attacked as an
unsuztable author for children for many years, but her
popularity had not, apparently, suffered. As early as 1910
Kornei Chukovskii wrote a scathing article about her. See
K.I. Chukovskii, Sobranie sochinenii v shesti tomakh (M.,
1965-9), vol. 6 (1969), pp. 150-62.
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Prominent among the public figures campaigning for a
richer literature for children were Gor'kii and Krupskaya,
both of whom published many articles on the subject. A
typical Krupskaya article, written in 1931, stresses the
educational importance of socialist children's literature
and bemoans the lack of good writers for children. Like
Shklovskii, she calls on writers to turn to the creation of
a new literature for children. 'Haflo cosflaTb hobhb Ha^pbi
fleTCHMX nHcaTe/ieM. Haflo ys^enb stmm fle/ion MO/io,qbix nwcaTe/ieA
M 3 pafJOMBH , M 3 KO^XOSHOH Cpeflbl.'"'"
The importance of organising children's literature was
not lost on the Party. Just as the formation of a single
Union of Soviet Writers played an important part in the success
of Socialist Realism as the basic method of Soviet literature,
so was the centralisation of the publishing of children's
books essential for the spread of the type of book advocated
by Krupskaya and others. A Party decree of 9 September 1933
set up the publishing house Detgiz, the main aim of which was:
CoaflaTb pn,n HHHr, hotopue, coeflkiHsn yszieHaTe/ibHocTb
M flOCTynHOCTb H3/10WBHHB C n pH H U M t~l H a /lb H 0 H
BbiflepmaHHocTbHj h bucokmm MflenHbiM yposneM,
npnBHBa/in 6y> .hbtrm hhTepee h dope Qe h CTponTe/ibCTBy
paciosero H/iacca m napTnw.2
The new publishing house approached well-known writers, including
3
Kataev, and asked them to write for children.
1. N. Krupskaya, '0 detskoi literature i detskom chtenii',
Pravda, 3 February 1931.
2. T0b izdatel'stve Detskoi Literatury', Sovetskaya pechat' v
dokumentakh (M., 1961), pp. 340-1.
3. In a conversation with the present author on 18 May 1971
Kataev said that he and several fellow writers were approached
by Detgiz at this time.
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5.3 Beleet parus odinokii
5.3.1 The Genesis of Beleet parus odinokii
The immediate stimulus which led to the writing of
Beleet parus odinokii may have been the approach by Detgiz,
but the idea for a book about his own childhood had been in
Kataev's mind for at least four years, as revealed by an
interview which he gave to Pionerskaya pravda in 1931
containing the following paragraph:
fl coOwpaincb HanwcaTb HHwry o cBoeri fleTCTBe.
riocTaparccb 08 HariHcaTb Kan mowho nyniue. Ecjim
3to nomeT npMHGCTM no/ib3y coBpspieHHOMy
K3Hoiiiectby - dyfly oseHb cnacTJiHB . rincaTb we
o coBpeMBHHbix flBTRX - hb nory. fl npocTo-HanpocTo
3Hara mx OHEHb nOBBpXHOCTHO .
The book which Kataev had in mind was not, in fact,
the first one in the tetralogy (Beleet parus odinokii), but
the second book Khutorok v stepi, as he explained many years
later:
Ebi/i /im y MeHfi 3aMbiC8/i xotr dbi nepBOM hhwrn -
EeneeT napyc o^hhohmh? Towe HeT. nepBOHana/ibHo
6bi/i aa^yrtaH o^hh ponaH - XyTopcm b CTenH. Ho
Kor^a b npMCTynM/i h padoTe Hafl hum, a ctbr flynaTb:
MTO npBflLUeCTBOBa/IO B OdU48CTBBHHOM WH3HH C O (3blT M RM,
KOTopbie flo/twHu dbi/im coBepaiMTbCH b khhtb. Hana/i
HonaTbCH b dHorpatJ)Mflx cbomx repoeB, flOHona/ics flo
mx fleTCTBa m HanHca/i Ee^eeT napyc o^hhohmm. (8,409)
The process is similar, as Kataev himself points out,
to that which led Tolstoi to write Voina i mir. However,
once Kataev finally settled on Odessa in 1905 as the background
he wrote the novel very quickly, unusually for him without a
rough draft. (8,409)
1. V. Kataev, 'Napishu knigu o detstve', Pionerskaya pravda,
23 March 1931.
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5.3.2 Beleet parus odinokii and Mark Twain
Beleet parus odinokii is, in one sense, a personal book
in which Kataev recalls the Odessa of his childhood. It has
several antecedents within Kataev's work which will be examined
later in this chapter, but at this point one obvious external
influence on the novel, namely the work of Mark Twain, and, in
particular, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, must be considered.
There is no evidence in the shape of statements by
Kataev himself that he had Twain's work in mind when composing
Beleet parus odinokii, but the similarities are so striking
that one is forced to the conclusion that the American author
must have been an influence (possibly subconscious) on the
Russian. Both novels are imbued with a warm, lyrical,
humorous nostalgia for childhood. In both a motherless
schoolboy, brought up by an aunt, is befriended by a waif,
and the schoolboy's conventional education is enriched by
the friendship. Both novels are full, almost to the point
of saturation, of the lore of childhood, the hundreds of
beliefs, superstitions and turns of phrase peculiar to the
young. The list of similarities could be extended to include
minor details. There are, of course, differences between
the novels. Petya Bachei is more introspective than Tom
Sawyer; Twain's novel has no character equivalent to Vasilii
Petrovich; the intersection of personal and social themes is
less important in Tom Sawyer (although not in Twain's master¬
piece Huckleberry Finn). One important difference noted by
Shklovskii in his review of Beleet parus odinokii is that
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Twain integrates details much more successfully than does
Kataev. According to Shklovskii, Kataev's novel is partly
marred by an excess of detail which serves no purpose."'"
Fourteen years after the publication of Beleet parus
odinokii Kataev delivered a speech at a meeting in Moscow to
pay homage to Mark Twain on the fortieth anniversary of his
death. His speech, which was later published in Novyi mir,
reveals him to be a sympathetic reader of Twain, and although
it can tell us nothing about the possible influence of the
American novelist on a work written fourteen years earlier,
it at least indicates that Kataev is an admirer of Twain's
2
work.
One curious similarity, which may very well be
coincidental but which adds a final touch to the closeness
of the two novels, is the way in which Twain and Kataev
describe the genesis of their works. In the Preface to
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Mark Twain writes:
Most of the adventures recorded in this book
really occurred; one or two were experiences
of my own, the rest those of boys who were
schoolmates of mine. Huck Finn is drawn from
life; Tom Sawyer also, but not from an individual;
he is a combination of the characteristics of
three boys whom I knew, and therefore belongs to
the composite order of architecture.^
Whereas Kataev has written of Beleet parus odinokii:
Bh/i, HanpHnep, na/ibMHH raepnH, 6biji ero fleflyiiKa,
du/ia lua/iaHfla b HOTopotf ohh buxo^m/im b Mope.
faapMHa h xopoujo SHa/i, flpymn/i c hum, ero 3sa/in
1. V. Shklovskii, '0 Marke Tvene i o torn, kto emu blizok',
Detskaya literatura, 1938, No. 20, pp. 21-7. Shklovskii's
criticism of Kataev for excessive use of unintegrated detail
echoes his attack on Vremya, veered!.
2. V. Kataev, 'Mark Tven i Amerika', Novyi mir, 1950, No. 5,
p. 229.
3. Mark Twain, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer in The Writings
of Mark Twain, Stormfield Edition (New York and London, 1929),
vol. 8, p. xTx.
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Mnwa y mbhh flaws ecTb $oTorpa(l)MH. . .
Horfla h nwca/i Bb/isst napyc oamhokhh h bmab/i
nspsfl co6oPi WMBoro TaBpMHa. Ho hto oh fle/ia;i
m Haw wM/i b nacbi, Horfla nu hb 6w/im bmbctb, fi
He 3Ha/i. Fl (JiaHTasMpoBaii. HHHaHMx naTpoHOB
noflno/ibiflMKaM nu, Hanpunep, hb hocmjim. mx
HOCH/IM flpyrMB Ma^bMHHM - HailJH TOBa pMlflM •
3HaHHT, 3t0 MOr/IM 6bl SblTb h Mbi. (8,411,415)
5.3.3 Antecedents in Kataev's Work
Beleet parus odinokii has several antecedents in Kataev'
work. In their general atmosphere, their lyrical descriptions
and the warmly humorous attitude towards the central hero, the
early stories Vesennii zvon and Svyatki u pokoinikov anticipate
Kataev's tetralogy. The peculiarly colourful jargon of Odessa
and that city's striking social contrasts form the subject
matter of a series of sketches published in the spring of 1922.
The character of Vasilii Petrovich in the novel bears a certain
similarity to the elder Sinaiskii in Otets (although the father
in the short story cuts a much more pathetic figure owing to
his advanced age and straitened circumstances). Similarly
in the figure of the wayward son Petr Sinaiskii (Otets) there
is something of the thoughtless, essentially bookish character
of Petya Bachei.
The works mentioned so far can be seen as antecedents
of Beleet parus odinokii only in a general sense, but another
group of works bears a far closer relationship to the novel, to
the extent of acting as precursors of particular scenes. In
1. v. Kataev, 'Pis'ma s yuga', Trud, 22 March 1922. The
titles of the individual pieces include 'Krem-soda' and
'Golod'. The period covered in these journalistic pieces
is later than that described in Beleet parus odinokii,
but many of the observations are pertinent to the novel's
setting.
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the mid 1920s Kataev planned to write a long poem about the
1905 revolution and that particular period of his own child¬
hood but only individual extracts were written and published.
One of these - 'Yaponskaya voina' - deals with a young boy's
impression of the return of men horribly maimed in the Russo-
Japanese war;''" while the other, entitled 'Pyatyi', relates
how a young boy experiments in how to make a Roman candle but
only succeeds in blowing up the kitchen stove. Meanwhile
more serious explosions are taking place in the city, for the
boy's childhood coincides with the 1905 revolution.
Ho behy uje/i nstbm, h oh nepepoc
Teppop, yrpomatoLUHM n/iHTaM:
He b hyxh(o menoTHy - oh b ropofl noHec
HoMnaHTHbiH naHBT c flMHanHTon. (9,611)
The year in which 'Yaponskaya voina' was published
also saw the publication of another work by Kataev about the
1905 revolution - the short story Rodion Zhukov. Like the
poems, Rodion Zhukov was used to supply certain details for
Beleet parus odinokii. Zhukov's journey from Akkerman to
Odessa on board a steamer, the moustachioed policeman, even
the minor detail of the four blind Jews all find their way from
the short story into the novel. But, as has already been
shown in an earlier chapter, the character of Zhukov himself
and his ultimate fate undergo a striking change between the
story and the novel due largely to the need for a positive hero
in 1936 and, also, to the fact that the point of view shifts
away from Zhukov towards Petya and therefore the sailor is
viewed purely externally.
1. V. Kataev, 'Yaponskaya voina', Krasnaya nov', 1925, No. 9,
pp. 140-2. The poem appears under the title rBallada' in
9,607-9.
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Of all the works which foreshadow Beleet parus odinokii
the one which most closely resembles the novel is a short
story entitled Ushki (1930) which Kataev used in its entirety
for one of the major incidents in his novel."'' The story tells
of the passion for gambling with decorative metal buttons which
seizes the boys of Odessa during 1905, of how one of them,
Petya Sinaiskii, pays his debt to 'the street arab Gavrik' by
helping him to carry 'buttons' (which turn out to be bullets)
through the police barriers to the insurgents. The story of
the buttons occupies an important place in the novel, surviving
its transposition remarkably well (largely owing to the episodic
structure of Beleet parus odinokii).
For the most part the story of the buttons is recounted
in the novel using the language of the short story, but
occasionally Kataev seems to adhere to his intention of writing
more simply (expressed in 'Izgnanie metafory') by rejecting an
image which had seemed appropriate in 1930.
/laflOHM eiue oinyiga/iM MHoroo6pa3Hbie $opMbi
chpewsluymmx «ah paHyujKM yweH h hx cbmhiiobwh
Bee. (Ushki, p. 44.)
/^aflohh Ma/ibhmka eiga npoflo/ima/im omymaTb
MHOroodpaSHblB $OpMbl yUJBH H mx co/lHflHblH
cbmhpobbim bbc. (Beleet parus odinokii, 5,181.)
However, the few differences in the language of the two versions
should not be overstressed, for in general Kataev altered little
in transposing Ushki to his novel. Certain changes follow from
the fuller characterisation of Petya and his father in the novel.
For example, in the scene in which Petya asks for money supposedly
1* Ushki, in V. Kataev, Nozhi (M., 1930), pp. 41-57.
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for chocolate and, to his chagrin, is given a bar of chocolate
instead, the Beleet parus odinokii version presents a stricter,
more pedantic portrait of the father. Another type of minor
change grounds the incident more firmly in the 1905 period.
In Ushki Petya finds the coin with which he first gambles when
he visits the scene of a murder and suicide: 'Honbio MCH/iioMBHHbiM
rMMHa3ncT sacTpe^M^ ms peBo/ibsepa SHaKOMyio rHMHaancTHy m
aacTpe/iH/ics can.'1 In Beleet parus odinokii Petya still
finds the coin at the scene of a suicide, but this time of a
soldier, and the death is carefully set against a menacing
background of bad weather, darkness, the howling of the wind
and the ceaseless military patrols. Kataev heightens the
significance of the coin for the romantic and impressionable
eight year old Petya by surrounding it with all the menace
which the revolutionary events at this stage hold for a young
boy.
One of the most perceptive critics of Beleet parus
odinokii - V. Smirnova - has emphasised the central role of
the sea:
Mope B 3 TO M nOBBCTH TaH nOCTOHHHO OmyTMMO,
tsk npn,qaeT oco6biH BHyc BceMy, TaH onpefle/iaeT
BCK3 HOHCTpyKUHHJ B B14M, BOB HOBOpOTW CK)}K8Ta,
BOB COflBpwaHHB, H3H OHO OnpBflBJIHBT XapaHTep
npHMOpCHOTO KpaH, BCK3 WH3Hb OdHTaTe/lBM MopcHoro
nobepewbR. Mope y KaTaeBa - m necTo fleHCTBHR h
aiHpoHHH, HenpecTaHHO mbhfhou4hhcr $oh whbhh m ^
("lOCTORHHblH a KHOMfia H MM B H T , H n03THH6CKHH CMMBO/1.
Kataev had earlier attempted to convey the ever-changing
quality of the sea in several poems and in the short lyrical
story More (1928), which has no real plot, but relies for its
1. V. Kataev, Ushki, p. 42.
2. V. Smirnova"^ i Ob odnoi klassicheskoi sovetskoi detskoi
knige' in 0 detyakh i dlya detei (M., 1963), p. 290.
effect on the author's skill in conveying the minute differences
in the colour and texture of the sea at different times of the
day. In More Kataev may be compared to an artist like Monet,
in that he paints the same scene over and over again in order
to catch the subtle alterations in light and shade caused by
the journey of the sun. For example, near the beginning of
the story, as the sun rises the sea undergoes a series of very
rapid transformations:
Ms TeMHoro m HBcnoHOHHoro oho cnepBa cTa/io
Bflpyr coBepujeHHO 3epKa/ibHbiM, 33Tbm hs
3epHa/ibHoro npeBpaTH/iacb b yjibTpa$Mo.neTOBoe
M, HaKOHBLU HaH 6bl H8 Bblfl8p>HaB fl MHO M HpOCTH
cbobm noBepxHocTM, pacna/iocb, pa3.npo6M.nocb
Ha MHOWBOTBO TOHOB M OTTBHHOB - OT WepiiiaBO-
ro/iy6oro flo Ma/iaxMToro m 3aHHns^o nofl SbicTpo nofl-
HMMarameMcn conHpsM MMpnaflariH nMpaMMflaflbHo
Cbin/IK)U4MXCB B BOfly HHHS/IMpOBaHHblX TBO 3flHH0B •
(1,356-7)
Besides the minutely accurate description of the sea the story
is notable for the multiplicity of colour adjectives (many
shades from coral to cobalt) for the dynamic nature descriptions
(the sky as well as the sea is in a state of continuous change)
and for the attempt to involve all of the senses simultaneously.
The various smells of the sea and the yacht occupy the author
almost as much as the colours, and his sharp ears detect the
many sounds around him. Nowhere in Kataev's work do we see
a more deliberate or a more concentrated attempt to put into
practice the lessons learned in his youth from Bunin than in
this short, and oddly neglected story. One marvels at the
skill with which Kataev differentiates between the most subtle
shades of colour, at the way in which his words almost literally
paint a picture (the comparison with painting - and with
impressionist painting at that - is for once fully justified).
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The author of More resembles the figure of Ivan
Alekseevich in Kataev's own story Muzyka, striving to find
the only word which will exactly convey the impression he
desires. And yet, More fails to satisfy as a typical Bunin
story satisfies. The awareness of skill belongs to the
author as much as to the reader. It is a virtuoso performance,
but it is ultimately rather empty and self-conscious. In
several respects More anticipates the late works such as Kubik,
reminding one yet again of the underlying unity of much of
Kataev's writing, yet it is more superficial than the later
story. For all its 'symphonism' (to use the term by which
Kataev referred to those features of Bunin's style imitated by
him) it remains unidimensional compared with, say, Kubik or
Beleet parus odinokii where the precise use of detail, the
unerring eye and ear are integrated with other features (plot,
characterisation, character of the author).
5.3.4 Construction
The straightforward construction of Beleet parus odinokii
rests on the intersection of two main story lines, the first
being the everyday life of Petya Bachei, his family and his
friend Gavrik Chernoivanenko and the second the story of Rodion
Zhukov, the 1905 uprising in Odessa and the minor but significant
part played in it by the two boys. The unity of the work
derives from the fact that Petya's consciousness, which is so
receptive to the physical world around him, develops through
his relationship with Gavrik and his exposure to the adult world
of revolution. The second half of the novel, dealing in the
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main with the uprising, proceeds at a much greater pace than
the first, during which Kataev dwells on Petya's perception
of the sights, smells and sounds around him. Occasionally a
similar role is ascribed to Gavrik or Pavlik, but for the most
part Petya acts as the sentient focus of the work, and thus
when he falls ill with scarlet fever and when events occur
which surpass his comprehension the pace of the entire novel
alters accordingly and momentous events seem to follow each
other with the speed of an express train.
5.3.5 Characters
A distinction can be drawn between the adult characters
of Beleet parus odinokii and the children. Whereas the latter
are drawn sympathetically and convincingly, the former remain
flat, schematic figures (although a partial exception must be
made for Petya's father, Vasilii Petrovich Bachei). Too
frequently Kataev replaces the detailed characterisation of
2
adults by conventional roles in an engaging adventure story.
The two revolutionaries Terentii Chernoivanenko and
Rodion Zhukov are stereotyped heroes, embodying all the virtues
of their type, such as courage, resolution, strength, and
kindliness. Both characters differ considerably from their
prototypes in the short stories Ushki and Rodion Zhukov. In
the former story Gavrik's brother works as a carpenter, and
is clearly much younger than in the novel. In the case of
Rodion Zhukov the difference between the eponymous hero of
1. Chapter thirty one opens with an extended metaphor in which
the progress of the uprising is compared to the approach of
an express train.
2. See B. Brainina, '0 nekotorykh osobennostyakh stilya V.
Kataeva' in Sovetskaya khudozhestvennaya literatura (sb. statei)
(M., 1955), pp. 360-94. Speaking of Kataev's adult characters
Brainina makes the perceptive comment: 'Una/ieHTHHy Jiywn
OTTBCHReT flHHaMHHa BHeiUHF-IX COfiblTHM. ' (p. 389)
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the story of 1925 arid the sailor epitomising all the
revolutionary qualities in Beleet parus odinokii and the
other novels in the tetralogy is considerable. The
unsophisticated, passive Zhukov of 1925 becomes the articulate,
indomitable revolutionary of the novels. The hero of the
short story suffers sickness and delirium and is no match
for the Tsarist police who capture him as soon as he steps
ashore, whereas in the novel Zhukov uses his great physical
strength to escape from the police and swims to safety. The
leitmotif of blindness, most evident in the symbolic blind
fish, has been replaced in the novel by the symbol of the
white sail, bearing Zhukov to freedom. The characterisation
of Zhukov in the novel depends in part on his association
with the rebellious lone white sail of Lermontov's poem in
the mind of the romantic dreamer Petya. In the absence of
any statement from Kataev himself one can only speculate on
the reasons which impelled the author so to alter the character
of Rodion Zhukov between the story of 1925 and the novel of
1936. The change may be partly due to the requirements of
the genre, namely the adventure novel for young people, and
partly due to the general requirement of the period that a
work conform to the method of Socialist Realism in portraying
revolutionary heroes as totally positive strong characters.
If Terentii and Zhukov fail to transcend the level
of stereotyped positive heroes, the position is a little
better with those adults who are closest to Gavrik and Petya,
namely Gavrik's grandfather and Petya's father.
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The characterisation of grandfather works best when
Kataev treats him with affectionate humour, as in his relations
with the 'miracle-working' icon, but soon slips into senti¬
mentality when the old man is arrested and beaten by the police.
The scene in which he dies has drawn strikingly different
reactions from critics, some of whom see it as one of the
finest moments in the novel while, for others, it is nothing
more than a piece of sentimental melodrama. For Vera Inber
the moment of grandfather's death, when he seems to fuse with
the world of nature around him, is: 'OflHO hs caMbix npocseT/ieHHbix
onucaHHH cnepTH, H0r.4a-.nH60 hhtshhbix HaMH. Brainina, however,
takes a very different view, namely that the description of
grandfather's death owes less to Kataev's observation of life
than to his knowledge of literature and that it recalls the
2
excesses of some of his work of the 1920s. If Inber's praise
seems excessive for a passage which undoubtedly owes much to
Tolstoi, it is nevertheless true that the passage cannot be
dismissed lightly, for the view it contains of the link between
man and the physical world around him recurs in one form or
another throughout Kataev's career, notably in Svyatoi kolodets.
Co3HaHne, oTfle/iHBtuee ero ot scero, hto dbino
hb hm, ne,q/ieHHO Tas/io. Oh naH 6bi pacTBops/icn b
OHpywaBLuen ero MMpe, npeBpamaRCb b sanaxn, SByHH,
pBeTa...
KpyTHCb BBepx h bhh3, nponeTa/ia dadoHKa HanycTHnpa
C JlMMOHHblMH WHRHSMH Ha KpeMOBblX Hpbl/lbltllKaX . H OH dbl/l
OflHOBpBMBHHO H dadOHKOM, H ee nOJieTOM.
Paccbina/iacb no ra/ibwe ao/iHa - oh 6uji ee cbewMM
LiiyMOM. Ha rydax cTa/io co/ioho ot Han/iH, npHHeceHHon
aeTepHOM , - OH Obi JT BeTSpHOM H COJlbKl.
B oflyBaHHHHax cn^e/i pedeHOH - oh dbui 3TMM pedeHHon,
a Tanwe otmmm d/iscTRiqHMH pbinRRHbe-we/tTbiriM pBSTanH, h
1. V. Inber, Stranitsy dnei perebiraya (M., 1967), p. 239. The
diary entry was made on 31 January 1947.
2. B. Brainina, '0 nekotorykh osobennostyakh...', p. 384.
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KQTOpbIM THHy/lMCb fleTCKHe pyHKH.
Oh 6bi/i napycoM, co/ihpbm, MopeM...OH dbi/i
Been. (5,240)
Petya's father, Vasilii Petrovich, bears a certain
resemblance to the father of Petr Sinaiskii in Otets and to
several other figures in Kataev's work. His is a much more
rounded portrait than that of any other adult in the novel,
revealing how much more comfortable Kataev feels when working
from a real life model than when creating a purely imagined
character."'" Vasilii Petrovich is a man of liberal views and
considerable dignity, whose dry, pedagogical manner masks a
deep humanity. He is seen at his best in the pogrom scene,
where his idealism and decency come to the fore. Although not
given to expressions of emotion, he is not cold, and his feigned
anger at having to make a fancy-dress costume for Petya merely
hides his concern lest the costume should be inadequate.
Turning from the characterisation of adults in Beleet
parus odinokii to that of the children,we find that the static,
conventional, flat figures of Terentii, Zhukov, and (to a lesser
extent) Vasilii Petrovich form a great contrast to the lively,
vivid and, above all, sensuous portraits of Pavlik, Gavrik,
and Petya.
For most of the novel Pavlik plays a secondary role to
that of his brother, adding a leavening of humour which the
serious and introspective Petya is rarely able to provide.
Pavlik's dominant traits of childish acquisitiveness and a
dogged determination to assert his own will wherever possible
1. The real life model is, of course, Kataev's own father.
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bring a smile to the lips of the reader, who recognises as
true to life the clashes between the young child's scale of
values and those of the adults and older children around him.
For example:
TaM, H pOM 9 n/lMTKM UJOHO^afla H HBCHO/lbHMX
co/ieHbix Ha/ieTMHOB "HanMTaH", rtewa/ia r/iaBHaa
ero flparoueHHocTb: Honn/iHa, cflejiaHHafi hs
wbcthhhh "KaHao 3hhbm". Tan xpaHM/incb fleHbrH,
KOTopbie nas/iMK cobupa/i Ha noHynKy BejiocHnefla.
fleHer 6u.no ywe flosojibHo MHoro: Koneew
TpHflUaTb BOCBMb " TpHflpaTb flBBHTb. (5,19)
The passage quoted serves as an introduction to the most
important device used by Kataev in the characterisation of his
young heroes, namely a constantly shifting point of view
embracing both adult values and language and those of the
children themselves. A further and more revealing example
of this device as it relates to Pavlik comes a little earlier
in the same chapter.
FlaneHbHHH riaB/iMK, oabtuh no cnyHato nyTewecTBHB
b hobuh ro/iyboH tjjapTyneH, b Tyro HaHpaxnaneHHOM
nHHBHHOH UJ/1RnHB, nOXOWBH Ha iJlOpMOHHy ABB We/18,
CTOBB b npeflyCMOTpMTeflbHOM OTflajlBHHM OT .nOliiafleH,
r/iyfioHOMbic/iBHHo HsynaR bcb noflpodnocTM mx ynpnwH.
Ero OeBMepHo yflHB/iH/io, hto 3Ta ynpawb, HacTotuiaR
ynpHWb HacTOBLUHX, whbux /loiua^BM, TaH hbho hb noxowa
no CBoeriy ycTpoHCTBy Ha ynpswb ero npBKpacHow
HapTOHHOH BoiuaflH HyflnaTKH. (KyflnaTHy He B3Hnn c
co6oh Ha flany, m oHa TenBpb flowhfla^acb CBOsro
xo3bhha b Oflecce.) (5,18)
The point of view in the first of these paragraphs is
that of the author. Pavlik is observed and described by
Kataev, who finds the exact comparison for a type of hat which
was no longer in use in 1936.^ The last few words of this
1. In her diary Vera Inber writes: '/ihhho abb nehh bcb sto
HM80T OCOSoe 3H3HBHHe. fl HHTaw hatabbs, m m h e h3wbtc b, HTO
bephybocb noe abtctbo. Horfla b h HTara, hto riaB/iMH b Ee/ieeT
napyc oahhqkhh hochb wnanKy, noxowyio Ha popmohhy fl/in wene, a
bcnoMmHaHj, hto m a hochjia TaHyto uinBnKy b flbtctbb. ' Stranitsy
dnei perebiraya, p. 239.
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paragraph (in particular the word 'glubokomyslenno') act as
a bridge to the next paragraph in which the author elaborates
on the word 'glubokomyslenno' by recording indirectly Pavlik's
thoughts. Gradually, Pavlik's point of view takes over
completely from that of the author and the passage continues
in Pavlik's language, but without the quotation marks which
would formally separate it from the person of the author:
BepoHTHo, npHHasHMH, npoflaBiiiMH Kyfl/iaTHy,
4To-HM6y,qb fla nspenyTa/i!
Bo bcrhom cjiysae, HymHo CyfleT He sabbiTb Henefl-
JieHHo no npn83fle nonpocHTb nany BupeaaTb H3 sero-
HHfiyflb H npHUJHTb H Be r/ia3aM 3TM HBpHUB, OMBHb
HpaCHBbie 33 C J1Q HH M - HeH3BBCTH0, HaH OHM Ha 3blB a HIT C B .
(5,18)
The device of semi-direct speech (nesobstvenno-pryamaya rech')
had been used by Kataev in earlier works, but not to the
extent that it is used in Beleet parus odinokii, where it is
so common as to be fundamental to the nature of the work.
For the explanation of the preponderance of the device in
Beleet parus odinokii one need look no further than the novel's
genre. Semi-direct speech is a regular feature of novels
about and for children, for it allows the adult author to
utilise the humorous potential of childhood. Moreover it
has the advantage of creating the illusion that the author
is in a state of sympathetic complicity with his character
and simultaneously superior to him and able to mock gently
the character's limitations or foibles. All three of the
young heroes in Beleet parus odinokii are characterised partly
by means of this device, and Kataev thus passes frequently
from a purely external picture of a character (as in the case
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of Pavlik wearing the jelly mould hat) to a view of the world
through the medium of the character's own type of language.^"
Among the most humorous scenes involving Pavlik are
the dialogues which he has with adults. His naive questions
are amusingly disconcerting in the conversation with his father
about the Tsar and, when speaking to his aunt on his return
to Odessa, his observations have a refreshing directness and
childish originality. In general, Kataev excels in the
creation of dialogues between children and adults, further
notable examples occurring in Syn polka and Khutorok v stepi.
In creating the figure of Gavrik Chernoivanenko, Kataev
drew heavily on his gift for capturing the reality of speech.
Unlike Petya, Gavrik has not been to school and the predominant
influences on his speech are the fisherman's jargon used by
his grandfather and the street slang of Odessa. The use of
Odessa slang in both direct and semi-direct speech was
criticised by several reviewers of the novel (a criticism
2
which was to be levelled also at later novels in the tetralogy).
However, its use never results in serious comprehension
difficulties, and it contributes to the colourfulness of the
novel and to the character of Gavrik in particular. In this
novel Odessa slang and Ukrainianisms have a definite function,
like the frequent references to particular streets
and houses. (Kataev is as accurate, topographically, as
1. Examples of semi-direct speech in Beleet parus odinokii are
too numerous to list, but it is worth referring to an out¬
standing example, namely the episode in which Pavlik, waking
up in the night before his birthday, wonders whether he is
still three or whether he has already become four. (5,225-6)
2. See, for example, Z. Zenkevich, 'Deti v revolyutsii 1905 g.',
V pomoshch' sel'skomu bibliotekaryu i chitatelyu, 1936, No. 4,
pp. 71-2.
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Dostoevskii.) They help to establish a definite geographical
and social setting. Thus, the speech of Gavrik and his
grandfather is marked by very frequent use of Ukrainian
expressions, such as 'pobachimo', 'breshesh'', and 'ne poduzhite'.
Not surprisingly, many early critics and reviewers of
Beleet parus odinokii proclaimed the poor Gavrik as the principal
hero, relegating Petya to a secondary position. On the whole,
this view is untenable. However, while it is necessary to
emphasise that Gavrik's role is secondary to that of Petya (if
only because of the many expressions of the contrary view to be
found in Soviet reviews and critical articles) the importance
of the poor boy's role must not be underestimated. He is a
Huckleberry Finn to Petya's Tom Sawyer - a contemporary with an
entirely different way of life which, while undoubtedly hard,
appears exciting and romantic to his middle-class friend.
Gavrik is the active protagonist responsible for involving
Petya in the adventures which contribute greatly to his
education (the visit to Blizhnie Mel' nitsy, the carrying of
ammunition to the besieged revolutionaries, the May Day
celebrations, the escape of Rodion Zhukov). Whereas Petya
almost always accepts a passive role and frequently fails to
understand what is happening, Gavrik is constantly active.
Aware, perhaps, of the possibility that his hero will
appear too brave and resourceful, Kataev frequently reminds
the reader that Gavrik was only nine. Such passages as the
following reveal the author's apprehension that the reader
might lose sight of the character: 'Xoth, nan mbi sto BMfle/in,
wn3Hb raepMHa 6bi.na no/iHa Tpy^oB m safioT, coaepuieHHO HaK y
B3poc/ioro se/tobeha, bcs we He c/ieflyeT 3ac)bibatb, hto oh dbi/i
Bcero jiMUJb ^BBHTM/ieTHHH MaJibHHH.1 (5,78) Such overt reminders
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of Gavrik's age weaken the characterisation, for they reveal
the author's own douhts about this figure whose childhood
differed markedly from his own. Much more convincing are
those pages where Kataev forgets that Gavrik is a fisherman's
grandson and uses him as a vehicle for his own sensuous
recollections of childhood. The differences between Petya
and Gavrik, for all that they are necessary to the story, are
actually less important than the similarities between them.
When one of the young heroes feels a surge of pride as he
takes aim at a rifle booth or pulls out a pocket watch there
is nothing apart from the name to indicate that it must be
Gavrik rather than Petya. Because the descriptions and the
emotions depend on Kataev's recollections of.his own childhood
it does not matter which of his heroes acts as his vehicle.^"
Delights of childhood such as a bottle of kvass being opened,
or the sensation of drinking cold fizzy lemonade on a hot day
are described by Kataev in great detail, and the important
thing is the sensuous experience itself, recalled perfectly
and transformed into words, rather than the participation of
a particular boy in the experience. The sensuous descriptions
themselves are of great importance and will form the subject
of a separate section later in the chapter.
The only really complex character in Beleet parus
odinokii is Petya Bachei whose childhood resembles that of
Kataev himself. Despite being much younger than the heroes
1. Of all the contemporary reviewers of Beleet parus odinokii
only one appears to have noted the important similarity between
Gavrik and Petya. Although B. Reznikov overstates his case he
makes some useful observations, such as the following: 'M
Bce-TaHM TaBpHH c/iywMT JiHUJb flono/iHeHMert h odpa3y PleTM m nacTO
nojiHocTbio c/iMBaeTCR c hum . . . ,3to do/ibiue hgm npocTaH flpywba.
3to oflMH Ma/ibHHH b flByx JiHqax, b flByx xapaHTepax.' 'Povest' o
mnogikh prekrasnykh veshchakh', Literaturnyi kritik, 1936,
No. 10, pp. 89-101. The extracts quoted are on pp. 90, 91.
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of most of Kataev's earlier works, Petya resembles several of
them, such as Petr Sinaiskii (Otets) and the heroes of the
autobiographical stories Vesennii zvon and Svyatki u pokoinikov.
Like them he is dreamy, introspective, excessively sensitive
and proud and greatly influenced by his reading. The second
chapter, in which Petya bids farewell to the sea and shore,
does much to establish his personality. While others prepare
for departure, Petya enjoys a solitary and self-indulgently
melancholy stroll and swim during the course of which his
'companions' are the heroes of those literary works by which
he is affected:
HyBCTBO OflHHOHBCTBa c HOBOH cm/IOM OXBaTH/IO
ma/ibHMHa. Ho Tenepb bto 6u.no cobcbm ocoSob,
ropfloe M MyWBCTB BHHOG QflHHOHBCTBO Po6MH30Ha
Ha HBOdMTaeMOM octpobb.
rieTF nspBUM flb/iom CTafl PipHCMaTpMBaTb h
cJieflaM. y Hero 6u/i ontiTHWH, npoHkmaTe/ibHbiH
r^aa HCHaTe/ir nphh/itonehuh. Oh HHTS/i mx, hsh
MaMH Pn,g. (5,13)
More powerful even than the image of Robinson Crusoe or
the heroes of Mayne Reid is the effect on Petya's imagination
of Lermontov's poem 'Parus'. The lonely white sail, proud and
rebellious on the blue sea strikes a chord in Petya's romantic
soul, and the boy plays the role of the lonely, proud, rebellious
spirit.^" Kataev prepares the reader for the intrusion of socio¬
political events into the private world of Petya's imagination
by having him associate Lermontov's poem not only with himself
but also with the battleship "Potemkin" which he had seen earlier
in the summer. The adjectives used to describe the "Potemkin"
(using Petya's point of view) are taken from Lermontov's poem:
1. It is worth noting that the feelings of Valya, the hero of
Svyatki u pokoinikov, find expression in Chatskii's monologue
from Gore ot uma. The figure of the proud and lonely outsider
has a powerful'appeal for Kataev's young heroes.
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'HeCKO/lbMO pa3, TaMHCTBBHHblH M OflH HOKHH , nOBB/lR/lCR MRTBWHblM
dpoHeHocei4 Ha ropn30HTS b BHfly 0Bccapa5cKHx SspBroB.' (5,15)
Throughout the book Kataev returns several times to
the Lermontov poem which exerts such a powerful influence
on Petya. During the school entrance examination it is
precisely this poem that he chooses to recite. Significantly,
Kataev gently mocks his hero's excessive self-esteem by having
the examiners interrupt the recitation before the crucial
final stanza. (5,155-6) Petya's image of himself as a lone
white sail is frequently subjected to Kataev's ironical glance.
In this respect Petya again resembles other autobiographical
characters in Kataev's works whose pretensions are ridiculed
in a good-natured fashion by the author.
At the end of the novel Petya's identification of the
lone white sail with the "Potemkin" recurs in the episode of
Zhukov's escape. Whereas Petya was not allowed to utter the
stirring third stanza of Lermontov's poem at his school
examination, it is quoted in full in the last chapter, where
it refers to Zhukov. Inappropriate as it was for Petya
(except in his own self image), it is appropriate as a symbol
of Zhukov's free spirit and, therefore, used as the culmination
of the work.
As befits a romantic, Petya falls in love, firstly
with Zoya and then with Gavrik's niece Motya. Kataev
expertly conveys the ambivalent emotions of childish love.
One scene, where Petya and Zoya surprise and frighten them¬
selves by kissing unexpectedly, owes much to Tolstoi,"^" but
1. See the chapter of Voina i mir in which Natasha surprises
herself by kissing Boris and then runs into the drawing room
in order to avoid being alone with him. The corresponding
scene in Beleet parus odinokii comes in the first chapter
(5,10).
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the other 'love' scenes are reminiscent of Kataev's own
excellent story Vesennii zvon, written when he was seventeen.
Petya's emotions consist of a mixture of adulation and a
heightened sense of pride resulting in feigned indifference
and condescension. Kataev offers no new insights into the
phenomenon of childish love, but by approaching it sympatheti¬
cally (and, clearly, with a strong recollection of its conflicting
emotions) he enhances the characterisation of Petya and Motya.
Another feather which Petya shares with many other
Kataevan heroes is his passion for gambling and the lengths
to which it drives him. Kataev's fondness for the theme of
gambling, with its concomitant desperation, has been noted
several times already in the present dissertation. When the
urge to play at buttons overcomes Petya it dominates his
personality, leading him to steal, lie, and make false accusa¬
tions, and yet this apparently destructive passion brings a
sweet intensity to his life which is irresistible. Like
Zagirov in Vremya, vpered! Petya gambles recklessly until he
has lost everything, at which point he becomes Gavrik's 'slave',
but unlike Zagirov he is secretly pleased by this turn of
events since it allows him to wander through the town carrying
the 'buttons' in a haversack. Indeed, although the gambling
episode reveals a darker side of Petya's personality it is
free from the feelings of despair which inform the Zagirov-
Saenko episode in Vremya, vpered.'.
Beleet parus odinokii does not, in general, represent an
advance in Kataev's mastery of characterisation, although his
depiction of children, including the particular nuances of
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their speech, is developed on a much wider scale than in
earlier stories. Against this, however, must be set the
fact that the adult figures are, for the most part, pure
stereotypes when compared to some of the characters in
earlier works. The reason for the artistic success of
Beleet parus odinokii is not primarily attributable to
characterisation.
5.3.6 Atmosphere
Beleet parus odinokii is a historical novel.^ The
1930s was a decade which saw the emergency of the historical
novel as a major literary genre. Soviet authors turned
frequently to history, perhaps preferring relatively 'safe'
subjects from Russia's past to the riskier topics of modern
politics and society. Alongside the many novels devoted to
earlier centuries there were several which dealt with the
more recent past including the Russo-Japanese war and the
1905 revolution. The most obvious historical event in the
novel is the developing unrest in Odessa following the
"Potemkin" mutiny. Apart from the long introductory sequence
describing the departure of the Bachei family from their holiday
farm most of the action in the novel stems from the historical
events of 1905-6. In contrast, the non-historical events,
such as the school examination or the Christmas party, for
all their importance, act as digressions from the narrative.
1. Kataev's awareness that his childhood coincided with a
particularly important period in the country's history is
expressed in his poem 'Ballada', the first stanza of which reads:
lile/i BeKy nnTun. MHe - BOCbMOH.
Ho bbh nepepacTaji.
M BOT MO e H BOCbMOH BBCHOM
Oh Lunpe wm3hh CTa,n. (9 ,607)
Such feelings are, of course, common among Russian writers
of Kataev's generation.
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Although the direct description of historical events
is reduced in the novel to a highly romanticised adventure
story, (for example the chapter entitled 'Shtab boevikov' in
which Iosif Karlovich is cut down by the Cossacks), Kataev
excels, as usual, in conveying the atmosphere of the period
through details. Thus, while the street fighting could belong
to any period, the mass of carefully noted historical detail
lends the book an unmistakable period atmosphere. Occasionally
Kataev heightens this impression by stepping from the normal
narrative time to address his readers directly and draw to
their attention some period detail of which they have no direct
experience. For example, he precedes his description of the
old steamer "Turgenev" with the words: 'Ha c/ieflyeT 3adbiBaTb,
H TO OnHCblBaBMbie b 3T0M hh Mr B C05b)TMfl npOMCXOflM/lM J1ST TpHflUaTb
c /1MLDHHM Haaafl. A napoxofl "TyprsHBB" csHTajicn flaws h no Tony
BpsMBHH cyflHDM, nopHflOHHO ycTapbblumm. ' (5,33) During the
voyage to Odessa the ship's captain orders the sails to be
raised and Kataev justifies Petya's excitement at this
extremely unusual event by another direct reference to this
as a period detail:
fl flynaio, hto m bu dbi, TOBapniflH, npuw/im b
BOCTopr, ec/iM Sbi Ban Bflpyr Bbina/10 csacTbe
npoHaTHTbCH no Mopto Ha HacTOHiflBM napoxofle,
fla, Kpone Toro, eiflB m nofl napycon.
flawe b tb BpeMeHa napyc cTabhjim To/ibHO Ha
canbix CTapbix napoxoflax, m to spe3buhaiiho psflHO.
Tenepb wb btoto m bobcb HMKorfla He c^ynabtcr.
TaH hto /ierHO cede npeflCTaBHTb, Kan nepewnsa^
3T0 CuuUTHB RbTR. (5,46)
The novel is extremely rich in details which evoke
vividly the period of Kataev's own childhood. In describing
the funeral procession of General Kondratenko, who had been
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killed the previous year at Port Arthur but whose body reached
his homeland only after a voyage of many months, Kataev recalls
with great clarity the impression created by the huge lead
coffin bearing the remains of a general who had perished many
thousands of miles from the Southern port. The sights and
sounds of the solemn procession are conveyed in minute detail,
evoking the mood of the age much more successfully than Kataev's
more direct attempts to suggest the mounting unrest."*" Simi¬
larly, the war against Japan is alluded to through the detail
of the anti-Japanese lithographs which Motya has collected.
By means of such period details Kataev succeeds in
setting his novel in a precise historical framework.
No less effective in defining the period are those
details relating to the customs and artefacts of a bygone age,
which must have seemed the more distant because of the changes
in everyday life wrought by the intervening Revolution. For
example, Kataev indulges in his habit of giving the brand names
of products and describing their packaging at length. Thus,
Gavrik shoots not merely with a rifle, but with a 1Montecristo'
rifle; he drinks 'Fialka' lemonade; Pavlik eats 'George
Borman' boiled sweets; Patya and Gavrik find different sorts
1. Compare the passage in which the funeral procession is
described (5,171) with the inferior one immediately preceding
it where the author employs a general approach rather than
a specific one. 'EpoflH pe/ibiMH ahamm no ropofly, TaBpHH He
mot He HyscTBOBaTb npnG/ihwbhhr cobbiTMM. Ohm eme 6bi/iM rfle-To
b nyTH - mowbt 6tJTb Ha noAflopore Mew^y Ofleccon m CaHKT-
rieTepSyproM, - ho h thluhhe owHflaHHR ywe npHMewMBa/iCR He
ctobho c/ibiujHMbiH, CHOjibHo yraflaenbiw ujyM HeoTBpaTHMoro
flBHW8HHfl. (5,170)
2. Many more examples could be adduced, such as the Edict
on Freedom, the drunken 'batrak' who interrupts the firework
party (and who brings to mind a similar character in Chekhov's
Vishnevyi sad), etc.
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of cigarette packets - 'Lastochka', 'Zefir' and 'Tsyganka';
the policeman who arrests grandfather smokes a cigarette
which Gavrik recognises as one made at the Asmolov factory.
These and other examples help define the setting of
the novel, as do the precise topographical references to pre-
revolutionary Odessa. Street names are mentioned frequently,
and certain Odessa landmarks are described with Kataev's
habitual attention to detail. A full page is devoted to an
account of the history of the Kovalevskii tower, one of the
city's famous sights. Odessa's colourful markets and fair¬
grounds, its kvass-sellers, organ-grinders and chamber-maids
all form part of the densely detailed setting against which
the adventure story is played out. Many of the descriptions
form self-contained digressions which do not advance the
narrative, but, as in Vremya, vpered!, contribute largely to
the atmosphere which is one of the novel's principal features.
It was the digressive nature of many of the details in Beleet
parus odinokii which led Shklovskii to criticise the novel:
Ho noflpobHocTH b stoh hhhtb oneHb nacTo flanw
TaK, H TO OHH He pa3flBMraH3T M H p a T O /lb HO
HanojiHHH3T aro.
YMeidlUHH BMflBTb 3 b T o p C yLU,B C T B y e T MBWfly MHpon
m HHTaTB/ien. . .MapH Tbsh b cbohx paccKasax o flByx
Ma/ibHHHax, 06 mx nyTetuecTBMH m npHH/iiohehhhx, yMe/i
nponycHaTb /lMamee. He Ha,qo odcTaB/iHTb repon
BeiiiaMM M CpaBHBHMFIMM. HaflO yBHflaTb MMp- flaTb
canbie BeiiiH HaH othoujbhmfi Mew^y repoHMM.
One must recognize the validity of Shklovskii's view
that Kataev frequently interposes his own vision between his
heroes and reader. It has already been demonstrated that at
times Petya and Gavrik are used almost interchangeably due to
1. V. Shklovskii, '0 Marke Tvene...', p. 26.
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the fact that the experience being described belongs to Kataev
himself and his sensuous descriptions are only nominally
ascribed to the character. Yet, while the digressive nature
of much of the detail cannot be denied, Shklovskii's implication
that this detracts from the value of the book can and should be
disputed. It is precisely the interaction between the engaging
but superficial narrative on the one hand and the leisurely,
digressive descriptions (so obviously relished by the author)
on the other which lends the book its specific charm. The
atmosphere of Odessa at the beginning of the century is captured
in such apparently non-functional descriptions as that of the
kvass-sellers. (5,69)
No less important for the atmosphere of Beleet parus
odinokii is the vast amount of childhood lore, both local and
general, which it contains. Just as the reader of Tom Sawyer
learns about strange 'cures' for warts involving swinging dead
cats at midnight, so does the reader of Beleet parus odinokii
learn that the children of Odessa believed that barrel-organ
grinders abducted children, broke their limbs and then sold
them to the fairground as acrobats. Pavlik, who inadvertently
follows a barrel-organ grinder, suddenly remembers the horrible
fate which befalls children caught by the organ grinders when
he sees one of the women smoking a cigarette:
noBopaHHsas sa yro/i, ohh 06a B^pyr obepHy/incb,
h riab/ihk c becnoHOMCTBOM yBH,qe.n bo pTy y wehuhhHbi
nanHpocKy. PedeHHa oxeaTM/i ywac, Eny b ro/iOBy
BHeaanHo npniii.na nuc/ib, sacTaBHBiuaH ero aaflpowaTb.
Be,lib 6u.no petimTe/ibHo Bceri hsbgctho, hto mapMaHuiHKM
3amahubatot ma/ieHbHwx fleTsfi, hpa^yt mx, bunanubafct
pyhm h hoth, a noTOM npoflawT b Sa/iaraHu aKpodaTaM.
0, KaH oh nor saSuTb ob 3TomI 3to Gbi.no TaH
we 06lHBH3BeCTH0, hah TO, HTO HO h $ st 3m h $a6phhh
"Bp. KpaXMa^bHHHOBU" MOWHO OTpaBHTbCB M/1H - HTO
MOpOWeHIUHHH - flena:-0t MOpOWeHOe h3 MOJlOHa, b HOTOpOM
nyna/iH 6o^bHux. (5,138)
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While it is true that Kataev generally draws the
inherent humour from the lore of children by employing semi-
direct speech he nevertheless clearly recalls the seriousness
of such beliefs for the children themselves, and his detailed
recreation of childhood myths contributes to the novel's
atmosphere.
5.3.7 Style
Despite the intention to write much more simply which
Kataev expressed in 'Izgnanie metafory', the style of Beleet
parus odinokii does not represent a radical change from that
of much of his earlier work. The lyricism, the concrete
descriptions of physical objects, the dynamic nature
descriptions,the sensuous evocation of a scene - all of
these features of Kataev's earlier prose style (and his early
poetic style) find their way into Beleet parus odinokii.
The one feature of Kataev's style which shows a distinct
move in the direction of simplicity in Beleet parus odinokii
is his use of simile and, to a lesser extent, metaphor. The
title of the article 'Izgnanie metafory' indicates that it
was precisely the large number of images in Vremya, vperedI
and earlier works which worried Kataev's critics, and, while
stopping well short of expunging them entirely, he does
reduce their number. In particular, the more fanciful
images which had been characteristic of Kataev's style up
to and including Vremya, vpered! are here eschewed.
J
There is only one extended metaphor in the Gogolian
manner in the novel, but that is a splendid example. It is
the comparison of the development of revolutionary events to
the approach of an express train which occurs at the beginning
of Chapter thirty one. Here the approach of the train is
described with such attention to detail that one forgets that
it owes its existence in the novel to a comparison. The train
takes its place among the other aspects of Odessa life which
Kataev recalls with great verve. It is interesting to note
that Kataev attempts to ascribe the description of the train
to Gavrik's experience. ' Ka« xopowo 6bi.no 3HaHOMo raBpnKy,
ikhtbjih3 5/imwhmx Me/ibHup, 3T0 hybctbo owHflaHUB /iBTBinsro noeafla! '
(5,169) The attempt to relate such descriptions to Petya or
Gavrik can be seen at several points in the novel, but in most
instances the experience described patently belongs to the
author's personal recollection of his childhood.
The comparison between developing historical events and
an express train is an isolated example in the novel. Much
more common are similes and metaphors comparing natural pheno¬
mena on the one hand and household objects on 'the other. All
of the following examples are taken from the same chapter:
rieCOH 3t0t 3bl/l yflHBHTe/lbHOH de/lHSHbl M TOHHOCTM .
BH3HHM M r/iydOKMH, Cn/IOWb WCTUHaHHbIM HMHaMH
BhepainHmx c/ieflOB, on/ibiBUJHx h decpopMBHHbix, oh
HanoMMHa/i MaHHyro Hpyny caMoro nepBoro copTa. (5,13)
Tohhmm TyriaH dpwar bmcht khcbbm bo bckd rpoMaflHyw
BblCOTy nOTpBCBHHHX OSpblBOB. (5,1M-)
Meflysa bhcsna npo3panhbim adamypoM c kmctbto tshmx
ws npo3paHHbix myna^ep. (5,16)
It could be argued that these and similar images contri¬
bute to the characterisation of Petya and Gavrik since the
referents are all everyday objects with which the boys are
1
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familiar. While this may be partially true it would be a
mistake to give it undue emphasis because the type of comparison
involving a concrete and familiar object is used throughout
Kataev's work irrespective of whether or not children figure
as protagonists.
The similes and metaphors quoted are representative of
the vast majority of images in Beleet parus odinokii in that
they make use of familiar objects, and they draw attention to
purely superficial similarities in the shape or texture of the
objects being compared. They lack the exotic quality which had
distinguished much of Kataev's earlier writing, and for all the
delicacy of perception and sensuousness of the descriptive
writing, the style of Beleet parus odinokii is certainly blander
than that of Vremya, vpered! and the works of the 1920s."''
But if the imagery is less exotic than in earlier works,
in other ways the style of Beleet parus odinokii reveals many
of the features which had characterised the best of Kataev's
previous output. Some mention has already been made of the
role played by the use of details in the creation of the novel's
atmosphere. From his early poetry onwards Kataev had followed
Bunin in striving to depict a scene by means of precise details
which would conjure up the exact scene rather than a generalised
picture. Of the many examples in Beleet parus odinokii,
particularly striking is the description of threshing in Chapter
four which bears certain resemblances to Kataev's very early
1. The move from an exotic style to a blander one can be seen
in many writers whose work spanned the decade from the mid
1920s to the mid 1930s.
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sketch ' Iz zapisok gimnazista'. The description in the
novel is much more accomplished than that in the sketch,
but the two have in common the use of technical terminology
and a preference for a close analysis of the stages of a
mechanical process rather than a generalised account of the
process as a whole. A similar point could be made about
the painstaking description of the old steamer "Turgenev"
or (in a completely different area) about the sensuous
description of the grapes. Not content with the effect
which would be produced by a general description of grapes
Kataev gives a very detailed account of the different sorts:
Euro mhowbctbo copTOB BHHorpafla. KpynHUM
CBeTJio-se/ieHbiM "nayc" c myt humm HocTOHHanH,
BHflHBBlllMMMCH CKBOSb TORCTyK} HOWy, BMCe/l
fl/lMHHUMM rmpaMUfla/lbHUMM TpoSflbRMM l"IO flBa,
no tph (JiyHTa. OnuTHbiH r/iaa hhhsh hb cnyTa/i
du ero, HanpMMep, c "flancHMHH na/ibHMHariM",
Towe cbet/io-ab/iehumh, ho do/iee npoflonroBaTUMH
H r/lRHpeB MTUMM .
HewHas /iBHedHaR "uiaui/ia" nosTM hum en He
oTRHHH/iacb ot "posoBoro MycwaTa", ho KawaR
du/ia MB>Hfly hmmm pa3HMi4al Kpyr/iue rtoahm
"waui/ibi", cwaTue b Ma/ieHbHyra m3RinHyto HMCTb
flO Toro T8CHO, H TO TBpR/lM tJ)OpMy M flB/ia/lHCb
nOHTH HydMHaMM, R pHO OTpawa/lH B CBOMX
MBfl0B0-p030BUX ny3UpbHaX CO/IHpe, B TO B p BM H
waH RroflHH "poaoBoro MycHaTa" d u/i m noHpuTu
My T H 0 H aMBTMCTOBOM nu/ibuon M cojiHpa HB OTpawa/iM.
(5,29)
Another feature of the style of Beleet parus odinokii
which continues a previous trend in Kataev's work is his
preference for dynamic rather than static nature descriptions.
Of the many lyrical nature descriptions a high proportion
capture the effect of changing light as one time of the day
gives way to another. As might be expected after the story
More, the sea in particular is treated this way:
CHO /lb HO 6bl HM CMOTpBTb Ha MOpe - OHO HHHOrfla
He HafloecT. Oho acerfla pa3Hoe, HOBoe, HeenflaHHoe,
Oho MeHReTCfl Ha r/ia3ax Hawflbin Mac.
To OHO THXOB, CB0T/lO-rO/iyOOe, B HeCHO/lbHHX
necTax noHpuToe nonTH 6e/ibiMM flopowHaMM uitm/ir.
To oho RpHo-CMHse, n/iaM8HH08, c b e p h a Hume s • To
oho HrpaeT SapaiiinaMM. To nofl cbbwhm bbtpom
CTaHOBHTCH B^pyr pseTa MH^HTO, lubpcTHhum, TOHHO
ero r/iaflBT npoThb Bopca. To Ha/ieTaeT 6ypn m oho
rpoaHO npeoSpawaeTce. UJTopriOBOM BeTep tohht
npyriHyio 3biCb. flo rpHfJie/ibHOMy Hedy zieTaioT c
HpHKaMH hahhm. B36aJiafiyhehhbie bo/ihh BO/iOHyT h
LUBupfKOT Bflo/ib 68pera r/iBHueBhtob Te/io flox/ioro
fle/ibpHHa. Pe3Han ae/ieHb ropH30HTa ctoht 3ydHaTOH
ctbhoh Ha# dypbiMM od/iaHaMH hitopna. Ma/iaxHTOBbie
flocHH npwdoH, paaMauiHOTo HcnucaHHue der/ibiMH
3nr3araMH nsHbi, c nytuenHbiM rpowoM paadMBatoTCR
o deper. 3xo sbbhht dpoHaon b or/tymeHHOM BOBflyxe.
(5,14)
In this example it is, perhaps, scarcely surprising that
the sea's constantly changing surface is emphasised since the
theme of the digressive description is the various moods of
the sea, but elsewhere the same feature can be observed in
less obvious contexts.
Beper dbicTpo TenHe/i, cTaHOBH/iCH ro/iydyn, cmhhfi,
/iM/ioBbiM. Ha cyme yme HacTynn/i Besep. B nope
dbi/io ei#e CBBT/io. r/lHHpBBaR 3bi6b oTpama/ia hhctob
hb6o. Ho bob ihb Bssep nyBCTBOBa/iCR h TyT. (5,52)
The outstanding feature of the descriptions in Beleet
parus odinokii is undoubtedly their sensuousness. The novel
opens with an extended description of a sound.
HacoB oKO/io riRTH yTpa Ha chothom flBope shohomhh
pa3#a/iCR 3byh Tpydy.
3ByH btot, paaflMpatoaie-npoHSHTe/ibHHM w nan 6y
pa3inen/ieHHUH Ha mhowectbo My3yna/ibHbix bo/iohoh,
npoTRHy/icR chbo3b adpMHOcoBbiH ca# - Bbi/ieTe/i b
nycTyto cTenb, h nopio, h flo/iro m nesa/ibHO oT#aBa/iCR
a odpbiBax pacHatbmh nocTeneHHo yTHxaiomero axa .
3to 6bi/i nepBufi cnrHa/i h ompaB/ibhhkd fln/inwaHca.
(5,7)^
1. This description was taken as an example by Shklovskii of
the digressive descriptions which he objected to. '0 Marke
Tvene...', p. 26.
It is an opening passage which sets a pattern for many
subsequent descriptions. All of the senses are involved
in an evocation of the physical reality of the Odessa of
Kataev's childhood. He remembers the sharp smell of the
wild flowers, the sights, sounds and smells of the fish market
or the fair, the taste of lemonade or the feel of sand under
the bare feet. Sometimes several of the senses come into
play simultaneously in a description as in the following example
in which Gavrik reacts to the magical experience of the fair¬
ground rifle-range:
raBpnK no,noiiie^ h Sa/iaraHy m 0CTaH0BH/iCR B03/ie
flBepen, waflHo Bflbixafl hh c nen He cpaBhmmbin,
KaHOH-To CHHeBaTo-CBHHqoBbm 3anax nopoxa.
OcofiblH, HHC/ieHbKHM H flyWHblH BHyc BbicTpe/ia
HyBCTBosa/icH flawe Ha nabine. (5,95)
In the best of the sensuous descriptions Kataev succeeds in
recapturing a moment from his childhood. Such is the
evocative power of his writing that time stops, in the sense
that the narrative drops from view, and in the sense that the
moment once experienced by Kataev is now relived by means of
a precise account of its effect on the senses.
ESyTbi/ma BbicTpe/iH/ia, ho hs rpySo, HaH oTpe/in/i
HBac, a toheHbho, ynpyro, fle/ihkatho, M TOTnac
npoapaHHan BOfla aaHMne/ia, a M3 rop/ibiuiHa noujs/i
/ierhmh flbiMOH flSHCTBHTe/ibHo pacnpoCTpaHHBLUMM
h swh B mlum h apOMaT CaMOH H3CT0 rlue m (j) H a /IH m •
f 3 b p hh OCTOpOWHO B 3 R /l ofibmmh pyhamh, HaH
AparopeHHocTb, xo^oahuh h mn yh m m c t a ha h m,
aawMypHBtiiMCb npothb co/iHua, CTa/i nmb, sybctbyrj
HaH naxyHHH raa dbST Hepea rop.no b hoc.
Ma/ibHHH rnojan stot b o/iuje5HbiM hanmtoh doraHBH,
h eriy Ha3a/iocb, hto Ha ero TpnyMtJ) cmotpht Bscb
m m p: co/iHqe, 06 nana, Mope, jiiaflH, codaHM,
Be/iocnneflHCTbi, .qspBBHHHbie .noujaflHH Hapyce/m,
HaccHpma ropoflCHOH Hyna/ibHH . . . M Bee ohh rosopHT:
CMDTpHTB, CMOTpHTB, 3TOT MSJIbHHH nbeT B Ofly
"itna/iHa"! ^lOS)1
1. See B. Sarnov, 'Glazami detstva' in Detskaya literatura 1967
goda (M. , 1968), pp. 125-141 for an interesting view of the link
between Kataev's concrete sensuous descriptions and his control
over time.
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It is here, above all, that one can see the affinity between
Kataev and Bunin for whom the recollection of such moments
and their recreation in art are all-important. It is a
small step from such passages to the detailed sensuous
descriptions in which Kataev takes great delight in his later
works. Here is yet another case where the 'new' Kataev of
the 1960s and 1970s has his roots in earlier work.
5.3.8 Concluding Remarks
Beleet parus odinokii was met with a profusion of admiring
reviews and its popularity has never waned with Soviet readers
or critics. Its importance in the context of Kataev's career
as a whole lies in the partial integration of several factors
which, in many other works, pull in different directions.
Firstly, the novel reveals its author to be a conscious
stylist. The Buninesque side of his talent is as evident in
Beleet parus odinokii as in any work written before the 1960s.
Secondly, the committed stance, the 'Mayakovskii' side of
Kataev, is here transmuted into a straightforward adventure
story involving children, in which the simplified and exaggerated
view of politics and society appears harmless. The mythology
demanded by Socialist Realism strikes a less jarring chord in
an adventure story for children than in a more ambitious
fictional form. Following on from this is the fact that
Kataev?s relative lack of depth in character drawing is here
less of a disadvantage than in most of his other full-length
works, because the adults form only a background to the activities
of the children, who are drawn convincingly and with humour.
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Beleet parus odinokii is certainly not Kataev's master¬
piece. His weaknesses in the genre of the novel may be less
in evidence here than in the later works in the tetralogy^
but they are undeniably present. However, Kataev's natural
sympathy with the subject enabled him to write a work which
is in several respects impressive at a very difficult period
of Soviet literature.
5.4 Rasskazy (1937)
After the completion of Beleet parus odinokii Kataev
began to work more regularly for newspapers than at any time
since his days with Gudok. It was undoubtedly a sign of
his increasingly committed stance of support for the regime
that he frequently wrote articles for Pravda in the late 1930s:
'B 1 936 r. h Hannca/1 poMaH BenesT napyc o^mhohhh h cTa/i mhoto
nwcaTb b flpaBfle: Ma/teHbHMB Qe/ibeTOHbi, osepHM, saneTHH,
noflBa/iu. ' ^
His work in Pravda was to provide him with the inspira¬
tion for his next novella, Ya, svn trudovogo naroda. But
before that he published in 1937 a collection of short stories,
most of which had appeared before. The book's reviewer, S.
Gekht, divided the collection into three categories - firstly,
those like Veshchi written by a light humourist; secondly,
those autobiographical stories such as Teatr and Syurpriz which
revealed Kataev as a mature artist: 'l^np pea/teH h npaBflHB, ho
y aBTopa ocoCan, bmy oflHOMy npHcyman cnocofiHocTb: Bee bbluh
2
Bbir/isflHT 6o/iee rphhmh, Hen ohh ecTb. '
1. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1959), p. 540.
2. S. Gekht, 'Rasskazy V. Kataeva', Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1937,
No. 12, pp. 3-6. Quoted extract on p. 3.
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This is one of several astute comments which Gekht
has to make about Kataev the mature artist. But perhaps
the most interesting part of the review is that devoted to
the third aspect of Kataev's work as revealed by these stories
- namely, what Gekht calls 'Kataev the "avtodidakt"'.
Fortunately, he defines his term: 'ABTOflHflaKT - ne/ioBeH,
ob/iaflaioinMH npuS/iMSMTe/ibHbiMM Heno/iHOBecHbiMH h noTony nacTo
HBB ep HbIM H 3HaHMHMM , '
The stories written by this particular Kataev are,
according to Gekht, Teni and Iz dnevnika. (One would wish
to add Zametka which was not in fact mentioned by the reviewer.)
All three pieces show Kataev's rhetorical side unleavened by
humour, lyricism or acuteness of observation. Without these
outstanding qualities of his prose the stories are 'naive and
embarrassing' (to use Gekht's apt formula). None of the
three is fictional. Like Teatr and Syurpriz they record
incidents from Kataev's life, but unlike the latter stories
the incidents do not appear to have touched the author very
deeply, despite his protestations to the contrary. In
Zametka Kataev describes his brief meeting with the 'kolkhoznitsa'
Mariya Demchenko who gave her word to Stalin that she would
produce at least 50,000 kilograms of sugar beet per hectare
and who, despite setbacks from the weather, achieved a figure
well in excess of that. Iz dnevnika is a lengthy description
in diary form of Kataev's stay at an MTS in the summer of 1933.
Teni is a gloomy account of two meetings with people who still
hold old-fashioned views about property and who recall the
1. S. Gekht, 'Rasskazy V. Kataeva', p. 5.
Fantomy of Kataev's story of 1923. (2,70-83) The three
stories are by no means the only publicistic works written
by Kataev at this time in support of the regime. Other
examples include 'V zerkale Mavzoleya' (1934), 'Proletarskii
polkovodets' (1935), 'Sluchai' (1935), and 'Pervyi chekist'
(1936).1
As examples of publicistic journalism these pieces
are certainly not inferior to hundreds of others by famous
authors which were published during these years. They show
that Kataev, for obvious reasons, was attempting to use his
pen for openly propagandistic purposes. Perhaps it is wisest
to remember that many of his contemporaries were writing
similar pieces and to treat them as the ephemera they
undoubtedly are. Yet the inclusion of these examples in
a collection of stories serves as a reminder than the line
between literature and propaganda was not easy to draw in
the 1930s, and the faults inherent in these propaganda pieces
spill over into Kataev's next major work - Ya, syn trudovogo
naroda. It is interesting, and not a little surprising in
view of the year it was written, to come across such an
openly scornful assessment of Kataev's propaganda pieces as
that by Gekht. His 'three Kataevs' are all discernible in
Ya, syn trudovogo naroda, but the 'avtodidakt' predominates.
5.5.1 Genesis of Ya, syn trudovogo naroda
After completing Beleet parus odinokii it was Kataev's
intention to continue with further works based on the lives of
1. All of these articles may be found in V. Kataev, Pochti
dnevnik, pp. 436-44, 451- 6, 462- 5. These articles are
cited in inverted commas, whereas those mentioned earlier
are italicised because Kataev included the latter in a
collection of stories along with purely fictional pieces.
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Petya Bachei and Gavrik Chernoivanenko. He appears to have
envisaged a cycle of six novels.^" Moreover, the success of
Beleet parus odinokii meant that many readers wrote to Kataev
asking him for a continuation:
HHwra dbi/ia aaHOHHBHa. Ho cyflbdbi repoeB m
MX MBCTO a COdblTMHX BHBllJHerO nnpa He dbl/lM
eme OHOHsaTe/ibHO onpsflB/ieHbi. XoTB^ocb nncaTb
AajibuuB. 3to wbjiahhe noflor peBa/iocb HMTaTB/ibCHMMH
nMCbMaMM, HOTOpbie UJ J1H HO MHG B TpOMaflHOM KO/1M-
HBCTBB. (8,410)
But in view of the rising tension in world affairs and
a worsening of Soviet-German relations Kataev was asked to
put aside all other projects and write something based on
some papers relating to the occupation of the Ukraine by
Germany in 1918:
kl bot oflHawflbi b llpaBfle mhb flaJiM nanHy xpaHMBLUMxen
b centre MaTepna/ioB od mhtbpbbhumh Ha YKpaMHe m
nonpocM/iH cpohho, ot/iom(mb BCRKyio flpyryro padoTy,
HanncaTb od stom. To dbi;iM npMKaau reHepana ro0naHa#
HonaHflOBaBuiero b 1918 ro^y oHHynaunoHHOH repnaHCHOM
apMHen Ha lore Poccmm, flohecbhhr napTM3aHCKHX oTpsflOB
Toro bpbmbhm, bbinMCHm H3 HeneuHOM npeccu.
n03HaH0MMBUJMCb C 3TMMM MaTBpMaJiaMM, fl Bflpyr
omyTM/i b cede "narMHecHyio BcnbiwKy" m Taw Me
cTpeMHTejibHo waw riapyc, Hannca/i cwh Tpy,qoBoro Hapo^a,
(8,410)
Ya, syn trudovogo naroda is a highly romantic tale
relying heavily on folk literature and on the works of Gogol'.
It is worth noting that of the two other works about the Civil
War written by Kataev in the 1930s one (Chernyi khleb) presents
a romantic picture of the excitement and spirit of adventure
of the period, while the other (Son) recounts an incident
2
from the Civil War as if it were from a bylina.
1. At the end of the review of Rasskazy Gekht writes: 'B
sacTHOM paaroBope Ba/ieHTMH KaTaeB coodu4H.n, hto oh 3a,qyMa.n
wecTb HHHr. flepBan nacTb aToro orpoMHoro 3aMbic.na ocymecTB zieHa.
3to ponaH Bb^bbt napyc o^mhohhm.' (p. 6)
2. Chernyi khleb (1935), T~, 428-35.
Son (1933), 1, 403-8.
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Like Ya, syn trudovogo naroda, with its epilogue set
in 1936, Chernyi khleb looks back on the Civil War as a hard
but enchanting period. Set in Khar'kov in 1921 it is about
the time which Kataev spent working for YugROSTA and UkrROSTA.
He and another poet - possibly Olesha - frequently went
hungry, but were sustained by the heady excitement of their
work, summed up in the phrase chudesnoe, nepovtorimoe vremya!.
(1,429) In Son, too, the Civil War is distanced, this time
by the style, which makes the story a modern folk tale about
a modern bogatyr' - Semen Budennyi. When his army is hard
pressed and desperate for rest Budennyi orders all 5500 men
to sleep while he alone keeps watch. While they sleep he
rides round the camp on his steed Kazbek, occasionally pausing
over a favourite soldier such as Ivan Belenkii who has the
strength of a giant. Eventually Budennyi wakes his men with
a pistol shot just in time to join battle with the pursuing
Whites. Again, as with Chernyi khleb and Ya, syn trudovogo
naroda, this story views the Civil War from the perspective
of the 1930s in that its final scene, in which Budennyi tells
his tale to a group of writers, takes place in 1933.
5.5.2 Ya, syn trudovogo naroda
Chernyi khleb and Son demonstrate that in the 1930s
Kataev looked back on the era of the Civil War as a romantic
period. Ya, syn trudovogo naroda confirms this view. The
hero, Semen Kotko, fights in the First World War but although
he is sympathetic to the cause of the Reds he chooses not to
remain in the Red Army after the October Revolution but to
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return home to the land and to his beloved Sofiya. Her
father, Tkachenko, had always opposed the marriage but
reluctantly agrees when he is reminded that Semen saved him
after their division was taken over by the Reds. Several
chapters are devoted to the pre-wedding rituals. However,
before the wedding itself can take place the Germans occupy
the village, hang the two Bolshevik leaders and requisition
all arms, and Semen and Mikolka, his sister's fiance, flee to
join the Red Army. On hearing that Sofiya is to be forced to
marry the reinstated landowner, Semen and Mikolka return to
the village in time to stop the wedding but are captured and
sentenced to death. They are saved by the intervention of
the Bolshevik army; Tkachenko is executed for his collaboration
with the Germans; Semen and Sofiya are reunited; and Semen,
realising the folly of his earlier wish to live immediately
in peace, rejoins the Red Army in order to help win the Civil
War as soon as possible. Finally, in an epilogue set in the
1930s, Semen and Sofiya watch proudly as their son, along with
thousands of other young soldiers, takes his oath of allegiance
on Red Square.
The principal fault of the work is Kataev's failure to
give any depth to the characters."*" Even Semen's sister Frosya,
who was singled out by some reviewers and critics as an
exception to the general lack of individualisation among the
characters, only appears realistic when compared with the other
figures in the book. If she is compared with Petya or Gavrik
1. In the case of Semen this may be a deliberate attempt to
suggest his typicality. The opening sentence of the work
implies that Semen is typical ('Shel soldat s fronta.')
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from Beleet parus odinokii it becomes immediately clear that
hers is a generalised portrait of an adolescent girl, lacking
the specificity which distinguishes the boys in the earlier
work.
Ermilov and Pertsov, who wrote the two most interesting
reviews of Ya, syn trudovogo naroda, both drew attention to
the lack of individual traits among the characters, and both
associated this with the influence of folk literature."'' But
whereas, in general, Ermilov approves of Kataev's approach
(even going so far as to compare Ya, syn trudovogo naroda
favourably with Leonov's Skutarevskii and Doroga na okean),
for Pertsov Kataev's method represents an unforgivable over¬
simplification :
ysacb y HapoflHoro TBopsecTBa BHHMaHHto k repoMnecHHM
CTOpOHaM fleHCTB MTB/lbHOCTM, ri03TH3aL|HH nOflBHTa,
BoensBaHMHj o6pa3a no/iowMTe/ibHoro rspon, Hawa
xyflowecTBeHHaH nposa hs mowbt h He flo/iwHa 0THa3biBaTbCH
ot cbobm qchobhom saflaHM - ot paapafioTHM xapaHTepa
repoH bo bcbx sro npoTHBopeHHsx, hs flo/iwHa noflMBHHTb
nopTpeT Sape/ibe^on.
In particular, Pertsov feels that Kotko speaks and acts as a
folk hero rather than an individual: 'CerieH - H3bHCHFieTCFi
hsh codMpaTs/ibHbm repofi HapoflHon necHH, ero penw no/iHbi HpacoTbt
nereHflbi, ho sto, kohbhho, hs coScTBeHHbie c^OBa HOHHpsTHoro
^Mpa.' Pertsov's observation about the characters' speech
is helpful; Semen, in particular, frequently uses a highly
stylised form of speech more appropriate in a folk work than
in a modern story which purports to be realistic. The nearest
equivalent in Soviet literature is probably the stylised speech
1. V. Ermilov, 'Povest' o narodnom schast'e', Krasnaya nov',
1937, No. 11, pp. 229-42. V. Pertsov, 'Epos i kharakter',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 30 January 1938.
of the Cossacks in some of Babel's Konarmiya stories. On
learning that he must flee the village, Semen says:
Tan. BbixoflMT .qe/io, hto flo/imeH h TenHora HOHbio
3anpHraTb b noflBOfly hohbh h BbieswaTb noTMXoHbKy
H3H TOT BOp, CO CBOBrO W8 COdCTBEHHOrO flBOpa^
Bbl/lO y M8HH pOflHOB CBMBMCTBO * MaMa-BflOBa,
CeCTpHHHa-CHpOTHa M flHBHMHa, C HOTOpOK) Mbl no
HBpyujMMOM /iwSbm 3apysa/incb. Ebi/ia y mbhh KaHan
HM 8C T b XaTa^M X03HMCTB0, M 3BM^fl, MO MM M pyHSM M
noflHRTaa m noTOM mohm no/iMTas. A Tsnspb BbixoflHT
fl8J10, Ha/IBTB/IM Ha HaC OTHyfla HM B O 3bM MCb TB
SflUflHM, CTa/IM non8p8H KpeCTbRHCHOM WM3HM M
BblWHHaiOT MBHfl OT MOBTO CHaCTbfl H HSpTOBOM M3 T Bp M,
Hyfla r/ia3a cmotpht, b Ty tbmhyra hohb KOHSBaTb no
cTBny, bob pabho HaH dpoflnry-uiuraHa m^m toto
cepda c odsabRHOH. (4,88)
If the speech of some of the characters reveals the
influence of folk literature, then that influence is also
evident in the author's own language in which the lyricism
and precision of description are here replaced by a rhythmic,
colloquial style which moves the tale swiftly along.
One of the major influences on Ya, syn trudovogo naroda
is, then, folk literature. The other is the work of Gogol',
especially Vechera na khutore bliz Dikan'ki and Taras Bul'ba.
The themes of Kataev's tale and Gogol's Taras Bul'ba are
similar, and certain passages from the later work seem to be
borrowed in large part from the nineteenth century author.
But the descriptions of Ukrainian everyday life which are to
be found in Vechera na khutore bliz Dikan'ki are much closer
to Kataev's natural mode than are the more grandiose descrip¬
tions of Taras Bul'ba and, consequently, Gogol's first work
1. The passages deal with the uprising of the Ukrainian people.
For a detailed comparison see N. Malyavkina, 'Povest' V.
Kataeva Ya, syn trudovogo naroda' in Voprosy literatury (sb.
statei) (Petrozavodsk, 1960), pp. 3-33. It is also worth noting
that the partisans read Taras Bul'ba in the catacombs in
Kataev's novel Za vlast' Sovetov.
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has left a deeper imprint on Kataev's tale. The foreword
to Vechera in which Rudy Panko describes the evening parties
resembles one of the chapters of Ya, syn trudovogo naroda
entitled 'Vecherka', and the best chapters of Kataev's tale,
dealing in great detail with the ritual surrounding a betrothal,
have some of the spirit of Gogol's work.
The betrothal scenes lift the tale to a higher level,
and it is noteworthy that these are the only chapters in which
Kataev employs his leisurely, digressive mode, full of specific
references to local custom, songs and objects."*" These chapters
rival the parallel scenes in Sholokhov's Tikhii Don for their
charm and the author's understanding of the importance of
detail in ritual.
Since the early part of the tale is set at the front
during the First World War it is scarcely surprising that
Kataev drew on his own war experiences. Like many other
of his heroes Kotko serves in the artillery. The name of
the Volunteer (Samsonov) who takes over as Bolshevik commander
is that of a soldier with whom Kataev served and who features
in the autobiographical story Pod Smorgon'yu (1939). Kotko
returns from the war with a supply of aluminium spoons made
from parts of grenades, a process which Kataev had observed
and described in his sketch 'Soldaty - narod soobrazitel'nyi'
(1916).
The intention behind Ya, syn trudovogo naroda was, as
Kataev later stated, to whip up national feeling at a time of
1. The prominence of these chapters indicates that Kataev was
still, in large measure, the sharp-eyed observer of everyday
life who had been attacked by critics in the previous decade
for his bytovizm.
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imminent danger. (8,410) I"t may well have been this aspect
of the work which drew Prokof'ev to it after the completion
of his cantata Aleksandr Nevskii for the Eizenshtein film
of 1938. Like Aleksandr Nevskii, Kataev's tale was about the
invasion of Russia and the Ukraine by German forces, and
Prokof'ev used the tale for his opera Semen Kotko (1939)
with a libretto by Kataev."*"
5.6 Conclusion
Kataev's immediate response to the request by the editor
of Pravda that he should write a patriotic work at this time
accords with the public stance which the author adopted in
these years. His publicistic writing in Pravda has already
been mentioned. In 1938 he became a member of the Praesidium
of the Union of Soviet Writers and in the following year he
2
was awarded the Order of Lenin for his services to literature.
Almost exactly a decade earlier Kataev had been subjected to a
severe attack by a RAPP critic for being 'on the brink' of
anti-Soviet activity through his writing. At the end of the
1930s he was undoubtedly a member of the literary establishment,
honoured by the State for his literary and publicistic achieve¬
ments. It had been an important decade for Kataev. With the
1. Kataev first turned his prose work into a play which was
badly received by the critics, then into a film and finally
into an opera. The critic of Teatr, who signed himself
simply E.M. , wrote: 'Heyme/im HaTaea tsh nonio6nn cbohx repose,
HTQ h0 B CM/Iax C hmmh paCCTaTbCR? HeT, h8 /llfltfOBb a pas HOflyiiJMe
h reponri To/maet aBTopa h oechohenhoh cepmm camomhcu,ehnpobok m
nepefle/ioH. PaBHOflywMe h HsnoHMMaHne Toro, hto Hawflbin waHp
HCHyccTBa HMeeT cboh saHOHhi, Hexopowo, Ba/ieHTMH FleTpoBhh ! '
Teatr, 1939, No. 7, p. 146.
2. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1959), p. 540.
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threats of Mashbits-Verov in his ears and the image of
Mayakovskii before him he had developed as a Soviet author.
Yet his best works of the period reveal that the pupil of
Bunin had not forgotten the master who was new in emigration.
The 1930s set the pattern for the following two decades, and
even, to some extent, for the 1960s and 1970s. From now on
Kataev's loyalty to the regime was never to be called into
question and was to be demonstrated frequently in the 'public'
side of his work. But the other face of the author was never
totally hidden and was to be seen sporadically even during
the bleakest period of his creative life - the 1940s and
1950s.
CHAPTER SIX
The 1940s and 1950s
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6.1 War Stories
When the Soviet Union entered the Second World War,
Kataev, as a famous writer and a regular contributor to
Pravda, worked as a war correspondent, sending articles to
the newspaper from several battlefields including the battle
of Orel."1' As had been the case in the First World War, the
best of Kataev's war sketches and short stories are based on
sharp incongruities between the horrors of war and the ordinary
activities of soldiers at the front during lulls in the
fighting. In some stories he describes battles and troop
movements but he clearly prefers the unusual incidents and
coincidences which war throws up. In Leitenant (1942) a
Party meeting at an airforce base is interrupted by an alarm,
and Lieutenant Borisov, whose application for membership was
on the agenda, has to leave the meeting, only to be killed
in action a few minutes later. When he is dragged dead
from his aircraft the commissar asks the Party meeting to
vote on his membership, and he is posthumously elected to
o
Party membership. In Kontsert pered boem (1942) a famous
singer of Russian folk songs relates how she sang to soldiers
on the eve of a battle and how, in the midst of the battle,
she performed for wounded and dying men. Fotograficheskaya
kartochka (1942) was to serve as the basis for Kataev's play
1. Of this period Kataev has written:
BblJl b OSHHHM KOppecnOHflSHTOM PlpaB/lbl m HpaCHOM 3 B B Sj^bl, tflb
nesaTa/iHCb mom osepHH c (fipoHTa.
YsacTBOBa/i b HaHBCTBB BoeHHoro HoppecnoH^eHTa b 6orx
no,q PweBOM, nofl /l,yxobihmhom, b ee/imhom Omtbb sa Ope/i, a
TaHWe BO BpBMB HaCTyn/lbhmb HOHBBa Ha YMaHb-RcCfcl.
V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1959), p. 540.
2. V. Kataev, Pochti dnevnik, pp. 228-32.
3. Pochti dnevnTk, pp. 222-5.
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Sinii platochek written the following year. The story tells
how a young girl sends a parcel to the front line which
contains, among other things, her photograph bearing the
words 'to the bravest man'. Later, when working as a nurse,
she finds the photograph among the belongings of a seriously
wounded soldier, nurses him back to health and then marries
him. ^
Apart from a few short satirical stories such as Kraski
Gebbel'sa (1941) and Razgrommel' (1943) which recall Kataev's
work of the 19 20s under the pseudonym "starik Sabbakin, most
of his longer wartime stories are emotional or sentimental
2
and frequently based on incongruity.
Tretii tank (1942) bears a certain resemblance to
Kontsert pered boem. Three tanks break through the enemy
line on a reconnaisance mission which is simply one of many
everyday tasks for the troops. During their absence a troupe
of musicians arrive to give a concert for the soldiers.
Concern mounts as two tanks return but there is no sign of
the third. When at last it arrives safely the concert has
ended, but, seeing the disappointment of the tank crew, the
musicians repeat their performance.
The story is told in a terse style completely devoid
of ornamentation and using many short, simple sentences:
ObiiaHo cnera B3opBa/iocb m ona/io, Tshh
nonHTHJicn. B ctbhs pe/ibe!j)HO o^HapywHiics
r-nyCjoHHM omesaTOK ero jio!?oboh nacTM, pySnaTbie
ottmchm ryceHwq. Ms-sa sa/ia satkjh anm
npOTMBOTaHHOBbfB pywbn. noC/lblUJa^MCb KOpOTKHB,
cyxkie onepeflw aaTOMaTOB. (1 ,455)
1. Pochti dnevnik, pp. 232-5.
2. Kraski GebbelTsa, 2, 456-8. Razgrommel', 2, 467-9.
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Kataev's best-known short stories of the war period,
Flag (191*2) and Otche nash (1946), unlike Tretii tank, deal
with very dramatic incidents."'" In the former a small Soviet
garrison on a beleaguered island refuses to comply with a
German order to fly a white flag. Instead a huge red flag
flies from the flagpole as the men prepared to die in battle.
Otche nash is the harrowing tale of the death of a Jewish
mother and her young son in Odessa during the Rumanian
occupation. In an attempt to avoid being sent to the ghetto
they walk round the town all day, but after they are forced
to spend a night in the open their frozen bodies are picked
up next morning and thrown into a lorry.
Both stories achieve their effect largely by means of
incongruity, by a surprising contrast. To the German officer
any resistance by the tiny Soviet garrison appears irrational
and, therefore, unthinkable. As a result, when he sees a
huge flag fluttering over the garrison he assumes that it is
red only because of the rising sun, but in fact the men on
the island have raised a huge red flag as a sign of their
unwillingness to surrender. In Otche nash, the pathos of
the death of a mother and her son is heightened by the fact
that each morning the Lord's Prayer is read in Rumanian by a
child and broadcast over loudspeakers in the streets. There
is a shocking incongruity between the wooden sound of the Jewish
boy's frozen body bouncing off the floor of the lorry and the
1. Flag, 1, 459-65. Otche nash, 1, 466-75. This story was
written after the wars but it is considered hereto be a
wartime story because of its subject matter and because
the idea for it dates from Kataev's visit to Odessa in
1944 (see 1,602).
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simultaneous tender sound of the Lord's Prayer being recited
by a child. Both Flag and Otche nash reveal aspects of
Kataev's approach to the theme of war which recur in his
novel Za vlast' Sovetov. For example, Kataev's predilection
for the striking detail used to heighten the dramatic effect
of a scene and his sympathy with the plight of children caught
up in a war are important elements in Za vlast' Sovetov.
6.2 Zhena
In the spring of 1942 Kataev's brother Evgenii was
killed while on his way to report on a battle for one of the
central newspapers. (Like his elder brother, Evgenii Petrov
served as a war correspondent.) Immediately before his death
he and Kataev had been staying in the Hotel Moskva in Moscow
which was used as a base for war correspondents in the capital.
A. Erlikh, who was with Kataev in the hotel when the news of
Petrov's death reached him, recalls:
Mbi c Ba/ieHTMHOM HaTaeBbiM .qocTa/m kjiioh ot
ocHpoTBBuiero Homepa a rocTMHHpe. HaTaea
CpoflMji no HOMHaTS, MauiHHa/ibHo npHTnrMaancF)
h pysKam m HapaHflatuaM b n/iacTMaccoaoM
CT3H3HH HH e Ha nuCbMBHHOM CTO/ie, HOTOpwe TaH
m He flowfla/iMCb Ha stot pa3 B03B pain8HMR csoero
X03BHH3.
fibl flO/iro H 8 HaXOflHJIH HMHaHHX CJIOB. HaHOHBLJ
HaTaeB CHa3a/i:
- 3aeTpa M/iH noc/ieaaBTpa, He nosflHee, 3,qecb
noCe/lHTCfl HOBblH WH/ieu.^-
This incident sheds some light on an aspect of Kataev's
worl<: Zhena (194 3) which puzzled and irritated one reviewer,
1. A Erlikh, 'Oni rabotali v gazete', Znamya, 1858, No. 8,
p. 189.
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namely why such a large proportion of the work takes place
in hotel rooms, including the Hotel Moskva.1 Zhena is
dedicated to the memory of Evgenii Petrov and was partly
written in Kuibyshev when Kataev visited that city in
connection with his brother's death. On the surface it
appears to have little to do with the death of Petrov, but,
on closer examination it becomes clear that Kataev's bereave¬
ment accounts in large measure for the story's inspiration.
While on a visit to a battle front the narrator meets
a young woman who has come to the front to see the grave of
her husband whose fighter plane was shot down over a year
previously. While they are waiting for a Soviet attack to
be mounted she tells him the story of her courtship and
marriage, of her work in a munitions factory, and of the
death of her husband.
Brainina's review of the work criticised the author
for being more interested in describing the peaceful scenes
in pre-war Sevastopol' and the brief period which the young
couple spent in the Hotel Moskva in Moscow before the husband
returned to his unit than in concentrating on the important
3
work in the factory. It is true that the best pages of
Zhena are those describing the Crimea in summer. Here Kataev
achieves an echo, albeit a faint one, of the evocative descrip¬
tions which had distinguished Beleet parus odinokii. So
1. One reviewer wrote: '/licboBb repoea HannHaeTca n 3aBepiuaeTCH
B HOMSpe rOCTHHHpbi. 3Ta flSTa/lb, H3H anpOSBM, H BCfl HCTOpMfl
/ihdGbm repoeB hb bfiwbtcb c npeflCTaB/leHMHMH o wshs, o cenenHOH
WH3HH, OCHOB3HHOH Ha OdlUBM 6blT Q, Ha HporiHMX H npOHHblX B H y T p8 H H MX
CBH3HX.' B. Brainina, *Khrustal'naya bukhta', Znamya, 1944,
No. 4, p. 150.
2. Kataev has written: ' ffleHa mhosc HanncaHa, Hor,qa a bo btopom
pa3 ubi/i b KyHdbiujeBe, - b cbbsh co cnepTbio dpaTa.' (4,490)
3. B. Brainina, 'Khrustal'naya bukhta', p. 150.
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blissful is Nina's holiday in Sevastopol' and so full of
the promise of happiness is her brief marriage to Andrei
that the intrusion of the war comes as a great shock. Kataev
deliberately contrasts the peaceful scenes before the war
with the descriptions of the death of Andrei and the battle
scene at the end of the story. Nina's grief is genuinely
shared by the author, and although her portrait is not fully
rounded she is sympathetically drawn by an author who had
just experienced personal grief. Nina's recollections of
happiness centre on the Crimea in summer and on the Hotel
Moskva, just as Kataev himself must have thought of the Black
Sea and of the hotel in Moscow where he had last seen his
brother alive."1"
The scenes set in the factory are, in contrast to those
dealing with Sevastopol', hastily drawn. An element of
socialist competition exists between two workers at the
factory, but their approach to it is an exact replica of
that of Mosya and Ermakov in Vremya, vperedl. It is clear
that the story is inspired by genuine feeling only when it
deals with the personal happiness and grief of the heroine.
The minor characters, the scenes in the factory and the
description of the battle at the end are all subservient to
the main point of the story, namely the great contrast between
peace, sunshine and love on the one hand and war and death on
the other. The suddenness and irreversibility of the death
1. It may be significant that one of Petrov's last assignments
was to Sevastopol'. In travelling by sea from Sevastopol'
to Novorossiisk he was thrown overboard during an enemy air
attack, but managed to get back on board. See V. Erlikh,
'Oni rabotali v gazete', p. 189.
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of a loved one is conveyed convincingly by Kataev, and despite
its many weaknesses Zhena has the capacity to move the reader
by the genuine feeling which inspires its best pages.
6.3 Stories for Children
By the early 1940s Kataev had two young children of
his own, and during the decade he wrote several works for and
about children. Before the outbreak of war he published
two fine fairytales, Dudochka i kuvshinchik and Tsvetik-
semitsvetik (both 1940), in which he demonstrates his mastery
of the genre. Zhenya and Pavlik, Kataev's two children,
play a role in both fairytales as they do in Kataev's first
story about the war, Na dache, written in 1941. In this story
Kataev relates how he and his family were roused one night by
air-raid sirens and how they sat together until the raid was
over, the three-year-old boy failing to understand what was
happening, but the five-year-old girl, Zhenya, already
realising the danger of war. In itself Na dache is a slight
story, but it indicates Kataev's concern for children during
wartime, a theme which was to occupy him for most of the decade.
Elektricheskaya mashina (1943) is the exception to
Kataev's work about children in this period in that it does
not deal with the war. In it Kataev returns to the heroes of
Beleet parus odinokii for a story which, although self-contained,
does act as a pendant to the novel of 1936. Many of the
features of the novel are repeated in the story, notably the
keen ear for dialogue, the very good characterisation of Petya,
the many digressions (for example about the well-known eccentrics
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of Odessa) and the precise description of physical objects.
Elektricheskaya maschina is an excellent story, revealing
Kataev at his most humorous, but it adds nothing new to the
corpus of his work.
In 1944 Kataev returned to the theme of the war with
•Bochka', a short poem for children telling how Soviet soldiers
used a barrel to outwit the Germans, and, Syn polka. The
latter is one of the author's most famous works for which he
received a Stalin prize.^ In the context of Kataev's career,
Syn polka may be a minor work but in the context of Soviet
literature for children it has an important place, being one
of the better war stories for young people written in those
years. The theme of a child playing an active part in the
war recurred time and again in the 1940s. Typical titles
include Syn korablya by Yu. German, Syn partizana by A. Yakobson,
Obyknovennye rebyata by Lev Kassil' and Val'ka s torpednoi devyatki
by A. Perventsev. Thus in writing about an orphan who is
'adopted' by a regiment and helps the soldiers in their
reconnaissance work Kataev was both exploring his own interest
in the theme of a child in wartime and taking part in a common
trend among writers of books for children. Once again the
characterisation in Syn polka lacks depth. Even Vanya
Solntsev, the orphan himself, is an unidimensional figure when
compared with Petya and Gavrik. Above all he lacks the
specifity of Petya Bachei. Vanya acts as a representative
child rather than being an individual.
1. V. Kataev, 'Avtobiografiya' (1959), p. 540.
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6.4 Za vlast' Sovetov
6.4.1 Genesis of the Novel
The first public indication that Kataev was working on
a novel about the Odessa partisans came in a brief article in
Vechernyaya Moskva on 1 January 1946:
3aK0HHMB poriaH CbiH no/ma n Hana/i nncaTb
HOBblH ponaH. Oh Ha3blBa8TCFI FlHOHepu m MOM
repoM b hbm 3ai"ieTHO Bbipoc/im. TaipHH cTa^
cBHpeTapeM noflno^bHoro paMKOMa napTMH, rieTfl-
H/1BHOM hoji/ierMH SaU^MTHHHOB. flBHCTBHS
npOMCXOflHT B TOM WB OflBCCB, B 3 HaMB H MTbIX..
KaTaHOMfiax b nepnofl Otbhbctbbhhom bomhu.
In April 1944 and January 1945 Kataev visited Odessa,
which had recently been liberated from the occupying forces.
It was the experience of meeting leading partisans and visiting
the catacombs which gave the author the idea for a sequel to
Beleet parus odinokii in which Petya and Gavrik would be
partisans. Of the original inspiration for Za vlast' Sovetov
he writes:
B hohub BOMHbi fi nona/i a Ofleccy m y3Ha/i o
repOMMBCHOM dopbfie MOMX 3BM.tifih0b-napTM3aH,
yHpbiBaBUJMxcs b HaTaHOMdax. ["Io/ihum bnesatjiehmh
ot yc/iwiiiaHHoro, ot toto, hto h bmab/i b ropofle m
b caMMX HaTaKOMdaxr a Bflpyr noHa^, hto b noflBwrax
oflsccHMX napTMaaH floawHu dbi/iH ysacTBoaaTb,
KOHeHHO, M MOM CTapblB T8pOM. l~!o TOpHMMM C/lBflaM
3tmx BnenaT/iBHMM, fi HariMca/i poMaH 3a aaacTb
COBSTQBI. (8,410)
The immediate result of Kataev's visit to Odessa and
2
his conversations with the partisans was the essay 'Katakomby'.
In it he describes how he met the partisans Lazarev, Ilyukhin
and Gorbel' and went with them into the catacombs. 'Katakomby'
1. V. Kataev, 'Vstrechi so starymi geroyami', Vechernyaya
Moskva, 1 January 1946.
2* Izvestiya, 22, 23, 24, 27 March 1945. Later under the
title 'Odesskie katakomby', 8, 191-216. References to this
edition.
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presents a romantic picture of the activities of the partisans,
stressing the excitement and comradeship of life in the
catacombs rather than its physical difficulties and
unpleasantness. At least one commentator expresses serious
doubts about the veracity of Kataev's view of the life of the
partisans. In his Russia at War Alexander Werth, who also
visited the catacombs in April 1944, writes:
There is some doubt, too, about the real importance of
the Soviet 'underground' operating from the inextricable
labyrinth of the Odessa catacombs, with their dozens of
miles of subterranean passages, some of them as much as
100 feet underground. Many romantic stories (notably by
V. Katayev) were written towards the end of the war
about the 'only urban partisans in the world', and about
some of the communist chiefs such as S.F. Lazarev, I.G.
Ilyukhin and L.F. Borgel [sic - RR], who functioned
throughout the Rumanian occupation and spread perpetual
terror among the invaders. It seems that, in reality,
the Soviet underground in Odessa used the catacombs
(which had many secret entrances inside houses) only
in cases of great emergency and that although some food
and arms dumps were hidden there, very few people (if
any) actually lived in the catacombs for any length of
time. Some Jews were said to have lived there right
through the occupation, but the extreme damp of the
catacombs makes this highly doubtful... It is perhaps
significant that serious Soviet post-war studies of
the war say very little of the 'catacomb partisans',
and certainly do not describe them as a major underground
army which (as the partisan chiefs claimed on April 14,
1944) 'could have occupied Odessa and thrown out the
Germans if the Red Army had not arrived in time'. Such
boasts were wholly unsubstantiated.
However, although the accounts of the resistance given
by Lazarev and other partisan leaders may be unreliable, it
was principally those stories and his meetings with the partisans
themselves which prompted Kataev to write his novel. Lazarev
1. A. Werth, Russia at War (London, 1964), pp. 833-4.
2. Lazarev's own account of his wartime activities may be found
in S.F. Lazarev, 'V tylu u vraga', Chernomorska komuna, 20
June 1944 quoted in F. Sizykh, 'Fakticheskaya osnova i vymysel
v romane V. Kataeva Za vlast' Sovetov!', Uchenye za^iski
Leningradskogo gosudarstvennogo pedagogicheskogo mstituta
im Gertsena, vol. 32, No. 2, 1958, pp. 297-3247
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himself appears to have served as the prototype for Gavrik
Chernoivanenko. The only description of him which Kataev
provides in 'Katakomby' has very few concrete details, but
Chernoivanenko's small stature and sickly look come from the
real-life partisan:
Hac nosHaHOMM/iM. Fl BMfleji Hedo/ibworo ne/ioBBHa
CpeflHMX ReT, C OpflMHapHUM, HBMHOro dORB3H6HHblM
/1MU0M, no BHBUJHOCTM THnHH H0f"0 paMOHHOrO
napTMHHOrO pabOTHMHa, Ha HOB un OH B fleftCTBHTB/lbHOCTH
h dbiR. Hnnero HCH^iosHTejibHoro, a TeM doRee
rspOHHBCHOrO npH BC8M WBRaHMM HBRb3H dbIRO OTblCHaTb
b ero $nrypHB. (8,193)^
Chernoivanenko may resemble Lazarev physically only in
the most general way, but some of his actions are based on
Lazarev's life. For example, the poem which Chernoivanenko
composes and recites in the catacombs belongs to the pen of
Lazarev, who claims to have recited it in very similar circum-
2
stances to those described in the novel. The romantic aspect
of life in the catacombs, which Werth found unlikely, undoubtedly
owed much to Kataev's own romantic imagination, but it may also
have been partly due to Lazarev's presentation of the facts.
In 'Katakomby' the partisan is quoted as saying: 'Bhahtb,
HaHaH y Hac dwRa x/ionoT/iHBah wn3Hb, - c y/ibidHon cHa3aR JlaaapeB.
- ripRMO-TaHM 80,000 JibB no,q boroh h/ih, sepHee, no,q 3BM/ieki.
Hto/ib BepH . ' ( 8 , 201)3
1. F. Sizykh, who met Lazarev in 1956, is able to add a little
more detail about his physical resemblance to Chernoivanenko:
'B poMaHe, ocodsHHO b nepBow peflanpHM, aanesaT/ieHbi hh/imbHflya/ibHue
nopTpBTHbie ocodeHHocTH Ha3apeBa: "Ma/iBHbHas, cyxaa m HpermaH
(JiMrypna", "hocmh, hotopuh oh to h fle^o mophjmr", "ocTpwe,
HBflOBepsMBwe r/ia3a".' 'Fakticheskaya osnova i vymysel...',
pp. 508-9.
2. The poem is printed in the novel($,466-7) where it is attri¬
buted to Chernoivanenko. In the sketch 'Katakomby' Kataev
reveals that Lazarev composed the poem and that he (Kataev)
committed it to memory. (8,203-4) Of the impression made on him
by Lazarev's verses Kataev has written: '3th c/iobs, Hanncahhub
nOSTOM-CaMOyMHOH, MOWBT dblTb HB BCtOfly RaflHO M PRaflHO, Ten HB
MBHBB npOM3BBJlH Ha M8HR TpOMaflHOe BneHaTRBHHB. HaWflOB C ROB O B
hhx, nawflaH MbicRb dbi/ia rRydoro nponyBCTBOBaHa, npaBflnaa. secTHa
h d/iaropoflHa. 3to dwrm hb ctmxh. 3to du/ia cafia wh 3 Hb. Odessa
v Velikoi Otechestvennoi voine sovetskogo naroda, vol. 2
(Odessa, 1949), pp. 222-3 .
3. It is interesting to note that when ascribed to Chernoivanen'
these sentiments were to be criticised as unlikelv.
Gavrik was not the only character partially based on
a real person. For the figure of Druzhinin/Pavlov Kataev
drew on the life story of one of the most famous heroes of
Odessa during the Second World War - Molodtsov who used the
pseudonym Badaev."1" Some of the details of Druzhinin's campaign,
for example his blowing up of the Gestapo building, his meeting
underground with Gavrik's band and the entire incident of his
capture, torture, and execution were based on fact. Molodtsov,
like his fictional counterpart Pavlov, was an officer of the
NKVD, but his activity as a partisan occupied a far shorter
period than in Za vlast' Sovetov, his execution taking place
2
in July 1942. Here, as elsewhere, Kataev bases part of his
novel on fact, but achieves a more dramatic effect by altering
dates and minor particulars.
Tsimbal is the third of Kataev's fictitious partisans
to be based on a real person, namely L.F. Gorbel'. But as
with the other figures Kataev took only the most striking
features of the partisan's personality for his fictional
3
counterpart, in this case Gorbel's wit and cheerfulness.
Kataev's brief acquaintance with Lazarev and Gorbel'
and his reading of Molodtsov's diary provided him with some
general character traits for his central heroes. Much more
important, however, was the role of events in the underground
battle against the German and Rumanian occupation forces, which
1. For details of Molodtsov see A. Shnaider> 'Ocherk o kapitane
Badaeve i komsomol'tse Yashe Gordienko' in Odessa v Velikoi
Otechestvennoi voine sovetskogo naroda, vol. 2, pp. 205-14.
See also A. Borisov, Odessa - gorod-geroi (M., 1954), p. 55.
2. See Kataev's introduction to Molodtsov's diary,
Komsomol'skaya pravda, 18 September 1960 (supplement).
3. T~. Sizykh, ' Fakticheskaya osnova i vymysel...', p. 312.
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were used by the author as the basis for his novel's plot.
(In this there is no implication that the events actually took
place as described in the various sources - merely that the
sources were available to Kataev.) All of the major incidents
in Za vlast' Sovetov can be traced back to factual events, or,
at least, current legends which Kataev incorporated creatively
into his work. In other words, he exaggerated the role of
the central characters and changed the emphasis and the chronology
for the purposes of his novel, but he did not invent entire
incidents. For example, Badaev's secretary reports that the
house on Engels Street which was used as the Gestapo Headquarters
was blown up by a Komsomol group led by a certain Chebotar',
acting under Badaev's instructions.^" In the novel this incident
is transformed into a dramatic cameo in which Druzhinin,
disguised as an S.S. officer, blows up the building from the
nearby park and then marches past it in order to see what damage
he has done.
Another example of the re-working of published material
concerns the escape of Bachei, Chernoivanenko, and Motya
Perepelitskaya from the catacombs at the end of the novel.
Writing in the Odessa newspaper BolTshevistskoe znamya in
October 1945, P. Mel'nichenko describes a similar escape which
took place in 1942:
- Mbi aaMypoBaHy, ho Bbixofl flo/iweH 6yTb HaHfleH - oSpaTHjicH
h napTHaawaM HonaHflnp. rioue/ioBaB cbob HpacHoe SHarifi c
bbiiuMTyMh Ha no/ioTHume c/iOBaMH CBfimsHHOH hjihtsn, napTHaaHy
yuj/iH Ha posbicHH Byxo,qa. roptonee Ha ncxofls. nprnu/iocb
oTHaaaTbCH ot "/iBTyssn Mywn" a wsnb na/iBHbHyra KonTH/my.
UJecTb flHBH obeccM/ieHHye napTusaHbi wcHa/iM Bbixo^a. OToiuaBWHB
ot ro/iofla /ik3,qm nepaflBHra^HCb nojiahom. Bjqpyr, c/iobho b
1. As reported by Badaev's secretary to Sizykh. See F. Sizykh,
'Fakticheskaya osnova i vymysel...', p. 306.
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npHK/noHSHHscHOM poMaHe, b canyra, Hasa/iocb, noc/ieflHioia
MHHyTy, Horfla cn/ibi oHOHHaTe/ibHo noHMfla/in /iraflew,
3anrpa/io n/iann aaBeTHOH Hont h jih h. HrpasT ri/iaMR - bto
n p MT oh B03flyxa, 3T0 HyfleCHblH npBflBSCTHHH WH3HH. KpHH
paflocTH BbipBa/iCR H3 rpyflen.^
By transferring the incident from 1942 to the very eve of
liberation Kataev heightens its dramatic effect, but his account
essentially accords with Mel'nichenko's.
The description of the capture, torture and execution
of Druzhinin, Svyatoslav and Valentina is based on the widely
reported story of the death of Badaev and his radio operator
Yasha Gordienko which one historian records in these words:
B cfeeBpa/ie 1942r. (JjawMCTCHon H0HTppa3BBflKB yfla^ocb
CXB aTHTb Ha OflHOH h3 BBOHHblX hb a pT M p OTBaWHOrO
honahflhpa Mo/iofluoBa h ero cbh3horo Buiy TopflweHHo.
<t>aWMCTbl WBCTOHO M3.qeBa.nMCb Hafl COBeTCHHMH napTHSaHaMM,
npmmehr/lh BCeB03MOH{HUe nblTHH... Ho B bIB BflBTb hmbh3
napTwsaH m rtecTa mx yHpwTMH (fiaiuMc tan He y,qa.nocb.
BepHblH CblH PoflHHU, homm y H MOT M 0 J1 OflUOB He npoHSHec
hh oflHoro c/iosa. Horfla, noc/ie BbiHeceHMR cmepTHoro
npnroBopa efiy 6bi.no n pefl/ioweHO noflaTb npotueHwe o
rtOMHJIOBaHHH, OH chasa/l!" fl pyCCHHH H 2 Ha cbo0m BBMJie
npocHTb noiqaflbi y epara He cofinparocb.
These examples could be multiplied. The incident in
which the enemy forces send a local boy into the catacombs
3with an ultimatum for the partisans is drawn from Mel'nichenko.
The meeting underground of Druzhinin's group of partisans and
Lazarev's, the initial mistrust and the writing of the mysterious
word Kot is verified by L.F. Gorbel' in his unpublished memoir
'Tak byloT. Kataev himself relates in 'Katakomby* how he
found copies of Lenin and of Gogol's Taras Bul'ba (the books
which Chernoivanenko's group read as part of their cultural
recreation) in the catacombs. (8,214-5)
1. P. Mel'nichenko, 'Podsnezhnik', Bol'shevistskoe znamya, 14
October 1945. See also a similar description by Lazarev as
recounted to Kataev (8,210).
2. A. Borisov, Odessa - gorod-^eroi, p. 55.
3. P. Mel'nichenko, 'Podsnezhnik'.
4. See F. Sizykh, 'Fakticheskaya osnova i vymysel', p. 303.
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Thus, an important part in the genesis of Za vlast'
Sovetov was played by the accounts of participants in the
Odessan resistance. Equally important, however, (and, in
some ways, inimicable to the factual inspiration for the work)
was Kataev's wish to make his new novel a sequel to Beleet
parus odinokii and to recapture the atmosphere of the 1936
work. Some idea of the dual intention behind the novel, and
of Kataev's uncertainty about whether it was intended for
adult or child readers, may be gained from the fact that,
before publication of the complete novel in 1949, an extract
was published as a complete book entitled Pioner, in a format
and with drawings clearly aimed at young readers.^" Moreover,
when the full novel was published it appeared simultaneously
in Novyi mir and in the children's newspaper Pionerskaya
pravda.^
6.4.2 Critical Response to the First Version
The dual purpose of Kataev's new work provided the
critics of the first version of the novel with ammunition.
Shortly after its appearance Za vlast' Sovetov was subjected
to serious and extensive criticism. After a decade during
which Kataev had often been praised by critics not only for
his literary talent but also for his political stance and his
presentation of history, he was once again subjected to threatening
criticism reminiscent of 'Na grani'.
1. V. Kataev, Pioner (M., 1948) and Pioner, Chast' vtoraya
(M., 1949).
2* Novyi mir, 1949, Nos. 6, 7, 8.
Pionerskaya pravda, 12 July - 21 October 1949.
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When the first brief reviews of Za vlast' Sovetov
appeared in Izvestiy^, Ogonek and Pravda there was little
evidence of the extensive critical attack to come. On
balance these reviews were positive. N. Zhdanov opened
his review in Izvestiya with these words:
HaK h b npewHHX cbomx npOH3Bbabhhrx B. HaTaee
npOBBH/l CB6r OTflMSHblM MaCTSpOM nOB ec T B OB a H M H ,
KHHeMaTorpa$MHecHH Har^aflHoro M3odpaweHMR /iio,qeM
h coSutmh. Popish B. HaTaeBa - npon3BB,qeHMe
3HaHHTe/lbH0B HO COflBpwaH HK3 h ys jieHa T e /lb HOB no
$oprie. 1
M. Kuznetsov, writing in Pravda, went as far as to praise
Kataev's emphasis on the role of the Bolsheviks in the partisan
struggle:
Be/1MH0M B.QOXHOB JIRKJIUBM CHJ10M, LJSPIGHT MpytQlUB H bo/1IC
H MyWBCTBO COBBTCHMX naTpMOTOB, BblCTynaiOT b pOMSHB
60/1bUJBB MHH • IIOflnO^bHblM paidKOM napTMH - HepHOMBa-
HBHHO, CHHMHKMH~W8/183Hb)H, Ty/IRHOB, UHM(5a/l, a TaHWe
dBCCTpaUJHblfi paSBBflHHH-dO/iblilBB MH /I.DyWMHHH HSXOflflTC R
BCB B pBM R B UeHTpB nOBBCTBOBaHHR.
The reviews by Zhdanov and Kuznetsov were not entirely
uncritical of Za vlast' Sovetov but, on balance, they were
favourable. However, although these reviews appeared in
important central newspapers they did not express the official
view of Kataev's novel, for the next review to appear - that
of M. Bubennov in Pravda - was accompanied by a note from the
editor endorsing the reviewer's criticisms and declaring
Kuznetsov's earlier review in the same newspaper to be
3
erroneous. There could be no doubt that such an explicit
note in the main Party newspaper carried the weight of official
opinion, and it therefore set the tone for all subsequent
1. N. Zhdanov, 'Za vlast' Sovetov', Izvestiya, 30 September 1949.
2. M. Kuznetsov, 'Roman o sovetskikh patriotakh', Pravda,
8 January 1950. See also M. Semenov, 'Za vlast' Sovetov',
Ogonek, 1949, No. 47, p. 24.
3. M. Bubennov, '0 novom romane Valentina Kataeva Za vlast'
Sovetov', Pravda, 16-17 January 1950. The editor's accom¬
panying note appeared on 16 January.
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criticism of the first version of the novel.
Bubennov's first stricture concerns the appearance,
manner of speech and character of the local Party secretary,
Gavrik Chernoivanenko. He objects to the way in which Kataev
fails to take account of the age and dignified position of
the hero and continues to call him by his childhood name,
Gavrik. More serious is Bubennov's point that Chernoivanenko
is an unsuitable person for the post of Party secretary by
virtue of his cold, unfeeling personality (he has never married
and eschews all tenderness) and his lack of organisational
ability (he allows his men to go underground with insufficient
supplies of food and fuel and he recruits unsuitable partisans
such as Kolesnichuk and Tsimbal). Finally, his hard-headed,
unfeeling attitude suddenly gives way to romantic dreams of
his youth when he read about adventures in a cave. He thus
approaches the coming struggle with an attitude owing more to
adventure stories than to reality.
Secondly, Bubennov objects to Kataev's implications
that Chernoivenenko's group of partisans acted independently
of the central Communist Party organisation and that the local
Party Committee failed in its duty to provide the group with
adequate supplies.
Thirdly, Bubennov contends that in a long novel Kataev
devotes too much space to depicting in great detail the every¬
day lives of the partisans in the catacombs and too little
space to their military activities. A related point is what
1. It must be remembered that at this period Party interest in
the orthodoxy of literature was at its highest. Very similar
to the case of Za vlast' Sovetov was that of Fadeev's
Molodaya gvardiya, which was also re-written in response
to criticism.
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Bubennov calls Kataev's over-reliance on coincidence and on
the recollections of his hero's childhood.
Bubennov's final complaint is against the novel's
language, which he finds too colloquial in places and which
contains several barbarisms. He ends his review by rebuking
the editors of Hovyi mir for publishing the novel and expresses
the wish that before it is published in a separate edition it
will be carefully re-worked.
A few days after the publication of Bubennov's review
a letter signed by Kataev appeared in Pravda. In it the
author admitted that Bubennov's criticism was 'just and
principled' and he promised to re-write the novel radically.1
He worked for a further eighteen months on Za vlast' Sovetov
and a second version appeared in 1951. This time the critics
greeted it enthusiastically. Fadeev, who had himself re¬
written Molodaya gvardiya in similar circumstances, wrote of
Kataev's work:
flo cymecTBy HaTaeB Hannca/i hosnh poiiaH. Ecjim b
nepaoM BapnaHTe rnaBHbiriH ^qhctby iocummm /iMnann
Cbl/1H /ikjflm BTOpOCTeneHHUe, eCJlH CMOTpeTb Ha h MX
r^asann fleMCTBMTe/lbHblX ynaCTHMHOB ^eMCTB MT0/1bHOM
6opb<5bi npoTMB pyribiH m henephmx oHHynaHTOB,
pasbeptubabujsmcb b Oflecce, to Tenepb r/iaBHbiMM
fleScTByfoiyMMh /lMqariH ponaHa, ero repohmm, cTa/in
5 O /lbLUeB HHH, nOflnO^blMHHM, pflflOBbie ywaCTHHHM M
pyKOBOflHT8/iM ofleccKoro noflnoflbfl m napTMsaHCHOH
Sopbdbl npOTHB pyMblH M HSMepHMX OHHynaHTOB.
The second version of Za vlast' Sovetov differs greatly
from the first, most of the changes being in those areas
suggested by Bubennov. However, Kataev was not satisfied
Prayda, 24 January 1950.
2. A. Fadeev, letter to K. Piskunov (June 1951), published in
Za tridtsat' let (M., 1957), pp. 764-5. In this comment
Fadeev makes explicit the implication in Bubennov's criticism
that characters in works of literature should be judged as
real people. See also I. Eventov, 'Delo pisatel'skoi chesti',
Zvezda, 1950, No. 6, pp. 172-5.
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with the new version, and in 1961 he revised it again for
inclusion in the tetralogy Volny Chernogo morya. The third
version has a different title (Katakomby), and while Kataev
retains some of the revisions made at Bubennov's suggestion,
he rejects many others, especially those extra scenes in
which the military activity of the partisans was shown.
Writing of the changes introduced in the third version he
explicitly states that several characters and scenes in the
second version were introduced as a result of external
pressure and are now rejected by him:
. ..BBCb 14HK/1 Bo/iHbi MepHoro nopn - He MCTopmecHMH
pOMaH, a HHCTO /lkipHHeCHHH , Ha fleBSTb fleCHTblX
BbiflyMaHHbiH. F1 6bi xoTe/i, hto5 hmbhho tsh ero
BOCnpHHHMa/lh HHTaTe/lH .
HcTopMHecHyto OHpacKy npnflawT poMaHy flOKyMBHTbi,
HOTQpbie B CH/iy pBfla OOCTOfiTe/lbCTB M H e npHXOflM^OCb
BBOflHTb B nOBBCTBOBaHMB . 3TC> fibl/io TpsbOBaHHB
b p eM e H H M, h Q CHpOlO, HeHOTOpblX pe#ahtOpOB , bo/188
HaCTOHHHBUX, HBM 3 B T Op . M H e TOBOpHJIH! - Bbl
nonasajiM o^bcchhx napTM3aH b no^no/ibe. A hbh
ohh be/ih cedn "HaBepxy"? W r anncaji So/ibiuyio
HacTb - nopT - hotopbiM, Han b cekinac no h r ji ,
BnHCblBaTb hb C fl eflo B a j"io . Y M8 h b , h3h o CBepUiHBUJeMCR
$aHTe, Obio CHasaHO, hto Qflecca b3rta Hermann.
rieHB cnpauiHBa^M: "A HaH bto npoHsom^o? flpn hshhx
oOCTOBTB/lbCTBaX? " M fl flOdaBM/l Maccy /1MLUHHX
noflpoOHOCTen. PonaH 3a BJiacTb CobbtobI 6bi/!
ocoQeHHO neperpywBH HeHywHbiMH flBTa/iflr.M,
HeoObB3are/ibhumh nepcoHawar-im. Bee sto h Tenepb
BbiCpocH/i. (8,417)1
Thus the creative history of Za vlast' Sovetov/Katakomby
was long and tortuous. A study of the principal differences
between the three versions reveals much about the pressures
exerted on the author in the immediate post-war period and
about his own uncertainty when composing the work.
1. Kataev has been inconsistent in the use of an exclamation
mark in the title of the novel.
2. In addition to the three major editions of the novel a
post-1956 edition of the second version omitted all
references to Stalin.
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6.4.3 The Differences between the Versions
The Character of Chernoivanenko
In the Hovyi mir version (version 1) the Party Secretary
is referred to throughout as Gavrik, no doubt because in writing
the novel Kataev had before him the image of the young hero of
Beleet parus odinokii. Following Bubennov's recommendation,
Kataev changed this to Chernoivanenko or Gavriil Semenovich
in the 1951 version (version 2), and he retained the more
formal name in the 1961 version (version 3), allowing his hero
to be called Gavrik only by his childhood friends.
The Gavrik of version 1 has a rather unpleasant face,
an irritating high-pitched voice and a peculiar gait, and in
his speech he makes frequent use of local Odessan terms.
Moreover, he gives the impression of being rootless, almost
Bohemian. He has never married, his flat is untidy and he
appears to have no recreational interests.1
All of these features are altered in version 2, in
which Chernoivanenko is a more orthodox Party Secretary. He
no longer has such a squeaky voice, and his language has been
purged of Odessan exclamations. He is now a widower of many
1. The character of Gavrik in version 1 was most unusual for a
Party Secretary in a novel of the immediate post-war period.
A. Yarmolinsky, who has made a study of the Party Secretary
in literature of this period, draws the following picture:
The 'partorg' is a virtually ubiquitous literary
stereotype. As a rule he is a sturdy, self-assured,
well-balanced individual, no Adonis, but of pleasing
appearance-, a good family man who, in spite of the
pressure of his many duties, finds time for home life;
and there is apt to be a shelfful of books in his modest
but neat lodging. A wise and just man, kindly, but firm,
he is the 'Khozyain' (master) of his district, standing
'in loco parentis', as it were to the population...he
warns, admonishes, lectures, usually in a spirit of
benevolence and humaneness. His membership in the Party
elite bestows on him a charismatic power, as it were...
On occasion the secretary may be remiss in some respects.
In that event he either reforms or is sooner or later
replaced by a more nearly ideal specimen.
A. Yarmolinsky, Literature under Communism (Bloomington,n.d.)
p. 55.
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years standing who remains faithful to the memory of his wife.
He lives in a neat little flat with nasturtiums on the window
sill. Most important of all, he is no longer someone who
idles away his leisure time in reminiscences of childhood but
a busy Party worker who still finds time to do serious research
into the Anglo-French intervention in Odessa during the Civil
War. In version 3 Kataev retained most of the changes to
the character of Chernoivanenko. The only significant
difference compared to version 2 is that some of the character's
colloquial speech is reintroduced. This has the effect of
making Chernoivanenko's language more colourful without
reverting to the vulgar speech of version 1.
Party Control over the Partisans
The most serious of Bubennov's criticisms of the first
version was that it gave the impression that Gavrik's band of
partisans operated without local or central Party supervision.
The decisions which Gavrik takes are purely his own, not those
of a higher Party official, and there is no reason to believe
that anyone in authority, least of all Stalin, knows of the
group's existence. At a time when it was demanded of writers
that they show the Party dictating policy, Kataev's novel was
clearly unacceptable, and the changes made in this area are
radical.
The charge of insularity was answered by the inclusion
in the second version of a new episode involving a Party
official, Maksimov, from an unoccupied part of the Soviet
Union who parachutes into Odessa in order to pass on Party
orders to the resistance workers. His immediate superior
is 'Nikita Sergeevich* (Khrushchev), but he hints that Iosif
Vissarionovich (Stalin) himself has probably heard of the
exploits of the Odessa partisans.
At the thought that they have not been forgotten by
the leadership Chernoivanenko suddenly realises that the war
is truly a national one:
- MtO Bbl rOBOpHTS ! HOCBuCCapHOHOBHH 3HaeT?
- d/iecTR r/ia3aMH, aoc/iMHHy/i HepH0HB3H8HH0. H
Bflpyr nepefl ero r/ia3aMM Haw (5bi oTKpbinacb acft
rpaH^MOSHan HapTMHa bohhu - He npocTO BOHHbi,
a BOMHbl fleHCTBHTB/tbHO BCSHapO/jHOH, COBepiUBHHO
hobom no (Jiopne w coflepwaHHw, Hor^a cpamaeTca
Hawflbin hs/ioeeH, r,qe 5bi oh hm dbui...
. ■ . HepH0MBaH8HH0 nOHfl/I, H TO b 3TOH HOBOM nO
coflepmaHHio m no $opMe bohhb, eige hsbmjaahhom b
MCTOpHH, OH, 3 CyiMHOCTM BB/lfieTCR HOMaHflMpOM
COBBOrO COBflHHBHHfl , H8 MBHBG B3)HH0r0, HBM /IIOC'OH
33B0fl B Tbl/iy M/1H H BM JllOpaB flHBM3HR Ha QpOHTe, -
nacTbio sceHapoj3Hux BoopyweHHbix
There are even two scenes in which Stalin appears in person,
receiving partisans' representatives in the Kremlin and taking
the salute of a May Day parade. (In the latter case the scene
is presented through the recollections of little Petya.)
These scenes and all other references to Stalin were removed
from post-1956 editions of version 2.
Version 3 retains the meeting between Maksimov and
Chernoivanenko, so there is no return to the spontaneous
action of version 1, but Kataev removes all references to
political leaders, including Khrushchev.
1. V. Kataev, Za vlast' Sovetov (M., 1955), pp. 356-7.
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Additional Scenes of Action
Changes involving the character of the hero and the
role of the Party in the war have been retained in all
revised versions of the novel because the pressures which
caused them to be made are still being exerted in Soviet
literature, and probably also because the author felt when
he undertook re-writing for the final time that the changes
were for the good of the novel. But in the case of the third
type of change - the inclusion of more scenes depicting the
struggle against the Germans and Rumanians - Kataev has
explicitly stated that these scenes were forced on him against
his will and better judgement, and they were rejected by him
in version 3. One of the extra scenes included in version 2,
dealing with the destruction of Odessa's harbour by Lenya
Tsimbal and a small group of partisans (version 2, part 2,
chapters 12 , 13 , 22 , 23 and 24), was discarded from version 3
but included as a separate story in the collected works.
(1,516-46) This fact serves as a clue to Kataev's dissatis¬
faction with the extra action scenes of version 2. Despite
their considerable narrative interest they are essentially
self-contained stories grafted on to a novel, and as such
they detract from the unity of the work.
The Role of Reminiscence and Coincidence
Version 1 contains many scenes in which Gavrik, Petr
Vasil'evich, and Kolesnichuk reminisce about their childhood.
These passages are written in the vein of Beleet parus oainokii
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and Elektricheskaya mashina, and in a novel set in the 1940s
they act as distractions by focussing the reader's attention
on an Odessa which existed before the First World War. Kataev
himself was aware, at least in retrospect, of the dangers
inherent in following Beleet parus odinokii with a novel set
almost forty years later in which the young heroes of the
earlier work have become adults with responsible positions,
for he wrote in 1961:
C noeki cTopoHbi, pa3yneeTcn, 5bi.no pwcHOaaHHO
rtoc/ie nepsoH noBecTM cpa3y HanncaTb
3aH/IiOSHTe/lbHyH3, H 8 HM8H flawe HepHOBblX
nafipocHOB cepsflHHbi. Ho hto noms/iaeuib!
Caria KH3Hb BMeaiHBanacb see bpbmb b mom
3aMbicen, hafl Bbino/iHeHMSM woToporo r b
odmen cnowHOCTH npopadOTan flBa^paTb nuTb
JieT. (8,410-11)
The obvious danger of which Kataev speaks is that the heroes
are separated from their childhood by almost forty years
about which the author has not thought, yet he must try to
present characters who might have grown out of little Petya
and Gavrik. Perhaps because of his close knowledge of Odessa
in 1905 and of Petya Bachei and Gavrik Chernoivanenko at that
time Kataev makes the adult characters of Za vlast' Sovetov
(version 1) reminisce about their boyhood years to an excessive
degree. Gavrik recalls hitting Petr Vasil'evich (then little
Petya) when both were aged eight; Petr Vasil'evich recalls a
day when he and Kolesnichuk played truant to go fishing; even
little Petya, who was born in the 1930s, recalls his father's
stories of Odessa in the first decade of the twentieth century."'"
1. One critic wrote of this aspect of the work: 'Han bto 11-
JieTHMH na/lbHMH M OWe T HfHTb BOCnOMHH3HHflMM O BOCnOMMHSHKHX nanHHcrc
fleTCT3al' See T. Korneichuk, '0 detskoi literature', Narodnoe
obrazovanie, 1950, No. 1, p. 72.
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Through his over-use of reminiscences Kataev appears to regret
that his novel is set in the 1940s and not in the period of
his own childhood.
Following the criticism of version 1 the role of
reminiscences in versions 2 and 3 is greatly reduced. One
extended section in which Petr Vasil'evich recalls playing
truant when he was a boy is removed from the novel, but
retained as a self-contained story in the collected works.
(1,502-7) Others are discarded completely, in particular
Chernoivanenko's recollections of childhood (which do not
accord with the character of the hero in versions 2 and 3).
Between versions 2 and 3 Kataev wrote two more novels about
the same characters (Khutorok v stepi and Zimnii veter) and,
as a result, version 3 contains more recollections than does 2,
but they relate to the heroes' early manhood rather than to
their childhood and they do not form extended self-contained
stories as in version 1.
Critics such as Bubennov argued that version 1 relied
too much on coincidence to be truly realistic. In the
subsequent versions Kataev retains the same plot but simplifies
the work by re-arranging the chapters into chronological order.
Version 1 begins with Petya being thrown overboard when a
bomb strikes the ship on which he is travelling and then,
in a flashback, Kataev relates how Petya came to be on the
ship. In version 2 the story unfolds chronologically. The
result is to reduce the melodramatic effect which version 1
produced. Similarly, in version 1 many chapters end on a
suspenseful note, often with the use of three dots, and each
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chapter consists of very many short paragraphs, some of one
line. In re-writing, Kataev avoided the frenetic effect
of version 1 by combining several paragraphs, and even several
chapters.
6.4.4 Katakomby
Having discussed the major ways in which the three
versions of the novel differ from each other it is appropriate
now to examine the most important features of the definitive
version, i.e. that published in the 1968-72 collected works.
The most notable aspect of the characterisation has
already been referred to indirectly in the previous section.
It is the uncertainty over whether Bachei and Chernoivanenko
are to be treated as adults or as boys. Thus, Petr Vasil'evich,
Gavrik, and Kolesnichuk behave for the most part as typical
brave Soviet men who respond immediately to the challenge of
war. In this way they resemble the minor characters like
Druzhinin, Tulyakov, and Sinichkin-Zheleznyi and the positive
heroes of previous works such as Rodion Zhukov and Terentii
Chernoivanenko. An example of the uncomplicated, purely
positive characterisation occurs in the chapter describing
the outbreak of war:
IleTp BacM/ibeBMH no cBoeny B03pacTy n no csoeMy
AOBO/ibHO BMflHOMy c/iywsfiHOMy nO/lOWBHMfO Mor Cbl
flOEJHTbCfl OTCpOHHH H, BepHyBIUMCb B MoCKBy, OO/lyHMTb
GpoHK). Ho oh npoflnose^ h^tm Ha pponT. Oh petumico
Ha 3t0 GblCTpO, 363 ma /IBHLUHX HO/l8')aHHH . Oh h8 mot
ce5e npeflCTaBMTb, htoGu mowho Gbuio nocTynnTb HHane.
(6 ,306)
But occasionally these brave Soviet citizens become once again
the children of almost forty years earlier. In other words.,
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Kataev attempts to render his characters more complex by
drawing on his earlier novel Beleet parus odinokii. The
scene in which Petr Vasil'evich meets his former teacher
Afrikan Afrikanich and recalls a classroom incident, or that
in which Motya shows the old photographs to Petya serve as
examples of this device. In the case of Kolesnichuk, Kataev
uses a type of semi-direct speech to suggest the character's
naivety (especially in the extended episode involving the
Rumanian Ionel Mirya) while simultaneously presenting him as
a brave Soviet patriot. The attempt to create complex
characters in this manner results in a division between the
heroic face and the childishly naive face of the central adult
heroes.^
It might be expected in view of Kataev's success with
child characters in previous works that Petya and Valentina
would be drawn with more subtlety than the adult figures, but
in this novel Kataev fails to convince with his young heroes.
The reason is not hard to find. Whereas Kataev knew the
Petya Bachei of Beleet parus odinokii intimately, he does not
know the Soviet boy so well, and he attempts to fill the gaps
in his knowledge by referring to the childhood of Petya's
father in the Odessa of 1905-10. For example, when he is
shown a photograph of Motya as a child he reacts as emotionally
as his father, who knew her at that age, would have done:
Oh eiue pa3 nocfioTpe/i ha Hee, Ha haptohhy m onstb
HBOTp33MMOG CXOflCTBO. Ha 3TOT pas oh
1. It is interesting to note the reaction of one young reader
to the personality of Chernoivanenko: 'CaMa hb 3Hara noHeriy,
ho TaBpHwa Ma/ieHbHoro a Bwwy bcho, hsh ihhboro, m oneHb flpywy
c hum, a TaBpuKa do/ibiuoro (TaBpHH/ia Cbmghobnsa mephohbahbhko)
cpa3y aadbi/ia, xoth no toh fio/ibiuoH pojin, HOTopyio oh wrpaeT b
ponane, ero He c/ieflOBa/io dbi saSbieaTb.' Comment by Elena K.
quoted by B. Brainina, '0 nekotorykh osobennostyakh...', p. 362.
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coBepuieHHo ficho yBH,qe.n, noHBCTBoaa/i, hto Ma/ieHbHaa
fleBOHHa b BbiropeBineM chT14bbom n^aTbupe Ha Bbi-
ropeaiuBM fliofiHTenbCKOM chhmh8 m 3Ta nowM/ian .qodpaa
weHiqMHa - oflHH h tot we hb^obbh, cBRsaHHun c hmm,
c rieTen, hbiiohfithoh cm/iom m cbbtom Hawon-To OHBHb
flaBHBfi, beHHoH rig6BH. (6,414)
By means of such passages Kataev attempts to introduce into a
novel on a contemporary theme the atmosphere of a distant
Odessa which he loves and surrounds with a golden haze of
nostalgia.
The novel's setting suffers from a similar fault to the
characterisation in that the author seems less interested in
depicting Odessa in the 1940s than in the early part of the
century. As with the characters, he understands the modern
town less thoroughly than he does the town in which he lived
as a boy. When Petr Vasil'evich returns to Odessa after the
defeat of his battery, the sight of the modern town under
occupation reminds him of the town in which he lived as a boy,
and as he stands at a busy crossroads he recalls the moneychangers
who once traded on the same site:
Ho 3To CbiflM hb npocTbie, ofibiHHbie flGHbrw. 3to f5b!.TIH
HHOCTpaHHbIB .qeHbTM, nOHBMy-TO Ha 3blB aBLUMBC H Ba/lH3Ta
h od/iaflaBLUHe b BbtcweM ctspibhh cTpaHHOM, flawe hsh 6bi
s/ioBeiuen cnocoOHOCTbia npw pasneHe MSMBHRTb cboio
CTOHMDCTb . TO OHM CTOM/IM flOpOWe, TO OHM Bflpyr
ctom/im .aeujeB/ie. Tcr,qa Ma rib h MHy IIbtb, dyflyiqeMy
riBTpy BacM/ibeaMHy, Hasa/iocb, hto oto hb flBHbrn,
He cepe6pBHbie KpywosKM mohbt, a cann rocy^apcTBa
CO B C BM M CBOMMH 3Mf5.TlSMaMH, repflaM M M npO$M/lRMM
MOHapxoB Me/lbHaiQT m TacyfOTCR Ha se/ieHOM wpuiuHe
pyH^yHa to .rib ho flan Toro, HTOCibi nacTb mx PoraTCTBa
ocTaaacb b stmx cyxnx, xmiuhux pyHax c npoaopHbiMM
HpmbbiMm na/ibiqaMM. (6,509-10)
1. Another (equally sentimental) example occurs in a section which
was included in the draft of the first version but later
excluded from the novel, and published only in 1961. It concerns
the Moldavian hero Kotovskii. 'Ho Kctobchmm nariMHoro jjeTCTsa
5bi/i /ierBH,aapHbiM BcaflHMH, h ecyiqM hch Ha ceoen bSMbinehhom cnanyHe
b flbiMy m n/iaMBHH cTenHbix nowapoB Bflo/ib fiGCcapa^CKHx ofipbiBOB,
B^o/ib MopH, no HOTopoMy, Haw npH3paH peBO/iicqMM, neTancfi
nereHqapHbm SpoHPHoceq T!otbmhhh" . Kotobchmh m TloTeMKMH"
ctor/ih pHflOM b MMpe nanMHoro flBTCTea. ' V. Kataev, 'Vospominaniya'
(unpublished extract from Za vlast1 Sovetov), Sovetskaya
Moldaviya, 29 November 1961.
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The fact that, in writing Za vlast' Sovetov/Katakomby,
Kataev was re-tracing his literary steps can be seen in many
features of the novel. The influence of Beleet parus odinokii
has already been discussed, but it is by no means the only
earlier work to be echoed in Za vlast' Sovetov. In one
chapter alone there are faint echoes of Rodion Zhukov (in the
way in which Petr Vasil'evich returns to Odessa from Akkerman);
of Kataev's First World War sketches (in the surname Uilier,
which was the name of one of the soldiers that he knew) and
Otche nash (in the episode where Petr Vasil'evich is forced
to keep walking through the city):
flsTp BacM/ibBBMH c yTpa xoflMji no Oflecce, aaHBTOH
HenpMRTe/ieM, CTapancb flBawflbi hb no hbHTbc h b
OflHHX M TBX we MBCTax. OH CBS yCTa/IM XOflHfl MS y/lMUbl
b y/iMLiy, nepBCBHafl ropofl b pa3Hbix HanpaB/iBHMRx, m
HB HaXOflMR MBCTa, rfle 6bl MOWHO 6bl/10 OCTaHOBMTbCR
M OTflOXHyTb. BciO^y fibl/IO OflHHaHOB O HBHaflBWHO.
(6,376)
It is tempting to postulate the hypothesis that when faced
with the unfamiliar subject of the partisans' struggle in
occupied Odessa Kataev turned to his previous work to provide
some inspiration, just as, when writing Ya, syn trudovogo
naroda, he had turned to his First World War sketches and
to Gogol'.
The outstanding stylistic feature of Za vlast' Sovetov/
Katakomby is the use of striking detail to encapsulate a scene.
Thus, the incident in which Druzhinin, Svyatoslav, and Valentina
are marched through the city on their way to torture and
execution remains in the memory for the detail (used almost
symbolically) of the white acacia twig which Valentina holds
in her mouth:
Bbi/i HOHBLj nan. ("lo BceMy ropofly ijBB/ia de/ian
anapufl. CTapue do/ituine .qepeBbR, cn/iowb yBewaHHUB
n/iaHynhmh rpo3flbRMM hbwhux, hboOuhhobbhho flywMCTbix
3SjiBH0BaT0~M0/i0HHbix ubbtob, npeBpama/in y/lMl4bl
MsypoflOBaHHoro ropo^a b a/i/ibm, b tbhmctub TyHHB/iM
Pbbtob m JiMCTbBB... 0THy,qa-To c da/iHOHa mm dpocM/in
oxanHy pBBTymsM aKapMH. OflHa BSTosKa yna/ia Ha
ro/ioBy Ba^bhtmhu, aapenM/iacb 3a bo/iocu, ho hb
yflspwa/iacb m cTajia cno^saTb bhm3. /I,bbyiuHa noMMa/ia
bb Ha /lnpe chobahhumm pyHaMM m B3nna b pot. TaH
OHa m iii/ia, c bbtohkom 6b/iom awauHM b ry6ax, nontm
hbphux, waH Ma/iBHbHan 3anBKiuarc r paHa, c/isrHa
onnpaRCb n/issoM Ha CaHTOc/iaBa. (6 ,585)
Similarly, the privations of life in the catacombs are thrown
into relief by the poetic detail of the snowflake which falls
into the well and is caught by Valentina. (6,42*0
The novel contains a number of lyrical nature descrip¬
tions, the most notable of which comes in the chapter entitled
'Ogni Kassiopei', when Petr Vasil'evich recalls a night in
his youth spent on the sea shore with a girl. Two lines
from a poem run through his mind. The lyricism of the nature
description and Kataev's poem of 1918 is contrasted with the
activity of Druzhinin, who is attempting to call Moscow on
the radio. Thus the beauty of nature, poetry, and youthful
love heightens the incongruity of invasion and occupation by
enemy forces. A similar effect is achieved by the emotional
and lyrical description of Moscow in the second chapter. As
in Zhena, Kataev's approach to the theme of war consists in
juxtaposing scenes of peace and happiness with scenes of war
which suddenly, and totally unexpectedly, interrupts the
peaceful lives of his characters.
Whereas during and immediately after the Civil War
Kataev had written stories about young men for whom life was
a joy irrespective of the great social upheaval, for whom, in
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other words, private life remained fundamentally untouched by
war and politics, he now presents war as an unbearable
intrusion which must be ended as soon as possible if life
is to be happy again. During the Civil War Kataev's heroes
contained the seeds of happiness within themselves (in their
youth, good health, love, and poetry), but now happiness
depends on social stability and peace. The change in attitude
may reflect a difference in age, since the philosophy behind
such stories of the Civil War period as Chelovek s uzlom and
Zheleznoe kol'tso relies largely on youth and health; but more
than that, it reflects the growing importance of the public
element in Kataev's work. Throughout the 1930s and 1940s
Kataev's work touches time and time again on the interdependence
of the private and public spheres of life. In this respect Za
vlast' Sovetov/Katakomby continues the philosophy of Ya, syn
trudovogo naroda and Zhena (and, to a lesser extent, Vremya,
vpered.' ).
6.5 Kataev as a Public Figure in the 1940s
In Za vlast' Sovetov/Katakomby one can see faint traces
of Kataev the pupil of Bunin, but these have been subordinated
to the need to produce a work which would be acceptable in the
Zhdanov period of Soviet literature. It would be a mistake to
suggest that at this time Kataev curbed his natural inclination
as a writer entirely unwillingly. His many publicistic
writings and the role he played in public life during the 1940s
indicate his wish to conform to the demands of the age. In 1947
he was awarded the Order of Lenin and in the same year elected
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to the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR by voters of the
Shcherbakovskii region of Moscow. It is significant that
in one of his election addresses to the voters he should
stress that he considers himself to be a Soviet writer, and
moreover, that he should suggest that it was Mayakovskii who
taught him the importance of being a committed Soviet author.
A newspaper report of his speech contains the following passage:
MHoro /ibt Hasa,q us oflHoro sarpaHMHHoro h/iyda
ziMTepaTopbi npuc/ia/iM nhe nncbno c npwrjiaweHHeM
ROCeTHTb mx. no MO/IOflOCTM b dbl/1 BBCbMa nO/lbmeH
stmm m noHaabiBa/i npMrjiaiiieHMe bcem cbomm 3 hahombim.
npM BCTpese c B.B. mabkobckmm noKaaa/i nMCbMO m
8My, HO TOT o H 8 h b xofloflho BUCnyUJa/1 mbhfl, nOTOM
HedpewHo flocTa/i M3 HapnaHa nM^maHa tohho TaHoa
W8 npMr/iaujBHMe m CHaaa^.1
- Hy, hto Bbi xaacTaeTBCb? Hbm tyt xsacTaTbca?
k! booSiub aanoMHHTB: Ec/im Bac 3HaioT, bc/im bbc
npMr/iauiaioT, to To/ibHO noTOMy, hto bu cobbtchmm
nncaTBilb. nOHBTHO?1
The conclusion is unavoidable that in his literary work of
the period Kataev attempts to be a Soviet author, thus shifting
the balance towards the figure of Mayakovskii and away from
Bunin. Yet even in Za vlast' Sovetov the aspects of Kataev's
work which he learned originally from Bunin do not disappear.
During the next two decades they were to play an increasingly
important role.
6 . 6 Editor of Yunost'
Between 1951, which saw the publication of the second
version of Za vlast' Sovetov, and 1961, when the tetralogy was
completed with Zimnii veter, Kataev published very little new
1. 'Pisatel'-boets', Krasnaya zvezda, 19 January 1947.
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work. From 1953 to 1956 he worked on the second part of the
tetralogy, Khutorok v stepi, which appeared in time for the
Twentieth Party Congress in 1956 , but that apart, Kataev's most
important work during the decade was as editor of the new
journal Yunost' which he helped to found. The idea of editing
a new journal for a predominantly young readership appealed
greatly to Kataev, and he spent much time and energy on the
venture. Within a short time Yunost' became the forum for
many talented young writers and critics and it soon became the
leading literary monthly in terms of the number of copies sold.
In a tribute to Kataev's editorship, the journal's second
editor, Boris Polevoi, has written:
Oh 3arope/icfi stom hfleen, SbicTpo cyne/i cTHHyTb
h cs6e Ta/iaHT/iHBbix MHTepecHbix ziioflBH, aawesb nx
CB OHM orHBM, M B HOpOTHOS BpBMfi nOfl Bro pyHOBOflCTBOM
MO /lOflO H , T0/lbHO HTO C03flaHHblH WypHa/l BCTa/1 Ha HOTH H
b nepBbie we roflw caoero cymeCTBOBaHHR aaBOBBa/i
cHMnatmh hdhom ayflMTopnn m fla/ieKo o6orHa/i no Tnpawy
Bee cyiMecTByioaiMe ziHTepatypHo-xyflowc tbbhhnb bmbmbcrhhhkh.
H, hto mhe KawBTCR caMbiM r/iaBHbiM, HaTaeB cyMe/i ywe
b tb roflbi Ha cTpaHMi+ax BToro wypHa/ia oTKpuTb a/ih
cobbtchmx HHTaTe/ieM HeMa/iyio n/ieftfly iQHbix nMcaTe/ien,
n03T0B, HpMTMKOB , nyfi/IHL+HCTOB .
Among the authors and poets who published their early work in
Yunost' are Vasilii Aksenov, Anatolii Kuznetsov, Anatolii
Gladilin, Evgenii Evtushenko, Andrei Voznesenskii. Kataev's
patronage of young writers in the 1950s dictated the form of
his address at the Third Congress of Soviet Writers in 1959,
when he devoted the whole of his speech to the work of the young,
mentioning in particular, Kuznetsov, Gladilin and Viktor Moskovkin.
1. See 'S chem my prikhodim k s'ezdu', Trud, 15 December 1954.
2. B. Polevoi, 'Master s bol'shoi bukvy', Literaturnaya Rossiya,
27 January 1967. Polevoi goes on to say that many of the young
authors who were first published in Yunost' when Kataev was
editor recall those days with great affection.
3. V. Kataev, 'Pero zhar-ptitsy', Literaturnaya gazeta,
22 May 1959.
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6.7 Khutorok v stepi
Appropriately, Khutorok v stepi was first published in
Yunost' (1956 Nos. 1, 2, 3). It is set in the years 1910-
1912, beginning with the death of Tolstoi and ending with
the Lena massacre. As in Beleet parus odinokii Kataev
attempts to integrate the themes of the growth of revolutionary
awareness in the nation and the personal and political develop¬
ment of Petya Bachei who is now aged 13 - 15. However, the
parallel private and public strands remain unintegrated, and
the construction is much more laboured than that of the earlier
novel. The work divides into two sections, the first of which
deals with the death of Tolstoi, the consequent sacking of
Vasilii Petrovich, his employment by Faig, and a lengthy
description of a trip round Europe undertaken by Bachei and
his sons; and the second of which is mainly concerned with
the revolutionary activities of Zhukov, Terentii, and Gavrik
and the way in which the Bacheis become drawn into them.
6.7.1 Genesis of the Novel
As had happened with Za vlast' Sovetov and Ya, syn
trudovogo naroda Kataev here uses two very different sources
for his novel - his own recollections of his childhood
(including the journey to Switzerland via Turkey, Greece, and
Italy which he and his father and brother undertook in 1910
and the poems which he had written between 1910 and 1916);
and historical accounts and documents relating to the principal
revolutionary events of the years 1910-1912 such as the Sixth
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All-Russian Party Conference and the appearance of Pravda.
As with the earlier novels, the result is a clash between
the two.
Several chapters, mainly involving Petya, must be
considered highly successful artistically, but these chapters
all have the features of the short story and they stand out
in the novel as exceptions. A good example is Chapter seven
in which the main protagonist is Gavrik. This chapter is
reminiscent of some of Olesha's autobiographical stories such
as Ya smotryu v proshloe or V mire and it anticipates Kataev's
own Razbitaya zhizn', which is a collection of such self-
contained incidents. The atmosphere of Odessa near the
beginning of the century with its burgeoning technology is
captured in the descriptions of the early cinemas, called
sinematografy or illyuziony. The chapter conveys little
information about Gavrik and it contributes hardly anything
to the development of the plot. Like many chapters in Beleet
parus odinokii it is almost purely digressive. But as a
self-contained story it is of considerable interest for its
picture of one aspect of life in 1910. Similarly Chapter nine
stands on its own as a successful short story about the
obsession which forces Petya and Gavrik to eat a whole jar
of strawberry jam which they had only intended to sample.
Here Kataev convincingly sketches the character of Petya -
self-important in his role as teacher and host - but the picture
of Gavrik does not accord with his role elsewhere in the novel.
The requirements of the novel as a whole are secondary to those
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of this chapter in the matter of the character's psychology.
Finally, several of the chapters dealing with the foreign
travel also give the impression of being isolated incidents
which make suitable short stories rather than chapters in an
extended narrative. The dominating principle in the construction
is, therefore, a historical narrative which loosely connects
the novel but which is in conflict with the short story
principle, evident in many of the chapters.
For some of the foreign scenes and for the scenes on
the farm Kataev had recourse to his own early poems. The
most obvious use of an early poem in Khutorok v stepi occurs
with 'Znoi' which is paraphrased and incorporated in its
entirety in the novel. The other poems in the cycle Stikhi
s khutorka were also used to remind Kataev of the sensuous
details of a hot summer at the cottage. The walk in the
steppe with Marina in the fourth chapter recalls the poem
'Noch' trevozhna', which contains the stanza:
yjlbldHy/iaCb - BblMflBM, H TO J1H
3a HypraHbi, h Mopra, b no/ie?
- H nopto, b no/ie? Bun^eri. Hto we,
Hebo b 3b83,zjhbix nepe/iMBax
3b63,qbi b Tysax m Ha hhbbx
CepeSpHCTO /lbBTCfl powb.
The expectation of rain which will end the enervating hot spell
occurs first in the poem 'Sukhovei'. The sounds which Petya
hears as he waits at night to see Marina are those described
in 'Vecher' (1915). The novel contains the following lines:
*B MOHacTbipe Ha 16-h c t a huh m npnabiBHo 3bohm/ih k BesepHS. /!,a/ieKO
b cTeriM c/iutiia/iocb nesa/ibHoe n8hmb KocapeH.' (5,501)
1. V. Kataev, 'Noch' trevozhna', Odesskii listok, 17 July 1915.
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The poem begins:
B MonacTbipe 3B0HHT k BenepHe,
RotaT pa.loTHHUbi B cafly. (9,547)
The poem 'Stambul' (published in 1916) is used as the source
for some of the details of Istanbul in the novel, in particular
the description of the lightning illuminating Hagia Sophia.1
The homesickness experienced by Petya tot-jards the end of the
journey was evidently also experienced by Kataev and expressed
in a poem and prose poem of 1912:
Horfla Ha HpacoTy npnpoflbi
TsoeH, HTa/iMR, r/inwy -
BocTopra cjiob hs Haxomy,
/lHMOHHbix pom npox/iaflHbiH cyfipaH,
TOMHIUHM 3 HO M TBOMX HOH8H...
Ho mhb - bcbh npenecttboeh
PaBHMHbl pyCCHMB MM/IBM •
6.7.2 Characters
The 'positive' characters in Khutorok v stepi, Rodion
Zhukov, Terentii Chernoivanenko and Gavrik, are as lacking in
individual traits as are all such figures in Kataev's works.
Whereas in Beleet parus odinokii Gavrik was drawn with a
certain degree of insight (deriving from Kataev's own
recollection of the sensuous awareness of an eight-year-old
child), in the later novel such insight is reserved for the
portrait of Petya, and Gavrik plays a conventional 'heroic'
role similar to that of Terentii.
Apart from a cameo portrait of Pavlik similar to that
in Beleet parus odinokii the main interest as far as the
1. V. Kataev, 'Stambul', Yuzhnaya mysl', 10 April 1916.
2. V. Kataev, 'Kogda na krasotu prirody', Odesskii vestnik,
1912, No.4,p.2.See also a prose poem comparing the grandeur
of the Swiss landscape with the less striking but much loved
landscape of Russia. 'U ozera v Shveitsarii', Odesskii vestnik,
1912, No. 25. p. 2.
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characters are concerned lies in the portraits of Petya and
Vasilii Petrovich. The principal features of Petya's
personality develop naturally from those in Beleet parus
odinokii, but Kataev has attempted successfully to allow
for the character's greater age in the later novel. Thus
Petya is once again portrayed as introspective, bookish,
impressionable and easily infatuated. On board the ship he
spends most of his time alone, lost in his daydreams: TleTH
pe/ibie sacbi npoboflm^ Ha na/iyde, nsHTaTeribHo noflCTaBHB rpyflb b
cbobh (Ji.naHe.nbHe m no/iocaTon Te/ibHHume nofl lumpokhm nepHOMopcHHH
b e tep.' (5,342)
He frequently imagines himself to be the hero of a
work of literature, and whereas in Beleet parus odinokii his
heroes were the lone adventurers Robinson Crusoe and the
characters of Mayne Reid, he now aspires to be a passionate
lover and he casts around among the works of Pushkin, Turgenev,
Lermontov, and Goncharov for suitable heroes. In Interlaken
he persuades Vasilii Petrovich to buy him an alpenstock and a
woollen cloak which he wears 'in the Spanish manner', with a
corner thrown over one shoulder. He is enchanted by the
wild mountain scenery, especially during bad weather:
Becb 06/ien/ieHHbiH CHeroM, co chewhHHanh Ha
SpoBsx h pecHnpax, rieTFi ctob/i, CHpecTHB Ha
rpyflH pyKM, b pasBesaraujeMCH n/iauje m c mpahhum
ynosHHeM flyMa/i o Ma/ieHbKOH flSBOHHB, KOTopyra
TaH Se3wa^octho c hhm pas/iynn/in h yBea^H b
riapnw, b JIohwiomo. (5,405)
Petya's adolescence, with its typical posing and self-induced
melancholy, is sympathetically handled by Kataev. Only when
he attempts to describe the effect of the emigres on Petya's
political consciousness does the portrait lack subtlety, and
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become akin to the portrait of Gavrik.
The principal virtues of the characterisation of Petya
are firstly Kataev's vivid memory of the feelings of an
adolescent boy and the boy's perception of the physical
world, and secondly the mixture of warm affection and irony
with which the author approaches his character. The first
of these has already been dealt with in some detail with regard
to the younger Petya of Beleet parus odinokii. The author's
irony is revealed both directly, through the contrast between
Petya's affectations and Kataev's comments, and indirectly by
means of other characters or the use of semi-direct speech.
An example of the former method comes in the episode where
Petya quotes Lermontov, but spoils the effect by the tone of
his voice: 'A hto tahoe - jKidHTb? ~ paaonapoBaHHo CHasa/i riets
m hb cobcbm hctatm, c zierhmm aabbieahben npolimthpoba/i: - "/liotJHTb?
Ho Ha apeMf) hb ctoht Tpyfla, a bbhho /liadnTb hbbosmowho! ". '
(5,452) Perhaps the best example of the use of other charac¬
ters to mock Petya's romantic posing is the various attitudes
towards Petya's cloak and alpenstock of which he is so proud.
Gavrik pays no attention to them except to suggest that Petya
must be too hot in the cloak, whereas for Motya the alpenstock
is a 'stick with a tip'. Kataev frequently makes use of semi-
direct speech, usually to convey his own ironical attitude to
Petya:
MapHHa no-np8WH8My He nooBna/iacb, h IIbts mho/ibhho
se ynpena/i, flaws Ha3biBa/i odMaHiflMqen, ksh dyflTo 6bi oHa
eriy hto-to odema.na. (Iotom oh peiun/i 88 hakasatb
npe3peHneM w 5o/ibUje hb odpamaTb Ha hbs bhhmbhmh.
Oh sacTaBM/i cb6h 3a qe/ibih fleHb hh pa3y hb nocMOTpeTb
b cTopoHy q/inre^bha. 3to 6u/io , KOHeMHO, c ero
c to pO Hbl c/1MUJHOM W8CTOHO, HO HMHerO hb nOflBTiaBUJb.
riycTb OHa 3h38t, Ha hto oh cnocoSsH, be/ih ero
odMahubaioT. IlycTb neHUBT Ha cads... (5,495-6)
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As in the case of Petya, the character of Vasilii
Petrovich loses its subtlety only when Kataev insists on his
political education. The pastoral scene at the end of the
novel in which Vasilii Petrovich lectures to assembled workers
in return for their labour in gathering in his cherries breaks
the verisimilitude of the characterisation, although Kataev
tries to prepare for it by remarking on Vasilii Petrovich's
latent Rousseauism during the visit to Switzerland. For the
rest, Vasilii Petrovich is portrayed sympathetically and
convincingly as a principled, dignified democrat whose peda¬
gogical manner spills over from his professional to his family
life. Kataev had portrayed a similar character, based on
his own father, several times before, notably in Otets.
One chapter of Khutorok v stepi ('Panikhida') leans heavily
on the short story of 1922, but it is significant that whereas
Sinaiskii's father gave the priest money hesitantly but with
a sincere, firm handshake, in the novel the entire incident
has unpleasant overtones. By small changes Kataev suggests
the priest's lack of interest in the ceremony and Vasilii
Petrovich's sudden insight into its falseness.
6.7.3 Concluding Remarks
Khutorok v stepi intermittently reveals the same gifts
which Kataev had shown in Beleet parus odinokii, but it lacks
the charm and atmosphere of the earlier novel. Its political
message is crude and unintegrated, and it relies too much upon
earlier inspiration such as that which had given rise to
Kataev's early poems, to Otets, and to Beleet parus odinokii
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itself. Yet once again it demonstrates Kataev's attempt to
bring together two very different elements, and in this lies
its main interest in the context of Kataev's work as a whole.
The poetry which Kataev had written under Bunin's direct
influence in the second decade of the century is here reworked
and incorporated into a novel which also contains the simple
political message which had been present in Kataev's work
since the 1930s. As a result the novel lacks unity of
inspiration. The two eLements which the author wishes to
incorporate remain widely separate, and the attempt to write
a personal, poetic novel which would also be historical, fails.
6.8 Zimnii veter
Zimnii veter, on which Kataev worked at the end of the
1950s and which was published in 1951, is set in Odessa during
1917. Chronologically it thus occupies third place in Kataev's
tetralogy, and there is a sense in which it must be seen as
the most significant of the four novels, for it depicts the
hero at the most important moment of his life.
As a result of a light wound received during the summer
offensive of 1917 Petya Bachei is sent to Odessa to recuperate.
Petya enjoys the opportunity of flirting with the many girls
who visit him in hospital, but he soon becomes involved in a
more serious affair with Irina, the daughter of General Zarya-
Zaryanitskii. Engrossed in his love affair, Petya takes no
part in the Revolution which sweeps over Odessa, but his old
friends Gavrik and Marina, now married, play an important role
in the Bolshevik victory. Petya eventually joins the Red Army
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as commander of an armoured train, forgetting for a while his
passion for Irina. During a counter-revolution, led by
Irina's father, both Marina and Petya's brother Pavlik are
killed. At their final meeting in wintry Odessa it becomes
clear to Petya and Irina that they have become enemies and
she attempts to shoot him, but he escapes. The novel ends
with a deliberate reference to the ending of Beleet parus
odinokii. As the invading German armies take over the city
the Bolsheviks, including Terentii, Rodion Zhukov, Gavrik, and
now Petya, are forced to flee in a small boat in order to
continue the struggle from afar.
6.8.1 Construction
The construction of the novel follows the pattern of
earlier works in the tetralogy, and with the completion of
the entire cycle it can be seen that the common construction
of all four novels derives from Kataev's approach to the
historical novel and, indeed, from the entire nature of his
creative talent. Zimnii veter divides into two sections,
the second of which begins with the introduction of Gavrik
and Marina as characters at the end of the nineteenth chapter.
In the first part attention focuses almost exclusively on
Petya, and Kataev gives a detailed account of his wounding,
his return to Odessa (including his misadventure at Yassi),
1. The incident in which Petya is arrested and held overnight
under threat of death for a speech which he makes condemning
the war is apparently based on a misadventure which befell
Kataev in 1917. In an interview with the correspondent of
Sovetskaya Moldaviya he describes the incident thus: 'Bu
noMHHTe b ponaHe 3hmhhh Betep c/iyHaH, nor^a co/iflaTbi ocboSowflaroT
apecTOBaHHoro Ha3aHaMH npanopmMKa rieTra Banan? TaH bot, stot
c/iynaw 5bi/i co mhoh, h He nofl RccaMM, hsh CHasaHO b hhnre, a b
MDJiflaBCHOM ropofle OpreeBe b 1917r. Tan Mbi ctor/ih, npo,qBnrancb
c MapujeBOM potoh Ha $poHT. R wh/1 Torfla Ha KBapTupe y B/iafle/ibua
/Contd. on next page ...
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his recuperation in hospital, and his romantic involvement
with the Zarya-Zaryanitskii family. This part of the novel
develops at a leisurely pace, and the rumbling threats of
social upheaval remain in the background. Then from Chapter
twenty onwards events move very swiftly, and description gives
way to narration of those events; the enclosed world of
Petya's private concerns opens out and he is seen in the
context of wider historical issues.
In Beleet parus odinokii, Khutorok v stepi and, to a
lesser extent, Katakomfay, a similar method of construction is
used. For the first half of Beleet parus odinokii Kataev
concentrates on the private concerns of his hero, recording
the way in which he apprehends and reacts to the physical
world around him. Then, in the second half the work broadens
out to encompass the revolutionary activity in Odessa in 1905,
and the pace simultaneously quickens. Similarly, the first
half of Khutorok v stepi deals with the European journey
undertaken by the Bachei family, and only in the second half
does the focus shift towards socio-political events of the
period. Finally, the early chapters of Katakomby establish
the private lives of Petr Vasil'evich and his family and
friends before the intrusion of war.
It would appear an inescapable conclusion that Kataev's
intention in all four parts of the cycle is to reveal
(Note 1 contd. from previous page)
M8CTH0H anTBHM. HaK~TO a ctoh/i co cbohmm co^aTaMH Ha yjiupe M,
yBM^ea hohhnx HasaHoa, BbicKa3a.n ne/iecTHbie c/ioaa b aflpec sthx
ycMMpMTejiew . Bssepom mshr apecTOBa/iM Ha hbapThpe h nepenpaBH/in
b liiTaCi, rfle a Honaaan nofl ycn/ieHHbiM HapaynoM. YTpom neHfi
OCBOdOflHJlH CO/lflaTbl H 311)8 H pOTbl, nOflHRBUlMS H3 HOTH B8Cb O pr S8BCHMH
rapHMSoH.' A. Rozhnov, 'V gostyakh u Valentina Kataeva',
Sovetskaya Moldaviya, 22 November 1961.
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the relationship between the life of the individual, with his
purely private concerns, and the state of society in general.
The early sections of all four novels are more successful
than the later ones because in the former Kataev writes from
his own experience of the physical world, whereas in the latter
his observations are based on received knowledge, and the
author's publicistic intention results in schematic charac¬
terisation and the use of a rhetorical style which often strikes
a dissonant chord compared with the early passages. In the
binary construction of all four parts of Volny Chernogo morya
can be seen that split in his creative personality which Kataev
described in Trava zabven'ya and which accounts for so much
in his entire output.
6.8.2 Characters
The theme of Zimnii veter derives from the same aspect
of Kataev's personality. It is the need to choose between
serving the Revolution and following purely private pursuits
which, in the end, may prove to be an anti-revolutionary path.
Marina expresses this notion when she asks Petya:
Hy, a Bbi? Hto au? - cnpocnna ohs c owMB/ieHnen: -
B 3tom Bonpoce saw/imsa ziocb ace.
fleTR noHR/i. Eriy cTa/io He no ceSe. Hto oh mot oTBBTMTb?
- Hmhsto. Whby, - otbetn/i oh c hb/iobhom y/iwlhom.
- Ho bob we? HacTOMHMBO cHa3a^a MapHHa - Bw c Hen?
Oh noHH/i, hto ona cnpaBHLUHBaeT o ero no/iMTHHSCHHX
y6ew,aeHMRx.
OtB BTMTb dbljio OHeHb TpyflHO. DepHBB, flawe
HeB03MOMH0. (6,159)
Like Semen Kotko, the hero of Ya, syn trudovogo naroda,
Petya Bachei returns home from the First World War wishing to
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enjoy the pleasures which peace and his home offer and unwilling
to risk his life again. Only after the return to Odessa of
Gavrik does Petya realize the need to fight for the Revolution.
The issue is a fundamental one for Kataev, and it stands at
the centre of much of his later work. In Zimnii veter,
however, he simplifies the question by making the Zarya-
Zaryanitskiis unprincipled scoundrels and Gavrik, Terentii,
and the other Bolsheviks morally faultless.
Of the characters in Zimnii veter only Petya and, to
a lesser extent, Vasilii Petrovich, are presented with any
degree of complexity, but Kataev's achievement with Petya
exceeds anything else in adult characterisation in the
tetralogy. In some respects Petya recalls the heroes of
Kataev's early short stories Baraban and A and B v kvadrate
in that he attaches more importance to the immediate problems
of life, including love affairs, than to their wider context.
His egoism, vanity and slight vulgarity emerge in his
relations with Motya and the other girls with whom he is
keen to flirt. Cushioned from the real world by the comfort
and safety of the military hospital, he becomes entirely self-
centred. When his aunt visits him in the hospital she asks:
- Hero me Tbi e TaHori c/iysae xonewb?
- }KHTb, TBT8MH3 , WMTb .
- /lopornn Mbi bcs xotmpi wmb. Ho hsh? Hsh tu
XOHGUJb WHTb? Ot Toro, H3K Tbl HaMBpeH fla/lbUJe HiHTb,
OblTb MOWBT, 333HCHT Cyflbda POCCHM. (6,74)
Yet this poshlyak (as his aunt calls him) is portrayed
with great sympathy and humour by Kataev. His pretensions,
such as wearing his insignia and medals, are treated with
ironical amusement by the author, and thereby turned in favour
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of the character. Moreover, whereas the optimistic passivity
of Kataev's heroes of the 1920s was a basic characteristic,
in Petya it is a temporary dream-like state from which he
eventually awakens. At the beginning of the novel his
impulsive behaviour in Yassi indicates the path he will
eventually follow.
Another respect in which the characterisation of Petya
Bachei represents a return to Kataev's methods of the 1920s
is the use of delirium as a device for the introduction of
fantasy. For example, in his delirious condition Petya gives
a form to the word 'gangrene':
EMy npeflCTaejih/iocb sto CTpawnoe cjiobo "raHrpBHa"
a bhfle mefl/i8hho no/isymero .q/iHHHoro wmbothoto,
nOHpblTOrO h Op hum m n 8 t h3m h C me /it OB a to - po sob um m
HpaHMH, n p hh eM 3to whsothob b to i«e BpeMR Cbl/lo
TaHme ero OHeMeetUHM SeflpOM. (6,22)^
The similarities in characterisation between Zimnii veter
and Kataev's best stories of the 1920s must not be exaggerated
(for instance the author is much kinder to his characters
than in, say, Otets), but they do show that at the beginning
of the 1960s Kataev was prepared to reintroduce into his
work some of the elements which had distinguished it at a
much earlier stage and which had, of necessity, been omitted
throughout the period of Socialist Realism. In this respect
Zimnii veter acts as a bridge between Kataev's work of the
1920s and that mauvisme which was to be his manner of writing
for most of the 1960s.
1. Compare this with Ser Genri i chert (1,173-82).
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6.8.3 Concluding Remarks
The tetralogy Volny Chernogo morya occupied most
of Kataev's attention for over twenty years, but on the
whole, it must be regarded as an artistic failure.
Kataev is not ideally equipped as a novelist, and it is
significant that having completed his tetralogy he has
never returned to the novel form, preferring in recent
years the short story or a free style of writing which
gives scope for his particular strengths and which
cannot be classified readily under any existing genre.1
1. In his work of the 1960s Kataev frequently muses on his
uncertainty over the genre he is using. See especially




7.1 Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene
The work which was felt by most critics to herald the
arrival of the 'new' Kataev was Svyatoi kolodets, but it was
preceded by Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene, a short work
about Lenin on Capri and in Paris which introduced many of
the themes and devices which were to run through Kataev's
work for the rest of the 1960s and into the 1970s.
The genre of Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene is
difficult to define, as Kataev indicates:
TeMa /IshmHa orpoMHa, Heofi-bHTHa, a 3Ta HHura hb
MCTOpHHeCKHH OHBpH, HB pOMaH, flaWB HB paCCKa3.
3T0 pa3MblUj/ieHMfl, CTpaHMLJbl nyTBBblX TBTpaflBM,
BOCnOMHHaHHfl | T0HH88 BCBTO - J1 Hp MM BCH M M flHBBHMH,
He 6 0 /IbUiS . Ho M HB MBHbUJB . (9,7)
The 'lyrical diary' and memoir literature flourished
during the 1960s (among the best examples are Berggol'ts's
Dnevnye zvezdy, Paustovskii's Povest' o zhizni, and Erenburg's
Lyudi, gody, zhizn') but Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene,
together with Kataev's work later in the decade, is distin¬
guished from most other examples of 'lyrical diary' by its
complexity.^
The skeleton of the tale is provided by an account,
based in part on the memoirs of contemporaries and in part on
imagination, of the activities of Lenin on Capri and in Paris.
Although the work is written without chapter divisions and
with little regard for a connected narrative in the conventional
sense, Lenin's life in Paris is described by means of five
major incidents, namely: his two visits to Gor'kii's house
1. In the 1960s, as at other times in his career, Kataev's
work forms part of a common trend in Soviet literature.
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on Capri, his daily bicycle journey across Paris to the
\
Bibliotheque Nationale, his visits to the theatre, his
interest in aviation, and his friendship with the Lafargues
(including his oration at their funeral). In addition,
the historical associations of the Paris Commune are never
far from Lenin's mind, and form a sixth element in his
Parisian life.
However, while the figure of Lenin acts as a focal
point for what narration there is in Malen'kaya zheleznaya
dver' v stene, the work clearly amounts to much more than an
account of five or six aspects of the revolutionary leader's
life in exile. Kataev's approach to the subject of Lenin
is disclosed on the first page: 'M noflodHO tomy, hsk AparoH
CHa3a/is "Po6ecnbep - mom cocsfl", mhb xoseTCfl CHa3aTb:
"ZlBHMH - MOM COB pBM BHHHH* . ' (9,7)
Kataev's interest in Lenin is, primarily, as a great
contemporary, and the point of view, which often appears to
be that of Lenin, almost invariably belongs to Kataev himself.
We see Capri and Paris through the eyes of the author. It
is no coincidence that the areas of Lenin's life imaginatively
explored by Kataev are almost all areas in which he can share
the leader's experiences. He, too, knew Capri and Paris;
he was fascinated by that city's architecture and topography;
he had been to its theatres; he recalled vividly his own
excitement at the wonder of manned flight in the early years
of the century. Thus, one can superimpose on the narrative
skeleton of the work another in which the central figure is
the author himself and which is digressive. At times the
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two diverge widely, but for the most part they fit closely
together, accounting for the fluid alternation between
narration and digression which characterises Malen'kaya
zheleznaya dver' v stene. Many of the paragraphs involving
Lenin are introduced by a phrase such as 'I see' or 'I can
imagine' which enables Kataev to retain a central place, even
in narrative. He never effaces himself.
.. .yflmbhte/ibho hcho npsflctas/iHeTCH m h e anpe/ibCHoe
yTpo Ha Hanpn, npMCTaHb, a sa Hen b HecHO/ibKO
spycoB po30Bbie, /im/iobwb, ro/iydwe, na/ieBwe, Ma/iMHOBwe
flOMHHM, HaH WMB a H M033MHa, OTpaWBHHbie B MB/1HMX
BOflHaX nofl CXO.ahhmh TO /lb HO HTO npudbtBLUSrO MS
Heano/iB napoxoflHHa. BMwy b To/ine MaHCMMa TopbHoro,
xyfloro, cyTy/ioro - wb/itub yew bhms - b Hpyr/ioM
UJMpOHOnO/lOM B wswb 3IOU4B "flbmOKpa t hh6ch0m w/iRne, a
pRflOM c hum HsSo/ibtuoro poctom h en pen /io h h or o Hpenwwa
ZlBHMHa b HOBOM H0CTHDM8, CWMTOM b H!b h BB b, M B TBBpflOM
HOT B/1HB Ha ro/IOBB. (9,13)
The centrality of the author accounts for the wide
range of material covered in the work, for he gives free
expression to his eclectic tastes and interests, often
ascribing them to Lenin.
HO dUBa/lO, HTO BMy npMXOflM/lOCb mfltm no MOCTy
A/iBHcaHflpa 111. Bnwy, HaH oh h^bt no sTOMy HOBOMy,
CpaBHHTB/lbHO H Bfla b HO OTHpWTOMy MOCTy UJMHapHO
dypwyasHoro cth/ih - TpMyM$ .qypnoro BHyca -
mauvais gout. B ropofle HoTp-,fl,aMa m CeH-lilane/iR,
/lyBpa m HoHCbBpWBpM STOT MOCT bur/lflflb/1 du
HyflOBMmHO, ec/im dw llapMW He 6w/i noBceMBCTHO
3apaweH noflodHofi we sh/ibhthhom hoh 14a bbhb, stmm
"CTM/Ib can CTM/lb", h HOTOpOMy C TBHBHM8M B pBMeHM
npMBWH/ih. Oh cTa/i hbo6xo,hmmoh npMHafl/iewHOCTb»
dypwya3Horo riapnwa. (9,111)
The central figure in the book is, then, the author
himself and the theme which emerges is that of the author and
time. The year before beginning work on Malen'kaya zheleznaya
dver' v stene Kataev had said of younger writers: 'flpewfle
ecero mm HywHo BwpaaMTb cedH b MCHyccTBe, noTOMy hto mmbhho
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b 3tom noTpedHocTM - paccKa3aTb o bpeMeHM m o cede -
3aH/iH3MaBTCB cyu48CTBO Haujero nMcaTB/ibCHoro penec/ia . ' ^ If
Kataev speaks about himself in his tale of Lenin in Paris,
he also speaks about time, or rather, times - for he ranges
freely "through the store of his memory, setting down incidents
from various periods without regard to chronological order.
The strange title of the work relates to its basic
theme, being drawn from the most important scene in which
Kataev and his wife visit an aeronautical museum situated in
the middle of a wood in a Parisian suburb. The scene is at
once realistic (it is brilliantly narrated) and symbolic, and
the little iron door in the wall opens to reveal, on the one
hand, a museum of old aircraft and, on the other hand, the
author's past. In stepping through the little door he steps
back into his own youth. It seems likely that the title
refers to H.G. Wells's short story The Door in the Wall in
which a successful politician is haunted throughout his life
by the recollection of a childhood experience of great beauty
when he had stumbled upon a mysterious door in a wall and
entered a garden in which he had felt incomparably happy.
This mystical experience is essentially related to childhood,
and during his busy life Wells's hero never allows himself
time to recapture it by stepping through the door in the wall.
In Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene Kataev does allow
himself to experience once again certain memorable moments
from his past life, and he recalls them with such sensuous
1. V. Kataev, 'Pero zhar-ptitsy', Literaturnaya gazeta, 22 May
1959.
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clarity that they appear to be taking place now. Signifi¬
cantly, in the wood in which the little iron door in the
wall is situated Kataev half expects to meet Oberon with
his magic horn. (9,107) Oberon's magic power consists in
being able to transport himself instantly to any place and
any time, and it is a power which Kataev comes increasingly
to claim for himself, through his art, in the 1960s and
19 70s."*" Malen'kaya zheleznaya dyer1 v stene contains
several passages in which Kataev claims that time ceases to
exist for him. For example:
Hm c Hen he cpaBhhmos c/iaflHoe omymeHne noTepn
BperieHM, aepHee, ero CMemeHMH. .. Bee sane m
name oho npec/ieflyeT mgha Tenepb, Ha ck/iohs /ibt.
Bnwy Hanpn tshmm, kshmm oh 6un nrtbflecnt /ibt
Tony Hasafl, b oamh 3homhuh mo/ibCHHH flBHb 1910
ro,qa, h JleHMHa, chahhamh n,qymero bhm3 no KpyTOH
CHa/ihctoh flopore, mmmo Mcno/iMHCHMX aras h
KaHTycoB h syxte^MapHHa-rihhko^a, rfle oh
HynaTbCH. (9,77)
Once freed from the demands of sequential time (which
normally dictates the form of a story) Kataev is able to
range widely, from the Odessa of his childhood to Paris in
the 1930s, Capri in 1910, Paris in the late 1950s and early
1960s. The stimulus to a change of time and scene is provided
partly by the narrative about Lenin and partly by free associa¬
tion. At times it appears that this method leads to an
undisciplined structure, as in the following extract in which
Kataev records the train of his thought, laying bare the
associations between one subject and another:
1. The subtitle of Razbitaya zhizn' is Volshebnyi rog
Oberona.
2. In other examples time stops and moves backwards: ' H Bflpyr
h hcnbitbiba^ oinymehme hsh 6bi bhs3anho ocTaHOBHBixierocB m
noBepHyBLuero BcnuTb BpeneHM.' (8,17) See also 9,27 and
9,109. Similar passages may be found in most of Kataev?s
subsequent works.
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rioha To/ina CTOH/ia, oh 0Tflwxa/i, paar/iRflbiBafl
3BB3^006pa3HblH nepBHpBCTOH, rfle nspBCBK/lMCb
hb ^BS h h 8 TpM» a nRTb m/1m flame CBMb y/lhlj,
tah hto aamflbiH yr/ioBOM flon HanoMMHa/i y3HMm
Tpeyro^bHbiH HycoH TopTa. rioflodHbiM odpaaoM
Hape3aH BBCb riapMW, B KOTOpOM nOHTH HBMblC/IMMO
HaiiTH abb napa^^s/ibhye y/iMUbi. Bee ohm rfle-HMdyflb
fla nBpecBHaiQTCfi. Mojhho cHa3aTb, hto napnrn -
Har/iaflHoe oTpMpaHMB 3BH/iMfla H TpnyMiJ) reoMeTpMM
npot&eccopa Ha3aHCHoro yHMBepcMTeTa /lodaHBBCHoro
c sro octpbmlummm yr/iaMM. Hctstm, b haaahchom
yHMBBpCMTBTe yHM/lch m /Ibhmh. (9,34)
Such apparent randomness of association in fact masks
a very careful construction in which Kataev 'follows' Lenin
through Paris, visiting the places visited by the revolutionary
leader and experiencing with Lenin the Capri of 1910 or the
specific physical sensation of someone watching an early
aircraft taking off. The experience in every instance belongs
to Kataev himself."1" It is a method which recalls, in some
respects, Pushkin's construction of the first chapter of
Evgenii Onegin (although no direct influence is suggested).
When Onegin supposedly attends the theatre or a ball it is
actually Pushkin who recalls his own experiences and ascribes
similar feelings to his hero.
The loss of a sense of time, which enables Kataev to
bring together his childhood and his old age by association,
1. The following passage reveals much about Kataev's method:
' riOHBMy r TaH RCHO npBflCTaB J1HK3 Cede 3T0T nBH3aW, TMnMM HUM fl/lr
M/ib-fle-<t>paHc zieTa 1911 roflaj shomhum bbtspok, ujb/ihobum 6/iecH
K/ieBBporo no/in, dpoweHHue b TpaBy cMpeHBBbie odepTHM wBeHuapcKoro
woKo/iafla "Ctoiuap", cepedpRHue dyMamHM, flo pe3M b r/ia3ax
6/1BCTHIUMB Ha C 0 JIHLJ 8 , a3D0n/iaH, HOCO nOBMClilMH Hafl flaflbHeM
ho/IOHQ/lbHBM, BrO flOflynpOSpaMHWe >HBflTbl8 Hpbl/lbfl c no/IOCaTbIMM,
pBbpMCTbIMM TBHHMM, HanOMHHaKHflMMH pBHTTBHOBCHMM CHHMOH? . . .
BepoHTHO, noTony, mto b to bpbmr nontm adco/itoTHo bob
yB/iBHa/iMCb no/ieTaMM, m r can, HBTupHaflpaTMjibthhm Ma/ibHMH,
33T 3 M B flUXaHHB, /lBWa/I B nO/lblHM, /lOBH TOT COKpOBeHHUM MMT,
Horfla b r/ia3ax coBepwa.nocb Bo/iwedcTBO no/ieTa, npeBpaifleHne
tb^a, derymero no 3bm/ib, b tb/io, /ibtrlmbb no B03flyxy. To/ibHO
3to dbi/10 He nofl llapMWBM, a nofl OfleccoM, Ha cTpe/ibdMiflHOM none,
rflB b TO B pBM r tojhb nOHTM BWBflHBBHO n pO MCXOflM/1H nOJIBTbl.
(9,101)
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takes a symbolic form at two points in the work, namely in
the figures of Luigi, the Capri boatman, and the old man
who shows the Kataevs round the aircraft museum.
As a boy, Luigi had ferried Kataev and his father and
brother into the Blue Grotto, and in the same year he had
also taken Lenin in his boat (an example of Kataev's method
of ascribing to Lenin his own experiences). Fifty years
later, on another visit to the island, Kataev suddenly recog¬
nises a boatman as the same Luigi. The sight of him acts
as an associative cue, taking Kataev back instantly to 1910.
Similarly, the old man at the museum becomes, in the author's
imagination, the same man who had once worked as a mechanic
at the small aerodrome visited by Lenin fifty years earlier.
Both Luigi and the old man act on Kataev's imagination in
the same way as the frail aircraft, miraculously preserved
through half a century of turbulent upheaval. They all
serve to link past and present, to trigger off that instan¬
taneous flight to an earlier age which is Kataev's equivalent
of the magic of Oberon.
It is intriguing that this very personal subject
matter should be woven into a tale which is apparently about
Lenin. The latter could easily be seen merely as the excuse
to make more acceptable an experimental piece on personal
themes; but to do so would be to simplify what is probably
a complex motivation. In 1958 Kataev had formally joined
the Party (as he put it), and there is no reason to doubt the
sincerity of his conviction at this time. By bringing
together in this work a story about Lenin and a display of
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his own technical virtuosity and private reminiscences Kataev
anticipates the theme of Trava zabven'ya.
7.2. Mauvisme
Elements of Kataev's new style and approach to literature
were evident in Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene, but it
was only when he invented the term mauvisme for his new style
that critics began to take notice. The term was first used
in Svyatoi kolodets, and that work and the following two -
Trava zabven'ya and Kubik - were to be much discussed as
examples of the 'new' Kataev. Yet mauvisme did not suddenly
arise in Kataev's work. Many of the aspects of his new style
represented a return to features of his work of the 1920s.
More specifically, all of the major features of mauvisme
were outlined in a series of articles on the creative process
which Kataev published in the 1950s. His fiction of that
period may have been limited to one mediocre novel, but his
work as editor of Yunost' and his articles on literature showed
that the Thaw period had not left him unchanged. As a prelude
to an examination of what is meant by mauvisme, it is necessary
to look first at the series of articles on literature published,
for the most part, in the 1950s.
The articles under consideration make four main points
which together form the basis for Kataev's literary theory and
practice in the 1960s and 1970s. All of the most important
features of such works as Svyatoi kolodets, Trava zabven'ya and
Kubik are here outlined or hinted at. The four points are:
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the importance of innovation of form to suit new content;
the role of detail; the recognition of the musicality of
prose as a prominent feature; and finally, the centrality
to all literature of the personality of the author.
7.2.1 Articles about the Creative Process
Innovation
In an article written in 1957 Kataev defends the
paintings of the Suprematists in the early 1920s on the grounds
that the painters concerned were responding to a new and
revolutionary way of life by seeking new artistic forms:
'3HaHMT, KaHoe-To 3flopoBoe Hana/io du/io b hx pahhhx HoaaTopcHHx
CTpeM/ishhfix . OHM MCHa/lM HOBUX $OpM fl/IH BbipameHMH HOBOro
coflepwaHMH.'^ He goes on to make a plea for tolerance towards
new forms in art:
H XOHy HanOMHHTb, HTO MO/lOflOe M peBO/HOUHOHHOB
MCHyccTBo Bcer,qa CBFisaHo c HOBaTopcTaon.
riOOLUpHTb ero - CBBTafl 05fl3aHHDCTb TaHWB
m HaLuew nncaTe/ibCHOH opraHM3ai4Hn. Mdo de3
HenpepblBHOro OdHOB^lSHHH HHHTO He M0JH8T tHMTb,
a tbm do/iee HCHyccTao. (8,388)2
It is interesting to note that Kataev takes care to
stress that his wish to see innovation encouraged does not
represent a threat to Socialist Realism, for he considers
Socialist Realism sufficiently wide to absorb new forms:
Ho no OTHOWBHMK3 H nOHCHaM nOfl/lMHHO peBO/llOUHOHHblM,
HOBaTOpCHMM - T 3HMM , HOTOpblS B pyCJlB C 014 Ha !\ MC T MM SCKOr O
pBa/lH3Ma HU4y T HOBblX CTpyH M TeHBHMH, - Mbl flOilWHbl
dblTb BHHMaTe/IbHbl# TBpnB JIHBbl, flpyWBC T B e H Hbl . (8 ,388)
In a later article, 'Leninskii dukh novatorstva' (1961),
Kataev turns again to the problem of new forms in art, and once
1. V. Kataev, 'Slovo o novatorstve', Moskovskii literator, 30 May
1957. The article was later incorporated into '0 riovatorstve'
(8,384-8).
2. The tone of the article and the various references to young
writers suggest that the author's intention was to defend young
writers from the charge of formalism and innovation for its own
sake. In this respect the article is similar to Kataev's speech
at the Third Congress of Soviet Writers in 1959.
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again presses strongly for their acceptance, claiming that
in art, as in science and politics, innovation is an essential
prerequisite of all progress. Indeed, in the field of
politics and social structure the development of Soviet
society under the leadership of the Communist Party has been
truly innovatory.1 Thus Kataev attempts to place his campaign
for new forms in art firmly in the Communist tradition. He
suggests that the Party will continue to encourage change
and growth in all areas of human life, principally in the
area of work, and that, as with other fields, the spirit of
innovation will blow through the arts:
Haw se/ioBeH npunacTHbiM h MCHyccTBy, r, KOHesHo,
b nepeyra onepeflb nsHTaw o HacTyn/ieHMM apu
do/ibiiioro HoaaTopcKoro wcKyccTBa, moo TO/ibHO
OHO OflHO MOWST BO BC8M nO/lHOTB OTpaSHTb Hailiy
3'noxy HOBaTOpCHOM TBXHMHM M HOBaTOpCHOM
no/ihtmhm. (8 ,386)
Detail
Attention to physical detail had long been one of the
distinctive features of Kataev's prose style, and in a 1955
article, 'Znat' i verit'', he explained to readers that an
author had constantly to train himself to pick out his first
sense impressions, for the memorable detail could often be
identified with the first impression: '^eTa/ib - caMoe
nepBOHawaJibHoe BneHaT/ieHHS. 3to - nepBoe wmbob Had/iwfleHMe.
BoT Bbl BXOflHTB B HOMHaTy. CaMOB nBDBOB, CBBWBe M HBnOCpeflCT-
BeHHoe BneHaT/ieHMe ot btom HOMHaTu m sy^eT flbta/ibto, xapaKTepM-
2
3ytomBM 88. ' 1 An important further point is that familiarity
1. V. Kataev, 'Leninskii dukh novatorstva', Pravda, 10 November
1961. Incorporated into '0 novatorstve'.
2. V. Kataev, 'Znat' i verit'', Literaturnaya gazeta, 29
December 1955. Incorporated into 'Mysli o tvorchestve'
(8,408-23).
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with objects should not be allowed to obscure their physical
nature. The author must learn to look at things as if he
were seeing them for the first time. Finally, the author
must learn to distinguish the essential details capable of
suggesting an entire scene ('ot odnoi podrobnosti - k
obobshcheniyu').
In an interview which he gave to Literaturnaya gazeta
in 1959 Kataev linked one aspect of his interest in detail with
his desire for new methods in literature. In a rapidly
changing world writers had a duty to learn the technical names
for the many objects which they would have to describe. (Kataev
had long tried to put this precept into practice. An interest
in the precise names of objects characterises much of his work.)
Thus, a new world demanded new artistic methods, and a vastly
increased technical vocabulary."''
Musicality
In ' Slovo nado lyubit'an article written in 1940,"^
Kataev emphasised the complex nature of the writer's basic
material - the word - compared with the basic material used
by other artists (painters, composers, sculptors, architects):
C/iobo coflepwMT b cede He TOJibKO ajierieHTbi ub9Ta,
puma, sByKa, npocTpaHCTBa h bpsmshm, c/iobo hb
t o jib ho hb jihbtch oOpason (hQo dbiBaeT cjiobo - odpa3)
ho cjiobo npswfle Bcero ecTb Mbicjib m sto - TJiaBHoe.
(8,335)
3
By 1953 ('Novogodnii tost') his views on this subject had
1. D. Starikov, 'U Valentina Kataeva', Literaturnaya gazeta, 18
July 1959. One passage from this interview is particularly close
to some of Kataev's pronouncements about his 'new' style of the
1960s: ' Mbi cjihwhom padcKH cjieflyeM HjiaccMsecHHn odpasuari, cjihuihom
HaCTO nOBTOpflBM ywe flOCTMrHyTOe HaMH.'
2. V. Kataev, 'Slovo nado lyubit'', Literaturnaya gazeta, 15
September 1940. Republished in 8,335-6.
3. V. Kataev, 'Novogodnii tost', Literaturnaya gazeta, 1 January
1953. Republished in 8,345-7.
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undergone a slight, but significant change, for he picked out
one of the qualities of the word - its sound - as the most
important: ' H eme o,aho: He c/ieqyeT 3a6biBaTb o 6oraTBHUJHX
MySblKaJlbHblX B03M0WH0CTHX pyCCHOTO H3blKa. C/70B0 - 3T0 MblC^b.
Ho cjiobo TaHwe m 3byh. Mbi nwuiBM He fljin r/iyxoHenux. Hawflaa
CHHTaHCHHBCHafl $opMa 8ctb BfiecT8 c Ten h nyauHa/ibHaa c|)pa3a.'
( 8 ,3i+6 ) Later in the same article Kataev goes on to stress
the pre-eminence of sound, even in comparison with the author's
visual powers :
MonaccaH csMTa/i, hto fl/in nHcaTe/is b nepBym onepeflb
HeoSxoflHno 3peHne. Fl csMTaio, hto ,q/iFi nMcaTenFi b
nepeyto osepeflb HeobxoflHM c/iyx. floflHepHMBaio - b
nepayio onepeflb. 3to He 3hasht, hto spehhh he Ha^o.
3peHHe - tB/10 • Ho c/iyx - flyiua. OTcyTCTBue
MyayHa/ibHoro syTbH npeBpamaeT flawe caMoe "floSpoTHoe"
/lHTepaTypHoe nponaBefleHHe b do/iee h/im neHee
Ta/iaHT/iHBbiH npoTOHO/i. (8,347)
In view of the significance of vision in Kataev's works
this comment may appear surprising, but ever since Opyt
Krantsa Kataev had been aware of the role of sound in prose
(it is part of that 'symphonism' which he adopted from Bunin)
and his conviction that sound was one of the central aspects
of prose was to determine the form of Kubik.
Personality of the Author
Of the four points under discussion here the one given
most prominence in Kataev's articles of the 1950s is the
importance of the author's personality. It is, of course,
self-evident that the personality of the author determines the
nature of a literary work, but so frequently and insistently
does Kataev return to the point that it clearly emerges as a
plea for greater freedom of expression in literature. An
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article of 19 54"1 opens with a straightforward affirmation of
the centrality of the author's personality in the creative
process:
Hm oflHoro Bonpoca ncKyccTBa - h, hohchho, b tom
HMC/ie /lMTepaTypw - He/ib3B He TO/ibHO npaBM/ibHO
paspeaiHTb, ho .qame h nocTaBHTb, ec/ih he 0T,qaBaTb
cede no/iHbiH oTHeT b tom, waHOBO me flo/imHO dbiTb
tbophechoe caMOHyBCTBMe xyflowHHHa, to ecTb Ta
ocHOBa ochob, HOTopan odycjiobr\hbabt peHHocTb /itodoro
BHfla coaHaTe/ibhoh se/ioeeHecHOH flenTe/ibhoctm, b
OCOdBHHOCTH XyflOWBCTBSHHOH, (8,368)
More specific are two paragraphs from 'Novogodnii tost' in
which Kataev claims for the author the right to interpret
reality in the light of his own personality rather than in a
general way which would be the same for everyone:
Ho co3HaHH6 xyflomHMHa He ^o/imHo dbiTb sepHa/ibHUM:
h to 0Tpa3H/10Cb, to h 0Tpa3H/10Cb. C03HaHHS
xyflowHHHa .qo/imho He to/ibHO oTpamaTb ho h tbophbchm
npeodpamaTb rtup. flMcaTe^bj/lnujeHHbiH BoobpameHun h
tpaHTa3HH, nepecTaeT dbiTb nofl/iHHHbiM xyflomHHHOM.
(8,3i+6)2
And again, with regard to the depiction of physical objects:
H3odpameHne npeflMeTa flo/imHo dbiTb OHpawsHo
HHflHBM.qya/ibHOCTbK) xyflomHMHa, HaH dbi ocBeiqeHO ^
H3HyTpn BflHHOH, BCBfipOHHHa tOLqe H MblC/1bK3. (8 ,345)
7.2.2 Mauvisme in the 1960s
In Svyatoi kolodets Kataev first gave the name mauvisme
(or movizm) to his new style. The origin of the term is
given in a passage from Svyatoi kolodets in which Kataev
explains his new idea to his hostess at a cocktail party in
1. V. Kataev, '0 patriotizme sovetskoi literatury', Pravda,
15 December 1954. Republished under the title 'Tvorcheskoe
samochuvstvie' in 8,368-70.
2. Compare this with the comment about Maurois in Svyatoi
kolodets. (9 ,204) Both passages are pleas for the reintroduction
of individuality and fantasy into Soviet prose.
3. It should be pointed out that alongside the articles on the
creative process published in the 1950s Kataev also published
a number of articles demonstrating his support for the
Communist Party. See, for example, V. Kataev, 'Rech' na vtorom




OHa o6pa#OBa/iacb, hbh ahth, h flawe aax.nona.na
B /laflOUJH, y3HaB, HTO H HB/IFHOCb 0CH0BaT8/18M
HOB 8MUJ8M /IH T e pa Ty p HO M UIHO/lbl MOBHCTOB , OT
4ipaHL4y3CHoro c^oaa mauvais - n/ioxon, - cyTb
HOTOpOH aaH/ll€HaBTCH B TOM, HTO T3H K3H B
HaCTOfllUBB BpBMH BOB nHUiyT OHBHb XOpOlUO, TO
HywHo nncaTb n/ioxo, KaH mowho xyms, m Torfla Ha
Bac oGpaTHT BHHMaHMBJ HOHBHHO, HayHHTbCR nucaTb
n/ioxo hb TaH-To zierHO, noTOMy hto npHxoflHTCfi
BbiflepwHBaTb aflCKyio HOHKypeHqMio, ho nrpa ctoht
CBBH, M ec-nn Bbl flBHCTBHTBribHO HayHHTBCb nHCaTb
napuiMBO, xyws bcsx, to m m po b a r nony/ifl pHocTb aaM
odBcneseHa. (9,223)
This passage has, of course, an ironical intonation which
belies its literal meaning. It also contains a deliberate
contradiction which arrests the reader's attention and focuses
it on the meaning of the phrase 'to write badly'. How can it
be that 'everyone now writes very well', and that 'the competi¬
tion [ among bad writers^] is terribly stiff'? Kataev' s phrase
could be dismissed as merely provocative and not worthy of
close examination, for he himself later admitted that mauvisme
was not entirely serious; to some extent it was 'a polemical
joke'."'" Yet the notion of writing 'badly' is an important
one which requires closer examination. When asked about his
use of the words 'badly' and 'well' in this and similar passages
Kataev explained that he aimed to write 'badly' in the sense
in which Matisse painted 'badly'. In an age when everyone
painted 'well', according to established canons, Matisse broke
those canons and thereby expressed what he truly wanted to
2
express. Just as Matisse's revolutionary style was a reaction
to a tradition of painting which had become fossilised in
1. V. Kataev, 'Ne povtoryat' sebya i drugogo', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 1 January 1972.
2. From a conversation between Kataev and the present author,
18 May 1971. In the article quoted in the previous note
Kataev elaborated on this idea by saying: '3flscb BupawaeTCR
W8/iaHne hobom $opMbi. Mowho b ujyTKy caaaaTb, hto (lyiuHhh no
0 T H OUiB H HKD H ^epwaBMHy TOWB dbl/l B K3HO H "TO CTSnBHM " M 0 B M C T OM " . '
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convention, so is Kataev's intention to write 'badly' a reaction
to the conventionality of Soviet prose, which he sees as
inhibiting freedom of expression because certain rules must
be followed without question.
In an interview which he gave to the journal Voprosy
literatury Kataev sheds further light on this aspect of his
thinking by comparing the conventions to a child's building
bricks which can be combined only in a limited number of ways.
Of the writers who are bound by the set patterns of conventional
Soviet prose he says: 'khpnuhhhm cfle/iaHbi ,qa hhx, aa hmx, a hm
QCTaBTCR TO /lb HO CMeHHTb BapHaHTbl. 3aHHTHe HeXJIOnOTHOe .' ^
More than thirty years earlier, at the First Congress
of Soviet Writers in 1934, Isaak Babel' had also commented on
'bad' writing:
Bcflefl sa ropbhmm mhg xohbtch CHaaaTb, hto Ha
hawem a Ha m e h m flo/imhbi fibiTb HanHcaHbi c/iOBa Codo/ieBa,
hto Bee naM flaho napTnew m npaBhtb^bctbom h othhto
to/ibKO oflHO npaeo - n/ioxo nwcaTb.
ToBapninn, h8 Sy^eM CHpbiBaTb. 3to dbi/io oseHb BamHoe
npaBo, ki othhmaiat y Hac hena/io^ 3to dbi/ia npHBH/ierwH,
HOTOpOH Mbl LiJHpOHO fl0/lb30Ba/1HCb .
Behind Babel's jocular tone there is a serious idea. If a
writer agrees to any stricture on his artistic freedom from an
external source, even if it is apparently an aesthetic stricture,
then the way is open for control of the writer by the outside
forces which lay down the standards. In retrospect it can be
seen that Babel's apprehensions were well founded, for the history
of Soviet literature since 1934 is evidence enough that strictly
non-aesthetic criteria can become confused with aesthetic
1. V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenie prozy', Voprosy literatury, 1971,
No. 2, p. 128.
2. I. Babel', 'Rech' na pervom vsesoyuznom s'ezde sovetskikh
pisatelei' in Izbrannoe (M., 1966), p. 411.
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criteria, and that conventional writing can be looked on as
the only good way of writing. In 1934 Soviet writers were
called upon to give up the right to write badly, which was
to lead ultimately to the stifling of individuality by the
conventions of Socialist Realism. Kataev's intention to
write 'badly' is a refusal to accept the view that 'conventional'
necessarily equals 'good'. It is in this sense that his joke
of mauvisme is 'polemical' - a polemic against Socialist
Realist conventions.
The attempt to break free from convention in literature
is by no means peculiar to Soviet literature. Indeed, Kataev
frequently cites famous Russian authors such as Tolstoi or
Bunin, who expressed similar ideas long before the birth of
Socialist Realism. In Kubik, for example, Kataev quotes Bunin
as saying: 'Ho a HHHorfla He nwiuy Toro, hto mhb xohbtch. He
cneic. MHe xoneTca nncaTb Sea bchkom ijjopMbi, He cor/iacyacb hh
c HaHnnn /lHTepaTypHbiMM npneriaMH. ' (9,453)
Nevertheless, the Soviet writer's difficulties with
regard to the stifling nature of literary devices are compounded
by the existence of an officially approved set of conventions.
Perhaps the extent of Kataev's praise for the poet Voznesenskii,
which at first sight may appear exaggerated, can be more
easily understood if it is remembered that Voznesenskii,too, is
a stylistic innovator, concerned to break down the barrier of
convention between his thought and his readers. Of him Kataev
has said:
HacTosmaH noaswH HasMHaeTcs Tor^a, norfla host
nepecTaeT omymaTb cflapmHBataiqHe ero yc/ioBHocTH
(jjopribl, MBTpMKM, TpaflMUMM BHyCOB, TO 8CTb HQrfla,
cdpocHB c ceds Bee HaBRaaHHoe eny H3BHB, sywoe,
sauiTarmosaHHoe, oh b^pyr b oahh enact/imbhh mnr
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AB/iaeTcn csmmm codon: sot oh - coBepiueHHO hobuh,
HBriOBTOpMMblH, fl8p3HMM, M BOT HBpBfl H MM Bro
cb□ doflHo BudpaHHan tbma, sro csodoflHan Mbic/ib -
M MBWfly HHMM H8T HHH3HHX npsrpafl, MX HMHTO H8
paaflB/IBBT, HQ T0PM03MT MX BBaMMOB/lMHHMH M HB
npsnHTCTByBT no/iHOMy, caModbiTHOMy Bon/iomeHMto
MflBM B C/IOBB.-'-
Kataev's mauviste prose is the counterpart of Voznesenskii's
verse in its 'unfettered quality'. In order to achieve what
he has called 'inner creative emancipation' ('vnutrennee
2
tvorcheskoe raskreposhchenie') Kataev attempts to break free
from formal conventions, without, however, losing sight of the
danger inherent in his attempt. His references to mauvisme
are frequently accompanied by a doubting, ironical attitude
typified by the statement: ' rio-BM^MMOMy, /lMTepaTypHbin npneM,
3aH/iiBHaioi4MMCFi b no/iHOM oTpMqaHMM /lHTepaTypHoro npneMa, bto m
ecTb mobM3M.' (9,45U) Nevertheless, one of his aims is to
force his reader to consider whether the literary devices
which have become conventional in Soviet literature are the
only possibilities.
Of the conventional devices rejected by Kataev the most
important is probably plot, or sustained illusion. In neither
Svyatoi kolodets nor Kubik is there a sustained plot in the
conventional sense. In the former work the associative leaps
from one topic and scene to another are justified by a dream
logic which, although it still represented an unusual experience
for the Russian reader used to the method of Socialist Realism,
was not completely unheard of. In Kubik, Kataev goes further
by demolishing even this link with a conventional realistic
1. V. Kataev, 'Nemnogo ob avtore' in A. Voznesenskii, Ten' zvuka
(M., 1970), p. 5.
2. V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenie prozy', p. 128.
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plot, leaping from one story line to another in a capricious
fashion.
Much more important than plot is the personality of
the author himself, which is not hidden or subordinated to
the demands of the story. By rejecting the convention of
sustained plot Kataev focuses attention on what might be called
the virtuoso aspect of his literary work. The reader is not
allowed to view the book as a completed piece of work, but is
constantly reminded of the role of the author in its creation.
If the latter so wishes he can bring a particular story to an
end and begin another. The associations sparked off in his
memory provide the impetus to move the work forward. If he
elects to linger over the description of a banknote or a
flower, conveying the minutest detail of the object so that
the reader can almost feel it, then he will do so. Kataev
answers the reader's queries about the genre of Kubik and at
the same time underlines the very important virtuoso aspect
by calling his work: 'He noBecTb, He poMaH, He osepH, He
nyTeebie aaMBTHH, a npocTo co.no Ha 0aroTe c opKecTpon. ' (9,53s)1
He even forces the reader to consider what is involved in writing
by challenging him to emulate his, Kataev's, own descriptive
powers:
PasyMeeTcs, h nor dbi, hoh roBopRT, "co cbohctbghhoh
eriy Hafi/iKiflaTe/ibHocTbra m mhthhm WHopon" onncaTb stm
To/icTbie we/moBbie ra/icTyHH ot JlaHBeHa, H3 HOTopbix
caMbiH fleiueBbiH ctom/i $ pa h ho b cto flbaflpatb, - ho .q/ia
nero? Hony sto Ha^o? A ec.nn Ban TaK aToro xohbtch,
to "bot sari noe cthjio h - TaK cwasaTb - mowstb
oni-tcbiBaTb caMnn. (9,523 —
1. In addition to the virtuoso aspect, in this extract Kataev
emphasises the importance of the musical construction of Kubik.
2. In view of the aggressive attitude to critics expressed in this
extract it is appropriate that the last sentence should be a
quotation from Mayakovskii ('Razgovor s fininspektorom o poezii')
whose sharp words were occasionally directed against critics.
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Or again, the final words of Kubik echo the challenge to
the reader:
R dbi, KOHeMHO, cyMe/i onucaTb MaHCHyio napuwcHyra
HOSb C Ha JIGHbHDH T B M 0 T p OnO B O M JiyHOM nocpeflH
Heda, oTfla^eHHyra dappMHaflHyra nepecTpe/my m y3Hwe
y/imtbi MoHnapTpcHoro xo/ina, Han dbi HewHbie fleTCKHB
pyHM, nofl^epwHBaKiLUHe eti^e He BnojiHe Hano/iHMBinHHCH
de/ibiH MOHro/ibiJep oflHoro us de/iux Hyno/ioB qepHBM
CaHpe-Kep, bot-bot roTOBUH y/ieTeTb h /iyHe... ho
3aHen? (9,536)
Some critics have been offended by this aspect of
Svyatoi kolodets, Trava zabven'ya and, especially, Kubik,1 and
indeed, it is intended to provoke the reader. But it is not
simply provocation for its own sake. Kataev is capricious
and provocative so that the reader may recognise the tone of
his voice and come to understand that if the work has any
significance then it is because of the author's unique view.
Because of the importance which he now imputes to the
unique feeling and vision of the artist, Kataev believes that
it is valuable to attempt to record his thoughts at an almost
pre-conscious level. On this subject he quotes both Tolstoi
2
and Mandel'shtam. He now believes that a work of art ought
to be as close as possible in form to the inspiration which
3
lies behind it. When literary devices become totally
conventional they falsify artistic truth, for they force the
author away from his original feeling. Perhaps the best
statement of the almost pre-conscious nature of mauvisme is
the image of lightning in Kubik:
Mo/ihmh eme hbt, flodaB/iHio h , ecTb TO/ibHO Ta
BHeaanHO npoBeflBHHafl new^y neOon h seM/ien
doposfla - deano/iBHafl h hbbHflHMar , howst dbiTb
1. See, for example, V. Smirnova, 'No zachem?', Literaturnaya
Rossiya, 11 July 1969; E. Bal'burov, 'Svoeobrazie syuzheta novoi
kataevskoi prozy (Trava zabven'ya)', Russkaya literatura, 1973,
No. 2, p. 189.
2. See V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenieprozy', p. 128.
3. Compare with Blok's poem 'Khudozhnik'.
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/iMiub c/ierKa wypujaiUMM 3HT3ar, - nan dw nepebiH
HapaH,qaujHbiH HafipocoK mo/ihhm, ee ncuxafl, c/iea,
no HOTopoMy Mspe3 mrhobbhhs, c/ienH m bcb/ihfi b
flyuiy BOCTopr rpoau, n pom hmtcb nofljinHHan mo/ihhh,
npeodpaman OHpymarainHH nsH3aw, fle/ias mmp
HBpHO-dB/lblM HBraTMBOM. MoWST (JblTb, 3T0 H SCTb
OflMH H3 TJiaBHblX SaHOHOB MOB H3M9 " HaHBpTMTb
6 BCliiyM HbIM npoeKT mo/1hhm. (9,435)
The quality of the finished work of literature will vary
according to the talent of the author, but provided he has been
as faithful as possible to the original inspiration,what he has
to say will be worthwhile, for it will be part of his unique
vision of the world. In Trava zabven'ya a similar point is
made by quoting from Stanislavskii, who is addressing an actor:
MoweTe nrpaTb xopoaio. MoweTe nrpaTb n/ioxo. HrpanTe, HaH
BaM yroflHo. mehh bto He MHTepecyeT, Mhb BawHo, HTodbi Bbi
nrpa/iH eepHo.' (9,266)
Another major convention rejected by Kataev in his
mauviste works is chronology. Already in Malen'kaya zheleznaya
dver' v stene he had demonstrated his interest in the power of
memory to provide an alternative (by associative leaps) to
chronology as the organising factor in a work of literature.
In Kubik Kataev states: ' . . . xpoHO/iorwn, no-M08My, TO/ibKO BpeflHT
HacTOHmsMy HCHyccTBy h BpeMfl - r/iaBHbm epar xyflowHHHa.1 (9,481)
He feels that there is nothing inevitable about the use of time
as an organising principle in literature; it is no more than
'a working hypothesis, an abstraction' ('prosto rabochaya
gipoteza, abstraktsiya'). (9,468) In the three works being
considered here Kataev has replaced chronology by another
working hypothesis - free association in the memory of the
author. It is significant that Kataev has called mauvisme
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'a working hypothesis' - the very term he used to describe
chronology.^" In describing his method of working on Razbitaya
zhizn' he remarks: 'B npoM3B8flBHHM hb co6/iio,aaeTCfl HaKOM-/iH0o
ctporhft npMHi4nn# HanpMnep xpoHOflorHHBCHHH. . .R BcnoMHHato - m
2
BOCnOMMHaHHB CTpOMT noB8CTBOBaHMB.'
Memory works not chronologically but by association. It
has the power to move back and forward in time, sifting
experiences and bringing them together. The trigger which
sets off a chain of associations is frequently a sensory
experience as, for instance, at the beginning of Trava zabven'ya
when the author is examining a red flower, the name of which
is unknown to him: '...m Tor,qa ft /ierKO m 6b3 y c m ji m m bci-iomhhji
tohho Tawoe we 3Homhob Mta/ibCKoe yTpo, daiuHia KoaazieBCKoro h
OTKpbiTyio BepaHfly...' (9,251) When memory serves to construct
the narrative then the sequence of experiences is irrelevant;
it is the experience itself which matters. The irrelevance
of temporal relationships accounts for an aspect of Svyatoi
kolodets which would otherwise be puzzling - namely, the
narrator's feeling that he can see into the future. While
on the way to America he feels a presentiment of harm; more¬
over, he recognises cities which he has never visited before.
But more forceful than these examples is the case of the death
of President Kennedy, which Kataev claims to have seen on
television in Houston a year and a half before it happened.
riOTQM, rnna HBp83 nO/lTOpa. B flpyrOB BpeMfl M B
flpyroM M8CT8, n yBMflBJi 3th wb caMbie Kaflpbi,
nOBBHBHIHBCH BnO/lHB 33HOHHO, HO flOporB M3 npoiil^oro
B fiyflymee.
Ho Tenepb, b XbiocTOHB, ohm dbi/iH BbixofluaMM
H3 dyflymsro. (9,228)
1. During a conversation with the present author on 18 May 1971
Kataev referred to mauvisme as 'a working hypothesis'.
2. V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenie prozy', p. 131.
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From the point in time when the work was written, both Kataev's
stay in Houston and his experience (via television) of the
death of President Kennedy were in the past - the domain of
memory - and although they actually took place at different
times memory destroys the temporal link and replaces it by
an associative one.
The way in which chronology is destroyed by memory is
strongly felt at one point in Trava zabven'ya where Kataev
is re-experiencing in memory a meeting with Mayakovskii:
no othoujshmk) h npotii/ioMy Gy^ymee HaxojquTCH b
HacTOHiuen. no othoidbhmio h dyaymeMy HacTonmee
HaxoflHTCfl b npow/ioM. TaK r^e we Haxowycb n caM?
Heywe/iM fl/in mshh Tenepb hst nocTOBHHoro necTa
B MHpe?
H/im "Tenepb" - sto to we canoe, hto "Torjqa"?
- Hy TaK mto we, CHa3a/i Tenepb Mbrhobckhh,
ycawMBaacb Ha flKBaH, - Bbi xo3hmh. fl rocTb.
3aHHriaMTB. (9 ,393)
Similarly, in Svyatoi kolodets Kataev describes how,
looking out of his window one day, he saw a girl standing by
a bush. Later that evening he looks again and she is still
there, and next morning he sees her yet again. Only then
does he realise that it was not a girl he had seen but simply
the bush.
A flBByUJHM COBCBM HB Gbl/10, M/1M 3T0 6bl/ia /lH3,qMM/ia
b ujanosKe-HeBHflMMKB b cafly HepHOMopa. A BepHee
flBByujHa dbiiia aorfla-To ropaaflo paHbiue, mowbt dbiTb
no/icTo/ieTMH Ha3a,q, m Torfla OHa flencTBHTe/ibHo
cTOfl^a Ha punoHHax, Haw da^epMHa, Ha flopowHe,
nocbinaHHOH nopcHMM necKOM c paKyaiKariH, m OHa
noflCMaTpMBa/ia 3a mhoh, a mowgt duTb aa Hen-HMdyflb
flpyrnM. (9,205)
Just as the flower in Trava zabven'ya caused Kataev to recall
his first meeting with Bunin, so does the sight of the bush
cause him to recall the girl who had once stood by it. Because
the girl and the bush are linked by association, the one is not
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more distant than the other. Both are experienced afresh
by the author in the present.
One of Kataev's major preoccupations in his mauviste
works is the nature of art itself. As in the case of Bunin's
work, memory and art are inextricably bound together."*" Memory
plays a part in the inspiration for a work of art and art gives
permanent form to memories which would otherwise not outlive
the individual. If an experience is to survive permanently
it must be recorded in art. The following thoughts from
Trava zabven'ya are provoked by looking at some poems which
Kataev himself had written some forty years before:
Tenepb - bo/ibiue copoHa /ibt tomy snepefl - fi
nepednpa/i (m/im nepebMpau?) o6BBTUja.nbie jimcthm
c /lomho OCbinaramMMHCH HpaflMH, HaH 6bl COHOHBHHblMH
CBpHOH hmc/iotom B p BM8 h m . . . M b h h toto, npSWHBrO,
icHoro, ywe hbt. fl He coxpaHH/icn. KapaHflaw
Hcnnca^ca. A ruioxne ctmxh, HaqapanaHHue Ha
byMare, jisrHow, HaH nene/i, - bot ohmI - ocTa/incb.
Pa3Be 3t0 hb syflo? (9,340; 341-2)
Literature has the capacity to overcome the passage of
time, firstly because the author records his experiences, and
secondly because of the participation of the reader in these
experiences. The artist records the uniqueness of an experience,
but the act of recording is not enough. In order that the
unique vision of the artist may be preserved it must be re-
experienced in every generation by being transformed from the
medium of marks on paper,or musical notes,or paint on canvas
to the consciousness of other human beings who can remember it.
Kataev's idea is expressed in a musical image in the following
1. See, for example, Bunin's story Nadpisi, Sobranie sochinenii,
vol. 5, pp. 171-6.
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passage from Kubik:
MoiUHhiH y^ap no k^abmluan, ahhopfl, bb^hbtcfi b
qflho H TO we b peM B M CMBpTbtO SByHa, M pOWflBHMen
sro HOBofij ywe he matepna^bhow, ho flyxoBhoh
wm3hh, - HaBSpHOB flaWB BBHHOH, TaH h3k oms yWB
TaMHCTBBHHblM OdpaSOM HaBCeTfla OCT aBTCH a COSHaHMH
hb/ioBenecTBa h, tahmm odpaaoM, HaHHeT otchbt
CBoero SeccMepTHH. (9,456)
This notion is similar to one expressed by several Soviet
authors, such as Olesha (through his character Ivan Babichev
in Zavist') and Bulgakov (through the figure of Levii Matvei
in Master i Margarita), namely that the artist has the power
to create a myth which will be carried from generation to
generation. The opening passage of Kubik illustrates the
nature and power of myth. The young boy, Ryurik Pchelkin,
discovers the letters OV (standing for odesskii vodoprovod)
chalked in various places and weaves around them a tale
about a mysterious gang who leave these letters as a secret
sign. Long after he has left the town, the boys and girls
of Odessa continue to believe in the magic of the myth created
by Pchelkin, and the letters OV exert a fascination for
succeeding generations of Odessa children. The truth
about the letters is prosaic but what is remembered is
Pchelkin's myth.
Several times in the course of Svyatoi kolodets, Trava
zabven'ya and Kubik Kataev makes tentative suggestions for
definitions of mauvisme. One of these (from Svyatoi kolodets)
is 'an attempt at constructing a third system of signals'
('opyt postroeniya tret'ei signal'noi sistemy'). (9,243) The
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idea of a third system of signals for human communication
first occurs near the beginning of Svyatoi kolodets in a
passage in which Kataev begins his plea for the reintroduction
of abstract, modernistic elements into Soviet art, including
literature. Significantly, he uses a comment by Courbet,
the supreme example of a realistic painter, as a starting
point:
KypGe roBopw/i: "To, Hero nu He bmamm, HecymecTByramee
M adCTpaKTHOB, HB OTHOCHTCfl H Od/iaCTM WMB On MC M" •
3to BepHO, HO H HaHOH-TO odjiacTH OHO Bee we
OTHOCMTCH? F1 flyMatO H Od/iaCTH HOBOM - TpBTbBM -
cnrHajibHOH CHCTenbi. (9.m9)
These thoughts about a third system of signals follow a
passage about traffic signs which, despite their abstract
shape, carry a practical message for man, serving to warn him
of dangers ahead. The implied comparison between the function
of modern art and that of traffic signs accounts, in part,for
the prescience theme which runs through Svyatoi kolodets and
which will be discussed later in this chapter.
It is significant that Kataev should choose to compare,
by implication, his new work with traffic signs, because
traffic signs combine an abstract form with a utilitarian
function and Kataev is anxious to emphasise that for all their
use of fantasy and their apparent strangeness, his mauviste
works do not represent a complete departure from realism.
In one of the key passages from Svyatoi kolodets he says:
Mopya yTBepwflaeT, hto He/ib3H wMTb cpa3y b
flByX MMpaX - flBMCTBMTB/lb HOM H B O O 6 paWa BMOM .
Hto xoseT m Toro m .qpyroro - TepnMT $MacKO.
fl ybBpsh, hto Mopya owHdaeTCH : <{iMacKO TepnMT
TOT, HTO WMBBT B KaHOM"HM6yflb OflHOM MS 3TMX flByX
MMpoBj oh cb5h odKpaflbiaaeT, Tan hsh /iMwaeTcs pobho
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nOJIOBHHbl HpaCOTbl M MyflpoCTM WM3HM.
Fl Bcerfla npewfle wm/i b flByx m3mspehmax . OflHO
6b3 .qpyroro fl/in mbhh hbmucjihmo. Hx pasfle/isHns
cpaay npsBpaTM/io 6bi HCHyccTBo jihSo b adcTpaKumo,
/lhdo B n/10CHHH npOTOKO/1. To/1bKO C/IHflHH6 3TMX
flByX CTMXHM MOWBT C03flSTb MCKyCCTBO nOHCTMHB
npBHpaCHQB. B 3T0M, MOWBT dUTb, H 3aK/llOHaSTCR
CyiMHOCTb M0BH3M3. (9,204)
Mauvisme represents a combination of the real world
and the fantasy world of pure imagination. It allows for
the re-introduction into Kataev's work of that element of
fantasy which had been one of its prominent features in the
1920s but which had largely been extinguished by the exigencies
of Socialist Realism. Kataev has apparently claimed that
mauvisme does not represent a departure from Socialist
Realism,"1" but there can be no doubt that his call for the
re-introduction of elements of fantasy is close to that made
by Terts in his essay ' Chto takoe sotsialisticheskii realizm?'.
Terts declares that the best way forward for Soviet literature
lies in the combination of realistic and fantastic art, in
the creation of a new phantasmagoric art, of which his own
story Pkhents might serve as an example. Svyatoi kolodets,
too, follows this path, and if, as Kataev claims, it is
compatible with Socialist Realism,it is a Socialist Realism
1. In the introduction by R. Daglish to the English translation
of Trava zabven'ya Kataev is quoted as having said: 'In a sense
mauvisme could even be described as a higher stage of
Socialist Realism. For ten years during the period of Stalin
worship, Soviet aesthetics remained at a complete standstill,
and even today critics ana writers are hampered by patterns of
thought that are essentially idealistic. They are guided by
the intellect rather than the senses. They may acknowledge
materialism, the primacy of matter, in theory, but in practice
they no longer trust the evidence of their senses. Hauvisme
offers release from the straightjacket of old-fashioned concepts
and a return to immediacy of feeling without which art can not
live.' V. Katayev, The Grass of Oblivion (London, 1969), p. iii.
2. A. Terts, Fantasticheskii mir Abrama Tertsa (New York, 1967),
p. 446.
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very different from that which had partly stifled Kataev's
creativity for decades."'"
In his mauviste works Kataev returns to a manner of
writing not dissimilar to that used in such stories of the
1920s as Ser Genri i chert and Zheleznoe kol'tso, albeit
without the lighthearted optimism he had shown in these works.
Kataev himself clearly feels the links between his mauviste
works and some of his early stories, and he has been at pains
to stress them: 'Ho ceroflHHUJHHM, "coBceri hobum" HaTaeB bo3hhh,
oflHaKO, He Bflpyr. AyMaro, hto sepTbi Moero Hoaoro cthjib 3aMeTHbi
yme b paccHase "}Ke/ie3Hoe HO-nbqo", a TaKme b paccHa38 20-ro
2
rofla "Cep Tshph h HepT".'
7.3 Svyatoi kolodets
Svyatoi kolodets is, together with Kubik, the most
complex of Kataev's works. In it he ranges widely in time
(from the first decade of the twentieth century to the 1960s)
and place (Odessa, Moscow, Tbilisi, Peredelkino and America
are among the settings). The range of styles employed is
equally wide, from sharp satire to lyrical passages extolling
the beauties of Russia reminiscent of Gogol's description of
the Dnepr. The book contains narrative passages (excellently
1. Kataev has tacitly admitted the stifling effect on him of
Socialist Realism: 'H b 30-e roflti y mbhb fibijin cboh "TpyflHocTH
pocTa". Fl nyBCTBOBa/i Torfla, hto ocoaHaHne hobux TBopnecHHX
3a,qaH npeaBbisaHHo yc.nomHH.no caMbiM rtpoqecc nosro Tpyfla. H Tor,qa
6bui nepexoflHbiH nepnofl npeo^o/ieHMH cTapbix $opM. H MCHan b to
bpBMB Sonee npocToro nauHa m CMTyaqHH, flofiHBa/icn npefle/ibHOH
ofiHameHHocTH iHbicnn. Bee me, ceroflHn He rcory He cna3aTb ce6e:
ynopHyn Tpyfl b Te ro^bi oSopaHHBancfl HHorfla yTpaTOM flparoqeHHoro
"npeflBnenaT^eHHR" . B flOBOJibCTBOBa^cR nopon BbipafioTaHHbiM
BocbMbin, fl8BbTbiM, flecBTUM bnehatnehhbm . ' ' Obnovlenie prozy',
p. 131.
2. V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenie prozy', p. 131.
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told), descriptions, authorial musings on a variety of subjects,
notably literature.
The 1960s was a time of reassessment for Kataev.
In 1961 he underwent a serious operation which forms the
basis for one narrative level in Svyatoi kolodets. He also
travelled widely in Europe (which he described in Malen'kaya
zheleznaya dver' v stene) and America, which he visited briefly
in 1959 and again, at greater length, in 1963. To judge
from Svyatoi kolodets, these experiences played a part in the
reassessment of his life and times which Kataev undertook in
the 1960s. Near the beginning of Svyatoi kolodets Kataev
explains the literal meaning of the title and admits that
the book results from serious contemplation of his life.
' "Cbstoh Ho/ioflsu" - HasaaHHe Hedo/ibiuoro poflHHHHa afi/iHsu cTaH14Mh
llepefle/iHMHo KweBCHOH ws/ie3H0H floporn, bosas HOToporo a odflyMbiBa/i
3Ty KHMry M pa3MblUJ/lR^ 0 CBOSH (HH3HH. 1 (9,147)^
1. In view of this comment it is not necessary to maintain
a strict distinction between the author and narrator.
Although the dream structure suggests it would be wiser
to speak of a narrator, the work loses some of its signifi¬
cance if it is dissociated, or even distanced, from the
views of the author himself. The compiler of the notes
to Svyatoi kolodets in the collected works edition maintains
that it is largely autobiographical. (9,650) For a contrary
view see I. Grinberg, 'Nablyudatel'nost' ili litsezrenie?',
Voprosy literatury, 1968, No. 1, pp. 61-77.
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7.3.1 The Operation
The narrator of Svyatoi kolodets, who may be identified
with Kataev, undergoes an operation during the course of which
he has a number of dreams. The work opens with a conversation
between Kataev and the nurse who is preparing him for the
operation:
- 3aneHTe boamhhoh. Bot TaH. A Tenepb
cnmte cnoKOHHo. B sari oSemara pawcKwe chu.
- liBeTHbie?
- hahme yroflHo, - cKasa/ia oha h Bbuu/ia M3
na^aTbi. (9,145)
Throughout the dreams which follow, Kataev frequently returns
to the reality of the operation. For example, during the
dream about America he meets in the first class compartment of
an aeroplane a negro whom he takes to be a senior doctor.
The association with medicine brings him back to the reality
of his operation:
fl ywe Hor^a-To BM^e/i nofloGHbie r/iaaa, r/isAHmne
sari npHMO b flyiuy Haw 6bi M3 npope3n no/iyMacHH.
- Ot/imhho. 3aBTpa h sac ycbin/ira b /lysujeM BHfle.
Pynatocb, hto Bbi .qawe he 3anBThts . A Tenepb cnHTe
cnoHOHHo. (9,198)
Or again, in the middle of a dream about heaven we read:
momet 5utb, mob oshamehhoe tb/io ziewa.no r#e-to
b WHOM H3MBp0HHH H to/iydbie /lloflh nph CBeTe
onepaqHOHHoro npoweHTopa paccMaTpuBa/iw Ha hbm
#abhme ujpaMbi: ny/ieBbie h ocho/iomhub h cjieflbi
pa3HblX 60iie3HBH, bohh h pe b o j1k3l4 h m • (9,174)
The operation and the anaesthetic which it entails provide a
justification for the dreams, which otherwise would have
appeared too fantastic in a literature which had largely
eschewed fantasy for thirty years. In this respect Svyatoi
kolodets resembles Ser Genri i chert, in which a typhoid victim's
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delirium is used as a device for the introduction of fantasy,
with fluid transition from one phase of the delirium to the
next by means of free association.
On one level the operation is performed by a surgeon
on the author's body, but in addition it takes on symbolic
significance through its connection with Pushkin's poem
'Prorok', lines from which are scattered through Svyatoi
kolodets. On this symbolic level the operation represents
a spiritual and artistic cleansing.
The first quotation from 'Prorok' - the first line of
the poem - interrupts a description of New York on a quiet
Sunday morning. (9,187) It is followed by several further
quotations from the poem, one of which appears to link Pushkin's
six-winged seraphim with the surgeon performing the operation
on Kataev (thereby adding another level to the operation):
h bot b tot caMbiH mht, Horfla ft HaHOHsq pasr/isfle^
n/iauiaHMqy CBoero pacnpocTepToro Te^a, ohbhs hphhh,
ho BMeCTB C TBM COBCBM hb pBSHHH CB8T orepauhohhom
/lannbi, noxownw Ha co/ihbhhuh, yflapn/i Bflpyr mhb b
r/ia3a CBspxy, m h nosyBCTBOBa/i no3aflH ceSn npHcyTCTBkie
nbuiarainero uiecTMKpbi/ior o cepa^MMa, nepefl /ihuom HOToporo
see paccTyna/iocb. (9,217)
The poet in 'Prorok' has his sinful tongue torn out by the
six-winged seraphim. In Svyatoi kolodets the line 'I vyrval
greshnyi moi yazyk' follows the final meeting between Kataev
and the woman he has come to America to see, the woman with
whom he has been in love all his life. (9,239) It thus
comes at an important point in the book, and may signify
Kataev's rejection of certain aspects of his previous work.
In order to emphasise the transformation which he has under¬
gone, he depicts himself as a winged figure, similar, therefore,
to Pushkin's seraphim. Significantly, earlier in the work
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Kataev had linked the physical operation with a spiritual
one affecting his art. After drawing a satirical portrait
of Prokhindeikin and hinting that the latter represented,
in part, an aspect of himself, a tumour in his intestine,
he cries out: 'XoTb 6bi 3Ty onyxo/ib cKopee BbipB3ajiMT,' (9,169)
Thus, the operation undergone by Kataev works on two
levels. He describes a real operation during the course of
which he sees various dreams, returning occasionally to a
vague awareness of what is being done to him. But, more
importantly, the operation symbolises a spiritual and artistic
reassessment by Kataev, which is the work's central theme,
and which accounts for the tone of high seriousness of much
of the writing.
7.3.2 The Dreams
As with the operation itself the dreams are, for the
most part, based on concrete incidents from Kataev's life
overlaid with a further level of significance (although some,
such as the dream about the talking cat) are examples of
symbolic fantasy. At one point Kataev admits the link
between his dreams and real incidents: 'Co6ctbbhhq roBops,
bob 3t0 mhe Boace hs chm/iocb, a du/io Ha csmom fle/ie, ho tsh
nyHMTe/tbHo flaaHo, hto Tenepb ripeflCTa.no nepeflo mhoh b popwe
flabhero, BpsHH ot BpeneHH noBTopFHoiflerocn chobhashhr ■ ' (9,161)
The principle determining the sequence of the dreams
appears to be free association, one dream giving rise to the
next. The narrative thus flows unbroken and the sudden
shifts of scene and style are explicable in terms of the
changing moods of the dreams. Although some features run
through the entire book it is possible to isolate the major
dreams and discuss them sequentially.
After Death
The first dream into which Kataev is plunged is a complex
one which he entitles 'After death',1 and into which is embedded
a separate 'dream within a dream' about the talking cat.
'After death' opens with the author and his wife sitting by
the Holy Well in Peredelkino watching an old man washing an
endless supply of bottles. He takes bottles of all shapes
and sizes from his sack and washes them in the well, yet his
sack never becomes empty. Kataev does not leave the image
of the old man with the never ending sack full of bottles to
the interpretation of the reader; he supplies an explicit
commentary on his image:
WsHa cHa3a^a, nowHMan n/iesaMM, hto 3T0
BOBce m He mboiok, a cariafl oCbiHHOBSHHafl npopBa,
b CMbic/ie npopsa bperiehh, nonpocTy roBops aesHocTb.
BsHHocTb OKaaajiacb cobcbm He cTpatuHon h
ropa3,4o 6o/iee flocTyriHOH noHHnaHHio, sen Mbi
npejqno/iara^n npewjqe. (9,146)
As befits an image of eternity, the old man at the well
is mentioned both at the beginning and at the end of the book.
It seems likely that the various bottles represent human
beings, brought for a short time from the sack of eternity,
only to be returned to it after a brief spell in the Holy Well.
Such a view of life and of time is supported by another image
1. The sentence 'Nazvanie: posle smerti' comes towards the
middle of the dream. (9, 159)
of the effect of eternity on matter, which comes towards the
end of the book, when Kataev at last meets again the woman
he knew in his youth. Seeing her standing at her gate he
feels she has been there for eternity:
3ra Mbic/ib He noHasa/iacb mhb cTpaHHOH, noTOMy
hto (JjopMa/ibHoe msciepehmb apeneHM, hchycctbbhho
otopbahhoro ot npocTpaHCTBa, obmenpuhhtoe y
/HCflen - roflbi, cythh, sacbi, mhHytbi» cto/ibtmh, -
flaeT /iHLUb ycjiOBHoe, HCHameHHoe npeflCTas^bhhb o
nofl/iMHHon BpemeHHc (9 ,233)
Kataev feels certain that the traditional view of time slipping
inexorably by like sand in an hour-glass leads to a mistaken
view of the nature of life and time. Much more accurate is
an image of time in terms of the changing form of matter:
...ropa3.no 60/iee tohhob npeflCTasneHne o bpeMBHh
aaer He necoH, cyn/iiomhhcr HeoinyTMriOM ctpy m ho m hb
oflHoft HonfioHKM b .qpyryra, a npocTOH HarieHb, "c
TBMBH Hen BpeMBHM" h p e b pamaK)U4M H C H nOCTBnBHHO b
necoH, h/ih vkb nacoH, npsbpamaioinhhch nocTeneHHo
b HaMeHb m CHoaa "c TeseHMbih BpeneHH" fle/iaKiiuMMCH
necKOM, noTony hto sflecb n hb tojibko oinymato, ho
Bwwy pa3pyuiMTB/ibHoe h/ih co3MflaK3L4ee abmctbus aperieHH,
He oTflejiHMoro ot naTepHM.
There are many other digressions on the nature of time,
particularly in the American dream. Kataev poses the
questions 'is time reversible?', and 'who will return to me
lost time?', and at one level Svyatoi kolodets represents an
attempt to explore the well of his own past and to draw from
it some moments worth preserving for all time through art.
By means of exceptionally vivid, concrete writing Kataev
resurrects certain moments with such clarity and attention
to detail that the illusion is created that these moments are
actually being relived.
1. Similar preoccupations with the nature of time and matter
can be found in Trava zabven'ya and Kubik.
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For all its apparent materialism, Kataev's view of
time has much in common with Buddhism, and it is significant
that in both Svyatoi kolodets and Trava zabven'ya he makes
several oblique references to that religion.1 The old man
at the well melts imperceptibly into a Chinaman from Kunming,
2
which Kataev twice refers to as the city of eternal spring.
An important sentence, which could be understood in a Buddhist
sense, refers to death and re-birth: '...He/ioB8K hb mowbt
yMepeTb, He po^HBLUMCb, a poflHTbCH, hb yMepeB...' (9,246) This
sentiment, unusual in a Soviet work, must be taken as referring
primarily to spiritual rebirth (and it is thus related to the
operation performed by the six-winged seraphim); but it also
accords with Kataev's view of the effect of time on matter,
and it could thus have a literal meaning, which would align
it with Buddhist philosophy.
After fleeing from Southern China, Kataev and his wife
settle down somewhere in Western Europe to a bucolic existence.
' Mb! saHMMa/iH, coodpa3HO CBoeny BKycy, He do/ibLucm, ho m hb
Ma/ieHbHMH npRHHHHbIM flOMHH B flBa BTaWa C B bIC O HO M HBpenHHHOH
HpbiujeM h npe/iecTHbiM caflHKOM, no/iHbm ljb btob • ' (9,147) Kataev
gives a very cool, detached description of the way of life in
this house, stressing in particular the important role of food
and drink. The physical objects appear almost tangible, so
detailed is the description; yet there is a deliberate coldness
about the writing which some critics have objected to, but
1. It is worth noting that Buddhist ideas play a considerable
part in Bunin's work.
2. This description appears to have a symbolic significance.
It could be connected with the theme of art stopping time.
which suits perfectly the slightly ironical, very detached
attitude adopted by the author to his own materialistic
values and those of his friends. Later, with the appearance
of the Kozlovichi, this ironical tone intensifies to become
openly satirical in such passages as that in which Kataev
shows his guests the luxury bathroom:
Tor^a h TopwecTBSHHO pacnaxHy/i flpyryra flBepb h
noHasa/i mm BB/iMHO/iBDHyiu, y/ibTpacoBpeMBHHyra BaHHyra
HOMHaTy C KO(Ja/lbTOBO-CMHHM $ a H H CO b um Tya/ieTHbiM
CTOJIOM Ha OflHOM HOWH6, M0.TI04H0-d8.n0M B3HH0M , BC10
3 3 J1M T y K) OC/ienMTB/lbHO HpHMM 3J1BHTPHH8CHMM CBeTOM,
CMBKimyia Ha^e/ieM, HMKe/iBM, bcio yBemaHHyio nyuiMCTo-
flyUJMCTblMM p030BblMM , C a Jia T HUM M , rOJiydblMM n0J10TGHL(aMH
h npocTbiHBMM h ycT /ia h Hyra rpyduMM ho ho c o b hm m hobpmk3mm •
/3,/ih toto HTodbi ydeflMTb Hoa/ioBMseM, hto 3T0 hb coh,
Fl OTHpbl/1 HeCHO JlbrtO Hp 3 H OB , H C CMMtjlOHMHBCHHM LljyMOM
m 3 hhx x/iuHy/ia flode/ia aadMTaR, nan hum Hue de/iHM,
ropHsaH m xoBOflHan Bo,qa, h an o /i h r r noMemeHMe noncTMHe
BarHeposcHOM My 3UHQ m m 3anaxoM Mbi/ia "rep/i3H". (9,174)
The satire in this picture of a comfortable, material¬
istic heaven derives in part from the lushness of the descrip¬
tions (cobalt-blue; milk-white; fragrantly fluffy towels etc.)
but also from the contrast between this scene and the harrowing
dream which precedes it in which the indignities and horrors
of the Stalin era are alluded to. Kataev interrupts his
picture of heaven with a reference to Mandel'shtam and the
dream of the talking cat, with the result that the heavenly
bathroom appears grotesque. It is a curious coincidence
that a very similar effect is achieved by Nadezhda Mandel'shtam
in her Vospominaniya, in which Mandel'shtam's material poverty
is contrasted with the newly acquired (in the 1930s) riches
of such authors as Kataev, Petrov and Fedin."1"
1. N. Mandel'shtam, Vospominaniya, pp. 296-8. The picture of
Kataev which emerges from this book is entirely consistent
with the self-portrait in Svyatoi kolodets. Nadezhda
Mandel'shtam depicts Kataev as a talented man with a genuine
appreciation of poetry which distinguished him from most
successful contemporary authors. But she also suggests that
he had a thirst for public acclaim and material reward which
he satisfied by writing 'like Walter Scott', i.e.
(contd. on next page...)
In the satirical dream of heaven as a well-appointed
modern house Kataev questions the values which he and most
of his contemporaries hold (once again demonstrating his
ability to depict himself in a slightly unsympathetic light).
Within the framework of the heaven dream are contained three
short, apparently unrelated incidents in which Kataev
cryptically examines various aspects of his life in a search
for a key to its meaning.
Hyena and Jackal
The first of these short sequences involves his
children and his grandchild, Valentina. When he begins to
long for their company in heaven he is at first a little
disconcerted, for he believed he had left behind him all
thoughts of family and friends.x But his peaceful, totally
emotionless existence is jolted by a sudden wave of love for
his granddaughter which almost overwhelms him by its force:
(Note 1 contd. from previous page)
prolifically: ' Hto Qw/io 6w c HaTaBBun, ec/in 6 efiy he npHiu/iocb
nMcaTb "Ba/ibTep-CHOTTaB ? 3to dbi/i oneHb Ta/iaHT/iHBbiM hb/iobbh,
OCTpoyMHblH H OCTpblH, M3 T8X, HTO COCTaB/lHBT CaMOS n pa C B eige H H O B
Hpbl/10 T 8 Hyme M MHOrOTHpaWHOH JlHTepaTypbl. ' (p. 299)
1. Compare the following line from Svyatoi kolodets: 'Caw n
HHHorfla hm o sen He scnoMMHa/i. fl Been npocTMJi h Bee sadbi/i.'
(9,152) with a poem of 1944:
Horfla h Gyfly yMMpaTb,
0 wh3hh cowa/ierb He 6y,qy.
H npocTo /lHry Ha wposaTb
h Been npomy. m bcb 3ady,qy. (9,638)
A fuller version of this poem may be found in Trava zabven'ya
(9,432-3). It is interesting to note that this poem dates from
that period when Kataev turned once again to poetry after several
years of inactivity in that genre. Nadezhda Handel'shtam claims
that he was inspired to write poetry again by a meeting with her
in Tashkent and the consequent thoughts about Mandel'shtam
(Vospominaniya, p. 299). If Kataev did have Mandel'shtam in mine
wben writing '"Kogda ya budu umirat'' then his oblique reference
to the poem in Svyatoi kolodets may be because of this, for he
goes on to speak of Mandel'shtam in the second of the three short
dreams in the early part of the book.
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B noen Boo&paweHMM noHBM/iMCb Ma/ieHbHue astchhs
pyMHH, HpeneHbHHe m no-ubiraHCHH CMyr/ibie, c rpfl3HbiMM
HOrOTHaMM. Ohm npOTHHy/lHCb KO MHe, m TOTHaC we
h noHyacTBosa/i cTpacTHoe we/iaHHe yBMfleTb BHysKy,
BTamMTb k cede Ha ko/ibhm, THCHaTb, nasaTb, meHOTaTb,
Hioxatb ABTCHoe TBJibue, ue^QBaTb Ma/ieHbHHe,
nUT/tMBO-paadOHHHHbH BOpodbMHbie r/ia3KH, TOilbHO
H TO c Ta bluh e no3HaBaTb mm p . (9,152)
Having allowed such feelings to enter the idyllic but dis¬
passionate world in which he now exists., the narrator cannot
keep out thoughts of his own children, whom he tenderly calls
by the family nicknames of Jackal and Hyena. His thoughts of
them are concentrated in a recollection of one day in the
early 1950s when the family went for a ride in a small car
near the Kiev railway station in Moscow. A quarrel develops
between the children about whether a vat which they see
contains kvass or paraffin, and even when drinking the kvass
the girl stubbornly maintains that it is paraffin. The very
concretely narrated scene is clearly based on a real incident
(a recollection which becomes a dream), yet Kataev deliberately
generalises it through his treatment of the weather, which is
by turns springlike, autumnal, and summery. The sharply
defined shadows and bright colours suggest spring or autumn,
but the unbearable heat suggests summer. The many references
in this scene to unnatural heat which carbonises clothing and
appears to come from Hiroshima link it to the running theme
of nuclear war, but the incident's principal significance lies
in Kataev's love for his children. By choosing one particular
day he is able to demonstrate his emotion through concrete
description, but by generalising the setting he turns the
feelings of one day into something of wider significance. If
one of Kataev's aims in Svyatoi kolodets is to assess the
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meaning of his life, then there can be no doubt that the love
for his children and grandchild, which illuminates his other¬
wise passionless writing with deep emotion, has played an
important part.
Osip Mandel'shtam
The second of the three inserted dreams concerns
Mandel'shtam, and once again Kataev narrows his focus to a
particular incident in which he and Olesha 'abduct' Nadezhda
Mandel'shtam and take her to a restaurant where Mandel'shtam
later joins them and recites one of his poems about Tiflis."1"
In passing, as it were, Kataev fires a shot at those who keep
Mandel'shtam's work unpublished in the Soviet Union. After
quoting some lines of Mandel'shtam he says: 'H tsh .qa/iee -
howho npoBepMTb m BOCCTaHOBHTb no HHMWHe MaHfle/ibUJTana, ec/in
ee yflacTCH .qocTaTb, - mhb hmghho Tan npncHH/iocb: bcjim ee
3
yflacTCH /loctaTb, . . .' (9,160-1) The full significance of
the recurring dream about Mandel'shtam emerges only when it
is read in conjunction with the following dreams about the
talking cat and the luxurious bathroom. Mandel'shtam's
presence can be felt in the background of Svyatoi kolodets
and Trava zabven'ya as an example of an uncompromising artist
one of the few who refused to let his words be dictated by
1. The poem is 'Mne Tiflis gorbatyi snilsya', Sobranie
sochinenii v dvukh tomakh (Washington, 1964), vol. 1, pp. 83
2* Svyatoi kolodets was, of course, written before the
appearance of the Biblioteka poeta edition of Mandel'shtam's
poetry (L., 1973).
3. The references to Mandel'shtam are aimed at those
relatively few readers who appreciate the poet's importance.
Similarly, Kataev refers to paintings by Kandinskii and
Malevich. Towards the end of Svyatoi kolodets he refers to
the work as 'a book for the few' ('kniga dlya nemnogikh'),
presumably as opposed to the mass appeal of works of
Socialist Realism. (9,240)
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those with power. He was no 'talking cat', and he never
reaped the material benefits which the 'talking cats' claimed
as their right. Yet his poetry is of the highest quality,
and his presence in Svyatoi kolodets indicates Kataev's
questioning of certain aspects of his own work. In Kataev's
assessment of the meaning of his life, Mandel'shtam symbolises
the courage which he himself lacks.
The Talking Cat
The dream about Mandel'shtam shades almost imperceptibly
into the surrealistic tale of the talking cat. The mention
of Mandel'shtam's poem about Georgia leads Kataev to recall
a dream set in a cold, snowbound Tiflis. The first part of
the dream deals with a hack writer who accompanies Kataev to
Georgia.
My - a to h m sine oflHH, CKawBM, se/ioBeH. BepHee
$aHTOM, MOM CTpaHHbIM CnyTHMH, KOTOpbIM npMBXa/1
CO M HO H b 3 TO t Hpa M M TBnBpb HBOTCTynHO, H3H
TeHb, conpoBOw/ia/i mbhr Ha no/iiuara no3a,qM:
npOTMBOBCTBCTBBHHblM TMbpHfl HB/lOBBHa-flRT/ia C
HOCTB HbIM HOCOM CTBp/lRflM , H/IOy HCHMMH V/ia33MM ,
rpy3HaFI CHOTMHa - B CMUCRB WMBOTHOB, - liiyTHMH,
no,qxa/iMM, 6/iaTMBMCTep, aohochmh, nM3o6^to,q m
CTRwaTB^b-xanyra. (9,163)
Kataev's hated companion is called Prokhindeikin - 'a modifi¬
cation of Faddei Bulgarin'. (9,169) The reference to Bulgarin,
a contemporary of Pushkin who was reputed to be a police spy,
suggests that Prokhindeikin may be a writer who betrayed his
fellows to the secret police - an official of the Writers'
Union who has risen to the top by virtue of his talent for
being photographed alongside important people. Yet the
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reference to him as a tumour suggests that in part he
represents an aspect of Kataev's own personality which he
now rejects.
Abject as the lickspittle Prokhindeikin is, he
merely acts as an introduction to a far more powerful image
of the conformism of terrified writers during the Stalin
era - the talking cat. At a party in Georgia the host
entertains his guests with a cat which says 'mama' and
'maman' in Russian and French when two fingers are inserted
in its throat. It eventually dies during a performance
when attempting to pronounce the word 'neocolonialism'.
In what appears to be a reference to the purges of the 1930s
Kataev compares the cat to a gladiator and the host to Caesar.
'Kot - M/iaflUJHM 6paT TMrpa - o6ouje.n, wan r/iaflnaTop, Bowpyr
nnpiuecTBeHHoro cTo/ia h ocTaHOBMJicn bo3/ib xoaRHHa, cjiobho
we/ian BOCH/inHHyTb: "Ave Caesar, morituri te salutant!'"
(9,166)
The episode of the talking cat demonstrates the strength
of Kataev's hatred of the Stalin era and it is not surprising
that in 1966 he was one of the twenty five intellectuals who
wrote to Mr. Brezhnev warning against rehabilitating Stalin.1
7.3.3 The Journey to America
The dream of heaven gives way to the major section of
the book - Kataev's journey to America.
1. See a report in The Times, 17 March 1966. The signatories
included Andrei Sakharov, Petr Kapitsa, Konstantin




The flight is described in some detail, with particular
attention to the effect of a transatlantic flight on the
passage of time. Just as, in Vremya, vperedl, Kataev had
related the concept of time to that of space, so here he
spends several pages describing the feeling of a loss of
time which he experienced during the flight. On the narrative
level Kataev's comments on the nature of time serve to
emphasise the disorientation of an air traveller. But, as
with many details in this work, the remarks about time refer
to Kataev's life as a whole as well as to the specific context
of the flight. It emerges later that the narrator undertakes
this journey partly in order to meet again a woman he had
known in his youth, to delve into the recesses of his own
past. The flight thus stands as a metaphor for the journey
into his own past, and when he cries out 'who will return
lost time to me?' this must be understood in a wider sense
than that of the actual flight. The transatlantic flight
and the anaesthetic for the operation are two symbolic
expressions of the same journey, and thus when the narrator
cries 'bozhe moi, kuda menya neseti' (9,179) he is referring
both to the anaesthetic and to the airplane. However, it
must be emphasised that, as with other symbolic details, the
flight has a concrete, literal meaning. Each of Kataev's
images in this work operates simultaneously on several levels.
Thus, the comments about America have a literal meaning as well
as playing a role in Kataev's personal reassessment.
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This method of multi-level details is nowhere better
seen than in the shoe-cleaning episode which begins before
the flight and occupies several pages once the narrator is
in America. At first the narrator's concern lest the state
of his shoes should shame him in a foreign country appears to
be a purely ironical detail satirising the sense of inferiority
felt by Soviet tourists in the West. But as he returns time
and again with increasing compulsion to the state of his shoes,
culminating in the mock tragic encounter with the Italian shoe-
shine boy, the comic, satirical detail takes on serious over¬
tones. In the state of timelessness into which he is plunged
during the flight his shoes alone reflect the passing of time:
J0,B mw8 h m 8 BpBMBHH MOWHO dbl/10 Onpefle^MTb to/lbHO
no d/iecKy odyBM, KOTopafi nocTeneHHO TycHH8/ia
dea bcbkmx bmammux npnshh, npocro tbh, hsh ace
b MMpe. OdyBb odHapywM/ia cnocodHocTb CTapeTb.
Mom npeBOCxoflHbie M0/i0flbi8 MOHacMHbi Ha r/ia3ax y
M8HH BCTyna/lM b ape/lblM B03paCT, CTaHOBFICb HBMHOro
donee MaTOBbiMM, sen b hdhoctm, ho, pa3yfieeTCH, mm
dbino eme fla/ibko flo Besepa, a tbm donee flo hohm c
ee HenonpaBMMOM noTepTocTbio, papanMHaMM, ctohbhhumm
KadnywaMM m cepoBaTbiM 3B83flHbiM CBeTOM. (9,180)
Later in the book Kataev expresses similar sentiments
about the effect of time on his own body, especially his
hands. (9,233) Thus, his concern with the state of his shoes
appears to symbolise his awareness of the passing of time, and
the encounter with the shoe-shine boy is both a real incident
(narrated in a brilliantly satirical and self-denigratory style)
and, at the same time, one of the network of details relating




The theme of nuclear war runs throughout the book, but
most of the references to it occur during the dream about
America. The theme is closely connected to that of the
narrator's prescience.
On the journey to America three of Kataev's fellow
passengers wear the uniforms of Spearhead forces who operate
America's atomic weapons. Their badge appears to be a
signal, warning of universal danger (in this respect it
resembles the road signs in the early part of the book which
act as signals from the future warning of danger to be met).
Kataev comments that the badge may be the 'mark of Cain of
the nuclear age'. (9,177) Later he refers to submarines
carrying atomic rockets and to an underground atomic
explosion in Nevada which he detected only because of its
effect on the rate of his heart beat. Finally, there are
many references to burning, charring, and carbonising - often
in strangely incongruous contexts, for example: ' Mbi Tor^a
eflBa Bbiflepwa/in 3Ty flyxoTy, 3Ty cTpauuHyra, HBonMcyenyio wapy.
Haw 6bi npn/isTeBujyio oTHyfla-To M3 XnpocnMbi. ^aws noHa3a/iocb,
hto Ha Hac HaHMHasT odyr/iHBaTbCH oflew,qa. ' (9,157) Or again:
'TpBTHH CO/lflaT He OTnBHaTa/lCR b MOBH naMRTHJ OH CMflB/1 r,i;e-TO
CSaflH M BOB B p bm H HaK dbl npHTa/1 CBOB T8MH08, HaH dbl
odyr/iMBUjeecfi jimuo Mewfly flByx /laflOHen, npMCTaa^bhhux h
M/i/iioMMHaTopy.' (9,178) Towards the end of the book the
narrator sees himself as a winged creature (the connection
with Pushkin's 'Prorok' has already been discussed). But
his wings are charred ('obuglivshiesya') and incinerated
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('ispepelennye'). (9,239,242) Many more examples of the use
of these and similar words occur throughout the book."''
Finally, when the American dream ends and the narrator
emerges from his state of unconsciousness, his last dream is
of an atomic explosion and fall out, which gradually merges
into the reality of the hospital bed, the bottle of blood
and the oxygen tubes in his nostrils. The final dream
captures the floating sensation of a man emerging from an
anaesthetic and at the same time expresses powerfully Kataev's
fear of an atomic war, for the sensation appears to be one of
disintegration of matter.
It is difficult to say what Kataev means by the
references to atomic war in Svyatoi kolodets. Elsewhere in
the book his claim to see into the future is undoubtedly a
literary device, part of mauvisme. But in view of the theme
of nuclear destruction it is possible that a secondary aim of
the prescience theme (the signals from the future) is to
impress on the reader the risk of total destruction which
would end the continuity of life on earth symbolised by the
old man at the Holy Well. Another possibility (complementary
to the first) is that the entire nuclear destruction theme
with the many references to burning is a metaphor for the
hell of Stalinism through which the author has lived. This
is a tempting thesis, for it brings the nuclear destruction
theme into line with another major theme of the work; according
to this interpretation the warnings given to Kataev then refer
1. One critic lists fifteen examples. See Alayne P. Reilly,




to a possible return to Stalinism, which was certainly one
of the author's pressing fears during the composition of
the work.
America and Satire
A large part of the section of the book devoted to
America is satirical, and it contains some of the most memorable
pages in the work. If, in the 1920s, Kataev's satire was
softened by his good humour and warmth, then by the 1960s
these qualities have disappeared, leaving Kataev a masterly
and, at times, cruel satirist. The satire aimed at
Prokhindeikin, the Kozlovichi, and his own love of material
possessions have already been commented on, and in the
American section the targets are similar. The grovelling
careerist Prokhindeikin bears a resemblance to the figure of
Al'fred Parasyuk, a Soviet bureaucrat, whom the narrator
meets in New York. His story of how he fell foul of a
'provocation' is one of the funniest passages in Svyatoi
kolodets. It is narrated using a form of skaz which recalls
some of Kataev's more successful sketches of the 1920s.
Parasyuk is invited to an important lunch in New York,
and he takes great care to dress appropriately:
C-naBa dory, Ha OTcyTCTBHe y ce5a BKyca
nowaJioBaTbcn hs Mory. Hero-sero, a sa
BHyc pysatocb. Cann bhflhte: hm sa hto He
ot/iMHHUJb ot MHOcTpaHqa. Bspno? Tepra/iesbis
bpioHH flBa,4paTb o,ahh caHTMMSTp 6e3 odw/iaroB,
ysKwe saflHMe pa3pe3bi Ha nHflmaHe, HBH/ioHOBan
COpOHHa, CKpOMHSHbHMH ra/lCTyH C aQCTpaHLlHOHHblM
pwcyHHOM. ToHeHbHaH 30/i0H8HHaH perma. Bee
o'Ken! (9,196-7)
1. See note 1, p. 400.
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However, despite all his care, Parasyuk does make a fool
of himself at the luncheon party:
KoHHaeTCFi /ishh, /iaHen b de/iyx uie/moBbix sy/max
no,qaHJT xpycTa/ibHbie mhcohhm c no/iocHaHben. TyT
ym, caMH noHMMaeTQ, a cTpe/tHHbiH BopodeH^ mbhh Ha
MBHHHB He npOBBfleLUb. 3HaK), H TO h HBMy, yH SHblM •
HHTa/i HHCTpyKUMio. Ecjih noc/ie jieHHa noflatoT Tede
MMCOMHy c BOflOH, to dome ynacM ee nwtb, noToriy
hto 3To He AHMOHafl, a no/iocHaHbe flan na/ibqeB.
HeHOTOpbIB HaUJM Ha 3t0m HpynHO noropB^M, HO TO/lbHO
He a. Bepy mhcohHy h, htq dbi Bee bhabah, nanHHaio
MblTb b HBH pyHM • A 3T0 H3H pa3 OHa3a/1Cfl aHaHaCHblH
KOMnoT, lloHHriaeTel TaH a, aoodpa3HTe cede, Ha
r/ia3ax y bcsh "Yoa^optJ) AcTopun" BUMbi/i pyHm b
anahachoh HOMnoTe, tah hto oh cTa/i .qame HBMHoro
chhmm, Bpo,qe /lnaoBbiH. (9,197)
There is no lack of humour in the portrait of Parasyuk, but
it is an embittered humour very different from that of the
1920s. Kataev ends the story of Parasyuk by exclaiming:
'The talking cat I The talking cat'.' (9,197) thereby revealing
the depths of his hatred for the Parasyuks of the world.
The lengthy sequence set in Texas is largely satirical,
the targets ranging from American television and the degree
of automation in American hotels to a Houston cocktail party.
There is even an oblique but savage reference to Nikita
Khrushchev who appears on American television:
H BucTyn/ieHne bcbmmpho M3BecTHoro pyccKoro
3HpBHTpHHa c ny3aTOH 4inrypHOH BaHbHM-acTaHbHM
m r/iyno /lHqenepHOH y/ibidKOM BOHpyr 3/ioro,
mepdaToro pTaj oh noHaabiBa/i cboh hopohhuh
Honep: ncHyccTBO CTaBHTb TBep,qyra $eTpoByw
ni/iany b (Jjopne nepeBepHyToro bbepx ahom ropuiKa
Ha Jibicyra ro/iOBy, noflflepmnBaH ee qahhmh TO/ibKO
yiuaMH. (9 ,227)
7.3.4 The Russian Widow
Towards the end of the work Kataev develops the motif
of the emigre Russian lady, now a widow, whom he had once
known and loved when both were adolescents in Odessa. As
i
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with the incident involving Mandel'shtam, the story of the
girl whom Kataev had always loved is 'a recollection which
became a dream', in other words a real situation which takes
on symbolic overtones.
The meeting with the widow undoubtedly took place
during Kataev's visit to America. The dramatist Viktor
Rozov, who accompanied Kataev to the United States, has written
a brief memoir about the trip in which he recalls:
Ho ec/iM (3bi h flapoM npo3bi, h du Hanncan
HOBe/i/iy o canon aBTope £ HaTaeB ej, HOToporo
Hafi/nafla/i b 3To b p emn. HaH oh ownflan stow
bcTpesm, euje dyflysn b MocHBe, hsh no mepe
nphd/imwehmh k cah-ttpahpmcho npeflctorluee cbh,qahhb
3ano.nHH.no ero bcb donee h donee h oh tobophh o
Hem Bee name m name. Haaanocb, xyflen h toHen c
Hamflbim sacom. HaH b fleHb CBM^aHMH oh dbin
TopwecTbbh, nepenonHeH flo KpaeB csRTunM HyBCTBamn
. . . h k3h HBHHCH CO CBMflaHMH OnyCTOliieHHblM, BHHbim,
TparHHBCHMM.^
Kataev knew this woman when they were both children.
He had kissed her only once - at Easter (recalling the atmos¬
phere of Vesennii zvon) but he had fallen in love with her and
had loved her all his life. With typical attention to detail,
he recalls the moment when he first realised he loved her.
Nbi ctohhh b orpoMHom Mktpe flpyr nepefl flpyrom -
flbbomka-rnnha3mctha m nanbhhh-rnnha3hct - bot
oha h bot h, - h y menn nofl sepHon cyHOHHOH
rMMHasHHecHOH HypTHofi c noTepTbimn flOHpacHa
cepedpHHbimH nyrobhpamh, nofl hmwh eh copohhom,
Ha xyflOH inee bhcbh ananeBUH hhbbchhh HpecTmh
bnecTe c xohlubboh naflaHHOH, r#e dbinn 3aujMTbi
flBa ayda HecHowa, HOTopbie, no mhehmkd TeTH,
flonwHbi dbinn npefloxpaHHTb meHH ot cHapnaTMHu
m flpyrnx HanacTSH. Ybu, ohh He npefloxpaHHnu
meHH hm ot CHapnaTMHbi, hh ot eiue donbweM
HanacTH - ot HepaafleneHHon ntodBH Ha acta wn3Hb.
Ho, moweT dbiTb, bcb we h npocTo Bbiflyman 3Ty
BeHHyra nradOBb. (9,204)
The last sentence contains a clue to the relationship
between real-life incidents and art in Svyatoi kolodets (as
well as in Trava zabven'ya and Kubik). At odd moments, which
1. V. Rozov, 'I ustoyavshimsya ne budet nikogda', Detskaya
literatura, 1967, No. 1, p. 23.
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occur sporadically through a life-time, life rises to the
level of art."*" Moments which may appear at the time to
blend perfectly into the natural flow of life later appear
exceptional, like the incidents in a novel. With hindsight
these moments stand out from their contexts and take on
symbolic value. They are thus both real and symbolic at
the same time. In Svyatoi kolodets such moments include
the visit to the restaurant with Nadezhda Mandel'shtam, the
drive round Moscow in the company of the children, the moment
when, as a boy, Kataev fell in love. Several other examples,
notably concerning the girl from the Party school, occur in
Trava zabven'ya and will be discussed below.
As the day of the long awaited meeting draws nearer
Kataev recalls the last occasion on which he had seen her.
It was over forty years previously, shortly after her wedding
to a medical student. Kataev, having drunk a good deal of
wine, was encouraged by his two friends and fellow drinkers
(both of whom subsequently became famous) to visit the young
couple and borrow fifty roubles. This incident stands
almost like a separate short story within Svyatoi kolodets
recalling the atmosphere of early short stories such as
Zheleznoe kol'tso.
When they do finally meet again the meeting is a long
and emotionally draining one. Kataev longs to ask whether
she ever loved him, but cannot break the silence in which he
is drowning as in a deep sea. When a conversation does
1. It is significant that the passage following the one quoted
is about the two dimensions of literature - the real and the
imagined.
2. In some of his stories Bunin traces a similar relationship
between life and art. See, for example, Solnechnyi udar
and Dalekoe.
eventually begin she tells him that her father had kept a
photograph of his mother and that he may have loved her all
his life. Thus history is repeating itself (a possible
indication of the eternal nature of human life which is
appropriate to the notion of the old man washing bottles
in the Holy Well).
The real incident of the meeting with the Russian widow
takes on symbolic overtones. She represents a part of
Kataev's personality which turns to the West. The theme of
emigration from Russia features prominently in Kataev's work
of this period (especially in Trava zabven'ya), and his need
to meet the woman again seems to be connected with his own
attitude to emigration."*" Ultimately, of course, there can
be no doubt that he does not regret his decision to stay in
Russia, but the eagerness with which he awaits the meeting and
the emotion with which it fills him testify to the importance
of the question. It is significant that of the several
expressions of love for his homeland in the book the most
eloquent and moving occurs just after he enters the woman's
house. The intensely lyrical passage is a reaffirmation of
his faith in his homeland and his conviction that, painful as
the split in his allegiances may have been, he could not leave
Russia:
...Bflpyr noc/ieflHHM ycw/meM bo/im 3acTaBM/i
ce6n ybmflbtb soiibluob ohho, aa kotopbin onshb
KpaCMBO, ho h3h-to otb/ibhbhho CMH/io C0/lH8HH0e
pyccHOB HtoHbCKOB yTpo co bcbmh es no,gpo5HOCT3MM :
BepxyuuHaMM So/ibHMHHoro cafla, aHre/ibchmm h e 6 om,
no HOTopony rfle-To b panoHs HyHqBBa cTpyn/icH
h BWHbl H , LUe/lBCTHIHMH CBHCT pBaKTHBHblX flBMraTS/IBH
uiBflmsro ha nocaflKy caMo/ieTa, h aBTocTpaflOH, no
1. It is interesting to note that Kataev was not the only
author of his generation to turn his thoughts to the subject
of emigration at this time. See Leonov's tale Evgenija
Ivanovna.
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KOTOpOM H COTHH pa3 B WM3HM np063Wa/l Tyfla M
Haaafl, bcrhhh paa /nodyHCb 3pe/iHU4eM phh
hoboto mm pa m m hor od auis h hum nHpaMMfla^bHbiM
3flahM8M, HanoMMHaBuiMM no HosaM e/my c
ariGHTpMHBCKMMM /laMnoHHaMM. CpBflM no/ieM,
ziyroB m iiecoB yraflbiaa/iMCb xmmm h ec h m b aaBOflbi,
KOCMOflpOMbl M H/ieTMaTbie pOraTHM BblCOHOBO/lbTHblX
nepsflas, uuararainMX bo bob cropoHu b,amhctb8HHom
B MM p S , HenOBTOpHMOM, TpMWflb! 6 Jiar 0 c no B b h h oh
cTpaHbi M08M flyaiM, HOTopaH ^a/ia mhb cTo/ibHo
BOCTOprOB, CTO/lbHO B3/1BT0B, naflBHHH, pa30H a pO B a H M M ,
CTOJlbKO HMny M BM pa^OCTM, BblCOHMX MUC/1BM, BBilHKHX
m Ma/ibix fle/i, /ira<3bm m HBHaBMCTM, HHorfla OTnasHMH,
n033MM, MyablKM, Tpyfioro OllbFIHeHMH M fiOWeCTBSHHO
yTOHHBHHblX UBBTHblX C H OB Mfle H M M . . . C /lO B OM , CTOJlbHO
BCBro Toro, hto co3flaRo mbhb - no CBOBMy odpaay
M nOflOfiMIO - MMB H H O TBM, HTO B BCTb... (9 ,235)
The exact significance of the Russian widow, as of much
else in Svyatoi kolodets, Trava zabven'ya, and Kubik, is
difficult to define. However, as with the figure of Bunin
in Trava zabven'ya and Monsieur in Kubik, Kataev appears to
be examining one of the crucial moments of his own life -
the decision to remain in Russia after the Revolution and
support the Soviet regime. As Kataev has recently admitted,
this was by no means an easy decision. In a speech to mark
the sixtieth anniversary of the October Revolution he said:
' (loflaB/ifnamee 60/ibWMHCTBO Hac, Tor#a eme cobcbm Mo/ioflbix,
HasmhaioinMX nMcaTB/ieM, Bbidpano pBao/iiouMto. He flyMafiTe, hto
6bi/io tsh .nerHO m npocTo.'^"
He had had one other chance to see her, many years
earlier in Paris, but had preferred to listen to Henri Barbusse
speaking about the truly international brotherhood of man. In
making this choice he again confirmed his ideological stance;
his master here is a Mayakovskii rather than a Bunin. Now,
1. Speech by Kataev 19 October 1977, quoted in Literaturnaya
gazeta, 26 October 1977.
towards the end of their lives he has his beloved homeland,
whereas she has nothing. Her last words to Kataev are:
•y M8HR 3,48Cb do/lbLLJe HMHOTO H8T. HmHOTO Ha CBeTS. Fl MOTy
WHTb BnO/IHe npM/IHHHO, HO H OCTa/iaCb C0BC8M OflHa.' (9,241)
Having travelled to America to see the woman he had
always loved, Kataev appears to have done much to heal his
own wound by excising his fascination with her. The meeting
has drained him but has left him convinced of the Tightness
of his decision. As he is travelling back to Europe he feels:
. . . HyBCTHO c/ia,qocTHOH onyctowehhocth, Haw
HB/ioBeK, HOTopbiH HbipHy/i Ha CTpaujHyio r/iydMHy
fl/iF) Toro, HTodbi no^HHTb co flHa MpanopHyio
ctaTyto dornHM, h Bcn^bi/i Ha noBepxHocTb,
no/iyMepTBUH qt HSHS/ioBesecHoro HanpawenMH,
npocTHpan h Hedy ziaflOHH, b HOTopux cpsflu
BOflopocjieH h ro/iydoro, TeHymero no pyKaM
necHa oHa3ajiacb Bcero nniub Ma/ieHbHan, hohth
sepHaH ot apeMBHM TeppaHOTOBaa ctaTyeTHa
wsHLUHHbi, BflOBbi, npoJi8waBiiiaa Ha flHe hecHO/ibho
Tbica nejieTHH. (9 ,243)
In this section of the work Kataev thrice quotes from
Poe's ballad 'Ulalume', suggesting that the poem has considerable
significance for him. 'Ulalume' is considered by many the
greatest of Poe's poems,"'" and is open to many interpretations,
but from Kataev's reference to lines 78 - 81 it would appear
that the Russian widow is his 'Ulalume', his lost love, now
buried forever.
7.3.5 Style
In one of his essays written in the 1950s Kataev had
2
stressed the importance of rhythm in prose writing. Much
1. Such is the view of T.O. Mabbott, the editor of the latest
complete edition of Poe's works. See E.A. Poe, Collected
Works (Cambridge, Mass., 1969), vol. 1, p. 409.
2. V. Kataev, 'Novogodnii tost', see note 3, p. 371.
earlier the rhythm of sentences had been one of the major
lessons which Kataev had learned from Bunin."*" Thus, despite
the fact that in many works he had used short energetic
sentences based on the cadences of speech (particularly in
his comic and satirical writing) it was no new departure for
Kataev to use in Svyatoi kolodets a preponderance of very long
sentences of which the following example is typical:
A n, BbixoflBLt h3 coBceM flpyroro nnpa( - Haw dbi
nonaBixiMH b soHy flyuieBHOH HeaecoMocTH, nosTH hto
n/iaBa/i b cbobm otkhhytom Hpec/ie rfle-To Ha
nepecesBHHM ,ahh m hohm h, noHOHHHB c rpemrkjjpytom
h rpoMaflHuMM noflorpeTbiMM TocTann caHflBHHann c
HOHCepBHpOBaHHOM bbthmhom H HO h cb p B M po b a h HbIM
CUpOM, HOTOpblH dbl/1 yHpaiiieH fi O H p bl M M ^MCTbflMH
ca/iaTa h noHpbiT HapaHy/ibmh manoheaa, ywe flepma/i
b pyHe flo criewHoro HeBecoMyra n/iacTnaccoByio
HaaiHy, Hyfla CTraapflecca b ceHcyaJtbHoii nH/ioTHB Ha
o5eci4BBHBHHbfX bo/iocax Ha/iMBa/ia Hepe3 noe n/ieso
Ms HyBUJMHonoflodHoro Tepnoca LUHpoHyio cTpyra Tflwe^oro,
HSH 30/10T0, MOHHO , Hafl HOTOpbIM H Jiy d M /1C R dOJHeCTBBHHO
ropbHMM nap. (9,200)
Whereas in some of the early works, notably Zimoi, the
phrase, and even the single word, had been used as sentences,
here the sentence has become a paragraph. Among the note¬
worthy features of this style is the way in which many nouns
are qualified by one or more adjectives which are themselves
modified by an adverb or adverbial phrase expressing the
author's attitude. Thus the cup is plastic and weightless,
but to this latter 'objective' quality Kataev adds the subjective
adverb 'ridiculously' ('do smeshnogo'). Thus he simultaneously
defines the quality of the object and adds to the picture of
his own personality through his personal observation. A
further example occurs at the end of the sentence, where the
1. See the discussion of Opyt Krantsa in Chapter two of this
dissertation.
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steam is 'bitter' (quality) and its bitterness is 'divine'
(author's personal view).
The structure of the sentence is complicated, clauses
branching out from almost every possible point. The author
seems determined to leave nothing to the reader's imagination;
he provides detail after detail^adding constantly to the density
of the description."1' It is a style which owes little or nothing
to the spoken language,for it is almost impossible to read
Kataev's sentences aloud. In this respect it resembles Bunin's
mature style of which one critic has said:
Bcfi npo3a ByHMHa odpameHa k cobpshshhoh khmwhom
pBHH, HO Been ee flOCTHWSHMflM, HO BCeMy, H TO
npnodpena 3Ta pesb b pe3y/ibTaTe MHoroBBHOBoro nyTH
cBoero pa3BHTHB, oco6shho h TinaTe^bHo paspaSoTaHHony
ee cMHTancHcy, h c/iomHOMy paaB/ieTB/ieHHony nepwofly,
ocHamsHHony npHHacTHbiMH h fleenpHHacTHbiMH odopoTaMM
M BCeBOSMOWHbtMM H HUM H O 60 C 0 6 f] e H H H M H J H CHCTSMS COH330B,
cnocodHbix nepeflaTb pa3Hoodpa3Hbie ottbhhm npHHHHHo-
Bp 8M e H HblX CBfiaeH...
/lradonbiTHO, hto co bpeMshbm 3Ta opweHTauHH Ha
pesb HHMWHyto, rmcbMeHHyHD bob ycM/inBasTCB • ByHHH
BOB OXOTHB8 CTpOMT $pa3bl, HOTOpbie H8/Ib3fl npOHBCTb
Ha OflHOM flUXaHMH, He/1b3B "CHa3aTb", a MOWHO /IMlilb
HanwcaTb - TaHne, bcio paaB/ieTBneHHyto CMCT8My cbasbm
B HOTOpblX MOWHO OXB 3THTb TO/IbHO B3r/IHflOM - Ha HHMHfHOM
/IHCTe . 2
In Svyatoi kolodets Kataev demonstrates more clearly than
ever his affinity with Bunin, although he rarely matches the
latter's expressiveness of rhythm. Kataev's preoccupation with
1. This is, of course, not a new feature of Kataev's style.
As early as the 1920s Aleksandr Arkhangel'skii had parodied
the maximally dense style of Kataev (quoted by B. Sarnov,
'Glazami detstva' in Detskaya literatura 1967 goda (M., 1968),
p. 129.)
2. M. Chudakova, Hasterstvo Yuriya Oleshi (M., 1972), pp. 30-1.
Chudakova makes the very astute remark that much of Kataev's
later prose appears to be a stylisation of Bunin's literary
language. 'H yme nan oTHpoBSHHan 0Tn^H3auHH no,q 3Ty npo3y, c
ee cyrydo hhhwhum, /iorM3HpoaaHHbiM cnHTaHcncoi*i h c ee "Har/isfl-
HOCTbto", H3Odpa3HTe/lbHOCTbf0 Bbtr/lBflHT MHOTHe n 0 3fl H BHWH B CTpaHHqbl
B. HaTaeBa.' (p. 31)
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the rhythm of his prose reaches its height in Kubik, which is
constructed much as a piece of music might be.
The language of Svyatoi kolodets contains many non-
Russian words, particularly words of English origin. To a
certain extent this may be explained by the setting in America,
but it is noteworthy that whereas in Khutorok v stepi, part of
which had a foreign setting, foreign words were invariably
followed by the Russian translation, in the works of the
1960s - Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver1 v stene and Svyatoi
kolodets - the foreign words are very rarely glossed. It is
assumed that the reader knows these words, just as it is
assumed that he will recognise the quotations from Mayakovskii
and Mandel' shtam"'" and the references to Western culture
o
(such as the films of Fellini or the poetry of Poe). Towards
the end of the book Kataev describes Svyatoi kolodets as 'a
book for the few'. Whereas he had earlier written for a
mass readership he now addresses himself to the relatively
3
few people able to understand his references. This is part
of the ostentatious display which Kataev openly engages in and
builds in to his view of literature in the 1960s. If the style
of Svyatoi kolodets renders it less accessible to a wide
readership than Volny Chernogo morya then this is by design.
1. Some of Kataev's references to Mandel'shtam have been discussed
above. A further oblique reference may be contained in the motif
of the forgotten word which could save the world (9,242) c.f.
Mandel'shtam's poem 'Ya slovo pozabyl, chto ya khotel skazat'',
Sobranie sochinenii v dvukh tomakh, vol. 1, p. 81.
2. In some respects Svyatoi kolodets owes much to the film style
of Fellini. The interweaving of dream and reality; the juxta¬
position of contrasting scenes; the blurring of the line between
art and life; the underlying theme of the search for the meaning
of life and the place within it of art - all of these features
are common to Svyatoi kolodets and the films of Fellini. At one
point Kataev appears to acknowledge his debt to the Italian
director by introducing into his work Giulietta Masina, Fellini's
wife and the star of some of his films. (9,151)
3. Compare this with the views expressed in the article 'Izgnanie
metafory' (see Chapter five of this dissertation).
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7.4 Trava zabven'ya
7.4.1 Genesis of the Work
In an interview which he gave to the newspaper Literatura
i zhizn' in January 1962 Kataev named Bunin and Mayakovskii
as the two greatest influences on his work. Two years later
he began work on Trava zabven'ya, a book which is, on one
level, a memoir about those two poets, but which has as its
principal theme Kataev's own literary development. In the
1962 interview he characterised Bunin in the following terms:
Ha nepBbiM bar/ibfl, oh 6ui\ cyxoh, wbjih huh ,
RSBHTB/lb HblH HS/IOBBH. Ho CTOHJIO noCblTb C
hum nodo/ibwe, h bm horo pacwpbiTb "tawhhkm
flyiun", H ByHHH CTaHOBH/lCR TaHHM, h3hhm My
shaem ero no hhnram: Mhtkhm, /imphhhum,
H3yMHTBJlbH0 h a 6 T b !\ b HHm , ^HCTMHHblM
XyflOWHMHOM, flaws B mb/Iosax.
Several of the features mentioned in this character
sketch are developed fully in the portrait of Bunin which
occupies most of the first part of Trava zabven'ya.
After mentioning briefly the importance of Bunin in
his own development, Kataev goes on in the interview to discuss
the second great influence on him: 'BTopaR £bctpeha_j - c
B/iaflHMHpOM MaRHOBCHHM. MOWBT nOKa3aTbCH CTpaHHyM, HO R
CHHT atO CB(JH y HeHHHQM hb TO/lbHO ByHHHa, HO h MaRHOBCHOrO.
'2
583 Hero, Qea ero cthxob He npeflctab/iflia cede pebo/uophh.
It is worth noting that here, as in Trava zabven'ya, Kataev
assesses Mayakovskii's influence as primarily ideological.
The poet's work helped Kataev towards his present view of the
1. R. Pospelov, 'Beseda s V. Kataevym', Literatura i zhizn' ,
31 January 1962.
2. R. Pospelov, 'Beseda...'.
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Revolution.
Trava zabven'ya was written over a period of three
years, overlapping with Svyatoi kolodets. It appears to be
a literary memoir like Erenburg's Lyudi, gody, zhizn' or
Fedin's Gor'kii sredi nas, but although it does present very
striking portraits of Mayakovskii and, particularly, Bunin,
it differs from other literary memoirs of the period in being
as much, if not more concerned with the author himself."^
7.4.2 Structure
The structure of Trava zabven'ya supports the view
that the central theme is Kataev's own literary development.
As with Svyatoi kolodets and Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver1 v
stene, there are no formal divisions within the work, but the
apparently random exposition of material (which appears to
depend largely on free association) is an illusion. In fact,
the work consists of two major sections devoted to Bunin and
Mayakovskii respectively, with a link passage about an adventure
which befell Kataev during the Civil War, and a final brief
section in which Kataev returns to the figure of Bunin with
whom he had begun the work. In addition, he turns several
times in the course of the book to the story of Klavdiya
Zaremba, the girl from the Party school, who binds together
Bunin, Mayakovskii, and Kataev himself. Thus, while at first
sight Trava zabven'ya appears to consist of two parts about
1. Several critics of Trava zabven'ya were offended by
Kataev's focus on himself. See, for example, A. Subbotin,
'Novaya zhizn' Mayakovskogo', Ural, 1968, No. 7, pp. 120-7.
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the two poets, its structure is quite complex, and the two
major sections are held together by the figure of Kataev,
or his alter ego. Both Bunin and Mayakovskii are depicted
primarily in their relationship with Kataev, and he emphasises
those aspects of the work and personalities of the two poets
which influenced him, making no attempt to include other
points of view unless they support his picture. The author's
aim in Trava zabven'ya is to explore the apparent paradox of
the influence on him of two such totally different writers
as Bunin and Mayakovskii.
7.4.3 'Stereoscopic* Description
In general, Bunin's influence on Kataev was aesthetic,
whereas Mayakovskii's was ideological, but near the beginning
of Trava zabven'ya Kataev reveals that both poets exerted an
aesthetic influence on him. Both taught him the need to
depict concrete scenes in poetry. Until he read Bunin's
poetry Kataev's own verses had been full of purely conventional
descriptions inspired more by literary models than by any
actual experience. But a poem by Bunin in which a seagull
floating on the water is compared to a fisherman's float
suddenly revealed to the young Kataev 'the simple secret of
poetry':
Ho Tyt dbi/ia, BO-nepBbix, He dyxTa, a dyxTOHHa
m. Bo - BToptJX ( He Boodme dyxTOHHa, a CHa/iHCTafl,
to ecTb tahar, HaHyic h mhoto pa3 BHfle/i rflb-hndygb
b ApHaflHH M/iH Ha Ma/iOM <t>OHTaHe m /iKodoBa/icfl eto,
hhhah He npeflno/iaran, hto mmshho OHa m ecTb
npe,qneT nossMM. (9 ,264)
The accuracy of Bunin's description of the seagull is called
by Kataev 'stereoscopic', and it was to become an ideal to
be aimed at all his life. Bunin's poem with its 'stereoscopic
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vision' opened for Kataev 'a new world, the miracle of poetry'.
Yet although Bunin and Mayakovskii stand opposed in
Trava zabven'ya, the first lesson which Kataev learned from
Mayakovskii was the same as that learned from Bunin. Without
even knowing the name of the author, Kataev read in 1913 or
1914 a poem by Mayakovskii which produced a similar effect
on him to that produced by Bunin's stereoscopic poem. One
line, in particular, from Mayakovskii's poem 'Port' struck
Kataev forcefully. 'B yiuax or/ioxiunx napoxoflOB rops/in cepbrn
HHopsH.' He tells how the poem, and especially this line,
brought before his eyes an astonishingly clear picture of a
port, which remained in his consciousness alongside Bunin's
seagull:
h flaws hs sanoMHH/i ^arm/inn (fcyTypncTa,
HarwcaBuusro stm ctpohkm, ho HapTMHa nopTa,
co3flaHHan ero MorysHM soodpawsHMBM, HaBcerfla
speaajiacb b naMHTb rfls-To pfiaom c non/iaBKOM
6y h h hchoh HaHHH. (9 ,275)
The fact that both Bunin and Mayakovskii taught Kataev
the purely aesthetic lesson of the miracle of real poetry is
of considerable importance, for it reveals that true artistry
is compatible with an ideologically committed stance, at least
for a poet of the stature of Mayakovskii. Without the mention
of the purely aesthetic impact of Mayakovskii's poetry the
figures of Bunin and Mayakovskii might have been interpreted
as symbolising artistry on the one hand and a committed ideo¬
logical stance on the other. But in Trava zabven'ya Bunin
does not have a monopoly of poetic artistry, although it is
undeniable that the stereoscopic vision which so thrilled
Kataev belongs, above all, to Bunin, and that the major
lesson learned from Mayakovskii is ideological.
In the course of his recollections of Bunin in the
early part of the work Kataev attempts to define the essence
of the latter's descriptive powers.
Cn/ia ByHHHa-H3o6pa3MT8^H aaH/irasa/iocb b
nopa3MT8/lbHO dblCTpOM, nOHTM MTHOBBHHOM
peaHUMM Ha ace bhbujhhs paaflpawMTs/im m b
CnOCOdHOCTM Ty T W8 H3MTM fl/lH HHX COBBpUjeHHO
TOHHOB c/lOB BCHOB BbipaWBHHB. (9 ,309)
It is interesting to note that in his work of the 1960s Kataev
himself strives to emulate this aspect of Bunin's writing.
Time after time in Svyatoi kolodets and Trava zabven'ya
he speaks of reacting to stimuli from the physical world
around him, and in Kubik he was to develop this notion even
further."'" Yet, while examples may be most numerous in
Kataev's work of the 1960s, his story Muzyka reveals that as
early as 1918 he was aware of the nature of Bunin's descrip¬
tive powers and that he sought to emulate them. At one point
in Trava zabven'ya Kataev himself becomes the object of
o
Bunin's mercilessly close scrutiny.
Oh ctoh/i nepeflo mhom, no-npewHBMy cyxon,
We/IHHblH, c to/1mh HblH, HeflOCTyriHUM - mom npBWHMM
Mb. ByHMH, o hotopom h bcb bth roflbi - flaws Ha
apTM/l/IBpMHCHOM Ha 6^H3^a T b T\ b h Oil ny H HT b - HB
nepecTaaa/i flywaTb h HOTopun KaH dbi CTa/i
nOCTORHHUM HO H TpO/lb HbIM OpraHOM MOBrO XyflOWSCTBBHHOrO
coaHaHHR, m - oTCTynaH Ha ujar - MO/ina/iMBO paccMaTpnBa/1
mbhb bo bcbx noflpodhocthx, dyflTo codMpa/icn TyT we,
He cxoflfl c mbcta, onHcaTb.
- Bbi mbhh yaHa/iH? - cnpocn/i a.
Oh HHHero hb 0TB8TH/1 - MHe flawe noHaaaJiocb,
hb yc/ibmia/i Mosro Bonpoca, - m npoflo/iwa/i paccMaTpMBaTb
1. For example, a passage in Trava zabven'ya reads: 'Ha moki flyiuy
nOCTOHHHO B03fleHCTByKDT H3BHB m M XIJ1M 0 Hbl Olljy T HMblX H H BOUfly T HMblX
pa3,apaWMT8^BH , HOTOpbIB Bflpyr HaHMHaiOT CO CTpailJHOH HaCTOMMMBOCTIpW
TpeOOBaTb, HTOdbl fl BOn/lOTH/1 HX B HBHTO Ma T epMa Rb HO B, OdbBMHOe.
(§,371)
2. The word 'mercilessly' is Kataev's. He says of Bunin: 'ByHMH
dbui HBBspoHTHo /nodonbiT b h , m BMy HywHO dbi/io scerfla, bo ecex
nOflpodHOCTHX 3HaTb OHpywaiOU4yH3 ero WM3Hb, B HfleTb bob cbommm
decnomaflHO sophmmm r/iaaaMM.' (9,301)
• ft 6y flaws hb nodoHflCR CHaaaTb - HHTatb mshr,
AS/ian MHorfla hah 6u muc/ishhub noiieTHH ha nojihx•
(9,276-7)
As a pupil of Bunin, Kataev has also mastered the art
of instantly finding the right words to depict a person or
object in a few telling details. His first description of
Bunin is in terms which the older writer might have used - a
few physical details conveying the essence of the portrait.
Although he professes to love Bunin,he does not allow that to
affect his description, which is dispassionate. He approaches
the physical description of Bunin as he would any other person
or object, that is with curiosity and a determination to find
the right words. It is one of the puzzling features of Trava
zabven'ya that whereas, towards the end of the book, Kataev
criticises Bunin for allowing his work to become mere
imaginative gymnastics, he himself clearly imitates, or
perhaps even parodies, Bunin's search for the correct word.
In order to demonstrate the coldly accurate approach of Bunin,
Kataev quotes from Lika:
fl flo do/ih flepwy ro/ioay saKHHyTon Hasafl, hb
ceowy c Hero r/ias h bob cTapatocb noHHTb, worfla
OHO, CMHH, Bflpyr BblKaTblBaBTCH M 3 Tyss HaKOB OHO?
Ee/iaa nacHa c nepTBeqa? Bob m3Hytpm cbbtbimbbch,
ho HaHoe? CTeapMHOBoe? £a, fla, CTeapHHOBoel
Tan h cHawy rfle-Hndyflb. (9,432)^-
Within a few pages of the quoted passage Kataev depicts himself
as a similarly dispassionate seeker after mots justes. With
callous lack of feeling he searches for a word which will capture
the essence of the aged widow of Bunin.
1. The passage from Bunin's work may be found in Zhizn'
Arsen'eva, Sobranie sochinenii, vol. 6, p. 235. It is
interesting that this passage should so closely resemble
that about Bunin at the end of Kataev's story Muzyka.
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...a R CMOTpe/l Ha H6B C T8M TpeBOWHblM BHHMaHHSM,
C H3HHM HBHOTfla MO^DflQH ByHMH CMOTpe/l Ha ziyHy,
WB^an B03M0WH0 TOHHBB OnpSflB/lHTb, Kawafl OHa?
CTsapHHOBafl ?
Mhb HaWBTCfl , R H3UJ8J1 OnpBflBJlBHMB Toro ds/ioro
PB BT a f HOTOpblH flOMHHMpOBa/1 BO BCBM od/IHHB Bspbl
HMHO/iaSBHW. LlBBT dSilOM MbllilH C p030BaTUMM r/1333MM.
(9,436)!
It seems likely that the reference to the white mouse is
a deliberate stylised imitation of Bunin (hence the second
reference to Lika). In juxtaposing such a totally unfeeling
description of Vera Nikolaevna and Bunin's own description of
the moon as 'stearin' Kataev appears to be questioning the
morality of Bunin's dedication to dispassionate description.
Yet, despite the attempt to involve Bunin through the juxta¬
position, the comparison of Vera Nikolaevna to a white mouse
belongs to Kataev, and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that he himself has sacrificed all human feeling in the search
2
for accuracy of description. Bunin's stereoscopic descrip¬
tions lead Kataev to a cold, if perhaps, accurate description
of Bunin's widow.
7.4.4 The Limitations of Bunin's View of Art
Kataev still considers himself to be a pupil of Bunin
and throughout the 1960s he continues to try to emulate the
great writer's plasticity. Yet he feels himself to be Bunin's
pupil only in certain aspects of the writer's craft. The great
limitation of Bunin's work, according to Kataev, is the absence
1. This passage was severely criticised by some critics,
notably B. Sarnov, 'Ugl' pylayushchii...'.
2. It is possible that this is what Kataev means when he
speaks of being burned to ashes. 'HaH h mbhTa/i Tor^a, hto6h
mob cepflus crope/io ao hbphotuI Ho r hb npbflctab/ih/i ceds,
hsh a to CTpaujHo.' (9 ,306)
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of 'external moral pressure'. (9,433) In the absence of an
ideology Bunin cannot cope with what Goethe calls 'the thousand-
headed hydra of empiricism'."'" Bunin's problem, as portrayed
by Kataev, recalls that of Georgii Vasil'evich from Vremya,
vperedl before he was supplied with the key to the rebus.
He saw thousands of people and objects and could describe them
but could not make sense of the activity. Significantly,
Georgii Vasil'evich at first trained binoculars on the site at
Magnitogorsk trying to pick out individual details, which made
the overall picture even less accessible. (The stereoscopic
effect of Bunin's description of the seagull is compared by
Kataev to looking through binoculars.) Georgii Vasil'evich
eventually begins to understand the rebus of Magnitogorsk when
he becomes emotionally involved, when he adopts a committed
stance towards the construction of the power station. It is
one of the messages of Trava zabven'ya that Kataev was saved
from the hydra of empiricism by the ideological lesson which
he learned from Mayakovskii.
A PeBO/lh314hm MBHfl yHHJl MaRKOBCKHH. (9 ,432)
Ho Hawe pyccKoe - mob - noHO/iBHwe hb du/io
noTepfiHHbiM. Oho He norn5.no, xotr h nor.no
nornSHyTb. Bohhs ero HCHaneHH/ia, ho Be/iMHas
Pbbo/iiouhr cnacna h Bbi.neHH.na, Hshoh 5bi r hh
5bl/l, R 0dR3aH CBOen WH3HblO h cbohm TBOpMSCTBOM
PBBOJ1H314MH . To/lbKO Eh OflHOH.
Fl CUH PSBO/IIOUHH. HOWST dblTb, H n/lOXOH CUH.
Ho Bee paBHo CbiH. (9,331)
It is no coincidence that Magnitogorsk and Vremya, vperedl play
such a major role in Trava zabven'ya, for it was above all with
that novel that Kataev finally established himself as a Soviet
1. Goethe's phrase occurs in a letter to Schiller, 17 August
1797. It recurs several times in Kataev's work. See, for
example 'Novogodnii tost' (8,345) where a misprint distorts
the quotation (tysyacheglazaya gidra).
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author, a son of the Revolution. One of those largely
responsible for providing Kataev with the key which enabled
him to defeat empiricism was Mayakovskii, who made him a
gift of the title.
7.4.5 Kataev's Position between Bunin and Mayakovskii
Although Bunin and Mayakovskii stand at opposite poles
from each other and Kataev could not mention the name of the
one in the presence of the other without provoking a violent
reaction, they were equally important influences on Kataev.
One of the indications of this comes with the position between
the sections devoted to Bunin and Mayakovskii of the story of
Ryurik Pchelkin, who is Kataev's alter ego. He chooses to
ascribe the story of his own narrow escape from death during
the Civil War to Ryurik Pchelkin because he is aware that
after so many years the figure he draws will be the image he
now has of himself when young and that this may not coincide
exactly with the truth.
3tot mo/iofloh se/ioseH - cobcem etue ha bma
WHOUJa - bbl/l r •
b8phee CHa3aTb, oh Mor dwTb mhohd, bc/im 6bi
r od/taflaji cm/iom BOCHpecHTb cb6r Toro, flaBHero,
no/iofloro. . . Ho Tan HaH y mbhh H8T btom bo/iujbShoh
CM/ibi, to censac, Horfla nnwyTCR bth ctpohkh, r
Mory CHHTaTb ero /lrnub hbhotophm BonRoiueHHBM
Moero TenepsiuHero npsflCTaB/ishmr obo mhb canoM
Toro BpSMSHM..• (9,341)
To a large extent Kataev's use of an alter ego here is a
literary device, but it does shed light on other instances of
the use of real incidents in fictionalised form. As in the
two previous works Kataev here develops his view that certain
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moments in life reach the level of art and that with hindsight
it is possible to see their significance in literary terms.
As he puts it at one point in Trava zabven'ya: ' H Mbi CHOBa
hshaflo/iro noTeps^M M3 BMfly flpyr flpyra, a wmshb, Ha Mur
npeBpaTHBLUHCb b CTpaHMLty rtoro, oriHTb noTBH/ia cbosh nepeflOH.'
(9,326)
Pchelkin, a young Odessan poet, is sent to the neigh¬
bouring country districts to recruit correspondents for his
newspaper. He carries out his duties conscientiously, but is
really more concerned with poetry, his own and that of Bunin
and Mandel'shtam. As his mission is nearing an end he falls
into the hands of a terrorist band and is lucky to escape
with his life. The man with whom he had been travelling is
not so fortunate and is executed by the terrorists. A false
report of Pchelkin's death reaches Odessa and his father, on
hearing it,suffers a stroke and dies.
The story accords with that published in Kataev's
autobiography and also, in most particulars, with the story
of Petr Sinaiskii in Otets.^ The significance of its
position in Trava zabven'ya is that Pchelkin is a poet, an
admirer and pupil of Bunin, who spends most of his time
composing verses or reciting those of Bunin and Mandel*shtam.
Yet, he is working for the Revolution; in this respect he
bears a closer resemblance to Mayakovskii than to Bunin.
1. It is also worth noting that the section immediately before
the introduction of Pchelkin resembles another story of the
1920s - Ser Genri i chert - in that it is an attempt to convey




A similar indication of Kataev's position midway between
Bunin and Mayakovskii is provided by the story of Klavdiya
Zaremba, the girl from the Party school. Significantly, it
is Bunin who first impels Kataev to describe the girl, for he
tells his pupil to describe a sparrow in a way which will
express his own feelings rather than repeat those of any other
writer, however great.
Ho nmiJMTe TaK, hsh Bbi HyBCTByeTB, h Tan, ksk
Bbl bmflmtb, a He TaK, HaK flo Bac HyBCTBOBa/lh
m BHflejiH flpyrne no3Tbi, nycTb flaws caMhie
reHHa^bHbie. ByflbTe b ncHyccTBe He3aBncnMbi.
3Tony mowho HayHMTbCH. kl Torfla riepefl Bann
OTHpOST C R H8MC4epnaBMblH M M p nOfl/lhhhoh ri033MM.
(9,270)
Kataev tries to act on Bunin's advice. He describes
the sparrow, then turns to a little girl in order to describe
her in the same way. But he feels that there is in her
something which demands to be expressed not by exquisite
lyric poetry but by an epic or a tragedy.
Bcbm flyuiOM h b,qpyr noMyBCTBOBa/i b hsm hb npocTo
fleBOHHy, a TparwHscKyio repoHHic KaKoro-To nofl/inHHoro,
a hb BhjjflyMaHHoro HaapsBaramero, dyflymero poMaHa.
...syflo nrHOBBHHoro npsbpau^ehuh nenaawa b anoc,
b TpareflMto. (9,271)
The little girl whom Kataev tried to describe in a poem
in response to Bunin's lesson turns out to be Klavdiya Zaremba,
the girl from the Party school, the tragic heroine of a novel
which Kataev longed all his life to write, but never did.
'Describe a sparrow', said Bunin, and as a result Kataev was
led to the figure of Klavdiya Zaremba, in whom landscape
demanded to be transformed into epic, into tragedy.
Kataev's other teacher, Mayakovskii, also led him to
the figure of Klavdiya Zaremba, for he told him to write about
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Magnitogorsk,and Zaremba was in Magnitogorsk at the same time
as Kataev. Thus the advice from two completely antithetical
poets leads Kataev from different ends to the central figure
of Klavdiya Zaremba.
The story of Zaremba is based on a real incident. During
the period when he was working for YugROSTA and UkrROSTA at the
beginning of the 1920s Kataev's editor was 'the indomitable
Sergei Ingulov'. In the autumn of 1921 Ingulov published in
the Khar'kov newspaper Kommunist a cycle of sketches entitled
'Lyudi v revolyutsii', one of which was 'Devushka iz
sovpartshkoly'.^ It told the story of a girl who, acting on
the instructions of the Cheka, had befriended and then fallen
in love with a counter-revolutionary agent. When she had
gathered information against him he was arrested and shot.
She had sacrificed her love for the sake of the Revolution.
Ingulov urged writers to seek inspiration from such incidents
from Soviet life. Kataev quotes from Ingulov's article in
Kommunist:
"flHcaTe/iH m nucaTe/ibHMUbi, tparhhm m nosTbi,
ahmewctbi h heoh/iacchhm, a hom paccka3bibaets
Bbi Haw? By xyflOWHHHH, By He noweTa He BocnpuHMMaTb
psbo/iraphohhoro syta, wh3hh - He HJiaccoB, He cjiobb,
hb rpynn, - 0Tfl8JibHux JiiofleH b pebo/uopHM. . . "
"flo3ty h noaTeccy, ay eyrie/in BocneTb xiioSoBb
/],aHTe m BeaTpuHe, pa3Be Ban He nocTHSb TparnsecHOH
j\iq6bm LuTaCc-HannTaHa h flSByumw h3 napTuiKo^bi?"
TloseMy me ay mo/ihmtb?" (9 ,372)
In Ingulov's article the girl from the Party school was
not named, but Kataev gave her the name Klavdiya Zaremba,
1. S. Ingulov, 'Devushka iz sovpartshkoly', Kommunist (Khar'kov),
2 October 1921. I have been unable to read this article. It
is referred to in L. Skorino, Pisatel' i ego vremya, p. 168.
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thereby transforming her from a real person into a creature
of his imagination. Like the Russian widow in Svyatoi
kolodets, Zaremba is an example of real life rising to the
level of art. She becomes a symbolic figure whose fate is
bound up with that of Kataev himself. The fact that her name
is invented by the author assumes considerable importance,
for it epitomises his relationship to his work. The ant
which crawls over the flower and on to his arm reacts to the
various stimuli surrounding it, but because it has neither
imagination nor the ability to confer names it is different
from the author. He, too, reacts to the stimuli of the world
around him, but, having been stimulated by a physical
experience, he converts that experience into art.^"
Such a view of the nature of artistic creativity accords
perfectly with the passage from Svyatoi kolodets in which Kataev
takes issue with Maurois. (9,20*4) According to this view an
author needs descriptive powers and imagination in equal
measure; his work should be based on reality, but should
contain an element of fantasy which will express his uniqueness.
Thus, the girl from the Party school really existed and her
story so moved Kataev that it demanded to be given artistic
form; it provided the external stimulus. But his artistic
vision transformed the facts, even to the extent of conferring
on the girl a name. (Kataev emphasises the degree of his
control over his character by revealing his deliberations over
the choice of name and by making it such an unusual one:
1. Kataev expresses such views several times in the course of
Trava zabven'ya, but the longest such passages are on
9,370-1 and 9,249-51.
'hak0hbi4 h can fla/i em hmr: hjiabflhr 3apeMda.
tahs HjiaBflWH 3apeMda. Mjih 3apeMdo?' (9,370)
aa, hmbhho
7.4.7 The Angel of Death
The story of Klavdiya Zaremba and Petya Solov'ev,
the counter-revolutionary agent with whom she falls in love
and whom she betrays to the Cheka, should have formed the
subject matter of a novel entitled Angel smerti which Kataev
wanted to write (following Ingulov's exhortation) and to which
he turned many times, but which, in the end, he was unable to
write. Trava zabven'ya is, in part, an adumbration of that
unwritten novel.
HHMra, HOTopyto fi cewHac nmuy, ecTb b HaHOH-To
nepe "hctophr cobcTBBHHoro npoH38efleHHfl" -
TOHHee, oflHoro ms momx npoHasefleHMH, poMaHa
"AHre/i criepTM", HOTopbin h MesTa/i HanncaTb bckd
CBOta WM3Hb , HO T3H M hb Harmcs/i, H OH HaBcsrfla
OCTa/ics /! Hlilb MOBH MeHTOH. (9 ,273)
Why, then, did Kataev never write the book of his dreams
He himself answers that question in the following way:
Cho/ibho pa3 r dpa/icH 3a nepo, HTodbi Hcno/iHMTb
coseT noHOHHoro noero flpyra m cTapmero TOBapnma
Cepren HHry/ioBa h HarmcaTb poMaH o flBByaiHe us
coBnapTLuHO/ibi. MoweT dbiTb, sto dbi/i bamhctbshhuh
H a CT O FtlHH H CiCJHeT, a/lMa3, HOTOpblH CTOM/IO, He Wa/ibb
BpSMBHH H CM/I, OrpaHMTb, npeBpaTHB B CBBpHatOlUMM
dpn/ibRHT. Ho hawflbimpa3 r nyBCTBOBa/i CBoe deccM/imb:
TGMa dbi/ia bo MHoro pa3 Buwe mbhh h ee He/ib3R dbi.no
odpadOTaTb TaH cede, b CTapofi naHepe, HOTopon oHa
HHH3H He noflflaBa/iacb.
.HeByiiiHy H3 coBnapTiuHo^bi HywHO dw/io riHcaTb
cobe puie hho no-HOBOMy, HedbiBa/io h, HaH CHa3a/i Obi
Down MaH^e/ibLUTan, "na paspbiB aopTbi". A r 314s h
aTOMy He dbi/i totob. (9 ,378-9)
This extract contains two related admissions about the
nature of Kataev's work. Firstly, the reference to a subject
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which demanded to be polished up without regard to the time
and effort involved until it shone like a diamond brings to
mind Handel'shtam's poetry with its brilliant, diamond-like
quality. This impression is reinforced by the explicit
mention of Mandel'shtam later in the passage. The subject
of the girl from the Party school deserves to be treated as
Handel'shtam treated his subjects, that is with an intensity
'fit to burst the aorta'."'' Kataev admits that he was never
prepared to invest so much in the work (although the word
eshche in the final sentence of the passage suggests that he
may now feel ready to try).
Secondly, the subject of the girl from the Party school
is 'many times greater' than Kataev himself. The question
must be asked: why is this subject, which appears in no way
t
extraordinary, so demanding for Kataev? Why is he touched
so deeply by the tale of the girl from the Party school? A
possible answer to these questions emerges from the fact that
when, at last, Kataev did write about the girl who betrayed
her lover out of loyalty to the Revolution he did so within
the framework of a book devoted in large measure to his own
relationship with Bunin and Hayakovskii. It is tempting to
suppose that the story of Klavdiya Zaremba moved Kataev so
deeply because it reflects his own treatment of Bunin. Sergei
Ingulov's article 'Devushka iz sovpartshkoly' appeared in the
Khar'kov newspaper Kommunist on 2 October 1921. By a curious
1. The significance for Kataev of Handel'shtam's phrase na
razryv aorty is emphasised by the repetition of the phrase
(and the entire stanza from which it is taken) at the very
end of Trava zabven'ya. (9,446) The phrase comes from
Handel'shtam's poem 'Skripachka' (1935), Sobranie sochinenii,
vol. 1, pp. 196-7.
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coincidence Kataev's story Zolotoe pero, which satirised
Bunin, was first published in the same issue of Kommunist.
The writing of Zolotoe pero, in which he attacks his beloved
Bunin, is for Kataev the equivalent to Klavdiya Zaremba's
act of sacrificing her lover for the cause of the Revolution.
Just as Klavdiya Zaremba falls in love with Petya Solov'ev,
and never ceases to love him, even after betraying him, so
does Kataev continue to love Bunin. In Trava zabven'ya he
admits: 'fl npoflo/iwa/i ero £&yHHHa^j cTpacTHo /iradMTb. He xony
npMbaB^HTb: HaH xyflowHHHa. fl JtrodM/i ero no/iHocTbio, h hsk
He/iQBBHa, HaH /tHHHocTb TOHis.' (9 ,327) Or again: 'Bes
npeyBB/iHMeHMH nory CHaaaTb, hto bcr mor mn3Hb dbi/ia npoHM3aHa
M8MTOH eme xoTb pa3 yBMfleTbCH c ByHMHbiM.' (9,429)
The ambiguous relationship between Klavdiya Zaremba
t
and Petya Solov'ev resembles that between Kataev and Bunin in
Trava zabven'ya. Thus, alongside Klavdiya's abiding love
for Petya there is her recognition of a greater love for the
Revolution and her ability to see Petya's attitude as treachery.
Kataev has her write shortly before her death:
MoweT GbiTb, fia/ibiiie HHKorfla He yBMflHMCr . OflHony
Tebe npn3Ha»ocb nepefl CMepTbra: r /uadn/ia ero h
He 3abbiBa/ia hh Ha MMHyTy bcio cboio wh3hb • Tbi
SHaeujb Koro. Ho mor coBecTb nepefl HaweH pebo/uoLiHeH
m nepefl codon HHCTa: he r ero npefla/ia, a oh npsflaji
PoflHHy. (9,441)
Similarly, Kataev professes his love for Bunin but at the same
time attempts to justify his own betrayal of Bunin (in Zolotoe
pero) by depicting the great author as an Esau who has sold
his birthright for a mess of pottage. Towards the end of
Trava zabven'ya he writes: 'fl noHRji: ByHHH ripoMBHR/i flee canue
flparopeHHbie Ben^H - Po#MHy m Pbbo/iicpmio - Ha hbhbbhhHyto nox/iedKy
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TaK H33blB 3BM0H CBOdOflbf M TaH Ha3hlBa8M0H He3SB MCHMOCTM . 1
(9,43D1
Further minor details in the identification of Klavdiya
Zaremba with Kataev himself and Petya Solov'ev with Bunin
include the fact that when a group of sailors and soldiers
come to arrest Bunin, only to find that he has a decree of
immunity, (an event which formed the climax of Zolotoe pero)
Klavdiya Zaremba is among them; (9,326) and that when Kataev
at last goes to visit the grave of Bunin he meets Petya
Solov'ev, who escaped the Angel of Death and now works as a
cemetery attendant in Paris. Of course, the comparisons
between Klavdiya Zaremba and Kataev on the one hand, and
Bunin and Petya Solov'ev on the other cannot be extended to
cover the entire story of the girl from the Party school.
But there is enough evidence to provide an answer to the
question posed above. This subject would have been the most
important of Kataev's career because it touched on one of the
most important aspects of his own life.
Kataev was unable to write Angel smerti because he
could not write na razryv aorty, and also because his old
manner of writing could not be adapted to accommodate such a
subject. It required an approach to the conventions of
literature which he has only now acquired: 'Kopone roBopn,
HywHO 6bt.no 6biTb He ByHMHbiM, a no kpahhem Mepe MaftHOBCKMM.'
(9,379) From the context in which this sentence appears
it is clear that it refers primarily to Mayakovskii as a
1. This harsh judgement on Bunin was criticised by some
commentators on the work. See, for example, B. Sarnov,
'Ugl' pylayushchii...'. The present interpretation helps
to explain, if not to condone, Kataev's ambiguous attitude
to Bunin.
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stylistic innovator, but it also implies something about
political attitude. In this sentence no less important
than the names Bunin and Mayakovskii is the phrase po krainei
mere. In order to do justice to a subject like that of
Angel smerti one must be not a Bunin but at least a
Mayakovskii. Herein lies a clue to a very important theme
in Trava Zabven'ya which will be examined in the next section.
7.1+.8 Kataev's Independence
Many times in the course of the present work reference
has been made to the influence of Bunin and Mayakovskii on
Kataev, but in Trava zabven'ya, while acknowledging fully his
debt to both poets, Kataev stresses that he has not remained
merely a pupil. He has found his own unique vision and voice.
He makes this point in the form of the fable about the pillow.
A king who suffers from insomnia is on the point of
death when his youngest wife discovers that the reason for
his inability to sleep is that his pillow is too hard. She
removes some of the stuffing from the pillow and the king is
able to sleep. However,the pillow is now so comfortable that
he falls asleep immediately, and thus loses the benefit of
those minutes before sleep when he used to ponder the problems
of his kingdom. At his request his youngest wife adds a
handful of down to the pillow and the king is able to think
about the problems facing his kingdom and then sleep soundly.
In this fable Kataev appears to be saying that for him the
ideal approach to literature is neither that of Bunin nor that
of Mayakovskii, but somewhere in between. As has been shown
above, this conclusion is supported by the structure of Trava
zabven'ya in which the tale of Ryurik Pchelkin occupies the
central position.
Bunin himself advised Kataev to try to achieve total
creative independence.
ByHMH rOBOpHfl. . .Q COBepUJBHHO CaMOCTOHTe/lbHOM
BMfleHMH OHpywaramero» He CBHsaHHOM c noflpawaHHeM
homy-hnbyflb, byflb to xoTb can JIbb To/ictom m/im
riyUJHMH, TO SCTb 06 yMBHHM BMflBTb RBJieHMR H
npe^MeTbi coBepiueHHo canocTOflTB/ibHo h nncaTb o
hmx adcoRioTHo no-CBoeny, bhb hohmx dbi to hm
dbi.no JiHTepaTypHbix b/imrhmm m peMHHMCpBHpMM .
(9,306-7)
The basic theme of Trava zabven'ya is not really the influence
of Bunin and Mayakovskii on Kataev but his achievement of
creative independence via a synthesis of the lessons learned
from both poets.
7.5 Kubik
While Kataev frequently asserts in Malen'kaya zheleznaya
dver' v stene, Svyatoi kolodets, and Trava zabven'ya that he
is a Soviet author, 'a son of the Revolution', the fundamental
tenor of all three works, particularly the middle one, is
aesthetic rather than hortatory, private rather than public.
Despite the subject matter of Lenin and the Paris commune in
Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene and the extensive portraits
of Bunin and Mayakovskii in Trava zabven'ya^all three works
are unified (both individually and as a group) by the figure
of the author himself which is never far from the foreground.
This tendency of Kataev's work of the 1960s culminates in his
last tale of the decade, Kubik, published in Novyi mir in
February 1969.
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7.5.1 Genesis and Links with Beleet parus odinokii
Kubik appears to have been originally envisaged as a
tale for children involving a love story between a boy,
Pchelkin, and a girl, Marusya, and the early pages of the
finished work lead the reader to believe that Kataev is once
again exploring the familiar territory of the complex emotions
and peculiar dialogue of children tentatively entering into a
relationship with each other."1" Several of the minor details
from the first few pages of Kubik recall similar details from
Elektricheskaya mashina and, especially, Beleet parus odinokii.
For example, the boy boasts to the girl that he can kill a
sparrow in flight with his catapult, a boast similar to that
made by Rudol'f Karlovich, the rifle range owner, in Beleet
parus odinokii. Pchelkin's imagination has clearly been
fired by English detective novels, and, like Petya Bachei, he
retreats into a fantasy world of play based on his reading.
After breaking the lamp, Pchelkin is seized by the ear and
marched home by an irate janitor just as Gavrik is held by the
ear by the moustachioed policeman in Beleet parus odinokii.
The observation about a free bird being captured and becoming
instantly 'goods for sale' recalls a similar paragraph in the
first (Krasnaya nov') edition of Beleet parus odinokii which
3
was omitted from all subsequent editions.
1. See a note about the projected work in Vechernyaya Moskva,
20 May 1967. In the finished tale the girl's name was Sanya.
2. Compare 9,453 with 5,98-9.
3. Compare these two passages: 'B stom BCTb HaKoe-To HaBawfleHwe,
KO/ifloacTBO. npeepaLueHHe decn/iaTHOH, CBodoflHOH rrrnuibi s Toeap,
MMetou4MM pbiHosHyio CTOHMOCTb, b fleTCHHe roflu MyMMTe/ibHO Tep3a/io
MOB BOOdpamBHHB, MOH C^adblH, HBBHHHbIM yM, eiHB HB3HaH0HblM CO
SHaMeHHTOH popMy/ioH MapKca hachgt cnpTyna n xo/icTa.' (Kubik,
9 ,464) and '3ce bth npeKpacHbie flapbi npwpoflbi Su/im npeBpameHbi
s TOBap, b rpoMa^Hbie, 6B3/iMHHbi8 napTMH TOBapa, b npsflneT Kynjiki
h npoflawH.' (Beleet parus odinokii, Krasnaya nov', 1936,
No. 5, p. 19)
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7.5.2 The Plot
Yet, despite such echoes and the similarity between the
dialogues on the opening pages of Kubik and those between
Petya, Gavrik and Motya in Beleet parus odinokii, it very
quickly becomes clear that Kataev's intention in the later
work is entirely different from that of 1936. First of all,
as in Trava zabven'ya, the opening paragraph consists of a
single very short sentence contained within two sets of three
dots. Thus, the illusion is created that Kataev catches his
thoughts in mid-stream, and that the work which follows is a
series of random scenes and reflections. Secondly, Kataev
identifies himself with the boy, at least partially:
Heywe/in stot Ma/ibHMH Towe n? Ec/ih h He Bno/ihb,
to, bo bcbhoh C-nysae, oTHacTM. He HCH/itoseHo,
H TO 3 T 0 Bee TOT We MH/lblH MOSMy CBpflUy ["iHe/IHHH,
TO/lbHO COBCBM Ma/16HbHHH, JieT BOCbMH . (9,4-51)
Thirdly, the consistency of tone and importance of narration
in Beleet parus odinokii are absent in Kubik. The story of
Pchelkin and San'ka and the mysterious letters OV is interrupted
by a lengthy passage about the importance of the concept of
sound in literature which disorientates the reader whose
expectations of a tale in the tradition of Kataev's best work
for children had been raised by the opening of the story.
Thus, when Kataev eventually abandons young Pchelkin and
San'ka and turns to other narrative strands it is not entirely
unexpected.
Young Pchelkin becomes Monsieur the Former Boy, a rich
French business man of Russian origin who returns to Odessa
as a tourist and discovers that the letters OV which had so
fascinated him as a boy stand for nothing more exotic than
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Odessa water works (odesskii vodoprovod). The tale then
shifts to encompass a love story in the style of Maupassant
in which Monsieur the Former Boy conducts an affair with a
poor though handsome woman who struggles to bring up her
only daughter decently. Monsieur pays her well, but after
her sudden death at an early age he discovers that she had
not cashed any of his cheques or sold any of his expensive
gifts. On her side the motivation for the affair had been
true love. The story next shifts to the wedding of this poor
widow's daughter to a fellow student, a young man from a rich
family. Using the technique which he had introduced in
Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene of accompanying his heroes
to places which he himself knew well, describing those places
from his own point of view and then ascribing experiences
similar to his own to his heroes, Kataev makes the young French
couple spend their honeymoon in Rumania and Bulgaria (which
allows him to give a detailed description of the baptism of
a group of Rumanian infants which he himself had witnessed in
the company of his friend, the Rumanian artist Francesca
Bukovale). Similarly, in Bulgaria the young French couple
see and admire the golden crown of a Thracian princess which
had been found while the foundations for a new building were
being dug in 1966.
After the death of his mistress, Monsieur the Former
Boy seeks solace in travel, and one of the places he visits
is East Germany. This gives Kataev a reason to incorporate
the famous story of Luther throwing an inkwell at the Devil.
After a long and important section devoted to the relationship
between words and objects Kataev returns to Monsieur and
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Madame and their black poodle named Kubik. While Monsieur
and Madame are staying at a hotel in Monte Carlo there is a
strike of power workers during which Kubik bites a Corsican
waiter named Napoleon. The latter allows himself to be
placated by the gift of a few expensive ties and later
bitterly regrets his inability to get a large sum from
Monsieur in compensation.
Finally, the tale ends in Paris during a period of
social conflict which may be the disturbances of May 1968.
Napoleon, enraged and embittered by his failure to seize his
opportunity of riches, becomes involved with criminals and
sinks slowly into drunkenness and squalor. Monsieur goes
down to his cellar for a bottle of mineral water and suffers
a stroke or heart attack during which he sees again the letters
OV which had so fascinated him as a boy.
This brief account of the main episodes in Kubik
demonstrates that the tale has no unifying plot, and even the
figure of Monsieur the Former Boy serves to unify it only in
the most general sense. If it begins by resembling Beleet
parus odinokii this resemblance soon vanishes to be replaced
by faint echoes of other works. For example, the character
of Napoleon recalls that of Zosin in Opyt Krantsa; the
conflict between capitalists and striking workers had formed
the subject matter of Qstrov Erendorf and Povelitel' zheleza;
the compelling account of the mania which seizes a man gambling
at the roulette wheel continues a line of such portraits
stretching back to Opyt Krantsa and encompassing many of
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Kataev's best works; the sensuous description of the gambling
chips resembles the picture of the bank note in Elektricheskaya
mashina.
7.5.3 Musical Construction
Thus Kubik lacks a single story line and contains faint
echoes of many previous works. The clue to the principle of
construction comes at the end, when Kataev writes: 'He noBecTb,
He ponaH, ne onepH, hb nyTeBbie aaneTHH, a npocTo co.no Ha $aroTe
c opHBCTpoM - TaH h neps^ahte.' (9 ,536) Kataev here gives a
musical analogy. His work is a bassoon concerto in which each
separate incident has its own key and its own rhythm. For
example, the opening section has a totally different musical
sound to the closing one. Kataev had long been regarded as
an expert judge of painting whose work could be compared to
that of a painter like Marquet,"*" but in Kubik, while still
revealing his painterly qualities, he gives more weight to
the musical quality of his prose. The work is composed on
the principle of counterpoint. It is highly significant
that at one point Kataev quotes Mandel'shtam to whom he is
indebted for much in Kubik, as saying: '"npoaa accMMMeTpHHHa,
ee ABHweHHH - abmwbhmfi cjioaecHOH naccbi - abmhohmb cTa,qa, c/iawHoe
M pHTMMHHOe B CBOBM H Bnpa B M /lb H 0 C T M } H3CT0 HIHaH np03a ~ pa3H060M,
pa3/ia,4, MHororojiocHe, KOHTpanyHHT. . . " ' (9,483) In Kubik
Kataev develops more fully than ever before the thoughts about
the sound of prose which he had advanced in the article of 1953
1. See, for example, V. Kataev, 'Obnovlenie prozy', p. 125.
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entitled 'Novogodnii tost'. Towards the beginning of Kubik
he makes a distinction between intonation and sound.
Intonation is defined as:
saneBHa bcqh bbihm# ee my3biHa/ibHbiM h/itas, ee
TaHHan ropenb! hmhto b 3Ty HOMb hb cna/i b
aom8 bojihohckmx.
Sound, on the other hand, is something quite different:
B SBywe co,qepH<htch ropa3flo 6o/ibuje Toro, hto
mu y^aB/iMBaen cbomm hbcob b plush hum c/iyxoBbin
annapaTon. 3to Bcer,qa HaKan-To TaMHan
mh(j)OpMaUHB, nOTOK CMTH3/10B, HaH 6bl MOfle/lMpytOmMX
3ByHaiuyic bsojb b MMpoaom npocTpaHCTBS. BoblusChum
"afjxjieHT npMcyTCTBHfl" ■ (9,455)
And again:
He mowst (SbiTb asyKa bHe MaTepHM, nopo,qMBUjeM
ero. Taw we hsh hb mowst sutb co3HaHnn bhs
fiblTHB. 3eyK - 3T0 COSHaHHR HO/ie5/lKJU4eMCH
MaTepMM. (9,455)
As defined in these extracts, both intonation and sound
play an important part in Kubik. Each of the major sections
of the work is characterised by its own intonation, and formal
division into chapters is replaced by skilful variations in
pace and tone.1 In general, Kataev does not switch suddenly
and irrevocably from one section involving a given pace and
tone, to another. Rather does he use a contrapuntal method
of introducing a certain pace and tone in the middle of the
previous section. Thus the entire work has a dynamism based
on the musical method of the introduction of a melody which
is fully developed only later. For example, the opening section
is, for the most part, a simple narrative, written in relatively
short paragraphs and with extensive use of dialogue. But in
1. In an article of 1971 Kataev suggested that each literary
work should be composed in a specific key and that the author's
first task was to find the appropriate key. See V. Kataev,
'Schast'e otkrytii', Literaturnaya gazeta, 20 January 1971.
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the middle of this section Kataev introduces a long paragraph
beginning 'Zasedanie - eto tozhe nechto material'noe' (9,455-6)
which anticipates the theme and style of a later section, and
which contrasts strikingly with the predominant tone of the
surrounding passage.
Another feature of Kubik which may relate it to modern
music is its lack of a formal beginning or ending. It begins
and ends with three dots (in the latter case followed by the
words 'no zachem?) and appears to be open-ended. Near the
beginning of the work Kataev comments on its open-endedness
and also introduces the important notion of sound:
MCTOPMH fleBOHHH CaHbKM M Ma/lbHMHa [~Ih B/IKMHa,
KOTopyra s codnparacb sflecb paccwaaaTb, Ha« m
BC8 TO, MTO npOMCXOflHT B MMpB, H8 HMBBT HaHa/ia,
a TBM do/IBB HOHUa, TaH H TO npMMeM sa TOSHy OTCHBTa
TOT XapaHTBpHbIM 3ByH, HOTOpUH pa3fla/lCFI Ha OflHOH
H 3 HBTbipBX TBHMCTblX y/lHLJ flaSHOM M8CTH0CTM "OTpafla"
b Hana/is sToro Bswa. (9,453)
7.5.4 Sound and the 'Effect of Presence'
If musical sound, or intonation, is important in Kubik,
then non-musical sound is no less so. In the extract quoted
above (p. 439) Kataev defined sound as consciousness of
quivering matter and as 'a stream of signals which, as it
were, shape the object giving off the sound in world space'.
The author himself both gives off his own sound and receives
sound signals from all around:
F1 hb nnwy, hb coaflaio My3bmy, hb bHwy, hb c/ibiujy,
hb noHHMata, - fla m aassM? - h HenpspuBHO aayny,
KaK H8HHH pB30HaT0p, B O/1UJ8 6 HblH npwQop, np H H M MaiOIMM H
OTOBCKDfly M3 MHpOBOro npOCTpaHCTBa MMJl/lMOHbl
MMJI/lMapflOB CMTHa/lOB, C HBnoCTMWHMOH CKOpOCTbiO
HeCyiUHXCH B MOB dBflHOB TBflO, B MOK3 HBWHyiO, T 3 HyH3
xpyriKyto ncnxsici. Bcb, KOMy hb ABHb, nocbi/iaroT b
mow flyiuy, b mom M03r cbom cwrHa/iu, cbom KaTBropw-
HBCHHB npHKa3U, HaH 6bl ynpaB/lRH MHOK) Ha paCCTOHHHMS
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bcs 3Tn nyjibcapy, TyMaHHocTM, acTepoHflu, de/iye m
HpaCHbie Hap/IHHH, CO/lHBMHblH B8TBP, MarHMTHbIB
nOJlfl, C 8 B Bp HUB CHHHHfl , bcft 6B33ByMH0 r pSM HlLia H
BOHpyr MB h h GsCHOHBHHaB m 6 S3 Has a /lb Ha h MaTBpMFI,
BBCb 3 TO T HOCMHMBCHMH "dpaMdaXBp". OHM HaCbl/iatQT
Ha M8HH OObBMHbIB CHOBHflBHHB, MyHatOLUMB MBHfl, HaH
COPblTHH nOfl/lHHHOM WM3HH. (9,501)
Kataev goes on to speak of 'the magic "effect of presence'".
Sound in this meaning plays a most important part in Kubik,
and for the development of his ideas on the subject Kataev
is obviously greatly indebted to Mandel'shtam to whom he
refers as 'The Exile'. Kataev quotes The Exile as saying:
" P a 3 B B BSLLlb ~ X03HMH C JIO B a ? . . . Cjl 0 B O ("ICMXe H .
HikiBOB C JIO B 0 HB 0(503HaHa8T npBflMeTa, a CBOSOflHO
BbiQHpaeT, HaH dy ajih mnjibH, Ty mjim MHyto
npBflMBTHytQ 3 H3H MMOCTb , BBlMHOCTb, MM JlOB TB/10 ,
M BOHpyr bbu;m cjiobo d/iywflasT cBodoflHo, hah
flyaia Bonpyr dpoweHHoro, ho hb 3adyToro tbjia•"
(9 ,494)1
Mandel'shtam's idea of a word being like a Psyche,
i.e. a soul outside the body, resembles the image, used by
Kataev in Trava zabven'ya, of rows of buddhas standing on a
shelf waiting to be incarnated by the use of a word, or
name. (9,269-70) It may also be significant that Poe's
poem 'Ulalume', from which Kataev quoted in Svyatoi kolodets,
contains a reference to Psyche. One of Mandel'shtam's
poems of 1913 appears to link 'Ulalume' with the notion of
the Psyche-word (slovo-Psikheya). The second stanza reads:
fl Tan M 3H3/1, HTO SflBCb npMCyTCTBOBa/1 HB3PMMO:
HoUJMapHyM HBJIOBBH H MTaBT y/lHJIHJM.
3HaHeHMe - cyeTa, m cjiobo - TOJibHO wyM,
Horfla (JioHSTHHa - c/iywaHHa cepaiJiMMa.^
Within Svyatoi koloaets the major significance of 'Ulalume' is
1. This quotation is from Mandel'shtam's essay 'Slovo i
kul'tura' (1921). See 0. Mandel'shtam, Sobranie sochinenii,
vol. 2, pp. 264-9.
2. 0. Mandel'shtam, 'My napryazhennogo molchan'ya ne vynosim',
Sobranie sochinenii, vol. 1, p. 29.
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undoubtedly in relation to the Russian widow and the poem's
reference to Psyche correlates with Kataev's frequently
expressed view that his soul left his body. However, it
seems quite likely, in view of the frequent references to
Mandel'shtam in Svyatoi Kolodets and later works, that the
notion of the soul leaving the body and becoming temporarily
incarnated in some other object is related to the notion of
the Psyche-word and that the source of this idea is Mandel'shtam.
If this is so, then Kataev's use of Poe's 'Ulalume' may also
stem from Mandel'shtam.
As an example of a Psyche in Mandel'shtam's sense
Kataev invents the word 'brambakher' and allows it to take
on various meanings in accordance with Mandel'shtam's view
that an object is not master of a word. 'Brambakher' pursues
Kataev (and his characters Monsieur and Madame) throughout
East Germany. The word is derived from the name of a small
East German spa town - Bad Brambach - and one of its applica¬
tions is to the mineral water from this town. (It is in
this meaning that it is used at the end of the work when
Monsieur, feeling unwell, sits down on a crate of German
'brambakher' mineral water.) (9,535) But as a Psyche the
word is not restricted to one object, and Kataev uses it as
a sound threatening war:
BOHpyr K3HOH BB1HM CBOdOflHO S^yWfla/IQ 3T0
MyHMTBilbHO ripMBHSaBUjeeCH H HaM CJIOBO , HaK
du HaposHo co3,AaHHoe fl/iH Toro, HTodbi
BCS/IMTbCH B TpOXOT CpaWBHMH, a HOTOM
TpBB OWHO MSCTHTbCR B nOflaB/IfliGU4eH MBpTBOH
TMLLIMHB BH83ariH0 3 a H/1HDM B H HOT O n Bp BM H p M H ?
(9,494)
Later, 'brambakher' is used to convey the sound of a wasp
being crushed underfoot and the crash of Luther's inkwell
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against the wall as he struggles against the Devil. Later
still it is used to express a similar idea to one expressed
in Svyatoi kolodets, namely that the author 'becomes' the
various objects he is looking at. 'Brambakher' represents
Kataev's soul, which enters into various people and objects,
bringing them to life:
...h ncMxen dpandaxepa, noHMHys mh^os ts/io
BarHepa, yme MSTaJiacb no Ma/ieHbHony nyssio
CTapMHHblX MyablHa/lbHblX MHCTpyMeHTOB, He B
coctohhhh cpasy peaiHTb, Hy^a 6bi ew BcejiMTbCfl
. . .^a ria/io nm Hyfla Hawflyso mhHyTy nopbiBa/iacb
BcejiHTbCfl Henocsfl^HBafl ncHxen, . . . CTHXHH
mysbhh, hsh npeflmsthafi 3hahnnoctb, haw hehorfla
dpouiSHHoe mm/iob tb^o, hsoao/immo b^eH/ia h cede
riCMxeio. (9 ,502-3)
When the poet's Psyche-word settles in a body the result
will be a metaphor, and in a few outstanding cases the 'effect
of presence' will take place and the metaphor will be realised
or materialised. It is precisely this magic 'effect of presence'
which Kataev sees as the highest achievement of modern poetry.
' "3<j)({)eHT npHCyTCTBMR " - BOT COHpOBBHHaR CyTb nOflJIMHHO COBpeMBHHOM
nossHH•' (9,500) In the future,artists may be enabled to
achieve even more astounding materialisation of their metaphors
by means of scientific advances. Kataev quotes an article
from Pravda about information-carrying lasers (holography) which
may one day be capable of transporting and materialising images.
He advises artists to prepare for this miracle by training
themselves to think in images.
However, it is not necessary to await these scientific
advances before experiencing the 'effect of presence'. Examples
can be found in modern poetry and elsewhere. As a good example
.
of a metaphor becoming materialised as a legend Kataev cites
the well-known story of Luther throwing an inkwell at the
Devil. Mandel'shtam claimed that Luther was a poor
philologist because he chose to throw an inkwell rather than
a word."*" But, in fact, Luther never threw an inkwell. His
struggle with the Devil took the form of writing articles,
and in that sense an inkwell was his weapon.
3to cpa3y ws npeBpaTM/iacb b ziereHfly, HOTopas
06/ieTe^a Bscb Mkip. TaHMM ocjpa3on, nrpa c/iob
c,qe.na.nacb mbta(J)opoH, a neTaQopa, b cboio osepe^b,
HyTb fl H H 8 pea^MSOBa/iaCb B MCT0pHHBCH08 C06blTM8,
b TeaTpa^bHyK} cueHy c yhacThbm HepTa, HSHTO-BBCbna
noxowee Ha "aiJxJieKT npucyTCTBHfl . • . " • (9,498)
7.5.5 The Wasp
Kataev illustrates the power of imagination to create
similar legends in the story of the letters OV, and he attempts
to achieve the 'effect of presence' in his description of the
wasp. (9,496-8) On one level the section devoted to the
struggle against the wasp is a brilliantly realistic piece of
descriptive writing capturing the menace of the wasp and the
fear of the man. But like many of the images in Svyatoi
kolodets the wasp suggests another level; it is both realistic
and symbolic. A clue to the possible significance of the wasp
lies in the dream which the narrator has in the middle of the
section. It is a dream about Stalin ('chelovek s uzkimi
1. 0. Mandel'shtam, '0 prirode slova', Sobranie sochinenii,
vol. 2, p. 292. Kataev alludes to this comment by Mandel'shtam
on 9,498.
2. It is interesting to compare these ideas with Olesha's many
remarks about metaphors. Particularly important here is
Olesha's story Lyubov' which is full of examples of the
'effect of presence'. One of the materialised metaphors which
so troubles the hero of that story is a wasp which becomes a
tiger because the hero thinks of it as such. Kataev's fight
with the wasp in Kubik might well owe something to Olesha's
story. See Yu. Olesha, Lyubov', Izbrannoe (M., 1974),
pp. 196-202.
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glazami ubiitsy') and it takes the form of a demonstration in
Paris in which the crowd carry huge posters of Stalin, Mao-
Tse-Tung ('tykvo-golovyi kitaets') and Napoleon (the famous
portrait by Gros)."1" Suddenly the narrator is wakened from
his dream by the wasp trying to get into his ear like a Psyche
choosing as its temporary refuge his body. He jumps up,
seizes the wasp and kills it. The sound of its body being
crushed under his heel is:
• . . HBnOBTOpMMblM 3 By K , B HOTOpOM h3H 6bl
aaH/iHDHa/iacb bcss nofldopoflOK, KpameHbie yew,
darpoBaa HHfltouiesba Kowa sro lush, npwateM^eHHaa
CTOaSMM BOpOTHHHOM MfinepaTOpCHOrO MyHflpna, -
m we/iecT TBMHoro afla, npoHMHuiero b mohd wpoBb,
3acTaanBiii8ro MrHoesHHo pacnaxHyTb Mora pyny...
A no/iocaTbiM homohbk bcb sme HaTa/ica Ha noay, m
a 8U4B pa3 pa3flaBM^ sro, Hafleracb, Ha 3tot paa
yws OHOHHaTBJlbHO • • • (9,498)
Taken in conjunction with the dream about the narrow-eyed
murderer, it seems a reasonable assumption that the man who
suddenly, and apparently inexplicably, is conjured up by the
sound of the wasp's body being crushed is Stalin and that the
struggle with the wasp represents yet another attempt by
Kataev (following those in Svyatoi kolodets) to excise from
himself the spirit of Stalinism.
7«f»$ The Poodle
The principal character of the latter part of the tale,
the black poodle Kubik, is created as the result of a similar
process of metaphor realisation. The poodle in Goethe's
Faust serves as a model, for he is an example of a metaphor
1. Towards the end of Kubik this dream becomes real as the
poor waiter, Napoleon, becomes involved in the demonstrations
of May 1968.
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(he stands for Mephistopheles) becoming an object:
m Haflen^HCb eme xoTb paa yanfleTb JiereHflapHoro
AoHTopa c hb MBHse jier e h,qa pHo m coSaHOH, blue pas
flOHasaBLUHX mhb M0ryi48CTB0 n03TMHBCH0H MblC/lM,
npeapaTHBUJBH MBTatJiopy b npeflMBT, b mh/ioe tbjio,
b bemb. (9,505)
In a passage which recalls the talking cat episode from Svyatoi
kolodets, Kataev claims that his knowledge of poodles derives
from the fact that he was once a spoilt little dog himself,
although only for a short time. As with the talking cat,
the reference here appears to be to the position of establish¬
ment writers during the Stalin era. The entire episode
(9,506-8) can be read as an Aesopian account of the way in
which writers became totally subservient to authority. Thus,
the poodle begins as a metaphor, but such is the power of
poetic thought (to use Kataev's own phrase) that he becomes
realised as a character and takes part in the story with
which Kubik ends.
Although the poodle becomes an important character in
the story, Kataev frequently reminds the reader of his own
role in the dog's creation. For example, he draws attention
to the nature of creation by musing that Kubik may be an
artificial dog:
fi cK/iOHeH ayriaTb, hto sto dw/ia codaHa He
HaTypa/ibHan, a MCHyccTBBHHafl, co3flaHHaR
HBjioBSHBCKHMM pynariM, b ziadopaTopHM KaHOrO-
HHdyflb reHMa/ibHoro aHcnepHMeHTaTopa-HMdepHBTMHa
M/1M dHOHMHa, CyMBBUjerO C03flaTb BO BpertBHM M
npOCTpaHCTBB MCHyCCTBBHHOS CymBCTBO. (9,511)
7.5.7 The Title of Kubik
The theme of the nature of artistic creativity is the
central one in the work and it provides an explanation (or,
rather, several possible explanations) of the enigmatic
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title. Near the beginning of Kubik the author teasingly
raises the question of why the work is so called:
Ho noseriy, co6ctbbhho, hy6nh? rioTOMy mto -
LLIBCTb CTOpOH B Tpex M3MBpeHHflX npocTpaHCTBa
m BpeneHH. A mowbt SbiTb, npocTo mmh coSasHH.
A bepheh Bcero, npocTo tah. 3axoTe.nocb. Hto
mowet dbitb /lysine cbodoflhoh bo/ihI (9 ,463)
The link between a cube (six sides in three dimensions
of space and time) and a dog cannot be perceived at this
juncture of the work, but once the dog is introduced and
described as 'an artificial creation in time and space' the
choice of name becomes clearer. Moreover, there are several
other references to cubes in the work which confirm the
centrality of the theme of artistic creativity. The ability
of the artist to immortalise something in his work is expressed
in terms of the flash-cube used in a camera:
Oh flocTa/i na hapmaha Hyptkm Ma/iGHbHHM CT BK/I FI hHUM
HyfiMH, yKperiH/i sro Hafl BM,qoHCHaT8.neri 4>oToannapaTa
h HBCHOJlbHO pa3 U+b/IHHy/l, 8bl3BaB b cepeflHHe KydMKa
C HpOLUeH HbIM 3BpHa/IbHblM pB^/IBHTOpOM MarHBBbie
BCnblllJHM, HaK 5bl BbipBaBUJHB m 3 B p 6m shh m npOCTpaHCTBa
h HaBcerfla c,qe/iaBLUMe HenoflBHWHunw so/iotom bbhbi4
(ppaHHHCHOH npMHqeccbi. . . (9,489)-'-
A further reference to cubes appears to be a cryptic
defence of the individuality of the artist in a modern
technological age. This passage becomes particularly
meaningful if it is remembered that at the end of the work
Kataev called Kubik a 'bassoon solo'. The passage is about
wooden cubes which are used to draughtproof window frames.
The hotel was equipped with the latest technical devices but
1. It is worth noting that the photograph taken by the young
French tourist does not turn out quite as he had hoped. The
crown is hardly visible, and the clearest objects in the
photograph are the holsters of the policemen guarding the
treasure (who had been intended as incidental to the photo¬
graph). This appears to be a comment on the gap between an
artist's intention and the finished work of art which has
been determined by more factors than conscious intention.
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it still had these old cubes: 'A cepbie flepeBHHHbie Hydmhh
Ha BepesoHHax hb HayHM/iHCb hmhbm aamehhtb...A hsm bh
33M8HHT b XOpOUJBe, BblflBpwaHHOe flBpSBO CHpHnHH, 0arOTa?'
(9,522-3) Technological advance may aid the artist, but
it will not replace the ability of the man who can think in
images.
One final reference to a cube returns us to the question
of the 'effect of presence'. Part of a Pravda report on
holography reads: 'B oflHon HydMHecHon ceHTHMBTpe BemecTBa,
od/iaflaiomero 3(fx}>eHTOM odueMHon $oTorpa(|)MH (ro/iorpa0HM), nojiysaeMOM
c noMOiubio onTHHBCKoro xiyna, noweT coflepwaTbCH cTDJibHo we
cbbflbhmm, CHOJibKO b nfltm mh/t/iHOHax hhht . ' (9 ,499) It may
appear that such technical advances will render artists
unnecessary, and that, therefore, the Pravda report runs counter
to the defence of art undertaken in Kubik. However, on the
same page as the Pravda report Kataev calls on artists to
prepare for the day when a mass of information can be carried
by a cubic centimetre of matter by concentrating their thoughts
on images, by striving for 'the innermost essence of truly
modern poetry'. Thus, the cubic centimetre, which represents
the future achievement of information science, represents the
present achievement of those poets like Mandel'shtam capable
of bringing about 'the effect of presence'.
The various references to cubes throughout the work
pertain to the question of the nature of artistic creativity,
and, on close examination, a work which appears to have no
overall theme can be seen to be about art, and particularly
poetry. Although written in prose, Kubik is a tone poem
about the nature of poetry.
7.5.8 Concluding Remarks
In several respects Kubik closely resembles Svyatoi
kolodets. It contains at least one cryptic reference to the
servile position of writers (above all Kataev himself) in the
Stalin period; it reveals Kataev as a master of description
and as very sensitive to the rhythm of prose. It raises
questions about the nature of artistic creativity. Concerned
as it is almost exclusively with aesthetic matters, Kubik
demonstrates why Kataev was attracted all his life by such an
aesthete as Bunin. It is fitting that Kataev's work of the
1960s, in which the place of pure artistry within the framework
of Soviet society is closely examined, should end with Kubik,
for the publication of that tale indicates that aestheticism
is now tolerated. But the critical response to all of Kataev's
works of the decade demonstrates that his approach to art does
not go unchallenged.
7.6 The Critical Response to Kataev's Work of the 1960s
Reviewers of Malen'kaya zheleznaya dver' v stene for the
most part welcomed the tale. Writing in Literaturnaya gazeta,
Skorino stressed that the main theme was the importance of the
October Revolution. Through Kataev's door into the past the
reader can see the historical inevitability of the socialist
revolution. While emphasising the importance of the revolu¬
tionary theme,Skorino does also draw attention to the richness
of Kataev's prose style. 'rioBecTb Ba/ieHTHHa HaTaeBa CoraTa
HpacKarin h 3BysaHHHMH. Ohs HanncaHa rycTo, flpwo, Hpe3BbiHaHHo
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n/iacTHHHOs nopTpeTHue ncHxojiorMsecHHe flBTa/m tohhn, SbiTOBbie
, 1
neH3awM DOHTH ocnaaBMbi•
The response to Svyatoi kolodets and Trava zabven'ya
was both more voluminous and more divided. Some critics and
reviewers praised Kataev's tales in the most generous way.
One review of Trava zabven'ya, for example, contained the
following accolade: '3to - cospeMeHHas H/iaccMHa. C/iowHaH
h npocTan. HeTopon^MBan . HnaccMHa Bcerfla HeTopon/iHBa.
MHorocnoMHaa. HoBaTopcHan npoaa, oHa b to we bpsmh HHTaeTCH
2
wan TpaflMpMOHHaFi.'
Critics agreed that the quality of the writing in both
works (what is frequently referred to in Russian as masterstvo)
was very high. Pertsov wrote that the quality of the descrip¬
tive writing in Trava zabven'ya sometimes appeared little short
3
of miraculous. But several reviewers followed V. Dudintsev
in distinguishing between the formal excellence of Kataev's
writing on the one hand and the lack of moral substance on the
4
other. For Dudintsev, all of the brilliance of Kataev's
writing in Svyatoi kolodets does not compensate for the lack
of feeling, and, in particular, pain. A similar point of
view was expressed in the most detailed article about Kataev's
1. L. Skorino, 'Dalekoe - blizkoe', Literaturnaya gazeta,
14 November 1964.
2. G. Kukharskii, 'Grani vremeni', Nedelya, 14 May 1967.
3. V. Pertsov, '0 novoi proze Valentine Kataeva', Literaturnaya
Rossiya, 30 June 1967.
4. V. Dudintsev, 'Dve magii iskusstva', Literaturnaya gazeta,
13 August 1966.
5. It is difficult to agree with Dudintsev that Svyatoi kolodets
lacks true feeling. Kataev's friend and protege Vasiln Aksenov
sprung to his defence against Dudintsev (without naming the
critic). Aksenov points out that only someone who failed to
understand the narrator, and thereby the author of Svyatoi
kolodets could possibly believe it to be a work devoid of feeling.
See V. Aksenov, 'Puteshestvie k Kataevu', Yunost', 1967, No. 1,
pp. 68-9.
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'new' prose, B. Sarnov's 'Ugl' pylayushchii i kimval
bryatsayushchii'.1 The first part of the title refers to
Kataev's use of Pushkin's 'Prorok'; the second part comes
from I Corinthians 13,1 ('Though I speak with the tongues of
men and of angels, and have not charity, I am become as
sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.') Clearly, the very
title reveals that Sarnov's intention resembles that of
Dudintsev, namely to contrast Kataev's technical mastery
with his lack of feeling or morality. The following para¬
graph is typical of the article as a whole:
/iKjdoe onncaHne, /liodoH c/ioBecHbiH nopTpeT
CTaHOBHTCH XyflOWeCTBSHHblM B TOT MOMeHT, HOrfla,
conpMHacaRCb c npe^rieTOM, xyflowHMH He To/ibKo
pncyeT ripeflMBT, ho h, roeopH c/iOBaMM Be/iMHCHoro,
HSBOflMT M3 CBOBH BHyTpBHHBH T/iydUHbl BCB TB
oiuyiiiehhn, HOTopbie npo6yfln.no b Hen cto/ikhobbhhb
c npeflMeTOM.
Sarnov's article contains many insights into Svystoi kolodets
and Trava zabven'ya and it is persuasively written, but it
judges Kataev by very harsh standards, and, although there is
much truth in what Sarnov says, he appears to underestimate
the degree of honest self-examination in both works.
Negative criticism of Kubik rested on the point made
by Dudintsev and Sarnov, namely the futility of formal brilliance
without substance. The question in the title of Smirnova's
review 'No zachem?' is directed to this dilemma. Like Sarnov
1. B. Sarnov, 'Ugl' pylayushchii i kimval bryatsayushchii' ,
Voprosy literatury, 1968, No. 1, pp. 21-49. The same issue
of Voprosy literatury contains two further articles about
Kataev which are of less interest. V. Gusev, 'Dve storony
medali', pp. 50-60; I. Grinberg, 'Nablyudatel'nost' ili
litsezrenie', pp. 61-77.
2. B. Sarnov, 'Ugl' pylayushchii...', p. 47.
3. V. Smirnova, 'No zachem?', Literaturnaya Rossiya,
11 July 1969.
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she questions Kataev's morality, and is particularly disturbed
by his identification with the capitalist hero, Monsieur."''
In most of the negative reviews and articles about
Kataev's work of the 1960s the high moral tone typical of
much Soviet literary criticism can be heard. No critic
disputes Kataev's talent or the quality of his writing. What
is in dispute is the quality of his character. In a curious
way one is reminded of Mashbits-Verov's article of 1930 which
also admitted Kataev's talent but judged him to be a harmful
influence in Soviet literature because of his lack of
commitment to the Soviet system. Thus the wheel has come
round full circle, and Kataev's work of the 1960s, together
with the critical response aroused by it, can be compared to
his work of the 1920s and the criticism which it provoked.
On comparing these two periods one is struck by some great
differences, but more striking still are the similarities.
This question must form part of the conclusion to the present
study.
1. For an interesting contrary opinion see G. Filippov,
'Po zakonam orkestra', Zvezda, 1969, No. 8, pp. 211-3.
In direct contradiction of the views of Sarnov and Smirnova
he writes: 'Ho waw dbi to hh dbi.no, He/ibsa sa Haw^on ctpohom He
y b Hfl8Tb npmctajibhbih m necTHbiH r/ias no.it/iMHHoro nacTepa, ofl m h a ho b o
HyBCTayromero m paflocTb tbophschoh cn/ibi, w 6o/ib ot co3HaHMH
HepaspeWMMOCTH M H or MX npOTMBOpeHMM, M MyHMTe/lbHyiO OTBGTCTBeH-
HocTb nepefl /ihJflbMM. '
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CONCLUSION
The line of development of Kataev's long and diverse
career has followed some of the major movements in Soviet
literature. During the 1920s he wrote a small number of
lyric poems in the style of Bunin; some lyrical and romantic
short stories; two parodies of the popular genre of
revolutionary/scientific novel; a satirical novel which laid
some of the groundwork for II'f and Petrov; a highly success¬
ful comic play; and scores of satirical sketches, similar to
those being written by Bulgakov, Olesha, II'f and Petrov and
others.^" In other words, during this decade he was a typical
gifted Fellow Traveller, working with facility in a number of
genres, and making no strong political point. At the most
eclectic period of Soviet literature Kataev's work was at
its most eclectic.
Two of his works of the 1920s - Rastratchiki and
Kvadratura kruga - brought him great popularity, both in the
Soviet Union and abroad, and the desire for further success
and acclaim was undoubtedly one of the factors which impelled
Kataev to change direction in the 1930s when a change was
required of the Fellow Travellers. Other factors were the
implied threat in Mashbits-Verov's critical article of 1930
and, probably, a desire to be a part of the new stage in Soviet
1. The satirical sketch Glav-polit-bogosluzhenie (2,301-3)
is, in fact, by Bulgakov. The sketch was published in
Gudok on 24- July 1924. The mistake over the identity of
the author most likely arose because the sketch was signed
with the initials M.G. (M.T.), which was interpreted as
standing for "Mitrofan Gorchitsa" - one of Kataev's pseudonyms
- whereas it was a misprint for the similar M.B. (M.5.)
- "Mikhail Bulgakov".
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society, the period of the first Five Year Plan. Kataev's
three longest works of the 1930s reflect the development of
Soviet literature in that decade. Firstly, Vremya, vperedl
is one of the best of the 'construction novels' about the Five
Year Plan; secondly, Beleet parus odinokii forms part of the
movement towards both children's literature and historical
novels in the middle of the decade; finally, Ya, syn trudovogo
naroda is one of the works written towards the end of the 1930s
in anticipation of the coming war.
During and after the Second World War the topicality of
much of Kataev's work continued unabated. The difficulties
which he experienced over Za vlast' Sovetov typified the almost
impossible position of Soviet authors between the end of the
War and the death of Stalin. In the Thaw period Kataev,
himself, did not produce remarkable work. But his patronage
of younger authors and his insistence in articles and public
speeches on the artist's right to freedom of expression played
an important part in Soviet literary life of the 1950s.
Kataev's work of the 1960s, too, has formed part of
major trends in Soviet literature. Freed from the constraints
of the previous era, many older authors turned now to memoirs
of the repressive days of the recent past; a greater awareness
of the rest of the world, particularly America, began to feature
in a literature which had been almost entirely insular for decades;
a degree of formal experimentation began to creep in to the work
of several young poets; authors felt able to reveal more
sophisticated tastes in the arts than previously. Kataev's
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work of the 1960s reflects all of these trends.1
It is difficult, faced with such a diverse career, to
isolate the most important characteristics of Kataev's work.
Yet, clearly, some attempt to do so must be made. It is
instructive to begin by considering his limitations and to move
on from there to his strengths. Kataev spent more than twenty
years on his tetralogy, Volny Chernogo morya, and in purely
quantitative terms it is his major work. Yet, despite the
charm of Beleet parus odinokii and the partial success of Zimnii
veter, the cycle as a whole must be regarded as an artistic
failure. Principal among the reasons for this is Kataev's
inability to create believable adult characters in an extended
work. It is worth noting that the only successes among the
adult figures of the tetralogy are based on Kataev himself or
on his father; the purely imagined heroes remain stereotyped.
Much more successful are those works where an inability to draw
rounded portraits matters less - short stories, where character
traits can be hinted at by means of physical details; the
satirical novel Rastratchiki, in which grotesque characters form
part of the author's conception; and Vremya, vperedl, in which
exaggerated characters do not detract from the most important
features of the novel - its atmosphere and pace.
A factor in the failure of the tetralogy which provides
another clue to the limitations of Kataev's talent is his inability
to convey a wide picture of the society in which his work is set.
All four novels of Volny Chernogo morya move uncomfortably from
1. Only in the 1970s, a period beyond the scope of this
dissertation, has Kataev's work seemed to be apart from the
mainstream of Soviet literature.
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the hero's private world to attempt a broad view of the age.
The best pages of all the novels in the tetralogy deal with
the purely individual concerns, and, in particular, the
sensual awareness of the semi-autobiographical hero. In
contrast to these sections, the depiction of war and revolution
lacks specificity.
Kataev's outstanding strengths are his humour and his
ability to recall and convey with precision the nature of
physical objects and particular sensations, including unusual
ones brought on by delirium. The former aspect of his talent
has given rise to many humorous and satirical works and has
aided the author greatly in his portrayal of children, which
is generally excellent. In the 1920s and again in the 1960s
Kataev allowed his two strengths to dominate in his work and
these are undoubtedly his finest periods. The works of the
1960s are both more complex and less spontaneous than those
of the earlier period, yet they are not entirely dissimilar,
for the same elements come to the fore.
To a considerable extent Kataev's gifts are those of
the lyric poet, and it is significant that in the 1960s he
turned increasingly to the theme of poets and poetry. In
Trava zabven'ya he explores the relationship between the poet
- himself included - and society, and in Kubik he gives a subtle
defence of the poet's magic. Yet, as he makes clear in Trava
zabven'ya, Kataev is not content to be a lyric poet or a purely
'private' writer. To him, the 'public' side of the polarity
which runs through Soviet literature has always exerted an
attraction, for a variety of reasons which have been discussed
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at several points in this dissertation. As a result, his work
is marked by a tension between his 'private' and 'public' sides.
In Trava zabven'ya he reveals how deep and intractable this
problem is, and his apparent resolution of the problem (in the
parable of the pillow) fails to convince.
Critical attitudes to Kataev have largely been determined
by the dominance of one or other of these sides. In 1930
Mashbits-Verov fully acknowledged Kataev as a talented writer,
but because his gifts were 'private' rather than 'public' the
critic saw him as a threat in Soviet literature. Similarly,
almost all the critics of Kataev's later works have admitted
his technical mastery, his 'magic with words', but many have
been dissatisfied with the application of his talent.
It is interesting to speculate, as Nadezhda Mandel'shtam
has done, on what would have become of Kataev had he not felt
the need to write 'like Walter Scott'.1 Yet perhaps to do so
is ultimately futile, for Kataev is as incapable of shaking off
his 'public' side as he is of shaking off his 'private' side.
His inherent aestheticism has been held in check by a need for
public recognition and, in later years at any rate, by a
commitment to his country and its political system.
1. N. Mandel'shtam, Vospominaniya, p. 299.
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APPENDIX
The appendix consists of a photocopy of the manuscript
of a poem by Kataev dated 9 May 1919. It was written on the
occasion of the presentation of a magnifying glass to Bunin
by Kataev and consists of mock-heroic verses suitable for
the occasion.
In Trava zabven'ya Kataev recalls giving the glass to
Bunin and quotes a slightly different version of the poem.
(9,329) It is interesting to note that in the manuscript
Kataev aligns himself with Bunin by the use of the words
'nam' and 'my' in the second stanza, whereas in Trava zabven'ya
he uses 'Vam' and 'Vy'. Also interesting is the fact that
the reference to the Revolution in the version quoted on
9,329 does not occur in the manuscript given to Bunin.
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This bibliography is selective. It consists of items
cited in the dissertation together with selected further items
of relevance to this study. It includes in section 2(d)
those works written by Kataev in the 1970s. The arrangement
of items within sections is alphabetical except for section
3(c), where a chronological arrangement by year of publication
is used for convenience. The fullest bibliography of and
about Kataev's work is that edited by V. Akimov and others,














Russkie sovetskie pisateli, prozaiki:
Bibliograficheskii ukazatel', vol. IT
(L., 1964), pp. 328-91.
Sovetskii roman, ego teoriya i istoriya,
1917-64: Bibliograficheskii ukazatel'
(L., 1966).
Russkaya khudozhestvennaya literatura i
literaturovedenie: Ukazatel' biblio-
graficheskikh posobii (M., 1976).
Khudozhestvennaya literatura, russkaya i
perevodnaya, 1917-1937: Ukazatel' statei i
retsenzii, vols, i-iv (M., 1926-40).
Sovetskaya khudozhestvennaya literatura,
1938-1965: Bibliografiya, 9 vols. (M.,
1952—72).
Russkaya literatura ot simvolizma do nashikh
dnei (M., 1926), pp. 329-30.
Sovetskoe literaturovedenie i kritika:
Bibliograf icheskii ukazatel7"^ 2 vols.
(M., 1966-70).
Vosem' let russkoi khudozhestvennoi literatury
(1917-1925): Bibliograficheskii spravochnik
(M.-L., 1926) , pp. 123-4.
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Vladislavev, I. Literatura velikogo desyatiletiya, 1917-1927,
vol. i (M., 1928) , p. 126.
Knizhnaya letopis1 (M.), 1922-76.
Letopis' gazetnykh statei (M.), 1936-76.
Letopis' retsenzii (M.), 1934-76.
Letopis' zhurnal'nykh statei (M.), 1934-77.
Novaya sovetskaya literatura po
literaturovedeniyu (H.), 1953-76.
2. Primary Sources. Works by Kataev
(a) Collected Editions
Sobranie sochinenii v pyati tomakh (M., 1956-7).
Sobranie sochinenii v devyati tomakh (H., 1968-72).
(b) Prose and dramatic works and variants not reprinted
in the collected works and cited in, or relevant to,
the present study.
Avangard in P'esy (M., 1955), pp. 5-62.
Beleet parus odinokii, Krasnaya nov' , 1936 , No. 5.
Chtenie p'esy, Ogonek, 1931, No. 24, pp. 4-5.
Dobrozhelatel1, Ves' mir, 1916, No. 51, pp. 2-5.
Dun'kina zhizn', Kommunarka Ukrainy (Khar'kov), 1922,
No. 9, pp. 16-23.
The Grass of Oblivion (London, 1969).
Kazachonok, Malen'kii odesskii listok, 27 July 1915.
Na parokhode, Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 25, p. 3.
Nemchik, Ves' mir, 1915, No. 31, pp. 2-4.
Pioner (M., 1948).
Pioner, Chast' vtoraya (M., 1949).
Pochti dnevnik (M., 1962).
Povelitel' zheleza (Velikii Ustyug, 1925).
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Priklyucheniya parovoza (M.-L., 1925),
Probuzhdenie (Odessa, 1912).
Statue Apollona, Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 26, p. 2.
Svyatki u pokoinikov, Ves' mir, 1918, No. 7, pp. 2-9.
Temnaya lichnost, (Odessa, 1912).
U ozera v Shveitsarii, Odesskii vestnik, 1912,
No. 25, p. 2.
V begakh, Odesskii listok, 2 February 1915.
V poezde, Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 25, p. 3.
Yumoreska, Ves' mir, 1915, No. 47, pp. 19-21.
Za vlast1 Sovetov, Novyi mir, 1949, Nos. 6, 7, 8.
Za vlast' Sovetov (M., 1955).
(c) Early poems not republished in the collected works
'Aeroplan', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 12, p. 18.
'Ballada o doke', Plamya (Khar'kov), 1924, No. 2, p. 9.
'Gde vremena te zolotye', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 4,
p. 2.
'Gvozdichka', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 57, p. 2.
'Iz dnevnika', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 33, p. 31.
'Iz Kalugi', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 2, p. 18.
'Kak prosto vse. V molchan'i strogom', Odesskii listok,
12 July 1915.
'Kartinka', Russkaya rech' (Odessa), 6 January 1913.
'Khoze-Karmen', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 41, p. 15.
'Khristos', Probuzhdenie (Petrograd), 1916, No. 8, p. 237.
'Kogda na krasotu prirody', Odesskii vestnik, 1912,
No. 4, p. 2.
'K Tebe, Khristos', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 12, p. 2.
'Letom', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 32, p. 18.
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'Metelitsa', Odesskii listok, 26 January 1915.
'Na bul'vare', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 35, p. 23.
'Na zakate', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 45, p. 24.
'Noch' trevozhna', Odesskii listok, 17 July 1915.
'Osen'', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 17, p. 2.
'Osen'', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 37, p. 30.
'Osennie molitvy', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 41, p. 3.
'Osennyaya pesnya', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 47, p. 23.
'Osen'yu', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 44, p. 26.
'Otchego', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 19, p. 3.
'Otryvok iz poemy "Izmail"', Odesskii vestnik, 1912,
No. 3, p. 2.
'Paskhal'noe utro', Russkaya rech', 21 April 1913.
'Pesnya kazachki', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 7, p. 14.
'Polustanok', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 39, p. 17.
'Poslednee pis'mo', Probuzhdenie, 1916, No. 3, p. 84.
'Prazdnik vesny', Russkaya rech', 14 April 1913.
'Pri svete zvezd besplotny nashi litsa', Ves' mir,
1918, No. 15, p. 15.
'Privet Soyuzu Russkogo Naroda v den' shestiletiya ego',
Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 5, p. 5.
'Rannyaya vesna', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 11, p. 14.
'Rassvet', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 13, p. 2.
'Razdum'e', Odesskii listok, 15 February 1915.
'Rim', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 27, p. 2.
'Rus". Stansy o voine', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 1, p. 21.
'Russkaya vesna', Prekrasnoe dalekoe (H.), 1915, No. 2,
p. 51.
'S bul'vara', Odesskii listok, 10 May 1915.
'Sezonnyi romans', Malen'kii odesskii listok, 9 July 1915.
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'Sonet svobode', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 32, p. 19.
'Stambul', Yuzhnaya mysi' (Odessa), 10 April 1916.
'Stansy' ('Budil'nik-koshka shevelit usami'), Moskva.
Zhurnal literatury i iskusstva (M.), 1922, No. 6, p. 3.
'Step'', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 54, p. 2.
'Step'', Odesskii ligtok, 22 March 1915.
'Strely', Malen'kii odesskii listok, 9 July 1915.
'Stsena v ital'yanskom monastyre 1613 goda', Russkaya
rech', 17 February 1913.
'Svetloe Voskresen'e', Russkaya rech', 14 April 1913.
'Teplyi, tikhii, yasnyi vecher', Lukomor'e (Petrograd),
1915, No. 11, p. 3.
'Tsvety', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 29, pp. 2-3.
'Tsvety na okne', Probuzhdenie, 1915, No. 22, p. 717.
'V al'bome', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 57, p. 2.
'V Bessarabii', Ves' mir, 1917, No. 35, p. 23.
'V derevne', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 1, p. 10.
'Vechernii romans', Ves1 mir, 1917, No. 34, p. 8.
'V Galitsii', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 2, p. 5.
'V khrame', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 9, p. 2.
'V khrame', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 14, p. 2.
'V puti', Ves' mir, 1916, No. 11, p. 14.
'V starom dome', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 59, p. 2.
'Yanvar' pokhozh na mart', Odesskii listok, 15 January
1915.
' Zagadka lyubvi', Russkaya rech1, 20 January 1913.
'Zimnee', Ves' mir, 1915, No. 51, p. 16.
'12-i god', Odesskii vestnik, 1912, No. 1, p. 2.
'1915 god', Odesskii listok, 5 January 1915.
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Works written by Kataev in the 1970s.
Almaznyi moi venets, Novyi mir, 1978, No. 6, pp. 3-146.
Fialka, Novyi mir, 1973, No. 8, pp. 74-95.
Fialka, P'esa v dvukh chastyakh, Teatr, 1974, No. 12,
pp. 171-86.
Kladbishche v Skulyanakh, Novyi mir, 1975, No. 10,
pp. 30-179.
Razbitaya zhizn' ili Volshebnyi rog Oberona,
Novyi mir, 1972 , No. 7, pp. 3-139; No. 8, pp. 8-202.
Articles and pamphlets of interest not reprinted in
the collected works.
'Avtobiografiya1 in Lidin, V. (ed.), Pisateli: avto-
biografii sovremennikov (M., 1928), pp. 174-7. See
also V. Inber's contribution to this volume.
'Avtobiografiya' in Brainina, B. and Nikitina, E. (eds.),
Sovetskie pisateli: Avtobiografii (M., 1959), vol. 1,
pp. 538-40.
'Chego my zhdem ot proletarskogo literaturnogo dvizheniya
Literaturnaya gazeta, 24 September 1930.
'Chto ya pishu', Vechernyaya Moskva, 26 March 1927.
'Dalekoe, blizkoe', Sovetskaya pechat', 1964, No. 3,
pp. 33-6.
•Detstvo i otrochestvo Yunosti' , Yunost', 1975, No. 6,
pp. 78-9.
'Entuziazm - planovost' - pobeda', Magnitogorskii
rabochii, 31 May 1931 (co-author).
'Geroi nepovtorimoi epokhi', Vechernyaya Moskva,
27 January 1962.
'Itogi goda', Vechernyaya Moskva, 22 April 1933.
'Iz bloknota delegata', Leningradskaya pravda,
21 August 1934.
'Kakoi nam nuzhen redaktor?', Literaturnaya gazeta,
20 August 1938.
'Kak ya pishu', Voprosy literatury, 1962, No. 8,
pp. 169-70.
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'Mark Tven i Amerika', Novyi mir, 1950, No. 5,
pp. 229-38.
'Mir khizhinam', Vechernyaya Moskva, 22 May 1957.
'Moi novye raboty', Vechernyaya Moskva, 10 October 1955.
'Moi Stanislavskii', Teatr, 1962, No. 12, pp. 121-3.
'Moskovskie pis'ina* , Zarya vostoka, 5 May 1924.
'Moskva etim letom', 30 dnei, 1930, No. 9, pp. 56-65.
'Moya Odessa', Pravda Ukrainy, 9 August 1966.
'Napishu knigu o detstve' , Pionerskaya pravda, 23 March
1931.
'Nemnogo ob avtore' in Voznesenskii, A., Ten' zvuka
(M., 1970), pp. 3-9.
'Neobkhodim kachestvennyi analiz nashikh proizvedenii',
Kniga i proletarskaya revolyutsiya, 1933, No. 8, p. 50.
'Ne povtoryat' sebya i drugogo', Literaturnaya gazeta,
I January 1972.
'Novaya zhilishchnaya politika' (M., 1922).
'Nuzhny novye lyudi, nuzhna upornaya rabota',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 6 January 1935.
'Obnovlenie prozy', Voprosy literatury, 1971, No. 2,
pp. 123-31.
'0 granitse , razdelyayushchei zhanry', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 28 October 1934.
'Oktyabr'skii raport narodu i partii', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 26 October 1977.
'0 moem zhiznennom puti', Kul'tura i zhizn', 1957,
No. 11, pp. 19-20.
'Pero zhar-ptitsy', Literaturnaya gazeta, 22 May 1959.
'Pisatel'-boets', Krasnaya zvezda, 19 January 1947.
'Pisateli i sotsialisticheskoe stroitel'stvo', Rost,
1933, No. 11-12, p. 10.
'Pisateli na Magnitostroe', Literaturnaya gazeta,
II March 1932.
'Pisateli o meshchanstve', Na literaturnom postu, 1929,
No. 6, p. 26.
466.
'Pisateli o sebe', Na literaturnom postu, 1928, No. 6,
pp. 90-1.
'Pis'ma s yuga', Trud, 26 March 1922.
'Predislovie k dnevniku V. Molodtsova', Komsomol'skaya
pravda, 18 September 1960.
'Proshchanie s mirom', Znamya, 1966, No. 3, pp. 249-50.
'Puteshestvie v stranu budushchego', 30 dnei, 1929,
No. 8, pp. 24-37.
'Raport semnadtsatomu' in Yudin, P. (ed.), Pisateli
XVII parts'ezdu (M., 1934), pp. 104-7.
'Rech' na obshchemoskovskom sobranii pisatelei,
posvyashchennom itogam XVIII s'ezda partii',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 20 April 1939.
'Rech' na sessii Verkhovnogo Soveta RSFSR', Pravda,
27 June 1947.
'Rech' na vtorom vsesoyuznom s'ezde sovetskikh pisatelei',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 22 December 1954.
'Schast'e otkrytii', Literaturnaya gazeta, 20 January 1971.
'S chem my prikhodim k s'ezdu', Trud, 15 December 1954.
'Skrytaya gruppovshchina', Pravda, 23 April 1937.
'Slovo - pisatelyam', Voprosy literatury, 1972, No. 12,
pp. 79-80.
'Spasibo za eto gazete', Literaturnaya gazeta, 5 May 1933.
'Stikhi Bagritskogo polny ritmom bol'shevizma',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 18 February 1934 (co-author).
'Temy dlya proizvedenii daet nasha zamechatel'naya zhizn',
epokha stalinskoi konstitutsii', 30 dnei, 1937, No. 12,
pp. 19-20.
'To, chto ya videl', Literaturnaya gazeta, 1 July 1929.
'Vmeste s narodom', Pionerskaya pravda, 26 March 1957.
'Volny Chernogo morya', Leninskoe znamya, 9 April 1961.
*Vospominaniya', Sovetskaya Moldaviya, 29 November 1961.
'Vperedi progressa', Literaturnaya gazeta, 10 March 1936.
'V redaktsiyu gazety Pravda', Pravda, 24 January 1950.
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'Vremya, vpered'.', Literaturnaya gazeta, 22 November
194/.
'Vstrechi so starymi geroyami', Vechernyaya Moskva,
1 January 1946.
'Yunomu sovremenniku', Literaturnaya gazeta, 27 June
1959.
•Zapiski politotdel'tsa', 30 dnei, 1934, No. 11,
pp. 10-11.
'Zhdem resheniya korennykh voprosov', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 14 December 1954.
'Zhizn' daet vdokhnovenie', Komsomol'skaya pravda,
20 October 1957.
3. Secondary Sources












Pisatel1 i ego vremya (M., 1965).
Valentin Kataev. Ocherk zhizni i tvorchestva
I'M. , 1957).







Khuaozhestvennaya proza V»P« Kataeva
30-kh godov. Avtoreferat (L., 1955).
Tvorcheskii put' Valentina Kataeva.
Avtoreferat (Voronezh, 1952).
Proza V. Kataeva 30~kh godov. Avtoreferat
(L., 1954).
Khudozhestvennaya proza Valentina Kataeva.
Avtoreferat (M., 19501.
Romany i povesti Valentina Kataeva 40-kh
50-kh godov. Avtoreferat (L., 1958).
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Yampol'skaya, M. Proizvedeniya Valentina Kataeva dlya detei.
Avtoreferat (M., 1952).
Zavalishina, A. Khudozhestvennaya proza Valentina Kataeva





'Valentin Kataev vs. Socialist Realism'
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Indiana, 1973).
'Valentin Kataev: A Biographical and Critical
Study' (unpublished D.Phil, dissertation,
University of Oxford, 1973).
'V. Kataev - A Case Study in Literary

















about, or relevant to, those aspects of
work dealt with in this study
'Devushka iz sovpartshkoly', Kommunist
(Khar'kov), 2 October.
'Matyushenko', Moryak (Odessa), 22 June.
'Povelitel' zheleza, Bezdel'nik Eduard',
Knigonosha, Noli 20, p. 17.
'Bezdel'nik Eduard', Pechat' i revolyutsiya,
NoT 5-6, pp. 521-2.
'Ostrov Erendorf', Knigonosha, No. 3, p. 16.
'Rastratchiki', Pravda, 29 April.
'Rastratchiki', Pechat' i revolyutsiya,
No. 4, pp. 193-4.
'Rastratchiki', Zvezda, No. 6, pp. 156-7.























'Rastratchiki', Novyi mir, No. 9, pp. 218-9.
'Simulyatsiya nevmenyaemosti', Novyi Lef,
No. 7, pp. 1-3.
'Meshchanskie idillii' in Zametki o sovremennoi
literature (M.-L.), pp. 64-71.
'Kak rabotali nad Kvadraturoi kruga',
Sovremennyi teatr, No. 39, p. 614.
'Zamknutyi krug', Komsomol'skaya pravda,
25 September.
'Rastratchiki', Chitatel' i pisatel', 28 April,
'Kvadratura kruga', Rabochaya Moskva,
23 September.
'Chto na afishe?', 30 dnei, No. 10, pp. 80-2.
'Kvadratura kruga', Izvestiya, 22 September.
'Kvadratura kruga', Krasnaya niva, No. 41,
p. 18.
'Kvadratura kruga', Vechernyaya Moskva,
21 September.
'Pokhorony ne sostoyalis': p'esu spas teatr',
Trud, 22 September.
'Kvadratura kruga', Sovremennyi teatr, No. 40,
p. 627.
'Kvadratura kruga v MKhATe', Nasha gazeta,
30 September.
'V. Kataev i P. Pavlenko o sovetskikh rabochikhV
Molodaya gvardiya, No. 16, pp. 7S-7.
'Qtets', Kniga i profsoyuzy, No. 1, p. 41.
'Ot geroiki k povsednevnosti' in Poiski
Galatei: Stat'i o literature (M.), pp. 281-90.
'Rezhisserskie kommentarii k p'ese V. Kataeva
Kvadratura kruga' in Kataev, V., Kvadratura




















'Poshlyaki na literaturnykh gastrolyakh',
Komsomol'skaya pravda, 13 July.
'Ne pomoshch' a pomekha' (editorial),
Literaturnaya gazeta, 22 July.
'Avangara - p'esa Val. Kataeva', 30 dnei,
NoT 5, pp. 90-1.
'Na grani: Tvorchestvo Valentina Kataeva',
Na literaturnom postu, No. 9, pp. 35-46
and Mo. 11, pp. 47-56.
1Avangard teatra im. Vakhtangova', Vechernyaya
Moskva, 27 March.
'0 derevenskoi tematike voobshche i ob
Avangarde v chastnosti', Sovetskii teatr,
No. 3-4, pp. 18-20.
'Avangard', Izvestiya, 24 April.
'0 detskoi literature i detskom chtenii',
Pravda, 3 February.
'Magnitostroi vkhodit v literaturu', 30 dnei,
No. 4, pp. 61-3.
'Tvorcheskii put' Valentina Kataeva',
Krasnaya nov', No. 4, pp. 168-80.
'Vremya, vperedI', Literaturnaya gazeta,
5 December.
'Million terzanii' , Sovetskoe iskusstvo,
15 December.
'Staroe i novoe', Literaturnaya gazeta,
17 October.
'Zal smeetsya', Vechernyaya Moskva,
4 December.
'0 pishche bogov i o Charskoi', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 5 April.













'Kniga o pafose novogo stroitel'stva',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 5 February.
'Oshchushcheniya nepodvizhnosti ne bylo' ,
Khudozhestvennaya literatura, No. 1, pp. 1-6.
'Dva milliona terzanii' , Vechernyaya krasnaya
gazeta, 4 June.
' V nogu s vremenem', Kniga i proletarskaya
revolyutsiya, No. 8, pp. 73-6.
'Vremya, vpered'. Roman o Magnitostroe',
Shturm (Sverdlovsk), No. 4, pp. 86-9.
'Tvorchestvo Valentina Kataeva', Molodaya
gvardiya, No. 6, pp. 125-32.
'0 vremeni i ego geroyakh', Literaturnyi
kritik, No. 2, pp. 135-46.
'Tysyacha devyat'sot tridtsat' vtoroi',
Novyi mir, No. 1, pp. 231-61.
'Odin den' na pole srazheniya', Krasnaya nov',











'0 sotsialisticheskom realizme', Molodaya
gvardiya, No. 6, pp. 119-24.
'Kak ya rabotaia nad Gidrotsentral'yu' in
Gidrotsentral' (M.), pp. 15-6.
'Yugo-zapad', Literaturnaya gazeta,
5 January.
'Izgnanie metafory1, Literaturnaya gazeta,
17 May.
'Predislovie' in Kataev, V., Million terzanii
(M.), pp. 3-9.
'Doroga tsvetov' , Krasnaya gazeta, 19 April.
1Zhertvy khaosa*, Literaturnaya gazeta, 18 May.
'Moya rabota nad Energiei1 in Energiya (M.),
pp. 21-2.























'Doroga tsvetov', Rabochaya Moskva, 24 May.
'Konets chekhovskoi temy' in 0 sovetskoi
literature (M.), pp. 186-206.
'V etom proizvedenii net pafosa',
Literaturnaya gazeta, 24 December.
'Khudozhestvennyi teatr i sovetskaya
dramaturgiya', Teatr i dramaturgiya, No. 3,
p. 42.
'Poputchiki vtorogo prizyva', Zvezda, No. 4,
pp. 203-11.
'Tema sotsialisticheskoi stroiki v
khudozhestvennoi literature', Nastuplenie,
No. 9-10, pp. 183-9.
'Doroga tsvetov', Rabochii i teatr, No. 6,
p_ g_g ^
'Spor o syuzhete', Molodaya gvardiya,
No. 10, pp. 172-82.
'Talantlivyi, pravdivyi roman', Kniga i
proletarskaya revolyutsiya, No. 9, pp. 81-4.
'Beleet parus odinokii', Komsomol'skaya
pravda, 5 June.
'Iskrennyaya povest'', Pravda, 4 August.
'Beleet parus odinokii', Detskaya literatura.
No"! 19, pp. 67-72.
'Beleet parus odinokii', Literaturnaya gazeta,
30 June.
'Risk navernyaka', Znamya, No. 10, pp. 294-301.
'Literaturnye udachi i literaturnoe umilenie',
Literaturnyi sovremennik, No. 12, pp. 175-82.
'Net- ne namekaet', Krasnaya nov', No. 11,
p. 191.
'Veter s Chernomor'ya', Literatura v shkole,
No. 5, pp. 85-6.






















'Beleet parus odinokii', Literaturnoe
obozrenie, No. 15, pp. 3-4.
'Literaturnyi god (1936)', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 26 November.
'Beleet parus odinokii', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 15 November.
'Povest' o mnogikh prekrasnykh veshchakh',
Literaturnyi kritik, No. 10, pp. 89-101.
'Zhivaya zhizn'', Literaturnaya gazeta,
5 July.
'Deti v revolyutsii 1905 g.', V pomoshch'
sel'skomu bibliotekaryu i chitatelyu, No. 4,
pp. 71-2.
'Beleet parus odinokii', Literaturnaya ucheba,
No"! 10, pp. 105-10.
'Povest' o narodnom schast'e', Krasnaya nov',
No. 11, pp. 229-42.
'Rasskazy V. Kataeva', Literaturnoe obozrenie,
NoT 12, pp. 3-6.
'Kniga, kotoraya ne mozhet ne volnovat
Chto chitat', No. 1, pp. 61-2.
i f
'Ya, syn trudovogo naroda', Literaturnaya
gazeta, 26 October.
'Dve knigi Valentina Kataeva', Zvezda,
No. 4, pp. 214-25.
'Vdokhnovennaya povest'', Komsomol'skaya
pravda, 6 January.
'Ya, syn trudovogo naroda', Literaturnyi
kritik, No. 1, pp. 148-57.
'Epos i kharakter', Literaturnaya gazeta,
30 January.
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